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By Abbot Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Greetings from the Abbey! There are two
all-important facts of jmman existence that
the world is forgetting in its present mad
rush toward chaos. These two facts are sin
and redemption. In the flesh and in sin we
are children of Adam; in the spirit and by
redemption we are children of God. But the
force of much of today's thought tends to
try to convince us that there really is no sin;
and of course without sin there is no place
for a Redeemer.
There is a strong human tendency to let
comfort, convenience, profit, or pleasure be
the element which finally determines whether or not to consider a matter sinful. Recall
how our attitudes have changed in regard to
Sunday. In some areas of trade Sunday is
just another day of business. It is now almost superfluous for large chain grocery
stores in cities to advertise that they are
open on Sundays. Everyone takes that for
granted. Now the "Open on Sundays" sign
is beginning to be extended into more and
more fields: auto sales, home furnishings,
appliances, hardware, and so on. Certainly
U1ere is justification for some Sunday trade,
but the attitude toward the Lord's day has
become such that there comes to mind the
line of a poet, "bleared and seared with
trade."
The well meaning businessman is often
caught in the middle. He would like to keep
the day holy, but he often has little choice
because of the actions of bis competitors.
The command of God has not changed, but
the element of profit for the businessman
and convenience for the customer has caused
us more and more to ignore it.
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Take Sunday afternoon or
evening devotions. Parishes
that still have them ordi.
narily have so few people
attending that the pastor
wonders whether it is worth
it. Benediction now is usually put after one of the
Masses so that more of the
parishioners will receive the
blessing of their Eucharistic
Lord. But even so, as the
server begins to Ugh t the
extra candles many begin to
make their plans to fl ee
during the last gospel, afraid
apparently, to remain thos~
extra few minutes in the presence of their
Lord. Perhaps they love their pride and vices
loo much to look upon Him lest they be
healed. After all, a cigarette on the church
steps is so much more comforting and doesn't
demand any mental or spiritual response.
But at least these came to Mass. F or
others it was such a fine day for boating or
golfing if the weather was nice, or so won.
derful for sleeping if the weather was cold
or rainy, that pretty soon the people are
saying with a straight face that "we just
can't seem to work it out any more to where
we can get to Mass regularly."
-PAX-

The elements of comfort, convenience
profit, or pleasure have changed many
people's thinking on issues they formerly
regarded as moral issues. I remember standing outside a revivalist's tent when I was
about twelve years old, eavesdropping on the
proceedings inside. The speaker was strongly
denouncing contraceptives in terms clear
enough for me and my companions to easily
understand. Afterwards when those stirred
by the talk came forward to publicly declare
their sins and to repent, one man tearfully
admitted that he bad taken part in the sale
of these devices. One of my companions
outside the tent said, "If I had anything to
do with that, I sure wouldn't own up to it before anybody."
How times have changed! Last year over
eleven dollars worth of contraceptives were
sold in the United States for every m an,
woman, child in the country- two billion
dollars worth in all. And there seems to be
no tearful repentance on the part of any of
the dealers. Instead of a denunciation in a

,mun a similar speaker now might declare
t.nal no moral issue js involved. Aud in one
1-gislativc or council chamber after another
~ worldwide program of coalraception is
J11:ed
Whal brought about the change? Not a
,,.•per study of the moral aspect. But rather.
tke Eve in her temptation, they ignored the
auestion of right or wrong and in a worldly
~nsc saw that it was "good ... pleasing ...
,nd desirable." Then li ke Eve, having tasted
th< fruit, they rush out to insist that others
Kl follow them. How easily Eve rationalized
er fall, and Adam his greater fall!
This Eve-like thinking has lead to the same
c)langes in att.itude toward divorce, sanctity
the home and family, the sacredness of
,, human person, all aspects of purity.

view. could be notlung more than a highgrade baboon.
But man is much more than that. When
God decided to make man, He said, "Let us
make mankind in our image and likeness."
When Adam and Eve had come lo their
senses after U1eir fall, they hid from God
because they knew they had sinned. They
repented, but were helpless of themselves
to again approach God, to regain the intimacy they had had with Him. God made
the first move toward reconciliation. He
called them out o( their hiding place, then
even before He told them o( the ills they
had brought down on themselves and all
their descendents, He made the promise of
a Redeemer. A woman's selfish disobedience
had led to Adam's Original Sin; a woman's
selfless submission would lead to Christ's
- U.l.O.G.D. act oi redemption.
Of Mary this Redeemer was born, the Son
Honesty has been failing the same way.
A5alesman not long ago told us that bis com- of God and the Son of Man, the divine and
pany recently made two hundred test models human nature united in the marvellous and
,fa small, portable piece of equipment. When mysterious overshadowing of the Holy Spirit
the company began to put these items to on Mary. Her divine Son Jesus Christ came
test use it found that its store had depleted to take on himseli the guilt of Adam and
Eve, o[ you and me. No one else could bear
to less than one hundred. The others had been
,arried off by employees. Large plants of all the burden of that guilt. It was too heavy.
So heavy that God Himself had to lift it, at
11nds now have house detectives to protect
u,eroselves from their own employees. Dif- the cost of His own blood, on the cross.
- U.I.O.G.D. ferent estimates of the total "loot" have been
pven for tb~ nation, but all figures are unGod could not suffer in His
,eUevably high.
♦ own nature, but He so loved the
The honest worker and the honest businessworld that He found a way to
nan are surely still a strong majority, but
suffer for the sins o( man. He
:here are many instances on both sides of the
Himself became Man - not to
economic fence where moral issues are igseek our pleasures, but to seek
oured and only the gainful advantages of the our hearts; to be one with us so that we
~oment are considered.
could be one with Him.
Would we but look upon the cruci(ix and
-PAXbegin to understand sin, then we could begin
By ignoring his spiritual side man can to understand love and redemption. We are
for a time convince himseli of the validity
afraid to look that closely at Christ and at
of any and all the items we have mentioned ourselves fearing that "lest having Him we
,bove. But he can never escape fully from have naught else besides." Instead we act
ne realization t.hat something is amiss in as the elders who "perverted their own mind
i; attitudes. In a recent meeting of psyand turned away their eyes that they might
~iatrists some of them s:ressed the need not look into heaven, nor remember just
, recognition of guilt as a means of help- judgments."
~ their patients. But those who hold out
Christ said that He came to convince U,e
,r the opposite view are still strong. One world of sin, of justice, and o( judgment. He
,eaker declared that no one should ever came to find that which was lost. He came
lame himseli or anyone else for anything. because we have sinned and need a Redeem~pparently any recognition of gu ilt on the er. He came because He loves us. Let us pray
,rt of any human being wou.ld be disturbfor the awareness of our sinfulness and of
,g Without blame of course there could God's Redeeming love. It is the first step tono prajse, or right, or wrong. Man, in that ward home (or mankind.

A rila and El Escorial

·15, and which inspired two of Teresa's
rothers along with many other of its valiant
pung men to seek fresh spheres of conquest
., the new ly~discovcred lands across the
\tlan,1c. The royal court resided often in
~.-.la in those days. Today il is still a
,izable city of 24,000 inhabitants, but il
,aoagcs only to hold its own on what it can
.;u, oul of the dry stubborn soil of the windwept Castilian plateau - and the tourist
;ade. It lives mostly on memories.
Avila remembers not only its knights and
arriors, but also Jts saints and mystics, and
oie, among them, St. Teresa. Her deeds and
er sayings are still the talk of the towns,olk. When I arrived there I had no dilliJty finding the principal places connected
wi.11 her life, for they are the monuments of
~hich the ci ly is most proud.

Monuments
of the
Spanish Sword
and Spirit
By Gabriel Franks, 0.S.B.

In the year 1521 a litUe Spanish girl who
was just seven years old ran away from
home with her brother. They were not fleemg from a wicked stepmother; they planned
to go to North Africa to be captured by the
Moors and suffer martyrdom. The little girl
had decided with cool if misguided logic that
that would be the surest and quickest way to
get to Paradise.
Fortunately, an uncle found the runaway
pair before they had gotten far beyond the
walls of the city. Although Teresa Sanchez
Cepeda Davila y Ahumada never lost the
spirit of direct and energetic action which
prompted her ill-fated private crusade, age,
wisdom, and grace transformed her into the
great saint we know as Teresa of Avila.
Years ago, when I was a novice, I read
William Thomas Walsh's biography of St.
Teresa, and was intrigued by the story of the
only woman who ever reformed a religious
order, a saint who would undo ubtedly be
declared a Doctor of U1e Church had she
not been a woman. She was a many-sided
person who saw terrible an d beautiful visions
of saints and demons, but who possessed such
common sense that she was ashamed to have
anyone find her in a state of ecstasy. She
This article ls one of a series written by
Father Gabriel Franks, who spent four years
ln study at the lntematJonal BenedJctlne
College of Sant' Anselmo. During his Euro•
pean sojourn Father Gabriel had the opPortunity to travel widely ln many countries.

was a mystic who knew how to get along
with the great and the lowly; she was an
administrator who wrote some of the most
glowing pages of Spanish literature. The
lawn of Avila is intimately bound up with
the story of the saint, and ever since I had
read the book mentioned I had dreamed 01
visiting it.
In May, 1957, that dream came true.

A Journey Into the Past
A visit lo Avila is like a return lo the
six een h century. Surrounded by a cren elated and towered city wall which is at once
one of the finest and certainly the best preserved in Europe, Avila has changed littl e
in the past four hundred years. Except for
some modern development around the railroad station, which lies at the foot of the
hill on which the main part of the city is
built, St. Teresa would find little new or
different there if she could return today.
It is true that a few automobiles and tourists
now penetrate some of its broader cobblestone streets, but the majority of its tortuously winding up-hill · and down-dale
thor oughfares ar e navigable only by burro,
and are peopled by swarthy citizens who
would look as much at home in Morocco as
in Spain.
The greatest change that bas come upon
Avila is that is that it has become changeless.
In Teresa's time it was one of lhe most important cities of Spain, one which still
throbbed with the romantic chivalry which
had driven out the last Moors from Spain
only twenty-three years before her birth in

of her birth, since records prove that the
original house (a substantial affair which had
once been a royal mint) had been lorn down
at the Lime the adjoining church was built.
Without presuming to enter the controversy
a., an authority, I would like to believe that
a. least Urn! part of the house which contained the room I was shown had not been
destroyed.
ln Her Footsteps

Having pr ented my guides, both clerical
and lay, with a gratuity, I set out on the same
route which St. Teresa took one early morning in November, 1536. Crossing from the
south to the north side of the town through
the narrow winding and climbing streets, I
passed through a gate in the city walls, traversed about half a mile of open fields planted
to cabbages, and arrived at a long low buildgom in a Mint
ing. It was the convent of the Incarnation,
Despite the facl that it was the late spring, which in St. Teresa's lime was the largest
l]:e day of my arrival was cold and rainy. and most fashionable convent in the city, but
is now a museum . It was this convent that St.
;\l'ila is located three-quarters of a mile
Teresa fled to against the will of her father
1t,0ve sea level (higher than any other
Spanish city) and is noted for the rigorous in order lo become a Carmelite. Here she
climate which produced there a Viking race. spent thirty years of her religious life, and it
aaving shivered through the mild Italian was here too that she first formulated a plan
•in.ers in unheated monasteries I could lo build a new convent in which the primitive
nagine what heroism was required of S t. Carmelilc plan - which had come to be more
reresa to write her autobiography and other honored in the breach than in the observance
ks here in the long sub-zero winier nights - would be followed to the letter.
ithout even the protection of glass in the
lL was to this convent that she returned
al the command of her superiors to be prior,u,dows.
ess
after she had already founded several
,\Iler picking up a map of the town and
,nous folders at the Tourist Information convents of her reformed or Discalced Car.,mce near the cathedral, I headed for the meli tes, and here she won the love and respect of her subjects who were unwilling to
1,urch and monastery called "La Santa,"
hich was built on the site of the house in
blch St. Teresa was born. A couple of
rv,'Clve-year old boys in the plaza in fron I. or
the church appointed themselves my guides.
l[ter we had made a visit in the baroque
caurch, my two little friends (who were exr,c:ing a tip) rang the bell of the monastery,
,nd alter several attempts finally roused the
Send greeting cards which harmonize
orter, I was shown various r elics of the
w ith th e meaning of this great feast.
tnl: clothing, pens, books, and articles of
1

rl!!\'otion she had used, and pages of manu-

,cript from her own hand.
The latter were the most interesting, for
,e line clear script showed neither blot nor
,1Sure - evidence of the clarity of her
our,ht an'.! solidity of temperament. I was
;o .aken to U1e garden she had played in
and shown the room in which she is said to
a,·e been born. There are some who maintain that this room cannot be truly the place
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submit to her authority by placmg a statue
of the Blessed Virgin in the chair of the
superior in the chapter room.

Parlors of Yesteryear
A Spanish family drove up in a car just as
I arrived at the Incarnation convent on foot.
We rang at the door and out came a shabbilydressed laywoman to show us through the
erstwhile convent. I don't remember everything we saw there, but I'm sure that there
were more relics, and certainly Lhe most in~
teresting thing were the severa l parlors
which have been preserved just as they were
in the lime o[ the Saint. Each was equipped
with a heavy iron grill behind which lhe
Sisters sat when receiving guests. It is said
that St. John of the Cross, the founder of
the male branch of the Order or Discalced
Carmelites, consulted with and advised St.
Teresa in these rooms when she was prioress
of the Incarnation.
The rooms which St. Teresa occupied as a
nun were destroyed when a large part of the
interior of the convent was converted into
a church.
From the front door of the Incarnation can
be seen a beautiful panorama o[ the whole
city o[ Avila. There is an excellent view of
its remarkable medieval city wall: Forty
[eet high and thirteen [eet thick, it rises out
or the living rock to girdle the hills on which
stand the medieval cathedral and most of the
other primitive buildings. It has a full cir•
cuit of 9,075 feet, and along its machicolated
length it thrusts against the sky some eighty•
six towers and 2,500 merlons. Enclosed by
these somber battlements of brownish gray,
the houses of the city arise tier on tier toward
the fringe of church and convent towers.

My Anti-Siesta Battle
In the early afternoon I set out to see another Teresan shrine, the convent or San
J ose, the first convent which St. Teresa
founded for the observance of the primitive
Carmelite rule. But I encountered an obstacle
which so often confronts the pilgrim in Latin
lands: the siesta. A heavy iron grill shut the
convent and church of[ from the street with
an air of finality.
Like the Incarnation, San Jose lies outside the city walls, but unlike the former convent it is located in a built-up area a short
dist;nce from the eastern wall. While wait•
ing for the contemplatives of San Jose to
arouse themselves from their noonday nap
I decided to see the cathedral, a fortress-like

gothic affair o[ unusual design which actually
forms part of the wall :md defenses on the
east side of the town. By some strange good
fortune the heavy wooden doors were unbarred shortly alter I got there - possibly
through the machinations or a professor from
Cambridge, England, who had been cooling
his scholarly heels at the door. Except for
its gothic vaults, the Avila cathedral bore
a striking resemblance lo those fortress.
churches which are the Spanish missions
or our American Sou th west.
Back to San Jose. Still closed. I visited a
[ew more churches in the vicinity. Back to
San Jose. Still closed. I am sure that the
siesta-time was over by that time, but ap.
paren tly the porter had forgotten to unlock
the gale, so there was nothing to be done.
Anyway, I'm quite sure that the present
building, a massive rambling aUair with a
seventeenth century neo-classic church bears
little resemblance to the poor Carmel found.
eel by St. Teresa, so I decided to give up try.
ing to get in. It was time for my bus.
I missed my bus. 1 missed the next train.
I shall spare my gentle readers the details
of these woes and limit myself to reporting
that it late in the evening when I reached
my next stopping-place: El Escorial.

Mighty Monarchs
The town o{ El Escorial has grown up
around one of the largest buildings in the
world, the Escorial palace, which was begun
by St. Teresa's friend and patron, Kin g
Philip II, in 1563, and was £inished in 1584.
Just as Avila epitomizes the Spanish spirit
of the sixteenth century, so does the Escorial
symbolize Spain's military and political
power in Spain's Golden Age.
Philip's father, usually known as Charles
V (although he was the first king of that
name in Spain) ruled at least nominally one
of the most extensive empires the world has
ever known. Through his mother he inher.
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES
Publication of death anniversary dates is an encouragement to friends of the deceased and to our
readers to remember the departed in their prayers.
Rev. Aloysius Baumgartner
Brother Gabriel Ricgert

Oct. 16, 1934
Oct. 24, 1910

Lei Us Pra1
O God, the Lord of Mncy, grant to. the soul of

Thy Servant, N _

, who.se annu,e,-saT'l,' we

commemorate, a place oJ refreshm.ent, rest and
happiness, and the qlori, of Th11 hght. Th.roug h
OtLT Lord Jestts Chnst, Amen.

1,;0 the Spanish crown, and through his
Jlapsburg father he succeeded to the G_erman
mperial crown. Thus all Europe - with the
,xccp.ion of England, France, Portugal, t~e
St·andinavian countries, Turkey and Russia
• was under his rule, and he laid claim to
0 :h North and South America. Philip, it is
rur. did not inherit the crowns of Austria
od Germany, but he exercised a firm sway
ot only over Spain, but also over a good part
oi I aly, Belgium, and the Netherlands; Poriugal and 1Ls colonies became subject to him,
,nd through his marriage with Queen Mary
1 England, he exercised (or a time an in•
,reel inCTuence over the affairs of England.
d,anwhile the Spanish possessions in the
.;ew ,vorld had t:iken on real impor'.ance,
~ring gold and silver into the royal coffers.
The ma~mficence of the Spanish Haps•
:irgs needed outward expression. Philip
ovcd the court from Toledo and began to
uid a new capital city at Madrid. In the
ountams thirty miles to the north he began
0 build a Spanish Versailles, the Escorial.
he King's Little Hut
But the Escorial was not designed as a
frivolous glitter as its French
0Jace o{
counterpart would one day be. As Philip
nimself expressed it, he wished to build "a
t,mple to God, a tomb for his parents, and
1

a hut for himself." And that ts what the
E;corial became. The fantastic complex of
l,uildings clustered around a vast basilica in
who"c crypt arc buried nearly all the Hapsburg and Bourbon kings and queens of
Spain. A large section of it is an Augustinian
mona: tery to this day. The part actually
occupied by Philip as his private apartments
is on extremely simple suite of rooms. His
bedroom is small and dark; it has an altar
in one corner and a window opening above
the main church in such a way as to give a
full view of the high altar.
Philip was a deeply religious man. Like
his forebearers, King Ferdinand and Queen
Isabella, he was determined to make Spain
a Catholic-centered nation. But like them
too, Ice succeded not so well at making
Spain a pillar or the Church as in making
the Church a pillar of Spain. He was not
above using the Church to further his political aims - a fact which goes far toward
explaining the excesses or the Spanish In•
quisition, and the Jack of interest on the
part o{ Divine Providence in behalf of Span·
ish arms.
It is said that Philip's political fortunes
were determined by two great naval battles: the Battle o[ Lepanto be won over the
Turks against u·emendous odds; the over-

whelming might of the Spanish Armada
went down in dismal defeat at the hands
o! the English. 1n 1588 he sent forth against
England the greatest fleet of the age - 132
ships nnd thirty thousand m<•n - dL'Claring
that the Lord was its Admiral. In view of
the fact that Jess than hall those ships ever
re-turned. it has been wisely noted that in
nll probability the Lord was the tru" admiral of the English fleet, not the Spanish.
Chambers of tlte Dead
The Escorial records not unly the high
tide of Spain's fortune, but also its decline
otter the great debacle of 1588. In the royal
cryp,s below the basibca are buried not
only the great Cl:arles V, Philip II, and Don
Juan of Austria. the victor o( Lepan o; there
also are the feeble-minded Charles II, the
vulgar and stupid Charles IV with his dissolu:e and scheming Queen Mario Luisa, the
silly Ferdinand Vil and the unfortunate Alro;so XII. Tier upon tier of sealed nnd
gilded coffins, and row upon row of marble
tombs fill ten subterranean chambers. In
them molder the bones of the great and the
tragic kings, queens, princes, princesses 1
dukes and duchesses al the Spanish branch
of the Hapsburg and Bourbon families. There
is a wealth of history in those vaults, and
a rich mine of material for meditation.
Going through the crypts of the Escorial
reminded me so strongly of a similar series
of tombs I had seen several years earlier.
The Kapuzinergruft in Vienna contains 140
tombs of the Austrian branch of the Hapsburg family. It is amazing to think to what
nn extent that one family dominated world
history in the past - and sad, in a way, to
think that never again will the world quicken
or tremble al the sound of the Hapsburg
name.

Spain Through Greek Eyes
They say that the Escorial has 120 miles
of corridors and more than 2,673 windows.
Needless to say, I saw only a small part of
it, although I spent the greater part o{ a day
exploring its wonders. Most of it is very
like any other royal palace (if you've seen
one you've seen them all), but the chapter
rooms, library, and some of the corridors
offer a special treat: they are hung with
the finest canvases of Spanish art: The
works of El Greco are the most interesting
and abundant. A personal acquaintance of
King Philip II, the great Greek painter who
made Spain his adopted fatherland caught
on canvas the scenes of mystic grandeur
10

Abbot of Eittsiedeln

Christ the King

On our Cover
The feast of Christ the
King was instituted by Pope
Pius XI in 1925 in an effort
to awaken in the minds of
the people of the world the
• • •
need to make Christ the
ruler of their hearts, to replace pride nnd egoism with love of God
and neighbor. H there is to be peace in
the hearts of individuals, in communities
among stales, throughout the world, Christ
inU:it reign.
Coming towards the end of the liturgical
year as it docs. the feast of Christ's Kingship
sums up all of the works of the life through
which He gamed Hjs royal title.
The image of Christ the King is not a wea k
one, one that is overwrought with sweetness
that might prompt tlie sinner to believe tha t
such a good God could not exact punishment
for sin. On the contrary. this Kfag will one
day be our Judge, merciful true, but infinitely just. The justice that condemns the
wicked to eternal retribution is the same
justice which rewards the faithful soul, and
this justice is His honor and glory.

Praised be Jestis Christ - now and forever .
Amen.
and vision which dominated Spain's Golden
Age and the monarch who built the Escorial.
I must say a word about tbe town of El
Escorial. II Burgos is like an English cathedral town, El Escorial is like an American
suburb, with a passion for "Spanish-style"
architecture. I remember it as street after
street of debcately tinted one or two story
houses, each surrounded by what is, in Europe, a great rarity: a yard. I was Informed
tbat a number of retired Americans live
there, and I heard at least several people
speaking English on the streets. If you are
looking !or a small American-type mountain town with Spanish-style low prices in
which to pass your declining years, I can't
think of a better place to suggest than El
Escorial.
Next month: Madrid and Toledo.

New Abbot Primate
For Benedictines

where the Holy Father visited informally
w1 th the Abbots, meeting and exchanging
greetings with each visiting Abbot before
returning to the Vatican.
In his typical warm fashion the Holy Father had arranged for this visit to Sant' Anselmo's by declaring "There is no need for
the Abbots lo come lo see me, I will go to
see them."

New Primate Has Visited Here

The Abbot of Einsiedeln Abbey, Switzerand, the Rt. Rev. Benno Gut (rhymes with
.001) was chosen Abbot Primate of the
order of Saint Benedict in the international
Congress of Abbots last month. He succeeds
Abbot Bernard Kaelin, whose eight year
icrm expired this year.
By his election Abbot Benno becomes head
of Soot' Anselmo Abbey in Rome. This abbey
~ the Benedictine house of studies in Rome
and the international headquarters of the
Order. Strangely, personnel-wise this abbey
the smallest in the Order, for only the
Abbot Primate is a permanent member.
.\ii the other personnel, teachers, adminislraiors, students, maintain tbeir membership
•ilh their own monasteries and are only
;tmporarily assigned to Sant' Anselmo's.

Abbot Benno, the newly-elected Primate,
visited the United States in 1954 and spenl
some time at Subiaco, in a visit that all
still recall with delight. He arrived here
early one November evening, just as the high
school students were preparing for a football game. "I must see a football game," he
declared. Sitting close behind the players'
bench, he cheered lustily and was a hero
to the students before tbe evening was over
In speaking to tbe students and monks during his visit he sa;d that he felt a grandparent's fondness for Subiaco, for Ibis abbey
was founded from Einsiedeln's daughterabbey, St. Meinrad's in Indiana, and many
oI the early monks here were originally from
Einsiedeln.

Holy Father Visits Abbots
Just after Abbot Primate Benno's election
ad been confirmed and the abbots had
thered in the chapel, the Holy Father
;me to Sant' Anselmo. There, from a speci:y prepared throne the Pope adressed the
,bbots and received their felicitations in a
,rt address by the new Primate. After
~s ceremony all went to the chapter room

His New Duties
In undertaking his new position as Abbot
Primate, Abbot Benno will be responsible
for representing the Order at the Holy See.
Aiso, he will have to direct or suggest
activities o[ the Order in such a way that
common efforts and goals l'TMlY be sought
while still preserving the autonomy of each
abbey.

.\bbot Benno (center) with the

It Abbot Paul and Archabbot
Esser on the occasion of

1(1UtiUll

11bot Benno's visit In 1954.
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Fratres Daniel Gccls, Eugene
Luke, and Rene Gansle relax after the r>rofession ceremony .

.JL
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Large Classes Make Vows, Enter Novitiate

In the Name
of Our Lord Jesus Christ
By their profession of vows, on the Feast
of our Lady's Nativity twelve young men
gave themselves to God, three of them for
eternity and nine for three years. In the very
solemn rite during the offertory of a Pontifical Mass celebrated by Father Abbot
Michael, each one signed and read the document written in his own hand containing
hls promise to Jive the vows of stability,
conversion of morals, poverty, chastity and
obedience. These documents were then laid
on the altar as a symbol that the monk
through the pronounci11g of hls vows becomes
a part of the sacrifice of Christ. The occasion
was one of great joy to the monastic community as well as to the parents and relatives
of the newly professed who attended the
ceremony.
12
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The three solemnly professed were Frater
Daniel Geels, Frater Rene Gansle and Frater
Eugene Luke. Those who pronounced tem porary vows, with their newly given religious
names are: David Price, now Frater Donald;
Patrick Donnelly, Frater Timothy; Willi a m
Knoedel, Frater Jerome; John Zimmerer,
Frater Eric; Robert O'Bryan, Frater Kilian ;
Richard Corbin, Frater Alexius; Edward
Lally, Frater Joachim; Francis Yaklin, Frate r
Fabian; Joseph Brutto, Frater Pius.
On the previous evening a group of novices
were invested in the monastic habit. They
will continue for a year as novices before
maldng their first vows. Those invested were
Eugene Schoech, Gerald Pe]s, Robert Halliburton, Leonard Bauer, James Fetsch, and
Albert Gajdosik.

Danie t Gee ts
Before entering the monastery, Frater
Daniel was known as Donald Geels. His home
iood almost within shouting distance of the
bbey, in the town of Subiaco. As a very
oung student, he attended St. Benedict's
parochial school here. Having graduated
•tth high honors, he entered the monastery's
~igh school as a scholastic, or minor semi,arian. Aiter finishing this course he did
,ne year of college work before entering the
0 vitiate in September of 1955. As a monk
rrater Daniel continued to be of great help
~ the press building. Last fall he was

QJ
Novices kneel in sanctuary and
reteh'e Abbot's admonition at end
of investiture ceremony.

assigned to take higher studies at St. Anselm's College in Rome, Italy, the interna tional center for the Benedictine order.
lie will return to Rome in October to continue his studies for the priesthood.

Frater Rene Ganste
Fr. Rene, formerly James Gansle, hails
from Corpus Christi, Texas. During his grammar school days he attended the Incarnate
Word Academy there. From the seventh to
the tenth grades he went to the Corpus
Christi Priory, in the days when the now
independent priory was merely a foundation
without any oHicial monastic status. After
his sophomore year he entered the abbey's

I
I
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scholaslicate. Upon finishing his school and
one year of college, he entered the novitiate.
Last fall he left for St. Anselm's College in
Rome for studies, where he will return this
month to continue.
F,·ater Eugene Luke
Muenster, Texas, was the place of Fr.
Eugene's earlier life when be still carried
the name Ramon. There he attended the
Sacred Heart Academy and completed the
first two years of high school. Al the begining of his junior year he enrolled in the ranks
of the scbolasticale here, finished his high
school course and one year of college. In
1955 he entered the novitiate. Since then Fr.
Eugene has been largely responsible for the
trim and upkeep of the parks around the
monastery building, and it is also his duty
to ring the bells which call the monks to
office through the day. During the coming
years he will continue his studies here toward the priesthood.
The Triennally Professed
Of those who pronounced vows for three
years, only three are from the home stale
of Arkansas, Fraters Donald, Jerome and
J oacbim. They had resided in the towns of
F ort Smith, Clarksville and McGehee respectively. Frater Timothy's home was in
Tulsa, Oklahoma. The rest are Texans: Frater
Eric is from Gainesville, Kilian and Alexius
from Ft. WorU1, Fabian from Vatlman and
Pius Crom Falfurrias. Frater Kilian and the
last two named made their vow of stability
for the Priory in Corpus Christi.

Readers Say ...
'·I think of all of you daily, especially
during the parts of the Holy Rule that we
Oblates read every day. It was such a privilege to visit the monastery and see the Rule
in operation. Now, as I read a portion or
the Rule, I am doing more than reading
words because scenes in the monastery pop
up in my mind, bringing the Rule to life.
-An Oblate
"At the entrance to a supermar ket in my
neighborhood there is a Catholic magazine
rack. Some kind person put your magazine
in this rack and, as I had never heard of
The Abbey Message, I took it home to read
I enjoyed it so much I am enclosing my subscription for one year, along with a subscription from a friend to whom I showed
the magazine."
-A new subscriber
Use the enclosed check as you wish. My
mother is seriously ill. The check is in honor
of the Sacred Heart for whom I promjsed
publicity for her progress to date. Mother
is interested in your Abbey's work. Please
have her remembered.
-A reader
I want to pay a little tribute to Brother
Isidore. I think he is one of the best things in
TAM. While his subject is a very commonplace one, the tilling of the soil, he gives it
an original and refreshing turn.
-R.S.

This is
The Sign of the Cross with
which the Rosary begins - is
it not U1e mark of a Christian?
Is not the Apostles Creed the
profession of faith which the
martyrs recited al their baptism and under the axe of the
executioner? Is nol the Our
Father the prayer which our
Lord Himself deigned to teach
us? Was not the Hail Mary
pronounced by an archangel
in the name of heaven, continued by the holy mother of
John the Baptist in words the
Holy Ghost inspired her to
speak, and finished by the
14
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Church with whom the Spirit
abides forever? Is not the
Gloria Patri the everlasting
cry of praise that goes up to
the Adorable Trinity, from
men and angels from all time
and from all places? Are not
the [ifleen mysteries proposed
here for our meditation an
abridgement of the Gospel? In
truth I know of no practice
better adapted for Iacilltating
attention, piety, and devotion
in prayer, the meditation of
he mind and heart. -From
the book Behold Your Mother
by Matthew Russel, S.J.

Corpus Christi
Priory Now
Independent

September 29, the feast of
S'-• Michael, was "Independoce Day" for the Corpus
Father Prior Alfred vi.sits his fra tres at profession time, Frat.res
.:J,risti Priory, Corpus Christ~ Pius Brutto, Fabian Yaklin, Kilian O'Bryan, and Henry Heese.
resas, which until that time
ad been a dependent foundation of New foundation. As conventual prior, he holds the
;ubiaco Abbey. Acting as the delegate of office for life, unless in the meantime the
Abbot Michael in the ceremonies effecting priory is raised lo the status of an abbey;
ie change of status was the Rt. Rev. Edward
at which time tl,c monks will elect their
Burgert, O.S.B., retired abbot of New Subiaco first abbot.
~bbey. It was under the administration of Members of the Priory
.\bbot Edward that the original foundation
Father Alfred has named Father Lambert
as made at Corpus Christi in 1927.
Eckel ho!f subprior and Father Sy! vester
Jt was ten years ago on September 29 that Schad procurator. Other priest-members or
Corpus Christi foundation was raised to the Priory are Fathers Philip O'Regan, Au,e rank of a dependent priory, preparing
gustine Linbeck, Ambrose Branz, Mark Ber, (or the final step toward independence ger, Luke Buergler, Boniface Buergler, Ga,w completed.
briel Franks, William DeAngelis, Jude Anton,
Blaise Baltz, Edwin Wright, and Adrian
fhc Ceremony of Transfer
The essential point in the establishment Curran.
r the independent house was the monks'
Of these priests all are stationed at the
sansfer of their vows of stability. The cere- Priory except Father Mark Berger, who is
nony began with the new-members-to-be chaplain at the Spohn Hospital, Corpus
•athered in their chapter room where the Christi; Father William DeAngelis, who is
papal rescript granting independence was at St. Theresa Parish there; and Father
read lo them. In procession the monks then Gabriel Franks, who is now on the faculty
•enl to the chapel, sang the "Te Deum" and here at Subiaco and editor of The Abbey
were joined by the local clergy in a solemn Message.
1!ass offered by the Very Rev. Alfred
Fratres who will be members of the Priory
aoenig, Prior of the new foundation, with are Fralres Henry Hesse, Kilian O'Bryan,
Abbot Edward preaching the sermon. Back Fabian Yaklin, and Pius Brutto, all of whom
,n the chapter room afterwards each memare continuing their studies for the priestcer solemnly made his transfer of stability, hood at Subiaco.
•ith Abbot Edward witnessing.
The Priory has one Oblate Brother,
The local clergy joined the monks in a fes- Damian Brown, one Brother Novice, and one
tire dinner, but otherwise there was littie postulant, for a total present membership
,~blic celebration of the event.
of 22. In addition, there are a number of
Father Alfred, the first conventual prior, minor seminarians and one aspirant for the
·as apoinled by Abbot Michael after con- Brotherhood, to give the promise of future
;U]tation with the members of the new growth.
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ID Folks,
Seven ducks flying south on the tenth of
September were harbingers of the beginning
of fall weather on the eleventh. On the night
of the eleventh the thermometer went down
to forty-nine degrees, which spelled the end
lo hot nights and the roar of fans. The rains
have taken over since.
Since we want to give the boys a lilUe
longer Christmas vacation this year, we
started school rather early. The year is starting out exceptionalJy well. Besides an improved academic program, we also have
an improved physical fitness program. All
the students do calisthenics in the afternoon,
which is followed by a very broad program
of sports - volley ball, touch football, light
boxing, horseshoes, soccer and what have
you.
Ow- students from Mexico and South
America are the soccer enthusiasts. It's a
wonderful game and it's a pity it hasn't
caught on more in the States. They have
a way of rolling U1e ball in front of their
foot with reverse "english" on it which
makes it stop and place itself in position for
U1e next push of U1e foot without the player
once breaking his stride.
It's too near the start to know how the
students are doing academically but athletically the year looks hopeful. The team
lost to one of the besL teams in the State,
North Little Rock, by a 20-7 score, and then
won 21-13 from Magnolia. Our "B" team and
Junior High team are also good records on
the playing field
So all in all it looks as if this is going lo
be one of the best years lo dale. But so far
16

as the teachers are concerned this will also
be one of the busiest. The beginning of the
year is made a little bit harder by the fact
that this being still close to summer tim e
U1e Fathers who are teachers are still called
upon 10 do a fairly heavy schedule of weekend work. There are also a number of meetings from time to time which they have to
attend.
One of these was a State Convention of the
Catholic Union and the Catholic Women 's
of Arkansas. One of the mam purposes of this
convention was to discuss the National Convention of the Catholic Central Union and
the National Catholic Women's Union which
will be held in Little Rock in 1960. At the
state convention many of the Abbey Fathers
were called upon lo speak. In the last principal adcfress Father Herbert Vogelpohl
spoke on the subject of retreats.
'
Retreats and days of recollection are becoming a very important part of church
lile in Arkansas. We are making plans here
to build a retreat house of some size- forty
rooms and baths, and having in addition a
meeting room to accommodate one hundred
people. With this retreat house we would
ha,·e good facilities for guests and a place
lo have retreats the year around. Under
present-day conditions and pressures of
living a person needs to get away from it
all once in a while so ilia\ he may give undivided attention to the most important
things in life.
Work on the annex to the monastery is
steadily going forward. We are taking our
time with this pat·ticular job, doing the work
thoroughly and wiU1out a finishing deadline. Simultaneously we are working on the
swimming pool at the task of installing the
new fillers.
Willi all this work going on Father Abbot
thought there ought to be one man to exercise
over-all supervision of the building activities. He appointed Father Matthew Wiederker, O.S.B., as building supervisor for the
projects on which the Abbey is now working
and on which we will soon take up in the
future.
Father Abbot himself will be gone for
a few more weeks. He bid adieu to the monks
on September 9th to go to Rome for the
World Congress of Benedictine Abbots held
the week of September 18th to September
25th. After this congress Father Abbot attended a meeting of the Abbots of the SwissAmerican Congregation. Father Abbot has

Lending
Library
Notes
BENEDfCTINISM THROUGH CHANGING
cENTURlES by Stephanus Hilpisch, O.S.B.,
5, John's Abbey Press, 172 pages.
This is a translation of the German edition
published in 1950 by the Archabbey of St.
Qttilien. Father Hilpisch is a member of the
Benedictine Abbey of Maria Laacb, and the
~anslator is Leonard Doyle of Collegeville,
[innesota.
This is really a history in digest form of
the Order of St. Benedict from its inception
0 the present day. It covers tbe Order's
~owth, decline, and restoration. Special at~ntion is given to the influence of Cluny,
,nd to the Cistercian movement.
The appendix is devoted to Benedictines
~ North America, listed by Congregation
td location. There is also a chapter on
Anglican Benedictines, affiliated with the
;burch of England. For further reading the
othor has added a bibliography, mostly of
European writers.
Because many pages are but a compendium or names, dates, and places, the twelve

p()LLY PARADE continued from page 16
written us several interesting letters since
I• left.
Rave you noticed anything different about
TAM lately. No, the format hasn't changed
ul it is now being printed on a new
Heidelberg press. The last issue was the
firSt one printed on the new press. We are
oping that the efficient new press will cut
own the cost of printing our publications.
R~ing costs for us, as for everyone else I am
ire, are becoming an object of some anxiety.
So long,
Polly

page index will be helpful for ready reference.
For any reader, but especially the student, the book provides a condensed, readable record of Benedictinism for close to
firteen hundred years of existence, living
up to the motto of its saintly founder: ORA
et LABORA. The ORA, with its monastic
Office and way of liCe, has been the inspiration for other religious orders, and the LABORA today not only embraces physical and
manual work, but duties as pastors of parishes1 teachers in colleges and academies,
and missionaries at home and abroad.
-Brother Thomas Anglim, O.S.B.
ADDITIONS TO THE LENDING LIBRARY
St. Benedict, by T. F. Lindsay, MacMillan
(1949) , 198 pages.
By the author of "Holy Rule for Laymen".
This book will be of special interest to secular Oblates of St. Benedict.

Seeds of Contemplation by Thomas Merton,
Dell Books, 190 pages.
This is a paper-back edition of Merton's
near-classic, out over ten years and still
going strong.
From One Convert to Another by John
M. Riach, C.S.P., Lumen Books, J. S. Paluch,
111 pages.
Originally published in 1945. Now in sixth
edition (paper-back). Helpful reading for
new convert to the Catholic Church.
Reed of God by CaryU Houselander, Sheed
and Ward, 177 pages.
Originally published in 1945, now in
twelfth edition. A spiritual classic about
Mary, the Mother of God.
Christ In His Mysteries by Abbot Columba
Marmion, O.S.B., B. Herder Book Co., 441
pages.
This book is now in its ninth edition. Since
at this time Abbot Marmion is being proposed for beatiCication this volume is of special interest to serious readers.
CHILDREN'S SECTION
The Big Story, A Primer in the Mystical
Body, by Rev. William Peil, Grail Publications, St. Meinrad Abbey, $0.35.
This is a 40 page, paper cover, illustrated
booklet to help priests, teachers and parents
lo present the doctrine of the Mystical Body
to children. The treatment of the subjectmatter and the format should appeal to
children.
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four silos of mellowing sarge. Slill this is
not enough, the Brothers are making furth er
provision by gathering corn to mix with this
spring's oats and several feed supplements
A start has begun on next year's oats cro~
as about forty acres has Ueea sowed so far
'lbe seeds were graciously tucked in by a,;
half inch of rain soon after planting. But
the rains have been coming ever siuce, and
soon we will have to dive to see them .
Brother Louis is pretty strong, but he
found something with more gravity than he
could handle and strained his back. So for
a while he is oif the farm and is helping
FaU1cr Paul i.n the mailing office.
At the recent county fair Brother Leonard
exhibited six hogs in order to gauge Abbey
with stock from over the county. The result was six happy pigs as they won six blue
ribbons for their master. In the brood sow
class there was a complete sweep as the
pigs won, "Grand Champion," and two "Reserve Grand Champion," ribbons.
The purpose o[ a !air should be to encourLast monU1 several monks felt that fall
was in the air. They were right, but now it
is not only in the air but is right here with
us. The elm trees, as usual, have been the
first lo fritter forth their foliage. The sumacs
are waving their red leaves as danger signals
saying thal winter is hard upon us, and give
a last chance warning to gel everything
ready for the winter. However, with these
signs it is still difficult lo say when summer
ends and autumn begins. Since autumn is
the time of maturity, the season between
SW11mer and winter, it seems that autumn
has begun.
A good farmer always tries to improve
his farm. And this improvement is showing,
or should soon show down in the dairy barn.
Last year the abbey purchased several young
heifers and a young bull from Conception
Abbey in northern Missouri. The young
bull has now fathered several calves, notably among which is a fine set of twins. One
of the heiiers has freshened, and by prospects, she will be one of the standouts in the
race to produce milk as fast as two hundred
and seventy boys can drink it.
Dul good cows and good bulls are not good
very long without proper care. To give the
proper care, (not to mention the day by day,
month by month, year by year, work of
Brothers John, Henry, Michael, Louis, and
others), there is an impressive barn full of
good hay, very much of it lespedeza, and
18

age farmers to make some improvemen ts.

How closely this dovetails with the duties
of Catholics who in the spiritual realm by
their lives of example, encourage others
to improve their lives, in order to arrive a t
the purpose of all things, "to know, love and
serve God in this life, and to be happy w ith
Him in the next."
Really now, St. Isidore is the patron saint
of farmers, but there is another important
saint who should not be neglected. This is
St. Benedict. Why? Because St. Benedict
always showed great love for the people who
lived around him. At Subiaco (Italy) he instructed the people who came to him, the
nearby country folk. At Monte Cassino he
destroyed idols and cut down trees that were
held to be sacred to the pagan gods. Then
St. Benedict instructed the people living
around the abbey he founded. The people
were further instructed by the monks who
went out to the abbey fields glorifying God
in their work as well as in their prayer.
This trait of giving good example has come
down to us through the Benedictine monasteries which have existed for fourteen centuries.
And this example of prayer and work is
one of the main goals of New Subiaco
Abbey's farm. In this work of giving good
example all Catholics can follow the method
given by St. Benedict - to work in such a
way that our hands may be in harmony w ith
our soul .
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Dear Young Americans,

October is the month we remember our
Guardian Angels specially and thank God
:tr giving us these wonderful helpers. We
,nould also thank God for letting us know
,out angels, too, and help spread our Ca.tho' Faith so 0th er people can know about
,ugels.
Many people tl,ink of an angel as someing made up, like a dwarf. Many Young
nericans neuer heard of their Guardian

.4ngeLs.
Some people talk about science a lot of
e time now and talk like it is something
111,1£ the opposite from angels. These people
«I big and important now because a part
j science is helping them shoot things up
, che air so far they fall down on tlie moon.

The Closed Gate
~fy cousin was visiting us when we moved
the big house on the side of the hill. Our
~nt porch was only a step up from the
,aund but the back porch had a longer
airway going down to the back yard than
e seeps in the house going upstairs.
Saturday afternoon, after we had finished
elping wash the windows and woodwork
e shampooed our long hair and went out
,ne the back porch for drying. It made us
,o.y to look straight down over the rails,
w we looked towards the back part of the
0

wd.
People living in the house before us had
,need this section wiU1 fine meshed chicken
ire six feet high. The gate was made like
door with an ordinary lock. The key was
.pt in U1e dining room with the house keys.
.\ small chicken coop was partially uptilted,
oe front peak of its roof pointing directly

Young Americans shottld remember that is
only a PART of science. Science is s1tpposed
to be knowledge about anytl1ing - including
angels. One person can learn only a very
small part of science in his lifetime. If people
share what they know with each other in a
helpful way, al! of us get tlie benefits of
much more science. But only God Almigl1ty
knows a!! there is of science al! at one time.
Only God knows all there is to know about
His angels.
Here's hoping Young Americans will take
special pains to remember that there is a
lot more to an angel than being a picture
on a holy card or words memorized in Catechism. This story happened before our family
knew anything about angeL, . ...
Love to every one of you,
Tam:my

up into a taU tree growing on the fence line.
My brother was climbing the tree. He was
lucky. His hair was so short he didn' t have
to wait for it to dry and then spend an hour
gelling out tangles. He was almost at the
top now.
11
Hey, look at me, Sis!" he called out. 11 1'm
way up!"
"You'd better be careful!" my cousin and
I called back.
"I'm all right," he answered holding on
to the limb with his hands. "See! I can chin
myself way up here."
"We'd rather see you chin yourseli a lot
nearer the ground. That's too high," we answered.
"Aw right, then, I'll just hang by my
knees awhile. Look! I'm hanging by my
knee:;!"

I looked - at the point of the chicken
coop roof directly under the top of his head.
The roof was covered with metal. The point
19
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looked hard and sharp. Probably there would
not be time to go all the way mto lhe house
to wake mother from her nap. And anyth ing
more my cousin and I wo uld say would JUSl
make him show off all the more dangerously.
I ten. ed myself to run fast. If he started to
fall I would HA VE to gel to him :ind pull
his head away from ramming into that sharp
point. For a moment we hardly dared lo
breathe.
" I'm gonna hang by my feel now. Wa tch
it, Sis ! S ee!" h e called out.
His fee l s lipped . His head was aiming for
that d angero us poin t! I bounded down the
steps and headed across the yard as fast as
I cou ld . I rem ember coming to a dead stop
a t the gate. But the next thing I could remember w as being inside the ch icken yard
pulling my brothe r's shoulders to one side
as fast as I could before his h ead hit the
chicke n coop. That broke the force of his
fall and made his legs flop down to the
g round first, instead of his head.
For a moment we jus t stood there, catching
our breath. My brother seemed lo be all
right so we walked over lo the gate. I turned
the doorknob on it but il would not come
open. My brother tr ied.
"It's still locked," he said.
" Get the key!" we called to our cousin on
the porch. " We can't get out. The gale is
locked!"
She ran into the house. Soon m y mother
came running out of the house excited. Rushing down the steps a nd across the yard, she
sighed with relief when she saw my brother
was all right. Coming nearer the gate she
stopped in amazement.
" Thal gale CAN'T be locked! " she said.
We tugged at it again. " It sure won 1 t open,"
we answered.
"But how could you gel inside in the first
place?" asked my mother anxiously.
"I climbed up that tree just outside the
fence and fell in," said my brother. That
gate 's been locked ever since we came."
" H ow a bout you?" my mother asked me in
a [r ig h te ned voice.
I tried hard to remember. I knew I had to
stop al the gate, and I remembered being
sill! in fron t of the ga te. But eve rythi ng
abo u t getting inside w as completely blank.
"I - I d on 't know ," I had to admit.
My mother came over lo the gate and
tried lo open il h erself. It wouldn't budge.
11
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She turned to my cousin "You were wa tching the while lime. Ilow did she gel in?"
"She ran downstairs awful Cast and got to
the gate in a big h u r r y," answered my cousin .
" And then'/" prompted my mother.
"She slopped at the gate."
'·What happened next?" continued m y
mother.
"The next thing I saw, she was inside
reaching up in the tree for his shoulders."
Surely you mus t have seen something/'
suggested my mother.
ult ha ppened too fas t," said my cou sin.
"One second she was standing outside the
gate and the next second she was alread y
inside catching him out of tha t tree."
"Wher e's U1e key, Mamma?" my brother
asked. "L et's gel out of h ere."
Trembling, my moth er unlocked the gate.
we a ll walked sole mnly across the yard and
up the back steps.
"We will not talk about this any m or e ,"
commanded my mother, seriously. But she
didn't say not to WRITE it!
11

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps I
Help us raise funds to aid the needy mls8
~~0n"c5eJ~
c~t
ofl your letters and packages and mall them
to us. Be sure to leave a sm.all margin around
them so as to protect the perforations. All
U. S. stamps can be used except three cent
Liberty and Jef!er,cm and jouT cent Lincoln.
which are of no value as they are so common.
AU fa.r eign stamps are especially valuable.
Mail contributions to: Young America, New
Subiaco Abbey, Subia.co, Arkan.!al.
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N .B . - En velopes w ith " Fi r st Dav" cancellations
shou W nev er be m arked or cut u p in any way .
Doing so cuts their value in half.
Stamp Contrlbutors for September
Arkansas : Mrs. Lillia n Moore
California: Mrs. M . Payne
Conn ecticut: Anony mous

IUinois: Mrs. E . J . Riedlinger
Louisiana: Rose Mary Benitez, Mr. J . J . Blake,
Mrs. J . C. D a unoy

Massachuse t ts: Mr. J ohn S . Dooley , M. H alpin.
Mr. H artn ey
M ichi gan: Mrs. Cha rles H anne r

Minnesota: Mrs. Robert Crellin
Mississip pi: B ishop F ahey Coun cil, K . of C.
O h.io: Mrs. Cecilia McNern ey
Oklahoma: Mrs. Ernest Hofstrom
Pennsy lvania : Anonym ous
Texas: M rs. J ohn Andres, Sister Loyola Schmuc lri
Washington: Anonymous, Mrs. Frank McGuire
W isconsin: Mrs. Orin Forseth, Bro. Gab riel O rr,
O.S.B.

Young America Contests
In making out your entry each month,
lease remember the following rules:
On your entry you should have your own
,ame, the name of your school, your grade,
illd age.
The entries should not be mailed later
ihen lbe twenty-fourth of the mon th.
There will be a fi rst and second prize in
.ach age grou p, and one grand award at the
,nd of the year for each age grou p. The
,ames of the winners will be published in
.he following month's issue of The Abbey
vessage.
Although the contest for this month is
,ot about the rosary, we wish to ask all our
ontestants to pray the rosary each day,
Jlld especially during the month of October
Jr the conversion of Russia.
This month's contest has to do with para1es. What is a parable? It is a story of
uman liie which is told in order to teach
1 religious truth. The story itself does not
i,ave to be true, just so it is a good example.
In the gospels there are over thirty of these
10ries said to have been spoken by our
ord. Many times Jesus used these stories
that the people might better understand
llis teachings. The story of the good Samari~ for ex ample, was told to teach us who

our neighbor is and how much we should
love him.

7th and 8th Grades:
For this month's contest pick out some
spiritual truth and make a parable to show
it more clearly. Some examples of this might
be : Blessed are the merciful, for they shall
obtain mercy, or, It is more blessed to give
than to receive. Write your story or parable
for our times and include in it an example
for everyday living.
5th and 6th Grades:
Choose one of the parables from the gospels and write a story like it. Make your
story about school or home life; how you
should be kind to your classmates, taken
from the good Samaritan story for example.
3rd and 4th Grades:
Read one of the gospel stories. Then draw
a picture which shows what happened in
the story. At the bottom of your picture
write what lesson you think we should learn
from the story that your picture describes.
MASS INTENTIONS
New Subiaco Abbey Js a ble to handle your
Mass lntcnUons or speedily forward them
wh ere they can be offered without delay.
Send th em to the Rt. Rev. Michael Lenslnf ,
O.S.B., New SublD.co Abbey, Subiaco, A.rk.

UNITED IN

PRAYER

011, Lord uhorted 01 te "lA•e one another." Let
u. lhudore, all wute our prayen la eba.rlt)' Wi th
lit monks u Subiaco lor Lb• lnt eatiou 1uc la

llllt• la ■ t ffl OJU.b.

THE LIVING
Conversion of Nikita Krushche v, Change of
rut of Soviet lenders, Success of Eisenhower trip
Russia , Thanksgivi ng to Blessed Mother, World
Ptace, Aid in juvenile de linquency, Aid in obtainteaching job Family pe ace of mind, Thanks~ving to St. Jude and St. Joseph, Son in hospital,

-11Pf{a,~~a~to~~~ jfltl~~~YTh~01~~~c;3r Jh~~

missions, Better eyesight, That married people

.,., in peace and harmony, Gift of Faith for son-

-law. Safe delive ry, Re turn to the Faith, Peace
~ mind.
Good marriage, Improvement of health of moth- Blessed Mother, Control of alcohol, Total abJUnence in drink. Peace of mind for wife, Prop!l'tY settlement, Help in marital problems, Hear-

~JfulW~~~•R:~g!:g!0~t ~~r~~~eb~a[d~~ J::

....datement of son in law school, Grandchild will
baptised.
Conversion of sister-in-law, Protection from
.,..to accidents. Protection from accidents in toot-

THE DECEASED
Rev. J erome Pohl c, 0 .S.B., J oseph Worth , Max
B. Ma lachowski, Raymond Kolka, Bernard Voth ,
Peter Patte rson, Mildred Mayo, John R. Flynn ,
Mr. and Mrs. John Schwartz, Mrs. Barney Geels,
Sam Sokolski, Deceased Kresse family, Deceased
Newman family, Ted Bajorek, James M. Roche,
John Begg, Deceased Maher family.
Edward J . Barney, Sarah G . Barney, H~ F.
CiUessen, Deceased Meyer family, Agnes B. LaGrove, Joseph Bone, Mary Knaul, Catherine Hartman, Meinrad Endres, Paul Tempel, Charles Mark owi tz, Al Schad, John and Mary Eberhart, Ed
Fe~1;~ tyte r, Rose Miller, Mary Otto, Frank and
Fred Seith, Frances Lutkenhaus, Wenzel Truebe nbach. Fred and Catherine Herr, Ben Sicking,
Deceased Czajkowski family, Deceased Nosal fa mily , Frank and Anna Etzkorn, Eva Ann Bauer,
Sam Sagnibene.
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The CCD, A Privilege and a Challenge

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
Part VTII in a series on the CCD
The first duly aI anyone who re~y wants
to get a solid spiritual formation is lo enlir1hten bis Faith. Such was the conclusion
of last month's article.
A superucial Faith withiu a Christian soul
can be likened to poor blood within a body.
In the natural organism, what is called
"high resistance" is lhe best antidote against
sickness. The white cells o[ our blood are real
fighters .. If you had the opportunity to watch
them at work under a microscope, you would
see the best wrestling ma1ch. Microbes and
white cells are continually at war within our
body. But iI the while cells are too poor or
too few, the microbes win the match and we
are sick.
White CelLs of Our Fo,ith
Unconsciously perhaps, but rightfully,
ordinary people have a common expression
to describe what I am trying to explain here.
Surely you heard many times some one
saying that Mr. X or Mrs. Z has a strong

faith.
What is a strong faith? How can we build
it in ourselves? First, we must grant tha in
particular cases God can, if He chooses lo do
so, give lo a soul a very strong Faith without
having to pass through the normal and ordinary process of gradual training. Such cases
are very special favors from the Holy Spirit.
And no one has the right lo expect such a
gratuitous gift while doing nothing to cooperate with divine grace. Normally the
grace of God prefers to match our efforts. Of
course it goes without saying that the
"matching" is very liberal on the part of God.
But usually, spiritual laziness and gross unconcern in matters of Faith does not call for
special enlightenment directly from the Holy
Spirit.
Normal Pl'ocess
The first step toward an enlightened and
stronger Faith is more and more Information.
Saint Paul reminds us of this Iacl in Rom.
X:7, "Faith cometh by hearing; and hearing
by the word of God."
Religious information or learning is to
Spiritual Formation what energy is to
motion .
At this point, however, we musl remember

that 1he degree or extent oI information is to
22

be de termined by your needs in your slate
of life in society. The minimum or least you
may setUe for is a well balanced level between your secular and your reltgious education. The most dangerous and appalling
condition of the present generation is to have
so many college and high school graduates who are still [ourth graders in religious
matters. Unless such a situation is remedied
the faith of U1ose concerned is in great
danger.

Right Basic Convictions
The care of your faith when aiinfog al a
solid spiritual [ormation must produce the
right ba,'ic conuictions that will in turn generate a few well chosen religious practices.
In other words, religious information leads
to the building of convictions; your convictions make you adopt a few religious practlces by which your faith is regulary activated: and spiritual formation is the outcome.
What is conviction? It is a notion, an
active idea, and knowledge driven so deep
on your mind that it ignites your will and
makes you fall in love with it.
Why did I add "rig/H basic"? Because the
quality of your spiritual formation is goin g
to be determined by the nature and quality
of your convictions.
Whal would you think of a carpenter so
concerned with the interior decoration of h h
house that he would forget and overlook the
solidity of the frame and foundation?
Many good souls mislead themselves in
the same way: they develop a great love
for candles and meals, and they don't care
about living in the state of grace; they attend
all the novenas, but they seldom go Lo Holy
Mass; they recite long and endless prayers
but they never examine their consciences a~
how they practice justice and charily. Such
souls have convictions, but not the right basic
ones. Do you understand what I mean?

Purpose of This Series
From now on, this series will aim at he! ping you to choose the right basic convictions
to be expected in the lay apostle. We wil1
discuss the basic and Iundamental points of
Christian Doctrine in order to induce you to
concentrate on what you need the most to live
and spre:id your Divine Faith. We are after
the essential spiritual realities. We do not
minimize the sacredness of the secondary
ones: but if you cannot afford their luxury,
sacrifice them for the essentials. Au revoir!
Rev. George A. Levasseur

~

CO~TACT WITH CHRIST

r,rough the public worship of the Church
.r individual comes into contact with Christ

x:ended through time and space, personally
welhn~ and working in us and communicaHis rad iance and His life. In stressing
.e community aspects o( lilurgical worship,

lll~

'nst the religious individualism of our
e, we must not forget that the purpose

liture.,ical inlcgralion is to bring the human

'·"" into full and living contact with the
}'fr,on who is Christ. - Rev Andrew Greeat the 1959 Liturgical week.

,,RESS THE UNITY
(t rhe time of the Protestant reformation
u•as urgent to emphasize t/ie truth that
11des Christians, were it only to affirm
at the Refomiers denied. At the present
ment, it i,'t niore needed to stress the
,u,/i that unites all Christians: a conimon
•11ess to Christ is demanded by the rising
dt of modern paganism. To sum up, the
•/,olic re.sponsibility in the matter of the
,nion of Christendom has two poles: selfJ, rot ion in the riches of Catholicism., and
rter knowledge of and behavior toward
, Catholic truth in Protestantism. - Rev.
~rge A. Tavard, A.A. in Ave Maria

FATAL BLrNDNESS
There's a fatal blindness in liberalism
,ch fails to see that the basis of all human
w, constitutional or otherwise, is the right
God to man's obedience. Law and its
,plication must be moral. One dreadful
n.sequences of denying the validity of
tural law and the force of divine claims
human affairs is this: the denial plays
JecUy into the hands of those who estab;h the interest of human government as the
Jpreme morality.
We suggest lwo texts for meditation. One
m the Communist Manifesto: "Law, mo~:y, religion are so many bourgeois preju~es, behind which lurk in ambush just as
anv bourgeois interest." The other from
1,ckstone, judical father of American
<Ills by reason of his commentaries on the

English cnmmon law: urvlan considered as

a creature, must necessarily be subjecl lo
the law of his Creator, for he is entirely a
dependent being. The law of nature is bmding over all the globe in all countries, and
a, all limes." -Aldan M. Carr, O.F.M. Conv.
in the Homiletic and Pastoral Review
STILL NEED MORE
Question,..;

about

euo1ution

and

Sacred

Scripture, philosophy, and 1/ieology. must
still be answered, courses presented, talks
given ... BJLt it is not enough; students still
need more than study. They must be involved
in some of the simple daily worl< of the
Church. They must find Christ in rhe Puerto
Rican children in a crowded kitchenette, in
tlte lonely old lady in the nursing home, and
in the migrant worker. They must bring
Cit rist ro rhe confused boys confined in the
juvenile home, to the mountain folk of our
Southern highlands, to tl,e ig,wrant and
abandoned of our great cities. They must
not be left unaware of r/tis chance to give
themselves to Christ in His Church and to
learn to Live Him there.
-William F.
Jabusch in America
HOW FLIMSY OUR EXCUSES
A[ter all, how flimsy are our clever excuses by which we seek to justify ourselves!
"God wanted to keep Negroes segregated,
because He made them so difierent. 11 Let's
apply the same argwnent to redheads. "Interracial love would seriously embarrass the
work of the Church in the South." Indeed!
How interesting! Since when has the Church
been embarrassed by following loo loyally
lhe words of Christ, "A new commandment
I give unto you: That you love one another;
that as I have loved you, you also love one
another."

-Paul Hanly Furfey in Community
M OVING ?
lf you move please send us your compl ete

OLD address and the complete NEW address. Thls w UJ be of great help to our
office personnel. Thank y ou very much!
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"Ule ttad to ffl-OC!e 0«1i

The press is a new Original Heidelberg Cylinder press.
It handles sheets up to 21x28" at speeds up to 4000 an hour.
"The Abbey Message" is printed four pages at a time on
this press. The press replaces an older, larger, slower
press that lacked the versatility of the new one. We w ere
able to recover our investment iu the older press and m ake
a good trade. But the print shop still owes the difference
of over $10,000.
If you would like to help, send your press contribution
to Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B., New Subiaco Abbey,
Subiaco, Arkansas.

Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors,
Meeting the Holy Father, Pope John XXIII, was an
unforgettable experience. Clasping his hand I told him
that I was from New Subiaco Abbey in America. He was
pleased to know that there was a monastery in the New
World named after the place in Italy where St. Benedict
founded the Benedictine Order.
After ten days of meeting and discussions in Rome
and Southern Italy, I had the tremendous experience
o[ visiting the Holy Land. To begin to realize how Jesus
sanctified the earth by His presence, one has to pause
a moment and think of the fact that He, who was born,
lived and died, among men, was then, as now, God.
And of all the great and holy places in the world, none
compare with Bethlehem, Nazareth, and Jerusalem the places were our Redemption was accomplished.
Through the kindness of the Franciscan Fathers, the
custodians of Holy Places, I was able lo offer Mass on
Calvary, on the tomb where our Lord rose from the
dead, at Gethsemani, on the Manger Altar at Bethlehem,
in the room where the Angel appeared to Mary at the
Annunciation, and the place where our Blessed Mother
slept away in death be[ore being assumed into heaven.
All of these Holy Masses were offered for the Community at Subiaco and its benefactors. There is no experience in a priest's life like that o[ offering his First
Holy Mass. But oHering the Holy Sacrifice al the Holy
Places is much like the day of one's First Mass. There
is a sense of being near lo Our Lord and of bringing
to Him all those dear to one sel.f that no other place
conveys.
As I write this, I am looking out of my window in
Lourdes, France at the great Church over the grotto or
cave where Our Lady appeared to St. Bernadette. Tomorrow morning I am lo offer Mass on the Grotto Altar
which is situated in a hollow place in the rock where
Mary stood. Again you will be remembered in the
darkness of early dawn in the sublime Mystery of the
Eternal Sacrifice.
God bless you all.
Gratefully in Christ,

+ ~ ~ , o.,J.6.
(Rl. Rev .) Mlchnc.1 Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbol of New Subiaco Abbey
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ly Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.

r,0vember is the Month o[ the Poor Souls
when we think back upon old friends who
~ve gone before us; and when, al the same
«me, our thoughts are occupied with that day
~n to come when we shall follow them. It
also close to the end of the year when we
iin to count up the results of the year's
~rk. It is naturally a time when we start
.inking about how we might have done
etter; and how in the future we can avoid
~d errors. We all realize that the past will
nel'itably catch up with us.
ll is good for us to think about that day

u,t is soon lo come, when we shall follow

~ ose who have gone before us. Christ, in
the Gospels, is accustomed to warn us to
~k to the future. He spoke on one occasion
,bOut o steward, an unjust steward, who had
~uandered his master•~ possessions. The
naster told him to get his accounts in order
,.cause now he could be steward no longer.
In this quandry, the steward hit upon a
tan by which he could provide for himself.
~• settled with bis master's debtors for a
, action of what they owed, so that he would
,ve friends when he was out of a job. The
wner gave credit where credit was due by
.,mplimenting the steward on the shrewd
,ay he had provided for himself. Then, Our
t,,rds takes this as His cue to tell us: "Make
mto you friends of the mammon of iniquity,
that when you fail they may receive you
to everlasting dwellings."

our

.. .

Lord here speaks in almost contradictory fashion. First, He calls money a bad
name- He calls it the mammon of iniquity
-then He says, "Make unto you friends,"
o[il.

•

•

l,lammon was an idol which the ancient
pagans worshipped as God. Our Lord uses
\e word mammon to describe wealth and
1oney, because many people worship money
as if it were the supreme being of the unir,rse. Day and night they are at its beck and
,-a!L They may cheat to get it, or oppress the
oor, or if it comes to them without blame,

In one instance Scripture calls money the
root of all evil; but as Our Lord indicates
in the Gospel of the unjust steward, it can
"1so be the source of much good, if we use
it the way God wants us to use it. We are not
to serve it as if it were God, but we are to
make it serve us and our purposes.

• • •

The material things in the world come
from God. God lets men be stewards o! a
small part of the vast wealth that He bas
put in to the universe. Money and the other
ll:ings which we might have are strictly
gifts from God. Sometimes people regard
gifts of mmd or body or soul as having been
self-acquired, just as they might regard
material posessions as having been selfacquired. No doubt if we try we can and
should develop the gifts of mind or body or
spml; but the first gift and the continued
improvement of that gift always requires
the divine assistance.

• •

. We also may increase our material possessions but not unless God permits it. We are
merely stewards of the things which God
permits us lo have and He expects us to be
Just- not unjust- stewards. The things
that He gives us lo use -He expects us to
use them for our own good and in His ser:,ice. We are lo use the things of the world
m such a way that they will help us get to
God; we are to use them in such a way that
they will help us to be friends with God.

. .

One day God will ask us to give an account
of our stewardship. It will be a happy day
for us then if we have used money and the
other gifts we have received to make God
our friend. He will say to us when we appear
before Him in judgment, "Give an account
of your stewardship. What did you do with
all the things I gave you?"
" How good we will feel then if we can say,
Lord, I gave 1t all back to you, by providing
for the proper care of all those for whom
I am responsible, and by works of justice
and charity."

.

.

Then we will hear the words of Our Lord
"Well done thou good and faithful servant'.
Because thou hast been faithful over a few
things I will set you over many. Enter into
the joy of the Lord."

By Abbot Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Greetings (rom Jerusalem! I am writing
this m early October from the Holy Land
inviting you to share my experiences as a
tourist in the land of the Pharaohs and a
pilgrim in the Holy Land.
Jerusalem is a city of bells and minaretsLalin bells, Greek bells, Copt bells and
Armenian bells - and the Moslem call to
prayer. As I write this Sunday morning, the
bells are rlngiog all around.
In touring Egypt and the Holy Land my
traveling companions are Abbot Gerald
Benkert of Marmion Abbey, and Abbot Gilbert Hess and Father Gualbert or Blue Cloud
Abbey. We were over an hour late in leaving
Rome on TWA-the plane came from New
York. Our first slop was in Athens after a
two and a half hour flight from Rome. It was
cold in Athens, but we stayed there only for
an hour. It took another two hours and a half
to fly from Athens to Cairo where we were
stopping for a day. Owing to the delays and
later Cairo time, it was 1 A.M. when we got
to Cairo. There was incredible confusion at
the Cairo airport in getting through customs.
When we finally got to the hotel it was 3 a.m.
We had a very short sleep because we _were
scheduled to make a tour of the pyramids at
8 a.m. Actually it was 9:15 before we got
started. Cairo, the capital of Egypt, is a city
teeming with 2 million people. It seems to be
making much progress. Our hotel was along
the Nile, which was at flood stage.
The Pyramids
On our way to the pyramids we traveled
up the Nile VaUey, passed the old city of
Memphis, where the Patriarch Joseph g?verned as the deputy of Pharaoh. The guide
pomted out the place where Moses is suppos-

ed to have been found among
the bulrushes by Pharaoh's
daughter.
About a mile on each side
o! the Nile River, the land
is most fertile, Beyond lhis
is the desert. Water in the
fertile area is provided b y
means of irrigation from the
Nile. The pyramids are jus t
beyond the Nile Valley in
the desert area. Our firs t
visit was to the sphinx and
the statue of Rameses U.
This is the smaller of the
two sphinxes and is of al abaster. The statue of Rameses is lying prone where it was discovered
1820. Its original heig ht
in
lion
by excava
was 42 feet. Not far away are the so-calle d
Step Pyramids which date back to the year
3,000 B .C. In one of these pyramids are preserved drawings of the Ufe and work o f
Egyptians 700 years before Abraham w as
born. Some of the activities pictured very
graphically are farming, wine making, ship building, income tax collecting, sacrifices ,
etc.
Another pyramid in the group which w e
visited was full of tombs of bulls which w ere
held sacred by the ancient Egyptians. The
massive sarcophagi of the embalmed bulls
are of granite and weigh 65 tons each. M odern excavations have been unable to extricate any of these tremendous tombs.
After lunch we visited the pyramids of
Giza which includes the Great Pyramid. I t
covers 13 acres, is 485 feet high and is estimated to comprise 2,300 stones, each weigh ing over two tons. The Egyptians used no
mortar and the stones were locked togethe r
like we do wood in making furniture. T he
outside of the Pyramids were of polishe d
granite, all of which has been taken away
and used for buildings, in Cairo and othe r
places. In the very center of the Gre at
Pyramid is a room wherein is the tomb of
King Khu!u, its builder. We climbed up to
this chamber, stooping over most of the w a y .
It is a very exhausting climb, almost straigh t
up through a low and narrow passageway.
Our guide told us after we returned to t he
bus that he had made the effort only once
in his UfeLime.
The Arabs speak English - every child
who goes to school has to learn Arabic, Eng lish and French. One Arab oUered to run u p
to the top of the Great Pyramid and back

8 minutes i! I would take up a collection
,r him from among our group. He claimed
, hold the record. I was unable to get our
~up interested. The famous Sphinx is near
t Great Pyramid. It is really tremendous.
,,p0Ieon conquered th 7 Egypt!ans _in 1798 in
· e battle of the pyramids. He 1S said to have
;bol off the nose of the Sphinx with a cannon.
On to Jerusalem
1, was a relief to get back lo the hotel
, the evening and take a good bath, though
·:obot Gerald and I decided to venture out
~Jore dusk lo look for a shop which proved
, oe about 3 miles from the hotel. We asked
•:iout 15 policemen for directions to find it.
} 111aUy, a passing doctor seeing our plight,
The Roly
caiked with us most of the_ way. We look a
axi back. The next morning we arose at
Sepulchre
\-15 am., and got out to the airport for the
difiiculty
no
had
We
iane to Jerusalem.
is time in passing customs and look ofi at
6·~ in an Air-Jordan plane. The pilot was
Tlte Holy Sepulchre
;"'' friendly, invited the passengers to the
Unless one enters the Holy Sepulchl'e
cockpit and throughout the journey pointed
out interesting places aloog the route, re- Church in the spirit of Faith, he will find
ferred to in the Bible, especially the Book of much lo disturb and confuse him. First of all,
txodus, We landed in Jerusalem around the great dome and walls are propped up
i·30 and took a taxi to Casa Nova, the Fran- with steel and wood supports to keep them
from collapsing - a result of earthquake
cllCan hospice.
Alter getting our rooms assigned, Fr. James damage. Next, there is practically no archi•
l\'rrv O.F.M., our host and guide for our tectural plan - chapel after chapel has been
•Y • Old Jerusalem, arranged for us to added lo the structuTe, 12 in all. Each comfer Mass in the Franciscan Church of the memorates something connected with Our
Holv Saviour which is connected with their Lord's passion and death. Finally, four
·11imastery aod hospice here. It seemed very groups- the Franciscans, Greek Orthodox,
Armenians and Copls-have living quarters
111ng to make our first act in the Holy City
~e o(fering or the Holy Sacrifice, even in the building. A filth group, the Abyss.inians, have built cells on the roof.
:hough it was almost noon.
The monastery has 80 Friars in it. It is
Yesterday afternoon (Oct. 3), Fr. James
r.•ht on the border of "No Man's Land," the look us through the Church, showed us all
m'.a guarded on one side by the J or_dan sold- the chapels and the Franciscan monastery
~rs and on the other by the Israeli. In fact, for 15 Friars. Later in the afternoon, we par.e playground of Lhe Francisan boys' ticipated with candle in hand in a procession
,rphanage and school is in "No Man's Land" lo the 12 chapels, stopping at each one to sing
and pray. The lighting is very poor and we
nd cannot be used.
After our Mass, Father James took us to the were going upstairs and downstairs-from
of Lhe monastery, but warned us not to Lhe chapel of St. Helena in the cistern 20 feet
poutl with our finger. An Israeli guard across below the ground level where the Cross of
,he way might suspect such an action and Christ was discovered, to the top of Mount
Calvary, where the chapel of the Crucifixion
ke a pol shot at us.
The hospice is simple and has nothing is located. Only after my Mass on Calvary to,,urious, not even hot waler. But it is per- day did I began to get some idea of the entire
. for a pilgrim. Only a hundred yards layout.
,,·av arc Mount Calvary and the Holy SepThe most disturbing element arises from
ulchre. Afler lunch at the Hospice we visited the fact that Divine O!fice and Mass are perIt
world.
the
all
in
shrines
of
holiest
,.,0
1
formed at the same time on dilierent sides of
,most difficult to put into words the exper- of the Holy Sepulchre, with two organs going
ience.
and at times three choirs chanting and sing-

i

in

,,p

5

o,.,kcd over to Jerusalem and wept. The
rranciscans have a very beautiful chapel,
rden and Monastery there. In the same
~a lower down the side o( Mount Olive, is
Garden ol Gethsemane. It is very quiet
1
oil the hillside, and the Franciscans took us
,n where tourists are not permitted to enter
In fact, they insisted that we celebrate St.
francis Day with them - cotfee, cakes and

fllll•·

There was an attractiveness about this area

,n the side of Mount Olivet which is sepa-

rated from Jerusalem by the Valley ol Josa-

An old scene, since somewhat
changed, shows U1e place of
Chri.sl.'s imprisonment and conde.mnatiou. The smaller "Ecce.
Homo" arch on the left is where
Pilate presented the scourged ana
bleeding Jesus to the people.

ing at the top ot their voices. Services begin
at midnight with Matins by the Friars, and
continue without interruption until 11:30
a.m., when there is an hour's intermission,
one group followir,g another or two or more
going simultaneously. However, it seems to
me that this confused situation is a minor
thing in comparison to the tremendous
holiness of the place that Faith penetrates
and experiences. OUering Mass on Calvary
is the privilege of a priest's litetime. The
Mass of the Passion with Credo and proper
Preface is always used.
The Tragedy of Sin
I attended a Mass before my own and
stayed for a Mass following mine. As I think
back now my most vivid impression was not
the thought of Christ's physical sufferings
and death not the mental picture ol Him
hanging o~ the Cross. Rather, _it was consciouness of sin, of my unworthiness, of the
terrible, eternal tragedy ot sin in the lives of
men. Afterwards I went down lo the tomb
of the Resurrection, and the oneness of the
Mystery of Christ's Passion, Death and Res-

urrection was made real to me in a way that
I had never understood before.
All lour of our group oUered Mass in the
Crucifixion Chapel this morning. Tomor.
row, 1 shall otler Mass at 5 a.rn. on the tornb
of Our Lord- the central sanctuary of the
Church ot the Holy Sepulchre, and on Tuesday I shall offer Mass at Gethsemane and
Wednesday at Bethlehem.
Mount Olivet
This morning alter breakfast, Father
James, our Franciscan guide, came for us
even though today is the great Feast of St.
Francis of Assisi. We drove over to Mount
Olivet. The place where Our Lord is said
to have ascended into heaven is in Moslem
hands, but we entered the circular shrine.
Then we visited the "Pater Noster" Church
whicb has a Carmelite Convent attached to
it. This is the place where Our Lord is said
to have taught the Apostles the Our Father
and also used for many of His teachings, especially during the days before His Passion,
as the Gospel tells us. Then we went to the
shrine of "Dominus Flevit" where Our Lord

'1!1 and the brook of Cedron which is dry at
, time of year. It is a place ol peace, of
,Jite, ot meditation - surely one of the
p1aces most dear to our Lord. It would be
th• per(ect place to make a retreat.
\\'e also visited Bethfage where there is
rhapel and where the Franciscans have
1
11>e1r farm. The shrine commemorates the
,ce where Our Lord mounted the donkey
nd rode in triumph through the Golden
, te (now walled up) into Jerusalem while
1, people shouted Hosanna and strewed
Jowers and palms in His path.
After a St. Francis of Assisi festal dinner
,ndasiesta, we again took off with Fr. James

Lending
Library
Notes
UGIITNING MEDITATIONS by Msgr. Rond Knox, $heed and Ward, 164 pages, $3.00.
Under the title Stimuli, back in 1951, the
, te Msgr. Knox collected and published
,,renty-one of his short sermons, which had
appeared over the years in the Sunday ed.iucn of the London Times. The present volume has seventy-eight more short sermons
from the same source. Not a single one runs
OI"' two pages. They are witty, pithy, and
P"'"ocative in true Knoxian style.

and went lo Emmaus. And while there, in
the late atternoon, we broke bread with the
Franciscans. The Franciscan Novitiate and
Seminary is at Emmaus; and the church,
built on foundations laid by the Crusaders,
is a gem. All the texts of St. Luke's account
of the Resurrection Day events at Emmaus
are contained in the inscriptions on the walls.
The windows depict the various scenes. The
church enclosed the house of Cleophas, one of
the two disciples whom our Lord accompanied to Emmaus. In general, where the
Franciscans have complete control, the
shrines and sanctuaries are simply and reverently constructed.
It is gelling late now, and I must rise
early in the morning. The gates of the Holy
City are closed at 9:30 p.m., and all is quiet
now. During the day, two stories below my
window is a street about eight feel wide
(for donkeys and humans) and there is much
clatter and chatter which reverbrates up
the walls. I can almost reach the building
across this street from my window. They
say that the night silence is broken from
midnight on by bells and the Moslem calls
to prayer, but I have been too tired al night
to wake up. God bless you all.
The first group is largely seasonal, built
around the Sunday Epistles and Gospels and
major feast days as they occur. The second
group holds up for our attention saints like
Joan of Arc, Margaret of Scolland, Callistus
and others. The third group entitled "This
and That" has such intriguing subjects as:
Christian Sadness, Idleness, What Will People Say, At Peace, The Open Eye. The final
group "Some Virtues" sets one thinking about
Obedience, Meekness, and Charity.
The closing paragraph of each meditation
has the moral, the lesson, the summing-up,
the personal application. From cover to cover,
anyone will profit by taking a single meditation for quick reading, but !or longer, much
longer, contemplation.
-Brother Thomas Anglim, O.S.B.

A Christmas Suggestion
From the Lending Library
TRUE CHRISTMAS SPffiIT by Reverend
Edward J. Sultin, Grail pubHcation.
The liturgy for Christmas, a guide for parents and teachers. Covers the entire season
from the First Sunday of Advent to the Feast
of the Purification. 164 pages, including a
glossary and bibliography.

hour ago will still be there when they step
outside.
Moreover, no one can be a Catholic and
hold such a view, !or it would entail, for in.
stance, that propositions of the moral law
would have no objective basis: that direct
murder of innocent people would be sinful
only i! you think it is.
It was a matter of some concern to me
therefore, when a friend of mine proposed
to prove to me by Catholic moral principles
By Gabriet Franks, O.S.B.
that Idealism not only may be true, but must
be true. His argument went like this: CathoI[ you put a pistol in a drawer and then lic theologians, philosophers, and even the
catechism, maintain that the universe was
close the drawer, does the pistol still exist?
This sounds like a silly question, and as a made for the glory of God. So far so good.
matter of fact, it is. But the strange thing is But they also make a distinction between the
that some serious thinkers (and not a few formal and material praise offered by crea .
with tongue in cheek) have gained fame and tures to God. According to this distinction,
have even made a little money by answering only intellectual creatures such as man and
no. They maintain that a pistol (or house, or the angels offer formal praise to God, and
river, or fountain pen) exists only so long as non-intellectual creatures praise God only
it is being perceived through the senses of through the mediation of men (and possibly
some conscious being. They hold, as one fa. angels) who perceive their goodness and
mous philosopher put it, "that trains have beauty and in turn praise their maker.
wheels only when they are in stations."
If it is strictly true that inanimate creaStrange as these propositions may seem, tures praise God through the mediation of
it is perhaps even stranger U1at it is quite rational men, my friend maintained, then it
difficult to prove them wrong. Suppose we follows that the things which men do not
put our hpyothetical pistol in the drawer. here and now perceive have no reason to
When the drawer is closed we cannot see it, exist, and hence do not and must not exis t.
and so cannot have any direct way of proving Hence it must follow that our hypothetical
that it is still there. If God, by a miracle, pistol does not exist, that the dark side of
caused it to go out of existence, we would the moon (which, at the time this is being
never be the wiser. Or suppose we X-ray the written, has not yet been perceived) does not
drawer. This doesn't help us any, because the exist.
Dilemma Solved
only thing we perceive is
This theory is obviously a
the X-ray picture, and not
false one, but the logic in
the gun itself. It is just posfavor of it seems air tight.
sible that the X-ray picture
The only way out of the diis being miraculously or
lemma seems to be to reject
(raudently produced.
the premise that only inteU.
Condemned by Church
ectual creatures give formal
Probably the best answer
praise to God.
to propositions of this sort
The difficul ty involved in
is that nobody really beaccepting this solution is that
lieves them, and so however
it seems to be opposed to
puzzling they may be in
what is today generally conthemselves, they are not
ceded to be the view held
practical
problems.
The
by St. Thomas Acquinas and
Idealists (as the people who
most other Catholic philosmaintain that "to exist is
ophers. But was it really the
to be perceived" are called)
view of St. Thomas? A careopen doors quite as confiful
examination of the texts
dently as anybody else, thorusually quoted to prove that
oughly convinced, in a pracirrational creatures glorify
tical way, that the corridor
God only through the mediwh.ich was there half an
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of men will not bear this out.• I n all
these texts, St. Thomas, it is true, speaks

1110n

1a 11,ore perfect manner in which irrational

creatures glorify God and return to Him

through the mediation of men, but he also
aks of a manner in which they glorify

~ directly, though in a less perfect manner.

It seems, then, abundantly clear, that St.
Thomas believed that irrational creatures
re some formal praise to God . Why have
g, odern commentators not wished to recog~ze this fact? I think that there is a twofold
~planation: 1) In recent times there has
beCll considerable emphasis by Catholic
•)linkers on the universal priesthood of the
a•IY, a notion which is bolstered considerabiV by the conception of man as a microcosm mediating between heaven and earth.
1iave nothing against this view; I merely
1
,amtain that it does not tell the whole story.
21 Since the time of Rene Descartes, there
"' been a strong tendency to view the uni,rs.., only as mirrored in man's thought,
01 to consider it in itself. This tendency
~ to Idealism - a view which Catholics
""'"ersally reject, but which has bestowed
•Po" us a legacy of Subjectivism of which
v;e are al 1 bu l unconscious.
Jrtirinsic Vab,e of Art and Knowledge
By now, my readers will probably have
t,ecome aware of the fact that what I am
)tllllY trying to justify is "Art for Art's
5ake·/' -or, to be a little 1:1-ore precise, uArt
or God's Sake." What I wish to condemn is
the view that created beauty-or esthetic
,aJues-have only one function (important
ough it may be), namely, "to raise the
1111nd and heart to God." The view which I
, See St. Thomas'

Compendium

Theologiae,

at~f
t~!8~e!t!nc';~~f~f:;YLo':nb.!i~ J~ti~~~
49 question I, article 3, solution 1:

J(lll

the Sumeo'ntra Gentiles, Book II, Chapter 46; and
Summa Thoologica, First Part, question 65,

article 2.

There is not sufficient space here to reproduce

and examine all these text in their entirety, but

, brief quotation from the text referred to in the
sumina Theologia should be enough to prove my
mt:
~If we wish to assign an end to any whole, and
to the parts of that whole, we shall find, first,
leach and every part exists for the sake or its
per act, as the eye for the act of seeingi sec~Y, that less honorable part~ exist for the more
bJnorable. ... So, therefore, m the parts ot the
·verse also every creature exists for its own
roper act and perfection . . . . Reasonable creatuftS. however, have in some special and higher
manner God as their end, since they can attain to
Rim b\' their own operations, by knowing and
ring Him."

wish to defend is one which has never been
fully abandoned in practice, though it is certainly less honored today than it was in the
past.We have only lo think of the great medieval cathedrals, for instance, in which the
most painstaking labor was expended on details which would ordinarily be seen only
by God - and contrast them to the religious
"art" of today with its plaster madonnas
and miniature altars which glow in the dark,
the sole function of which is to furnish an
emotional bang (which is sometimes a good
thing).

Art-Principle of the Liturgy
But what has all this got lo do with the
liturgy? The answer is this: One of U1e most
important aspects of the liturgy is that it is
a glorification of God through the highest
artistic or esthetic values. Tbe liturgical
movement is necessarily, and probably even
primarily, an esthetic movement.
It has long been one of the principle arguments of the enemies of the liturgical movement that it is only an esthetic movement. I
do not wish lo give them aid and comfort. If
Art is a ''cuss" word, then I am willing to
concede them the victory. But if, on the other
hand, material things may be said to have
a more integral role to play in the worship
o( God than has been generally admitted in
the recent past, then the liturgical movement
has been more than vindicated. If the sole
role assigned to the material universe is that
of conditioning the worshippers to emotional
fervor, then "Good Night Sweet Jesus" is
one of the finest examples of religious music.
But if objective esthetic values are important
in the economy of salvation, then those Gregorian melodies which can be appreciated by
the spirit ratl1er than enjoyed by tbe senses
should enjoy precedence.

Danger of Devotion
I cannot help but believe that the Age of
Devotion was ushered in with the help of
Subjectivism. When men ceased lo think of
religion as being not so much a matter of
singing the praises of the Omnipotent Godhead as of cultivating the garden of the soul,
they turned over the functions which were
once theirs at sung Masses to paid choirs,
and retained for themselves, as their sole
toe-hold in participation, the furious clanking of rosary beads. While I do not wish by
any means to condemn the introduction of
private devotions into the llie of the Church
-for they opened up a whole new field of
fertile spirituality and mysticism-I do wish
9

to maintain that their over-emphasis led to
the neglect of an even richer source of the
true Christian spirit.
What is worse, religious practice which
focuses its exclusive attention to the sanctification of the individual soul is self-defeating. If carried to extremes it must inevitably
result in a self-<'.entered piety which is not
a worship of God, hut a worship of the worshipper. Fortunately, such exaggerated cases
are quite rare.
Essence of the Liturgy
Assuming that I have proved my point that
the use of esthetic values is an important
factor in the worship of God and an outstanding charactristic of the liturgy, I would
now like to go further. I wish to suggest
that esthetic values are not only an important aspect of the liturgy, but are its essential note: they are that which distinguishes
it from private devotion.
In order to defend my suggestion, I must
point out the unsatisfactory character of
the u.sual solutions given to the problem of
distinguishing liturgy from private devotion.
The most obvious sort o[ distinction arises
out of the fact that Liturgical functions are
usually conducted in Latin rather than the
vernacular. If this were the essential rather
than an accidental and artificial distinction,
then we shall no longer have a liturgy if
and when it is translated into the vernacular.
I don't think many people would defend
this view.
The second, and most widespread distinction between liturgy and private devotion,
appeals to the literal meaning of the words.
"Liturgy" is derived from a Greek term
which denotes something public. So, on this
view, the distinction is literally one between
public and private prayers. But while it is
true that the liturgy is \he public prayer of
the church, it is difficult to see in what way
many non-liturgical prayers are not just as
public as those which are typically liturgical.
The Leonine prayers after Mass, for instance,
are said by the whole of the Western Church
publicly and al the command of the Pope.
Is the Missal Liturgical?
Another solution holds that whatever is
contained in the liturgical books is liturgy.
This answer not only begs the question
(since just what books are liturgical must be
calculated by some extrinsic norm), but is
subject to the fatal mistake of identifying
liturgy with rubrics. Do we not characterize
some features of the current Roman Missal

(which is certainy a liturgical book) as being
unliturgical, e.g., the double reading of the
gospel al a Solemn Mass? And in what sense
could we say that the Anglicans and Greek
Orthodox have a liturgy, while the Baptists
do not?
Louis Bouyer's criticism of Gueranger is
well-known: the touchstone of liturgy is not
its antiquity; if it were, we would have to
look not. to the Gregorian sacramentaries,
but to the Cenacle for liturgical perfection.
Granted the validity ol this criticism, what
the foundet· of Solesmes and the Father of
the Liturgical Movement really intended to
do was to go back to the days when the Holy
Spirit most thoroughly penetrated the fabric
of society. There is much lo be said in favor
of this view. Its weakness Hes in the fact
that the early ages of the church were lacking many of the later evolutions o[ dogma,
and were, moreover, oflen much less Christian in fact than they were conceived to be
in the heyday of nineteenth century roman.
tic medievalism. And lo hold that the Holy
Spirit had no part in the development of
modern devotions would be to hold that they
are either completely worthless, or are down.
right evil.
The solu tion which I wish to suggest is
that liturgy, as opposed lo private devotion,
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characterized by high, objective, and
:,btle esthetic values. It is dedicated to God's
,.ra,,e through those created beauties which
,re least associated with sense pleasure,
rhich are perceived by the spirit rather than

th• bOdy.
Obiection to Instruction
This view j5 open to one serious objection,
amely, the fact that it seems to neglect the
·alue of the liturgy as a mode of instruction
the Mysteries of Faith. This is a subject
"hich actually merits considerable discussion,
')Ut I would only like lo point out here that
truction cannot be of the essence of litirfJ', for there are at least some liturgical
;unctions which contain little or no instruc)Oll• And, on the other hand, catechism lesSO!''• sermons, and private reading of the

e/actor of Missions

former Missionary,
Subiaco Teacher Dies

Rev. Gerald DeBru yn, 1885•1959

The Rev. Gerald DeBruyn, 74, a science
teacher al Subiaco since 1945. died after a
11<>rt illness on October 20_ Father DeBruyn,
1 native of Holland, was a member of St.
; ph's Foreign Mission Socie~ of Mill Hill,
i.,ndon. England. As a young priest he served
:a. •he missions in lndia. Later, retiring from
JSSionary work - though retaining his
mbership in the mission society - he
c1J!lt to this country to teach.

Bible arc not liturgy. Again, we all realize,
1 think, !or purely utilitarian reasons, that

it is a pity that unintelligent attendance al
liturgical !unctions deprives the congregation
of a fuller knowledge of the Faith.
But we should also realize that a reverent
contemplation ol the intelligible content of
our religion as a selling for the Sacred Mysteries is a beautiful thing, and it is ugly to
neglect or to refuse lo contemplate revelation
when it is o[[ered. Ou,- Lord said something
abou t throwing pearls before swine.
I think that sobe1· reOection on the liturgy
in its best sense will corroborate the above
observations. And I think, moreover, that
a clearer idea of the function of those values
which characterize the liturgy will serve to
enhance an appreciation of the liturgy itseH.
Burial was in the abbey cemetery with the
Very Rev. Christopher O'Connor, head of the
Moll Hill Fathers house of studies at St.
Louis, offering the Requiem Mass. Bishop
Albert L. Fletcher of Little Rock gave the
final absolution and officiated at the burial
rites.
Tributes to Father DeBruyn have been
coming in from many places. The most notable cume in a letter from Bishop Bouler,
Nellore, Andhra State, India. Bishop Bouler
wrote of him:
"I met Father DeBruyn first in 1921 in
Madras when I came out to India. That time
he was teaching in one of our high schools.
He was a born teacher and apparently his
years in New Subiaco Abbey were also spent
in leaching. He wrote often that he was
happy among boys and that this kept him
young. He always took a great interest in
the Missions and encouraged us in every
way. As a matter of fact he has been one of
my greatest benefactors and I received several substantial donations from him which
enabled me to build several chapels in villages ol new converts.
"The people here will be sorry to hear
about his death and I am sure they will remember him in their prayers.
"Father Gerald DeBruyn was a solid priest,
loyal and devoted, cheerful and generous.
May his reward be great.
"Personally I feel his loss very much indeed and I shall miss him. I shall remember
him especially in my prayers and during
Holy Mass. May his soul rest in peace."
We urge prayerful remembrance of Father
DeBmyn by his many former students and
friends.
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The Funeral Rites

A Pageant of Faith
And Hope in Christ
By Jerome Knoedel, O.S.B.
The month of the Poor Souls is the
Church's special time for reflection on death.
As we are brough l to the end o( the liturgical year, we appropriately look ahead to
the end of our life. Thus it is a sobering
month, but not a sad one. Death is an
important part o[ Christian Ji[c. F_or th_e
Christian however, life transcends time; 1t
is part of eternity.
This is a month of great hope. There is no
fear for those who have had Christ as their
way, their truth. and their life. Death for
them is not the exit from life; it is the entrance to Life.
This spirit of hope is exemplified in _the
liturgical rites for the dead, a beautiful
pageant of faith and trust in God's mercy.
We shall trace this undercurrent of hope
through the Requiem Mass and burial service, mindful also of the wonderful solace

it offers lo those who grieve at the loss of

a relali ve or friend.
The body of the deceased is conducted to
the church, where the priest welcomes it,
blessing it with holy water and reciting the
beautiful psalm of trust, the "De Profundis."
As the coffin is escorted to its place of
honor, the choir chants the "Subvenite":
"Help /tim, yoi. Saints of God;
Assist him, yoi. Angel., of the Lord,
Taking his soul and offering it
In the sight of the Almighty."
Establishing the casket be[ore the altar
symbolizes our hope that the soul of the departed will soon be glorified before the
Throne of God in heaven. Herc in full view
U1e coUin induces the prayers of the faithful
for the soul of the departed and fixes it as
part of the Sacrifice that is soon to be offered.
The priest is vested in black, the color of
deep mourning. This is a symbol of natural
feelings on such an occasion, but the Mass
text is exprcssi\'e of solid hope, hope in the
final victory. This cohesive element or hope
binds the Mass into one great act of confi_
dence.
St. Paul tells us in the Epistle: "Make no

mistake, brcthcrn, abottt those who have gone
to their rest; you are not to lmnent over the1n.,
as the rest of the world does, wit)i no hope
to live by. For if we believe t1iat Jesus died
and ro.,e again, then those who have slept

I
through Jesus, God will bring with Him."
We are led from the Epistle to the Gospel,
Meditation of
1 ,equence of classic beauty.
,he Last Judgment compels us to cry our
anguish: "How shall I that day endure?" Our
answer comes in the realization of God's
,,ercy and Christ's intercession: "For my
tn/ul sak.e thou flesh did take; Help me
uw!"
Zn the Gospel we receive Jesus' own promse in his own words to l\fartha, "I am the
Pe,urrection and the Life . .. eve,-yone that
life and believes in Me shalt not die fortt·er."

The Preface beautifully and cogently
wmmarizes our expectation: We are "con,oled by the promise of future immortality."
Tnen comes the cardinal act of hope: "For
nto thy faithful, 0 Lord, life is changed, not
, ken away. and the abode of this ea,-thly
being dissolved, an eternal dwelling
prepared in heaven." We enter the Holy
01 Holies, the Canon, on this reassuring note.
11,e Mass proceeds to the Communion. We
r,<eive the Body and Blood of Our Redeemer, making use of this intimate union
intercede for the deceased.
The Mass ends with a confident supplicati,n !or God's mercy in the Communion

J<'""'
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verse and is followed by the absolution
of the dead.
The body is then conveyed to the cemetery,
while the choir of faithful sing the "In Paradisum11:

"May the angelic host escort thee into
Paradise.
May the martyr throng receive thee at
thy coming
And lead thee into the holy city, Jerusalem.
May a choir of angels enlist thee."
The "Benedictus" canticle is chanted; its
antiphon reiterates the Gospel message:

"Everyone who has life and believes in
nte shall not die forever."
After the prayer and blessing of the coffin,
the priest returns to church. The burial ceremony is completed, but the priest is not
finished. In the sacristy he says added prayers for the soul of the departed.
Neither can our prayers end with the
burial. We can do much for the members of
Christ who have passed on, especially in this
Month of the Poor Souls. We owe this to our
brothers in Christ, and "consoled by the
promise of future ilnmortality, we can place
great trust in the efficacy of our prayers.
11
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aPade
J!J Folks,

The !act that the first six-weeks test !or
the Academy and the quarterly exams !or the
seminary are now a thing of the past is an indica ion that the 1959-1960 year is moving
rapidly along. Test time is a trying time for
both studenls and teachers. Making out tests
is no easy matter but judging by the remarks
of the students taking them is much harder.
Bul now that tests are over for a time we
can slarl breathing again and turn our attention to lighter things like football. Our
spunky little team is always playing a Cighting game. One of our most exciting games
was against the Harrison Goblins. A peculiar
situation prevailed in this game in that
neither team could defend against tbe other
one Our team finally landed on the winning
end, 41-34, but it wasn't in the bag until the
fourth quarter whistle blew to mark the
end of the game.
With the school year moving ahead fast
and the football season on the wane Academy
life is now pointing Lo winter activities. The
Senior class is beginning rehearsal on "Stalag
17," a rather ambitious undertaking for inexperienced players, but they are game to
1rv it. We have no really first-class audito0rium Ior staging a play but the basement
of the new Abbey Church, formerly the
Crypt Church, wiil be made to serve tbe
purpose.
During the past weeks we have been receiving letters regularly from Father Abbot
Michael, who has now made a lour o( the
Holy Land and is at present visiting some
of the Abbeys in Europe lo acquaint himself
with monastic life there. Before returning
14

he is also making a devotional visit to sev.
eral o( the Marian shrines in Europe. He intends to gel back to the Abbey on the ele.
vcnth of November, which will be just two
days before the Feast of All Saints of the
Benedictine Order.
These special feasts days !or the Benedictines which are observed in the monastery
are not so well known outside monastic and
Oblate circles. But a new calendar which is
being prepared by our printing shop is going
to carry these feast days. It will in fact
list many of the special Benedictine feasts ,
as well as observances which are special to
New Subiaco Abbey, such as founding days,
anniversaries of those who have died, and
other special dates of interest to the Abbey
and friends of U1e Abbey.
The monastic community was saddened
this month when on October 20th word came
from the Crawford County Hospital that
Father Gerald DeBruyn, a science teacher
here for fifteen years, had died after a short
illness. A member of the Saint Joseph For.
eign Mission Society, he was educated in
Mill Hill, England, in the Seminary for the
Society there. Alter further studies in a
Jesuit urnversity, he began a long career
as a missionary in India. After retiring as a
missionary, he began a very actlve leaching
cru·eer here. His cheery, "Good morning to
you," is going to be missed in the monastery
halls for a long time. Father O'Connor and
another priest of the Saint Joseph Society
were here for the obsequies.
October was a month o( much visiting a t
the Abbey. Mr. Joseph Brielmaier, the architect of our Abbey Church, and Mr. Frank
Rigali. who designed tbe altar (w·nishings,
were here to look at the finished product.
They expressed themselves as being very
much pleased with what they saw and
praised Mr. Bernard Kaelin, the builder, for
the execution of their designs. "It has clean
lines and it's not cluttered," said Mr. Rigali,
who also liked the monastic Stations of the
Cross and the stained glass windows ordered
from the Franz Mayer studios in Germany.
Here also lo see the new church were
forty-three Benedictine prioresses who had
just completed a retreat al Saint Scholastica
Convent in Fort Smith. Msgr. Marlin
Hellriegel, tbe famous liturgist, who gave
them the retreat, stopped by the Abbey at the
same time to visit old friends here.
So long,
Polly

The beautiful fall season is in full color
re at Subiaco with the usual fall weather
,,o-plcnty or rain. This rain is making it
,fflcult for Brothers Henry and Michael to
et the oats sowed. But we are not U1e only
with too much moisture. We hear that
·1,as been too wel in neighboring areas too.
Reeeotly the abbey farm received a feed
,nixer from Byron Shirley of Paris. The mixer was installed in the dairy barn, so that
ttd can be mixed with cottonseed meal and
o•ber supplements in one operation. It still
,1kes time to feed the cows, but it can be
done in one round around tbe troughs now.
)Ian, thanks to Mr. Shirley.
Tne abbey's chickens have taken on a new
:ook No, really the abbey has taken on some
w chickens, tbat is, White Leghorns. These
chickens are replacing the old New Hampshire Reds. Since the abbey raises chickens
prunarily for egg production, and since Legorns at'e known for their laying, perhaps
, extra trouble of keeping U1em up will
e worthwhile.
Our garden has really shrunk, but we are
,:ill getting some tomatoes, bell peppers, and
•;rnips. Our small peanut crop was recently
rou~ht in too. There were not too many
JShes, but every bush certainly did bis part.
The brothers had a few acres of Crowder
Peas planted across the highway, and these
,re picked by Brothers and students.
Due to the rainy weather, picking corn

has been a tremendously slow process. However, the Brothers have been making use of
the days when it is too muddy to gel out into
the fields, so actually no Lime is lost and the
crop is not lost either. There is always some
machinery that can stand a little work. and
of course, jobs like grinding feed can be done
on rainy days.
Brother Leonard found out from expertence that it pays to know your religion. Recently he had some hogs al the fair that won
blue ribbons and drew the admiration of all
lookers. One o( the bogs won the Grand
Champion Award. The thing is, the people
admired his hogs, but it seems the people
were more interested in his religious title.
Brother Leonard, instead o( answering
que,tions about the livestock, answered
questions about what a Brother is, what a
monk is, why Catholic priests wear lhose
long black robes.
Brother Candidate Robert has been giving
Brother John a helping hand with the cattle.
Besides this, he usually washes around
eighteen or twenty cases of milk bottles a
day. Being a short fellow, someone asked
him iI his legs weren't a little short. But he
said that his legs were exactly right-just
long enough to reach the ground.
Probably late in tbe month there will be
a round-up here when Brother John brings
home a lot of cattle from the pasLm·es for
winter feeding. The cattle usually don't understand the procedure too well and decide
that they like it where they are. But in the
end they all show up at the barns, even the
stubborn ones who have to be persuaded by
being loaded on a truck and hauled home.
Later this month Brothers Henry and
Michael will be sharpening their axes and
saws again. There are always a few trees
encroaching on the pastures and these must
come out. In between the good timber a few
trees are growing that do not benefit the rest
of the stand, and these will not be found in
the same place next year. Some of these will
be found serving as fenceposts.
It has been over a year since Pope Pius XIl
passed lo his eternal reward. Pope Pius considered that the moral recovery of the world
depended lo a large extent on the steadfast
faith of the "tillers of the soil." When speaking to a gathering of farmers, he once said
that on the farm the family has a better
chance lo Jive together as a family, to work
together as a family, to pray together as a
family; and in that way Christian family
life is strengthened.
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Beyond Our Comprehension

The Majesty
of God
By David Flusche, O.S.B.

hands in trust. "Would you condemn me that
you may be justified?" God says to Job, asking him ii his might or understanding cornpares with God's.
David Recognizes God's Majesty
Of all the figures in the Old Testament
none crune so close as David to recognizing
the majesty o{ God. And to David was granted an additional insight. He saw not only the
power and might, but also the Jove of God.
Open the book of Psalms at random and
begin reading. Nowhere else in all oI literature is such a wealth of recognition oI God's
attributes and praise oI Him: "Bless the
Lord, 0 my soul! 0 Lord my God, you are
great indeed! You are clothed with majesty
and glory"; Of kindness and judgment I will
sing; to you, 0 Lord, I will sing praise" .
"The Lord is king, in splendor robed" :
" Praise the Lord all you nations; glorify h.m::
all you peoples! For steadfast is his kindness
toward us, and the fidelity of the Lord endures forever."

"The world is charged with the grandeu1·
of God," wrote Father Gerald Manley Hopkins, an English Jesuit poet, over seventy
years ago. But how Jew there are who see
it, or rather, while seeing, realize it. Only
n comparatively few people in all the ages
of mankind have even begun to grasp the
power, glory, and majesty ol Gode Moses on
the mountain; Job when God spoke to him
after his trial; David in his psalms and
prayers; Peter, James, and John on Mount
Tabor; Paul when he was granted a vision
of heaven; Dante in hls Divine Comedy;
M1chac!angelo in his portrayals of creation
and the last judgment.
It is easier for us to understand the humble
Christ, the God who "emptied himseli, taking on the form of a servant." We can see
Divine Love, Divine Wisdom, Divine Justice,
We could go on quoting endlessly from the
Divine Might when it is united with the human nature of Christ. But it we do not have psalms, but King David's greatest praise o f
any comprehension ol God, then Christ, the God's majesty came just before his dea th
God-Man, becomes for us more man than when he addressed all Israel at the anointing
God, and tragedy results; for then we begin of Solomon as King to succeed David.
David's prayer on this occasion must b e
to make God into our own image of man.
Instead of God-become-man, Jesus Christ be- an echo of the eternal praise of the heavenly
comes just a man with "the spark of Divin- chorus, so strongly and wonderfully does i t
ity," and the wonder of the Incarnation describe God:
Blessed art thou, 0 Lord, the God of Israel
lost.
•
Our Father from eternity to eternity.
Moses and Job Speak with God
Thine, 0 Lord, is magnificence, and power
Moses saw and conversed directly with
•
and glory, and victory;
God, and from these visits with God Moses'
And to thee be praise;
own appearance took on a special radiance
is
earth
in
and
heaven
in
is
that
all
For
even though God had not shown Himself
thine;
fully to hlm. Even this partial revelation
Thine is the kingdom, 0 Lord,
was more than nature could stand, for smoke
And thou are above all princes.
and clouds, flames, lightning, and thunder
Thine are riches, and tl,ine is glory;
covered the mountaintop where God spoke
Thou hast dominion over all.
to Moses.
thy hand is power and might.
In
As Job struggled with his temptations and
In thy hand greatness and the empire of
doubts about God's justice and mercy and
all things.
wisdom, counsellors crune to him but added
Now therefore our God we give thanks
only to his confusion and doubt. Finally
to thee,
God Himse!I spoke to Job through a storm
And we praise thy glorious name.
and by referring to the works of creating,
This is the God of power, majesty, l ove
sustaining, and directing nature, convinced
Job that be need but place himself in God's that Advent tells us about. Thls is the G o d
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•h• sent

his own beloved Son, one with
l!iJn in Diviruty and glory, to become one
,.;1h us. This is the God who at sundry times
sp<>K• to man through the prophets and at
1<ngth spoke to us through his Son. This is
the God whom Isaias besought so pleadingly
10 •send forth, 0 Lord, the Lamb, the ruler
.,i the earth." This is the God who promised
iJ,rOUgh Jeremias to "make the bud oI justice
pring forth unto David, and he shall do judg1,nt and justice in the earth."
Chrlsl Himse!I did not hesitate to speak

ol J{is own glory as God: " They shall see
the Son of Man coming upon the clouds of
,aven with great power and majesty." He
permitted Peter and Jrunes and John to witess His transfiguration on Tabor - an event
.l!at Peter still wrote oI with a feeling of
II'• over thirty years later in his second
~tie, when he recounted the events of
Jie Transfiguration: "We have been eyelf'illlCSses of his grandeur."
Yesterday, today, and forever, God is the
S3J1le. His glory fills the universe, His power
~ 15tains it, and His love fills every heart
),at will open to Him.
The now-approaching season of Advent
,hould be a time of fruitful meditation on
!he nature of God Himself, so that when
lhe time comes to celebrate His birth as Man
e can all the more marvel at the wonder
'it.

6
UNITED
Om Lord exhorted us io "Love one another.'• Let
p. therdore, all u.nlte our prayers in charity wllh

Cbt mooks at Subiaco tor the lnte.n.Uons sent 1n
"1!1C'f last monUL

From the Book of Wisdom

The Souls of the Just
The souls of the just are in the hand
of God,
and no torment shall touch them.
They seemed,
in the view of the foolish,
to be dead,
and their passing away was judged
an affliction;
and their going forth from us,
utter destruction.
But they are in peace ...
Chastised a little they shall be
greatly blessed,
because God tried them
and found them
worthy of himself.
As gold in the furnace he proved them
and as sacrificial offerings
he took them to himself....
The Lord shall be their king forever.

IN

PRAYER

l

Return of fnmih'.' to Church, Good confessions
Peace among. r~lat1ves, All persecuted 1;>eoples of
t~e world, Missions and Missionaries Aid for the
~1ck. and ~u1fei:ing, Conversion of the' J ews, Special intentions m honor of the Blessed Mother.

THE DECEASED
Rev. Gerald DeBruyn, Mary Homan John Witt
WEli!'l· O'Mara, George L. Bruegger, Fr~ Roman'
zabeth Egan, Eva Ann Bauer, Linus Linden.:
berg, Mary V. Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E.
G enereUy, Mr. and Mrs. Emile J. Bolian, Sam
Gearhart, Mrs. Anne Maloy, Sr. Mary Pankatia
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Bohler, Sr. John Kemper'
Grace McKay, Louis Jahn, Mrs.' Ollie Hulfman:
Raym~nd S~~an, _Dr. Wm. T. Miles, Anna
Borgerdmg, William Kinklaar, John Eberhart Sister Emma, Henry and Mary Fleitman, Frank and
Mary Hess, Joseph Felderhoff, Christine Felderh~Cl, Joseph Otto,. Lorine Morrison, Aubury JenThomas Hamman, Richard

1'~i~~. Jpg]fi~'ii!1:.op,
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A Discussion Plan

Studying the Mass
By Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.
We are regularly urged to study the
Mass - prjvately and in ruscussion groups.
But often the problem arises: How does one
go about studying the Mass? It is easy to
read the text, but what then?

The points below will provide an eliecth,e
and simple method of studying the Mass. The
method has been used succesfully in both
youth and adult groups. Try it, or revise it
slightly to meet your own manner of ap..
proach.

~
~

•1. Read one of the parts of tl1e Mass, that is, the Introit, Epistle, Gospel, etc.

VtPUJt4

•2. Who said it? Under what circumstances?
•3. What person is it about? What subject is it about?
4. Is there some gladness, joy, comfort, or pleasure in the thought?

5. Is there some hope or trust in it?
6. What bearing does it have on the past?
•7. What eliect will it have on us during our days on earth?

•a. How

will it affect us in eternity?

•9. Compare the Introit, Offertory, and Communion verses .for likenesses. In what ways
do they resemble each other? In what ways do they add to each other?
•10. Compare the Collect, Secret prayer, and Postcommuruon the same way.

•11. Compare also the Epistle and Gospel in

(hjs

way.

•12. Can you connect some of the thoughts in the Mass with things happening in the
world today? Or in the home? Or in a parish activity that may be going on?
If the various parts of the Mass are read
by different persons, it will help participation. In considering the parts of the Mass
every question does not have to be used for
every text, but use what fits or works. The
points marked with an asterisk will probably
MOV I NG?
U you move please send us your complete
OLD add.res and the complete NEW ad•
dress. This will be of great help to our
office personnel. Thank you very m uch !

Send Us You r Canceled Stamps!
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions
0

be used more than the others. Add your own
questions.
The above points, changing whatever needs
to be changed, may be used for studying
the Bible. They may be used for private medj_
ation as well as for group ruscussion.
MASS INTENTIONS

New Subiaco Abbey is able to handle your
Mass intentions or speedily forward thetn
where they can be ottered without deJay.
Send them to Ule Rt. Rev. I\tlchae l Lensing,
0 .S.B., New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

tect the perforations. All U. S. stamps can be
used except three cent Liberty and Jefferson and
four cent Lincoln which are of no value as they
are so common. All foreign stamps are especially
valuable. Mail contributions to: Young America
"
New Subiaco Abbey, Subia.co, Arkansas.

~far:,~~- ~f~pf;s:ea~Y orse~ut~ie~s oif ~~u~~ect't~~~
and packages and mail them to us. Be sure to
leave a small margin around them so as to proStamp Con tributors since our last issue

Akra-nsas: St. Joseph's Orphanage, Miss Glenda
Malsberry
California: Mr. D. Schultz
Florida: Eleanor Scurry
Indiana: Mrs. E. L. Funck
Kansas: Lee Struble
Kentucky: Miss Lillian Manger
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Louisiana: Hanley Insurance Agency
Mic1iigan: Mrs. Margaret Giddings
Missouri: Mrs. B. P . Concannon, Sr.
OkLahoma: Mrs. Harry A. Washburn
Texas.· Mrs. W Brutto, J. Jungman, V. B. Rubeck
Washington.: Lt. McGuire
Wisconsin: Brother Gabriel, O.S.B.

vear Young A m.ericans,
Bright leaves are fluttering "Goodbye" to
•heir trees and sailing down to a different
place to live for winter. They remind us of
people who have been saying "Goodbye" to
fiie, and whose souls have gone to a different
place to live, too.
ll'e offer many prayers for those souls
tsf1CCially in November. We call them POOR
SOULS because tlley have no moments of
fr left to pray for themselves. Some of
theni, maybe s01ne in our own families may
,,. in special NEED of our prayers.
some of the souls still living on this earth
,,. POOR SOULS, in a way. They are not
otisfied with the clothes they have, they
-ant houses and cars that are finer, they
ant more and more money, and when all
the worrying makes them sick they want
ore and more attention from the nurses in
ie hospital. No matter how many things
,,. piled up in their houses or how mu.ch
,..ney is stacked in their checking accounts,
NOTHING does them any good, and they are
,,ally very poor.
November is also a special month of
Thanksgiving. Not even an angel could know
or enjoy what God has given him until he
as thanked God for it. Americans, Young
,nd Older, cannot see the best part of the
things God has given us until our thanks~ving to Him takes off the wrappings and
~t., us look at the real gifts we can use and
111joy.
Here's hoping Young Americans will pray
fO' Poor LIVING Sou.ls too, that do not yet
;,,,,w how to thank God. The story happened
n,fore anybody had ever shared the Faith
rith my family.
Love to every one of you.,

Tammy

I,

~

I

Poor Souls
1

'You need a round of med.kine," said my
mother at breakfast.
Right away I was sorry for being cross
with my brother and picky with my food.
The calomel was not too hard to swallow but
the Epsom Salts was terrible. If I didn't lie
perfectly still and quiet it would become
un-swa!Jowed and I would have to take more.
After awhi le the awful cramps would start
but I tried lo think ahead, when it would
all be over and I could go out to play.
"You may play on the porch for a little
while," said my mother the next afternoon.
My legs felt wobbly but I was so happy
looked out across the yard and started
running down the middle of the porch, which
was usually empty. My mother had moved
her potted plants from the edge of the porch
to the middle to get them out of the burning
sun. I bumped my leg into the first flower
pot and fell. It hurt so bad I screamed and
my mother came running to the porch.
A little piece of the skin was rubbed off
the front part of my leg where it is bony
but it rudn't even bleed! I wondered why
it kept on hurting so much but was ashamed
of making so much fuss over such a little
scratch.
After awhile it was time to start going to
school. One day I felt very tired after walking to school, and even more tired after sitting at the desk. When school was over it was
hard to make my feet keep walking. They
would never take me all the way home! My
grandmother lived only a few steps away
I would MAKE my feet go that much fartl,er.
Then Uncle B. would drive me the rest of
the way.
"You better not waste any time getting
her home," my grandmother said to Uncle B .
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I I

I was so thankful not to have to walk the
rest or the way home that I forgot the ache
in my leg as I leaned back on the seat.
When the car stopped at our house I could
not get of[ the seat. Uncle B. carried me inside. I cannot remember what anybody smd
unUl they laid me down on a cot just set up
in my mother's room.
"Just straighten out your leg now," said
my mother soothingly," so I can fi:x the cove~;
The doctor will be here any nunute now.
"Straighten-my-leg-" I said sleepily
to myself, pushing on the leg. Nothmg
happened. I took my hands and tried to push
it down.
"It won't go down/' I answered.
They fixed a chair with pillows for my
sore leg to rest on. It was still bent ~om
silting. I would go off to sleep sometunes
even in the daytime.
One day voices in the next room woke me
up. "No! No!" my mother was saying. "You
can't do that to her! I won't have it!"
"Mumble, mumble, mumble," went the
doctor.
"I will not have ber hopping around on one
leg," my mother continued. uThere's no sense
in it."

"IL will be easier for her to walk aHerwards iI we amputate while we can still
save the knee," answered the doctor. 11 ~ we
wait much longer we may have to take 1t at
the hip joint to save her llie."
They were talking about my leg! Maybe
cutting it om Never before did I really know
I had legs. I had always taken them for
granted. Now one of them might soon be cut
off. I tried to think what it would be like
with one leg gone. Why I would be rich! I
would have a whole leg left, and it would be
well!
"She seems to be looking better," said the
doctor the next day.
They pulled the dressing off my leg.
"See" said my mother triumphantly. "It
has go'oe down, not higher! 11
Soon I was able to stretch out my leg again.
How restful it was to lie in a different position for a change! Then I was aJlowed to sit
up for a whtle each day, and finally ~alk.
The last week in November came m a
hurry that year. On Wednesday my mother
started laying out our Sunday clothes so we
could be ready early to spend the next day
at my grandmother's house.
"Why do we eat there on Thursday instead
of waHing for Sunday?" I asked.
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"H's Thanksgiving," answered my mother.
"What is Thanksgiving?" I asked and my
brother came up to listen as mother told us
about the Pilgrims and the first Thansgiving
Day.
"How did they offer thanks to God?" I
asked.
"They prayed," my mother replied.
"Can we pray too ?11 I asked.
"I - Well I suppose so," commented rny
mother uncertainly.
My brother and I folded our hands right
away and began: "Now I lay me down to
sleep, I pray ..."
"Hush!" said my mother sharply. "That's
what you say at bedtime!"
BuL that was all the prayer we poor souls
knew!

5. Whal saint wrote fourteen famous
t,tiers that may be found in every Bible?
6. Who was the [irst of the seven deacons
chosen by the Apostles? (He was the first
rislian martyr also.)
';, What native of Antioch became the
npanion of St. Paul on his missionary
iourneys? (He is a gospel writer also.)
a Which of the AposUes was employed
, the Roman government?
9. Who is the patron saint of students?
,,-Breaker
ffow many words can you make from this
,nt's name? Name - St. Aloysius Gonzaga.
(lli< name may also be the answer to one
th• nine clues.)
and 6th Grades:

Youn g A merica Contests
All Saints Quiz
7th and 8th Grades:

Supply the name of the saint to whom the
clue refers.
1. What Roman maiden converted her
husband and his brother to Christianity and
afterwards followed them to a martyr's
death? (She is patroness of musicians.)
2. Who is the patroness of television?
3. What Visitation nun is known as the
Apostle of the Sacred Heart?
4. What Spanish nobleman founded the
order of Preaching Friars?

Send greeting cards which harm onize
with the meaning of this g-reat feast.

In the AposUes Creed we say. "I believe
the conununion of saints." The comuuio~ of saints is a union of the faithful
earth, the blessed in heaven, and the souls
purgatory, with Christ as their Head. In
groups help one
1 drawing show how these
,nother.
i,d and 4th Grades:
Read the questions and then name the
int-

l What sain l do we ask to defend us in
battle against the devil?
, What saint should we pray to for a safe
, - ride?
3_ What saint died with Jesus and Mary
his side?
l. Which of the Apostles stood near the
.10SS with Mary?
;. What saint is usually pictured with
Christ-Child in his arms?
,,.Breaker
Who do you think is the favorite saint of
nchildren? Why do you think so.

)CTOBER CONTEST WINNERS

The Abbey oilers an assortment or 15
religious cards for $1.00 per box.

and 6th Grades:
Isl prize: Sharon Reineccius, St. Joseph's
'<:hool, Paris, Ark.

be supporting a worthy
sending your orders to:

2nd prize: Leo Tolbert, St. Joseph's School,
iris, Ark.

You will
cause by

THE A BBEY MESSAGE
New Subiaco Ab bey
Subiaco, Arkansas

,1

rd and 4th Grades:

ls\ prize: Margret Drackes, St. Gabriel's
5<hool, Kansas City, Mo.
2nd prize: Mary Ann Barr, St. Gabriel's
hool, Kansas City, Mo.

Advent

On our Cover
Commencing the liturgical year as it does,
U1e holy season of Advent is our little retreat
preparation for the coming o[ Our Divine
Lord and Saviour. Advent is an immediate
preparation for the feast of Christmas, but
more than that, it is a ,·emote preparation for
the second coming- that awesome day of
The Last Judgement when our King will take
the souls of the just into His eternal kingdom.
The Divine office for the four weeks of
Advent has as tbe readings at Matins selections from the Old Testament that have some
reference to the coming or advent of the
Saviour. Holy Mother the Church seeks to
draw our minds to the real meaning of
Christmas. More than just a birthday,
Christmas is the Incarnation- God becoming Man; it is the beginning of the unfathomable mystery of God's redemptive act; it is
the realization of the hope of generations; it
is the realization of our hope.
The cover for this month has as its main
element the swirl or whirlpool which gives
one the sensation of "drawing one in.', This
represents the Season of Advent with its
Ii turgical color of purple the color of penance
-preparing us to receive Christ completely
at Christmas.
At the end of this swirl into which we are
being drawn is the main element of next
month's cover in miniature. This is our goal,
this is our God.
MAY HIS KINGDOM COME ....
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES
Publication of death anniversary dates is an encouragement to friends of the deceased and to owreaders to remember the departed in their prayers.
Nov. 7, 1889
Brother Joseph Rebholz
Nov. 7, 1925
Rev. Othmar Wehrle _ _
Oblate Bro. Alphonse Detzel _ _ _ Nov. 14, 1926
Oblate Bro . Kilian Nille _ _ _ Nov. 15, 1925
Very Rev. Augustine Stocker, Prior Nov. 22, 1922
Rev. Victor Beuckman _ _ __ Nov. 22, 1950
Nov. 23, 1952
Rev. Basil Egloff
Rev. John Vianney Stocker _ _ Nov. 24, 1957
Rev. Stephen Hcinkele _ _ _ _ Nov. 26, 1938

Let Us Pray
0 God, the Lord of Mercv., grant to the soul of
Thy Servant, N _ _ __, whose annivena"ll we
commemorate, a place of refreshment, rest and
light. Through
8

~°J'r£:::t J:!~ t~1J;r-1'A~h1,1
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The CCD, A Privilege and a Challenge

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
Part IX in a series on the CCD
Looking back at what we are after is imperative al this point of our series on Spiritual Formation. As you may remember, we
began this practical study as a humble answer
to the challenge thrown to us by the Prefect
of the Sacred Congregation of the Council,
who wrote on the occasion of last September
Pan-American CCD Congress that "Lay collaborators in the religious field must bave
first and foremo st a spiritual formation that
is truly ioterior and nobly apostolic."
Personal Undertaking
The gradual steps toward a solid spiritual
formation cannot be made by proxy. Personal
generosity and determination are absolutely necessary, the mechanism in spiritual
formation is simple. But its functioning requires a great deal of perseverance.
tr you have been a faithful reader of these
humble articles, you know by now that reUgious information leads to the building of
convictions, and that in turn the right kind
of basic convictions achieve the spiritual
formation by which your way of thinking,
loving and acting is patterned in a final
manner.
Falling in love with the Lile of Divine
Grace within souls does not normally happen
overnight. The most necessary prerequisite
is lo spiritualize your thinking. This is done
through the enlightening and strengthening
of your divine faith.
Do you see now why this theological
Virtue is considered the basic and most necessary of all Virtues?
Spiritual Formation, when attained, makes
the spiritual vividly real! Do you begin to
understand why you must give a great care
to your faith?
Such a consciousness cannot be aroused
by an occasional reading, not even by a
dynamic sermon or lecture. It is the result of
personal thinking on the information received. Unless you come back on the most important highlights of your religious learniog to
ponder them while praying, your spiritual
formation will never be really deep and solid.
Oradual and Regular
Allow me to offer you a few hints on how
22

to enlighten, activate and strengthen youi,
Faith in order to attain a high degree or
spiritual [ormation.
1. Avail yourselves of doctrinal courses
given in your vicinity. When following such
courses, set apart the points impressing you
the most. Summarize and personalize thern !
Bring your mind on them al regular inter.
vals! Use them to guide your prayers.
2. Review your catechism not necessarily
from cover to cover, but rather through
your spontaneous attraction while consultmg
the index. A few minutes al a time, regularly,
produce much better results than long hours
in it on rare occasions.
3. Did you ever try to read a few lines of
your New Testament before falling asleep?
If not, start trying it! You will be surprised
at the gradual effects on your mind and per.
sonal life!
4. Be a loyal reader of your weekly Catholic
paper. Somewhere in it, a special grace of
enUghtenment is awaiting you. If you let it
go, it may never come back, and you Will
always be deprived of a knowledge that you
may need badly one day!
5. Find a book of spiritual reading on basic
devotions like Holy Mass, Holy Communion
the Blessed Virgin Mary, the Sacred Heart
of Jesus. Nole the passages having a greater
impact on your mind and heart. When poss;.
ble, approach a priest of your choice and let
him know your reactions on this book, and
seek his guidance.
6. If you really want to make strides in your
spiritual formation, learn the art of short
effective meditations. If you don't know
how to go about it, ask a priest to help you.
There is no surest and shortest way towar d
spiritual formation! I may devote the ne:x:t
article on this subject.
Either one of these suggestions, if you put
them into practice with courage, deterrnination, wisdom and perseverance, will enlighten, deepen, activate, and strengthen your
Faith. A stronger Faith leads to a greater
Jove. And supernatural Jove leads to aposto.
late. This is why spiritual formation is so irnportan l to the CCD Worker! And it is the
personal part of your privilege and challenge?
The apostolic technique is given you on a
silver platter through the CCD Organization.
But your spiritual formation depends on your
generous good will. We have given you
the material to build it, but you must work
it out yourself. There is no ready-made formula. It is between you and the Holy Spirit.
Rev. Georges A. Levasseur

Godliness

--

Godlessness

Timely News and Views
~!{ARITY SURPASSES DIFFERENCES
Charity surpasses differences of culture
coJor and nationality. In the Catholic Church
,atred, preJudice, and favoritism must be
eliminated. Christ came to save all men. He
died for all mankind. "Therefore," as Saint
paul charges, "Let ltS no longer judge one
,nother, but rather judge this: that you
ould not put a stumbling blook or hinJranee in your brother's way." -Our Sunday Visitor, November 1.

SCIENCE IS AIDING CHURCH
In a true sense tlte scientist is aiding the
Church in her mission of imparting God's
"relation to tlte world. A number of Catho' thinkers have recently stressed the idea
or there are two forms of revelation - a
tlluira! revelation and a supernatwral reve!a'"· In uncovering the secrets of nature the
e1tnlist is cooperating in a form of natural
,evelation which gives insights into God's
,,iverse that cannot be gotten from any
iher source.
1
There are many other things which we
ight say about the basically Christian nart of science; the fact that science tends
u, develop natural virtues which are basic'IY Christian - humility, patience, perse""nce, honesty and integrity; the fact that
,dcnce's presuppositions are founded on tlie
i,dieval, Christian belief in the rationality
j ih• universe.
-Joseph F. Mulligan,
,nerica, October 10.

1!ATE LlTERATURE
Hate organizations and hate publications
.,,, damaging the United States because they
liVide the American people. The hate sheets
.,,, often untruthful but there are some who
,ccept anything that is printed as authoritative, The menace is that those who accept
,us nonsense vote that way, teach their chiliren to believe it, perpetuating bate for generations. America cannot afford such divisions.
--George Sokolsky, in his syndicated column
TENS OF MILLIONS HOMELESS
The refugee problem is vast indeed. There
,re literally tens of mi!!ions of people homeless outside their own countries. Some have
,.,,, enduring this mode of existence for a!-

~ost twenty years. Their hopes for returning to their native lands grow dimmer as the
cold war between the Communist East and
the free West grinds on monotonously. There
is a tendency to accept the misery of the
refugees simply as an accomp!ished facta phenomenon of our day, about whicli nothing much can be done. Such an attitude
would p_lease the Communist aggressors and
~·ttit their purpose admirably. But it is eminently un-Christian. Charity sternly forbids
us to ":5SUme an aiT _of aloofness to suffering
and misery. -Social Justice Review, Nov.
NEEDS TO BE SOUNDED
The note that needs most to sounded in
America today is the one that stresses the
supreme and paramount importance of religious training in the home. I do not hesitate to say that lhe influence of the home in
the fasbion_ing. of character and in rooting
reUgtous faith Ill the children is more crucial
than that of church or school. Parents must
be brought to realize that they are bound
by a divine law to teach and train their
offspring in their holy reUgion. Sisters and
priests in school and church can only water
the seed which parents themselves must sow.
The "."ork . of our schools from kindergarden
to umvers1ty, the work of our Catholic press,
the work of the Church itself will be largely
frustrated if Catholic parents neglect on any
pretext whatsoever to train their children
in the knowledge and in the practice of the
religion of Jesus Christ. -Dr. Wm. Bergin,
quoted in Tabernacle and Purgatory, Nov.

PRODUCES UNIVERSAL CHAOS
War is no longer a tolerable human institution; that is the fact of the matter. And I
say this not because war is brutal and cruel.
It has always been that. I say it because war
has lost its internal logic. It can no longer do
for men what it was devised to do. It cannot
def~nd them from an external enemy, for
their own destruction is implicit in such a
defense. It can no longer restore a shattered
justice and order, for it produces universal
diaos. It ~an no longer repress injustice, for
it gives birth to greater evils than those it
used to suppress. -John Cogley in Commonweal, November 6.
23
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Many items in the new church have not been taken as memorials.
Listed bet.ow are some of the memorial opportunities stilt avail.able.
Perhaps you would like a memorial in memory of a dear friend or
relative.

Grill be.hind Blessed Virgin altar

--$5000.00
sooo.oo
Railing in front of Brothers' chapel
1000.00
I Conlessional
soo.oo
1 set of Pontifical Vestments (Green)
soo.o0
1 set of Pontilical Vestments (Purple)
soo.oo
l set of Pontifical Vestments (Black)
soo.oo
l set of Vestments for assisted High Mass (Red)
250.00
Linen !or Albs
aoo.oo
8 sets of Vestments
(each set)
2so.oo
28 Pews
(each)
200 .00
2 Pews
(each)
175.00
Offering Stand
300.00
Grill behind St. Joseph altar
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Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends·

A Holy and Merry Christmas to each one of you! To
me lhis year Christmas seems lo be taking on a fuller
and deeper meaning than ever before, because just so
recenUy I was able lo visit the place of Christ's birlh,
to walk the roads He walked, and lo see the sigh ts lhal
His human eyes b,eheld.
But al l of us, at Christmas, must in our minds make a
journey lo the Holy Land. We must begin to realize how
bleak lhe world really was before God became man,
and only then can we began to understand how much
His coming meanl for man. The ages before Christ were
a;:;es filled with hope, but il was a hope that somet imes
seemed almost in vain, and even the greatest and
holiest prophets used lo cry out "How long, 0 God?"
Life had no purpose for them except in the coming o[
Christ.
Probably man's greatest error is in trying to find his
hope in something other than in Jesus. We pursue our
worries, cares, pleasures, and occupations of lhe moment, forgetful of the fact that God became man lo
share our human anxieLies with us. We need to develop
the spirit of King David, who 1000 years before the
Incarnation was able lo say that some trust in chariots
and some in horses but we trust in the name of God.
The world is bleak again, and dismal, for Christ's
coming has lost ils meaning for many. Others are still
among those who have nol even heard of the name of
the Lord J esus. As we gather in spirit around Christ's
sacred birthplace, as we hasten with the joy of the
shepherds lo welcome His coming, as we rejoice with
Mru·y al the wise men's homage to Christ, let us pray
that Christ's coming will mean as much to the world
this Christmas as it meant to those first visitors who
gathered around the Christmas crib.
May the grace and peace of our Redeemer be with
you this Christmas. I will remember you in J'l)Y Christmas Masses. May I beg a p_rayer from you for our
monastic community.
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V Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.
It was a long interval between the fall o(
n and his rise. Those were dark ages in
~ch man was held in subjection to every
• The times were helpless and hopeless.
., world was a prison, and death seemed
' ost certain to be a journey from hell on
°ih to bell in another world. A Saviour,
•~edeemer, was promised, il was true. But
1
. seemed long in coming. For centuries
I 8 had seen [ulfillcd a succession o( signs
d wonders that the time was drawing
;,,,. Yet, people were born; they lived out
e miserable existence; and no one appeared
1
·al'e them. Injustice and death remained
w,;ters of the Cield.

.. .

But then the Prophet Isaias peering into
future sensed that the time of the coming
'ihe Saviour was near at hand. Pleading
ords that expressed the longing of the
pie arose on his lips: "Drop down dew, ye
':\'ens. from above, and let the clouds rain
,, Just One; let the earth be opened and
dforth a saviour."

...
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Of Our Lord
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And then one night, "While all things were
quiet silence. and the night was in the
...,dil of its course, Thy almighty Word,
came down from heaven from thy
Lord,
1
..,1 throne." At last the Saviour had come;
,35 the first Christmas, and now where
abounded grace abounded more. Before
e Saviour left the earth man woul~ have
'thio bis reach the means by which he
,uld break the meshes of the trap in which
was caught.
Saini Paul in the Epistle for the Midnight
,,, heralds the coming of Christ in thls
n;nner: "The gr_ace of God has appeared to
tll men, inslructmg us, that denying ungodss and worldly desires, we should live
•riv and justly in this world ... " Thls
l'nd ~f living, which seemed so impossible
the people before the time of Our Lord,
~,mes easily possible for us. And why is
,. easier for us than for them? Because grace
now so abundant and obtainable in so
many ways. If sin abounds as in the days of

old, grace abounds even more; and il is grace
that fills the void that is left in a soul by sin .

..

It is easier for us loo because of our
greater knowledge of God and spiritual
things. Christ spent all the years of His ille
on earth teaching us how lo live justly and
godly in this world, and the last three years
of His life He taught in a very intensive way,
which made the particular points of His
doctrine clear enough for all to follow.

• •

He then ascended into heaven. But just as
He came in the midst of the silence on the
night of His birth, so there is also a second
coming of His in the midst of silence at the
Consecration of the Mass. In the quiet silence
of the church the almighty Word comes
down from heaven to the altar; a nd He
is present for us just as He was for the lowly
shepherds watching and keeping the night
watch over their folcks.

•

In the hubbub of the nearby city of Bethlehem no one took notice of the coming of
Christ. H we had been there looking for the
Holy Infant no one could have directed us
to Him. It is not easy lo find Him in the
midst of noise and tumult; and it is difficult
to communicate with Him where there is
bedlam and confusion.

..

.

But if we withdraw like the shepherds far
away from the gathering places of men we
can find Him; and if we seek out a quiet
place like the stable in Bethlehem or a
church we can speak to H im and listen to
His words.

.

.

There are those who will say that they do
not have time to search out God in this
manner. But if we would seek silence rather
than pleasures and entertainment we would
have time. I[ we made it a point lo withdraw into silence we would easily have
thirty or forty minutes a day to devote to
God. The holy man in the Following of
Christ tells us that if we keep away from idle
conversations and going about to hear news
and stories about other people we will
readily find the time to think about good
things.
And in the sil ence which we seek and with
which we surround ourselves God will come
lo us. He will come to us with His grace;
and His coming will be as quiet as the dew
and as welcome as the rain .

God who at sundry times and in di.
vers ' manners spoke in times past to
the fathers by the prophets, last of all
in these days has spoken to us by his
Son , whom he appointed heir of all
things, by whom also _he made th_e
world, who being the bri~htness of his
glory and the image of hrs substance ,
and upholding all things by th~ wo rd
of his power, has effected ~ans pin .
gation from sin and take_n hrs sea! at
the right hand of the Ma1esty on_ hi gh,
having become so much superior to
the angels as he inherited a more e x.
cellent name than they. For to wh ic h
of his angels has he ever said "T hou
art my son , this day I have bego_tte n
thee"? and again "I will be to hi m a
father and he shall be to me a son. "
And again when he brings the fi rs tborn into the world , he says, "And le t
all the angels of God adore him ." And
of the angels inde~? he sav~, "~ e
makes his angels spmts, and hrs min.
isters a flame of fire. But of the Son,
"Thy th rone, 0 God , is fo~eve_r and
ever and a sceptre of equity rs the
sceptre of thy kingdom . Th_o~ h_a st
loved justice and hated 1nrq u1tv,
therefore God , has anointed th~,e w ith
gladness above _th~ fellows. ~nd,
"Thou in the begrnnrng, 0 Lord , dids t
found the earth. and the heavens are
the work of thv hands. They shall pe rish. hut thou shalt continue; and t hey
shall all grow old as does a garment ,
and as a vesture shalt thou cha ns;e:e
them , and they shall be changed . But
thou art the same, and thv years sha ll
not fail." - St. Paul to the Heb re ws
1

the Consec1·ation, Our Lord
was there in His living Presence, resting on the place
where His Corpse had been
and whence He arose triumphantly, lime seemed to
disappear and there was a
sense of experiencing what
the Apostles and Mary Magdalen did on the first E aster
,. '
,.. ..
morning.
We spent the day visi ting various shrines, beginning with the Church of SL
Anne, which tradition holds,
i.;. •:~ "'t;;~¼'rri
. •' .,,,
houses the place where Mary
was born. The church itseU
is the most faithful example
8t Abbot Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
of the Crusader style churches built during
Greetings from the Abbey! This monlh I lhc time of the Crusades. The style is dis,uld like lo continue telling you about my tinguished by massive walls and pillars,
.ot to the . Holy Land. My tour co~ered serni-Gotl1ic arches and vaulted ceiling.
Chr~t·s life in reverse, and I begin this ac- There is little ornamentation. The idea
unt with my Mass at His tomb, and end conveyed is that of a mighty but never"'with my Mass at His birthplace in Beth- tholess sacred fortress.
_hem.
JI.'car S .. Anne's Church is the Piscina
our third day in the Old City of Jerusalem ProbaLica (Sheep Pool), where Our Lord
, drawmg to a close. It began this morning cu1·cd the man who had waited 38 years for
-~-h Holy Mass on the tomb of Our Lord, the opportunity to be cured. Recent exca•; Rock of the Resurrection and of all va!ions indicate that t11e pool was 150 feet
C!tr~!ian Faith. St. Paul wrote that unless long and 120 feet wide and was surrounded
or Lord be truly risen from the dead, our by a portico or colonnade. The White Fathers
,h is vain. and of all men we are the most haye the Church or St. Anne and the Pro· rable. That is why the Holy of Holies ba lica Pool ru·ea.
Jerusalem is known as the Church of the Tomb of Mary
~ 'r Sepulchre, though it comprises Mt.
Very near St. Anne's Church is the tomb
"al;llf). and other sacred shrines.
one hns to stoop low to enter the tomb of Mary which is under the control of Greek
sepul,nd there is just room inside for the cele- Orthodox. It is much like Our Lord's
chre in form. But the chapel is very dark,
tnt and server. There are special rubrics
our
(quote
and
lanterns
Greek
the
of
full
is
celebrating on the Holy Sepulchre. You
Franciscan guide) "Christmas baubles." Also
KE only a quarter turn and face the openof which
in saying "Domlnus Vobiscum" and in there ore innumerable ikons some
Greeks
ring the blessing. In a solemn Mass the am very precious and artistic. The
and insist
subdeacon remains in the an tech amber and refuse to accept the Assumption
are in the
body
Mary's
of
remains
the
that
t!l' choir responses lo the celebrant are sigshrine.
1.liled by means of a bell by a server near
Just a stone's throw from the tomb of
opening. The Gospel and Epistle in a
Mary is the Grotto or Cave of Gethsamane
,..,,0 Mass are sung outside the tomb and
,_ bamber. Distributing Communion in- where Our Lord frequently went with the
res a problem. The celebrant has to stoop Apostles. It is very large and is in Franciscan
r and go through the opening of the hand.;. The night of the Agony, most of the
-,,b to the antechamber which is very Apostles remained in the Grotto when Our
,rded when ten people are inside. At my Lord wenl into the garden taking with him
ass there were about ten who communi- Peter. John, and James a part o( the way.
It was in the Grotto that Judas betrayed
•£!1 most of them Sisters.
Him .
rne ~lass of Easter Sunday is always used.
One o( the most interesting of the places
·'!'ry word had vivid meaning. When, after
we visited was the Church of St. Peter in
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Shepherds Field Chapel
at Bethlehem

Gallicantu (Cock's Crow). It is down tl1e hill
from the cenacle and there seems no doubt
among authorities that before and after the
Last Supper Our Lord walked along the
road that was uncovered at this place.
The Assumplionist Fathers who own the
shrine also contend that it is the site of
Caiphas the high priest's palace where
Our Lord was first tried and condemned to
death by the Sanhedrin. Therefore it is aiso
the site of Peter's denial, the crowing of
the cock and Peter's bitter weeping. They
uncovered the ruins of a Crusader church
on the spot and, below this, ruins of a large
palace in which there was a prison and dungeon. The church built by the Assumplionists is one of the most interesting and striking in Jerusalem and was directed by one
of their Fathers who was a self-made architect and worker in mosaic. The mosaics are
brilliant conceptions and expertly executed,
representing all the Mysteries of Christ's
arrest, trial, and the disputed imprisonment
in a dungeon of U1e high priest's palace during His last night on earth.

Water Most Precious
Farther down the hill is the Pool of Siloe.
You will recall that Our Lord told the blind
man to wash his eyes in the waters of Siloe
and his eyes were opened. Siloe is the only
spring in the Jerusalem area and has a large
stream of clear water. Water is the most
precious thing in the area and the city is
dependent on cisterns. Roofs are built not
only over houses but also over streets to
save all the waters possible during the rainy
season of November, December and January.
A channel was cut in ancient times about

a quarter of a mile long to channel ihe
waters of Siloe to a part of the city down
in U1e valley. We went down a long row
of stairs to see the source of the spring and
the beginning of the tunnel and found some
Arab men taking a bath. We then drov e
down lo the place where it runs out of the
tunnel and found a number of boys bathing
and splashing in the pool, the smallest one s
in their birthday suits.

Way of tlte Cross
Farther down the valley, men and women
were washing clothes in the stream, and in
this area fig and olive trees, grapes and
vegetables grow in abundance. It is in gre at
contrast to all the surrounding area where
very little grows. In fact, the Holy Land is
almost a desert; it is incredible that so m a ny
people can eke out a living. Water is life
and nowhere is this more vividly portray ed
than in the Holy Land. No wonder Our L ord
described Heaven as a fountain of living
waters springing up into eternity.
In the afternoon of October 5, we walk ed
the way of the Cross in reverse since we had
already been in the Church of the Holy S e pulchre, wherein are the chapels of the last
five stations. The 8th station is very n e ar
Calvary. The 7th, 6th, 5th, 4th, and 3rd stations are along the streets of Jerusalem. It
is impossible for an American to imagine
what a street in Jerusalem is like. There
are no store fronts, no sidewalks. The stre ets
are lanes about 10 feet wide, running between walls which are two or three stories
high. People, donkeys with heavy loads
push earls, and, in some streets, cars, pack
the streets from side to side. The stores are

Place of Christ's NnUvity

at Bethlehem

1ust holes in the wall. From a passing car

you can reach out and touch a side of mut-

on hang';'g in a butcher shop. Every Friday

:s

;d tccidenta_lly beneath the Convent of the
de Sion. There is no doubt t11at Our
Lis
or walked over this pavement and that
he~~ H: was presented to the Jew; by Pilate
e words, "Ecce homo!u "Behold the
an. that He was mocked and crowned
with _thorns here by the soldiers. There are
:arkmgs on the pavement where the solers played the game of "King-making"
a gdamehof torture with a prisoner condemne'd
to eat .

lead a procession of pilgrims
Jl'OUgh Jerusalem making the way of the
of
eross, _a coup!~ policemen with staffs that
.ook like ancient spears, leading tlic way
On}y about fifteen_ p~ cent of the people of
lrJ'IJSalem are ChrJStian, so you can imagine
,he hue and cry and the confusion that go
all around this devotion. There must have
een 1he same sort of thing when Our Lord
I This will get to be a book if I try to exrried His cross lo Calvary.
p am_ev_erythmg, and I am very much afraid
Some of the stations are only markers on that it JS not very inte!limbJe On th
e way
,,. ·
.
back t th H
11e walls! but se~er~l _are the sites of cono e o~p1ce, we stopped at the HTerr
1ents which are mdJSltnguishable until you
founded
club
men's
young
a
'
Club:
s~;ct';,
a
b
,• through a door in the wall. At the sixth
ranc,scans a la American style
e
Y
station the Little Sisters of Jesus, founded
Tb~r,~ were billiard tables, ping-pong, cards.
by Charles de F_oucauld, have a chapel of
an candy store" facilities. The young me~
perpetual adorallon.
spoke perfect English, were well dressed
The meetings of Christ and His Mother
and intelligent and made the finest kind of
and of Jesus and the women of Jerusalem impre_ssion. They surrounded us and were
ire at intersect!ons whe~e the Way of the
most mterested m everything about the US
l,IOSS makes a right turn into another street.
Several were graduating this year from what
1'ht Fortress
~ould be junior college in America and are
.
mteresled in coming to A
An area most sacred and interesting is intensely
mer1ca
.
,
to st d
u y engmeermg in American colleges
al of the fortress of Antonia where Pilate
llldemned Jesus to death, and where He But they are the sons of refugees and d~
.as ~urged, crowned with thorns and took not have the means. (Since returning to the
,p His cross. _This area now is situated under U.S. I have had letters from two boys asking
me to help them find a sponsor.)
1 large Arabian College, the Franciscan Bibical Institute and Museum and the convent Mosques Replace Temple
of the Ststers o~ Our Lady of Sion, founded
. On October 6th we spent the mornin
for the conversion of the Jews. The Fran- V1S1ting the old temple area (Solomon's an~
ciscans ha~e two beautiful chapels of the
templ:s) which once covered oneCondemnation and the Flagellation. But the ~~d's!
o the city area. There are now two
~t rnleresting place is the "Lithostrotos " Moslem mosques on the place and it is seclarge courtyard paved with stone discove;- ond only to Mecca as the great Mohammedan
,e FrnnCJScans

;1 "~

shr; 11<', A mosque is a pretty simple affair
in cumparjson Lo a Catholic church, since
lhe Mohammedans have little more than
prayer, reading the Koran and preaching.
Bill the mosque known as the Dome of the
Rock is filled with precious materials and
is built over a huge rock where Abraham
is said lo have prepared to sacrHice Isaac
and also where Mohammed is supposed to
have ascended to heaven. But mosl of the
area of U1e Old Temple is now only a paved
courtyard which is rather shabby.
A[ter visiting the Old Temple area we got
our laxi-<friver to take us to J cricho. J usl
al er leaving Jeruslem we came to Bethany.
Here the Franciscans have their newest
shrine buill on the site of the house or Lazarus. IIIar:.ha, and Mary. I have never seen
such magnificent mosaics and gorgeous
marble and other malerials. The mosaics and
golden inscriptions portray the visit of Jesus
to Martha and Mary and the raising of Lazarus from the dead. About 50 yards away is
the tomb of Lazarus, now a Moslem mosque.
By paying some money we were admilled
and went down some dingy steps about 25
[eel lo the tomb. The Moslems have no sense
of cleanliness, and going from a Franciscan
shrine to one or their places is like going
[mm a palace to a pig sty.
Jericho is a long drive from Jerusalem
and we arrived there about noon. A li\lle
beyond the city is the place on the Jordan
River where St. John the Baptist baptized
Jesus. The river, only about 30 feel or 40
feet wide, is muddy and has a swift current.
We dipped our hands in the water and
blessed ourselves. The Franciscans have a
shrine on the spot. Afterwards we went
down to the Dead Sea, which is about 1,500
feel below sea level. It is so "salty" that it
has no fish or living creatures or vegetation
of any kind. Some of our group took a short
swim in the Dead Sea, but had lo take a
good shower in the fresh water afterwards.
On to Bethlehem
We had an Arabian dinner in a restaurant
on the Dead Sea (no ill effects) and then
took off for Bethlehem to the Shepherds of
the Hill Church. Here again the Franciscans
have a lovely garden spot and shrine. Then
we drove to the Church of the Nativity and
arrived just in tin1e for the daily procession
and devotions which center around the birthplace ol Jesus, the manger, the Magi and St.
Joseph and St. Jerome's cbapel. Then we
walked through the su·eets to the "Milk
Grotto" where the Holy Family is said to

ba\'c li\'cd while in Bethlehem. We stayed
in the Hospice which is operated by the
Franciscnns in connection with their monas,ery and shrine of the Nativity. At 3 a.1n .
Octob r 8, I offered Mass on the Manger altar in the grotto or cave where Jesus was
born.
There is nothing that compares to offering
1\-iass at the Holy Places. W c have been most
fortunate in being here when there are not
many priest and bishop pilgrims, so we
have been able lo arrange our Masses at
the holiest shrines.
I could write much about Bethlehem. It
everything that
is the loveliest of places the carols and Christmas stories had led me
tu e. ·peel. Getting up in the night lo offer
Mass in the dim light of the Cave was little
less than heavenly.
Dul. I must end this. We went back to
Jerusalem and by noon we had crossed to
Israel - a different world.

Brother Anse lm and Brother
Gregory in Ute profession rile.

CHRIST IS BORN TO US,
COME, LET US ADORE.

COME, LET US SING PRAISES TO
THE LORD, LET US SHOUT WITI-i
JOY TO GOD OUR SAVIOR! LET US
COME BEFORE HIM WITH THANKSGIVING AND SING TO HIM WITI-i
JOY IN PSALMS!
COME, LET US ADORE.

FOR THE LORD IS A GREAT GOD,
AND A GREAT KING ABOVE ALL
GODS: THE LORD WILL NOT FORSAKE HlS PEOPLE. ALL THE ENDS
OF THE EARTH ARE IN HlS HANDS,
AND HE LOOKETH DOWN UPON
THE MOUNTAINTOPS.
CHRIST IS BORN TO US,
COME, LET US ADORE.

THE SEA IS HIS, FOR HE MADE IT,
AND THE DRY LAND HIS HANDS
HAVE FORMED. COME, LET US
ADORE AND BOW DOWN BEFORE
GOD. LET US KNEEL BEFORE THE
LORD WHO MADE US; FOR HE IS
THE LORD OUR GOD, AND WE ARE
HlS PEOPLE AND THE SHEEP OF
HIS PASTURE.

COME, LET US ADORE.
- From t lie Invitato-ry
of Christmas Matins

Uphold Me, 0 Lord
;,;0 vember 13, the feast ol All Saints of
ca ed religious, working not for man and
., Benedictine Order saw two more poten- man's rewards, but working for God and His
,al saints added lo the rolls of New Subi- rewards. Too, their life becomes a life of
"" Abbey when Brother Anselm Allen and prayer so that by the Divine Office which
Brother Gregory Senger made their .first they daily recite they take a part in the
rofession of vows. The two signed their prayer life ~f_the Church and the Abbey and
vows in I.he sanctua~y, read them aloud, and become add1t1onal forces in tbe "dynamo of
'II placed them 111 the hands of Father
prayer" that each monastery should be.
Abbot before the high altar during the sol- . Brolh~r Anselm, formerly Patrick Allen,
!!fon Mass offered by Father Prior, director 1s a native of Little Rock. He attended high
f Brothers. Following this they raised their school and one year of college here in the
"'" in the sanctuary and sang the verse scholast1cate before entering the Brotherirom Psalm 118, "Uphold me, 0 Lord, and r hood novitiate. Brother Anselm works in
all live," and then falling to their knees the Abbey's print shop.
nd bowing they continued, "and do not con- . Brother _Gregory, formerly LeRoy Senger,
ound me in my expectation." They were 1s from M111ot, North Dakota, where he also
othed in t.he monastic habit by Father went lo school. Since coming to the abbey
, bot and went forth from the ceremony he has had several assignments, but for the
,<lu:aled by public promise to live for three past six mon lhs he has been binding books
,rs according lo the Rule of Saint Benein hls workshop next to the Abbey library.
d and lbe will of their abbot. At the end
. To them and their families, Congratulathree years, the period for whlch the first hons.I
.,,, are always taken, they may, God will~IASS INTENTIONS
og, unite themselves for life in perpetual
,ws to the monastery.
New Subiaco Abbey is able to handl e your
Mass inten tions or speedily forward th em
The two yolll1g Brothers made their choice
w he re they ca n be offe red w ithout delay.
the religious life so that while practicing
Send th em to th e Rt. Rev. Michae l Lensing.
11e art or craft they could do so as dedi-

O.S.B., N ew S ubiaco A bbey, Subiaco, Ark.
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Pope John XXDl" receives the
abbots at Sant' Anselmo. Abbot
Michael is at left, facing ca1De:ra_
looking tow ard th e Holy Fathe-r:

The Pope and the Abbots
Written from Rome, Italy, Sept. 25, 1959
Dear Father Prior:
Viva la Papa! A few minutes ago, I mel
and spoke with the Holy Father. It was an
unforgettable experience. Let me tell you
about it.
First of all, Pope John surprised everybody by inviting himsc!I to our World Congress of Benedictine Abbots, here in Rome
al the international University and Abbey
of Sant' Anselmo. No Pope has ever done
this before. In the past, the Abbots always
went to the Vatican for a special audience
at the close af the Congress.
A few days ago, it was announced that all
of us would go to the Vatican this morning
Lo visit the Holy Father, and that he in turn
would visit us in the afternoon. But last
night a telephone call suggested that Pope
John's visit to us would be sufficient and our
morning audience to the Vatican was cancelled.
We had a very busy day, trying to close
the Congress, and al 3 p.m. we were in
church, installing the new Abbot Primate.
Workmen from the Vatican had been laboring for three days, setting up the huge Papal
throne. Red carpels, banners and flowers
10

Lespoke the greatness of the rare occasion.
The Primate was in the midst of the l ong
oath o[ office, when there was some hurrying
and scurrying by the master of ceremonies
and his assistants. Word had come that the
Pope was approaching. He was coming 10
minutes ahead of schedule. There was a rush
to finish the installation ceremony. Then the
Abbot Primate and the Abbot of Monte
Cassino proceeded quickly to the front of the
church to greet the Holy Father.
Papal Guards were stationed at the edge
of the monastery wall to keep out the people
who had gotten wind of their beloved
Father's visit lo Sant' Anselmo. As the Pope
entered with the welcoming Abbots, three
Monsignori and a group of lay officials of
the Vatican, we sang with much gusto: "Tu
es Petrus." 11 Tbou art Peter and upon this
rock I will build my Church ." Without look'ng right or left, the venerable but agile
Pontiff proceeded up the main aisle to a
priedieu where he knelt in prayer before
the Blessed Sacrament in the tabernacle.
His lips moved silently, and, oblivious of all
in the crowded church, he prayed as if he
were alone in a private chapel. Then, rising
he proceeded past the main altar to the
throne in the apse, stepping up the five

;cps and seati~g himself in as lively fashion
15 a man of fiity.
Our new_ Abbot P~imale went Lo a microphone stat10ned beside the choir stalls and
,ddressed ~,e Holy Father_ a warm welcome,
,ankmg h~ for the w_,i~ue honor of his
,~it and briefly summanzmg the scope and
ork of lhe Benedictine World Confedera100 and of the Abbots' _Congress. The Holy
,:her then responded 1n a 20 minute talk
which he J?aid trib~te to work of St.
scnedict and !us monks m the history of the
Church and spoke at length of the Bene,ctine apostolate of prayer and work.
.. your mott?," he asserted, "is prayer and
.-ork. Your first _duly is to pray and then
;1-e yourselves with all your strength to the
~rious works of the apostolate. . . . The
;alter, that summa of prayers and h 0 1
reading which you daily recite or sing i!
~oir, m a special way nourishes the lives
f monks and it ls necessary that it be the
unary fo~m of their apostolate. It it not
,nly by doing or bemg busy that you are
ec:ive for the salvation of otbers but b
ying night and day as is your custom ...~
Speaking of the work of the Order the
pontiff remarked: "Although accordm'g to
,ur institute "nothing may be preferred to
e '\Vork of God,' we know that innumere and outstanding works are performed
yoa . . . We are thinking especially of
e study of art and literature, the educan of youth, paro~hial ministry and the
aching of the divme word in places not
,t enlightened by the Gospel and among
pie separated from this Holy See. These
u·ngs you do not only in Europe but in AfAsia, America, and AustraJja . . . "
}{is Holiness held U1e folio with his speech
nis own hands and spoke with surprising
ngor and emphasis. He may be old in years
t,ut there is nothing feeble about him H~
very short. Sitting on the throne his· feet
,gled about six inches from the floor. An
,istanl placed a cushion for them to rest
He looks bealt.hy, strong and relaxed. Dest his age, there are no lines or wrinkles
is face which is striking for it benjgni ty
,nd serenity. After the address, he again
knelt for some tune before the Blessed Sacrament while the choir sang the beautiful
d joylul "Aurea luce" hymn. Then accompanied by his attendants, be left the church
the cloister door. The Abbot Primate
,·ed at all of us to follow to the Chapter
,ro.

The room proved small for the 150 Of
but ,~e crowded in. The Papal officials tr~~
in va_m to keep the Abbots and Priors Crom
pressmg. S_ome of the Europeans were aspe.'.'ially qu_1te carried away, and pushed and
JQ,tled U,eir _way to the front, though some
of I he. Americans were not outdone. I was
one ol the last lo meet the Holy Father I
cl~ped his hand, kneeled and kissed his ri~g
an said that I was from New Subiaco Ab'.
He h~ld ?,n to my hand aud repeated
. ew Subiaco. The Abbot Primate standmg by, added, "America." Then on~ of the
lay attendants pulled my free hand and I
moved on .

,?~·

His Holiness is most fatherly and affable
I d1d not feel excited - it seemed like meet'.
ing one I had known a long time -a dear
uncle or grandfather. He chatted at length
with some of the Abbots, laughing and waving his hands. Before being installed as P h e had made a retreat aat
·
. cruce,
B of V
tilnarch
ie ened,cline monastery of Prahlia He
fmbraced the abbot of this monastery in
tahan style. There was a burst of laughter
when. he told one of the Austrian Abbots
w~o. IS as round as he is tall, "The Ho!
~pmt h~s 'enla1·ged' (impinguat) you, an~
so me. He spoke of us as his confreres in
the Church, and said that he was filled with
J ~y to be with us.
Finally, after a visit of about an hour and
a half. he walked around the cloister and
to the entrance where his car was w;iling
As !:e prepared to leave there was generai
shouung and waving. The back seat of bis
black Cadillac is elevated and the top opens
~w~d. As it '": 0 ve away, he stood up, blessg u, anct waving. -Abbot Michael, O.S.B.

Worth Waiting Fol' .. .

x:~~i~e

and Rosaries blessed by Pope John

d We are happy to announce a subscription
Cnve for Tl,e Abbey Message in February
ath_ol1c Press Month. Valuable prizes, 1n'.
eluding a beautiful statue of the Blessed
Mother holding the Christ Child that was
blessed recenlly in Rome by Pope John
XXIII. R~sanes, also blessed by the Holy
Father, will be awarded to the lucky winners. Th~ driv~ and more particulars about
other prizes will be printed in the February
issue of The Abbey Message. Watch for it!
II

The Final Synthesis
or the Final Catastropl,e?

The Future Of Capitalism
By Gabriel Franks, O.S.B.

I has become commonplace in recen L
years to draw an analogy between the current division of the world inlo two rival
camps - one Communist, the other free_
w:th that other great division which lasted
more than a thousands years: the division
between Islam and Christendom. The proponents of this view seem to be telling us
thal the only thing we can do is to prepare
for another thousand years of sweating it
out, that the crisis will even then not be
resolved, but will probably only be replaced
by another one.
Actually, there is a good deal to be said for
this comparison. Except for comparatively
minor crusades in Korea and Inda-China
both East and West seem to have concluded
that the only alternative to mutual destruction by atomic warfare is institutional
stalemate.
The Spinning Grooves of Change
On the other hand, the process of change
and evolution in the modem world is too
rapid to allow anything so dynamic as a
rivalry to remain stable for a thousand years.
Mr. Khrushchev has informed us that our
great-grandchildren will live under Communism, and our drug-store philosophers
and barber-shop sages have long been tellin g
us that "within fifty years this country Will
be the most Communist country on the face
of the earth."
If by this they mean that our country will,
at any time in the near future, accept political Commun.ism, they fail to take cogru_
zance of the obvious facts. As many observers f.rom abroad - and among them rnany
Catholics-have been swift and unanimous
in noting, the great majority of the citizens
of this country are almost fanatic in their
anti-Communism. Imagine how strange it
must slrike an Italian, for instance, who is
accustomed to daily dosages of Communist
propaganda posters and Communist oratory,
to find Americans trembling in their boots
at the thoughts of a few Communist agents
at:out to take over this country.

As a matter of fact, no politically advanced
,tion has ever accepted Communism except
tl,Nugb the intervention of foreign arms.
painless Parallel
But even ii our poli lical ou Uook does not
il!ldergo any abrupt about-face, it may well
be true that our ec?nomy, .u it continues to
i,,·elop along the Lines which are becoming
,,,reasingly evident, may well end up as
.,,nething quite strikingly parallel to the
ea,nnumisl Slat7 .env.isaged. by Marx (if,
indeed, such a v1s101; 1s subJect to concrete
,,.t,odiment). And it may do so without
passing through the dreaded stage of the
.,,,atorship of the proletariat.
There are two reasons for such a view.
The first lies in the fact that since the turn
of the century our country has been abano,ning Simon-pure Adam Smithian capi•alism. As a people, we long ago became con;.mced that we could no longer afford unrestrained capitalism. This recognition led
,, federal control of currency, anti-trust
.tatutes, regulation of most phases of bank,.,, and a number of social reforms ranging
trom child labor laws lo public welfare
statues, laws governing the issuance and sale
,1 ,tocks and bonds, and control of public
l iliiies. The famous "Hundred Days" which
gan Franklin D. Roosevelt's first adminisration changed forever the relationship be" .n capital and the American public.
Faceless Phenomenon
paradoxically enough, the second reason
, , the belief that our country is drifting
owly but surely toward something quite
siJ11ilar to socialism is a phenomenon which
,terns, not from public distrust of capital,
,JI from the inner dynamism of capitalism
,elf. Jn an age when the independent
,rmer and the small businessman are find' it increasingly. difficult to operate, capiiaJism's ch1ld-prod1gy, the corporation, con1nucs to grow by leaps and bounds. Almost
,nevilably and despite adverse legislation
the great corporations have come to exer~
,se virtual monopolies. This is especially
'.f'Ue in the automobile and communications
,dustries.
Al the same time, the base of ownership
, the great corporations has been greatly
,.;dened. To-day, no one can give a very
clear answer to the question as .to who owns
General Motors, and even the Ford empire
~ not what it was. What is even more interesting is the fact that today's great concenirations of capital are no longer in the hands
~ private individuals or banks, but are

r,,

rather. controlled in great measure by the
great insurance companies, which are, in
turn, actually owned by millions of policyholders.
Chaining the Bear
These facts have lead a few observers to
believe that in the future the whole o( our
economy will eventually be completely
under the control o( a few hundred insurance comp~nies owned by nobody in partic~lar. This 1s an exaggeration, or course, but
it docs suggest the shape of things to come.
Perhaps it is inevitable.
If such a situation does come about it will
involve the result that several hund/ed corporations will have a much more intimate
control over the Jives of the individual citizens than does the federal government. In
ract, they will be forms of government without being subject lo democratic control. This
~onsideration led. Scoll Buchanan to suggest
m a pamphlet lltled "The Corporation and
the Republic," published by the Fund for the
Republic last year, that it will be necessary
to !md some way to bring the great corporations under the control of the general will.
Many theorists share this view. If and when
this situation does come aboul, voila, we
shall have socialism without Socialism.
Retreat from Revolution
At the same time, an inverse process seems
lo be laking place in Soviet Russia. Since
the earliest clays of the Revolution there has
been a steady retreat from some of the most
radical extremes of doctrinaire Marxist
economy. This process was retarded in great
measure by the outbreak of the war with
Hitler, which caused the formerly disaffected citizens of Russia to rally round
their government for patriotic motives. (It
should not be forgotten, however, that literally millions of Russians welcomed the Germans as liberators in the first year of the
war.)
Since the death of Stalin, Soviet industry
has been mcreasmgly decentralized, a process which will undoubtedly snowball unless
a n~w war brings_ on a return to strict dogmatism. The Soviet economy is subject to
the general principle that "all things made of
parts tend to disintegrate."
It's Up to Us
Will these two converging processes bring
about a future basis for satisfactory harmony
and understanding on both sides of the Iron
Curtain?
Certainly not, if the Russian economic
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thaw will not be accompanied by a corresponding thaw in personal and religious
liberty. Thal il will be is something we can
hope for, pray for, but not do very much
about directly.
Nor will such a state of aUairs prove
desirable if our own "insurance-company
socialism" of the future brings about serious
limitations in civil liberties in our own land.
It is just possible that if effective con trol of
all the means of production does land under
the indirect power of the government, thal
the threat of the complete extinction of lhe
individual may be averted through more
widespread ownership of non-productive
property: home ownership, for example. It
will also necessitate increased perfection of,
and more enlightened interest in, our demo•
cratic forms of government.
In the lasl analysis, our ability to maintain a free society in lhe face of an increas•
ingly monolithic state and economic structure will depend on our ability to avoid a
monolithic state of mind.
The super-organized society of the future
may pro,·e to be a Orxible framework within
which we may work out our individual salvation in practicing lhe social virtues. Or il
may turn out lo demand total undivided
c~mmitmenl lo material production and
material pleasure. If the latter alternative
proves true, lhen the Christian can have no
part in it, for lo the followers of Christ, the
Carpen'.er of Nazareth, the economic process
is a means, nol an end. They have no lasting
home in the world of business.

Thanksgiving Winners
l 4pc. Bedroom Suite, Mr. Joseph Gatz, 435

W. Oak Avl'nuc, Jonesboro, Ark.

2, 3pc, Bedroom Suite, Ernest Schluterrnan
•
Rt. 3, Pari:,;, Arkansas.
3. Livin~ Room Suite, Mrs. Jesse Turner, 22t
North 16th St. Ft. Smith. Arkansas.
4. Luggage Set, Mrs. Ed Vonder Heide, Subi aco
•
Arkansas.
5. Writing Desk, Rev. Alcuin Kubis, 0.S.13
·,
Lindsny, Texas.
6. Steel Cabinet, Bertha Jansen, Teutopolis, ru
7. Steel Cubinel, Louis J. Schroeder, Wind~
tllOr!',l, Tl'XaS.
8. Arvin Clock-Radio, ThE"rcsa Dai·scbeid, 204
East ·•A'' St., Little Rock, Arkansas.
9. S2pc. Earthenware Set, Alice Dunn, Box:
4122, Corpus Christi, Texas.
10. Radio Chief Wagon, Henry L. Freise, 1201
Sunbe 1m Lane, St. Louis, Missouri.
11. Ba.by P<'n, Mr. George Unfricd, Hoven,
South DakotR.
12.. Electric Iron, Gene Eckart, Subiaco, Ark
13. While Bed Sprc!ld, Mr. Henry Fre.iS(', 12ol
Sunbc:im Lane, St. Lou.is Mjs~ouri.
11. 50 Ct. Plastic Hose, Carolyn Ilofrichter
•
808 Belle. Fl. Smith. Arkansas.
15. fO ft. Pl;1stic Hose, Bruno Fleitman, Muenster, Texa!=.
16. Ca5<" or Motor Oil, J. H. Vogelpohl, Paris,
Arkansas.
17. Mirror, Dennis Strobel, Rt l, Subiaco, Atk .
ABIIEV DEA'fll ANNIVERSARIES
Publicntion or deoth anniversnry dntes is an en coL1rage111cnt to tricnds of the deceased and to ou.r
n•~J •rs tu remcmb1..•r the deported in their prayers.
B!"other Bernarc.l ICnupfer
1. "'"· Peter Post

Rev. Boniface Spa.nke
Brother :\1ich:ie.l Boesch
Rev. Lawrence Boyt

UNITED IN
o,,r Lord exhnrtNJ "" to '"1.QVt' one another.'' Let
111. there.fort', all unite our r,nyt'U ln cha.rlty with
Ute monks at ubl:lt'O ror the lntentloas unt In
si.nn• last monlh.

TUE LIVING

1 1
sc\X:1':11~~~~s ofr sfi~~:s.J1~pr!~~ enr'~1/dpgJn~;:

hlor<" rdigious and priestly vocat~ons, Succe~ c_>f
M.3rian Apostolntr, For our Prt;stdent nnd c1v1c

0

~1a~~11;;ia ~d

~~::~t~

t~fna~i~;foy~:n~~i~a~ ~f:ci,

i$~~~~s1~ra~:1•i:iiho'b~fjr~:g--~~i~~;

P.c~i~aLion to the wiJI ~r God, _Protection of our
Catholic youth, Conversion of sinners.
Intentions of our Bishop, More saintly priests,
Conve:rsion of sister-in-low, Safe deUvery, Peace
in family, Success or "Crusade for Religious Freedom," Aid in President Eisenhower's trip abroad,
All persecuted people. More f:'d teachers, Good
0

~i~·~~:~~ni~~;i~~~!xT1erm
H

'ti:u~&. J~;!~s

Dec.
Dec.

2, 189!)

3, 1946
Dec. 11, 1942
Dec. 22, 1924
Dec. 28, 1952

PRAYER

of '"International Fatima Rosary Drive," More
attention i.n prayers. Purity of intentions, Fervent practice or Chrlslian charity, Control of
tongue.
THE DECEASED
Anton G1c1nmingel', Tom Jetzelberger, Joseph
Otto, Theresa Dangelmayr, Mayme Trubenbach,
1
1
~·i~~~e~~t
Jr F'rank Fleitman, John and Anna Simons'
n~;•r1cmd Steward, Mary Cu1Tnn, Lorine Morri~
Adolph RobenSchilling,
Rosina
and
John
son.
lish Lenn Brunner, T. B:1jorek, Mattie Hamner.
B n amt Rose Roewe, Bryl and Gertrude Shelton. Theo. Trubcnbach, Henry Stelzer, Lloyd
Niell, Frank nnd Mary Reith, Leo Obcrste , Sr
Sophie E~ilemann, Thomas Hannan, Wm. P. Her:!
rig, Ann Sook, Departed Sharum family, Departed

~d· M~rt f/!!!~~ru~!;

H~~~rR!b~;1;

0

!Tf~~~tc*o!!t~:~Y l\tRd~;'-Jle~o~~~~~ %~a~~~

Baltz. Anna Byrne, Henry Krier, Catherine Krier
Julius and Eliz:1bcth Krier, Jos. and Cb. Flusche:

POLLY PAll A DE
g, folks,
"he return of Father Abbot from the meetoig of the Benedictine Abbots in Rome was a
big ,-·cnt for us here. He arrived home at
even o'clock on the tenth of November
6
and was greeted by the monks and the stud,n'.s lined up along the road to the church.
1mmediately a!J went mlo church to give
anks for the safe return of Father Abbot,
Jt which time Father Abbot also spoke a few
.-ords- At the meeting of the Benedictine
,lbbots much was accomplished for the good
ol the Order. In the Acts and Decrees thal
i,ose oul of the meeting of the Swiss-Amer~•• Abbots, New Subiaco Abbey was congratulated specifically on two counts: the
r,mplelion of lhe Abbey church and the
!ependence of the Corpus Christi Priory.
>.nother event during the month was a
~duum honoring the Blessed Virgin Mary
the occasion of the Consecration of the
,u aculate Conception Shrine in Washing. o.C. Taking place on November 18, 19,
.,,d 20, the Triduum consisted of an evening
&a1ogue Mass, a sermon, Lhe Rosary, Litany,
ncdiction of the Blessed Sacrament, and
the last night the recilalion of the Conse,r.1tion to lhc Blessed Mother.
Two anniversaries of interest to the Abbey
-,:curred recently. Mr. and Mrs. John Vors:rr of Paris observed their 50th wedding an"'rsary, and Mr. and Mrs. Willembrink of
Subiaco observed their 60th. Both couples
n hearken back lo the pion eer days at Su~co- In fact Mr. Willembrink was here as
i little boy before the Abbey's founder arnred in 1878.
Saint Benedict's Parish at Subiaco celerated Thanksgiving with a High Mass in the
,ming and a harvest festival in the evening.
n,e proceeds from the festival go for the
ilding program o! Saint Benedict's Parish.
the present Father Andrew and the par,oners are building a new parish hall,
,ich is to be part of an entire new parish
Jani. The Sisters' house was built l ast sum-

mer and a new school and chapel are still
to come.
The short Thanksgiving recess gave the
print shop a chance to make progress on a
backlog of work. It's getting to be a busier
place a_ll the time. Recently some new photoengravmg equipment was installed which
made lhe printshop crew move other equipment closer together and gives extra work to
Father Felix, photographer and artist for the
Abbey publications.
With Thanksgiving and the fall season past
we ~an now begin directing our attention to
Christmas and the winter season. Father
Benedict, spiritual director for the Academy
presented a talent show the first week-end
of December. The financial returns from the
show will be used by the Young Catholic
Students to buy Christmas baskets for the
needy.
. Frater Benno and Frater Casimir took a
big step toward the priesthood on the feast of
the Immaculate Conception when they were
ordained deacons by Bishop Fletcher at St.
John's Seminary in Little Rock. They are
due lo be ordained priests in the spring.
The Subiaco Alumni had a big event in
Paris on lhe evening of December 8, when
they had theu- annual community service
award banquet. They honored Dr. John
Smith, who has been a leading doctor of the
area for many years. Principal speaker
was C. Hamillon Moses, a Little Rock lawyer
sometimes calJed ''Mr. Arkansas." The toastmaster was Arnold Sikes, director of the
Stale Commerce Commission, a native of
nearby Scranton.
The winter will see a steady advance in
the Abbey building program. Father Matthew, lhe building supervisor, has been keep-mg the program moving. With the help of
the seminarians he also managed to clean
up most of the debris left by past work.
A blessed Christmas to all!
So Long,
Polly
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Our Lady of Guadalupe

The Hope of America
By Kevin Watkins, O.S.B.
Many and varied are the titles which have
been accorded to the Mother of God over the
centuries since devotion to her first sprang
up in the Church. Some of these titles are of
national origin, simply the result of the
veneration and love of a people for its Heavenly Mother. Other titles recall some apparition of Mary in a particular place at some
point in history. Some of the more wellknown shrines of this sort are Fatima,
Lourdes and LaSalette. Again, in other
places, a shrine h as become renowned because ol an ancient image of the Queen ol
Heaven, which has been the occasion of
miraculous happenings. The names of Montserrat, Einsiedeln and Czestohowa come
to mind.
Mary, Queen of All Men
But no matter what the background ol all
these hundreds of titles, if one views them
al 1 logeU1er, a very striking fact is brought
to mind, namely, that Mary, from the very
beginning of her vocation as Mother of
Christ, has been looked upon and has proven
herself to be, the Mother of all men of all
ages, colors and classes. W11en she pronounced her "May it be done to me according to thy word" to the Angel Gabriel at the
time ol the Annunciation, she became by the
very act not only the Mother of the Wordmade-flesh, but also the Mother of the Mystical Body of Christ and of each member of
that Body. No one, alter Jesus, had such an
important role in our redemption and sanctification. Theologians, in fact, go so far as
Lo tell us that no grace, whether we think
of the grace of first conversion or that of
highest mystical union with God, comes to
us without passing through the hands of
Mary.
Tlte Lady of Guadalupe
The fact that Mary is, if we may apply the
words of St. Paul to her, "all things to all
men" can be seen in a very striking manner
in her apparitions to a poor, unlettered
Indian, Juan Diego, on Tepeyac Mountain
near Mexico City in December 1531. A
glimpse of Ule political, economic and social
background of Mexico al that time sheds
light on the significance and beauty o( the
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Guadalupe story. Our Lady came down from
her throne in heaven to the mount of Tepeyac at Ule time when the Spanish Conquis_
tadors were in Lhe process of establishing
securely colonial rule in Mexico. Along Wilh
their intention of setting up the governmental machinery of the colony, they also
were interested in the evangelization of the
natives. They were, however, consciously
or unconsciously, the greatest obs!acle lo
mass conversion of the Indians. They were
oilen cruel, unjust, loose•living men, who
denied by their conduct what they claimed
to profess. Their example of applied Christianity was by no means of a sort as lo draw
the minds and hearts of the natives to their
religion.
Was Christianity only for the white men?
Was it only !or conquerors, for Ule rich, for
those who had the upper hand, for those Who
prayed in one way and acted in another?
For the most part, in the eyes of the Indians
judging from the conduct of their overlords'.
the answer was "yes."

Our Lady Appears
Here Our Lady appears on the scene.
Ever desirous of drawing souls to God , especially those who are the poor and the forgotten of the world, she reveals herself to
Juan Diego. He was an Indian, at the very
lowest level of colonial society, poor, une ducated, unnoticed. Perhaps he was not evc,n
well versed in Lhe teachings o( the Church.
And what is the message of the Heavenly
Queen? She did have one specific reques t
that a church be built in her honor on Tepe~
yac Mountain, but aside from this it seems
Ulat Our Lady simply wnnted to impress
on Juan Diego and his people that she w a s
truly their Mother, Ulat she loved the rn
deeply and sought their Jove in return. The
image of Our Lady of Guadalupe, miraculuous1y imprinted on the tilma of the Indian,
emphasizes the fact that she wanted her
children to "feel at home" with their Mother.
The picture is not that ol a Jewess or e v en
a Dona of the Spanish nobility. The faci al
features, the coarse, black hair, the dress
are those of a simple Indian maiden. During
the apparitions she addressed the privileged
Indian not as Juan/' his actual name, but
as "Juanilo," the diminutive, a form of en0

::rnienl. Through these means
)\Ir Lady wished to prove, es1'..iallY to. these humble people,
~l Christ1an1ty was not a bunJ, of contradictions nor a mere
\,1og of truths and morals, but
" 61;al relationship between them
.,,d !heir Eternal Father and
, F!ea1·enly Mother.
One of the pioneer Franciscan
,nis,ionnnes among the Indians
! M.xico, Father Motohma, tells
of the impact of the appa..,uons on the people. Wheret,etween the years or 1521, 'I 1,000,000 Indlans had been
nverted during the same period
of 1,me alter the appearances of
our Lady, no less than 8,000,000
•ere brought to the Faith.

Q,,en of AU the Americas
we should not conclude from

all this that the devotion lo Our
dv of Guadalupe is reserved to
)le,dco. Subsequent history has
that veneration for the
1iown
1
,een of Heaven under this title
µread with the growth of Span', colonlzation beyond ilie enr,,ns of the apparitions. The
f nquistadors took their images
l1!ii their devotion of the Virgin
r Guadalupe into the regions
,., were to settle, to what are
;. the United States. It was
01
~ly when the English colonists
iined supremacy that she was
,;inherited and forced to retire
~,th of the border.

ln recent years the place of Our Lady of
• dalupe has begun to be apprecia led prop,rly in American Catholic life. Recent Holy
r,•hers, particularly Pope Pius xrr, have
;vcn impetus to the devotion. The exten"" of her patronage lo the United States
d Canada was the theme of a commemo,ure program in 1945. Among the filty prein attendance, there were a large num6 of North American Bishops from all
;r~ of the United States and Canada. It is
ll'ilicant that a Canadian Bishop, Cardinal
meneuve, was appointed as the offical rep,senUve of the Holy See for the occasion.
o, October 12, toward the end of the festivies. the F!oly Father himself addressed the
,ousands gathered in the Basilica of Guada,upe. He spoke to "the Catholics of Mexico

and all America" of "the Empress of Amerand Queen of Mexico ... who is one of
the _fundamcn lal pillars of the people of
Mex1to and of all Americau and who
f< rcigns in all the New World."

ica

Nor •l1 America Dedicated to Mary
In addition to the direction given by the
Popes, a few more facts about the Virgin of
Tereyac will be of help to Catholics of the
United States •o appreciate her role in Uleir
devotional life. We were reminded recently
of the fact thnt the United States is dedicated to Mary under the title of the Immaculate Conception with the dedication of the
national shrine in Washington. Examination
of the mfraculous picture on the tilma of
Juan Diego has brought to light that it is the
image of the Immaculate Conception. Mary
17

is shown as the Woman o[ the Apocalypse
with the moon beneath her Ceet. (The moon
is the symbol of the world. She conquered
the world with its allurements and contagion
by her Immaculate Conception and her stainless purity). The angel in the picture has
been identified as the mighty and sinless
Michael the Archangel in diminutive form.
Despite ltls position among angelic hosts,
here he appears in the aspect of a humble
servant, bearing the train of the spotless
Virgin.
Another [act worthy of mention is that
these apparitions of Mary on Tepeyac Mountain are the only ollicially recorded appearances of the Heavenly Queen on the North
American continent. If she does not wish to
include the United States and Canada in her
motherly interest and protection, then we,
of all peoples, are the least favored.
The story of Guadalupe is a story of ma~ernal love and solicitude. It is a story of sunplicity, detachment from worldly things, of
filial confidence in a powerful and watchful Heavenly Mother. May the hopeful
prayer of our late Holy Fath~r, Pius ~ be
realized among Catholics 1n the Uruted
States: "we are confident that so long as you
(Our Lady of Guadalupe) are recognized as
Queen and Mother, Amei:ica and Mexico are
saved!"

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
Help us raise .funds to aid the needy missions
o! the Far East by sending us your canceled
stamps. Simply tear or cut them off your letters
and packages and mail them to us. Be sure to
leave a small margin around them so as to protect the perforations. All U. S. stamps can be
used except three cent Liberty and Jefferson and
four cent Lincoln which are of no value as ~ey
are so common. All foreign stamps are espec1~y
valuable. Mail contributio~s to: Young Amenca,
New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas.
Stamp Contributors !Unce our last issue

itk~~~~:: CJr;;_~rc~~cg,:g~ini,

O.S.B.,
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IT~~~is:

Mr. Schelfer, Mrs. Schliffcr, Mr. Skalski
Mr. J. M. Reines.
Kentucky: Miss Alice A . Kerins. .
Lou.isia.na: Mrs. Fred Schwartzenlr1rg.
Missouri: C. Baron.
Nebraska: Mrs. James O'Neil
Ohio: Miss Barbara Gnip.
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Pennsylvania: M. C. Hamnsann.
Texas: Paul Ashour, Heart of_ Mary Church, Mr:5.
George Kulhanek, J. C. Schmidlkofer. Mr, Benrue
Valliat, Merlanie Verhalen,. Mrs. Wildia. Mrs.
M. L. Williams, Mrs. L. J. Wittler.
0
~nnitzer, Patrick L. Murp~y.
Wisconsin.: Brother Gabriel, O.5.B., F. A. McGwre.
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al condition or the soil, or perhaps due
:: acid eUecls of some fer~ers, or even
10 the removal of crops), 1t IS necessary
eutralize the acidity of the soil. For tltls
n the abbey farm recently spread two
•;ds of ground limestone. Brolhers
0
Michael, and Louis think the results
g~.ing are well worth the time, eUort,
cost. Well-balanced soils insure better
an th ol plants and give more food value
I'"~ nt.s themselves. For example, it is useP~o expect a cow to give good rich. ":'ilk,
~ plenly of il, I! the feeds are deficient,
~l where are the plants /o get their foods
they are not in the soil.
,'nee Brother Louis has been mentioned
• well to add that his back seems to be
i,ening it.s strength, lhat is he is recover' ·erv well from the back injury that
g 1iun several months ago. During all
o111\me of disability Brother managed to
d plenty of light jobs that he could do.
Tl:• {arm crew certainly welcomes him

j'

1

i,k.

Winler has voraciously dropped its frigid
jaws over us again lo exhale its inclement
breath down our wool-padded backs. Bul
we are holding him al bay with coats, caps
gloves, heaters, or some merely bluff him by
chattering their teeth at him. There is st;U
an occasional loosening of the grip, and then
we enjoy a mild day or two. The pastures
have not been too fortunate and have taken
on a mournful brown. Tltls abrupt halt in
growing activities has likewise concentrated
farm activities into the relatively small area
around the barns. Brother J obn and Brother
Candidate Robert have had their work of
caring for the cattle greatly increased because of the tremendous amount of hay and
silage that has to be fed every day.
Brothers Henry and Michael have been
repairing machinery and doing various jobs
here and there. Occasionally they sally out
to the pine timber and cut some trees that
hinder the good straight timber, and Which
do more good by their absence. These trees
that are cut out, are hauled home, and
stacked by sawmill. When a sufficient stack
advises, Brother Henry starts the blade
whirring and the logs, one by one are buzzed
into usable lumber. Many "Blackjack" oaks
are also cut, but since these are practically
useless as lumber, they are bobbed into four
foot lengths and sold.
Since the land, or much of the land in this
vicinity is deficient in calcium, (due to a

)! ss wine-making was a project not long
'Matt Post from Altus came over to join
,g,\hers Conrad and Meinrad in the project,
5
Brother Louis also joined in on it.
an rekeeping is a facet of farm !lie which
~ perhaps, been too neglected in this col' in recent months. The abbey's bees
"' •e a bit of credit for the many jars of
71ous honey they have provided, and
~be many pounds o[ beeswax that is very
. ary in our churc~. A walk near, (n~t
""' near), the hives th!S summer was sufi1'.:l! to persuade anyone that tbere. was a
Jin airli[t," on a small scale gomg on.
'Be ting all of this activity was Brother
~en keeper of the bees, whose learned
; 'prol~nged experience with bees accounte<! for this succcss[ul season.
Have you ever wondered how the b~e
. about making honey? Well, let us be_gm
~ 0 hive ol say 200,000 bees, a large hive.
: 1 good day, this number of bees can bring
111 1bout twenty-five pounds of nectar, but
Is not the end of the process. Since nec&JS · about eighty-one percent waler, the
la!' ,slan and process till enough water has
: : evaporated. The fanning and evapo. g process serves another purpose for
ra:mkeeps the hive cool, which is also necesln [act if there should be a hot day
dno nectar is brought in, then ~e bees
h.l,·e to bring in water to cool the ltlve.
Smre the bee is a warm-bodied insect, it

1

On Our Cover
Our expectation of the season of Advent
is at last realized. Our four weeks retreat In
preparation [or Christ's coming will now
pay rich dividends in proportion to the completeness of lhat preparation. During Advent
we have been adorning our minds, our
hearts, our souls as a fit dwelling place for
lhe Redeemer who is our God. While In a
former time He might have lacked a fit
reception and dwelling place, today, when
He comes, He will lack nothing if we have
properly prepared to become His dwelling
place. And conversely, we will lack nothing,
for by having Christ we have All Things.
The King bringing peace, whose face the
whole world desires to see, has become great
- Lift up your heads for behold your Redemption is nigh.
The cover for this month is an elaboration
of that of the previous month. The main
element of the cover is the same, but the
great mystery was then distant, today it
is imminent. The Holy Family is here depicted in "close composition" to represent
Lhat close unity which, in fact, they did enjoy. The mother holds her cltlld showing the
unity between them. Saint Joseph hovers in
a protective attitude not without adoration.
The whole family is without a doubt ONE.
The color is symbolic of hope, the Virtue
wltlch this feast stimulates and strengthens
within us, for tn1ly, the Hope of generations
has come, our Redemption is at hand.
must eat to live over winter; and in the summer must provide the food for the next
winter. However, the bee has no way o! telling when it has gathered enough honey for
the next winter. So li bees are given enough
room they will gather much more than is
necessary. This excess is the portion that
Brother Stephen takes out, being careful to
leave plenty for the bees during the winter.
During this winter season of long nights
many of us frequently have opportunity to
gaze at the different stars, the beautiful
cool !ires kindled in the sky. There is the
Big Dipper dredging another year from us,
only to spill its contents into eternity, constantly coming back for more. But tltls
month there is another Star appearing with
its invisible net to catch the good we have
poured into time, and He carefully puts our
portion in with that He has reserved for us.
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,gether al l things possible to help very
y0ung Amed cans know Ow· Lord lovingly

,nd serve ~•m eagerly. What if the Young
Americans in that parish_ had been fidgety,
disrespectful, and not 1l1 lerested in Our
i,0rd's Sacrifice? I migh t never have tried
, 0 Jearn any more about the Faith .. . Advent
or me might have las ted for the rest of m y

,re.

Thanks to faithful Young American Cat.ho-

"'• I made ready for the first real Chris t-

of my life. Father had us to polish the
C'dlldlesticks as bright as possible. He let us
bdP shine up the church and decorate the
,es, too. My clothes were laid out ready
put on, but it was not in the folds of my
dress end coat that I would receive Our
i,0rd I wen t to Confession to get the
,noughts of my mind, the affections of my
~art and lhe dispositions of my soul ready
JIBS

Dear You.ng Americans:

In the days before anybody had shared the
Catho lic Faith with our family we used to
gather with other such families in a buildin g
tee ca lled 01<r church. We wo,dd read t he
Bible sing, and make up pmyers to God the
l>est we co1tld.
One Sunday as the people were going
home r saw a woman oi-er in a corner all by
her,eli crying pitif1<lly. Nobody else saw l1e1·,
so I went over to her.
·· What i.s the matter," I asked. "Could I
/;dp you?"
"The1·e can't - thel'e c:a.n.·t anybody- do

any th 'ng -now_.. she .<obbed.
'·What would you want anybody to do if
they co1Lld?" I asked
"I want to see J esw:i!" she cried. "I kn.ow
Ile is bound to be all Just because Il e is God,
BooHoo Hoooo," she kept on crying.
'·OJ course ." I agreed. "Bu.t why w ould
t1tat malce yrm cry?"
"It doesn't seem fair-" she answered. "I f

-if He is all J u.st, why would He let the
people a long time ago see Him and be near
Him, and then go way off to Heaven leaving
the rest of us with NOT HING?"
"We can have Hi'Ht in our hearts now, and
.some day we wiU see Tiim in Heaven," I
tried to comfor t her.
"But l want to sec H im right now .,o bad
l just can't stand it," she sobbed. " If l could
ju.,t go in the same room where He was for
a little while! It-it does look like He could
1101,e done something for us that live n ow .
After all, He is God!"
Of course He had done som ething w onderf fl l for us that li,:e now but we did not
know it. W e had never seen a T abernacle.
We did not know J esu s was tliere w aitin g
for ILS.
T his time of year our Church calls A dven t.
That means w aiting for Jesus to come. For
20

people who are still outside the Faith Advent
lasts a!! year ro,md every year of their lives
For us, A d vent in a special way wilt lasi
on ly until we receive Our Lord in Ho!
Communion at Christmas. But we can male~
the little Advents, or waitin g times between
visits to Our Lord in the B lessed Sacrament
as short a.s our duties will permit. What ~
prit'ilege to Young Americans w ho live n ear
Hirt. see Him often and receive Him in Holy
Comm.union every time they go to Mass i
·
Love to ei-ery one of you,
Tammy

First Christma s
Advcn: was nearly over. Seven months
bcfor0, I had thought Advent was supposed
to las t all my liie. But for nearly two mon th s
my days had been shaped into little Adven ts
lillle times of waiting for Our Lord betweet{
visi•s lo Him in the Blessed Sacrame n t 1
fi.Iasses and Holy Communion.
How grateful I was for the priest who h ad
taken time cheerfully to answer all my many
questions and instruct me in the Faith! H ow
grateful I was for lhe whole parish of Catholics I saw worshipping every time I went to
Mass. Some were very old. Some were tiny
babies. Some were crippled. Some looked
as of they had been educated in schools.
Some looked as if they had been ed ucated
by hard wo rk. Some looked rich and some
looked poor. Some were light colored and
some were dark colored. P lenty of grown
men were always there, too. This parish
was wonderfull y Catholic!
How especially grateful I was to the Young
Americans in t hat parish! They h ad come
in'o the Church so quietly and prayed so
beautifully. They are the ones I had watched
!he most of all when I came to Mass the
first time.
For months I had been trying to gather

ir ffjro.

.~n hour before midnight we started s ing' the songs of Christmas. At the Offertory
we gave Our Lord His Birthday presents.

In ,olemn stillness we waited while Father
b!lvered over the thin white disc of bread.
n,en we could see Our Lord as Father raised
, consecrated Host in the air!
A little while later we lined up before the
r,,mmunion rail. The night Our Lord w as
n. there may not have been room for Him
,ywhere but in a corner of a stable, but a
,rch-full of people were now ready to r eve Him lovingly in their hearts. More and
,re people kept lining up before the Com union rail. Al last it was my turn to r ei.< Our Lord!
How I wish I could have offered Him a
eautiful mansion that night filled with
od deeds, virtues and prayers. But at least
1ad made room in such heart as I had, and
,r Lord had come. It was really Christ,
.is, for the first time, for me!

Young America Contests
With the first Sunday of Advent a new
Every year the Church presents
, us happenings from history just as if they
re taking place today. Some of these
.,n[s are from t.he Old Testament, and
,ers are taken from the life of Christ. The
,ar began.

1nsunas

season, for example, is presented

, us just as if it were Christ's first coming.
/e should try to understand the meaning
these feasts of the Church and we should
even harder to make the lessons which
v contain part of our life.

. Beneath the Church's li turgy there lies a
n ch store of grace and truth. We receive
grace chiefly through hol y Mass and the
sacr aments. The r eason for the feasts of thP
Churc h year and the graces given to us
through the sacraments is to help us to live
here on earth in such a way that we will be
able to dwell in heaven in the life to come
During Advent we are told about the firs;
0
omrng of Christ. He came as a child We are
told also how the people for many ;enturies
prei:ared . for His coming. This Christmas
Chnst will come to us through grace if we
make oursel_ves ready to receive Him. In the
: ass_ J esus is really present before our eyes.
h e gives us help through His grace to reach
r:r:-:::. where we shall be happy with Him
T he Contests
7t h and 8th Grades:
Stud?' the various parts of the first Mass
of Christm as as found in your missal. Explam br_ief!y what thought this feast should
leave w ith us as a guide for our own daily
!1vmg.
5th and 6t h Grades:
Write on this subject: Wha t Advent and
lhe feast of Christmas mean lo me.
3rd and 4th Grades:
Writ e a prayer to the Christ Child. It can
be about anything you like. Tell also what
you lhmk Jesus is trying to teach us at
Christmas time.

NOVEMBER CONTESTS WINNERS
7th and 8th Grades:
Su~ ~cf~:i~k~arbara Forst, St. Benedfot's School,

P~~

1:,/::e:

Rita Se ifert, St. Joseph's School,

5t h and 6th Grades:
1st pri ze: B ~ bara Duensing, St. Gabriel's
S choo l, ~ an sas City, Mo.
Carol Geels, St. Be nedict's School,
Su2

b~~cci,r~k.

3rd and 4th Grades:
Dodson, St. Edward's School,
Lif 1~ PJ~t.
M!:1-r1lt~~~zXr~.ane Pinte r, Sacred Heart School,

t

~k~"
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personal lile. IL begins wit.h an effort of personal thinking and ends with a hearty
prayer.
Suggested Practical Formula
Formulas are more and more popular
They say much in a brief expression. Is
possible to find one lo summarize a practical
and simple method of meditation for the
Part X m a series on the CCD
In Jeremias XJI:11, we read t.hat "the laity? Let us try!
The shortened formula would read: C(l)-earth is desolate, because there is none that
D(3)- -A(l). The long formula would equal:
considereth (thinketh) in his heart."
"Desolate" here means fruitless, barren, C(l) for Chose a subject; D(3) for a)Discuss ;
destitute. Considering or thinking is whal b)Desire; c)Decide; A(l) for Ask the help
the modern language calls "meditation."
needed.
In the last article we reached the concluLet us take a specific topic of meditation
sion that religious information or learning to illuslmte the formula. Suppose I want to
is not enough to achieve a satisfactory de- meditate on one verse ol Holy Scripture by
gree of spiritual formation . Persona! tliink- which I have been particularly impressed:
ing at regular intervals on the information "I am the Living Bread coming down frolll
received is a must lo make your fa1th really Heaven." Let us apply briefly the three "D's "
live and fruitful. Divine truths are not mentioned above. I discuss the matte,·. When
merely decorative articles to be placed on did Jesus say that? What did He have in
shelves. They are intended to become a "Way mind? Why did He use the word, "Bread"?
of Life.'' They are a source of energy calling Is it not because bread is universally recognized as the most necessary food to sustain
for action.
A comparison here might serve a purpose life? Which life was He talking about? Such
in helping you to understand. As long as questions will automatically lead you to exgasoline remains in the service stations, it amine the quality of your Faith in the Holy
does not perform. But once in your car, this Eucharist. Perhaps it is too dull, then it must
high-octane liquid becomes at will a source be revived. But how? Yo!LT desire of doing
of power that keeps the vehicle in motion something about it has been aroused. A d e for miles and miles. However 1 before it can sire is vain unless it leads to practical ste p s
produce motion, the gasoline has to be ig- toward realization. Therefore you mus t
nited within the internal combustion motor. decide something concrete that will help to
What we learn from hearing or reading is increase your Faith in the Holy Eucharis t .
like filling your car tank. But, unless a pro- What will it be? More piety and prayerful
cess of internal combustion takes place, your attention when genuilecling? A [ew extra
visits to the Blessed Sacrament? More frelearning will never produce action.
In your car, such a process is made possi- quent Com1nunions'? Aspirations of love to
ble through the ignition system . In spiritual Jesus in the Tabernacle while at work? At
matters, the ignition system is personal least one o! these possibilities will become
a decision that you want to carry out. The
thinking or meditation
Many people think that meditation is a last item of your formula, A (1), comes in
very difficult practice. As a rule, because smoothly and vividly. You suddenly beCOllle
of its exaggerated difficulty, the laity conscious of your misery, and you beg J esus
believes that meditation is an exclusive to come to your help.
Such a meditation is possible while driving
field for priests and religious. Because of
such a wrong notion, the layman shuns the your car or going from one place to the other
idea and deprives himself of the wonderful within a large office. Maybe it lasted only
results of a regular short meditation, and a few minutes. But it was enough to transhis spiritual formation is impaired if not form into action a spark of religious kn owledge. Furthermore, it made you feel the
totally prevented.
need of a greater supply of Christian DocIt is really a simple matter of wilful contrine. Youl' spiritu al mechanism of internal
centration on a chosen subject. Once you combustion has done a great job, and you are
are determined to concentrate for a few min- on your way to a deeper and more s olid
utes, the only danger to avoid is mental specformation. Au revoir!
ulation. A good meditation should be prac- spiritual
Rev. Georges A. L evass eur
tical. It must never be estranged from your

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
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Godliness

Tl,e CCD, A Privilege and a Challenge

Godlessness

Timely News and Views

it

GRAVE RESPONSIBILITY
1
We have a grave responsibility before God
rest of lhe world. He in His Proviind
dence has brought together here persons of
different origin, color, slates of development
and ctillure. We have to live together
P'''' ~nd harmony. We have to see that
io·tic< 1S done. _We have t? practice Jove. It
, 111 mean sacnfice; 1t will mean forbearance; 1l will mean forgiving, but that is the
CJiriSlian way- the only way. -Archbishop Denis Hurley, O.M.I., of Durban
s.,ulh Afric?, on the race question, quoted
Community.
11

L"•

U:

,AYING "AMEN"
Sayin? "~men" at Mas~ 1_neans accepting

with Christ·
1 , inV1tatton to be a victim

d this means nothing less than acceptin .,
he invitation _to _strive for Christian pe;.
etion. the invitation to be a Christian saint.
Tl , is a large order, and it is in fact the
- The Prairie Messenger.
ole order.

41

[JO 'liE ENCOURAGE VOCATIONS?
\\'hat do some of us do when one of our
c!uldren expresses a desire to become a
pr.e3t. a Brother,_ a Sister? Do we encourage
m. help them m every way? Or do we put
~tacles i~ the~r way? Do we say, 11 You're
,oung, wait unlll you see a bit of the world
1,/ore you put it all behind you?" Do we
,•.ilize that a vocation is a lender thing, to
be nourtshed as we would a growing plant
our garden? 0: do we ruthlessly trample
i~ as though 1t were a weed? Do we'llC of us- feel that a religious vocation
fine for someone else's children, but not
•or ours? - Floyd Anderson in St. J o,,eph's
Vagazme.

SACRAMENTS ARE
·ttRIST'S ACTIVITIES
(Sacr~m":ts) prodttce grace. Sure they do.
But we ve isolated the idea, that one senttnce. instead of putting it into its context.uLraments con:fer g;ace because they are

n, acts of Christ. If instead of looking upon
rhe sacrantents as sure-fire means of ge'tting
9race, we would regard them primarily as
C.~'lSt's activities, the m.ost important acwns of Christ, then sacraments cou!d no
"'9" be ignored or prove a scandal. Instead

o.f b_eing sometl1ing which separates us from

the acts by which
g:,7:-• t • '":Y are toprecisely
Himself. - Godfrey Diek-

m:r1st umtes us
. nn, 0.S.B., q1toted in St. Joseph's Maga
z1ne.

-

THE SPLENDOR OF EVERY
HUMAN BEING
Co~: only lo win the world argument with
. un1sm, but also to preserve her own
~pecial soul and greatness, America needs
1~~:~lly to remind hers.elf of the splendor
0 .
y human being, s,rnply as a human
~ -aL ,sk ' the reason Lhat indecency is
. ea ,est md of danger to America· for
~:th >ng makes men forget God, and their
n likeness to God, more quickly and dis=~trou_sly than the impurity that spreads like
. ep1dem1c out of debasement of sex The
f1ght against pornography, obscenity,' and
suggestiveness is precisely as important as
tha t. -Joseph Brieg, in the Sunday Visitor.

t~:J

THE BASIC OFFENSE
. Indiscriminate rejection of authority is
d1abo!tca!. . The primal sin, before creation
of our universe, was Lucifer's proud defia_nce: " I will not serve." His disobedience,

hke f/Jat o_f our first parents, found perfect
compen~ation only in that blood-drenched
subm,;ssion of Gethsemani: r,Thy will be
done. Across the ages, down to the snarling
defiance of t11e teen-age criminal the callous
tl,eft of the aged sinne,·, the sm'v.g sophistication of the hypocrite in business or government, th e baste offense is identical: disobedience. - Edward J. Schuster in Nov
Social Justice Review.

·

'

FOUR-FOLD OBLIGATION
TO HOMELESS
Our obligation is fourfold: To share our
own abundance; to welcome the immigrant·
to promote and co-operate with world poll'.
c1es of re~ettlement; and to aid underdevelop_ed nahons. - Bishops' Statement on
M1gral!on.

1

M O V ING?
If you move please send us your complete
OLD address and th e complete NEW addr7"5. Th.is will be of great help to our
offi ce personnel. Thank you very much!
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It takes twelve years for a
boy to go from the beginning
of high school to the priest-

hood. Educating, housing, and
providing for a student during
these years comes to about
$7,500, figuring it conservatively. Jn addition to that, now
with over 80 smninarians, we
need to provide larger and

better facilities. If you would
like to help, send your contributions to Rt. Rev. Michael
Lensing, O.S.B ., New Subiaco
Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas.
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Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors:
Benedictine monks have been engaged in the apostolate oi the written word for a long, long time. In
the centuries of the Christian era before the invention
o[ the printing press, the pen of the monk transcribed
the Bible, the writings of the great doctors and samts
of the Church, the classic works o( the Greek and Lalin
philosophers and poets. In short all the treas_ure of
ancient learning, both sacred and _profan_e, owes its survival to the Benedictines of medieval times.
Many of the manuscripts o( the anonymous monks
of bygone days are today the priceless possessions of
the world's great museums. The sons of St. Bene~ct
performed their work with an artisl!c craftsmansh1p,
particularly, the volumes of Scripture illuminated with
gold and ornamented with innumerable, carefully
wrought figures that have given them a place among
the masterpieces of the ages.
Furthermore, every monastery had its chronicler
who recorded the history of the times and its scriptorium or writing room where monks labored long hours
every day, transcribing the wisdom ?f the pa_st or composing works of sacred and sc1ent1fic erud1t1on.
When the printing press was invented the_ mo1;iasteries quickly opened the doors of the scr1ptormm
to give it a home and lo utilize its wondrous productrnn
for the love of God and the growth of human knowledge. After its inventor, Gutenberg, went broke, his
German associates, Sweinheim and Rannartz set up
their press in the monastery at Subiaco in Italy. In
this venerable birthplace of the Benedictine Order was
written one of the brightest pages in the history of
the printing press.
Today, the apostolate of the printed word is as_ much
a part of the Benedictine apostolate as 1t w~s m U:,e
past. Rare is the monastery m Europe, Amenca or m
mission lands that does not possess its own press, its
own publications and its writers whose learning and
wisdom is distilled and energized in an atmosphere
of daily worship and prayer.
In the past year, he1·e at Subiaco we have bought
new equipment and are determined to improve our
modest publication. We are most grateful for your
support and encouragement, and we beg you to continue them. God bless you.
Gratefully yours in Christ,

+ ~ ~ ' 0.,1.6.
{Rt. Rev.) Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New SUblaco Abbey
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Reading for Salvation
Y Bernard

Schumacher, 0.S.B.

El'erY age has bad its anxieties. Each geneon has had lo face its own hardships.
tunes we hear people talk about how

d or bad things were in the old days. But
matter what may have been conditions
,c past, the record of our own day points
any dangers for lho_se who belong to the
" religion. The enemies of God are many,
J against them those on the side o( God
<! be able to stand immovable. We must
ee ourselves to hold fast lo our faith. We
J to hare a ready answer for God's enieS- We need to be able to overcome fear.

. .
~

a challenging course lo follow and
keeP on it hardly anything_ will be of more
e to us than to have ou1 soul 111 such a
; that mind nnd will, if and when an
-' ck does come, will work well together.
Lik• Our Lord on the Cross we must be able
bear suUering and resist our enemies withI hating them, _bu_t ~ho_w our love for them
forgiving theu· lllJuries to us.
,~ ,s

.

.

But how can we develo_P such a frame of
ind and stale of soul_? It 1s bound lo require
to
100 g inner formation. In attempting
ng about this formation we should be
will
that
means
any
neglect
to
unwise
01
Ip us achieve a lhmg we need so badly,
ISl"'ially if that means happ_ens to be a very
<til'e means. Aod what 1s a means that
-ery effective? We can rest assured that
of the best is to make good use o{ the
J,olic Press. Catholic reading will help
to prepare spirilu_ally and mentally for
Ill' hardships that he ahead.

.

. .

pours forth a no_ble theme ... My
,,:ue is the pen of a swift writer." This
ghl well swns up the work of the Cath,c Press. Not only does the Church spread
,th and love for God and neighbor by the
ken word but also by means of news,ners, magazines, and books. Constantly
. Church keeps before the eyes of the
'°,id the noble truths of our faith; con,ntly she pours forth the noble theme of
mg glory to God the Father, the Son, and
Holy Ghost through obedience to Divine
)ly heart

~w

We live in an age of mass media of communications, and the Church uses these mass
media _or means to extend and strengthen
the Kmgdom of God on earth. In this day
practically everyone reads. This is a wellenough k1l0wn fact. But then the question
1s bound lo come up as lo just why so many
people read. It has been found by study and
research tha by far the largest number of
people read for recreation; a much smaller
number read for iniormation ; and u still
smaller number read for inspiration.
Now_ it is to be expecleci that the average
Catholic follows this same general pattern
In his reading. But why not, if we cannot
do_ more,. revcr~e that order for twenty or
thirty minutes a day and delibern'clv read
first of all for inspiration. Reading ~f this
kind strengthens lhe will lo remain on any
·
course w e set for ourselves.

. .

But besides preparing ourselves to follow
a_ course we must be able to stay on the
right one. Herc the Catholic Press is practically indispensable. The Catholic Press,
fed as it is by Scripture and the truths handed down by the Apostles, might be compared
lo a fountain of crystal pure water springing
up at the top o( a mountain. Far away from
the source that water may become polluted
through the ignorance or malice of men. If
we wish to slake our thirst for truth without
laking in any poison we need to drink close
to lhe source.
We are, whether we wish it or not, forced
to fight in spiritual combat. Job in the Old
Testament called life on earth a warfare.
It is that, and in the spiritual combat as in
other types of warfare we must keep our
morale high; we must not be ready to believe
every rumor we hear, but we must be well
informed and able lo separate the true from
lhe false; we must not give in to unmanageable fear; nor can we afford lo lose our head
through anger, or injure our soul through
blind hatred.

Saint Paul in addressing the Catholics o{
bis own day, who after all had their problems too, had this to say: "Watcl1, stand fast
in the faith, act like men, be strong. Let all
that you do be done in charity." Sound advice is this, aud to a large degree it is tbe
Catholic Press that will furnish us with the
truth and inspiration we need to follow il.

By Abbot Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Greetings for the Abbey' This month I
wanl 10 continue the account of my p1Jgr1mage to the Holy Land . I_ began ',"riling this
nccount in Greece and fmtshed 1t tn Rome.
As you know the Holy Land is divi~ed
between two States: Jordan and Israel. 'lhe
division is more than a political boundary.
Ever since J948 when the Jews forcibly established a Jewish politic al state, there has
been a condition of "cold-hot" war between
it and Jordan. There is no Jew in Jordan.
and no one of Jewish origin can obtain a visa
to enter Jordan. The city of Jerusalem is
split with a strip of no man's land guarded
by soldiers and barbed wfre entangle.mcnts
running through the center of the city. It
is possible to go over from the Jordan side
into the Israeli side with the help of the
American Consulate, but it is eomp.licatcd.
The morning we went across a taxi drove
us to a spot called the Mandelbaum Gate.
When we arrived we were held up for a
half hour by a United Nations convoy which
was escorting some Jews over to the Jordan
side in armored trucks, completely enclosed
in steel except for a narrow slit for the
driver to look through- a slit about 12
inches long and 2 inches wid_e. The Jews own
the Hebrew University which 1s m Jordan
territory and under U.N. supervision and are
allowed to change maintenance and guard
crews for this properly every two weeks.
We had to wail about 20 minutes until the
U.N. officials and Jordan Army officers
finally managed to clear the armored trucks.
Our taxi deposited us in front of a Jordan
office where we were cleared. Then we
walked about 50 yards across no man's land
and behind a wall found the Israeli customs
4

office. We had to decl a re
what money we had. It is
strictly forbidden lo take
any Israeli money out of
the country. Father Pau1
cellarer o[ Dormition Ab be,.'
was waiting ior us when w~
gol through Israeli Custon,s
He had rented a small Eng~
llsh car for us, and Abbot
Leo had assigned him as our
guide. There are no r ootns
available at Dormition Ab.
bey, so we arranged for
meals and rooms at the Jesuit House of Biblical Studies
- a nice and economical arrangement. Passing into Israel was like passing from Mexico to the
United Stales. The Arabs are still a rather
primitive people. The Jews are progressive
and hard-working. The Jewish part of J eru_
salem is like an American city - lots of
cars buses and trucks, attractive stores
man'y new buildings and modern sty]~
clothes.
Shrine of the Visitation
After lunch, we resumed our pilgrimage
with Fr. Paul as our guide by going t o J\ in
Karim, a village a few miles from Jerusalem,
On one side of the town is a large church
which is said to be the birthplace or St. Joh~
the Baptist. Here we recited togethe r the
''Benediclus," Zachary's prayer of praise,
thanksgiving and prophecy. I thought of the
times we sing it on our hillside cemetery,
There is a plenary indulgence granted at
each or the Holy Places. On the other s ide
of town is the beauti[ul shrine of the Visitation. The theory is that Zachary had there
a kind of summer villa and that Elizabeth
retired there to await the birth of her child.
During this time Mary visited her. The crypt
which depicts the Visitation is a kind of
Grotto which has a spring and was a chapel
back in the 4th or 5th century. It has ma ny
inscriptions of the verses of the Magnificat.
We recited this glorious hymn together. The
upper church is very beautiful. Various mosaic panels and pain lings portray how a][
generations have called Mary blessed. The
shrine is one of artistic beauty which seems
m some measure worthy of the sublime Mystery it memorializes.
On our return, we stopped at the New
Hebrew University which has been built
since the war with Jordan. It is incom plete.
but no doubt will someday be one of the

lavish centers of learning in the world.
~alking through one or the buildings we
ln, 13 young Jew from New York who was
d ,ng Greek and Lat10. He was most
J ~Iv and very intelligent and insisted
lri'" v"e visit him aL the "Kibbutz" where
thativ'es. A "Kibbutz" is a Jewish institution
n,re a large group of people live together,
• 811 property 10 common and arc organn1 some ways along the lines or a monas• :ithoul any religious motivation. We
er) our promise Saturday afternoon and
l'P:ed this "kibbutz" of which I shall write
,si. After the visit lo the University we
tcr-1to Dormition Abbey which is on Mount
_"" The Abbey of the Dormition of the
' ' ~ Virgin Mary is at present the only
Bl edicline Monastery in the Holy Land.
o<'II_ , the Crusades there were a number
J;~k Benedictine Monasteries: The Abbey
, 5,_ Mary of Josep~at near the tomb of the
, ;sed Virgin (a different place than the
;.,.ition) and tbe Abbey of St. Mary of
Lstms near the Holy Sepulchre, and the
of the Transfiguration on Mt. Tabor.
~• saw the ruins of all of these.
vo,-nilion Abbey
The Abbey of the Dormition was established in 1906 on property purchased by the
(;er!ll•n Kaiser. Its members were drawn
1 !II the Beuron Congregation. However,
directly
0• V/ it is an independent abbey
'der the Abbot Primate. ln all, there are
:C,ut 30 monks of whom_ 12 are at a priory
is the novitiate
11 Weston, Vermont, which
and clericate. Before the Jewish-Arab war in
Lli48 there was a road to the monastery but
w this road has been closed by the .tordan!~eli border and no man's land. Though it
~ only about a ha!f mile from the Holy Sep,lcbre it is in a different country! To get to
we Abbey one has to walk about a hundred
rds up a steep incline. Part of the monasbuilding is still occupied by Israeli
1o,;ier guards. The Church is built on the
,, oJ the "Hagia Sion," Holy Sion Church
~t around the year 400 by the Byzantines
d ol the Church of Our Lady of Mt. Sion,
ilt by the Crusaders in the 12th century.
~esc churches included the Cenacle where
,he Holy Eucharist was instituted, the Holy
•,a.st descended on the Apostles, and the
"hurch was born. Today the Cenacle is in
,k, hands of the Jews and is merely a large
rv,)ITI. We visited and prayed there. There
ms little likelihood that Christians will
., again regain possession of the Cenacle
~ause ju.st below it is "David's tomb"

:be\'

:v

Shrine of the Visitation

(seems to be little historical evidence of
this) which is the roost sacred Jewish shrine
in Jerusalem.
The Dorroilion Church has a large crypt
where there is a wood and ivory carved
statue of the Blessed Virgin reclining on the
spot where, according to traditions, Our
Blessed Mother slept peacefully away in
death. The Church is circular and all around
are little alcoves with altars dedicated to
various salnts, each a gHt !ram a German
city or state. The St. Benedict's chapel is
really outstanding with one of the most expressive statues of Our Holy Father I have
ever seen. As a reredos or backdrop, the
statue has a screen of wood carvings which
depict in wood various miracles and events
in the life of St. Benedict, very masterfully
done. It is the work of a German lay brother.
The upper church is dominated by a huge
figure of the Madonna and Child in mosaic
in Byzantine style. The whole church is
Byzantine. From an artistic standpoint it
surpasses almost all other shrines i.11 the Holy
Land, though many others are far more
lavish and ornate. The Holy See reserves
the right to approve or disapprove of any
Shrines built in the Holy Land and all re-

s

cent ones, it seems to me, are in the Fra
AngcUco style. There are no evidences of
any modcl'ni~tic trends even in those recently
constructed.
We offered Mass in the Shrine of the
Dormition Thursday mornin~ and then left
in our rented car with Fr. Paul as ow· guide
for Galilee. We reached Haifa, the principal
Israeli seaport and had lunch at a hospice
operated by German Sisters. Then we drove
on to Nazareth, slopping only a Cew minutes
to make arrangements for the following
day at another place operated by these
Sisters. Our first pilgrimage stop was at
Cana where there is a church with a crypt
where according to tradition Our Lord changed water into wine. The crypt has an old
cistern and other evidences of having once
been a home. There is a copy of the kind of
water jar used in Our Lord's time. Then we
drove on to the Sea of Galilee which is about
500 feet below sea level. U is a most beautiful lake, ringed by mountains. Here Our
Lord spent much of His public life. The Dormition Abbey has a farm on the Sea of Galilee or Lake Tiberias and situated on it is
the Shrine of the Multiplication of the
Loaves and Fishes. They uncovered a large
mosaic which undoubtedly was the Door of
an ancient Byzantine Church built at least
1500 years ago. Among the many figures in
the mosaic are loaves and fish. About a half
mile away is the Mount of the Beatitudes
where there is a hospice operated by Italian
Sisters. and a very beautiful shrine which
faces the lake. The circular apse o( the
church is glass, and as one offers Mass, one
looks out on the Sea of Galilee. We stayed
at the hospice and offered Mass in the Church
of the Beatitudes just as the sun rose over
the mountains and glistened on the blue
water of the lake. A mile from the Mount of
the Beatitudes is Capharnaum, Our Lord's
home during His public life. Many, many
miracles were worked here. Capharnaum is
now only ruins and Lhe only living persons
there are a couple of Franciscans who maintain the Shrine. The place is rather desolate,
and our visit was a rather hurried one. I
wish there would have been time to sit down
and read the various Gospel passages on
events and teachings of Our Lord in
Capharnaum.

Swim in Sea of Galilee
We started back on the road along the
Lake over which we had traveled rather
late the evening before and stopped at the
Shrine o( the Primacy of Peter. There is

just a small chapel there, built around a rnass
of rock cropping out o( the ground. The
rock comprises the !Joor of most of the nave
of the chapel. It is here that tradition says
our Lord told Pet~, "Feed my lambs, feect
my sheep." It is right on the shore of th,..
Jake. Before resuming our journey, all of
us tuok a five minute swim in the Sea of
Galilee - my firsl swim in several years
The water is very clear and was calm and in~
vi ting. Besides, we were in need of a go 0 a
bath. There is not hot water in the hospices
where we stayed in the Holy Land - ana
spoiled Americans that we are, we found
taking a cold water baU1 quite an ordeal.
Driving along the Jake we passed Gene_
sareth where Our Lord delivered the possessed man of evil spirits, and then these
spirits transferred to the pigs which plunged
over the precipice into the sea. The people
of the town, as you will recall, told Our Lora
to leave. A little farther on was Magdaia
of Mary Magdalen fame. It is only a srnalJ
village. Driving on through the mode~ city
of Tlberias which Our Lord never visited
because it was inhabited by pagans, we drove
on to Mt. Tabor. It must be about 10 rniles
from the Sea of Galilee. It towers above
the mountains in this area. The drive up on
a narrow paved road built by American
1
'Point Four" Aid is one hair-pin cu:rve
after another up a steep incline. I don't
know how we could have passed another
car on the road without tumbling hundreds
of feet down the mountainside. The plateau
on top is narrow and perhaps a quarter of a
mile long. The chapel is very beautiful and
on two levels with the nave about midway
between the lower and higher sanctuary. It
has been recen Uy built and there is a large
Franciscan house but only a few Friars live
there. Breathtaking mosaics, very rich in
gold and color cover the sides and tops of
both sanctuaries, depicting the Transfigura.
tion. Driving down the mountain we made
it to Nazareth for lunch at one o'clock.
Nazareth stands with Jerusalem and Bethlehem as one of the great Holy Places. The
Holy See has insisted that these three remain international and has refused to recog.
nize the Israeli State because it bas made
Jerusalem its capital. Nevertheless, as far as
Shrine buildings are concerned, Nazareth
is disappointing. The old Cathedral on the
site of the Annunciation and the home of
the Holy Family has been razed and work.
men are busy excavating to prepare to lay
the foundations of what is said to be the

Dormition Abbey -

, , magnificent church in the Holy Land.
first plans pre ented were rejected by
, Holy See, but a new architect and a sec;rl plan have been approved. Work is getting
derway. AdJoining the site is the Church
St. Joseph which is also a parish church.
a grotto which is said to
1 i built over
t .; been St. Joseph's workshop. However,
J\ eath the excavations for the new church
;"'the Chapel of the Annunciation - the
adilional spot where the Angel appeared
,r ilarY and obtained her consent to the
:..,~ation. When we think of the significe of the Incarnation as the source and
~u,ning of our Redemption upon which
other Christian Mystery depends, we
" forced to admit that this is the holiest
ll'Sacred Places. It was our great privilege
offer Mass ii) the Chapel of the Annuncia,on on Saturday, _October 10. _The Mass_ of
Annunciation ts always said there with
',ria and Credo. We also visited Mary's
1.i~untain, the only source_ of_ water outside
1cisterns in Nazareth. It 1s right at the end
' one of the main streets. No doubt the
Bl,ssed Virgin often carried water from
,re, probably carrying it balanced on the
"P ol her head as . is the custom among
Oriental women today. Nazareth is one of the
w towns that is still mostly Arab even
i" ,ugh it is in the new state of Israel. It is
nol clean, busy and modern as the other

;ry

Mt. Sion

Jewish towns. Father Paul told us that the
only reason the Israeli Government has not
taken over Nazareth is its desire to gain recognHion from the Holy See. When the
Apostle Nathanael learned that Jesus was
from Nazareth, he said, "What good can come
from Nazareth?" It still has a poor reputation for it is the greatest stronghold of Communism in the Holy Land. Most of its city
government officials are communists. Our
guide, Fr. Paul, said the communists are
Greek Orthodox Arabs not Catholics. We
visited with the Greek Catholic Bishop
E Kassim of Nazareth and Haifa. He heads
the Greek Catholic Church in Israel and has
just completed a new and modern seminary
building. He has about 70 or 80 minor seminarians and is one of the most remarkable
churchmen in the Near East. A large number
of religious orders have their houses in N azareth but there is also a Moslem mosque. The
area sou th of Nazareth towards the Sea of
Galilee is a garden spot. AU kinds of fruits apples, pears, peaches, bananas, figs and olives grow in abundance as well as cotton, alfalfa. corn and various feed crops. The same
can be said of most of Israel. Even the mountains which are barren in Jordan have olive
groves and grapes or at least pine trees growing. Yet all is dependent on irrigation. We
drove from Nazareth to Acre, the old Crusader stronghold on the Mediterranean and
7

lhen back to Jerusalem on Saturday, October
11. Saturday is the day of rest in Israel. The
trains and buses do not run and all business
and aclivity is supposed lo be avoided. However, we found people and cars and motorcycles crowding the road much like people
on Sundays in the U.S. The Orthodox or
striclly religious Jews are in a minority
but control public policy.
The "Kibbutz"
Just before reaching Jerusalem we turned
off the highway to visit the "Kibbutz." This
is where the student we met at the Universi•.y was Uving. There are about 170 people
livlng in this kibbutz. All eal in common
dining rooms and all that people earn goes
lo the common fund. Children live lhrough
the day in nurseries or children's homes and
stay with lheir parents only through the
night. Actually, as far as property and ownership goes it operates like a monastery. The
group operates a large farm, each man being
assigned to his job by the council tha governs the kibbutz. No one owns a car of his
own or any personal things except necessities like clolhes, etc. The place we visited
!tad a very large dairy of the finest Holstein
cows and a large poultry farm, operated w
the most modern, scientific way. However, only about 3 percent of the people
of Israel live in kibbulzes of which there
are in all around 200. And they are declining
as the country grows more prosperous. Probably in 20 years or so they will have disappeared, like so many of the Utopian socialistic experiments lhat were attempted in
America in the last century.
We arrived at the Abbey of the Dormilion
in lime for supper about 7:30 and afterwards
had an enjoyable recreation with the whole
community. Then we returned to our Jesuit
Hospice. At 5:00 a.m., the next morning,
the Feast of the Maternity of the Blesssed
Virgin, we offered Mass and then left for
the airport at 6:00 a.m. It took an hour and
a quarter to get to the airport which is hallway between Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. We
got through customs without dlf.ficulty and
took off around 8:00 a.m., arriving in Athens,
Greece, at 11 :00. After lunch, we joined a
tour of the Acropolis, where the greatest
masterpieces of sculpture and architecture
were accomplished centuries before the time
of Christ. The Acropolis is a huge rocky hill
in the midst of Athens and domina Les the
city. Monday morning we continued our tour
of Athens, visiting the great museum, the
Greek Orthodox Cathedral where the Palri-

arch rules and in the afternoon we drove lo
Corinth where St. Paul preached. Athens
with Rome and Jerusalem, arc the great
fountain heads of our Western Culture.
Back here in San Anselmo, I am final!y
bringing this travelogue to a close. It is
poorly written - there have been so many
things in a short time that I have not been
able to do more than gel a ralher superficial
and confused grasp of all we saw. But I am
sure that the visit to lhe Holy Land Was
worth more educationally than a year of
study.

On Our Cover
The search for a subject for the February
cover that would both bring out the theme
of Catholic Press Month, and have some.
thing about the life of Christ too was abo ut
to end in failure when some inspired s oul
mentioned Christ's parable of the sower.
Christ often drew the comparison between
seed and the word of God, and it is not in lhe
least unfitting to broaden the comparison to
include the entire activity of the Catholic
Press whose business it is lo spread and explain that word.
The reader may and, indeed, should use
his imagination here as he pleases. The central figure m~y be Christ in the ~irst ~owing
of His word m the often unfertile fields _
the Jews, or it may be read as a symbolic
Catholic Pressman continuing Christ's work
in the field of his reading public. Filling his
vocation as he does, this pressman is truly
another Christ.
A person should not hesitate lo look for
other or wider meanings of any illustra1ion.
The moderns tag works hung in galleries
mainly for the folks who think a picture must
have a Lille. A picture like a poem or any
thing communicative usually bas an intended meanlng it is true but al the sarne
time, it may have a very special meaning
for an individual. A certain verse of a Psalm
for instance may provide one with unlimited
fruit for meditation. Certainly all of that
was not intended by lbe author but therein
lies the reason for the durable popularity of
the Psalms - their ability to suggest more
than the words themselves say. Apply this
same principle to any art work and you will
experience a new, almost unlimited enjoyment, often a spiritual benefit, from works
both old and modern that may have left you
un-inspired before. Why not give it a try?

)Ubscription Contest
for The Abbey Message
,_.·, 1,0tD YOU may obtain et statue of Mary,
' .tluablc rosary that was blessed by the
;athcr. and a $25.00 Sa_tJings _Bond.
would you like to participate m this worthy
fJt God, the Church, Mary and Souls? In
:ioll to this ~oly cause, you will be eligible to
~ ,,atunble pnzcs. Every reader or The Abbey
whether .a subsc1:i~cr to Th_c Abbey
tSfi'De or not, will be eligible to w1n prizes.
JI fi\:c persons who earn the most points by
ng new and. renewal subscriptions to The
:.WU Message. will receive a valuable Rosary
.-as. blessed in Rome by Pope John XXIII.
;V,.:;D PRIZE and MAJOR BONUS WINNERS
l!11 addition to readers of The Abbey Me.ssage,
ra1 schools conducted by the Benedictine Fa,t1e will pnrlicipate in this drive nnd will be
~le for the Gro~d Pri:e c1Dd
Ma~or Bonus
The Grand Prize Winner will receive tn adptll~ 10 the Rosary blessed b! the Holy FaU1er, a
:~:iti!ul statue of Mary holding the Christ Child,
bJe,sed by Pope John XXIII. The Major
-'° us Winner will receive a Rosary blessed by the
&oil Father, and also a $25.00 Savings Bond. In
:r to determine U1e winners, each subscription
~ renewal subscription (i~cluding your own
,. wal or the renewal ol a fl'tend) that you send
plus anY gift subscriptions that you want to
us will receive a number of points.
11:ch individual .. new" subscription that you
,n will count two points. Each renewal subwill count one point. Please see diagram
for complete information:
POINTS
New
Renewal
Subscription
Price
Subscription
2
1
$
J.00
' year
4
2
,ears I 2.00
6
3
·.-ears $ 3.00
8
$ 4.00
4
1 years
15
8
I years S 5.00
so
18
years $10.00
Gift Subscrlptio.ns
If you wish to give a gift subscription or several
t!!' subscriptions for one year or more, you will
retttve the same amount ~f points as shown on the
p;J\'f chart. Your married sons and daughters,
f.'JI' sisters. brothers, pastor, convents, institu1

;,!.sagt,

?1e

,ot\un
:W

,;me

$

for ----

l year $1.00 O: 6 yea1·s $5.00 □; 12 years $10.00 □

years.
- - --

Address

City

Zone

. pi.EASE PRINT. State whether Mr., Mrs., Miss.

State

I1

Donor: Name

I

Address
ri[','

a.ie.1·

Zone._ State

I
I

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS

Name

l!Y0V.'11 renewal to The Abbey Message:
J IIP enclosing

This statue will be one or the prizes

lions, etc., will appreciate a gilt subscription to
The Abbei, Message. Ii you wish, you may give
six individual subscriptions for one year for only
$5.00. A six-year gift subscript.ion for $5.00 to n
loved one or friend, makes a perfect spiritual gift
any time of the year!
The drive will start on Monday, February 1,
1960 and end midnight of Monday, February 29.
Winners will be notified by mail. Prizes will be
sent as soon as the drive is completed. The name
of the winners will be printed in a future issue of
The Abbey Message. Good luck to all participants,
and may God and Mary bless your e!lorts.
The subscription blanks below are for your convenience, if you need more, kindly use ordinary
paper but be sure to include all the nccesary information. Please PRINT! If you wish to have
us send you some subscription blanks, we will be
glad to oblige.

__

J year $1.00; 6 years $5.00; 12 years $10.00

City

Zone

State_

The Arnerican Freedo1n.~ Cowncil

not sincere regardmg the inalienable
of men bul are willing to hack and
rl!lrk for these rights only when they them"\" stand LO profit directly from them.
n· impression is regrettable because it nar110'.5 •he concept of Catholicism."
Qbligaiion to Rights of Society
"", ts

They Defend Civil Liberty
By Ale:rius Corbi11, 0.S.B.

Rev. Waller Ong, S. J., quoted in the
A.F.C. 1s brochure, has this to say: "Becaus

The Catholic Church is still very much
misunderstood in civil and political life in
the United Slates, and Catholics themselves
often do nothing toward giving their fellow
citizens a better understanding of themselves.
To overcome misunderstanding, to stir Cath-

of Catholics' apparent lack of interest i~
civil liberties as such and in other matter.
of public concern which do not arfcct Cath~
olics themselves as a minority group, an
in1pression can be created ... that Catholics

olics to active life as articulate citizens, and

lo urge them to become interested in their
civic duty, a new organization, the American
Freedoms Council, was formed and incorporated on May 26, 1959,
Its purpose is expressed in the legal notice
o[ incorporation:

11

To promote a closer co-

operation of Catholics in a non-political
body, for benevolent, charitable and educational purposes; to educate its members in

civic virtue and the performance of civic
duty; to protect and defend civil and religious liberty and the constitutional rights
or all American citizens. 11
''To protect and defend civil and religious
liberty." We Catholics in general have been
somewhat inactive on the civil-liberty front.
Many Americans, clergymen and laymen
alike, have deplored this inactivity. For
instance Monsignor Francis J. Lally wrote
in America (Feb. 1, 1958): "How often do we
note a lack of excitement or indignation in
the Catholic press, of academic freedom, the
right of assembly .... Here and there among
Catholics, we have, happily, spokesmen who
have raised their single voices, but the
chorus that should be heard is woefully
silent. May we ask why?"
This thought was what activated a group
of laymen at Omaha, Nebraska, to estahlish
the American Freedoms Council. Regardless
of whether or not the Church is involved,
Catholics should concern themselves about
issues which violate freedom and justice
- basic principles of society. We are obliged
lo cultivate the virtue of charity toward our
neighbor, thus warranting our attention to
the common good. Catholics as well as any
other group in society have reason to consider civil liberties of importance to them.
Moreover, this indifference displayed by
Catholics often tends to keep them from being identified with Americanism.
10

Some of the activities of the American
Freedoms Council in recent months have
been the following:
-The Council has taken part in pointing
out economic discrimination against Ne-

groes in Omaha. On ly about one ernployer in ten in the Omaha area employs
Negroes, and these primarily in menial
positions.

-The Council filed a "friend of the court"
brief supporting Mr. and Mrs. Otto A.
Kral of Hastings, Minnesota, who appealed a 30-day sentence imposed because
they had kept their eight-year-old son
out of school and taught the boy at home.
The Krnl stand, supported by the Council. maintains that parents have the primary responsibility for educating their
children, and that by providing adequate
educational training at home parents do
comply with the compulsory school law.

"i'}le American Freedoms Council is a means

bich makes it_ possible f_or 7very .Catholic
see and fulfill his obligations, m union
10
"1 his lellow Catholics, to the rights of
111
,eiv we should be convinced that civil
~rt;rs are positive natural goods, God,n, and deservmg of defense m them~'"· The Council proposes to unite lay
Ctholics to work for the general welfare
o,oul fear of comprom,smg religious prin~les. Discussion groups _may be formed and
turcs given. as well as workshops set up.
,-..her, the Council t~nds lo encourage the
:$idual Calho!Jc lo improve the image of
church 111 the pub!Jc eye by becoming
,;,,self the model citizen.
\\'ilh human rights being threatened tor it rests on the shoulders of Catholics
de/end these rights smcc they realize the
,ortal destiny of all human beings. Howr Catholics have too o(ten shrugged this
' ;k·of defending civil liberties. The A.F.C.
as lormed to unite Catholics for the public
s,f\tce of others, and to give civic-minded
~ens a means of uniting to express them;l\'es in public cause.
a "Catholic" Organization
,While the Council is formed by Catha-

UNITED

-It is preparing to file a brief in Rock-

ville, Maryland, in defense of the construction of a Catholic hospital in Silver
Springs, Maryland. 'l'his construction is
being opposed by the P.O.A.U.
of religious representations on public
property. "We feel that any group should
be able to put up a display as long as it
does not interfere with public order or
welfare," n spokesman for the Council

stated.
-In order to make Catholics aware of the

nature of P.O.A.U. propaganda it rented
a copy of that organization's film "Captured" and showed it to local Catholic
groups in Omaha. This film is a biased
picture of Catholic schools and is used
as a part of the P.O.A.U. anti-Catholic
propaganda.

~v1tl~ each other, while each remains supreme
Ill its proper sphere. Father Waller Ong.
afready quo:ed abo,·e, points out that Catholic action is needed. What is called for is
"the_ action of laymen and laywomen . . .
w,lhng to fight for civil liberties and tu conCLrn themselves with related political and
~ulLural problems on this positive basis, willing to take on their own initiative and responsibility a public stand as Jay members
of the Catholic Church who have convictions
regarding the benefits of free ci,·il society."
Anyone who is interested in the A.F.C.
and would like to have more information,
should write to American Freedoms Council,
Post Office Box 2, West Dodge S .ation,
Omaha, Nehraska. Help call be given the
American Freedoms Council in one or all or
four ways : hy offering time, talent financial
'
aid, and prayer.

IN

our 1,ord e-x:horted us to "Love one another." Let
o. lhtrdor,. al l tntlte our prayers In charity with
thfl rnonJu at Subiaco for the Intentions sent In
wttt b.st month.

-IL defended, last Christmas, the erection

lies," states the Council, "it has not and could
not seek offical approval of the Church lest
such approval be interpreted as an attempt
of the Church lo become active politically."
In th,~ way the A.F.C, attempts to avoid
the misunderstanding that its own views
a~e an aulhoritaUve expression of the views
o[ the Church. IL remains then for the Catholic laity to concern themselves with the
workings of the government and to look
for the civic welfare of all of soclety.
. It is important that Catholics as well as
individuals of other religions work together
for the common good. The security or democracy lies in unity rather than uniformity. The Church and State should co-operate

THE LIVING
su~ess of President Eisenhower's trip to
'$!&, Good president for U. S. d~ng next term,
,:i~giving-honor of Mary, Gwdance of our
th. improvement of sick relative, Happy death
TA3nksgiving-honor of St. Bene<µct, Permanent
pping of arms ra~e, World-w1de banning of
NuC!t-ar test. Conversion of Khrushchev, AU prisU.e~ behind Iron and Bamboo Curtajns, Success
d -tru:-ade for Religious Freedom," More teacbm success in work, Aid in virtue of purity, More
'm.munioas, . Succ~ss . of perpetual adoration,
"'mperance tn drm~g, To be blessed with
Jdrcn.

5 cress of the Blue Army, Success of the Zero
'J'V series, Thanksgiving for settlement of
strike, For our President, For all civic leadm for priestly and 1·eHgious vocations, Better

PRAYER

jo~, .Better houset Patience in suffering, For the
M1ss1ons, Conversion of Russia and Chlna, Success
of Dr. Dooley's work, Better TV and movfos, All
mc~bcrs of our Armed Forces, Patience and
charity towards others.

THE DECEASED
Decea~cd mem~r.s ~r Foy family, John Bezner,
Janet Kruszewski, Elizabeth Leitner, Toni Elsa
Bred~. Frank Vanek, August Kriner John and
Rosalie Hardinger, William F. Farrell, Houston
Neeley, Joseph Otto, William Sicking, Wenzel
Trubenbach, Mary Hundt, Gerald Bayer, Alfons

~~;:~rL~!keFf:~i~;, 1j~~h•Ff~~!a~~pel, De-

Walter Richter, Conrad Walterscheid Ellis
Pryor, Tony Angello, Herman Assenmachei- Kate
Assenmacher, Eugene Nims, Ann BerghauS Deceased Ostien and Fabro families, Katie Sandmann, F1·ank Hesse, John Kathman Robert
Starke, Edward Fette, Katie Meyer.i.
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In Defense of

By Gabriel Franks, O.S.B.

if anything, on the idea. Many a travele.
abroad _of modest means has found to h·t
18
discomhture that his American passpo
brands him as a millionaire. Much o[ ti rt
spirit of genuine sacrifice which animat:~
public and private American aid to th
devastated nations afler the war was lo e
on the recipients of the gilts: they thou gh~
they were receiving crumbs from the tab}
of Dives.
e
Desires A roused

While rummaging UU'ough my bookshelves
recently, I came across a booklet which I
picked up several years ago at the United
States Information Service Library in Rome.
Its title is "L'America in Cifre'' - uAmerica
in Statistics." This beautifully designed and
illustrated pamphlet contains a good deal of
general information about the United States
such as a description of our government
an excellent brief review of our national
history. But it would seem that its principal
aim is to inform the reader about the number
of automobiles, telephones, television sets,
etc., that there are per capita in this country.
Personally, I doubt the wisdom of such
propaganda. If nothing else, it is a case of
belaboring the obvious. With the possible
exception of the citizens of the Soviet Union,
there is hardly anyone from Hong Kong to
Bombay to Berlin to Timbuktu who is not
convinced that the United States is a vastly
rich country.
In fact, they are inclined to be oversold,

and
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The European, African, or Asiatic who ha
come to know America through Hollyw 00 ~
movies finds it incredible that there are New
York slums as bad as any in Naples, that
tbere are white folks in the Arkansas hill
and Mexican farm laborers in fabulous Te,ca s
who live in shacks little better than th s
cave-dwellings of Lucania- and comparabi°
to nothing in Germany or Brita.in.
e
But apart from confirming a partiall
falsified view, such literature has ano the~
and more serious effect on the populations
of tbe have-not nations of the world. They
are led to desire the health, wealth, and cornfort which tbe vast majority of the citizens
enjoy in a highly industrialized economy
such as oui· own.
This is in itself a good thing. There are
still some (mostly unconscious) admirers of
Rousseau's Noble Savage a.round who glorify
the primitive and the squalid, but I am not
one of them. It seems to me that when God
told our first parents to "increase and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it, and
rule over the fishes of the seas, and the fowls
of the a.i.r, and all living creatures that move
upon the earth" (Gen. 1:28) that there was
an implicit command to man to conquer the
physical forces of nature.'
Ali the recent talk about the "Population
E,q,losion" has made at least one thing
clear: Catbolic theology and technology are

Doing Good While Doing We!!

j!Oing lo have to work hand in glove for tJ,e
several centunes 1f enough food and
fiber is lo be produced to escape the gloomy
~oom predicted by the neo-Malthusians.
Will Without a Way
But that was a digression. What seems to
me to be objectionable in the literature of
toe --L'Amcrica in Cilre" type is that we are
jnriting other nations to become like us
1Vithot1t being very helpful in telling how
is 10 be done.
11
It is true that ou1· America-is-the-1·ichestnalion-in-the-world theme is always found
coupled with the saving gospel of freedom
and democracy. We seem to be saying that
all vol! have to do to get blast furnaces and
dl'namos started 1s to break the chains of
ondage and pass around the ballot box. Un{orlunately, this is neither true nor sincerely
.,,ant. It took Mexico nearly a hundred
v,ars of freedom to regain the economic
<cature which it lost when it began to break
wilh Spain in 1810, and I understand that
Djakarta is not nearly so congenial a place
lire in as Batavia once was. The Hungarian
10
Freedom Fighters were led to believe by
Voice of America broadcasts from Munich
thal Americans will come to the aid of Free
)Jen everywhere. Those people in Munich
didn't send so much as a cap pistol against
ihe Russian tanks.
J hope that I will not be misunderstood.
I value freedom and democracy very highly,
and J believe that U1ey can form a fertile
nrironment for a booming economy. But
~ev do not automatically assure an ascent
jrom rags to riches.

••~I

Marxist Solution
There is only one political system in the
world today which offers the world's undeveloped nations a roadmap for industrialization, and that is Communism. In fact, it is
one of the paradoxes of Marxism that a political society which was supposed to be a re-

suit of industrial development appears most
appealing today as a means to industrial
development. While Marx predicted that
Communism would first triumph in England,
the most advanced nation of his day, it
actually came to power first in Russia, which
was one of lhe most primitive.
The issue is clear: by and large there are
only two ways to industrialization. Either
development capital must be brought in from
abroa~, or a nation must put its own nose to
the grmdstone and plow capital into industry
which is snatched from the mouths of the
destitute. The latter is the Communist proced_ure. It 1s one which is possible only in a
pohce state in which the individual human
life and property have no claims against
the common good. It is a cruel and heavily
meffic1ent system, but it at least holds out
some promise of results.
We have made some attempt to compete
with the Communist come-on by such programs as the Marshall Plan aid, and Point
Four. I believe that these measures will go
down in history as the most noble gestures
a nation ever made - and possibly the most
futile. With the glowing exception of Western
Europe, our foreign aid program seems to
have done little more than dramatically cut
the death rate and barely increase the industrial output in backward areas. Now there
is talk of getting Western Europe to help
out. Let's face it: Western Europe isn't interested in helping anybody but Western
Europe.
13

And yet, Western Europe has helped very
much in the past to develop worldwide industry. Several years ago I attended n formal
debate at our International Benedictine College in Rome on the morality of a nation's
having colonies. The case !or the defense
was made, understandably enough, by an
English priest, who maintained that colonization is justified on the grounds U1at the
colonizing nation may take savage or semi~
savage nations under ils protection at least
for a time if in so doing it not only profits
from the raw materials and markets, but also
brings the blessings of civilization and religion to the region. I believe that bis argument
was that the subject people in question
would be willing to submit to foreign domination for a time if they understood that it
was for their own good.
In short, the defendant held that it was
Justifiable to do well while doing good. With
admirable modesty he declined lo discuss
whet her such a situation had ever actually
obtained in the colonies of England, or any
other nation. He held that colonization was
justified solely on the principle involved.
The German theologian who was charged
with attacking the thesis in question did not
try very hard. H was obvious that he was
not convinced of the validity of his own
arguments. The session was about to break up
m a euphoric spirit or good will and the
unanimous agreement that colonies are fine
things, when an objection was made from
the floor.
Inevitable Consequences
A young seminarian from Brazil stood up
and began to make an impassioned anticolonial plea. He admitted that European
colonizers brought religion and civilization
to savage lands, but that they also committed
murder, rape, arson, robbery and every other
conceivable sort of sin. He maintained that
iL was not licit to open the way to the commission of such sins by starting colonies, and
that therefore colonies arc illicil. Tears were
glistening in his eyes as he completed his
tale of woe.
At that juncture the moderator of lhe discussion stepped in to silence the young man
in question. He pointed out that his argument invoked moral pessimism, and that
were it true that we can do no act which
will possibly open the way to sin, then it
would be illict to go out into the street to
buy a loaf of bread because one might commit
a sin on the way.
With this observation everyone agreed.
14

And we pondered within ourselves the fact
the young man in question would al that
moment be shooting poisoned darts in the
rain forest of the Amazon but for the colonization of Brazil by the Portuguese.
Investment Greater Than Profit
As a matter of fact, many colonizing na-

tions have conferred great benefits on their
subject nations. India, for instance, inherite d
one of the finest railway systems in the world
from the British occupation. Poor Liberia
independent and neglected, languished i,;
impoverished and static freedom for a hundred years while French Africa bloom e d
around il with schools, churches, highways,
railroads, telephones, and all the other amenities of civilization. What is still more strik ing is that in a great many, ii not a majority
of cases, the colonizing nations have investe d
more money than they reaped profits. This
is true of nearly all the English and Frenc h
colonies of Africa, and in Mussolini's day it
was proverbial that Tobruk and Bengas i
were the most favored and most prosperous
cities of the New Roman Empire." Erik v on
Kuehnelt-Lcddihn pointed out in the No, .
21 issue o( the National Review that Tog o
was the only German colony in Africa at t he
outbreak of the First World War which Wa s
not in the red. He concludes that national
pride probably accounted for more nineteenth century colonizing efforts than a
reasonable hope for profit.
But colonies are fast becoming a thing o f
the past. Though "Imperial" is still a word
which will sell cars and sugar, "Imperialis m"
is a word which makes people see red the
world over. Presumably there are no more
politically backward nations in the world,
only economically underdeveloped ones. H e re
we are back to our original problem: how are
they lo be developed without colonizatio n
or driving them into the arms of Communism?
11

Aid

OT

Exploitcttion?

Assuming that direct assistance and loans
between governmen ls - although the idea l
solution - will never be adequate, the obvious answer would seem to be the encour agement of the investment of private capital
abroad. At this point two difficulties are
faced. One is the natural reluctance of the
citizens of one nation to invest in anothe r
country. This dilficulty can be overcome if
sufficient profit incentives are offered. The
second diUiculty is more formidable. It is r e luctance of undeveloped nations to allow

,u,h investment. They object on th 7 gr~unds
that 10 allow free entrance to foreign inter. is tantamount to exchanging political
es periolism ror economic imperialism.

,nThe best known example of the rejection
ol roreign capital for the development of a
urce is Brazil's refusal to allow outside
terests to develop the country's petroleum
~dustry, W~1lc it is weH known that there
enough 011 under Brazilian sml to satisfy
~omestic needs and export _vast quantities,
there is actually hardly a smgle producing
well in all Brazil. I ~ave talked with several
1_tllians about this problem, and while
arll· all lamented the situation they agreed
;.1 it would be impossible for anyone to
elected to public office there who would
pooe to ch_a?ge ~h~ current policy. "Brazil

F, the Brazilians

1

1s a necessary plank in
an)' realistic platform for election in that

country

. .

,E\'en mor~ pcrmc1ous

h

a~

b

_een the policy

ol confiscation or ~xpropnallo~ of foreign
crest. The quantity and quality of Mexi-

'°' oil productio_n still lags behind the level

1 had attained m 1938, the year Cardenas
·pelled American and other foreign com''nies. Iran barely escaped a similar fate
~~en Mossadegh Jaund1ed _on a similar ad. nture in 1953. Boltv1an tm has never re1;'°red from the nationalization of 1952. A
Jie1· of wholesale expropriations or Ameripan interests of every sort is currently going
' in Cuba. The King Ranch of Texas, for
1
tancc, has Jost nearly all its properly
, ,w, within recent weeks, apparently withJI any hope o( compensation.

Dt/fflS• on Moral Grounds
\n interesting thing about such repressions

an'd confiscations is that they are frequently
Jefended with apparently convinced moral
coni·iction. I have spoken to a number of
Italian and German laymen in recent years
Vtho maintained the justice of "anti-imperi,l~m" under any and every form. Of late I
bare discussed the problem on repeated o 7
ca:uons with Latin-America students m this

country.

One young man from Central America has,
, particular, given me cause to wonder. He
akes no secret of his devotion to Fidel
c,;tro, whose picture_ is prominently displayed in his room. He IS an ardent support~r
.r an incipient revolutionary movement m
n~ native land, and he b?asts that when the
"\lrrent dictator there

1~

overthro~n, ~he

United Fruit Company will go packing with
him- Unfortunately I know too little about

the United Fruit Company to criticize or defend it adequately. Apparently, its record
in Central America is not lily-white; bul on
Lhe other hand I know that the homeland of
my revolutionary friend would still be a
jungle had it not been for the United Fruit
Company, and it would revert to the monkeys
within a matter of years were that colossus
of bananadom thrown out. I have pointed
out that although it is probably true that
the Company pays wages which are much too
low, ii has nevertheless provided thousand:,;
of jobs fo1· native workers and has brought
counllc:ss improvemen's to the country The
stock answer is: "Yes, but it did it all for
money,"

This seems to be the principal objection.
There is a widespread com·iction throughout the non-industrialized world that foreign
investment for the purpose of making money
is wrong. Originally I suspect that this conviction arose from the sort of invidious attitude which prompts a nation to cut off its
nose to spite its lace. But it has Jong since
become clothed with the garments of righteous indignation. I know or no recent Catholic theologian who has repudiated the right
of foreign investment to a fair return on
capital, and yet I have again and again
heard good Catholics - products of Catholic
schools-condemn all American enterprise in
Latin America as the next thing to robbery.
U, S. Imported Capital
I have often attempted to argue that dependence on in,·estment is a phase our own
country had to go through, and yet it survived and prospered. It is largely forgotten
to what extent American industry was dependent on European capital before World
War I. The British at that time were forced
to sell their interests in the U. S. to finance
the war effort, and German enterprises were
seized as alien property.
But such a line of argument does little to
dispel the emotional conviction that it is
wrong to do well while doing good. This
is the sort of thing that can only be brought
home first by convincing ourselves and then
by convincing others by a constant reiteration of the facts. Once we have put the
point across that although disinterested altruism is the higher moral motive, enlightened self-interest has a better chance of
getting the job done, then we will be in a
position to tell the nations of the world not
only how many knick-knacks we have, but
how many they can have too- and relatively painlessly.
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It has been cold lately but even Winter
mor1tings have their good points.
The sunrises lately have thrilled the air
with glowmg, technicolor beauty. A huge
panorama stretches out, all indirectly lighted
as by a giant forge warming and breathmg
life into the empty air. Suddenly the stm
steps resplendent into anoU1er day. Such
have been the daybreaks recently, a partial
payment for the winter season, the shivery
mornings, and the boisterous wind.
There is little to reassure us of the approaching spring except the calendar and
the sun. The seed catalog for planning the
Abbey garden is here. The problems of the
last year are sufficiently forgotten, and the
problems of the next season haven't arisen
yet. The garden will be managed again by
Brother Leonard.
At the present the soil is abundantly
soaked with moisture. Plenty of rain, snow,
wilh freezing and thawing weather keep the
ground very soft. The t;elds of oats sowed
last fall are still green but are waiting for
warm th to overcome a standstill.
Brothers Henry, Michael, and Louis have
been keeping the chain saw warm by using
all available lime to cut out useless, "blackjack" oaks and hickories. These are hauled
to the charcoal plant. Several fence-rows
have been cleared also, and even without
16

damage irom barb-wire usually imbedded
in the trunks.
Brother John and BroUrnr Novice Robert
have a pen full of beauti[ul young calves.
Most of these are Holsteins since the H erefords wiU for the most part calve later, that
is, in the spring. The reason for the winter
cah-es among the Holsteins is that our tnain
demand for milk is during the school lern1 .
Thi~ then coupled with the reason that cows
produce better during the early part of the
lactation period, help keep the supply of
milk equal to the requi.temenls. On the part
of the calves, it makes little di.fference since
the litlle ones have to live on milk and
special feeds for a time and they do not gain
or lose much by grazing when too young
The dairy cows have eaten themselves
about Lwo weeks deep in the second silo. And
judging by the way the trough is always
emptied, this silo must have feed equal to
the first in quality. The beef catt1e are eating
their fill on two other silos.
The Abbey's chickens are domg very weu
for themselves at the present. Several
months ago they (While Leghorns) began
laying. Now they are at what is perhaps the
peak of production. Though the Abbey tries
only to supply its own needs, still there have
been enough to allow many dozen to be sold.
Trouble threatened to develop at Lake Eugene, Subiaco's water supply, recently. The
banclwheel and spindle or stem which controls a thirty-six inch !load-control val ve
had broken loose from its concrete mooring
and threatened to break off whenever the
valve was moved. Lawrence Etzkorn, who
faithfully watches the lakes and the surrounding watershed, reported U1e mishap to

th• Abbey. Brothers Henry

d Michael went out with
~wrence and repaired the
-·erobly, bul only after hav"' drained the lake six feet
Its normal level. They
nl several hottrs working
sP" boat and can tell what
1n a
• _
k
. h
l blessing ,t is to wor w1l
feet 011 the ground.
iw;,rrning is an occupation
th I we i11heriled from St.
;nedict, and SL Benedkl
e; credit to the early
;!;urcb for his stress on labor.
In his Rule he writes, "There! e the brethren should be
•~pied at certain times in
ocanual labor, and again at
hours in sacred readu,g." Later in ,.the same chapter he says, U1en are they
•rul) monks when they live
; . the labor or their hands,
•l did ow· Fathers and the
'.:posues." Pagans bad con.1dered manual labor lo be
'
the dignity of man, but
i•:rly Christians so gladly
January snow adds to the beauty of (he Abbey's east park
'd,rtook such menial tasks that instead of cannot but be difficult and hard to travel.
un ering their dignity, they raised manual No wonder then that the late Archbishop
lo their nobility. That is the nobility_of O'Hara of Kansas City once exclaimed
1tonesL labor St. Benedtct nrges us to fulfill,
that the world needs another St. Benedict
of Nursia. That is, the world again needs
0 God had said, "By the sweat of thy brow
~ 1 thou eat thy bread." And by this sweat
the example of Christians who labor at
;, "return to Him by the labor of obedience
their tasks with honesty of action thal is
~
whom
we
have
departed
by
the
sloth
both
acceptable to God and is also offered to
1
: disobedience," for the way of salvation God for God and for their fellow men.
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Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES
Publication of death annlversary dates is an e.nc:ouragernent to friends of the deceased and to our
readers to remember the departed in their prayers.
BroU1er Benedict Labre Weder _
Feb. 3, 189,
Brother Luke Tscbuemperlin _
Feb. 6, 1923
Rc-v. Placidus Oechsle _ _ _ _ _ Feb. 6, 1935
Rev. Ddefons Kalt - - - - --- Feb. 9, 1925
Rev. Atha.nasius Zehnder _ _ _ Feb. 9, 1940
Brother Meinrad Schoenbaechler
Feb. 15, 1937
Rev. Albert Schreiber _____ Feb. 23, 1959
Rev. Maurus Rohner _ _ _ _ _ Feb. 24, 1933
Let Us Pray
O God, the Lord of Mercy, g,-ant to_ the aoul of

~i~v;~~e.NapiaC"eol ~1;:::h~;:~e~~~,,, a'::!

happiness, and the ~IOl"I/ of Th11 light. Throu gh
Our Lord Je$1J.! Christ. Amen.

HclP

}~:~:sfu~s s~°ndl: tt~ ny~ir ~~!Y:ci

~ ~~ Simply
' .a:1 packages

tear oi: cut tgem off your letters
and !Uail them to us. Be sure to

tave ae smal~r~ti~~~

Allufo~e~~t!~;; !::cp~~=

lt'rm',rica,
't1y ~ebJe.
Mail contributions tQ: Young
New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas.

~OTICE· Please do not send the common series:
' W'ishington, 2¢ Jefferson, 3¢ Liberty,. and 4¢
~ ncoln. They ·must be separated and discarded.
-nw,.k yoll very much.
stamp Contributors since our last Issue
Arkansas: Dorothy BrE:11.Ilan,,Mrs. M. M. Hi';gel 1
i.tr. BiU Murphy, Mr. Tun Price, Ruth Spruikle,

\!~~/
:~v~L Mario Anglim, C.S.S.R.
California: Miss Betty Thompson
Jllinois: Mrs. W. O'Leary
India: Mr. V. K, Thomas

Kentucky: Miss Alice Kerins
Lou.i..)_'iana: Mrs. J. C. Daunoy, Sister Mary Ann
Missouri: Mrs. Bernard P. Concannon, Mr. Leo
P . McShane, Mrs. Paul B. Webb
Nebraska: Mrs. James O'Neil
New Jer.<;ey: Misses Kathleen and Frances McClellan
New Mexico: Mrs. B. S. Jenkins
New York: Brother Damian, O.C.F.; L. Dickson,
Mrs. Agnes Flynn
North Dakota.: Mary Nowatski
Oh.io: Mrs. John Filipek, Mr. Rodney Lynch
Oklahoma: M1·. and Mrs. V. Jenkins, Anonymous
PennsyLvanin: To our anonymous friend from
Philadelphia: We thank you very much for the
many first day covers you have sent us. Please
send the entire envelope though. Any mutilation
reduces their value considerably.
Texas: Mrs. John Andres, Mrs. John Bezner,
Heart or Mary Church, Mr. Leo Fetsch, Margaret
De Hart, Mrs. Mary K. Homer, Mr. Richard Jungman, Mr. Joseph K.Ugarlin, Mr. V. Weatherby,
Mrs. William Mohr
Wiscomin: Brother Gabriel, O.S.B.; Mrs. Mery
Kan.itzer
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Dear Young Americans:
Let me introduce Peggy Sullivan, one of
my Pen Pals, a very interesting Young
A 111 erican who has been a!l the way to
Lourdes on a special Pilgrimage.
We celebrate the appearance of Our Blessed Mother at Lourdes on February 11, and
the Feast of St. Bernadette, who saw her
tliere. on February 18. The shrines of our
Mother are especia!!y important this year because 1960 is a time in history when people
have to move either closer to God or farther

away from Him. Sometimes we are told to
go in so many directions at the same time
it is hard to keep on the road closer to God
in a!! the confusion. But at Mary's Shrines,
we can grasp her apron strings, hold on to
the way she is going, and save ourselves
from many wanderings on wrong roads and
heartbreaking detours.
For those of us who cannot travel to
Lourdes this February, God has blessed us
with a wonderful Young American who now
brings Lourdes to us.
Love to every one of you,
Tammy

A Trip to Lourdes
By Peggy Sullivan
It all began last February when my mother
received what seemed to be just an ordinary
letter from the Kennedy Memorial Hospital.
Yet, it contained something special, an invitialion to go on a pilgrimage to Lourdes.
You can imagine how excited we were.
Soon the tremendous job of preparation
was begun. Each Saturday, I went down to
the hospital for inoculations, a requisite for
all overseas travelers.
Packing was another big task, as we tried
to stuff a hundred and one things into the
18

adjust the seatbelts, while still others had
rjseovercd the life jackets.
Alter saying t_he Ros~ for a sale flight,
!oUowed by priests, sisters, lay help, the
cardinal came on board, and within a few
mutes, the propellers were put into thci.t·
0
' inning motions. AI!er a slow ride down the
:nway, the motors were put in full gear and
,•e were olf! Soon, even Boston harbor had
faded into the background, and we, in high
irits, were well on our way for our nine
flight across the wide open sea.
You really couldn't see anything out of
•be windows because we were flying above
ne clouds, and even if we had flown low
there wouldn't have been anything but
oce3JI· Yet, (her~ was one sight which I don't
tnink an yon~ will forget, and that was when
we ,vere Dymg horizontal w1 th a magnificent
sunset. Supper was served an hour later and
~as followed by a big party.
~round seven o'clock, the Cardinal said
Night Prayers, after which we all settled
d,,wn for a much needed sleep. The big
'!!action here was that we were all allowed
a, sleep with our clothes on. This was a real
~al for the little ones who never realized
,twas a necessity more than a novelty.
During the night, the Cardinal came around
t see ii we were all covered up properly and
~eeping soundly. As the old saying goes,
:early to bed, early to r~se/'. and rise early
we did, around four or five m the morning.
At approximately nine thirty, we arrived
r!), Dublin, where buses were waiting to transort us on to the Medical Missionary of
t,!ar)' Hospital, b~tter known . as Our Lady
f Lourdes Hospital, a magnificently built
:UU,ture towering high in the sky.
Dinner was served shortly, and was followed by a long rest period, something no one
ould regret having after such a long trip.

suitcase. As usual, the small miscellaneous
articles seemed to be put everywhere but
in the valise.
At last, the big day had arrived. The lobby
of the Kennedy Memorial looked like Granct
Central Station. with its two dozen wheel.
chairs, suitcases, and clusters of nuns. AU
the gaily dressed travelers were ushered into
the playrooms where we sang songs, said
good-bye, and excitedly exchanged views
on our coming ven lure across the wide and
spacious sea. The girls from unit six came
to wish us luck.
After lunch, we donned our coats and hats
and received last minute instructions on th~
proper use of French. Finally, we boarded
the bus and were off to the airport. For most
of us, it was the first time we had ever had
a police escort with the sirens blowing.
The airport was slightly overcast, as was
all of Boston, but neither that nor the fact
that an earlier shower had left everything
wet, could mar our excitement and enthu.
siasm as we drove up along side of the Irish
super-constellation, Saint Patrick. The scores
of well-wishers who had come to see us off
lined the roof of the air terminal, waving
frantically, as the policeman's band played
"For Boston, For Boston" below. The Cardi.
nal made his way to the bus where we talked
to him and told how glad we were to be go.
ing. Mr. and Mrs. Lou Smith were also on
hand to see us off with fudge they had made
the previous night
Finally, we went aboard the plane, either
on foot or in the strong arms of the many
policemen on hand.
While waiting for the Cardinal to come on
after he had said the Rosary, we busied our~
selves by exploring the different gadgets
which were within reach. One thing that
fascinated the younger ones was the recJ.in.
ing seats. Many had already figured out how

1,ater, we enjoyed some Ameri~a1;1 cartoons,

after which we went to Bened1ct1on.
Benediction was not like the one we are
,ed to hearing. The Cardinal said most of
~e prayers in English, instead of Latin. After
,.,,,;,e, we were put to bed. The Irish nuns
were given instructions as to what to do if
i~ needed anything during the night.
The next morning I awoke bright and
early well refreshed by the night's sleep and
raring to go. Sister Lauri, an Irish nun who
proved to be worth her weight in gold
throughout my sojourn in Ireland, came in
and prepared me for Mass. Our own sisters
ctropped in at breakfast to see that we were

The Grotto of Lourdes

all fed. Much to their surprise, Sister Lauri
and I were doing marvelously.
We spent the morning writing postcards
lo our folks at home. Most of us had to have
someone do the writing for us.
. Dinner had lo be served at twelve o'clock,
s~1~e we were departing for Lourdes on two
d1Herent planes, the first of which was leaving at one-thirty, the second at two-thirty.
Our flight to Lourdes was a very memorable one, not only because of the great expectations which lay ahead, but because we
could see everything below. Mother Superior
was very generous in lending me her seat
near the window. We could see all the different types of farm land, and distinguish
one from another by the various colors. We
saw the southern coast of Ireland, a bit of
England, and the islands in the English Channel, and many rivers of France with their
tributaries.
Upon landing, we were then taken to the
con vent of the Franciscan Missionaries of
Mary. As soon as possible, supper was served
and we went to bed, for it was quite late.
Refreshed by a good night's s1eep, we
awoke only lo discover how cold it could be
up in the mountains. Our minds were not
focused on the weather, for we were all
looking forward to our first visit to the
Grotto. Quickly, we dressed and went down
to the dining room. Here, we met a very
familiar sight- a dish of Kellogg's cornflakes. Al though we were not accustomed to
drinking milk straight from the cow, we all
offered it up as a special sacrifice for Our
Lady.
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Soon the buses arrived and of! we rode,
wheelchairs and all, to the world-famous Young America Contests
spot where Our Blessed Mother appeared lo
Before the invention of printing, books had
the litLle shepherdess, Saint Bernadette
In fact the word
Soubirous. As we neared the Grotto, we to be written hy hand.
11
could see the sick being pulled in carts "manuscript" means written by hand.,,
When
a
man
in
olden
time
wanted to add a
through the town on their way to the
book to his library, he didn't go out and buy
grounds.
Abruptly, we came to a stop, just outside it, he got out h.is quill and parchment and
lhe gates through which many a pilgrim, copied it! The copying of manuscripts Was
wearied by the troubles of the world, has slow work. For almost fifteen hundred years
passed to (ind joy and consolation waiting the monks wrote out the scriptures by hand
In the year 1400 Johann Gutenberg wa~
for him within.
P assing through the gates, we proceeded born in Germany. In 1450 he made H posst.
on until we were almost directly across ble to print thousands of copies o( books. lie
from the Grotto. As soon as we stepped off did this by the use of movable type or l ette rs
the bus, a spiritua l and mysterious feeling on which ink cou ld be spread. The work fox,
took possession of us and io say the least, we which he is best remembered was the printvividly sensed Our Lady's presence as if she ing of the Bible. It was a Catholic Bible,
were standing there with outstretched hands since Gutenberg was a Catholic.
waiting to greet us. This feeling was so great
The invention of printing was an important
that no one dared lo speak.
step for betLer education, for up until then
When all were organized, we proceeded only a few could afford to buy books.
'
on until we were right at the altar rail o( the
Now the Holy Scriptures, spiritual boo1<s
Grotto. Looking upward, we could see the and other books of learning could be pr '.
0
ve,-y spot where Mary, O_ur Mother, appe_ar• duced cheaply enough for every home to own
ed. It is Like a cave w1lh1n a cave. Siandmg some.
in place of the real Blessed Mother, i~ a
Printed books are not necessary for the
statue much like the ones you would find
in the' churches. OU to the left of Our Lady's growth of the Church, but the use of the
s tatue hang the many crutches, left there by Bible-God's own letter to us-as weU as
people who have been restored to physical other good books are a great help.
health after bathing in the miraculous 7th and 8th Grades:
waters.
Think over these lwo questions: What
A (unny thought struck me as I gazed upon
the crutches and that was, what would they kind of reading should boys and girls my age
do if someo~e left a wheelchair there and be doing? But what kind of reading are they
wanted it hung up beside the crutches. _I doing?
Write, in your own words, what your ideas
guess Our Lady would find a way to put 1t
are on the subject.
up there.
.
.
(To be continued m the next issue.)
The author of the foregoing memoir was one of 5th and 6th Grades:
Pick out some hero or heroine from the
sixty-three exceptional children who accompanied
Cardinal Cushing to Our Lady's Shrine at Lourdes, Old Testament and read the story abou t hirn
France in the spring of 1959. She is so rphysically or her in your Bible or Bible History. Some
handic~pped that she had to be carried f.rom place suggestions might be: Daniel, Judith, Sarnuel,
to place.
David, etc. ExplainJ in your own words, how
the person you have chosen pleased God
CONTEST WINNERS
most. Was it by obedience to God's corn.
5th and 6th Grades;
mands? Trust in His help? Or some other
1st prize: Linda Egloff, St. J oseph's School, way?
Paris, Ark.
. ,
2nd prize: Joseph Eckart, St. Benedict s 3rd and 4th Grades:
Read one of the Old Testament stories and
School, Subiaco, Ark.
3rd and 4th Grades:
then draw a picture showing all the happen.
1st prize: Sydney Hanlon, St. Gabriel's ings you read about in the story . Show how
the person in the story met with the evil in
School, Kansas City, Mo.
2nd prize: Joan Knoedel, Holy Redeemer the beginning and how he overcame it in
the end.
School, Clarksville, Ark.
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POLLY PABADB
,n f'olks,
.
1 goos without saymg that the end of
cl old

year and the beginni_n/! o( lhe new
J-, gill a greal deal of festivity here. We
"\.: our attentio": first to the mysteries
,a ected with Christmas and the New Year.
~ we relaxed for a while before we
the duties of school life.
,1 few days a!ter Christmas we had our
· al Christmas lree program. At this time
an•~rotres presented two plays: one a seri•te plav dealing with Judith; the other a
:;; emade comedy involving personalities
situations dealing with life in the mon-

•·:ed

ll'.r

a;•er)'l\'e ought to mention too an event o( rare

~,urrence which happened over the holi1.. Father Fintan Oldham, who occasion-

~j ~relaxes from the arduous duty of teach·
Y and caring for seventy lively minor
U\~marians, went _hunting one day. He d?es
; three of four ~es ~ year. But the thing
1
~ch
I made this trip 'tl.ifiere11t was that he
w ally saw, shot, and killed an eight point
;et~• It was owing to th.is display of hunt•
~ ;kill that we enjoyed venison over the
Mlldays
Mr. 0skar J . Rust, the. President of the
c: b1aco AJumni Assoc1abon, spent. a few
·" with us doing Alumni work and getting
little hunting with it. At present tl1e
\lumni Association is making plans for the
· ,illding of a retreat and guest house at the
~bbcY- A guest house is badly needed ~t the
AJ,bcy both for the converue_nce o! vis:t?rs
d for carrying on the spiritual activ1t1es.
~hich are a part of the Benedictine apos·alale.
With the resumption of the school sched,1le
n January fourth, after a rather long recess
give the out-of-state boys a chance to
to d some time at home, classes started up
spenin slowly at first, but gaining impetus
ag,, the time for tests approached. But in
:tween came a heavy snowfall. Ten inches
of the white mushy stuff must have fallen.

d•l;

Only 1our or five inches stuck but this gave
the students a chance (or throwing snow•
balls and making snow men. For some of
the foreign students it was the first lime
in their lives that they had seen snow. They
ran in it, rolled in it, and ate it.
A siege o( illl hit the Abbey in lhc middle
of the month. It started among the studen:s.
spread to the teachers, and is still running
its course. Some members o( the Abbey were
rather hard hit by the virus. It might be added that some of us were rather hard hit by
t he e ' feclive new drugs, which kill the virus,
but put you in a daze, and make bubbles
float out of your head.
Afier test lime the students began theil·
three-day annual retreat. Father William
Mllrphy of St. Bernard's College, Cullman,
Alabama, was the retreat master. Father
William was highly successful. The boys en•
joyed the retreat almost as mllch as Father
William enjoyed giving it.
At this same time Father Placidus Eckart
of our Abbey went to Lindsay, Texas, to
give a retreat to high school students, after
which he went to Muenster, Texas, to give
another retreat at Sacred Heart High School.
During this same week a deanery meeting
oi the Fathers in the parishes that surround
the Abbey was held at the Abbey with Fa·
ther Abbot Michael presiding. The Fathers
always look forward to these meetings where
they can discuss religious topics and enjoy
a social hour. At this meeting the Fathers
had an opportunity lo see Father Abbot's
pictures of the Holy Land and hear his ac•
count of the Holy Places.
We heard bad news at this meeting from
one of the parishes in Texas. Father Cyril
Lange called in that the high school in Saint
Mary's Paris, Windthorst, Texas, had burned
down during the night. It seems to have
been just about a complete loss.
So l ong,
Polly
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Tile CCD, A Privilege and a Challenge

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
Part XI in a series on the CCD
The spiritual transformation of religious
learning into Christian Living requires the
building of personal convictions. As explained in previous articles, personal thinking or
meditation is the best device to impru·t life
to your Faith and build dynamic convictions.
One well chosen conviction can make a
Saint, provided it is deeply rooted in the
mind and will, and dynamic enough to produce the continual energy that will generate
regular good works for the glory of God and
the salvation of souls.
Compound Interest Circle
The mechanism of Christian Living cannot
operate without the virtue and the act of
Faith. The relation between the virtue and
the act is like a capital invested al a compound interest rate: the initial amount invested produces interest, and the sum of interest is added to the initial capital to increase it.
The Virtue of Faith is like the initial
amount of capital; the religious learning acquired resembles the investing of a capital;
and the compound interest added to the investment is the Act of Faith. The more we
multiply the Acts of Faith, the stronger and
more dynamic becomes our Virtue of Faith.
The circle keeps on enlarging itself indefini (ely.
How is it Performed?
Once in possession of the Virtue of Faith
and with an average background of religious
learning, producing an Act of Faith is very
simple. Of course, the necessity of Actual
grace to produce a supernatural Act of Faith
is unquestionable. But we know that divine
Grace is always there at our disposal. We
should not worry about the lack of it, but
rather about the waste we make of it. If all
the actual graces given by God wou ld be put
to good use, everybody would be a Saint.
Under the influence of actual grace coming
to us through innumerable channels, our
will is in position to ask our intellect to concentrate for a few seconds on a supernatural
tr uth or fact. Immediately the .flash of light
provided by the concentration of our mind
produces the heat of love that induces our
22

will to command an act that cai, and
usuaUy does involve our bodily senses. Thus
a visible Act o[ Faith is performed.
Conscious and Wilful
From the above explanalion it becomes
obvious that a genuine Act of Faith must be
conscious and wilful. It rules out rouline or
mechanical gestures prefromed through unconscious habits.
Let us take an example lo illustrate. /\
very important and frequent Act o( Faith
for a good Catholic is a pious gcnufle:>d.on
to the Blessed Sacrament in the Tabernacle.
Unless such a gesture is conscious and ioilful
a genuflexion does not increase your Faith
in U1e Holy Eucharist. But if it is, every one
of them makes your Faith grow, and as we
wiU study together in later articles, your
Love for Jesus is stimulated to a point where
you really want to spread it among other
people. Do you begin to see the place of the
Act of Faith in your program o[ spiritual
formalion?
A Few but Welt Done
The key to success in this matter is lo adopt
a few practices by which our supernatural
Faith is put into action. But once adopted
hold on to them, and watch the consciou~
wilfulness with which you perCorm thern.
Remember that a genuine Act of Faith must
put into action your mind, your will and
your heart as well as one or the other of Your
senses. Check daily in your examination of
conscience the danger of routine that so
easily afflicts our poor human nature.
Keep your Faith healthy and strong! Feed
it with religious learning! Protect and defend
it against anemia or poisoning through lhe
building of personal convictions! Train it
through conscious, numerous and well chosen
Acts of Faith! And in return, this most vital
Virtue will really become the corner-stone
of a most profitable spiritual formation tha t
will guarantee the perseverance and success
of your eUorts as an outstanding lay apostle
in the CCD ranks.
In the next article we will undertake the
study of Hope. Try not to miss a single article
of this serial. Otherwise, the unity of purpose of this long series will be lost for you.
Au revoir!
Rev. Georges A. Levasseur
MASS INTENTIONS
New Subiaco Abbey ts able to handl e your
Mass intentions or speedily forward them
where they can be offered without delay.
Send them to the Rt. Rev. 1\-lichael Lensing~
0 .8.B., New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

Godliness - - Godlessness
Timely News and Views
·JDELY-HEARD SPOKESMAN
\ndoubtedly the most. widely-heard U.S.
kesman is non-off1c1al Hollywood.
{:,;sh-Americans who never read the mes, ~e; o[ Mr. Eisenl;ower see scores of Ameri- movies that give an adequate, even ex~ed impression ~f U.S. life and ideals. _There
e likewise mov1es---and the1.r name ,s leg,r _(hat present us as underworld, doper,dden, delinquently juvenile, and juvenilely
r quent anll-c1v1hzat1on. So common is
'Ill impression that on his recent return
tbI' 3 dsit to the U.S., Dr. Garay had to
1r0mre his fellow Chileans: "The impression
ISS~ we have o[ the U.S. is completely false
Jl use of the films that are poisoning our
"' vouth. The North American is really
1)1'C!li,e'.Loving and warm-hearted. -Brother
~,oert Kropp, S.M., in Socia! Justic Ret•iew,
JanuatY !960.

FREEDOM AND PEACE
freedom and pe~ce are defined clear!~
d unequivocally (m the 1959 U.S. Bishops
,,ment). Freedom "is not a product of a
antcal system; it is 1nan's national birthPo
Peace, which "rests on disciplined
d~m," is not secured by might of arms,
1
., not radically stem from pacts and treanor from internationaL organiz ations
"';• international law, fundamentally "deods on the acceptance by men and nations
a fixed, uncha'.'geable? universal moral
, "-Social Justice Review, January, 1960.

J, ,

G.~ON THROUGH LOVE
Perfect love produces perfect union, but
.,.,feet Jove is sllll unifymg even though
~e union is less than perfect. Human beings
D1USI learn to live witit their im_per[ections
1,ecnuse it is an inescapable condillon. ProtesanlS. Catholics and Orthodox all accept the
v· of Jove. For all it is logical by their own
,ologies that charity embrace God and
,cighbor. When ~hey look on th<; other
Christian with Uus love, the s1tuatton has
,nanged. This. we see clearly. In its relau,e!Y short history the ecumemcal moveent has broken down the rancor of cen•uries. The different churches do get along
,etter today than they did fifty years ai::o.
-~, recognize one another; we see good will

II

in each other; we hold converse with each
other. We still feel some irritation but we
are manfully and, to a degree, successfully
overcoming it. More of this must go on.
- Gu tave Weigel, S.J.. in T/Je Catholic
World, January, 1960.

GREI\T ACHIEVEMENT
One of lite greatest Catholic achievements
has been tlie splended impact created everywhere in the world where suffering and
want is great, by the Catholic Re!ief Services
of the Church in the United States. The largest single voluntary organization in the
world, let us remember, is tlte Catholic
Church. In the world today tlie most notable
single Catholic operation is tllat conducted
by the American Bishops through Catholic
Relief Services. --John .T. Considine, M.M ..
in Work, January, 1960.
VANISHING HERO
The vanishing of the Hero is a part of the
whole complex malaise which has settled
upon our nation. We want to be left alone
so that we can enjoy our good life free from
social responsibilllies. We want to "play it
cool." Life is too complicated and involved,
too confused and dangerous for us to depart
from the comfortable routine we have carved
out for ourselves from the mess around us.
The hero and the heroine re[use to subscribe to ow· National Compromise with indifference. Hence we have no use for them.
-Andrew M. Greeley, America, Dec,. 12.

THIRTY-THREE MILLTON COMMUNISTS
There a.re now 33 million communists in
83 countries; this is a powerful force of consistent and se!f!ess fighters for peace, for the
interests of the working people, a force
whose strength lies in the political consiciousness of its ranks, its ideological unity,
organization, and discipline. -World Marxist Review, December.
MOVING?
U y ou move please send us yo ur complete
OLD address and the complete NEW ad.
dress. This w ill be of great help to our
office personnel. Thank y ou very much !
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Your help last Fall made it possible for us to pay off about half
of the amount owed on our new
press. We still have almost
$7,000 to go!

If you can help - - - The address is:
Press Fund
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

Abbot Michael's Letter
l\ly dear Friends and Benefactors,

One of the last official acts of the late and samtly
Pope Pius XII was to bestow upon St. Benedict in an
official way the title of Father of Christian Europe.
When we remember that already in the time of the
Apostles Europe became the center or Christianity and
has remained such through the centuries, we can see
that the title gives the great Saint a unique place in
the history of the Church.
In 1950, the Holy Year, in the course o( excavations
beneath the high altar of the Basilica of the Abbey of
Monte Cassino in Italy destroyed by bombs in World
War II workmen uncovered some of the most precious
relics df Sis. Benedict and Scholastica. An examination
of the relics by five eminent physicians revealed that
the thumb and first two fingers of the right hand as
well as the vocal chords of the throat of S t. Benedict
were perfectly preserved. Also a portion of the skull
was found complete.
This discovery, according to the Abbot of Monte Cassino, was like a message from heaven to our times.
The fingers which wrote the Holy Rule have never seen
decay, just as the spirit of the Rule should never decay,
but should be constantly revivified. The vocal chords,
astonishingly well developed for a man pledged to silence, proved that St. Benedict used his voice wi~h zeal
and vigor in the Divine Office and Sacred Liturgy,
praising God in the official prayer of the_ Church. Finally, the skull, which is the seat of th~ bra_m and which
wiili the heart received the heaven-mspired message
of the Holy Ru.le, was preserved to encourage the sons
and daughters of St. Benedict to love and practice the
way of life that he taught.
Devotion to St. Beneclict is on the increase. The Benedictine Order is experiencing a new springtime as monastic foundations are being made m every part of the
world. It is most gratifying to us to see so many of our
friends an d readers sincerely devoted to our Most H oly
Father. We pr ay and have ever y confidence that St.
Benedict through his powerful intercession with God
will answer their pr ayers and obtain for them an abundance of divine grace and tr ue peace in all their needs.
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Gratefully yours in S t. Benedict,

+ ~~ ,0,,1.e.
(Rt. Rev.) Michael Lenslna, O.S.B.
Abbot ot New Subiaco Abbey

THE COVER: A REFLECTION
Father Felix's reflections on this
month's cover appear on page seven.
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ASaint
For Our Time
Bu Bernard Schumacher, O.S.8.
"The just shall fl_ourish like the palm tree;
be shell grow up like Lb~ cedar of Lebanon;
1 nled in the house ol the Lord, in the
P~ ol the house of our God" - lhese are
:~ words used at the beginning of the Mass
the Feast of St. Joseph. Almost unknown
·\ 15 own day, Saint Joseph is being i11creasv revered in ours. He was an honest
rking man, in whose life is displayed the
ghest virtues of home and family life.
Sain' Joseph is a Saint much needed by our
;;,••

'/le first hear of Saint Joseph by way of
5cr1pture, where we are told he was essed to the Blessed Virgin Mary, the
t;'°ther ol Jesus. His vocation in life became
;own to him when ~n •~~el appeared to
biJ!l in his sleep saymg, Joseph, Son of
D ·id, fear not to take unto thee Mary thy
.•;, for that which is conceived in her is
•; ~e Holy Spirit." With this revelation,
Joseph. as Mary. before him at the Annunciuon. recognized and accepted his vocation
i life with all the trials and responsibilities
ITT,·olved. From that day forward it would
~ his charge to be the protector of the GodIan and His Mother.

.. .

In Scripture Saint Joseph is described
slJllply as "a just man." If we combed the
..,ords ol his time, we would fi11d out very
:tie about him. If bu_siness or c!vil records
.,re available, we m1ght find his name on
an order for groceries or on a tax receipt.
s,vond that, however, we would expect to
nn'd liltle about him. It was his calling to
I ad in his own day as well as for centuries
wr a hidden life.
In l'iewing the life of Saint Joseph we
It< how dif!erent his liie was from lhat of
otJter people who becam~ renown~d m huan history. By ambitious str1vmg they
<ame prominent in the life of their times.
~ Saint Josepb was all but unknown in
• world about him; and now as the cen' iries spend themselves, and the great of
l.i day are forgotten, he becomes better
own all the time.

Saint Joseph was a quiet, but fearless and
strong Saint, who would not turn aside from
any hardship. When Caesar issued the command that the whole world should be enrolled, he took Mary with him to Bethlehem.
After Christ was born m Bethlehem, and
Herod sought tl1e liie of the Child, Joseph
fled with Mary and the Child into Egypt,
a stranger in a new and unfricndiy land.
When Herod died, he moved out of Egypt,
and took his family to Nazareth, where Jesus
was subject to Joseph and Mary, and where
under the watchful eye of Saint Joseph,
Jesus grew m wisdom and age and grace
before God and men.

•

•

That we, to the end of our lilc may grow
in wisdom and grace and achieve the same
kind of balance in our life that Joseph
achieved m his, would be a welcome gift
to receive on the Feast of Saint Joseph. Such
a gift is not beyond our chance of receiving
if we ask the Lord Christ, in the name of
Saint. Joseph, to grant it to us. In order,
thent lhat we may receive this gift, 11 We
beseech Thee, 0 Lord, that we may be
helped by tile merits of the Spouse of Thy
most Holy Mother, so that what we cannot
obtain for ourselves, may be given to us
through his intercession."

highways out of Rome, the
Salarian road, bu l the I 881
lap of the journey wa
through rugged mountains
Norcia is said to be in
heart of the Sabine IIUJ e
Bu l Lhe word "Hills" is d e £°
initely a misnomer. It is e n circled by ranges of the .l\p:
pennmes and the geog r aphy
books are not exaggeratin
in terming Lhem mountain g
We stopped once on t h:
road that ran along a srnalt
stream, flowing throu gh a
gorge. Far above us lowered
two precipitous mountai
sides. About half way up onn
side was a narrow path which, it was s aide
was used by St. Benedict and his nurs '
Cyrilla when Lhey went to Rome where the
future saint wenl seeking an education. e
Finally we broke through the ring of
mountains and there lay before us a l a r g
fertile valley. Signs informed us tha t
were approaching the birthplace of St. B e nedict.
Norcia is a very ancient town. Three hundred years before Christ it was conque red
by Rome. Its inhabitants were a hardy r ace
respected for their strength of character a nci
iighting prowess. Virgil refers to its w,u-_
riors in the 11 Aeneid."
- PAX When our bus pushed its way through
the narrow streets to the town square 1
w~s astonished to see the large are~ filled
w1lh people. We stopped by a heroic-sized
statue of St. Benedict which stood in the
center, and as we dismounted from the bus
a group of three men came [orward to greet
us. I did not understand Italian, but il Was
evident that the city was laying out th e rect
carpet of an official and enthusiastic Wel-

u:3·

By Abbot Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Greetings from the Abbey! The approachi11g feast of Sl. Benedict on March 21 recalls
the memories of my visit to the towns and
shrines associated with the great founder of
the Benedictine Order. They are three in
number: Norcia, the birthplace of Sis. Bene-die'. and Scholastica; Subiaco, the place
where the Saint began his religious life and
established his first monasteries; and Monte
Ca,:sino, the scene of one of the greatest
battles o[ World War Il, where St. Benedict
wrote his Rule for Monks and established
the monastery which has always been regarded as the world center of Benedictinism.
Ueually arrangements are made during
the World Congress of Abbots in Rome for
pilgrimages to these sacred shrines. Howeve.t·, during the Congress last September,
the press of business made possible only one
such excursion. This was scheduled for Sunday, September 20, when sessions were suspended in favor of the Sabbath rest.
I signed up for the Norcia pilgrimage,
principally because it was distant and off
the beaten track. I hoped lo find opportunity to go lo Subiaco and Monte Cassino
af ter the Congress was over.
We took off from San Anselmo, our meeting place in Rome, about 8:00 a.m., in a
chartered bus. There were about twentyfive abbots and ten students in the group.
Abbot Benno Gut of Einsiedeln (later to be
elected abbot primate) sat in the front seat
by the driver and by common, informal consent became the leader of U1e pilgr.image.
Norcia (also called Nursia) is said to be
70 miles northeast of Rome. A bus can't
travel like a crow Clies, and I am sure we
travelled more than a hundred. Threefourths of the way was on one of the main
4

w:

come.

Each of us in our black habit and p ectoral
cross was introduced to the welcoming cornmittee who proved to be lhe mayor of the
city, the local president of Catholic A ction
and a "cicerone", a ldnd of local chamber 0 £
commerce manager who was to be our h ost
for the day. When the introductions were
over, the mayor stepped forward and rnade
a short welcoming speech, first in Italian
then in French and English. In closing, h~
told us that we were lo proceed to the
Palazzo Comunale, the City Hall, w h e re
there would be an official reception. The

ce was also a kind of museum of historical

Pa1asures among which were a reliquary of

...

~:' Benedict nnd a famous Madonna paint-

After a short tour, we were seated in the
_·uncil Chamber where the mayor again
LOdrcssed in Italian, French and Eng lish
d then gave way to the Cicei·one who
"tcd with tremendous enthusiasm on the
of St. Benedict and . the history of
Korcia. It was a great surprise lo fllld Eng},sh spoken with an American twang in this

~ir1es

rnotc mountam town. When the oration

;all)' ended, several of us American abbots
thered around the Enghsh speaking
!,vor. He told us that he spent two years
•• Chicago. h_ad been employed in a large
Catholic bospi_Lal there and tha t !us daugh:er was born m America.
Adjoining the Palazzo Comunale on the
utbeasl corner of the square is the Church
9l St. Benedict. It is built over the traditional
~tc of the Saint's birthp(ace. Built in the
[.ith ccntu.ry, the ed1hce 1s Roman~sque in
,!'le and m a_ rather sad state of d1srepalr.
Jur voluble Cicerone was a delight to wa '. ch
ne glowingly described the Church's sacr<d and artistic treasures, but unfortuna tely
1 ,ouid not follow his Italian. As we wen l
10 the crypt beneath the church, I sidled
~ 10 the English-speaking mayor for a
~anslalion of the explanalions and descripOJl5.

Excavations beneath . the church had unorered a home built I.II the style o[ First
~:ur)' Roman houses. The tradilion or
jieorr was that the place had been inal>ited by an official of the Government in
RJ!l•· St. Benedict's father, it was said, came
' Norcia as a kind of provincial representatire of the Emperor. Here he felJ in love with
Norcian girl, married her and reared his
family in the official residence.
There were two altars in the crypt. One
was in the room where the Saint and his
twin sister were said to have been born. Anotlter stood against the wall in the large
nom that must have been in the center of
f he ancient home. Above the altar was
a large painting, depicting lwo cherubic,
uncing bambmos bemg bathed by a nurse
as •he mother looked o?-. The twin babies
were, of course, Ben_ed1cl and Scholastica
their birthday suits. Who but Italians
(l)uld have conceived such an intimate,
ome-like scene to grace one o( Europe's
ost sacred shrines!
Ir was almost noon when we arrived in

iI
St. Be.nedld's Church, Norcia, Italy

the town square and bv the time the o[ficial
receptions and guided ·1our of St. Benedict's
sh1·ine were over, it was almost two o'clock.
We had had a rugged three to four hour bus
ride after an early, continental. "bread-andcoffee" breakfast. We were famished but
helpl essly caplivated by the Cicerone and
his two companions of the welcoming comm1 llee. When it was announced that dinner
was next on schedule, there were some audible sighs of relief.
We boarded the bus and it proceeded into
a narrow s ide street. The ancient, yellowish
stucco dwellings along U1e street were one
continuous structure with a common wall
dividing one home from the next. Pover y
was everywhere in evidence though there
was cleanliness, neatness, and a kind of dignity that was not characteristic of a slum
area. Evidently, the town had no factodes,
and though the surrounding area seemed
fertile enough, its resources were insufficient
lo support the teeming population.
When the road turned al a go· angle, the
bus was forced to stop. How it ever got
turned around again is a mystery lo me. We
did not stop to wait but walked on about a
hundred yards to a low rambling building
on the outskirts of the city. As we approach-

I

St. Benedi ct's statue in his native city

ed !:ere slepped oul of the door a v;gorous,
broad-shouldered man in the crimson robes
of the episcopal office, his lace beaming, his
arms outstre tched in joyous welcome. He
was the Bishop of Norcia and was to be our
hosl at dinner in the Convent of Cloistered
Benedictine nuns. Accompanyin1 him were
four or five young school girls who ·we.re to
serve the dinner.
We entered a low hall, crammed with
tables and chairs. At the opening that formed
a kind of counter at the far end were three
Benedictine Sisters, one of whom was the
Mother of the Convent. The cloister grill
had been removed at the direction of the
Bishop and one by one we filed by, extending our hand and ring in greeting. When
the hubbub subsided and we were all seated
around the tables, which were decked with
flowers and clean, inexpensive cloths, din~
ner plates, bread, pitchers of wa' er and
bottles of wine, I noted that the stamp ol
poverty was everywhere evident. The building was ancient and seemed almost tottering.
The tables, chairs and benches were crude
and unfinished. The faces o[ children serving
the tables were thin, the habit of the sisters
were worn and ol poor quality.
But the inner man is not easily quieted.

It was mid-afternoon and in our farnishect
condition the prospect of food absorbed OLtr
attention. When the girls appeared frorn he.
hind the counter with platters of trans.
parent slices of ham, my hearl sank. I Was
sure I hat this was lo be lunch - an cxlrenie.
ly thin slice of ham, bread, waler and wine
But just as every platter was bared, a nci
come of the ascelical, lean-looking Father
Abbots had begun to wolf bread, th re ap.
pcared heaping plates o[ spaghetti. Then fol.
lowed various courses oi vegetables, chick en
and delicious desserts. It was a meal fit fo'
kings. And though we were monks with th r
vow of poverty, we did it justice.
e
-PAXIt would be impossible to describe th
conviviality of the gathering of Bishop, A.b:
bots. student monks, Cicerone, Mayor, Presi ..
dent of Catholic Action, and Roman bus
driver. Spirits bubbled and talk flowed from
the depths of contented hearts. When finaUy
the last dishes had disappeared frorn th~
table, the Bishop slood up, his cheeks a rosy
red, his wide smile glowing over his whole
counlcnance. For forly-five minutes his
voice rose and fell in brilliant eloque nce
his hands swepl high and low, wide
handsome, in a language that out-dazzled
his words. Cicero in all his glory could not
have matched him.
I understood not an italiano word, but my
attention and absorption never wavere d.
1
knew he was talking about St. Bene dict
whom Pope Pius XII shortly before his
dea,h in August, 1958, officially proclaimed
the Father of Christian Europe. I eou1a
gather without doubt _that he was saying
thal Norcia was Bened1c\me and that there
should and must be Benedictine mon ks in
Norcia. I understood that he pointed out
that all earth and heaven was in debt to
Norcia, for Norcia gave birth to the Father
of the Christian civilization of the West
and gave him his first training and spirituai
formation which were the foundation of his
greatness. It was gratifying that we had
Abbot Benno Gut along to make a response
of gratitude and appreciation for us all With
his incomparable grace and suavity.
It was late afternoon when we left the
banquet table, but there was no escaping
the Cicerone. He boarded the bus and directed the driver to make a circuitous return trip
through the Sabine Hills. We rode the crest
of a mountain that edged the city and r
shali never forget the scene of the ancient
city nestled below in the glow of the sinking

at\d

Farther on in the fastness of I.he mounn. we came on a small country church
~;h was as old as Christianity in the area
hd had caught the eye of Sl. Gregory lhc
(jrcat. fifteen hundred. years ago. A lit Ile
,,egation of mountam fo1k, men, women,
'.:i~rcn and babies were there shyly to
.,1 us. There were ancient frescoes _on the
"!ls U1 the interior of the Church, dunmed
age but rare treasures of early Chrisn art.
It was dark when we m_a~e the fit1al stop
r tlle pilgrimage - a v1s1l to an ancient
0
a where in St. Benedict's lime a kind
1,aurmmunity of hermits had lived. A church
~
1 a sma!J cluster of cells stood against
base of a mountain precipice. The lower• c!ill was pocketed with caves, and a path
agged from cavern to cavern lo the lop
·\ tOO feet above where there was a ceme". The first years of religious life were
'';; 1 in the cells at the base of the mounn. These c';,11s made uPi t_he h~~se of
lht "imperfect or of the ch1ldren. Once
monk mal:lired spiritually, he was allowretire lo one of the caves where he
·ed alone, except for week-ends when he
.1me to the church for !ioly Mass, Commu"'" and the ~horal offlce.
.
n The church ,snow used as a parish chw·ch,
d u,e half-eremitical and half-coenobi~cal form of religious life ol the Lau~a no
, oger exists. Bul, as our Cicerone pomted
1 St. Benedict must have known about
ou 'hermit-monks who lived here and very
' ~bably must have drawn his !irst ideas
u• religious life from them. It 1s re.mark•~ 'that both Subiaco where he first re0 ~ from the world to dedicate his life to
;; and Vicovaro where he firsl ruled for a
as abbot are mountain retreats which
:•,!most replicas of \his Laura in the disuicl ol Noma.
The darkness was complete when we
ched the road to Rome after our detow·
re~o · the mountains. Our Cicerone bade us
Ill ewcll - never had I seen a guide whose
.arthusiasm was so sincere, enduring and
:mplete. We were tired and mostly silent
the long lrip to San Anselmo. The day
~d been rugged, but rich in memorable
xperiences. I had prayed at the bu·thplace
St. Benedict, and had experienced a red,rpet reception in his home town in the
br,t ilaliano style, and I felt that I came
away with a more thorough understanding
, ,he environment that played an lIIlportant
;le in the making of the great Father of
Christian Europe.
1
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The Cover: A Reflection
By Felix Fredcman, O.S.B.
God, when He created man, sail: "It is not good
for 111.an to be a.lone." Holy Writ goes on to relate how God saw to it that man might have

companionship. Someone has made the obs.e.rvalion that he who rejoices with a friend, rejoices
twire: he who su!f~rs alon.e, suffers twice. The
truth or this has been. no doubt, experienced by
eac-h o( us. Indeed, sorrov,· and pain are more
bearable when there is someone to console and
comtort us.
Keeping these few things in mind, ,i.•e can come
more closely to the realization or the extent of
Our Lord's suffering in His agony in I.he garden
on the night prevJOus to His death. An agony so
great as to bring forth beads of bloody sweat
lllUSl have truly been great. Christ went forth
to find those upon whom He had lavifihed His
lo\'~ and attention these three yenrs far from
lending the moral support that one might ju~Uy
expect from loyal disriples et such a time - try.ey
were sleeping. Great comlort and consolation
this! Wonderful loyalty, too! How it must havt•
served to increase the already heavy burden of
the Mnster.
If we examine ourselves. how often must we
clas ourselves with these ..friends in need." Frequently in our lives Christ calls us to tak~ up
the Cross and bear it with Him: how many times
must we confess that we have slept placidly
through these pleas or His? How nflen do we
choose our own crosses. crosses more to ou.r Uking than the ones that He has prepared for us?
What about lenten resolutions for instance: give
up desserts, movies, drinking, smoking? Fine!
Bear crosses patiently, lengthen our tempen;.
practice a ~olden charity? Oh! never thouirht or
that? Fo1· shame! Negative support is the least
support of all. ACCENTUATE THE POSIT!VE.
Avoidittg evil is not the sole mark of the samt.
it's doing p:ood that does the trick. It's never too
late to add something positive, we still have
several wc-eks to go. we still have ti.me to sit
at the table of t.he salnts and sup the nouTishment
of sanctity - positiveness.
MASS INTENTIONS
New Subiaco Abbey IS able to handle your
1\13ss intentions or speedily fonvard t11em
where U1ey can be offered wiUtout delay.
Send them to the Rt.. Rev. Michael Lensing,

ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES
Publication ol death anniversary dates is an encouragement to friends of the deceased and to oUJ'
readers to .remember the departed rn their prayers.
Brother Matthew Duffner
March 8, 1°Z5
Rev. Columb:m Schmucky
l\tarch 13, 1925
Rt. Rev. Ignatius Conrad,
Abbot I
March 13, 1926
Rev. Anselm Kaelin
March 22, 1925
March 26, 19U
Brother Thaddeus Eberle
Rev. Leo Gerscbwyler
March 30, 1 °39
Rev. Martin Fleig
l\la.rch 31, 1919
Let Us Pray
0 God, the Lord of Mercy. grant to the aoul of
Thy Servant, N
_ • who$e anniversaT]I we
commemo"l'ate, a place of refreshment, ,.est an.d
happiness, and the p-torv of Th11 liah.t. Th,-ough
Ou.,. LoTd J eS1.L$ Chritt. Amen.

Alumnus Gives $50,000
Toward Retreat-Guest House
George Coury of Miami, Florida,
a J 924 honor graduate of Subiaco
Academy, has announced a gift of
$50,000.00 to Subiaco toward the
construction o! a retreat-guest
house. Coury's gi!t launched a
drive by alumni and friends toward this project. Construction
will not begin on lhis $400,000
building until lhat amount has
been raised or pledged. Lay head
of the drive is Oskar Rust of
Greensburg, Indiana, president of
the Subiaco Alumni Association,
and a classmate of Coury.
The retreat-guest house will provide facilities for the Abbey lo
enlarge its Jay retreat program so
Lhat retreats for men, women, or
married couples can be had on regular schedule. Also it will provide
facilities for visitors who would
like to come and spend some ti.me
sharing in the spiritual llie of the
monastery. Alumni and parents
and relatives of the monks and
students, too, will have a place to
stay when visiting.
Realizing this need, the Subiaco
Alumni Association has for several
George
years considered the erection of ~:;tto~.
such a builclli1g. In the meantime
the association was responsible for the erection of Subiaco's classroom building, Alumni
Hall, and also for the organ in the new
clmrch.
Coury announced his giit at a special dinn er in Little Rock on February 4, stressing
tha t Subiaco needs to be better known, so
that the sphere of its work can ever be
broadened. He felt that a guest house would
provide a most effective means for people
to get acquainted with the Abbey and the
Benedictine llie. Below we reprint an article
from the February 5 Arkansas D emocrat of
Little Rock, by Bobbie Forester, who interviewed Coury at that time.
Miss Forester's Article:
Private schools have a special and important role in the complete educational

!,ik< a Family

Said Rust: "I think it has the most demoratic student body in the country. It is like
' family and the fathers are constantly
"\h the boys. My own boy is there and he
'~•t want to come home for Thanksgiving
~ause one o! the fathers had plans to take
h bovs who weren't going borne on frog
v
trips. The fathers create a desire to
arn in (he students. Whether a boy is really
a\mdent or not when he first c~m~~ to Subi O they make a student of him.
~o~ry, who was born in Lebanon and
cam(' to this coun_t.:ry when he ~as 5 years
1
old pointed to himself and said : 11 Im
an
,;,,,pie of that. Wben I went to Notre Dame
d 24 credits from Subiaco. Some of my
1 :mates there were from public schools
only J6 credits. I had an easier time

f~ng

Coury, left, brings smiles to Oskar Rust, top, Prest.

~:fu~~lt~a~n!~~~e-:!~r~t:t~io:oO~dg~~bot Michael,

8

painted the role o! private schools in this
Jl\anner:
p,-o,>ida B11 lwark
.
"Private schools provtde the bulwark
. st the secularism, materialism and compgai:m which are threatening our country.
~:t of the original schools in this country
· n as church schools under many de.egainatioos. The Hebrews for centuries
:::e been Iamous for their private schools.''
·· The two men, who were _room.mates at
Subiaco, then became specific about their
\ma mater.
'Said Coury: "Subiaco should be much betknown throughout \be area than it is.
1
" haps one reason that its quality of in~,r ction is so good is that the monks are
\:cated to a single purpose: education.
~e. have no thought of_ personal advancerner{t on the faculty nor rn Lhe world."

picture of this cow1try in the view of two
alumni of Subiaco Academy.
Goerge Coury of Miami, son of a Leb anese
peddler and now a member of the New Y ork
and American Stock Exchanges, last nig ht
gave $50,000 to his alma mater and t oday
said:
"Private school must stress not just e ducation per se but excellency in educat ion.
If the entire load o( educating all the y o ung
people in our country were thrust upon the
public school system, the load would becorne
too great and the public school system w o uld
become inefficient. Private schools, beca use
of a smaller student body, can develop excellency in education."
Oskar D. Rust of Greensboro, Ind., p r esident of Subiaco Alumni Association, Pin-
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Drive to Start
The check lo Subiaco will kick off an
alumni drive for $400,000 with which to
build a guest house and retreat for lay persons at the Abbey. IL would be a three-star}'
building of stone quanied from the Abbey's
own property. No construction date will be
set until financing of the building is completed.
Among the guests at a dinner for Coury
last night in the Hotel Marion were Most
Rev. Albert L. Fletcher, bishop of Arkansas;
Abbot Michael and Father Louis Deuster,
formerly rector of Subiaco Academy and
now chaplain at St. Bernard's Hospital in
Jonesboro.

IN

THE LIVING
8 ccess of the coming Eucharistic Congress, For

~u grandc.h..i ld, Special favor-honor o( Mary,
lth restored-honor Blessed Mother, St. Jude,
of sick husband, Cure
Jf. alcoholism, Thanksgiving f?r favo_r received ,
P}' death Success of President Eisenhower's
Jp to Russi~. Aid in spiritual progress, Thanks~g for good crop, Help for the poor and hu.n-

;;J Sl Anthony, Recovery
111'Q\,::g;:1~e p~c~~eakness,

o( it at college because of U1e work I had
done at Subiaco!'
Rt. Rev. Abbot Michael Lensing said that
the student body al Subiaco now numbers
275, not all of whom are Catholics. The
teaching monks number 20 and fac u lty also
has two Jay teachers.
When asked what he remembers most
about Subiaco, Coury - with a twinkle in (
his dark eyes - answered promptly:
"Oskar Rust and the way he always took
advantage of me. He was my roommate and
bigger than I and he ate more o( my food
than I did."
Then Coury became serious: "I remember
the dedication of the faculty to their profession of teaching.'
'·I remember the desire lo learn which
lhey created in me," said Rust.
Coury's gift of $50,000 is another in a series
o! contributions be has made to educationj
at Subiaco, Notre Dame and elsewhere.

Steady employment,
't'.SS in e."<ams, Spiritual and temporal welre. cure of sister-in-13:w's ca1:1cer, Priest brother
.. Philippines, Succes m bus10ess, Return of a
fri.a,d to the Church.

PRAYER

Religious vocations in the family, Good _rest
home for a friend, Employment, Happy marriage,
Safety in traveling, Protection of ou1· airplanes,
Peace of mind, Successful operation.
THE DECEASED
Anne M. Remaine, Lav..rence Consamus, Kate
Ruess, Deceased Malnchowski fami ly, Eleanor

::r~~~Marill~l~~~-fo~~fe~i!ct~.reBar1:;;:
Shudy.

Nick Stof':fels, Cathel'ine Sandmann, Augustine
Hellmann, Frank Trachta, Joseph Otto. Frances
Flusche, Catherine Niemann. Msgr. Gleissner,
Rose Vogelpohl, John Tempel, Marie Seyfer, Lena
Price, Gertrude Hassler.
Anna Marszaleh, Barbara Carrillo, Carl H.
Schuman, Linus Lindenberg, John Zarnoski. Fred
Nacol, Michael Corcoran, Regina Roll, CJete Hamilton, John Sweeny.
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\ Monk's Life
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POLLY PAll A D E
Hi Folks,
This February is not only the longest in
several years, but it is also one of the roughest. "Look how big they are!" was a remark
frequently heard about the falling snowflakes. We've had plenty of rain, too, and
plenty of that cold East wind. And on one
day, particularly, the tornadoes were threatening. The barometer dropped fast far down
lo the left. However, the twisting winds
missed us, but the same is not true of the
Texas-Oklahoma dust. Only a few drops of
rain fell, but after coming through the dust,
it was like getting hit by mudpies.
It was another month too of colds and
flu. Fortunately, however, everyone was not
hit at once, so that by doubling up on jobs
we managed to keep the
school open all during the
flu stretch, even though
in many parts of the State
schools were shut down.
But in many ways February has been a good
month for us. We now
have three new candidates for the Brotherhood.
The spiritual program for
the Brothers is constantly
being improved and the
Brothers continue to grow
in numbers. They have
their own large, beautiful chapel and say all the
Divine OHice, except Matins, in English. In many
ways they are more advanced than any other
group.
One finishing touch, a
small but important item,
was recently installed in
the church. That item is
a stained glass window at
the shrine of Saint Scholastica. The upper panel
in the window depicts Ab10

bot Paul Nahlen with a picture o! the new
Abbey church in his hands receiving a bless.
ing from Pope Pius XII. The picture is his.
torically accurate. In 1952 when Abbot PauJ
was in Rome for the meeting of the Bene.
dictine Abbots, he asked the Holy Father
to give a blessing for the new church, Which
was graciously given by the Holy Father
The bottom panel of the window shows th~
quarters of the first Benedictines in Ar.
kansas, a log cabin in the forest with a log
barn nearby, both surrounded by rail fences
The Jog cabin was the original home of Fa~
ther Wolfgang Schlumpf and two lay Bro.
thers who came from Saint Meinrad Abbe
in Indiana to found Subiaco. These Ben;.
dictines clearly had faith; and their faith
has been vindicated in the present expand.
ing Abbey plant and the vigor of Benedic.
tine life in Arkansas and the surrounding
states.
On Thursday, February 25th, the Subiaco
Alumni Dinner and Carnival was held in
Little Rock. For this dinner the Alumni Pur.
chased 600 pounds of sausage from the .Ab.
bey butcher shop. Father James Foley caine
by to pick it up the day before, just when
a heavy snow storm was starting. He was
lucky he started back without delay because
four inches fell on that particular day and
a sheet oI ice formed under the snow on the
highway.
This month, too, Coach Jerry Vernon
passed out cigars on the occasion of the ar.
rival of a 10 pound plus boy in his home
Everyone feels now that the success of th~
1975 football season in the Academy is as.
sured. This is the sixth child for Coach and
Mrs. Vernon and their first boy.
So long,
Polly
MOVING?
If you move p1ease send us your complete

OLD address and the complete NE\V address. This will be of gTeat help to our
office personnel. Thank you very much!

ADaily
Dedication

When a man becomes a Benedictine monk
he is. retur1_1ing to God all the rights God
has given lum. In so doing, he puts the matter of his own sanctification in God's hands
for he sees this as the surest means of ar'.
riving at eternal life with coniidence and
peace.

By Jerome Knoede!, O.S.B.

''Let ltim Look upon
goods of the monastery
the consecrated vessels
-Chapter 31,

a!L the vessels and
as though they were
of the altar."
Rule of St. Benedict

Has the >nonk, then chosen wisely? Has
he do1_1e. the . right thing in embracing the
Bened1ctme life? Can he hope to receive the
help he needs?
Surely God will not let him down. The
monk can_ count on many supernatural aids
to perfect.Ion. In the Benedictine life in fact
every section is part of a continuing praye;
to the Creator. and brings many blessings
to_ t_he monk. This is a daily process of sanct1f1cahon; the monk is living a prayer.
His prayer begins at Profession and conlhmes throughout the years of his monastic
life. Just as Baptism is, for the Catholic,
the gate to the Christian life, Religious Profession is, for the monk, the entrance into
the monastic life. There is a close similiarUy;
tn each case, a renunciation is made; in each
c~se, God rewards the generosity of the
giver by remitting all penalty due to sin
and restoring to the Christian the innocence
possessed by Adam and Eve before the Fall.
But this is not all - from this moment on
every action of the monk possesses great
value, for it participates in the virtue of religion. St. Thomas attests, moreover, "The
acts of the di(ferent virtues become better
and more meritorjous when they are performed in virtue of a vow: on this head they
appertain to Divine Worship, as if they were
sacrifices.''
The monk begins his day at an early hour,
when the world is at peace and the stars
are still shining. Someone may ask, "Why
does a monk rise so early? 0 The questioner
may as well ask, "Why does a monk exist?"
The all-embracing answer is simple: to
praise God.
The Day Begins
The very manner in which the monk is
awakened keynotes this idea. The waker exhorts: 11 Benedicamus Domino! - Let us bless
the Lord!" and the monk responds with his
ll

sanctification of every action, as the rnoni.:
Jays before the altar his works, his successes
his trails, bis failures. This is the center
his day, of his life, as it is for every mernber
of Christ's Mystical Body. llere he ado ,·es
God and oCfers his gHt, expecting, With a
steady confidence, a return in abunda nt
graces. Abbot Marmion stales that this -Altar, on which the monk has placed the cha rter of his vows, is daily consecrated rno re
and more by tbe Conventual Mass.
The monk carries the spirit of prayer
throughout the day in his work, brea hing
a new vigor into common chores. St. B enedict has him "regard all the utensils of the
monastery and its whole property as ii th ey
were the sacred vessels of the altar." In Lh is
we see the mind of the Holy Legislator : that
bolh aspects of Lhe Benedictine life - Praye:r
and Work - be fused in the sanctifi cation
of lhe monk.

of

Food for Body and Spirit

first words of a new day: "Deo gratias! Thanks be to Goel!"
Deo graiias! - for all God's benefits, past
present, and to come.
Deo gratias! - for anolher day in which
to repay His Jove. Can a day thus initiated
portend evil for a servant of God?
Straightway the monk hastens to choir to take his place
"in the sight of the Godhead
and of His Angels," to offer
the first-fruits of the day to
the Creator. The monk will
return at times during the
course of the day, leaving his
work of the moment to take
up the Work of God, the Divine Office.
In this work, as the Church's
ambassador, he unites his
prayer to the eternal prayer
of Jesus Christ. From the Divine Office the monk derives
great 1nerit for himself, and,
at the same time, for the entire Church.
The monk's day is molded
by the Hours of the Divine
Office and revolves around a
great apex, the Conventual
Mass. Here occurs the true
12

The members of Lhe community come t ogether for meals in the same supernatu ral
spiril which governs their prayer and wori.:
In lhls case, 41 SUpernatw·al" means add in ·
something to the natural, an aura of p raye~
to the nourishment of the body. This n atu.ra1
necessity is looked upon as an answer .to o ut'
prayer uGive us U1is day" and is akin lo
the love-feast which accompanied tbe Euch aristic Sacrifice in the early centuries of the
Churcn. The spiritual tenor is clearly exemplified by two integral ieatw·es of th e ,n 0 _

,,,.ie meal:_ silence and _spiritual reading.
Silence provides a med1tat1ve atmosphere in
~hich passages f-rom Sacred Scripture, the
!lolV Rule, and other edifying books plant
,,eds for thought.
As an indication of the importance St.
Benedict auaehes to the ~Ifices of_table reader and waiters~ these duties are given spedal
, n;ideralion 1D the Rule. The reader and
~alters for the week receive a blessing in
•he presence of the c~mmunily. assembled
in church. Thetr funct10n is a v1tal one in
Ute monasUc life, and "brings an increase
,f reward and of charily."
The monk's meal provides him with physcal refreshment as well as spiritual en; ,hrenmen\. but after the noon meal he
;~pares for the remainder of the day in a
,ore special manner. He returns to church
10, a brief period of adora' ion in which he
,gain asks [or guidance and help.
Day's End

When he comes lo the end of his day, it
apparent lhat the whole of it has been
l!iren to God: his work, his recreation, his
....erv activity has become a prayer. But
not only the waking hours are provided for
_ in the evening before he retires, the
,onk receives a blessing to safe!;Uard him
during the night. This blessing is in ended
10 protect him from the devil, the " roaring
hon•· rather Lban from death, for a monk
looks forward to death with the expectancy

of joy. Death will be, Caryll
Houselander notes, "simply
another First Communion."
When, despite lhe manifold
protections St. Benedict affords him, Lhe monk falls
short in the monastic observance, even his shorlcomings
provide the occasion for another means of sanctif.ication
for him. At the Chapter of
Faults he humbly acknowledges before the community
his transgressions and receives a penance and an admonition from his Abbot.
Once more the way is made
straight and the monk's fresh
resolu lion presages a better
observance.
In all these ways, St. Benedict provides a holy path to
sanctity among the natural
things. Nothing is loo great
n or too small to add in some way to the
monk's sanctification . Thus his life is a prayer. a great prayer, a guided journey to God.
Has the monk, then , chosen wisely'? Let
us refer the decision to Christ: "Every man
that has forsaken home, or brothers, or sisters, or falher, or mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for my name's sake, shall receive a hundredfold, and shall obtain everlasting life."

Is Capitalism
Unjust?

/,
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By Gabriel Franks, O.S.B.
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It all depends on what you mean by "Capitalism." Ii you accept lbe definition given
by one of Italy's leading Calbolic statesmen
and economists, Amintore Fanfani, in his
j
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Catholicism, Protestantism, and Capitalism,
the answer is 1 Yes." Fanfani, following the
lead of the English sociologist, R. W. Tawney, defined Capitalism as being a system
characterized by unlimited desire for personal gain and profit.
No Catholic could approve or capitalism
if understood in this sense. That making a
profit in business must always be subject
to the moral law and the common good is
a clear postulate of simple Christian ethics.
No one who knows his catechism could admit that "Business is business, and has nothing to do with religion."
On the other hand, there are kinder ways
of defining capitalism. Webster states that
it is 11 An economic system ... in which the
ownership of land and natural wealth, lhe
production, distribution, and exchange of
goods, and U1e operation of tile system itself, are effected by private enterprise and
control under competitive conditions."
This definition is not quite adequate, because it could apply to any economic system which is not socialistic, but it is not
quite clear what all a perfect definition
would take in. Everyone agrees, however,
that one of the principal factors which characterized the birth of capitalism and distinguished it from feudalism was lbe emergence of methods to finance projects greater
than the weal th of any single man.
An indispensable element in such methods
is the practice of borrowing and lending
money at interest. Since credit is lbe very
life-blood of capitalism, the justice or injustice of capitalism itself is bound up with
the licitness of interest-beai·ing loans.

Aristotle when he wrote l_hat ''.To take
1
U rerest for money lent 18 UllJUSt lll itself,
~~ause this is to sell wha: does ~ot exist,
d Ibis evidently leads to mequal1ty which
contrary to justice." (Summa Theo1ogica,
n-!l, q. 78, a.I.) .
.
.
Whal is more d1sturb111g 1s that Catholic
th' kers of the Middle Ages made such j udgnot only as private individuals. SevPopes and church councils made similar
ronouncemen ts.
PThUS the Fiitb Lateran Council in 1515
demned anyone "who would charge in'.°"rest for the use of a thing which is not
~uctive, if no labor, no loss, and no dano( Joss is involved." Popes Alexander
~~ Innocent XI, and Benedict XIV issued
. liar condemnations, that of Benedict XIV
issued as late as 1745. The Provincial
eo'uncil of Vienne apparently issued the first
web official judgment m 1311.
ofection to lnfaUibi!ity
Lthough no official document of the
Church pronounced favorably in a positive
anner of charging interest until the Canon
oi the present Code oi Canon Law was
r0rnulgated together with the whole code
P !918 confessors had been already advised
,n the' nineteenth century not to disturb
,n nitents for charging _intere~t. So completebad the view on tb1s sub3ect changed by
,lr,0 that one of the more serious objections
· ;de to the doctrine of the papal infallibility
~ ,he Vatican Council was constituted by
~e decrees mentioned in the last paragraph.
JIOIV could a sixteenth century pope be _in/allible if he had declared smful something
hich in the nineteenth century, was debe not sinful?
Th• problem is a real one, but not inluble. In the first place, it must be pointed
" 1 that while charging interest on unproctive Joans without any extrinsic title was
"ndemned by medieval theologians, at least
ree grounds for demanding interest were
t~itted in particular cases: 1) the loss of
ar0fit which would have accrued if the
poney had been used in trade (lucrum ces,n ns) 2) the inconvenience suffered by the
~tor at not being able to use his money
and the possibility of having to pay higher

The Morality of Charging Interest
There does not seem to be any serious
problem here at first sight. Although there
has been a lunatic fringe throughout most
of medieval and modern history which h as
maintained that no one has a right to incorne
he has not earned by personal labor, there
has been almost universal consent given
to the view that the owner of property has
a right to participate in the productivity of
that property - within limits, of course
But on the other hand, it comes as a sur~
prise to most people to learn that medieval
Catholic theologians condemned the practice of charging interest on money l oaned
As a matter oI fact, this prohibition wa~
not peculiar to Christian morality, bu t goes
back at least as far as Aristotle the pagan
Greek philosopher of the fourth century
B.C. Aristotle stated in his Politics (bk. I
ch. 10) that "the most hated sort of wealth~
getting, and with the greatest reason, is
loaning money at interest, which makes a
gain out of money itself, and not from t he
natural object of it. For money was intendea
to be used in exchange, but not to increase
at interest. And this term interest, which
means the birth of money from money, is
applied to the breeding of money because
the offspring resembles tbe parent. Wherefore of all modes of getting wealth this is
the most unnatural."
The great Catholic philosopher and theologian, St. Thomas Aquinas, was but echo-
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Do not charge interest to thy fellowIsraelite when thou. lendest him money 01'
gra.in or a.n11thing else of thine. Keep that
jar the alien; to thy bTother thou shaLt
lend without interest alt he needs.
Deut. 23: 19-20

prices at a future date for things he would
have bought with it (damnum emergens),
3) compensation for the danger run that the
money might not be repaid (periculum sortis). Many of the merchants of Northern
Italy and the Low Countries who spearheaded the incipient capitalism of the renaissance employed theologiai1s to prove that
their money-lending activities were justified on lliese grounds.
The second point to be noted is that while
there was little or no opportunity to invest
accumulated capital in productive enterprises in the slave and feudal economies of
ancient and medieval times, the emergence
of the joint stock company at the beginning
of the capitalist era made all money which
had been saved up a potential source of profit. In other words, while a knight of King
Arthur's court could have done nothing but
lock up any money he had saved in a
chest, a Venetian noble of the fourteenth
centry had ample opportunity to invest his
money in an oriental trading company. Thus,
any and all loans, even for non-productive
purposes had a right to compensation under
one or more o.f the three categories listed
above.
Thus we may say that the justification of
charging interest came about through a modification of the use of money. The rise of
capitalism justified the development of its
own indispensable instrument, credit financing.
All this may sound at first like so much
jesuitical sophistry, but inspected more
closely reveals some noteworthy principles,
as no less an economist than Lord Keynes
pointed out in his The Genera! Theory of
Employment, Interest and Money, p. 351. It
explains, for instance, why charging an exorbitant rate of interest is rightfully condemned as sinful, and why taking advantage
of the urgent need of a victim of misfortune
to demand high rates of interest is doubly
1·eprehensible.

Doctrine Retarded Spain?
Elsewhere in this issue, one of our readers,
Miss Kathleen Marson, bas pointed out that
the sorry state of economic affairs in Latin
America is a bad ad for the Catholic Church,
and questions why this situation came about.
I think that there are at least three factors
involved.
First of all, the medieval prejudice against
capitalist financing seems to have persisted
in Spain and Italy long after the logical
argument against it became invalid, thus
15

If you lend to them of whom vou. hope.
to receive , tvhflt thanks are to you?
Luke 6:34

hamper mg the economic growth oi those
countries. Secondly, the expulsion of the
Jews from Spain in 1492- an act which was
ultimately as catas trophic to Spain as it was
intrinsically unjust - resulted in the migration of capital to Northern Europe, England,
and eventually to the United States. Thus
it came about that while Spain and Portugal
accomplished the military and cultural conquest of most of !he Western Hemisphere,
they failed to develop their colonies economfoally. (Let me add that while the Jews
seem to have been exiled principally for
political reasons, their involvement in capitalistic enterprises probably contributed
also to the unfortunate decree of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella.)
Thirdly, Spanish Catholicism has tended
to over-emphasize the purely mystical and
other-worldly aspects of religion, to keep its
gaze so fixed on U,e Crucifixion and Second
Coming as to forget about the economic
realities of the present. It was all Mary and
no Mai-tha. In a word, it was Quixotic.
This was ibe glory of Spain, as well as its
dominant vice. No one who has walked the
magic streets of Toledo or Seville would
ever wish to convert them into grimy replicas of Manchester. But one has only to
con template the peasant of the Castilian
plain ploughing with a stick, or the abject
misery of the slum-dwellers or Mexico City
to conclude that a little of the spirit o[ Tom
Edison and Horatio Alger mighl be a desirable addition to the scene.
Malena! World Not Evil

Here we have a new problem. Is the completely other-worldly Catholicism o[ Spa'n,
and, to a certain extent, Italy, really an abberatioo, or is it the norm? In other words,
does Christianity condemn the material
world completely and value only the spiritual? I think tbat the question answers itself
when put this way. If not, we may consider
two facts from Holy Scripture: I) Christ apparently plied the trade of his foster-fa ·her,
St. Joseph, the better part of His life. 2) Although He said that Mary had chosen the
better part 1 we may presume that He ate
Martha's dinner.
These considerations may shed some light
on Amintore Fanfani's definition of capitalism. While he has a right to define "capital16

ism" as being a box two feet long and thre
feet wide if only be warns us wha L h e
up to, I think Uiat he meant to give some~
thing more than an arbitrary delinition t
capitalism by describing H as characterize~
by a spirit of unbridled gain. He probabl
meant to ascribe the unscrupulous profi l
motive as an element essential to capitalis m
as we ordinarily understand it.
Historically speaking, it may be true that
the Scrooges outnumber the Cratchit s b
far, bul I would like to think that Wha t
really true is that they are merely more con~
spicuous. And while it is probably true that
some sort of profit-motive is essent ia l t
capitalism, can such a motive not be viewe~
as being, not an end in itself, but subservient to the service of God? So long as w e a re
men and not angels, are we not only Permitted, but even bound to spin the w h eels
of industry and speed the ships of commerce
to keep ourselves and oui- neighbors clo thed
and sheltered in a manner in keeping With
human dignity?
It is interesting to speculate whether cap.
italism, far from being unChristian, a s Fan_
fani seems :o hold, did not actua(ly d erive
from Christian pnnc1ples. Fanfaru believes
that capitalism was able to come to full
bloom only after Protestantism bad weakened the influence of Christian moral principles.
Can we not say that the slave and fe udal
societies it replaced fell victim to the C hris.
tian concept of U,e brotherhood of men ? Did
not the world of commerce transcend th
narrow boundaries of the tribe and the ci ty~
state for precisely the same reason ? It is
commonly held that the ancients invent ed
no machines because the abundance of s l aves
made them unnecessary. Does it no t follow
that the industrial revolution germina ted in
the Christian notion of man's intrinsic d ignity?
These are large questions, and so far as
I know, no one has ever explored them. But
I think i\ is significant that not only did
capitalism arise within U,e framework of
Christian society, but has not attained m aturity in any non-Christian land, with the
possible exception of Japan. And Japan is
an enigma even to Japan.
At least one thing seems clear: capital ism
as modified and subject to Christian social
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Render to Caesar the things that a re

Caesar's.

Mark 12: 17

rinciple,; is not unjust. In these days when
!nti-Communis';' has practiclly been added
to the Apostles Creed, 1:he most surprising
thing is that such a question can be raised at
all(Nole: Jn all fairness to Fan!ani it shonld
be pointed out that he. w-i:ote Catholicism,
protestantism, and Capitalism many years
·ears ago as a youthful professor of eco!onucs at the Ca0olic University of the Sacred Heart m Milan. Whether he has since
odiiied his views or definitions I do not
~ow {or certain. But I gather that in pracucal politics hIS harsh Judgments on capital""' translate themselves _into merely a
heJithY distrust of Big Busmess.)

ACommunication
Oeill Father Gabriel:
much interest your
1 have been re~ding with
Y_ou are a brave man!
s will at once be demand.
Iver? Not. me - I agree
ooi".• and I thmk you have wntten something
.)lkh needed saying .. I have read somewhere that
~ is ntorally defensible to colonize, with good
moti"e~ Why not? ~s fo1· Lbe argument of the
Jinn I.hat coloruzer:" also brought sin _
!:tv he would. not claim . that sin is unknown
: s.1Vage countries? There is h_ere also the prin·~ ie of the double effect; il colonization is
~rmilted for th~ good whic!1 it can do, the sidedfeets {nol deliberately willed) which are not
good, will have to be e!ldW'ed. Or am I in
D'IY head? I don't think so (humility is

:-er

t,Uthl)

Being English - at least half! - I do belie ve
at colonization ha~ don!!. much good. But I feel

fffY slrongly that m failin~ to back up Chris-

tian roissiona~ies, and . making every effort to
O)rtvert colonies, colonizers have ecred greatly
r.rom both the spiritual and temporal angle. Brit:
ain m general tended to keep hands off native
reli!!ions, know~g that any interference in this
t•e-ld wa.'i dynamite; however, had the effort been
ade to Christianize these countries, we would
ilOI today hav~ the sorry spec~cle of pagan,
Jliierate, unlramed peoples shoutrng about free,m and democracy; and men running countries
0 literally do not know enough to administer
chicken•COOP, These people have received freeilom ages before they know how to handle it;
rl':lhilli is more dange:ous, Jr?,ore productive of
~ _ and more certam to pitchfork them into
the- arms of the Communists.
Private foreign capital will certainly not touch
.in). of these nations, due to fear of confiscation•
O\-ernment ald to the": seems mostly to get intO
tbe wrong hands. It ts a tough problem. The
avlltcd nations have come to industrialization
re or less gradually, after many years of at
:i?ast fairly efficient agriculture. These new countries don't even know how to farm so as to raise
enough tor themselves to eat; they are using the
~eduxls of around 2,000 years ago: and now overnight they want t~ establish the ~ighly technical
means of modern mdustry. The thing 1s fantastic.
·ehru's India, for example - if only the BritW, colonizers, in place of keeping hands off na-

f~'e religion, had put every effort into ChrisUanizm~ these P~Ple, they would not today be starv~g m a fertile land, with "sacred cows" wanderang ~ound lhe P!ace. What modern progress in
Y h~e can possibly be made with people who
wors~ip the cow? And as for sins brought by
0 .toi:uze~s what of the sins brought by indusj r1alizauon, es~ecially if rapid? the overcrowd_ng, the upr_o ottng of country people pitch.forked
into ~ environment which bewilders them· the
~loitmg or an ilPlorant labor force, etc. i1 all
ese_ new countrJes would be willing to work
~t th1?gs gradually - but they demand to have
t verru~ht what the West has taken generations
0 achieve. I don't see any practical solution of
the p1·oblem, and I doubt if there is any under
h,resent circumstances. These people would just
f ave to be content to be. so to speak, under some
arm of tutelage for. a good many years to come·
?r ut _least to permit !oreign capital to operat~
in th~ co1;1ntr1es unhindered, and without fear
Of confiscatton - all or which is of course just a
pipe dream. So, they will fall into the arms of
the Com.nn!-ni~ts, and eventually learn the hard
way! _Now If, tn pas! times. ChrJstians in general
ha~ llved up to their obligations these countries
wo 1 ~ave _been _largely converted by an army
~1Iici~:~onaries, aided by Chrfatian government

f

. Fa~er, you certainly said a mouthful in stal• . . although disinterested altruism is the
higher moral mo·tive, enlightened self-interest
has 8: bett':r chance of getting the jnb done.,."
~he _ Job
neve.r be done otherwise, because
.e. Jus t don t possess, anywhere on earth, enough
~ISmterest~d altruists with the necessary cash.
eems a~ if the two things don't go together _
~~ 0ejh;:r~t because altruists don't lry to acquire
ll!g,

w1p

The countries who sneer that everything has
!Jeen done r(?r money, are merely voicing collectively the b~tterness of all have-nots, who try
o boost th E:1r own ego by pulling down others.
:s .for Br ~il - these simple anti-colonial souls
no'Y a t:rick or two, in the wav of artificial
~a11:-1pulation of their coffee prices! Latin America LD general seems to be a mess. I do know that
the Church there has from the beginning labol'ed
unde_r v e ry great difliculties; but even so, I am
convinced that the Hierarchy must have been
as.Iee p a t the switch most of the time; because
with U~e grace oi God and some good hard work,
homethmg could have been accomplished. What
as become of the good spirit or old Spain, which
~?nquered the Western world at one time and
id acco~plish .many things? Where todaY are
th~ _Spamsh friars who raised the Cal1fomia
Mis~ons? The trad1tionally "Catholic" countries
are m general a poor ad for the Faith - whatever
may b': the reasons. They cannot bJame it all
on hostlle governments, etc.
. With all best wishes, and asking a remembrance
1n your prayers, I remain
Yours sincerely,
KATHLEEN MARSON
Vancouver, B.C., Canada

THANKS TO SUBSCRIBERS
. To C?Ur many friends and benefactors who sent
tn theu renewal subscription to The Abbey Message during the Catholic -Press Month of February
we say thank you very much. To those who over.'..
!ooked this matter, we say won't you please send
1n Y01;lr r~newal today? This will help to keep
o~ files 10 order and it wiJJ insure you the
1
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A few kites were seen flying U1e other
day and crealed the happy impression that
perhaps winter would not be with us too
much longer. Soon afterwards an abrupt
change in the weather sloughed several
inches of snow over everything and the
hopes of good weather were again nipped,
and complacently laid aside for another day.
There is a sign of coming spring, the sun
weary of its lrck down south is reluming.
It is rousing itseli, squaring itself with the
earth and promises us a resurrection.
There are a few practical reasons to make
us a little anxious about Lhe return of growth
and life. First our grain has not wintered
as it should have because some of the plants
have been pulled up by the vacillating freezing and thawing weather.
Another reason that makes us long for
Spring is that we provided feed for a normal
winter. But this winter being unusually hard
on the cattle has shown its results in the
quantity of feed consumed. The hay will
no doubt last but the silage for the dairy
cows is running short so that silage will
have to be brought from the trench silo
across the highway.
The tune to sow lespedeza has come again.
Brother Michael had sowed a Ii ttle by himself but said that the ground was too soft
when the weather was not too cold, and
when the ground was not too soft then the
weather was too cold. This he said as a joke,
18

however, since this is the proper time t o
seeding. The snow we had the other da twas ideal for this since the seed gets pl e n?
of moisture and ls not washed away /
would be the case with rain. Since n e ~~
winter's hay depends so much on wha: i
foai"
done now, it can be said, no matter how
11
ish it may sound, that we were ma kin g
hay while the snow was falling."
Calves (Herefords) have been appea r in
qttile rapidly now across the highway wh et-g
the beef cattle pass their winter. Since thee
can not and have no reason to st.ray v e y
far, it is not too muc.h trouble to keep ~
accurate check on them because someon
has to feed them daily anyway. This plot _e
next to a timber stand, and until a barbe~s
wire fence was put in, the cattle o (tc, disappeared into the woods. A poet once sai~
good fences make good neighbors. I thin k it
would be true to say good fences make g 00 d
farms.
In the sixty-sixth chapter of his liol
Rule, St. Benedict urges his monasl eries /
establish themselves so that they can Pro~
vide as many or their necessities as possi bl
at home. He recommended building ver e
near a source of water But he would s u re,/
approve of Subiaco's waler system. Instea~
of building near the water, the monks made
the water come to the monastery.
The Abbey lakes, about a mile away, a r
situated between the ridges on land t ha~
w~s not too well suited to the plow. S ine
the water level is above the monastery e
pump is not needed because by sheer fo re:
of gravity there are thirty-two pounds of
water pressure at the filtering plant.
The process of purifying begins by s im ply
aerating the water. This is done by s p lashing the water down a staircase-like tro ugh
lo remove iron and magnesium in particular. As the waler Ilows into the settlin
lank a small water wheel drive appara tu!
adds an extremely small amount of alu rn a nd
lime. The alum causes the residue to floek
together and to settle, while the lime merely
neutralizes the acidic effect of the alurn. Finally the dregs are flushed out and I.he clean
water passes through several huge fillers
which guarantee the work begun by the s ettling tanks. Chlorine is finally added to
sterilize the water and a pump then p ushes
it to the lower ready for use. The amount
of alum, lime, and chlorine depend on the
condition of the water in the lakes . For
exan1ple, after a rain the water is muddy
and hence more alum and lime will be u sect.

~

'Z)~
IJear Young Americans:
R'e left off last time ~here Peggy was
h,ikinq nghl at the spot m Lourdes where
.,, , Blessed Mntlier showed herself to St .
eernade·re, ,and then at the cr,.tches le#
didn't need
1 ere by rnppled people who
•htlll any more afte,· bathing in tlte miracul • ,,•ater,. Peggy was wondering what
,odd happen if somebody would leave
•eelcliair there . Now she is ready to te~
• ,1,e rest of the story.
1,o~e to

every one

of

you,
Tammy

ATrip to Lourdes
!y Peggy Sullivan

(Continued from February Issue)
Be.side the altar are the many candles
fl ,ch people light in Mary's honor. They
are ,o arranged that they resemble a Christmas iree. I thought it was very appropriate
that they should be put there, because the
gives a
13 par ascending from the candles,
,ivid example of how prayers, said with a
heart burning with love, go up in honor of
Our Blessed Mother, and her Merciful Son,
Je;us.
The Cardinal then offered the Holy Sacri!ic-c of the Mass al the Grotto. It was a wonderful experience for us to attend Mass on
,I:e grounds where the Queen of Heaven had
appeared. One would begin to wonder how
could have so many wars in a world
where all nationalities can join in prayer
in honor of the one Queen, Mary, the Mother

,t God.

After Mass, we went to bathe in the mirarulous water. Again, as we waited outside
,,, Baths and said the Rosary, we experitnccd a very odd feeling. For al though we
were all saying the Rosary in our various

~

n;iive , tongues, lhe,·e was a definite feeling
0 _um ,y among the people, and I am quite
s,11 e that Our Blessed Lady did not care
;'helher we were praying in French. Latin.
tahilhdan, or English, for lo her we are all her
C
ren.
In th e afternoon, after having lunch and
a rest, _we returned to the Grounds to par 1c1pate m the Procession of the Sick. It might
seem very peculiar, but the fact is, the invalids. as th ey are called over there, do not
move al all. Instead, the Blessed Sacrament
is brought around lo them.
While we were waiting the arrival of the
Blessed Saci-ament, I was impressed by the
bouquets which are brought by pilgrims to
the statue of Our Blessed Mother standing
m the center of the esplanade in front of the
Bas,hca. I thought how nice it would be if
each petal of every flower could represent
a Rosary said by each of her children.
At last, the procession reached us, after
havmg covered over a mile and a half. As
the Jewel-studded monstrance was elevated
before us, all, even the youngest of our
group, knew that contained in the spotless
while wafer, was Jesus, the Light or the
World. Suddenly, I remembered a lesson
which I had learned from the sisters at the
Kennedy Memorial Hospital, and tbat was,
that the Christ Child, as He lay in the manger
at Betl1lehem, was just as hepless as we are
because of our afflictions.
It was very memorable, that first day at
Lourdes, and one I will never cease to recall.
While we were preparing for a well-earned
sleep,_ I could not help but think of how,
even m bed, we were learning a great deal
about Our Lady and the Saints, for painted
on the wall,_ was a picture-story of Saint
Maria Goretti, and how she, even as a c.hild,
was dedicated to Our Blessed Mother, Mary.
On Friday, we awoke, had breakfast, and
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then were taken to the Grotto in busses.
Actually, we did not see the Grotto itself,
for the Cardinal offered Mass at the Saint
Bernadette's altar outside of the Basilica.
The Cardinal, a gHted preacher, told us
of how each time Our Blessed Mother appeared to Saint Bernadette she was smiling. I
also thought of wha t he said about the great
pleasure she must have had when we went
all the way across the ocean just lo pay tribute to her. Another thought which impressed me was the fact that we had had extremely good weather. I really think all
three of these were very closely knit together, because in a way, Mary might have
been showing us how pleased she was by
means of the warm and radiant sunlight.
After Mass, we had our pictures taken.
The camera they used was one of the old
fashioned ones with the black cloth aod all.
This was not the easiest thing to do because
even with normal children, you can never
have everyone's att~ntion at. once.
Then we boarded the buses again and went
back to the convent. This loading and tmloading of children became a routine workout fo1· all who assisted in doing it. Not only
did twenty-four of us have to be lifted on
and off the bus, but also twenty-four wheelchairs. Yet, no one ever complained about it.
The Sisters from Saint Coletta's group had
their hands full too, for although their children could move around easier than we could,
they were more apt to get underfoot or else
disappear altogetber. It is amazing, however, when you stop and think of it, how well
behaved everyone was.
Following the dinner, those who had money were allowed to go shopping in the convent store. For those who have never had
the experience of shopping in France with
American money, it can be quite confusing,
but one of the French sisters was very good
in mathematics and computed the different
values for medals, pictures, empty bottles
for the Lourdes water, bracelets, wallets,
and all kinds of things both for religious
and everyday pw·poses.
Since this was to be our last visit to the
Grotto, everyone brought their bottles to be
filled with Lourdes water that flows from
the taps (faucets). When we arrived at the
Grotto, we said the Rosary under the direction of the Cardinal; we prayed for world
peace, !or our loved ones, and all those who
had requested prayers.
While saying the filth sorrowful mystery

of the Rosary, everyone kept their a ,·rn
outstretched in remembrance ol Our Lorct•"
death on the Cross, They also do this durin s
each Glory be to the Father. Another differ':
ence m the way they say the Rosary is the
say e lnculations and sing hymns betweey
the mysteries.
n
After t_he Rosa_ry, the Cardinal blessed all
the religious articles we wel'e carrying a nd
then we kissed the precious rock on w h ich
Our Lady had stood in one of the eig h tee
apparitions to Saint Bernadette. Next, w~
went lo the taps, where wc all drank o l th
miraculous water, whkh in over one hun d re~
years has never ceased to flow.
While participating in the activity, praye
and penance, being oflered up every minut~
of every day at Lourdes, one cannot he t
buL think of how little we, as American p
app.reciate both religious and w~rldly as p e c~~
of hie. These people come and g,ve their time
generously to Our Lady. They, too, must
work to make a living. Yet how many time
a day do we who have everything, stop, eve~
Cor a minute. to say a short prayer t o Ou
Lady?
r
Later, we again participated in the Pr
cession of the Sick. Although the cerem 00°was conducted in the same way it had b ee~
the day before, it seemed very different t o m
this time. Perhaps, it was because the C a rd~
inal was the chief celebrant. Anyway , the r
was a difference: - a very distinct onee
and one which I could only feel and no t ex'
plain.
The Cardinal, having blessed each and
every one ol us individually with the H oly
Eucharist contained in the Monstran ce
ascended the steps of the Basilica an d s aid
the final prayers of the service.
Although there were no physical m iracle
obtained on this pilgrimage, we were 00~
the least bit disappointed, for that w as not
the purpose of our going to Lourdes, rather
we had come to honor Our Lady and t o intercede through her, for world peace. B ut, to
say there had been no miracles would be
misleading everyone, for there were mi racles
- spiritual ones. These, of course, h ave a
far greater value than those by which we
would receive health of mind or body.
At the Last Judgment, Our Lord will
only be concerned with how much we have
achieved spiritually; and not whether w e can
walk or talk like other human beings.
The last few minutes I spent on the G r otto
grounds were filled with an indefinable joy.

Thal night, we were all filled with excitement, sadness, and lastmg_ memories. All
.-ere excited, !or the packing of suitcases
r>\'e e,•idence of the fact that we would be
, arung on our homeward trek the following
daY· Yet, all th.is P;eparation brought a note
o(;adness to our mmds. No one really wanted
leave Lourdes, for its beauty, stillne
and spiritual peace had_ she~ a new light ~~
our lives~an everlasting_ light that would
guide us m our fut~rc life. Thirdly there
oall always be precwus memories, for no
,tter how long we live, we shall never fo _
get our pilgrimage to Lourdes.
r
Mter Mass the Cardinal distributed medals
~ d told us wear them always. He also ex,:,med how we should live for today and
,tf<' worry about what tomorrow will
brtng,

Wearing our new medals, we went to the
•inmg room where ample food had been pre:ired for our last meal m France. Later w
,rent outside to take our last look around th!
place. The Cardi_nal was very good al enter!aillmg us and ilid so whenever things began
,0 slow up.
Soon we were on our way, after saying
,r final good-byes to the French Franciscan
?,fiSSJonarie, of Mary who had been so helpful during our soJourn al their convent.
As we rode through the countryside we
100 , our last look at the many farms' and
·,,yards. A very ~onunon sight in France
b that of oxen pulling the plow.
Arridng at the alrport, we were greeted
1 the Red Cross and ~any well-wishers.
Again. we flew on the Irish Airlines. No one
,eally wanted to leave Lourdes but there
~.,,, no signs of tears over the fact that it
bad to be done.
The people waved frantically as we board,d the airplane, By now, almost all of us
d become e::,perts at flying and everyone
,id a good time on the plane, especially
nen the Cardinal. came out and told jokes
keep us entertamed. For the little ones
did a little extra joking by trying 0 ~
everyone's hat.
We arrived fo ~ublin late that afternoon.
1was really rammg heavy when we landed
. in order that no one would get wet th~
;ne was towed into the hanger. We ;.,ere
~ thrilled by this for most of us had never
~ near a hanger in our lives.
As soon as we arrived al the hospital, the
;ardinal gave Benediction. Il was good to
be in their chapel again. It was so peaceful

f'd quieL there, or at least it had been beore we left !or Lourdes. Now everyone came
~p
you. a nd asked, "Was Lourdes beauti~tl, dAl _first, this question puzzled me for
i,iur ~s IS"not explainable in just the ,;.,ord
erau11ful. I did not know just what to say
so Just told them it was,
'
After Benediction, the Cardinal gave a
very Inspiring talk, and we were taken down
to eat supper. Soon we were on our way ups~a1r~ to prepare for bed. It was good to see
~ ~ ~s after flying all afternoon. On each
f e • ,ere was a little Irish doll, a present
rom the Medical Missionaries of Mary.
The next morning we weni to Mass in the
Hospital Chapel. The Cardinal gave a sermon
on how God, the Father Almighty, is busy all
the tune. He never fails to make the world
,·evolve around the sun so we may have night
and_ day, or to make the flowers grow in the
Spnng. Above all, He is always watching
fver us as only a Divine Father can. Yet, He
s always calm, and ne,·er goes into a rage
as we often do when things don't go exactly
as we want them to.
After Mass, we all went down to eat breakfast. Durmg the morning we just played
around in the lecture roorr: and later on saw
some cartoons and a film on the work of the
Medical Missionaries of Mary. There were
many lay people who came to play with \IS
;nd to help the sisters prepare our meals.
hey really bent backwards trying to entertam us. However, what they did not understand was that for a couple of us, it is much
ha rd er _to play ball, since we lack hand coordmat,on, than it would be just to sit and
talk among ourselves. A solution to this is
to duck_ the ball when no one is looking,' an
act which I perform quite successfully for
one of the boys.
. Dinner that afternoon was as elaborate as
lt had been the day we left !or Lourdes. I
~used at the sight of the plates, for on each
dish the pola toes were fixed in the form of
a rose with the meat and vegetables in the
eenter.
In the. late afternoon, the Cardinal gave
Bened,ctton. Before it ended, we all received
a very unusual blessing, one from two Cardmals and a Bishop simultaneously.
Soo_n we were boarding the buses to go to
the airport. It was really hard to say goodbye to these wonder(u 1 Sisters and lay people
who had been so good to us. We all knew we
would miss them dearly and promised to
pray for them.

?~?

Let us ask ourselves, 0 To whom du 1
Soon we were off. We made a short stopover in Shannon in order lo refuel. We had owe obedience?" First of all lo God ana
engine trouble and were forced to land at those whom He has given charge over ~s
GandPr, Newfoundland. It was cold and bleak If our obedience is not wha_t il should b~
there and some snow still remained on the be, let us find out where 1\ 1s weakest ana
ground. I don't 1·emember loo much about try lo make il stronger during the conu:ng
the place because I was only half awake at Len ten Season.
the lime.
7th and 8th Grades:
A TWA Airliner took us on the lasl lap of
Use yollr imagination in creating a sYrn.
the trip lo Boston where our parents awaited bot either for penance or obedience. Or if
our arrival anxiously. It felt good to be home, you do not choose to draw a s_ymbol, write
but I hope someday to be able to return to a Lenten motto which you think everyone
Lourdes.
should keep in mind.
I shall never forget this pilgrimage to
Lourdes. J also realize, that if it were not 5ih and 6th Grades:
In a drawing show how one o( your favor.
for our beloved and devoted Cardinal Richard
J . Cushing, we might never have been gi".en ile saints pleased God by obedience.
th.is privilege of going to the famous Shrme 3rd and 4th Grades:
of Our Lady, Lourdes, for having been _there
Tell in your own words how penance helps
and seen so many sick people, we will be us.
bcl ler able to carry our crosses as brave and
true soldiers in Christ's Army, using prayer CONTEST WINNERS
as our weapon.

Young America Contests
"You shouldn't have done that/' said Jane
after Bill had pushed his little sister down
the stairs.
"Well, you said that she was always bothering you, didn't you?"
,,
.
"I know, but just the same... , Jane said
slowly.
Foolish? Yes! But why shouldn't a boy
push his little sister around if she gets u nder
h is skin? Has it always been wron g to push
your sister around, or worse yet, your
mother? If most Americans thought it all
right to do so, would that make it right? .
Today everyone knows that such mistreatment o[ one's family or any one else is
wrong. It is something no one would argue
about. But so was obedience_ to parents_ and
rightful authority at on e trme. Obedience
was a very holy thing in the Old Testament
when God first gave lh e Ten Commandme nts to Moses. Now God has not changed
His mind about those Ten Commandments.
He expects us to keep them just as He expected the peopl e of old to obey them. It
doesn' t matter h ow many peopl e disobey
God's direc tions, it is still wron g and always
will be wr on g.
This month we celebrate the feast of S t.
B enedict. He is the fo under of the . Benedic tine Order. H e wrote a rule of life for
those who would follow him. F irst of all,
h e teaches obedience. Obedien ce is the way
by which we go to God and to Eternal Life.

7t1L and 8th Grades:

1st prize: Jane Carfagno, Assumption School,

At~~:5' P¾~~J:l· Adams, Sacred Heart School
Charleston, Arkansas.
'
Srh and 6th. Grades:
. ,
1st prize: Mary Jo Boman, St. Gabriel s Schoo}
Kansas City, Missouri.
'
2nd prize: Ernest Ha1·desty1 Immaculate Conception School. B lytheville, Arkansas.

3rd and 4th Grades:
1st prize: Melissa Berg, St. Gabriel's School,
Kansas City, Missouri.

Send Us Your Canceled Stam ps!
Help us raise funds to a.id the needy missions
of the Fai· East by sending us your canceled
stamps. Simply tear o~ cut them off your letters
and p3ckages and mail them to us. Be sure to
leave a small margin around ~hem so as to pr 0 _
tect the perforations. ~ fore_1gn _stamps are especially valuable. _Mad contr1buhC?ns to: Young
America. New Sub1aco Abbey, Subiaco, ATkansas.

NOTICE: Please do not send t he c~mon series:
1¢ Wishington, 2¢ JeffersCYn., 3¢ LtbeTty,_ and 4f
Lincoln. They must be separated and disca.,ded.
Thank you very much.
Stamp Contributors since our last issue
ATizona: Mrs. Katherine A. Hess
Arkansas: Mrs. L. M. Coffeen, Mrs. Kate Murray,

catf~~~-: ti~:r£aura Quirk, Mr. A. R.

Schoen-

1uf!~tl:erM.r. F. Fahey, L. McCurdy, Mr. A. Urad..

K;~t~cky: Miss Alice Kerins.
Michigan: Mary H. Corr.
.
.
New Yar k: Mr. S tephen V. B enkov1tz, Miss Rosalie Conforto.
Ohio: Sue Ann Bodmer.
Oklahoma: Miss Mary E. Donnelly.
Texas: Leslie Conrady, R. P. Furcbe, Mrs . T. J.

w!'!~R~fun:
Mr. J. _L. Kannitzer.
Wisconsin: Mrs. Orm Forseth, F.

.
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Godliness

--

Godlessness
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Timely News and Views
G()I:!OME

,~tways we hear the plaintive cry of the
,ee~-ager: 'What can we do? Where can we

,.

!0.:The answer is, 'Go home! '
,a ang the storm windows, paint the woodl'Ork, rake the 1eaves, mow the lawn, shovel

•h• walk.

·•Wash the car, learn to cook, scrub some

~i:!i,air the sink, build a boat, get a job.
"Jlelp the mi nister, priest or rabbi, the
Red cross, the Salvation Army. Visit the
., k assist the poor, study your lessons.
'·'•'fhen when you are through and not too
Iii¢ _ read a book.
Your parents do not owe you enlertainL Your city or village does not owe you
"'~ational facilities. The world does not
: . you a living.
.
·You owe the world somethmg.
"You owe the world your time and energy
d your talents so that no one will be at
an or in poverty or sick or lonely again.
~~In plain words, grow up! Quit being a
cl)' baby! Get out of your dream world and
..,"l'elop a backbone, not a wishbone.
You're supposed to be mature enough to
pl some of the responsibility your par: : have carried for years. They have
· ed protected, helped, appealed, begged,
,u~ed tolerated and demed themselves
"'~ed ' comforts so that you could have
~~n· benefit.
"This they have done gladly, for you are
eir dearest treasure. But now you have no
,,~t to expect them to bow_ to every whim
·d fancy just because selfish ego mstead
~ common sense dominates your personal'. your thinking and your requests. S tart
~jng like a man ! Or a lad y!
"]n Heaven's name, grow up.

'And go borne." -Judge P hilip B . G illiam
,r penl"er, Colorado, quoted in Paul H ari-ey's Column, February 16.
HONESTY NOT HIGHLY REGARDED
Look magazine recently published the redis of a nationwide survey of the mood of

lmerica today. Among the many topics they
· ·ered, one was honesty. They reported:
~Honesty is getting less and less considera-

Lion as a p,·ime requisite for success. 1t fa
still cited as essential by 10 per cen1 of people 50 and older; but the proportion drops
to 6 per cent among young adults and to 4
per cent among teenagers." Surely there is
something seriously wrong with the moral
fiber of a nation when so many of its citizen:, no longer respect such a basic vi1-tue.
The Sign, March
POPE ADDRESSES YOUTH
We come lo you to encourage you to continue helping your dear friends in Christ.
You can do this, first of all. by praying for
them: Ask God to protect these children
(needy children all over the world) and to
keep them free from sin and its occasions;
plead with Him on their behalf that they
may have the strength to resist the temptations threatening their souls. We are sure
God will not refuse your pleas, because they
come from hearts which are pure and dedicated to Him.
-Ash Wednesday address of Pope John

XXIII

WEIGH SI N IN RELATION TO GOD
In order to be salutary, or capable of reconciling the soul to God, penance must
weigh sin in relation to God and must retract
it in virtue of a supernatural grace and motive . ... Without penance God cannot forgive sins; for His wisdom forbids Him to

encourage sin by receiving into His friendship one whom He knows to be voluntarily
and obstinately apposed to Him; His justice
forbids Him to forgive an offense without
any reparation; His sanctity shrinks from
uniting Himself to anything that is obstinately befou led with sin.
-The Denver Register
GOLD FOR A MONSTRANCE

Man y people have been s ending small gold
items for a monstrance for the new church. TWs
project came a bout at the suggestion of a reader
who realized that many people have small items
of gold jewelry now discarded o.r negl ected in
a bJdd en comer of a dresser. The reader offered
the opinion thnt without notable sacrifice on the
part of any one individual, Abbey Message read•
ers could unite in turning their gold i• te.ft-overs"
into a sacred v essel enthroning ou.r Lord in the
moments of dlvine worship. Any one who would
be interested in furnishing an item toward this
monstrance can mail it to the Rt. Rev. Abbot,
New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas.
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The Fort Smith Oblates of the Abbey have
begun a tradestamps project toward furnishing tJ,e proposed guest-retreat house.

The building is of course not built, nor even
begun, at present. But it will take a lot of
trade stamps to furnish it.

Why not make a Lenten offering of your
Gold Crown, Gold Bond, S & H, Top Va'ue,
Eagle, and Banner - any favorite h·ade stamp
- to help furnish a place at Subiaco for lay
people to spend a week-end with God?

Send them to:
Operation Tradestamps
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

1.-.dira1ion

THE ABBEY MESSAG£

Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors:
Prayerful greetings for a Most Holy and Happy Easter
for each one of you' These are days of mystery and
grace, and whether or not Christ's Resurrection Day
will be holy and happy for you will depend on the spiritual preparatiun you make during lloly Week.
Several years ago we received from the late Holy
Father, Pope Pius XJI, what has become known as the
the new Holy Week service. Various changes were
made in the ceremonies and prayers o[ the liturgical
celebrations o! Palm Sunday, Holy Thursday, Good
Friday and Holy Saturday. Their principal purpose is
to give lay people a more active and intelligent part in
the liturgy o! Holy Week, the Great Week of Salvation.
Whn Christ died on Calvary, He died a visible, physical death that all those arow1d the Cross witnessed. But
that was not all that happened there. Sin, a spiritual
thing, also died there. !ls power to enslave us and damn
us to eternal punishment was destroyed.
When Christ rose from death on Easter, He arose in
a physical way. But something more than Christ•~ physical resurrection happened there. All human life was
given the opportunity and power to overcome physical
death and live forever with God.
Now what the Church's liturgy does is to make present to us and renew in us Christ's suffering, death and
resurrection so that the power of sin is destroyed in us
and our so~ls are endowed with His own everlasting
life.
Pope Pius XII explained it in this way: "While the
sacred liturgy calls to mind the mysteries of Jesus
Christ, it strives to make all believers take part in them
so that the Divine Head of the Mystical Body may live
in all members with the fulness of His holiness."
Furthermore the late Holy Father insists that "the
liturgy is Christ Himself who is. ever livin~ in His
Church. Here He continues that Journey of 1mmense
mercy wh.ich He lovingly began His morta~ life, gomg
about doing good, with the design of brmgmg men to
know His mysteries and in a way to live by them."
The Holy Week liturgy is not an anniversa~y. celebration. It is Christ suffering and dymg and nsmg to
everlasting life in us here in the twentieth century, in
1960. By faith, by sorrow for and turning away from ~in,
and by Jove, our souls become. like. altars _on whlch
Christ's Sacrifice is offered agam with all ,ts power,
grace and merits.
God grant this to you and to me.
Gratefully yours in Christ,

!n

+~h.o..,J.<J.
(Rt. Rev.) Michael Len.sing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey
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aut the events of the Crucifixion are not
together a history of_ sorrow: Christ fore. and clearly predicted His crucifixion
,nd death. He knew that He was about to
,, out of this world._ He therefore made
•e than ample prov1S1ons for His Collowers
·'earth. The night before He died He called
ll!S Apostles together to sacrifice the passer. And while they were eating He took
•eid, blessed it, broke it, and gave it to
.em, and said. "Take; tb_is_ is my body."
n,en. taking a cup and g1vmg thanks, He
,·e it lO them saying, "This is my blood of
e new covenant, which is being shed for
n·· Thus He celebrated the first Mass
;, He died; and instiluted the greatest
0
~c Sacraments.

8

Lending Library Notes

On the Abbey Farm

8,n,ard Sclrnmacher, O.S.B.
1am poured out like water ... my heart
::15 become as wax ... my throat is dried
. and thou hast brought me down to
P dust of death." What a fearful day Good
f dav was for Our Lord. As He hung in
on the Cross darkness descended over
~ ,~hole earth. When He died, a{ter three
,r; of suf!ering on the Cross, the earth
ked, rocks were rent, and graves were
ed. This is a terrifying page of human
~ry. We see much here that reminds us ot
r own death a.nd tl!e en~ of the world.

23

THE APRIL COVER
Father Felix's reflections on this
month's cover appear on page eighteen.

There wa; then a glorious side to Good
Fwia,; and with all_ its terrors there will
be a glonous side to the end of the
,rid _ which Christ has also clearly pre:cied and described. On that day there will
signs in the sun, moon, and stars. Chri~t
will be seen again, not hanging on a cross
time, but coming in a cloud with great
Rtr and majesty. When that day comes
nst has told us to look up and lift up our
,ads for the time o[ our redemption is al
d
rnat time, however, may be many ages
Yet, Chnst promised that after His
,rrection he would be with us all days
1 to the consummation of the world. We
re~;.e how He ful!ills this promise to the
.tcr when we recall how He is presenl in
'Joly Eucharist. Now during our days on

enrth He remain, with us in the Blessed
Sacrament wiU1 His glory veiled; but at the
end o[ the world. when our deliverance is
accomplished, He will take us with Him to
His E·ernal Kingdom where there will be
nu veil to conceal His glory. In that Kingdom
we will cnJoy forever the Beatific Vision of
G cl .

I

That time or moment is not given to us to
know. For all practical purposes, however,
the end of lhe world will come for each of
us on the day of our death - on our own
personal Good Friday. On that day a·; our
(.!yes gt·ow dim the sun will cease to shine
and the moon will not give her light.

1·

.. .

That is the day toward wh.ich our whole
life must be directed. That is day, not centuries away, but near and in the foreseeable
fu ur~ for which we must be well prepared.
We need !o assure ourselves it will be a red
le ter clay [or us. But how can we obtain
a:;surance that our sentence on that day will
not be one of shame but of everlasting glory?
The best way to obtain such assurance is to
partake often of the sacred banquet in which
Christ is received and the soul is filled with
grace.

In all truth God has given us in the Holy
Eucharist heavenly bread that contains in
itseH every delight, not only for tl1e present
moment but also as regards eternity. This
Bread unites us to Christ; it heals our soul;
it helps us to run in the way o! the commandments; and it is our pledge of future
glory.

I

I

I

I
I

stretch of the great lati
mass of the earth attained cl
sacredness and importanc a
that is without parallel.
e
Here, in a cave one Sl a ttnight, was born into a
man family the Son of Go,i
Here, in a humble home an~
poor workshop thjs Godma
passed from babyhoo d
childhood, from boyhood to
youth and manhood. A s 0
Teacher who laugh l as na
0
one had e,•er taught be fo r
as a Miracle-worker w hos"•
power over disease an~
death made Him the grea· est
healer of all times, this J esu
of Nazareth criscrossed the Promised Lan~
laying the foundations of a religion and
faith that has rooted itself into world his
tory with an impact and dynamism w hich
defy description.
- U.1.0 G.D. Visiting the places made holy by C hrist•
We on earth is as old as Christianity.
know how Mary Magdalen and lhe olhe
women visited the seplllchre of our Lor~
very early the first day of_ the week af ter
His death and became the first witnesses 01
His 1·esurreclion as well as the first p ilgriins
to a Holy Place. After the Ascension , M ar
the Mother of Jesus, the Apostles and othe/
went to live in the Cenacle, made hol y by th!
Las· Supper where the Euchari~tic M ystery
had its beginning. It was upon this hol y p lace
tha· the Holy Spirit descended, and it Was
here that the first converts were made and
the Church was born.

1-,J"
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By .4.bbot Michael Lensing, O.S.B.

Greetings from the Abbey! Holy Week and
Easter turn the mjnds and though!s of all
Christians lo the Holy Land, and particularly
to Jerusalem, where our Lord suffered, died
and rose agajn. Thousands of pilgrims from
every part of \he world will converge on the
Hol)' City, walk U1e Way of the Cross on
Good Friday. and near the Holy Seplllchre
await the dawn oI a new Easler. At \he same
time, hundreds of millions of Catholics will
celebrate the holiest of Christian mysteries
in U,eir parish churches in every land under
the sun.
The Holy Land is an astonjshingly small
country. Writing fifteen hundred years ago.
St. Jerome exclaimed: " We hesitate to describe the size of lhe Promised Land, Jest
we should seem to furnish lhe pagans with
an opportunity for mockery." Lying between
the A1'8bian Desert and the Mediterranean
Sea, the area generally designated as tile "Holy Land" extends some 153 miles from
north to south, and from 22
to 93 miles from east lo west.
It is approximately the size
of tile state of Vermont in
the United States.
llowever, even in very ancient times, il had an importance altogether out of proportion to its size because il
was the crossroads of great
land and sea routes of trade
and commerce. With the estabUshment of the Jews as
tile Chosen People of God,
and especially with the birth
The Garden of Gethsemane today
of Christianity, thls tiny
4

w!

• ,iainly, no spot in Christendom can be
V reneroble than the Cenacle, the place
,rt Lasl Supper which became the first

1 •_•.

n Church. Nearby, Mary the Mother
according to an ancient tradition is
away in deaili. From
~enacle the first Bishops ruled the
• n h of Jerusalem.
, know Utile about the veneration of
•·' 1. Places and abou t the Christian
11 the Holy Land for the first three
~~rics after Christ. Ail er a Jewish rebelin u,c yea\' 70 A.O., a Roman Army
Titus conquered the city of Jerusalem
er a:·,;acred its inhabiLan \s; but it is be"\hat the Christians had already fled
~, \' 10 escape Jewish persecutions. Later
',;; ,-ear 135, J erusalem was completely
bv the Romans, and for almos t two
ted .;. the city was reduced to insignifintunThen in the year 313, when the Roman
fi , Constantine, officially recognized
J:'. rer;~rted the Christian religion, a great
,,,l 5\ arose in the Holy Places, St. Helen,
er~ 'her of Constantine, made a pilgriminod
with the aid of her son had churches
3
,.,. ~ines built al the Cenacle, the Holy
~u;chre and Calvary, the Mount of Olives
Bethlehem.
eat waves of pilgrimages began almost
"'.ediately to come from Europe to see
,, t,odily eyes the places they had read
ut in Scriptu_re and heard about m ser. One pilgrim, Ethena by name, left a
"· account of the places she visited and
she attended during Eastertide in
1
" 'ddle of the fourth century. The Palm
procession and many other of our
services had their origin in the

r!j'.

1
~.

J,'.~ 10 have passed

' »: j

Place of the Holy Cross on Mount Calvary

ceremonies first conducted for the pilgrims.
But in 614 A.D., an anti-Christian Persian
king conquered the Holy L and. A few years
later, the followers of Mohammed, who conquered all of the Middle East, swept into
Jerusalem. Neither the Persians nor the Mohammedans excluded Christians from making pilgrimages, and some of the more sacred
SM
shrines were permitted lo exist as places of Christian worship, but often at the cost of
hlgh fees and many restrictions.
- U.LO.G.D. In 1077 A.D., the Seljuk
Turks became the masters of
Palestine. The Turks forbade
Christian services, devastated
churches, and murdered pilgrims. This news aroused the
indignation of Christian Europe, and under the leadershop of the Popes of Rome
great armies were raised in
France, Germany, Italy, Spain
and Britain of men who made
a solemn vo,v to dedicate
U!lSilica of the Agony in the Garden of GeUtse.mane

(!Ill:
.~•tv\·eek

their lives lo regaining Lhe Holy Places. Un- human and created. And all the places ana
der various Christian Kings and Emperors, things that were associated with the r
expedition after expedition left for Palestine demptive Life, Death, and Resurrection e.
thousands of miles away. These Crusades Jesus Christ have been forever invest or
were an enormous, almost incredible, under- with a sacredness and holiness that de~d
taking, and not all were conducted in a human description. For the Christian the Y
Chrjstian manner, but they succeeded in es- is no experience equal to that of walkin g re
r:,
tablishing a Christian Kingdom that lasted the footsteps of the Son of God and
in Galilee and Juda, to see with one's 0 , , /
almost two centuries.
In I 291, the last of the Christian Crusaders eyes the places where He was born, live"'
were conquered, and the Mohammedans and died, to relive the mysteries oI Jesi•
again regained full political control. How- in mind and heart as a pilgrim in the B.ol s
Y
ever, where soldiers tailed, St. Francis and Land.
his Friars were able gradually to regain conDuring Holy Week, coll ctions are take
trol of many of the Holy Places. With weap- up for the support of the Holy Places. "Fan
ons of prayer and peace they have been the seven centuries the Franciscans have bee~
guardians of the shrines and churches for the chief guardians of the Holy Places, and
some seven centuries at the cost of endless their story is one of ,mparalleled heroism
sacrifices and difficulties.
and self-sacrifice. Today, there are some 4 50
When the Turks were defeated by the Franciscan Friars, natives o[ the Americas
Allies in World War 1, Great Britain re- Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia, Wh '
ceived Palestine as a Protectorate, The Brit- have dedicated their Hves to the custoa 0
ish Government announced the establish- of tbe Holy Land, where they are in chargy
ment of a National Home for lhe Jewjsh of 78 houses, comprising parishes, mission:
people in Palestine against the strenuous shrines, colleges and schools 1 hospices, or~
objections of Arab inhabitants. Jews came phanages, and workshops. A hundred Year
in large numbers, and in 1948 when the Brit- ago, they were joined by other religiou.6
ish withdrew, they (orcibly established the and today there are besides the Franciscans'
new state of Israel which divided the Holy 43 different Ord rs and Congregations, With
Land. A million Arabs fled from the area a total of over 70 houses dotting the land.
occupied by the Jews, leaving their homes
Comparatively few American Catholic•
and property and becoming refugees de- find it possible to make a physical pilgrimag~
pendent for their support on tbe United Na- to Palestine. But all of us can go there in
tions. There was much bloodshed amid great spirit during these holy days of Passion.
atrocities on the part of both Jews and tide. In our parish churches are made ava..iJ.
Arabs, before a truce was established unde1· able all the treasures of grace and merit of
U. N. supervision, Bitter hatreds continue Christ's Passion and Death. God grant that
and a new Jewish-Arab war threatens at we may not reject them as did the Jews of
any moment to drench the Holy Land in a old to their own destruction, but that each
bath of blood.
one of us may put our mouth to the Foun.
tains of Living Waters that spring up into
- PAX life and glory.
everlasting
The Promised Land rejected its Messiah
and the Holy City of Jerusalem crucified
its Savior. And through the centuries there
has almost always been strife and turmoil.
To some devout Christians this may seem a
scandal and hard to understand. Yet, it is Let Him ...
continuing fulfillment of the prophecy of
Simeon made at the Presentation of Jesus
for Easter
in the Temple: "Behold, this Child is destined for the fall and for the rise of many
in Israel, and for a sign that shall be contraWith
dicted ."
No possible adverse circumstances can
change the fact that the Holy Land remains
The Joy of Spiritual D esire
at the center of CathoHc faith and devotion.
When the Son of God assumed a body from
-Rule of St. Benedict
the Virgin Mary, He divinized what was

Ma:
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ne Can Be a Crusader

~

Crusade for
Religious Freedom
•oternational crusade for religjous free.'Ji ~edicated to Jesus and Mary is a new
,,emt?nt worthy o~ our attention an_d se~·icooperation. Thts cru1~ade, dra~tng tls

rrom the words,

More things are

lefll~ht by prayer than this world dreams

Jt1Ulfl''olve5 no organization, meetings, dues,
red tape; but it does ask for prayer and
. on the part of all. This project is being
"'"ted by Philip M. Chudy, circulation
;;er of The Abbey Message, with eccletical approval.
~budy, a devoted Marian apostle who
t several years tou~mg the United
11
~tJ~L>i Ul his M~ry-mob1le' s~ow1ng movies

· d kcturing, 1s now restramed by poor
l•h from carrying on so full an apostolate.
gh he still makes several short trips a
ou bis primary apostolate is now by cor;ndence and prayer'. and it is in that that
invites our cooperat10n.
/or Religious Freedom
' ; world's need for religious freedom is
0
d niable. Cathohcs are not the only ones
,:uted. The forces of evil acting through
~arism, persecution, or a_t11~istic teaching
ttacking not only Christ1an1ty, but all
" "o1 8 Supreme Being. The crusade would
dea people of all faiths who believe in God
1
• ,' ,n prayer for religious freedom. Hus.I~ and wives who must see their children
"w up to face religious crises should be
ially anxious to pray for this freedom
:orship. And children, whose prayers are
iallV pure and innocent, should be
. : 10' make this one of the regular sub;. of their prayers.
t'he Church has us praying daily for Russia
the prayers after low Mass. We should
ike ourselves awa_re of that i_ntention and
to it the intenlton of reltg1ous freedom
re and elsewhere.
_ __
."'Y'' Only a Part
Bui prayer is on ly a part of wh~t md1v1d,1; might do. As the Benedictme motto
it "Pray and Work." This work might
,olv~ the writin~ of l_etters. President
~ ~nhower is to v1S1L Russia u1 two months.
"" President is a regular churchgoing
::~tian. As such il would be a wonderful

opportunity to demonstrate that fact to the
Russians. IC he were to state to Khrushchev
that it is his custom to attend church on Sunday and would like to have that opportunity
in Russia, Khrushchev could hardly refuse,
and the idea of seeing our President attend
church would mean much to the people or
Russia.
Let ,ers should be written to Eisenhower
and lo the State Department urging that
Eisenhower investigate the possibilities of
this, Too, Eisenhower could be urged to ask
about the state or religion in Russia, and the
Rassian people could again be aware that
there are nations and p oples who do regard
the worship of God as important.
A Third Step
A third step in U1e crusade would be the
expression of our feelings directly to leaders
in areas persecuting religion. World opinion
is powerful, even in regard to the most ruthless rulers; and if they received a steady
stream of letters and protests they might be
inclined to allow greater religious freedom.
Finally, for this crusade to have any effect,
it will have to be the project of many people.
Persons interested should try to interest others in its objectives and in the proposed plan
of action: prayer, first, last, and always, and
letters and appeals to those in worldly
authority to seek and grant that recognition
of God that man must give.

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions
of the Far East by sending us your canceled
stamps. Simply tear° or cut them off your letters
and packages and mail them to us. Be sure to
leave a small margin around ~hem so as to protect the perforations. All foreign stamps are especially Vitluable. Mail contributi~ns to: Young
America, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansa.!.
NOTICE: Please do not send the c~mon seriet:
Jt Washington, 2t Jefferson, 3~ L1bertt1,. and 4f
Lincoln. They must be separated and discarded.
Thank you very much.
St.am p Contributors since our last Issue

.
ATizona: Mrs. Katherine A. Hess
ATkansas: Mr. J. Carron Clark. Miss Frances
Euper, Mrs. Bon F. Geels, Father Kevin, O.S.B.,
Marie Mays, Sr. M. Pauline. O.S.B., Mrs. James
Post, Regino Ritter. Mrs. 0. J. Rust.
Florida: Mrs. Bowen D. Brown.
Hlinois: Mr. Leon J. Heidgen, Mr. Frank P. Zurn .
Indiana: Mrs. Edwin L. Funck. Hilda. Hartz.er.
Massach.1.,setts: Anonymous, Mr. Halpin.
Minnessota: J. W. Stearns, Mrs. H. E. Webber.
Pennsvtvania: Miss Maria Wolf.
OkLah.oma: Miss Mary E. Donnelly, Mr. Louis N.
Maslanka.
Sou.th. Dakota: Anonymous, Mrs. Leo Weniger.
Switzerland: Mr. J. Egloff.
Tc.1:as: Mfas Lena Binder.
Wisconsin: Mrs. A . .J. Gineterblum.
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Caterlti,te in Oklahoma

Giving a Year

To God
By David Ftu.sche, O.S.B.
The word "catechist" usually brings to
mind a picture of Lile in a remote mission
land. But a new and broader understanding
of the role and its possibilities is being developed m several rural and semi-rural districts in Oklahoma. These regions are mission territory in every sense of the term.
Take the parish at Po'.eau, for instance. Together with ils missions it embraces almost
six thousand square miles in eastern Oklahoma. One prie3t, Father Philip Donohoe,
cares for the entire area. So that Father
Donohoe can make the rounds of his missions
a least monthly, a priest from Subiaco helps
out one week end a month. Several apostolic
laymen have been the only other aid the
pastor has had in the past. Such was the
situation in this mission terrilory for years.
But last September something new was
added. Two New York girls just out of college came lo Poteau as lay catechctical and
census workers. Miss Martha Wheeler of
Hudson Falls, a graduate of ManhattanviUe
College of the Sacred Heart. and Miss Marianna Hoitt of Port Washington, Long Island,
a graduate of the College of New Rochelle,
began a year of voluntary service in the
Oklahoma City-Tulsa diocese and were assigned to the Poteau parish and its missions.
They o.re but two of fifteen girls from the
East working in the diocese thi, year. The
others are teaching in Catholic schools in
the diocese.
How It Began
Before we talk about their work, let's see
how it all came about. Really it was simple
enough. The diocesan school and catechelical committee realized the need for more
help, and Father Jobn J. Sullivan went lo
New York to present this need lo the seniors
at Manhattanville, New Rochelle, and the
College of Mount St. Vincent. At these three
colleges the fifteen girls were struck by Father's appeal - to give to Lhe Church a year's
work in gratitude for their Catholic edu-

cation. This thought had an especial appe
for Martha and Marianna, both of Who al
began Lheir Catholic educa:ion near the co~
lege level and thereby seem to have con-,·
to appreciale il more. Unacquainted With
one another, each had been planning lo b
come a teacher, and each saw tllis a way e.
teaching the most important things in Iiror

~-

Sodatity Aposto!ate
Each w1lrnowingly began her preparatio
for the present work through the Sodali t\
program in college. One year Mariani{
taught a montl1ly catechism class al Bell a
vue Hospital, and Martha taught a release~llme religion class. Marianna was also O •
he,· sodality's Catholic literature comrni tte n
The spiritual program of the SodaUty
a part of their college life; and now, i11 lh s
Oklahoma apostolate, they still follow the
Sodality spiritual exercises.
e
In Poteau
When they arrived in Poteau the Bisho
rurnished them with a car, and the Paris~
provided a roo_m for them in the parish halt
The Bishop gives them a monthly stipelld
to cover living expenses; Catholic liLeratu.r
is furnished for them by the parish
missions. From Poteau they may range f ift-.,
mHes or more, in several possible direc tion".)
to reach missions and mission stations. Visi~~
mg every house together, or one on each Sid
of the street, Lhey introduce themse) vese
sta e Urnt they are taking a Catholic census'
and ask if they may leave some Cathou '
li,erature. Only rarely do they come u po~
a Catholic family. Poteau, the largest town
in tile area, with a population of 6,000, ha
only about fifty Catholics. This percen tags
holds thrnughout the territory.
e
The householders have almost una ni.
mously welcomed them. "Even if they're
not interested in the Church, they still w ant
us lo come in and visit with them, and we
are always invited back/' Marianna said
"There's really no hostility toward t h~
Church," continued Martha in the characterislic way in which they echo and elaborate
one another's thoughts, "but the people seetn
to be afraid of the Church as som ething
they do not understand - not afraid o[ us
or the few Catholics they may know, but of
some vague image oi the Church."
How They Teach
Nevertheless, some do want to learn m ore
abo_ut the Catholic fait~. Soon after starting
their apostolate the girls had a good-sized
group ready for an inquiry class they Would

w:·

anJ

The first turnout was won~erful; but
h- pie all seemed seH-eonsc1ous about

' peoseen there by one another, and attend-

.,e111g {ell badly the second time. Now they
. iercsted prospects to the classes con~e,r~n bv Father Donohue, whose zeal is a
·challenge to them.
~1an 1
have their best success by leaching
Th•~uals or family groups in the home,
,dll'~ re have learned that charity is the
d. !,ay of winning souls. "Argu.m.ents 1
1
1 roofs _ none of these reach the soul.
~•'·. p is the only entrance." Thus philos:,arn\jor Martha summed it up. And there
111
, 1)· a1 love of sou.ls in both of these cate15 a rt
1Sts-

,,t,

they are Catholics. So now, instead of asking, "Do any Catholics live here?" the girls
ask, ''Has anyone here ever been baptised
a Catholic?" Many who feel they are not
Catholics now will admit they were Catholics
at one time or will name relatives who were.
"To reach all of these people, to rekindle
their interest, lo make an impression on the
non-Catholics, this type of program will have
to be carried on for years," Marianna concluded. The two catechists will not even be
able to cover the whole territory this year.
The Future

What of the future of this apostolate? Will
it come to an end this summer when the
volunteers' year has ended? Apparently not.
Recently Martha and Marianna joined the
st1lis
l ? "W
't r1gu~~ any thirteen other girls in a day of recollection
Whal about resu ts.
e can
totals on our own apostolate, one at Oklahoma City. Many were talking about
11''~ explained, "because previous pastors their work in terms of 11 next year,'' even
ph en may have plan led the seeds years though all had agreed lo come for only one
la)d we are only helping in the harvest. yea1·. They learned too that Monsignor S. F.
11° an·ork just supplements Father Dono- Luecke, chairman of the diocesan committee,
~ wwith divine grace being the main and Father Sullivan had just returned from
~'·. Anyway, one soul is _ worth all our the East with good news. Twenty-seven
ing ,, The girls now realize that 1t may girls have tentatively volunteered for the
~orts. enty years or a lifetime for a con- summer, and twenty for a full year. These,
k<_ tw to develop. Still, there have been plus returnees from the present group, wiU
':~: baptisms sioce they began their apos- double or nearly double the number of such
t,!I
and about three limes that many volunteers in the diocese, and it will be
,.!:~\ics have again become in lerested in possible to assign more of them directly to
calechetical work like Martha and Marianna
·heir faith.
' eecause o[ the vast ar':a and the impossi- have been doing.
What do the girls get out of it'? If we mean
. t of one priest covermg 1t all regularly,
something they could measure or put in a
U{ individuals and families have drifted
·"';, Crom the Faith. Without ever having purse, the answer is nothing. They were
'''1· , rei·ected it, they no longer feel that told they would be no richer or poorer mate1
et3)
rially at the end of the year,
and that their living conditions would be austere rather
than elegant. This has been
true. But they feel they have
received and learned more
than they have given or
taught. They feel humble before the task and its responsibilities, and they have learned
that a successful apostolate
springs only from prayer. But
these serious thoughts have
only brightened their smiles.
They didn't come to get, they
came to give, and Christ's
hundredfold is theirs in return. That is the secret of
their happiness and o( their
h1sfs Martha Wheeler and Marianna Hoitt tell Father David
1
~ :elr apostolate. They visited here on Saint Benedict1s Day. apostolate.

I '

Jesus, having loved His own wl,o were
in tlte world, loved thent t(I the end.
John 13:1

Love -The Message of
Holy Thursday
By Kevin Watkins, O.S.B.

Liturgy, the Church's Classroom
Since the early days of the development
of llie Sacred Liturgy, the Church, in addition to providing for her children the sacramental means of growing in the divine life
of grace, has striven to instruct them through
the use of ceremonial and scriptural reading
in the truths of the Faith and the ideals of
Christian living. In fact, in former years, before the establishment oi schools sponsored
by the Church, the Liturgy was the primary
means o( instruction !or catechumens as
well as for members of the Church of long
standing.
This teaching function oi the Liturgy has
not, of course, ceased throughout the years.
In his encyclical Mediator Dei Pope Pius XU
points out tbat "tbe Church shows us the
examples of holiness we must imitate, and
pomls out the treasures of holiness which we
must make our own; for it is necessary to
believe with the mind that which is sung
witb the voice, and to reduce to practice both
privately and publicly that which the mind
believes."
The Theme of Holy Thursday
In each of the feasts of the liturgical year,
whether commemorations oi the mysteries
of the life of Our Lord, the temporal cycle,
or celebrations honoring the saints, the sanctoral cycle, there are always lessons to be
gleaned, virtues proposed for our imitation .
There are a number of elements in the sacred rites for Holy Thursday. The one word
"love," t.hough, seems to be the central
tl1ought, the "message" of the "night of the
Lord's supper." It is as if the Church wished
10

lo reserve this most hallowed of service
stress the importance of the two-fold / to
mandment of love in the spiritual life. ;"'he
example and patlern is Christ Himsel.( _
application: love oi God and love of ne·1 the
gh.
bor.
Christ's Love mustrated
Our Lord's life had been one cont.in, 0
acl of love of His Father and of the ' lls
whom the Father had placed in His lhen
From the first moment of His concepliocar_e.
1
the womb of His mother His will was ~ n
on the complete and loving accomplishn, ent
of_ the Will of His Father. "I do always th~nt
se
lhmgs which are pleasing to Him."
This Will had decreed that Christ liter 1
spend Himself in lhe work of redeema ly
mankind and bringing it back to G O~.g
_s
£riendship. His life on earth of poverty
vation, labor, rejection reached a clirn ;xPr,_
the night of the Last Supper with a supr., on
act of love. Not content to dispense ~e
gra~es in _a n impers_o nal way, He wanted s
be Jomed m a most mlimate w,ion with e lo
of His followers tl1roughout the ages to co~h
Thus, He instituted the Sacrament of li~Body a11d Blood. lo be perpetuated in a ls
lo follow by means of the Christian pri;s~
hood.
Without the assurance of Christ Hirnse1r
Such an act of divine condescension wouJ '
have been unbelievable. Neither the ancie d
pagan philosophers, who arrived at a hi llt
degree of natural truth, nor the inspired Jh
brew prophets could have imagined such eunspeakable Gift of divine love for men ~n
the face of this tremendous mystery of G~d'n
Goodness, the Church in her Liturgy Pu/
the ecstatic words of St. Thoma!
on o:ir
Aqumas, Smg, 0 my tongue, of the myster
of the Body and the Precious Blood whi
the King of nations, Fruit of the Virgi~'s
womb, poured ou l for the redemption of
the world."
The Washing of the Feet
Another moving ev idence of Cbrist's lov
at the Last Supper is commemorated in the
Holy Thursday Liturgy, the washing of the
feet oi the Apostles. The impact on the
twelve of this gesture of bu mble service
must have been little short of stupefyin e
Here was lhe_ Son of God, the Word "throug1;
whom all thmgs were made, "bending lo
to wash their feet with His own sacre~

Li~;

r

,di.'' Truly Lhere was nothing left undone
ror• J-lis love for then~.
d vet, there was a final lesson which
,In a~tcd to convey to them. SL John's
w records its meaning for us. "Do you
I
11
iate.'' He said lo them, whal I have
~one to you? You call me 'Rabbi' and
d'· and you do right. That ls what I am
,[L 'then, i( I have_ washed your feet _ I,
u,rd and Rabin - you, loo, ought to
·It one another's feet; for I have set you
·'rnple, so that w !1aL I have clone lo you,
1
toO, should do.
~(s Example in Our Lives
o,.ir ~!other the Church uses every means
ti r command - song1 act10n, drama _
ro'ake the Holy_ Thursd~y Liturgy one of
roost impressive serv,ces of the year.
d ·ct. we would fail in our appreciation
solemn functions if we were to
our churches and chapels with our
'' unchanged. "Noblesse oblige," says an
,> roverb - the dignity that is ours as
p•ians, redeemed and sanctified through
love, places on us the obligation
His example. Christ's unlimited
~-,ng o! I{imself shou ld g1ve us pause to
,aniin• our lives on the score of fraternal

j.,,

"'.•s
;,,ng

.
.
.
d
,i,ar1ty.
. roe years ago a lea er m the hturg1cal
:,,,ment in the United States, in a dem,tration of the Holy Thursday Liturgy,
·•ed that modern Cathohcs are usually
\puJously careful in regard lo such things
u,iice, purity, and Sunday Mass attendIS but not infrequently remiss in the maldown-to-earth, practical charity. And
Lord says that this is to be the dis• ui.ihing mark of His followers. "By this

11t\

,/our

UNITED

Th e Most Rev. Victor J. Reed, O.D., Bishop of
Okluhoma City-Tulsa, and A bbot Michael, B ishop
Reed offered a pon tifica l l\b ss and preached
he re on St. Bene<lict's Day.

shall all men know that you are My dissi ples, if you have love for one anothcr.
This is the message of Holy Thursday humble, sel!-sacrilicing service toward our
fellow men in imitation of and out oi love
for Christ!
11

IN

PRAYER

More missionaries, Convel'sion of all Communists.
Increase in salnry, Thanksgiving in honor or Mary,
Success of Confraternity o·r Christian Doctrine,
Successful Legion of Mary, Better eyes, World
peace.

, . ~·ather's intentions, Safety in airplane
" ~ Employment, Better health, Happy death,
A,postelate in Latin America. More priests
religious for South America, Success in
~ Purity in family, Safe trip, Return of
i-d one to the Sacraments, Successful retreat,
,ersion of Russia and China, Religious free.
Health of so~l and body.
rirersion of wife. Greater devotion to Mary,
,.sade for good literature, Peace at home, Good
!~ton. Sick husband, Financial assistance,
SIJ«f~ful marriage, Better position, Purity of
ll'Jlli~ns.. Successful operation.
n..,-ers1on of sister-in- law, Foreign missions,

THE DECEASED

Mrs. Jacob Arnold, Ben Schluterman, Mary
Schultze, Margaret McCarty, Anna Rottjacob,
FJ·ank Maudsley, Kathryn Hanson. Esther Ches.ire.
Delia Kelly, Mrs. C. S. Hurt, Gene and Mary
Smith, Ida Ashcroft, Joseph Bauer, William Sicking, Rose MHler, Joseph Otto, Frances Flusche.
Frank Hess. Bob Yosten. James Jay Sr., Ella
Bideker, Anastasia Ha,·tnett, Mabel Plumb, Lena
Bruner, Henry Wolf. Sr. , '\Valter Barry, John
Eberhart, Louis Lutkenhaus, John and Rosina
Schilling, Deceased McKean family, Sarah Foley,
Anna Condon, Herbert Knabe, Deceased Bolger
family, Deceased Wall family. Mary Thomas.

Catholic - Protestant -

Jew

Dialogue for What?
By Gabriel Franks, 0.S.B.

"Dialogue" is a word which is currently
very fashionable. And Marlin Marty is a
(to me at least) fascinating name. So it was
that when that much-discussed and unique
book tilled American Catholics: A ProtestantJewish View arrived from Sheed and Ward
a week or so ago I skipped the first twentysix pages to begin immediale_ly a perusal _of
the contribution titled "A Dialogue of Histories" by Martin E. Marty .

I want to explain why the name Marlin
Marty is interesting as well as being rather
unusual. This is an inconsequential matter,
but it will serve to run inter!erence for more
serious business. The thing is that Martin
Marty, O.S.B., was the first abbot of S •.
Meinrad's Abbey in Indiana, and the man
directly responsible for the foundation of
New Subiaco Abbey in the sense that he
conceived the idea of starting a monastery
in the Arkansas Rh·er Valley. It was at his
command that the first Benedictine priests
and lay-brothers arrived in this area. A colorful and original thinker, his innovations in
monastic practice almost cost his being. read
out of the Benedictine Order by a conspiracy
led by tbe Abbot o[ Beuron in G~rmany. He
was later bishop of St. Cloud, Minnesota.

Bishop Haunts Pastor
But that is not the Martin Marty wbo contTibuted to American Cat11o!ics. The Dr. Marty in question is a young Lutheran _minister
and associate editor of Tile Chnst,an Century. When I had the good fortune to hear
him give a series of very interesting lectur~s
during Religious Emphasis Week at the_ Umversity of Arkansas last year, I made 1l my
business to introduce myself, and. by way
of ma.king small talk, ask him whether_ he
might possibly be related to the sometime
Abbot of SL Meinrad.
1
·1 knew that question was coming," be
replied. Apparently the spectre of that oth~r
Martin Marty, Jong since departed from this
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earth, has been haunting him for som e lirrie
now.

FTiendship or F11ss?
Turning from fascination to fashion , l l
us now consider the question of dialogue_ lt
was but inevitable and natural that th
ecumenical stirrings both among Pro•este
ants - whose World Council o[ Churches i •
a going concern - and Catholics - Wh os!
Pope John XXIII has proposed. a gen ei,al
council to foster (among other thmgs) unity
among all those who call themselves C h ris.
tians - should have given rJSe to the n otion
that we Catholics and what we are pleased to
term our Separated Brethren should a t le ast
e on speaking terms.
But what good can come of it? O n the
Catholic side of the fence the most ene r getic
promotor of dialogue, i.e., exchange of v iews
between Catholic, Protestant, and Jew, has
been Father Walter J. Ong, S.J., o( St. L o uis
University. Although I suppose that F ather
Ong has given closely reasoned argumen ts
ama.ny in favor of dialogue, I cannot say t hat
I have read his writings with a critical e ye,
so much as with the intention of bolstering
my own innate tendency to agree with h irr,_
In any case, what I remember of tbe writing s
of Father Ong has left me with the imp res.
sion that his dominant theme is that p eopJe
who talk together cannot long r emain
enemies.
The quite obvious fact was recently s u g.
gested to me that quite the contrary m ay be
even more true: LhaL people who have n o th.
ing to do with one another Iind it diffi cult
to get real mad at each other. Friendly t alk
can all too easily degenerate into knock.
down, drag-out argument when such an ex.
plosive issue as religion is the subj e c t. r
think that it is this line of reasoning t hat
prompts American Catholics to keep their
mouths shut when it comes to airing their
religious convictions in public. Many of the
contributors to American Catholicism a ccu se
American Catholics of an Italianate aloofness
or o\·er-protectiveness in exchanging views
with their Protestant and Jewish neighbors.

th truth were known, I suspect that the

II a:onship of discretion to valor i~ the
rtl e factor in governmg the behavior of
·can Catholics in tbe matter.
r,nrn
,1J11erl
tiral Appraisal
~ut since too nice _a we_ighing-out o[ the
alive merils of d1scretlon and valor 1s
~ 1. a commendable attitude, I approached
Jarty's "A Dialogue of Histories" in a
o, ol sympathetic doubt to see what posiri~rguments could be marshalled in favor

.
. ct· .d d • t
111alogue.
:J Marty's essay JS 1v1 e m o an mtro~.;. and three parts, each of which three
ends in a summary of the benefits ( or
k r them) oI dialogue. If I have under~o Dr. Marty correctly his conclusions
be summarized as follows: l) Dialogue
:~een Catholics and Protestants should
Protestants to an awareness of the fact
1
~gthe United States is not now, if it ever
' an exclusively Protestant product; and
t~olics will realize that they are no longer
second-class
' t least not completely u:ens, 2) An honest exchange of views of
;Sto y between Catholics and Protestants
1;ead the Protestants to realize that the
od between the Primitive Church and
pellReformation was not a pagan wasteland;
md ,tarry-eyed Catholic admirers of the
.eenth century will realize that aH was
.;::r. ·eetness and light m tbe High Middle
s•and that religion is better off today in
~ ways than it ever was. 3) Direct and
theological discussions between Cathand Pro1esta.nts will clear away many
1.rcnccs which are illusory, though the

J.'.is

remaining hard core of real differences will
possibly be accentuated.

Pastor Hunts Bi.shop
The first two points may be reduced to a
conviction voiced again and again by the
other contributors to American Catholicism
that practical co-operation and non-technical
discussion between Catholics and non-Catholics will help to Jessen the mist of mystery
and suspicion which stm seem to surround
the Church in many non-Catholic eyes.
There can be no question as to the advantages o( such clarification to Catholics.
Several of the other contributors to American Catholicism also voiced the advantage
which would accrue to serious theological
dialogue, but none made so specific or so
emphatic an appeal for such discussion as
did Marty, who said, "Were I to state a Protestant 'dream' -my Protestant dream - for
thjs chapter, it would be that out of this
could come the invitation from a Roman
Catholic bishop for such sanctioned exchange." I therefore found it something of
a pity that Dr. Marty djd not develop the
arguments in favor of such exchange more
fully, and that he ended with a negative if
not downright pessimistic note.
In his lectures at tbe University of Arkansas Dr. Marty made al lea.st one point
t hat he might well have incorporated into
his essay. At Fayetteville he spoke at length
decrying the fact that although the nu~ber
of people who are members of organized
religions has increased very much in recent
years, there has been a corresponding deemphasis of specific belief on the part of
13

churchgoers, so lhal God has tended to become fol' many people "a big, blue blur," or
(in lhc words of Jane Russell) "a Living
Doll."

German Pattern
As a remedy for this tendency he recommended a deeper pcntration into the dogmatic content o( the various faiths, a penetration which will be stimulated if sharpened
on the whetstone o! dialogue. Il is my own
observalion, or at least impression, that constant exchange of information and ideas between Catholics and Lutherans in West Germany has been one of lhe principal factors
which has kepl religion a vital and living
thing in a land dominated by a philosophy
of "produce, consume, and be merry, [or
tomorrow the Russians may come." Having
lived prosp rously for fifteen years on the
edge of doom, the German Catholics have
lapsed seriously from the l'eligious fervor
which gripped them in the first dark days
aCler the war, and yet their religion is much
less in danger of being relegated lo the
shadowy world of mere tradition than in,
say, Italy or France.
Although this impression was formed
some years ago when I spent several summers in Germany, the recurrent theme of
Catholic-Lutheran relations in the German
Catholic newspapers I continue to receive
and read indicates that it is still a valid one.
As a matter of fact, Dr. Marty does refer
to lhe Proteslant-Catholic basic discussion
which has proceeded for some years in Germany as a model for what could be done
in this country.
Il is interesting lo note that the German
Benedictines, and in a special way the monk.s
of the Abbey of Nieder al teich have taken a
very active part in the movement for reunion
between Catholics and Protestants. Although
Niederalteich, like the monasteries of Chevetogne in Belgium, Grottaierrata in Italy,
Buckfast in England, and St. Procopius in
the United States, is dedicated principaUy
Lo the task of finding ways to reunite Roman
Catholics and Eastern Orthodox, the monks
of Niederalteich have widened their view to
include the aims of the Una Sancta movement, which strives to pave the way toward
a closer understanding between Catholics
and Lutherans.
Translation Needed

Several years ago I attended a lecture in
Rome by Father Thomas Sarlory, O.S.B., of
Niederalteicb Abbey, who is the editor of
14

Una Sancta Rundbriefe, the official o,·gan Of
lhe Una Sancta movement. He pointed out
that although no direct reunion with th
Lutheran Church is foreseeable at the pres~
ent time, Niederalleich works towards reducing mutual misunderstanding both on the
emotional and intellectual plane in order l
clear the way for the stin-ings of the Hot;
Spiril. He described the retreats conducted
each year at Niederalleich which are attend.
ed by both Catholic priests and Lutheran
ministers who pray, meditate, and attend
conferences together, though they are sepa.
raled in worship. He spoke also of the inter.
failh theological discussions mentioned by
Dr. Marty. and pointed out that once the cob.
webs of divergent terminology and exprea.
sion are cleared away it is often amazing
how Catholic and Lutheran views coincide
where they are generally believed to differ.
This fact was once brought home to rne
personally in a very vivid way. I was trav.
eling to Rome one Fall wilh some Benedic.
tines o( Maria Laach who arranged for us
lo stay overnight at Niederalteich. When we
got there we discovered that Father Thornas
Sartory was not at home, and neither Was
much o[ anybody else, !or that matter. What
promised lo be a dull evening turned out
to be quite the contrary when I was intro.
duced to a young Swedish-American theo.
logian who was living as a guest in the mon.
astery while working on the translation of
a book.
When he told me lhal he was a member of
the Swedish branch of the Lutheran Church
I recalled that the Swedes maintain that
they have preserved their apostolic succes.
sion of bishops and in many ways are said
to be even closer to Catholicism than the
Church of England. I began to question hiin
on a few of the points at which I believed
Catholicism and Lutheranism to be irreconcilable, and was amazed to find that he was
able lo give a Catholic interpretation to
every objection I presented. And while theo.
logy is not really my field, I was fresh out
of the seminary in those days and was at
least convinced at the time that I knew what
I was doing.
Examples Multiplied

Of course, it may be argued that my young
Swede was representative only of himself
and not of his church, but such examples
may be multiplied both in my own experience and in that of olhers. In Chapter III of
American Catholics, Robert Macafee Brown

oul that a German Catholic theologian
published a book in which he
that. lhe famous Lutheran theologian
5arLh misunderstands the Catholic docK4' o[ grace, and that Barth's alternative
~;tuallY the true view of Roman Catholic
M1- Mr. B1·own also recalls that lhe
t .e<! ch 0ratorian. FaU1er Louis Bouyer, has
-tn that many doctrines which are popuO
supposed to be lypically Protestant are
r •al u,e heart of Catholic theology, though
tso have tended to be obscured in recent
:;uries as a reaction to the Reformation.
,1; a final example of Ca lholics and Prot.• ts saying the same things in dillering
_t.,njnology I might cite the address on the
,rtnJogv of Paul Tillich last year by the dean
~he Federated Theological Faculty of the
University of Chicago to the seminarians of
eption Abbey. I had a chance to bear a
nc recording of \bis talk last summer, and
struck by the fact that while in some
1: : r;llich's thought would be entirely
"'accepLable to Catholics, nevertheless, to
~. ,stenl that Tillich has applied the methiii, of philosophy to analyzing Lhe facts of
. 1ation he has come m many ways amazclose to Catholic views, though his
i1/loc1 of expression is quite different. 1
·'. read since \bat the Jesuit Father Gus:,:; Weigel has reached a similar conclusion
oout Tillich.
" Th• moral of all this is that dialogue beeen Catholic and Protestant theologians
on ,how to Protestants how close to the
ts

1"'." ecentlv
1'. \
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friendship House Offers
Interracial Conferences
An unforgettable vacation-with-a-purp ose
being offered again this summer by
fnendshiP House, Catholic interracial move~ent, to all those who "'.ould like to learn
u,day's methods ol workmg for mterracial
·tice and love.
Two weekend conferences held at Childrley Farin, near Chicago, July 15-17 and
\ugusl 19•21, will include sessions running
·,ocurrenlly for both beginning and adcanced participants.
1
The rural setting will provide an oppor"mity !or learning, exchanging ideas, re..<lion, and prayer - with specialists in
nterracial work, the lay apostolate, and the
(tlUrg)'•

These annual conferences are open lo

truth they really are in many unsuspected
ways. And we Catholics are able to develop
and stale more accurately our own views
by comparing them to the Protestant formulations.
. That the. Church oflicially favors such
11~tercon!ess1':mal discussion at least in princ:ple was evidenced by the Instruction publtshed by the Holy See on May 1, 1950, which
authorized bishops to give permission for
such meetings. The Instruction stipulated
that priests who take part in such discussions must be both competent and prudent;
laymen are to be admitted only il they are
well-m!ormed, and large public meetings
are not encouraged.
To sum up, I think that the best concise
statement of the strictly theological aims of
such discussion from the Catholic point of
view was given by Karl Adam in his One
and Holy: "For the Catholic, in contrast to
the Protestant conscience which is not in
union with Rome, the immediate object of
all effort at reunion can only be that each
according to his powers should help to remove the obstacles which are keeping those
who do not believe in her from the Mother
Church.''

priests, sisters, seminarians 1 and the laity young and old - from all over the country.
A fee of $18 for each weekend covers
tuition, room and board. A Scholarship Fund
has been started to assist those unable to
meet full expenses. Anyone who would like
to come but needs financial aid is urged to
apply. And anyone who can help financially
is guaranteed a hundredfold return for years
to come.
Participants may also wish lo arrive early
or to stay in Chicago for a Work and Study
Week, contributing to the interracial apostolate through service and learning at
Friendship House. There are also openings
for this program now and the year round.
For information, to apply, or to contribute
to the Scholarship Fund, please contact:
Betty Plank, Friendship House, 4233 S. Indiana Avenue, Chicago 53, Illinois.
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on places she has seen and people she has
met.

Lending
Library
Notes
BUT WITH THE DAWN, REJOICING, by
Mary Ellen Kelly, Bruce Publishing Co.,
!'3.00, 182 pages.
This is the heroic story of a girl crippled
with rheumatoid arthritis at the age of 12.
Now, at the age of 37, when this book was
written, she is still bedfast, confined to a
cot in a state of complete immobility.
She was a prime mover in the organization
o( the League of Shut-In Sodalists, which
now has members in 36 countries all over the
world. Her articles have appeared in many
periodicals in the United States and Canada. This, despite the fact that although she
can hold a pen, she can write only seven
letters in one unbroken movement.
From the beginning of her affliction and
through numerous operations, she has been
blessed by her total abandonment to God's
Holy Will, and she has accepted her life of
suffering as her VOCATION - here is how
she expresses it, in "Letter to an Invalid"
in the last chapter of her book, "God has
indeed chosen me for Himself, wanting me
lo reach Him through the vocation of sufCering. With my bed as a cloister, my improvised blouses and assorted sheets as my
habit, and my stiff joints as binding vows,
I had been called to serve Him - even to a
spiritual sacrifice which would make my
physical ones pale in comparison."
She has been around - in a cot, in baggage cars, hearses, trundled over cobbled
pa,•ements - across the United States, including Hollywood, to shrines in Canada and
many of the shrines of Europe, and to the
Vatican in Rome, to Spain, Portugal, France,
Holland, and to ball games, radio and television shows. With an observant eye and
Irish wit she tells her travel experiences,
with highlights of humor and discernment
16

This is a book to cheer the heart of any
invalid, and one to rouse the admiration of
any reader, invalid or non-invalid. A s one
reads it, he will be saying to himself; "Goct
surely loves Mary Ellen Kelly."
-Brother Thomas Anglim, 0.S.:s.
ADDITIONS TO THE LENDING LIBRARy
My Mission Is The World - The life of
Mother Cabrini (Saint Francis Xavier Cabrini), by Angela Martignoni. Translated
from the Italian by Rev. Clarence Tse hi Ppert, O.F.M., Cap.
The Heroes of God - The story of eleven
great missionaries, by Henri Daniel-Raps•
From SL. Paul and St. Martin down to
·
Damien of our day.
The La.st Hours of Jesus - The story of
the Passion, by Father Ralph Gorman, C.p
Editor of the Sign. The author spent thre~
years in the Holy Land studying in .J eru.
salem and for seven years was a Professor
of Sacred Scripture.
Madame Lafayette - The story of a patriot's wiCe, by Constance Wright. The love
story of a devoted wife whose devotion to
the Church sustained her through the Reign
of Terror and the sordid days after the
French Revolution.
Approach to Monasticism - A timely volume on Benedictine life, viewed from both
inside and outside the monastery, by Dom
Hubert van Zeller, O.S.B., who has wri tten
so often and so well about monastic life.

Fr'

Subscription Contest Winners
Winners of lhe February Catholic Press Month
Drive for subscriptions to The Abbey Messa.ye ai-e
the following:
Grand Prize Winner: Alice Bauer, St. Benedict's
School, Subiaco, A statue of the Blessed Mother
a rosary blessed by Pope John XXIII, and a sur..:
prise cash bonus.
Major Bonus Winner: John Buss, St. Ignatius
School, Scranton. A rosary blessed by the Pope
a $25 savings bond, and a surprise cash bonus. •
Other W inners: Mrs. John Byrne, San Diego
Cali.f.; Mrs. Joseph Senger, Minot, N.D.; Roberta
Rudolph, Ratcliif; Al Hoedebeck, Irving, Tex .
Mrs. Walter Brutto, Falfurrias, Tex. These re·~
ce.ivcd rosaries blessed by the Pope.
The above winners, and others who also received rosaries, have been notified by mail and
the prizes senl to them. Space does not permit a
complete listing of the winners in the schools.
The staff of The Abbey Message wishes to congratulate and thank all the winners and all those
who took part in this project. We also wish to
thank the Pastors and Sisters of the participating
schools.

POL LY PAtl ADE
Abbey for the members of the Catholic Women's Union, by whom it was also sponsored. The conferences for this day of recollection were given by FaU1er Abbot. The
week before, a meeting of the Catholic Women's Union was held in Sacred Hearl
Church, Morrilton, Arkansas. This meeting
was an important step in preparing for the
National Convention which will be held in
Little Rock this year.
March 21 was an important day for us for several
reasons. First, 1t was the
Feast of St. Benedict. Bishop
Reed of lhe Oklahoma CityTulsa Diocese celebrated Lhe
Pontifical High Mass and
spoke on this occasion of the
social implications of the
Benedictine way of life. ll
was also the sixty-fifth anni\'ersary of pro(ession for
Brother Frank Moral, which
means that he made his first
religious profession in 1895
al the age of twenty-one. It
was further the first day of
spring, a day that everyone
looks forward lo, after the
aches and pains of winter.
This winter we were more
fortunate than usual in the
matter of aches and pains
and colds and flu. True,
some members of the Abbey
had lo go to the hospital
with flu or sickness. But at
no time, either among the
students or among the teachers, did any kind of sickness
reach epidemic proportions.
It is probable that an improved physical training
program among the students
headed off much illness.
Brother Frank Morat, 0.S.B.
Sixty-five years a monk on St. Whether or not the students
take part in varsity sports
Bene<lict's Day

di foll<s,
f tres Benno Schluterman and Casimir
~:mbek are eagerly looking toward May
21- ordination dale for_ both. Frater Benno
te ordained by Bishop Fletcher at SL.
,Ind ew's Cathedral in Little Rock; Frater
',;, a monk of the Corpus Christi
be ordained by Bishop Garriga
,n.
f"ltThcresa's Church, Corpus Christi.
F,arl)' m the month of March Adalbert
,ver of 1he Mayer Stud10s
iJunich came by to see
111
, stained gla~s windows in

'will

c:hurch, which were exe-

•ed bv the Mayer Studios.
Cl1

1\'

ronounced himself well

;,ed with the_ appearance

he windows m theu- ele. and impressi\•e setting.
~e µasl month too_ wit·ed a round of conf1rma\ in the parishes surdmg the Abbey. Bishop
iou:',her of Little Rock dis-~ed some of t1;e worst
ia1her in March history to
. the schedule. Rain and
;: coupled with altematlreezing and thawmg
..med the whole_ counlryinto a quagm1re.
On Saint Joseph's Day,. in
pre3ence of the en tire
\astic community and lay
ends and guests, Brother
:a:e Jerome Heard made
(inal oblation. Brother
Jrome's home is in Houston,
~as. and his parents, Mr.
d Mrs. John Heard of that
IY were present for the
,;mony. Father Abbot
,poke on this occasion on
le many benefits of spirial and monastic life.
The next day a Day of
Recollection was held at U1e
l;

they are still required to do calistheni cs for
twentv minutes a day. Although this is not
very ~strenuous, il docs seem to improve
The Work of our Saviour is complete in
their physical fitness.
on Eas ter
Now with the advent of spring all of us the resurrecti on Crom Lhe dead
a motive for believ.
ought lo get a chance for air and sun. It is morning. We now have
ol Christ in their
certain that many will lake lo Lbe trail dur- ing all oC the teachings
one fact alone. If
ing the coming weeks or try lo catch lhe big entirely because of this
the lame walk
see,
blind
the
ones from the streams and lakes. The streams the facts lhal
the poor have the g 00
are running clear and strong and Lhe lakes the dead rise, and
tidings preached to them were nol_ enough,
are splashing over the spillways.
proof positive. lle
The students ol Lhe Abbey were recently here, in one acl we have
.Alleluia! The heavdonated an old Studebak er which they have has risen as He said .
the Work of I-tis
stripped down and equipped with a wooden enly Father has certified stamp ol approval
credible
bed so that now they are ready lo go fishing Son with a most
With this approval, our faith is made whole.
or frog gigging at a moment's notice.
We have been given the time of Len , le,
AnoU1er sure sign of spring was Lhe spring
our Lord most closely in His redemp.
follow
the
when
Subiaco,
in
27
March
on
concert
ha_d_ the opportun ity
music departme nts of Subiaco Academy and tive Work - we have
to join our prayers, sacnhces, and suffer.
St. Scholastic a Academy presented a join
St. Paul says, "to make
program, which included both inslrumen la1 ings wiili His, as
in the sufferings of
and vocal numbers. The concert was well up what is wanting of the_ Mystical B ody
received by a large audience. The following Christ." We, members
w1lh Chnsl, shar.
mystically
week the concert was repeated in Fort Smith. of Christ, suffer
and Death in a mystical and
Father Hugh. who was responsib le for Subi- ing His Passion
For forty days we have
aco's half of the program, has been well in .,male manner.
Saviour, following each
pleased with the band's progress this year. 1:ecome one with the
on lhe road to our salvaAs a matter oC fact there is on ly a make- step iliat He trod
shut up with I-tirn
been
shift auditoriu m here to present such reci- Lion. Alter having
is clearly realized as
tals. In the near future the Parish Hall will in the tomb (which
ol Holy Week unfolds before us)
be completed , which on account ol its good the liturgy
ly together on Easter m orn.
acoustical qualities will be a much better we rise victorious has conquered ilie death of
Lord
place for such events. The Parish Hall will ing. As the
have conquered the only d e ath
have a seating capacity of live hundred, a the body, we !ear, the death of ilie soul. If
need
sufficient iy large capacity for most programs that we
our Lent has been what it ought, our rebirth
or local interest.
Each of us is "a new
The new annex to the Abbey is gradually with Christ is complete.
shaping up too. This particular part o[ the man."
Christ yet in
depicts
cover
The present
Abbey building program may be ready by
o[ the master that he has just
summer. The outside scaffoldin g is now the garments
The elements of Death and
down and the plastering has begun on the defeated, Death. , but here Death is an e mp.
Lile are combined
inside.
ty shell for the Life has overcome it. T he
So long,
lines are those of shock waves such a s one
Polly
sees in a strobosco pic picture of a speeding
bullet. It is certainly clear to all that the pasABBEY DEATH ANNIVE RSARIE S
sage from death lo life is nol accomplished
enan
is
dates
y
Publication of death anniversar
smoothly, but with great force, and power.
courageme nt to friends of the dece_ased ~d to our
Note, that the guard (his friends have alprayers.
thet.r
m
departed
the
readers to remember
ready taken flight) is not asleep, as they
1948
4,
April
\Vuest
Aloysius
Brother
later on claim. From the looks of th1ngs he
April 9, 1957
Broth er Be rna rd Aufde.rmau er
April 15, 1951 has gotten his eyes full - and doesn't par.
Rev. Eugene Knorr
l
19Z
17,
April
Epp
nrad
l\tei
Rev.
Very
ticularly like what he sees.
April 18, 1935

The April Cover

J

Rev. Pintan Kraemer
Rev. Richard Eve ld

A prll Z4, 1953

Let Us Pray
O God, the Lord of MeTctl, gTant to the soul of

Thy SeTVant, N- - _ __ whose anniveTSaf'JI we
commemoTate, a place of ref,'esPu~ent, ren and
happineis, and the glory of Thy hght. Through
Our Lord J ems Christ. Amen.
18

MOVING?

u you move please send us your complete
OLD address and the complete NEW address. Tb.is wi ll be of great help to our
office personnel. Thank you v ery much!

,.everly damaged in spots. The lespedeza, our
main source of next winter's hay, has all
been sown.
The machiner y, as far as one can Judge,
is ready for another year. Thal is the rub;
one never can be sure that an implemen t is
durable enough for another year if il has
already seen several years ol hard service.
Brother Robert, our blacksmii li o(len uses
his forge lo good advantage . The smithy is
an importan t place, and Brother Robert says
the most importan t thing about his work is
that it always requires a good temper.
Our spnng crop of potatoes is in the
ground. There is always a certain risk with
our potatoes but ilie only way to avoid the
risk would be not to plant potatoes. No potatoes, no risk; no risk, no potatoes to eat we'll risk again.
The beef pasture across the highway 1s
the scene of new life. By now al least thirtylive little Hereford s have been born and
they keep the area alive with their daily
scamperin g, first trying out the new life
given them and later showing off as they
earth bless the Lord; let it
the
let
run, buck. and tear away from imaginary
0
~ and exalt him above all forever. O
They learn an occasional lesson too.
dangers.
1
earth,
ilie
in
~ things that spring up
For example they learn to go to their own
above
him
exalt
and
praise
Lord,
l uie
mother when hungry, or once in a while a
J'rorcver." (Dan. 3· 74, 75) These praises calf learns to respect barbed wire even
in our Divine Ollice when man lends though he can't understan d it. This must
oice so that nature can worship God. seem like a queer iliorn bush indeed - long
\pedal meaning to us now. Il is spring straight horizonta l vines growing out of a
:~ ih• earth again catalyzed by the sun, continual row ol thkk stems and not a leaf
tlessly generates life_ and growth._ This on any of it.
of spring is used m Sacred Scripture
Brother Leonard had the recent opporChrist beckoning to His Spouse the
in
UI(h. "Arise, make haste, my love, my tunity to attend a two-day conferenc e
to
mv beautiful one and come. For winter Little Rock treating problems pertaining
the
past, the rain is over and gone. The the productio n of meat-type hogs. Since
and
extinct
y
"':,. have appeared in our land, the time demand fo1· Jard is practicall
meat-typ e hogs are so much in demand, sevw ning is come. The voice o( the turtie
more spe~~urUedove) is heard in our land. The eral problems have arisen. To be
1 tree hath put forth her green figs. The
cific on at least one point, let us take the man
in nower yield their sweet smell. Arise, looking !or breeding stock. He wants a hog
e o[ meal.
~~ove, my beautiful one and come." (C";Ilt- that will yield a higher percentag
Land~ Canticles 2: 10-13) The season of sprmg Just because a hog is a Hampshir e,
the
of used by the Church to be a symbol o[ race, or Duroc does not mean it will be es
rreclion · the Resurrect ion o! Christ and best, for we all know that some Hampshir
difThe
es.
~uChurcb ;_,ith Him in Baptism and death are better than other Hampshir
to judge
1i!Sth world. Tbese thoughts are easy mecli- licul ty is for the average farmer
the amount of fat on a live hog. Brother
~, ne so thal our minds and handsd cooperate
th·1s Leonard said that they were taught how to
.
f G d unng
,rrll in doing all lhmgs or o
do things such as this. The two days were
I)' season.
and covered material that usually
As the earth turns itself into the second full days
iliree hours of semester work in
or the year we note that we _have come requires
college. At any rate Brother Leonard came
~gh the winter very well with the exwith the course.
~uon however of the oats which was back pleased
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t could run around and make a

" d . the chicken was big enough lo be
•1nd roasted in the oven with lots
dl""""-d stuffing and gravy. All of us snt
00
the table and ate some o. the
· ·n t \ didn't make my father or grand.J<••· " afterward:;. No feathers started
""croout of any of us. That chicken had
J m~ was buried m our stomachs , but
"1. n " resurrected inlo ano'her kind of
OCl~"nol only could move around and
th• ·,se but could also be either GOOD
.e no ,
BADhttlc brother got up from the table
al m)' long curls lo make me cry,
l
III
,}on he opened the door for me when
a arrying out the table scraps - the
,<a> ~ttlle brother. My lather, mother,
fai..~er. grandmot her and all the peopl_e
• urch that night had looked so beau t1h n they were takmg up a col!ect1on
"' e or heathen Negroes in Africa. But
th: all looked like horrible fiends one
' abcn they talked about lynching one
e :Cathrn Negro in our home town - the

.il~'.'. i

~
~
Crazy people try lo take Jesus from Young
Dear Young Americans,
tlmerican s, too, a11d make Hi1n took ridicu.Aµril has finally come. Didn't it seem for lou.s in "modern'' times, and _wlten thei,
hink He is dead, they bury Him and 1·o11
a while as if the calendar had died sometime
in J anv.ary, had been wrapped in white up et big stone of useless ncth>ities. and harrr,_
grai·e-clotltes of snow, and bv.ried right be- fu! activities, so tltat it looks sometime ~ as
side us with a ltuge stone of ice all oi,er the if we ca11not get to Him either. But God i.~
top of it, too big and too cold for any man to the Boss of tlte calendar and gives tis an
move away? That la.,t ice seemed the worst Easier every year. He is the Boss of aU those
of all, mashing tlte little bud., rigllt back big stones, too, and nobody is going to keep
in:o the tree limbs even when they were Life buried from us!
Love to every one of you.,
trying to rise v.p out of the bare branches
Tammy
to show us some new life.
Suppose yov. and I were young Jews back
in the time of Jesv.s and knew how warm
and strong and alive His arms were as He
gathered v.s close to Him and scolded the
Disciples for trying to push us away. SupWinter was all over. The dirt in the garden
pose we ltad git-en Him our lunch and watch- was crumbly and almost black where the
ed Him feed 5,000 people with it. One day yellow grains of corn were dropped and
we waved palm branches and sang praises buried. Soft rains came and soon we s aw
to Him all the way into the temple. How little green sprouts sticking up out of the
He dived into those money-ch angers, dump- ground where we planted the corn. Those
ing over their tables and pushing down the things kept getting bigger and bigger every
chairs of those that sold doves! He was so day. We pulled up some of them and found
wonderfu l we just had to sing harder than out they were coming out of the grains of
e,:er and even our littlest brothers and sis- corn all right, and they also had long strings
ters joined with us too at the top of their of roots. Those grains of corn were a lot
1•oices. The chief priests and the scribes got bigger now than when we planted them.
hot and bothered bv.t Je,.-u., scolded them.
Those we left in the ground got big ger
100. "Aren't you. listening to WHAT they
than we were and had whole ears of corn
never
you
are saying?" He asked. "IIave
on them! They used up the sunshine , the
read 'Out of the mouths of infants and of rain and the tiniest particles of dirt, but we
suckiiitgs thou hast perfected praise'?"
couldn't find any sunshine, dirt, or plain
Less than a week afterward s, by the time rain in the corn plants anywhere . They had
we could squeeze through all those soldiers been resurrecte d into a different kind of
and crazy people the Hands that had blessed existence in the corn plant, somethin g a live!
us were nailed up on that awful cross! He
We fed the ears of corn to the chicken ~hut
was dead, and tl,ey took Him down, wrapped up in the coop for fattening. We watched
Him up and buried Him in a tomb. It seemed the chicken grow bigger drnmstick s instead
like the last straw when so ma11y men shoved of corn plants where his feathers were. That
that big stone in front of the tomb. Now we corn was now being resurrecte d into a kind
couldn't get to Him!

Peck's Bad Boy
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Young America Conte sts
Sacrifice is a gift to God Jesus on the
cross made the first perfect sacrifice in offermg llimfelf to His Father for our salvation.
Evc·ry Mass is the same perfect sacrifice becau " Jc us 1s offered by the priest, as He
said, "Do thL< m
!Ii1nself taught when He
1
commemo ration of Me.' Each of us can also
make, ~acri.fire. \Ve can give our prayers. our
acts o, kindnl'ss, and our acts of self-denia l to
God . A sac, iCice is a gift of lo,·e; !I must be
mac!e willingly, in happiness , or it is not a
wor.l1y gift !or God.
Sacri flee has been importan t in every religion the world has known. Since the beginning of history, e\·en among savage pcopl~s.
animals. birds, or fruits have been offered m
sacrifice to God, or to whatever gods the
people knew. The Jews in the Old Testamen t
offered oxen, lambs, goals, and the first fruits
uf the harvest in sacrifice to God. These sacrifices showed, ahead of time, the sacrifice
o[ Jesus Christ on Calvary; God was pleased
with them if they wl're offered lo Him.

II
I

Look for the special winners' contest in
people.
next mon'.h's issue. Three grand prizes will
day at grandmot her's somebody got be given away. All three are from Rome and
l)rle PY of Peck'., Bad Boy and started have been blessed b • the Holy Father.
8
cothe stories out loud. The words com:..ugh the air didn't make any diffe1:- THE CONTES TS
Answer these ques,ions
to the cat. They made ':'Y aunt laugn 7th and Btll Graclrs:
1 V.'ho were the first priests and when were
rd • e tears started commg out or her
1
they ordained by Christ>
Th ', made my little brother sit s ill,
Christ?
during the reading. But later on 2 How it the pries\ another
e< •
ordained (for what puroncedrug s\ore he went nrounc\ begging ~- Why is a priest
uose)?
"bodY for chewing gum and chewed the
?
. to sticky wads which he plastered ~ Why is sacrifice necessary
the,<' qucs,ions:
'"at of every chair there before any- .5th an,1 6th Grade,: Answer
for us?
what he was doing. Then Peck's I. \Vl1a does Baptism do
give us?
made my mother and fa th er very, 2. What rights dues it
after Baptism?
Bo~r-,• so thev never let us listen to any 3 What are our duties
rd
Grades.
4th
and
3rd
s.
wo
sai'.ne
j:.:_the
\'rite about one o[ the happening s on either
different from animals.
1 were surely
Friday, or Holy Satur·'°~~dn't just eat and drink and !Ive and Holv Thursday Good
the Church does on that
;nd<f!crently. They moved around for a da): Then tell ~hat
. bodies that had to be feel and cared day in her services.
CONTEST WINNER
their real lives reached beyond the '\ OUNG AMERICA
tJ,c,· a,e into the ,deas they had, the _ h
1 8 11 G I s
Assumptio n School
Carfagno,
J~-~ee
:
tt 1 fu~ri;e
j o[ ~things they loved and worked for,
Arkansas. :2nd prize: Ann Mobley, Sacn~
d ,nd' of thin~s they pushed away tifro_ m Atkins,
Arkansas.
Morrilton,
Sl·hool,
rt
- and those they loved ..E very 1mg Ill•
k elves
Wille!l's, St. Joseph's, Sch~ol,
.etDSd d "as either rollmg a big stone 1n ,;r,tstt~lri~~~
Arkansas. 2nd p~1ze: Sharon Remcccius,
~ 'r •' cruciiied Jesus lying in a tomb, Pnris,
St. Jm,Pph's St·hool. Pnns, Arkansas.
to
ades·
.,.. rolling somebody else's stone. away 3 d d 4th G
r t,~"orize: D~vid ·Filipek, Si. _Edward's School,
the
m
"""'the tomb to help Jesus get out
Little Rock, Arkansa~. :l.n_d pr1zr· J;mP Pmtcr.
d
School, ~1:orrilton, Arkansas.
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The CCD, A Privilege and a Challenge

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
Part XII in a series on the CCD

Another vital organ in the wonderful organism of Olff Supernatural Life is lhe virtue of Hope.

oI the vin
No. 3, page ~e
tile virtue 3,
God, W ho 6~
all-powerful and faithful to Iiis proniis "
will in His mercy give us eternal happin:s,
8
~'
and t11e means to obt<Lin it."
of the calechetical defi11ilion
of H~p.e. Baltimore Catechism
def1111t1011 294, says, /lope is
u>hic/1 we firmly trust that

U ttlimit ed Trust

The very nature of Lhis virtue is an 1J.
limited trust in God, because of His infin;t
kindness and power. He can and will hel e
Nervous System
me to reach Heaven; He can and will g i P
Whal is Hope? Before we explain it, leL success to my efforts lo accomplish g o Ve
us keep in touch again with Lhe comparison for His glory and lhe salvation o[ othOc[
or paraUel used at the beginning of thls souls, if I do not impair U1e work of B:~r
1
series between natural liie and Supernatural grace.
s
Life. If Sanctifying Grace can be compared
Hope is blind trust. "For we are savect b
to the Soul of our natural life, if the virtue hope. But hope that is seen is not hope.
of Faith has been likened lo our brain, the what a man see, why does he hope for?
virtue of Hope resembles the muscular and if we hope for what we see not, we to . t
nervous system of our body. When our Jo,· it with patience." (Rom. VIII-24)
«tt
nerves are shattered or merely depressed,
The element of patience in the virtue I
we lose our ability for endurance under the hope is our part. If we expect God to
pressure of any kind of strenuous effort. We things "our way," at the time chosen b y u 0
call such a physical condition a breakdown. this is not any more unlimited trust in B:s,
It is a very sad experience.
kindness'. wisdom and power. In other w ordss
ln the Natural Order
self-confidence 1s not confidence m God. " B:'
In lhe natural order, hope is one of the that trusteth in his own heart is a fool (:Pe
eleven human passions. It is an active desire Xll-2). "Have confidence in the Lord Witt
of a far away good that has to be reached all thy heart, and Jean not upon thy ow
11
with difficulty. As such, iL plays a great part prudence." (Prov. III-5)
in the field of human activities: The farmer With Patience
works hard wiU1 lhe hope of a good crop;
This element of patience as an integral
the soldier on the battlefield hopes for vicpart of the virtue of Hope cannot be o v ertory; the student sets his heart on the diemphasized. It is its practical angle. I t i
ploma be wants lo get; the business man
the test by which we can appraise the qua]~
musters all the wisdom and keen cautious- i.y of our Hope.
ness at hls disposal with the hope of a worthWhen under the disheartening pressur
while profit. Hope is the nerve of human
of adversity or failure in our most w orth:
effort.
while undertalcings, let us remembe r t h
In the Supernatural Order
meaning of this great virtue and r ecite
In the Supernatural order, the virtue oI piously the "Act of Hope," adding to it w hat~
Hope contains three vital elements:
ever our saddened heart might like t o s ay
a) A strong desire of the perfect happi- to God to reaffirm our t.rust in Him. " 'I'o
ness U,at God alone can give us. This is U1em that love God, all things work towhy ilie v irtue of Hope presupposes the gether unto good." (Rom. VIII-28). As
knowledge of God through the virtue of humble and loving child, let us say t o ou~
Faith. "For the unknown, there is not de- Heavenly Father, "You know best, dear
sire. "
Father!" Such an attitude of mind and hea rt
b) A consciousness of being helpless in the is most pleasing to God. Ve.ry often H e repursuit of such a goal, unless assisted by wards it immediately. When contending with
the grace of God. Hence, our hope is built what seems a hopeless distress, humanly
upon the "Almighty Power and Infinite speaking, let us throw ow·selves blindly in to
Mercy oI our Heavenly Father."
the hands of God. We never regret it!
c) A serious effort on our part lo cooperate
Next issue, we will analyze how the d evelwith divine grace.
opment of Hope can be a g,·eat asset in o ur
Under the light of these three elements, spiritual formation. Au revoir!
it becomes easy to grasp the full meaning
Rev. Georges A. Levasseur
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Godliness

--

Godlessness

Timely News and Views
IMPERSONAL FORCES
·,ST r;c, is that a technological civilization

fhe i· devoted to purely secular and

mab1th e~ds tends to rcd~ce man lo an ~u_toiJI'1 b, subjecting him to the domm1on
1011
J
~personal (orces. Thus it contra'"'1 only the doctrines of personal lib•h inspired the creative period o[
t5 ,v ttc,culture but also the n1ore univer,\l!leric•~uaJ prin,ciples which are common
1 :P':~rn civilization. Only by recovery of
11
: spiritual element in our culture can
11
akc it strong enough lo withstand the
1t ni ating and dehumanizing influence
~:Otogy. -Christopher Dawson. quoted
! ,e Register

"t

r1oWS GRATITUDE
' SHARING FA ITH
'' . · day my faith means more to me, and
£' '111I0 ,how my gratit"cle .for this precious
1' try sharing it with others. I' m taking
fl 1 "\ part in the Cr"sade for Soul .. which
• ortl!Shehan is launching in the Bridge~ •:•ocese, It's a wonderful privilege to
,,ort a' orbells and invite non-Catlw!ics to
ong
Open House and information
'' P"'and thus help our zealous p,·iests
105 '" ing thousands into the true fold of
!"'~lirist.
-Alvin Clinkscales, con•;~uoted In the Colored Harvest, February

gion is all right; l don't see anything wrong
with it. Anyhow, I don't feel inclined to gel
off the earth just because some people dislike it. I don't hold it against them. But what
l s ay is-let them come and pul me off.
-Bishop James Edward Walsh. M.M. (now
a prisoner in Red China)
BAPTISM IS A RESURRECTlON
Baptism is a resurrection. If we want to
understand it, we ltave to compare it with
the ,·esurrection of Christ and see o"r baptism as a taking place in us of what happened when Christ rose from the dead. Our

Cl,ristian life is a tife on a new level of existence, and, when we ask what t/1is new level
is, the answer is that it is the level of the
risen life of Christ which we shall enjoy in
full at ! he end of the world. We are already
living on a !eve! that is above the Leve! of
the things of this earth.
Charles Davis,
in Wor., hip, March

A TERRIFYING PRINCIPLE
Another terrifying principle implied and
accepted in sterilization is that the child
is primarily a citizen of the slate and that
consequently the stale has an absolute right
lo control births. No such concession can
p.ossibly be made. Thls is a false tenet of
Nazism and Communism. No, the family is
an institution in its own right. It is prior
to and even more basic than the state. It
PRIVILEGE
~
ood friends will have lo throw me in is the parents who decide freely, though
°"'o~v me out. What does it matter in the responsibly, to have children. There will, of
thr I an old fellow in the sere and yellow cou.rse, always be a certain number of needy
l~ke me? To put up with a. litUe inc~m- and unhealthy families, but the disadvan. e at my age 1s nolhmg, 1t seems like tages and expenses accrumg to society from
"''en1ege to me. "I reckon that the suffer- these less fortunate families are more than
on~ the present time are not worthy to compensated for by the respect for the fam~ pared with the glory lo come." Be- ily institution of which they are a price.
,o~ere's another thing. I am as meek and This is sure: we can never identify progress
~des'.ld as the next person, at least I try to and civilization with a rejection of human
ni~ul 1 am a little tired of. being pushe~ ,·alues.
round on account of my rel1g10n. My rellSterilization involves a whole philosophy
oI life; we cannot accept il without also
accepting many similar practices such as
MASS INTENTIONS
abortion, artificial insemination, contracepN w Subiaco Abbey Is able to handle you.r
tion, and euthanasia and mercy killing.
e intentions or speedily forward Otem
- Msgr. Irving DeBlanc, in the Catholic
=e they can be offered without delay.

\,1i
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Send them to tlie Rt. Rev. MJchael Lensing,

Messenger. March 24
23
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We pray that it may stand for hundreds of
years as a monument to the glory of God and
a tribute lo the kindness of our benefactors.
But there is still some debt on it, and we must
still look forward to the time when it will
stand free and clear, Our benefactors share
perpetually in the monks' spiritual exercises
in the cl1urch; and we add our special prayers
that as God has rewarded us by their gener•
osity, so too He will reward them. li yon are
able lo help •.•

~
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Abbot Michael's Letter

11,ditnlion

.,;;---

My dear Friends and Benefactors:
Wilh Lhis issue The Abbey Message begins its twentyfirst year of publication. In recalling this, I am tempted
to ask myseU what our little paper has accomplished
during Lhat lime - and there are some things that mjght
make such consideration discou.raging. It is still from
every point of view a modest publication. The Message
has ne,·er had anyone who could devote full time to it
editorially. The low subscription price does not meet the
cost of publication, and there is no budget or reserve
for development of U1e publlcation. The subscription
rate hovers at several U10usand, and we have little reason lo expect any great rise in the number of su bscribers.
But instead of being discouraged by U1ese things, I
rather marvel at the success of The Abbey Message.
Someone once said that it was thls publication which
built our church, because through its pages r eaders remained interested and informed on tile project and
many were inspired to contribute gen erou sly toward
it. We still devote the back cover of every issue to the
presentation of one of our needs, and we are most
grateful lhal kind friends continue to respond.
More important than the material aid which has
come to Su biaco through these pages, vocations have
come and are still coming to us because people became
interested in Subiaco through the Message .
Finally, we are a Beneructine Monastery, and we
have tried always to reflect tile spirit of Sainl Benedict
in our pages. Benedictine life is a blend of the l ife of
prayer and the life of work. Saint Beneruct slill h as
m uch to tell tile world of today on how to live, work, and
pray. We hope that our col umns occasionally r eflect
his wisdom.
It was for all of these purposes that our late A bbot
P aul M. Nahlen caused us to begin publication in 1940.
W ith a wisdom beyond ours, he could visualize a monastery growing in number, in apostolate, and in physical
plan t. Though we still need to grow in all of these ar eas,
tile accomplishments h ave been great; and you, th e
readers of The Abbey Message, have played a great part
in them.
God bless you for it. Please con tinue to remember
us in your prayers.
Gr atefull y in Christ and Saint Benedict,

Mary --
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\I . is the Molher of God - lhat is the
·u~~t that ever returns to our m ind. When
, Heavenly Fa_lher prepar~d a Mother for
:.. S n He e1mched her with every grace
Hi /pt her free from every stain of origi51~. From the first inst":"! _of her life he
ed her soul with sanctifymg grace. She
;the favorite child of the Father and He
le her the Queen of every creature. No
d r then the angel who was sent to conmessage that God wished her to bethe Bride of lhe Holy Spirit addressed
r ~n the words, "Hail, full of grace. u

n;.

Th e Paradox of Free dom _ _

Be hold - All Ge nerations Have
CaJled He r B lessed _ _

181, is a peaceful ti'!'e of the year when
: vigorous and sprmg 1s al its best. But
~islincLive thing about May is not tl1e
or beauty of the season but rather ilie
~hat it is the month ded icated to our
;;ed Mother. The thing thal drives away
res of other times is not the favorable
·' ::er or the welcome sights of springtime
'th• though t lhat May belongs in a special
,· 10 Mary. "Holy Molher of_ God you are
e beautiful and gentle w ith gladness,"
,,...im y in our prayers. No matter ii the
;: of Mary came in the m iddle of winter,
,ould still be a month of gladness.

\· one might well expect some who are
'gifted than Mary are envious of the
·1eges she enjoys. "We are just as good
""; ,. they say, not wishing lo admit that
1''Mary has always enjoyed the friendi ',1 God, it is another slory with iliem.
\larv is a generous and forgiving Queen
grace and goodness." She is the
..u,eofsinners. and it is gratifying lo know
-'man)' of those who hate her now will
dav be won over to her Son by the graces
biains for lhem. Then, when they are
'over to her Son, they will a !so learn to
or His Mother.

·;r'

nus is

true because Jesus and Mary are
osely united that the beginning of love

for one is certain to lead to love for the
other. This is why U10se who honor Mary,
should by modeling their lives on Mary,
live as her true children. In this way those
who do not know Mary, when they learn
that someone who is leading an ediiying li(e
is patterning his life on that o( Mary, will
be drawn to her and through her to her Son.
We need to le t our lives speak for Mary,
because she has little to say for herself. There
are only seven recorded occasions on which
she spoke. But from these few occasions, as
from her reply to Lhe Angel Gabriel, "Be
it done unto me according to thy word," it
is easy to see her love for God and for her
fellowmen. A person with her clear perception would easily foresee that the exceptional position would catch tl1e attention of
her fellowmen. Some would most surely
calumniate her . But Mary was willing to
undergo this ordeal out of love for her
fellowmen.
On earth suffering and holiness are seldom, if ever, found apart. To see this we
have but to look into the lives of the Saints.
Eleven of the Apostles were martyred, while
the only one who was not martyred was
saved from martyrdom only be the intervention of God. Other saints like Sainl Benedict who were not martyred by violence
lived a daily martyrdom in fact. Our Blessed
Mother did not die a violent death. But she
saw S Uneon's prophecy, "And thy own
heart a sword shall pierce," fulfil led to the
letter when Christ was betrayed and cruci•
fied.
But if the crucifix.ion was for her a time
of agony think of what the day of His resurrection must have been for her. The winter of her life was then past and the glorious
springtime was ahead. Mary could now
face life without tears. She had reached the
Maytime of her life. She would be forever
the favorite daughter of the Father, the
Bride of the Holy Spirit, and the resplendent
Queen of the World.
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growing dus k on the slep 3 t
the Basilica and being s ta~
tied to see a top a dista 111moun tain three ba1·e cross
silhouetted agains t th e s1~"
by the dying sun. It s t•t•n?5
strange but this pictur
stands ou t in my 1ne 1nor e

Lources is more th an Y.
Marian shrine appealing / 0
rd igiuus emotion and Sl n ( .
men!. It offers a ll t he r ie h Ior Cal\'ary lo every pilgrts
111
u simple faith and h one
a,.
got i w ill.

A

Uy Aboot Michael L ensing, O.S.B.

Greetings from the Abbey! I n this m onth
of I\.1ary my memory goc.:; back to my v isit
to Lourdes la. l [all, and I would l ike for you
to share this \·is>.. wilh me as t re-li ve it
L.rou ,h my note~.

It was c<>ld and damp when we left Rome
on October 17, about 9:30 a.m., bu t sunny
and wa•m a t the Lourdc-,;-Tarbcs Airport
which we n,achcd about on~ o'clock. There
, _re abot..t tln Ameril'an pnests aboard the
J\~r Lingus (Irish Airline) plane who disembarked for Lourdc ,. Many of the hotels
1:erc already clas~d for 1hc· winier season.
Three other priests ~nd I fi nally got located
at the Be !Janie. After first placmg me in a
~cl\. roo... 1 without bath, a bell-hop came,
and, apulog1ztnf! profusely, transferre d me
to ~ room that overlooked the Gave River
and th, Rosary Basilirn a quarter of a mile
away. My peclC1ral cross had opened tbe
cl, or to a choice hotel suite.
After a oanclwich lunch Father Cl aus, a
rie,;t of the Lafayette, Indiana, dioce c, and
I walked across S t. Michael's Bricl~c and
down the long esplanade to the Basilica and
Grotto.
One can be trite and say that Lomdes is
w,nderiul, ,nspiring, and beaut iful. I ia all
this and more. It is diffcn•nt. It is abo,·c a ll
a place of 11rayer. In tl,e \'USt Basi lica area,
I'!len and women, youn g and old, go abou t in
Silence with lips moving and fin ,1ering a
Rosary in their hands. This is not sigh tseei ng tounsm - it is the atrnospl-ere of
su'l'ple, all-per\'ading Catholic faith.
The moun,ain setting of the Shrine and
lown was surely de, i,,ncd by the creator to
honor her who was to be the mother of
God. I remember turnin g around as it was

LARGE Irish pil gri 111 _
. age descen ded on t h..,
SI n n e that nlternoon
abut t f>OO strong. someone told me. 'rh "':""
t • 'lers proclainoed an all-n ight vigil cir
pr~ •er and penance for the Chu rch in nuor
&1a. They went home Sunday aiterno 11sTherc is nothing lax or half-hear'ed abi ·
lit
the fai h of the, Irish.
Aficr \'is ting and praying in the two-Jc, 11
lm;ilica, 1 found the Grotto with a lon g.Jj;l
of people, puJhing three or four abreas /
rcacl1, touch anJ kiss the M1ssabielle Ro
ot I A par;tion,. At 4:30, the BlessPd Sac
ra.rr en t was brought to the altar i n
Gro to and the Rosary was recited an,J su n e
in French, Latin, and English. There was g
pilgnmag:e group presen t frorn America 1 ~
by a Mon,ignor from Lincoln, N, bras:
Benediclion was f h·en, the Blessed Sncr a.
men veiled and lhcn a procession f ,rn-:i!_i
lo re·urn the Blessed Sacrament to tl.c, 13
s il k a. There must have bet~n n thousand Pe a~
o~
plc in the procc:,sion.
I wanted. if possible, to offer Mass on l h
Grotto altar but found it har d to learn whe r:
to Jlo to make the arrangements. Fin ,11ly
F'rcnch priest managed to understand a'n~
very kindly offered to show me w here t 0
go. Wi~h two other Amcriran pries_,, Wh
were wanting to go to Confession, ~ w ~
ushered inside n door of the Rosary Ct • Pel
ancl into an elevator that took us to t he level
oi •he uµper church. From here he po,nteci
ouL tl-e Chapel of Confessions and then took
me tarther on to the offices of the priest
who have charge of the Shrine - speci'ically
lo Lhe o'fice of the General Sccre tarlate. I
was received kindly buL given little hope
Sunday morning was impossible and !her~
, ·a, on ly a bare chance that I would have
opporiunity on Monday morning at 5 .30
Masses a t the Grotto. he said, are arranged

k

u:'·

Jetter in advance. But the fact that I had
,ectoral cross helped a~ it helped at the
, 1 and in many places Ill the Holy Land .
Mter supper at the hotel a t 7:00, Father
• ,is and I returned to the Grotto for the
jielighl procession. It was drizzling and
·terY cold but the crowd was immense .
Jidn'I ha\'e candles and couldn't buy
""' '" the Basilica area bu t walked in the
,ce;,ion anyway. W? felt a little li ke in};. Candles kept going out but the people
.istcnllY relit them. Fatl1er and I walked
"',d two mothers pushing baby carriages.
n• vou could sec nothing but blankets.
th• ~ther, a bouncing boy, wrapped in
:er, gloves and cap hung limply over
side, his mo ther pushing along with a
di• in each hand - one Ior the baby
ac.i one for herself. We passed a man, badly
pied but gamely trying to keep up, singhis Ave Marie with a bounding boom as
1,obbed up and clown. Despite the w et,
I:< J weather, the enthusiasm of all was
1.warming.
UNDAY MORNING we offered Mass in

the Rosary Basilica about 7:15. After
S,ntinenlal
breakfast, we returned Lo the
',110 to pray our office. It is a wonderful
.,. w meditate. We located the bath houses
• round them closed until 2:30. So we
J,ed the mountain and made the Sta" of the Cross along the way. IL was the
, iirne I bad this opportunity since I
in Jerusalem, and I know of none in a
impressive setting than the Stations
..,urdes. After a late but elaborate din.,r we returned for the bath. The waler
. icv cold, took my breath away, but was
tnvigoraling. There are no towels, in
'\,,. moments the water is dried away.
..,·er had an experience like that before.
s,,nday afternoon was bright and sunny
$10 there were thousands out for the pro. ,ion with the Blessed Sacrament, carried
American Bishop whom I did not meet.
90
ook 0,y place among a group of priests in
procession but it had hardly gotten
~tl'd when a lay "major domo" s potted
, pectoral and hurried over to the master
ceremonies. He came up to me and in
.,at:n said, "Post Sanctissimum SacramentI dropped back and pushed my way
t,etween the canopy and the Bishop or
:rt,es-Lourdes who was following immedi:, back of the Blessed Sacrament. We
.;;,hed on Ior about 20 yards when the
,ter of Ceremonies looked back and seeme, got a disturbed look on his face. He

:t

'°""

rushed around and said , "Post Episcopum ."
I dropped behind the Bishop and his two
assistant priests. The Procession was reverently and beautifully done. When we arrived
in front of the Rosary Basihca, the people
marched in to a huge semi-circle as the
celeb rant-bishop held th e Blessed Sacrament
a loft in the cent er of the steps of the basilica.
The sick were Iined up in front of the crowd
and I wa lked along beside the Bishop as he
blessed each sick person with the Sacred
presence in the Monstrance. I shall never forge t the faces and tears of the sick as our
L ord was brought to bless each one of them.
ALer this, we went into the church where
Benediction was given and the Blessed Sacrament was returned to the tabernacle.
In the evening we went back for the candlelight procession. The crowd was not as large
as in the afternoon. The Irish and Belgian
pilgrimages had returned home. It was also
rather wet and cold. But thfa time Father
Claus and I had our candles and marched
along sing ing our "aves!' It was most edifying to see the simple faith of people. A giant
of a man had a little boy astraddle his
shoulders and the boy held tbe candle Ior
both of U1em, high above the shining lights
of those around him.

T

HE NEXT MORNING, Father Cl aus and
I were up before five and down at the
Grotto at 5:15. Father wanted to serve my
Mass at the Grotto but had to share the position with the lay official who acted as kind
of sacris tan for the Grotto altar. I had much
lo thank our Blessed Mother for - and offering the Holy Sacrifice in this spot hallowed by her presence was a precious experience.
We had to hurry after Father Claus' Mass
in the Church to eat breakfast and make
the train wh ich left Lourdes around 7:30.
As the train passed the Basilica and the
Grotto it was raining a much needed rain.
I was happy that I had gone to Lourdes.
Every thing worked out so beautifully. The
r ide to Paris took the w hole clay. When I
goL to Paris some kind people drove me to
the station where the train left for Germany.
I had a couple of hours which I spent eating
and walking around. At 10:30 p.m. I was on
my way to Germany.
BEHOLD IN HIS LOVING KINDNESS
THE LORD POINTS OUT TO US THE
WAY OF LIFE. -Rule of St. Benedict

BCllClncing the Scates

e of lhe term, the meaning of liberty
se!IS•hich we are principally c011cerned
i:11 "utical context 1·efers to that enjoyed
~ 3 P" endowed with free will on whom
~~~n,al physical or psychological force
c. Joved. And although Aristotle and St.
,mp. held that creatures which have rree

The Paradox of Freedom
By Gabriel Franks. O.S.B.

"ONLY

THE FAMILIES of diplomats
are truly free these days," the son
of a former U, S. emissary in Peru
lamented to me recently. As chance would
have it, just a few days after he dropped
this remark, a wave of indignation against
diplomatic immunities arose in this country
after the son of the Irish ambassador killed
a Negro woman while driving with apparcnlly criminal negligence. The ambassador's
son could not be prosecuted, but papa
smoothed things over by sending the boy
back to the old country.
I doubt whether my friend who was pining for the good old days in Lima had in
mind the freedom to drive over pedestrians
as a specific object of his nostalgia, but since
he is rather on the wild side I gathered that
his idea of fun (and liberty) rather tended
toward that direction. Few pedes irians
would be sympathetic toward this view,
and yet, freedom and liberty are among
the most cherished ideals of t.he American
people. While the very sound of these words
warms the patriotic heart, most of us recognize that liberty must be in some ways Jimi" ed in theory and practice.
A battle is currently being waged on many
fronts to restrict the sale and distribution of
immoral books, magazines, and motion pictures. The enemies of this campaign have
proclaimed tbat any and every form of such
censorship is an evil diametrically opposed
to liberty. To this charge the defenders of
public morality answer by making a distinction between liberty and license.

W

HAT IS THE MEANING of this distinction? It can mean aL least two
things, both of which are quite true, but not
in every way helpful. First of all, the distinction between liberty and license may
mean that the possibility of doing evil does

,rna,usl necessarily choose some good
m every free choice, they are able
pg rn_e some objec'.ively evil thing by
,hO•JStheir attention lo some good aspect
'"''~git bas while perversely 1·efusing lo
'~ize its ultimately evil character.
n,e value of liberty lies in Uie fact that
hies us to perform morally good acits danger consists in that it makes
~ily bad actions possible. Only creatures
·ed with free will can perform moral
100
". all: machines, plants, and animals
~10~ no moral nctions. Since God crea led
verse to manifest His own glory, and
un;reaturcs which have no free will can
ve conscious glory to God, the untl g,does not fulfill its end and purpose in
~ ·able degree except through the medi,n; no,f
creatures endowed with free will.
0
1' 10
we know, the only such creatures
, 1ar 85
d
~ th• angels an men.

,n•

Nor does the Church condemn this: to seek
to free one's peop le from serving a foreign
or despotic J)()wer, provided it onn be done
while preserving justice. Finn lly she does not
ccnsu.re those who wish to have their govern..
ment llve acrording to its own laws; and their
fellow citizens enjoy nil possible means tor
inueasing prosperity. The Church has a lways
been a supparter of civic li berties without
int.emperance. -Pope Leo XIII in encyclica,1
"Llbertas, p.raestantissimum."

°

not give the right to do evil. Not man y People would be inclined to deny this asser tion •
but on the other hand neither would man '
people be inclined to admit the implicatio~
which seems to be contained in it: that a nv
and every evil action whether publi c
private should be forbidden by law. S u ch
a multitude of laws would be impossible to
enforce, and the police slate in which a ny
serious attempt might be made lo do so c o uld
hardly be termed a free society.
The second way in_ which a distinc ,ion rnay
be made between liberty and hcense is to
identify the latter with inordinate liberty.
This seems to be the sense in which Pope
Leo XIII used the phrase in his encyclica]
"Immortale Dei," and again the validity or
U1e distinction is unquestionable. Not even
U1e most ardent serious champion of libe rty
wishes to maintain that people should be
given full rein to rob and Murder in the
sacred name of liberty.

or

B

UT THE REAL PROBLEM is how to
distinguish between reasonable a ncl
unreasonable or inordinate degrees of liberty. To decide this question we mus t investigate the nature and value or liberty .
Al though the blessed in heaven who a re
confirmed in grace enjoy liberty in the f ull-

f WE CONSIDER these facts in isolal_ion,

I

it would seem that the way to achieve
aximum number of morally good acts
m ~ number of morally good acts
~: be to grant as much liberty as posAs a matter of fact, it is physically
•·--ible to deprive men of freedom al"'~er. Even if someone is bound and a_nd
wg or beaten and clubbed into exterior
m;_,,ion, a man's thoughts are always his
•n Bul to whatever degree someone 1s
·ed of the power to act freely and spon~:islv. to that degree is he deprived of
wer to give free moral response and
his ultimate destiny as a creature
der God.
Sad experience has demonstrated, howhat the perfect liberty of human ber, ~ust al limes be forcefully curtailed
.'the good of the individual as well as for
ood of society. There are two reasons
·: ~his: ignorance, and man's inherent
uneness to do evil, whicb is the inherit• of Original Sin. Everyone recognizes
~t little children who have not yet learn_ed
• ways of the world must have _their ll~. 0 arrowly restricted. As the child grows
,rt) dom and knowledge we all inslinct~';'5realize that it must be allowed fuller

,ur

h•ti;m

freedom of action, tl1al to keep it under the
same degree of supervision would not only
be a mistake, but a violation of ils rights
as a huma11 being.

E

VEN ADULTS cannot be allowed to do
entirely as they please. If it is true
that no one can commit a moral fault except
to the degree that he knows it is wrong, it
is also true thnt there is an objective order
of things which ought to be fullilled whether
it is known to exist or not. Thus, there is a
sense in which it is wrong to worship Jupiter and Apollo whether or not someone is
firmly convinced of the existence of the
pagan gods. It is a pity too, if someone _shoots
and kills his nice old grandmother m the
dark, even if he is laboring under the delusion thal she is a prowling murderer.
It is principal duty of the state to safeguard the observance of the objective moral
order to the extent that it is identified with

lhe good of society in general. But the slate
also has the duly to protect the individual
person against himse!L The government can
and should pass and enforce laws to prevent
a person Crom attempting suicide, and also
from harming himselC through the misuse
of such things as drugs and alcohol.
Every such provision on the pare of the
police power of the stale lo force U1e observance of lhe objective moral law is, in a certain sense, an infringement on the liberty of
the individual person, and reduces the possibility of giving a perfectly free moral response lo a given situation. Here we are
fnced w i lh a paradox: the more thoroughgoing the attempts of the government to
insure the performance of good moral actions, the less will be the good actions of the
citizens be truly moral - that is, free. The
solution to this clilemma is to achieve that
delicate balance between coercive law and
freedom which will foster a maximum number and degree of good acts which are fully
moral.

O

BVIOUSLY, neither an anarchy nor a
police state will fulfill these conclitions. Some system of "freedom under law"
must be established, but the relative proport10ns of freedom and law called for is diUicult to determine, and will not be constant
in every society. Just as children need varying degrees of supervision as they grow to
maturity, so loo must the laws and degrees
of freedom be varied in accordance with the
cultural maturity of a given body politic. In
areas in which the great masses are illiterate
there must be more protection against religious error and political demagogues, to
say nothing of witch-doctors, than in regions
of more advanced civilization.
Another factor which will enter into the
calculation of the delicate balance called for
is lhe varying degree in which various peoples are ruled by passions. The hot-blooded
Latin whose frame of mind may range from
terrifying rage to ardent dcvo,ion and selfsacrifice in a matler of minutes cannot be
ruled well by a set of laws drawn up to govern the actions of more impassive Norclic
types. And while there is not only no clear
way of determining the degree to which the
tendency lo do evil, which is lhe lot of all
the poor children of Eve, must be forcefully
corrected, various peoples seem to have an
inherent optimism or pessimism in this regard. Even since the British monk Pelagius
gave his name to the Pelagian heresy,
English-speaking people have tended to

take a rosy view of the perfectibility
human nature. There seems to be some c Of
neclion between this phenomenon anc]
e
fact that the Magna Carta was drawn
al Runnymede instead of at El EscoriaJ up
• or
the Kremlin.

~h-

H

ISTORICALLY SPEAK.ING. when 0
. forefathers brought forth this na(jir
conceived 1n hberly, one of their princip ~
aims was lo free it from service to absolu~
monarchs. The villians of the hour were lh e
crowned heads of Europe who treated th .e
subJecls as a source of income rather their
as human beings with destinies written ~n
"1
the stars.
Bu L the Founding Fathers were beckon d
by another vision too: one which would gloe
more brightly as the frontier was ro]J~
westward. They believed that men would b
better men if left lo work out their owe
course of action. Whe:her, like Pelagiu n
they were simply over-optimistic, or wheth:;
theirs was the course of wisdom cannot b
decided one way or the other by any rUJ e
of thumb. The point is lhal our ancesto ~
in decicling lhe respective merits of coerci~s,
and freedom lo achieve the delicate balanc~
spoken of above, gave a heavy vote of <'On
fidence to freedom.

T

HE FRONTIER IS GONE; Americans I
the mid twentieth century have had ~o
learn to live w1lh one another in ways Which
were at least escapable in times past. The
complex web of modern society is in rnan
ways_ a good thing, and cerla_inly we rnu;.
face 1t with L½e hope and conviction that th
good outweighs lhc bad. The sociologists tel~
us that lhe Protesl~nt Ethic which presided
o~er lhe birth and mfancy of our nation has
given way to_ the Social Ethic, which, by its
very oppos1t10n lo the former is in many
ways more Catholic.
In the new synthesis there must be restrictions on liberty which were not nececsary in the past. But this does not mean
that in revising the delicate balance between
restriction and freedom we must cease to
favor in any really important sense that
free moral response which God has given to
man as his most precious gift and his rnost
fearsome power.

~aint Benedict

And

the Social Character of the Liturgy

"'me of oddre.,s by tlte Most Rel'. Victor

t,•d. Bishop of Oklahoma City-Tulsa, at

tr 511 bi11ro Abbey, on Feast of St. Bene1960

of the happiest results o( the Litur0
l Movement has been a renewed em• on lhe social character of Christian
and worship. Although the social concept
C]lrlstian1ty became obscured in modern
it was one of the foremost ideals of
;irituahly of SL _Benedict. To this fact
!loly Ruic bears witness.
rcnerating the memory of lhe great
nt whose feast we celebrate today I wish
,view the social aspects of Catholic wor• and to show how they are paralleled
ph• way of !iie which the Patriarch of
\rest constituted for his followers.
:be social character o( the Mass is quite
1
when we consider its essence, its pu.rand ns prayers. I chose to say some- of this aspect of the Mass because of
eccnt efforts of lhe Holy See lo encour'g,catcr lay participation in the Mass
~ also because I noted that "religious in•ualism" was mentioned at the North
,-,can Liturgical Conference al Notre
,,• ._; one of the most im!'°rtai:,t obstacles
•hole-hearted lay part1c1pahon.
/ Uie North American Liturgical Con~,. al Notre Dame, Father Andrew
'l' a Chicago curate and student of
:•~' suburban life, listed "religious in";~alism'' as the main obstacle lo lay par~pnuon in the Mass.
The avcra~c Americ~ has been brought
freling that prayer 1s simply a lwo way
rounication between lumself and God.
~ smging or praying together just doesn't
be prayer i': the real_ sense.
111 10
,ndividualism has its ~lace m_ the scheme
.;ad's creation but 1\ 1s de~m,tely ~econd·~ the social factor. Man _is an mcliv1dual
1a wrY limited one. God lS the only com1,emg in existence, because He depends
one. Most of man's perfection flows
[Ir~ his membershi1> in human society. Man
a social being primarily. God made the
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The Most Rev. Victor J. Reed, D.O.
Bishop or Okla h oma City-Tulsa

family the basis o( human society and the
Church the basis of His plan of salvation.
Although an individual, the father of the
family is such only because of his social
relationship to his family. Even Christ, although God, is the Anointed, the Redeemer,
only because of His social relationship with
mankind. Thus individualism, although real
and important, is subsidiary to the social
concept of all creation. In fact it has been
correctly slated, "There is nothing exclusively individual in Catholic life." (A. D.
Sertillanges, O.P.)
Public Character of the Maes
The Mass is a public act of worship of God
in which the inclividual Christian expresses
his oneness with his fellow Christian. It is a
social action of the Mystical Body of Christ
Christ Himself, the head of the
cmtracin~
0
'1ys ical Body, really but sacramentally
present, the human priest as His instrument
and a number o[ the faithful who join their
fellow members of the Mystical Body kneelmg next to them as well as those scattered

I
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I

I

I

throughout the world and pray together in
this commw1al act of Divine Woi-ship - the
Mass.
Many prayers of the Mass itself makes
this evidenl For example the offertory prayers of the bread and wine. "Holy Father,
almighty, everlasting God, accept this
blemished sacrifical offering, which I, thy
unworU1y servan L, make to Thee, my living
and true God, for my countless sins, offenses,
and neglects, and on behalf of all who are
present here; likewise for all beUeving Christians, living and dead. Accept it for their
good and mine, so that it may save us and
bring us lo everlasting lile. Amen."
"We offer Thee, Lord, the chalice of salvation, entreating Thy mercy that our offering may ascend with a sweet fragrance in
the presence of Thy Divine Majesty for our
salvation and Ior that of all the world.
Amen."
St. Benedict's Group
Turning now lo the extraordinary grasp
which St. Benedict had of the social character of Christianity, let us note first of all
how fundamentally St. Benedict's concept
of monasticism differed from that oi some of
his predecessors. For St. Anthony and the
other fathers of the desert the ideal lile was
that of the hermit. They considered the
highes t form of religious liie to be that of
the individual who would go forth to battle
Satan single-handed .
But St. Benedict, on the other hand, tells
us that the strongest sort of monks are those
who live in a community under the rule of
an abbot. He was convinced that the mutual
aid against the powers of evil which a group
of men living together could offer to each
other offered a security against deception
which outweighed the value of individualism.
Family Idea
In ils overali characteristics, the "Holy
Rule" incorporates the family idea. Just as
the natural tie o( family is the basic w,it of
natural society, so the Benedictine monastery is to form the basic unit of the spiritual
society. It is a society in which it is necessary to "give and take," to share with each
and all in a liie in common.
Another outstanding characteristic of the
Benedictine rule is the emphasis which it
places on obedience. There is a special chapter on obedience - the only one of the vows
which is so singled out. There is a close
tie-in between the importance of obedience
in St. Benedict's scheme of things and the
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family spirit, because obed l nee is sociaJJ
periected through commw,ity life. On t Y
other hand, obedience is the bulwark or l~e
Iamily tie and the reformation of life w h. he
every Benedictine monk and nun is vo.,:,C
ect
to strive for.
Moderation
A third quality which is distinctive or th
Ru.le of St. Benedict 1s its moderation. Se
Bened ict's aim was not to sanction me l.
ocrily. The temperate character of his
stems rather from the social concept wh. e
he held of the r eligious life. He did not w:c~
lo organ ize a school o( spfritual athletes \
ter the pattern of St. Simon Stylites• ~ •
wished to constitute a way of lile wh; he
would be applicable to alJ men.
e
The early hermits of Northern Africa an
the Near East cut the hours of sleep to d
absolute minimum. As for food, their rnoC:n
for perfection was S t. John the Baptist Whl
lived on locusts and wild honey. Not so S~
Benedict. He prescribed the eight hours f.
0
sleep which the great majority of men ne d
for the preservation o( health. And WhU
the food in his monasteries was to be sirnpJ e
and frugal, it was to be sufficiently var(e e
and ample to sustain the exertions of a har~
day's work and preserve the h ealth of ordi.
nary men.
By making no extraordinary demands 0
the physical capabilities of his discipl es, s~
Benedict was able to assem hie a sufficient
number of monks in his monasteries to rnak
mutual aid and benefit practical and possibl ee
It is true that St. Benedict does not con:
demn the life of the hermits. He even make
provision for his monks to go forth fron';
his monasteries to live alone in the wilder.
ness - but only after they have been tried
and trained in the crucible of the common
life. He would allow men to become hermits
only after they had reached such a degree
of perfection that the life of prayer which
they would share with the rest of the C hurch
could be maintained on the spiritual level
alone.
St. Benedict, with his keen insight into
the liturgical life of the Church, saw clearly
that salvation and the glorification of God
are not within the grasp of the individual
as such. The individual can find his perfection and purpose only in union with Goa
and his fellow men.

Behold
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All Generations
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Have Called Her
Blessed
First Century
For our God Jesus Christ was, according to God's
dispensation, the fruit of Mary's womb, of the seed of
David .... The maidenhood of Mary and her child-bearing
and also the death of the Lord were hidden from the
prince of this world - three resounding mysteries wrought
in the silence of God.
-St. Ignatius of Antioch

Second Century
Christ became man by the virgin in order that the
disobedience which proceeded from the serpent's might
receive its destruction in I.he same manner in which it
derived its origin. For Eve, who was a virgin and
undefiled, having conceived the word of the serpent,
brought forth disobedience and death. But the Virgin Mary
received faith and joy when the Angel Gabriel
announced the good tidings to her, that the spirit of the
Lord would come upon her, and the power of the
high est would overshadow her,
-St. Justin

Third Century
fr into Eve, as yet a virgin, had crept the word which was the

/ mer of death. Eq ually into a virgin was to he introduced the word
~ God which was the builder-up of life; that, what by that sex
,d go~c into perditio!t might by the same sex h~ brought ~ack to
1,ation. Eve had believed the Serpent, Mary believed Gabriel; _what
~,: sinned by faith, Mary atoned by faith.
-Tertullian
ll

Fourth Ce ntur
The Holy Spirit, coming from above, has sa11ctir· Y
tJ,~ Vil gin's womb and, breathing upon it, has bcco ieq
.
mtermmglcd with our human flesh, and by His power !'t\e
strength has assumed that w h ich was alien to }!~net
And, in order that the weakness of the hwnan b !'t\.
might not appear as something contradictory, the pc,~cly
of the Most High overshadowed the Virgin, and strcn •t er
. encd her weakness as if a shadow were cast about
m order that the overshadowing of the divine Power,
migh, pr.opare her bodily substance for the procreat·1 er
activity of the Spirit who enters into her. This "'.e
-St.
the dignity of the conception.

t h-

Eighth Century
who have been enriched by the Incarnate God praise today
1 115
L\J, holy canticles this, His l\1other, and let us honor her by our
"''..i,ily vigils, thnt we 'f!"Y be and may be called the people of C_hrist.
deli•ht her by purity of soul and body; her, I say, who is truly
1 ~ and surpassing nil, after God, in purity. She has acquired all
~ thiui, fo1· us. In h~r, God hns h~en made man, and man, God.
l"';j' what is more adnurable than this? What more blessed?
-St. John Damasccne
,\n

~t

Ninth Century

I-Iiia:;:

. Fifth Century
0 Blessed Mary, who can worthily render tha
and praise to you who, by your singular assent, sustai~s
the fallen world? What praises can the frailty of the!
human race, which has found the way to its recove e
in your action alone, render to you ? Accept, then O ry
thanks. however poor, however unequal to thy rn~rif~
and when you have received our supplications e s,
cuse our faults by your prayers. Admit our prayers' int
the sanctuary of your hearing, and obtain for us th 0
means of our reconciliation. Accept what we offer· g i e
what we ask, pardon what we fear, b ecause you ar'e
-St. Augustin!
only hope of sinners.

'- the

C. 13th century Byzantine
Bas relief stone

t

~
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A\'e, star of ocean, •re Cl ,l<.l d•vine thou barest;
Mother, ever vir 5 in, 1-knven·s portal fairest.
Taking lhat sweet An, firs~ by Gabriel spoken,
Eva's name reversing, be of Peace the token.
Show thyself a 1\Iother in thy supplication;
He will hear who chose thee at His Incarnation .
Maid all maids excelling, passing meek and lowly,
Win for sinners pardon, make us chaste and holy.
-".-1.1,e, Maris Stellan

Tenth Century
!other of God! the sons of Eve weeping thine aid implore:
Oh )and us from the s_torms of life safe on the eternal shore.
••ory for graces manifold, to the one only Lord;
~~,::;e mercy doth our souls forgive, whose bounty doth reward.
-St. Odo of Chmy

Sixth Century

Eleventh Century

Mary was the mountain that surpassed in height every
elected creature by the dignity of her election. Is the
sublime mmmlain not Mary, who, to reach the conception
of the eternal Word, raised the summit of merits above
all choirs of angels to the throne of God? Prophesying
the excellent dignity of this moulain, Isaias says: "In
the last days the mountain of the house of the Lord shaJl
be prepared on the top of the mountains."
-St. Gregory the Great

Gracious Mother of our Redeemer,
Thou remainest the ever-accessible portal of heaven,
d the star of j.he sea;
~d thy falling people who strive to rise;
nature wondering,
niou who,
pjd:;l give birth to thy holy Creator:
~ Virgin wast thou both before and after receiving
!bat Ave fro~ the mout!1, of Gabriel;
Have compassion on us smners.
-"Alma Redemptoris Mater"

aU

Seventh Ce ntu ry
Hail, Mary, full of grace, holier than the saints, more exalted tha
the heavens, m ore glor ious than the Cherubim, more honorable th~
. the Seraphim, and ven_erable a bove every creature. Hail, most
delightful and rat10nal paradise of God, planted this day in the Ea t
by His . most benevolent and omnipotent right hand, sen~
forth for Hrm the sweet fragrance of the lily, and producing th!
ever-fresh rose for the cure of those who have drunk the destruc tiv
and fatal bitterness of death in the West; thou paradise in which
the life -giving tree blossoms forth unto the knowledge of truth
from which those who have tas ted obtain immortality. -St. Gerrnanui:
12

Annunciation (detail)

Fra Angelico

Twelfth Century
W11e11 the storm of temptation arises, when you are midst the
the reefs and shoals of tribulation, fix thy gaze upon the star of the
Sea, call upon Mary. If tossed by the rising tide of pride and ambition, if lost upon the troubled waters of scandal and contention, look
then at the Star, invoke her name. Do the billows of anger, of avarice,
of lust batter against thy soul, cast thine eyes upon Mary. Does
the greatness of thy crime fill thy soul with terror, does thy wretched
conscience beat thee down in shame and the fear of judgment paralyze
-St. Bernard
thy heart . .. then think of Mary.
13

Thirteenth Century
In the Blessed Virgin there was a threefold perfection o( gi:ac
The first was a kind of disposition, by which she was made worut
to be lhe mother of Christ: and this was the perfection of
sanctification. The second perfection of grace in the Blessed Virgi r
was through the presence of the Son of God Incarnate in hen
womb. The third perfection of the end is that which she has in glor/
-St. Thomas Aquina~

h/

Eighteenth Century

Fourteenth Century
Queen of heaven rejoice,
For He whom thou didst deserve to bear,
Hath risen as He said,
Pray for us to God,
-"Regina Coeli

holy Virgin being full of all graces,
Th:elled each saint in every kind of virtue;
''. was the apostle of the apostles; she was
~ Queen of the martyrs, for she suffered
e than all of them; she was tlte standard.nor~ of the virgins, the model of spouses;
::runilcd in !terse':£ .a p_erfe~t innocence
·ilh a perfect mortifica hon; m a word,
•~ united in her heart all the most heroic
'-~ues
which any saint has ever practiced.
1
•
-St. Alphonse Liguori

Alleluia.
Alleluia.
Alleluia.
Alleluia.
Lnetare'J

Fifteenth Century
Since it appears U1at the whole divine nature, that
is, His will, power, lmowledge, His being and
existence, is enclosed in tile Virgin's womb, I
do not fear to say that this Virgin bas a certain
jw·isdiction over the outflow of graces, for from her
womb as from an ocean of divinity, flowed streams
and rivers of graces .... all gifts, virtues, and
graces of the Holy Ghost are administered by
her hands to whomever she desires, when, in
what manner, and to what degree she wishes.
--St. Bernardine of Siena

Nineteenth Century
By all means was it truly befitting that
venerable a mother, to whom God the
Father chose to give His only Son,
should shine forth, ever adorned with the
. Iendours of most perfect holiness, and es,p pecially that, entirely free from the stain
of original sin, she should achieve the
fullest triumph over the old serpent.
-Pope Pius IX
S()

Ptc1a Cdetalll

MichetangeJo

Sixteenth Century
Whoever truly loves God must assuredly honor the Mother of
God, and honor lier, too, far above all the saints, the friends of God
The honor paid to the Queen-Motlier is reflected upon the King.
her Son. One may judge of the measure in which a man loves God
his devotion to Mary. In fact, the greater the saint, tlte more
intensely does he love Mary. She is actualJy our Mother for Our
Lord gave her to us upon tlte cross when He said to St. JoJnt" Behold thy Motlier," John representing on Calvary all the follower~
of Christ.
-Catechism of the Com1cil of Trent

b;

Seventeenth Century
The devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary is indeed of long standing
among tlte followers of Christ who feel that her soul, from the
first instant of its creation and infusion into her body, was preserved
irwnune from tlte stain of original sin by a special grace and
privilege ~f God, by an intuitive cognition of the merits of her Son,
Jesus Christ, tlte Redeemer of the human race, and who, in this
sense, esteem and solemnly celebrate the festivity of her conception.
-Pope Alexander VII

Twentieth Century
Th• holy Fathers and theologians set the
,vered Mother of God before our very

1

es as most intimately joined to her divine
in,tquently,
and as always sharing His lot. Conit seems impossible to think of
her the one who conceived Christ, brought
Iii~ forth, nursed Him, held Him in her

arms and clasped Him to her bosom, as

being apart

from Him in body, even though

JI()! in soul. Since our Redeemer is the

Son of Mary, He could not do otherwise,
as the perfect observer of God's law,
lhan to honor not only His eternal Father,
but also His most beloved Mother.
-Pope Pius XIl

Purlssima

Rebbecchinl (20th Century)
]~
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Ordinations

ACall to Action

Set for Two

Rev. Benno Scb luterman, 0.S.B.

New Subiaco Abbey and the Corpus Christi
Priory will each have a member ordait1ed
lo the priesthood on Ascension Thursday,
:r-.Iay 26. Frater Benno Schluterman, a monk
of the Abbey, will be ordained by Bishop
Albert L. Fletcher at St. Andrew's Cathedral
in Lillie Rock. Father Casimir, a monk of the
Pr·iory, will be ordained al St. Theresa's
Church in Corpus Christi by Bishop Emmanuel B. Garriga. For each it will be the
crowning event of many yea,·s of preparation, and each will be in turn an important
priestly addition to his respective monastery.
The two have been classmates throughout
their major seminary studies. They entered
the novitiate in 1954 and made their first
profession of vows on September 14, 1955.
They took their final vows together three
years la!er and received subdiaconate in 1958
and diaconale in 1959.
Frate1· Benno Schlu.terman, 0.S.B.
Frater Benno Schluterman, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. August Schlulerman, was born in
Chicago, TI!inois, September 11, 1935. After
attending grade school at St. Boniface
School in Fort Smith, he entered the Scholasticate al Subiaco in 1949.
He will offer his first solemn Mass at St.
Boniface Church in Fort Smith on Sunday,
May 29. Assisting him at the Mass will be
three cottsins who are brothers, acting as
asistanl priest, deacon, and subdcacon. These
are Fathers Luke and Boniface Buergler of
the Corpus Christi Priory, and Father Benedict Buergler of the Abbey. The sermon will
16

Felil" Fredeman, 0.S.B.

Rev. Casimir Jar2ombek, 0,S.l\.

be preached by Abbot Michael Lensing, who
will have as chaplains Father John Wal b e
pas tor of St. Boniface Church, and Fa the;
Thomas Buergler, pastor of St. Mary's
Church, Altus. Master of ceremonies will be
Father Peter Sharum, assistant at St. B on iface. All are monks of the Abbey.
On Sunday June 5, Father Benno will oiler
a solemn Mass in the chapel of Our Lady of
the Lake Academy in Chicago.

\fler His resurrection, our Lord made
, appearances to His Apostles and dfa~: over a period of 40 days. In these visi,p11 ns He accomplished much: these men.
~ \aken by the events of the Passion,
~eel encouragement_ and consolation
ti\". this they received m abundance.
..aisi had promised His Aposiles and their
r essors the power to remit sin, this pro1~ was still unfulfilled at the death of
. Now, after the completion of His re;eso;11ve work which give the promise its
~. Our Lord returned to His men gathered in the room of the Last Supper and
-.a,hwg upon . them gave them the power
the Holy Spmt - the power to forgive
,\nd after forty days, all things having

been fulfilled, Jesus Jed them to a place outside' the city where H e addressed them briefly g iving them their mission to the whole
world; and when He had finished spenkillg
He arose, in their sight, into the heavens.
What a scene this must have been, this farewell without parallel in history. Each man
knew that this would be the last time that he
would see 1he Master upon this earth. The
firm friendship and dependence that had
developed over the last three years was
now over, physically speaking at least. At
Lhe moment these men had trouble seeing bey ond Lhe physical , they did not realize that
this unity , this one-ness must needs give
way to make a greater unity possible. Each
man stood there straining for that last
glimpse long after the Lord had disappeared. Two angels appeared. breaking the
spell, to offer a last assurance, "He will come
ag ain." To them as well as to us, these words
have a great meaning, they are the final reminder to break the spell of spiritual lethargy and spur us in to action to make ready
for that great second coming.

Ground Is Broken May I for New Retreat and Guest House

Frater Casimir Jarzombek, O.S.B.
Frater Casimir Jarzombek, the son of JVrr.
and Mrs. Thomas Jarzombek, was born in
Falls City, Texas, August 15, 1933. H e attended elementary school in Falls City and
U1en studied at St. John's Seminary in San
Antonio for five years. He came to Subiaco
as a candidate for the Corpus Christi Prior y
and entered the novitiate in 1954.
He will offer his first solemn Mass in
Holy Trinity Church, Falls City, Sund ay
May 29, with his pastor, Father Theod or~
Janysek, serving as assistant priest. Fathe r
Marion Swize, assistant pastor, will be deacon . Frater Henry Heese, a member of the
Corpus Christi Priory, will be subdeacon .
Father AH.red Hoenig, prior of the Corpus
Christi Priory, will preach. Master ot cm-emonies will be Father Edwin Wright, also
of the Priory.
To each of these ordinands The A bbey
Message extends its congratulations, and it
asks the readers' prayers that theirs will be a
holy and fruitful priest.hood for Christ.

()sbr Ru.st, president of the Subiaco AlomnJ
l....ori:itlon follows Fath er Abbot Michael Lensing
~ iurninit a spadeful o[

earth in grouudbreaking
monJcs for a proposed new retreat :incl guest
:~r. This building is to be built into the slope
t north or the church and will have forty
~ to acrommodate eighty guests or retreatls. About one fourth of the estimated total
lll t bas been contributed or pledged. Beginning
construction must await an increase in this
8
d but it is hoped Urnt excavation and pre: ~ steps can be ta.ken before the next

'7

,aJIDlni reunion,

OPERATfON TRADESTAJ\IPS
Although t.he recently launched campaign,
"Operation Tradestamps/' has been most gratifying in the number of tradestamps sent in
to our office, we wish to remind you not to
forget this important project. Jts purpose is
to help furnish our proposed retreat and guest
house.
Please continue to remember this project
and send trade stam1>s to:
OPERATION TRADESTAMl'S
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas
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Lending
Library
Notes
THE CROSS OF JESUS - VOLUME TWO
by Louis Chardon, O.P., B. Herder Book Co ..
208 pages. $3. 75.
Il you have been complacent in your
meditation. your contempla ion, your oblallon, this book will shake you up. There
is not a soporific line or thought in the whole
volume. If you want to get the most out of
your efforts to love your Creator, and to
show God how much you love Him-short
or martyrdom-Father Chardon pinpoints
the sleps you should take, the thoughts you
should think, and how you should approach
the Holy Trinity in complete abnegation.
The book was written in French by Fr.
Chardon in 1647, and this translation was
made by a Dominican Tertiary, Josefa Thorton, member of a secular institute in France.
One may find the early chapters on the indwelling of the Trinity rather heavy reading
but he will be more than repaid as he moves
along and th~ author stirs him with the dis-

UNITED

THE LIVING
All intentions of Lhe Holy Father, Solution to
the race problems, Help for people of West Africa, Son to make Easter duty, Convei-slon o!
sister-in-law, Change of heart of sister-in-law,
Cure of cancc.r patient, Marine son to be a good

Catholic, A speedy recovery or happy death, Safe
journey, Thanksgiving - Our Lady o! Petpetual

~~iPe~r~iri::~~n~e~3/the~\t1iJ~i~~Tc!~s ~!~~

Ca1·din;:1L

Successful physical examination, Employment,
Gujdance in seeking retirement. Rain, Good crops,
Success in building campaign, World peace, Religious
throughout the world, For our

freedom

OJ

IN

Our l.ord eXborted wi to "Love one another.'' Let
us, therefore, a.U unite ow prayert in charity with
the monks at Subiaco tor the lntention, •e.nt lo
ilnrl!: last- monlh.
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courses on Crosses, Desolation, Conte1:np1
lion, and the pitfalls of False Zeal, lllco astancy, and the Allachment to Sensible Co~solations.
Some o( the above have been treated b
St. Francis de_ Sales in his Spi..ritua.l Con~
ferences, and m recent years, by Thorn_
Merton in Seeds of Contemplalion. Fath as
Chardon is one with them in putting cou:"
terfeit devotion under the microscope, an,i
in showing how lo make proper use of rne11 _
tal prayer, wherein one approaches the Almighty, saying; You are God-and what am
I? Inch by inch we are led along the road L0
True Spirituality through Purity of lntcn lio
to the Heights of Contemplation, and Per~
feclion of the will.
In the last section of the book, we ma
study the spiritual lives o[ Abraham, Elia;
Jacob, and Benjamin of the Old Testament
who walked with God, surrendered then-,_
selves wholly to the Divi..ne Will, conversed
with Hi..m intimately, and were guided by
Hirn. Then from the New Testament we c 011 _
sider Mary and Martha, with special attention to Magdalen, closing with the [u 11 Lex t
of Origen's Homily on Mary Magdalen, glorious lover of Our Saviour.
To sum up-whether you are a Religious or
a layman; II you are good, if you just think
you are good, if you have been a sinner who
wants to reach the ultimate in goodness, this
book will help you. That makes its appeal
pretty universal, doesn't it?
-Brother Thomas Anglim, 0.S.B.

PRAYER

P1·esident 1 All civic leaders., More religious voca
~~.~.
~J~~ti~~c!:umility, Aid agrunsl

Pcl~~t;f

THE DECEASED
Father Albert, George Hart Sr., Mrs. Mautine
Llpsmeyer, Deceased members of Ridder fan,u:y
David Matti, Mathfas Frankoviz, Anna Pels, Mar '
Walterscheid, Fred Stoffels, George Wahl, Charle~
and Martha Bohl, Anton and F. Wolf, Emest ana
Josephine Hott, Albert and C. Schieber, Charles
~1!.~s1;;-:,ry Lindmann, Mrs. Catherine Seyler, Ka.d
Charlotte Kelly, Nora Krieger, Michael W e lch
The~dore Conrad Nickles family deceased , Msgr'

Patrick Dunne, Mary V. Murphy, Hubert Zapf.

Madeline Miller, Gertrude Hassler, Teresa Peitz'
Redekirchen family deceased, Ma1·garet Ferrari.'
family:

f~1X;e:;~e:ta~~ceased members DeCle1.·k

POLJ..Y PAtlADB
ufolks,
Ea,tcr at last! It seemed long in coming
_vear. But Holy Week with the new Eas_:i;'turgy, which_ 1:1eant extended effort with
(11!11lSponding spmLual rewards, was a memble event at U1e Abbey, the fi..rst Holy
. •k in our new church. Visiting us over
~er were several Seminarians from Saint
oJui's Seminary i..n Little Rock. They
J-,ught with them a record of the Kyde,
Glori•• and other parts from the Ordinary of
th! ~lass as sung by Catholics in the rapidly
;nding Chu1·ch in Africa. It was a star~g experience after the Gregorian chant
rhich we are accnstomed. The Church
to .~, Joses its vigor and adapLability.
11
Tb• Fathers took advantage of the lull i..n
')(11 work to go on an outing to Lake Conwith Mr. Archie Fredeman as host.
/', many months of working on the in·\" it proved to be just the thi..ng to help
•· relax. Everybody picked up a fishing
"'', to try bis luck at getting the big ones.
,\]though the big ones were not biting that
d,;y. the Fathers did get their fair share of
, smaller, more tasty ones.
Sul now that the Easter recess is over
h students and teachers are back at their
d ;es. This does not mean, however, that it
u~ work. This is the time of the year when
ie students love to be out in the woods.
fither Nicholas has already taken them on
e or two outings.
.
we rejoiced on the 26th of Apnl at the
,al oblation of Oblate Brother Ray James
..~,kendall. He probably ~elt very much at
',me in the sanctuary durmg the ceremony
~,use he is the c1,stodian of the ~hurch and
u responsible for the ever-sparkling cleanliness o[ the house of God. Father Abbot received his oblation and w~lcom~d him into
115 new state of greater umon wtth the mon,>tic family.
The annual Alumni Reunion came at the
!1lil of April. This was the 48th Reunion in
111, history of the Alumni Association and

will go down in history as the Reunion at
which ground was broken for the new GuestRetreat House. The ground breaking ceremony was followed by a ba11quet at whkh
Mr. W. A. Delaney of the class o( '08 was
btuest speaker. Oskar J. Rust of Greensburg,
Indiana, was re-elected president. James
Sontag of Tulsa and Louis Reinhart of Stuttgart were chosen vice presidents. Bob Peters
of Little Rock and Paul Arendt o( Lindsay,
Texas, became honorary vice-presidents.
Winners of the awards in the Alumni booster
program were Joe W. Gatz of Jonesboro.
$1000; Mrs. Ward of Jacksonville, $100; Major A. U. Steiert of North Dakota, $100; and
Mrs. Jack Hentrich of St Louis, $50.
A1 the Abbey the sound of jack hammers
is again reverberating through the building
as doors are being made thrnugh solid concrete walls to connect the annex to the old
part or the build;ng. This is a sound we are
goi..ng to hear often in the coming months
as the renovation of the basement for the
boys gels under way. It will mean a Jong
summer's work but it will mean a vast improvement in the school plant.
Summer events we would like everyone
lo keep in mind a1·e two laymen's retreats.
June 3-5 and August 12-14, with Father Herbert as di.rector; Vocation Week, June 12-19,
with Father Fintan in charge; and Camp
Snbiaco, Jnly 10-23, wider the di..rection of
Father Stephen. Applications are still being
accepted for a 11 of these.
Father Andrew's father, Mr. Joe Wewer,
died on May 3rd after a long illness. Mr.
Wewer had been living at the Abbey for
about fourteen years at a workman and later as a patient in the infirmary. In his last
hours at the hospital in Morrilton the 85
year-old Mr. Wewer had the unique privilege
of having at his bedside his brother, 87 yearold Father Justi..n Wewer, and his son Father
Andrew. May he rest in peace.
So long,
Polly
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S t. J osep h the Worker saw to it that May
go t off to a good start. Weatherwise, the
m onth began with sufficient moisture. This,
however was not the case du r ing mos t of
Apr il because at the beginning of that month
a few days of warmth a nd a tough leathery
br eeze drove the moisture d eep into the
ground. At the end of the month a good rain
brough t an end to a possible earl y drought.
Bu t nevertheless it seems tha t every thing
growable grew. Grass, weeds, brush, and
al so our crops sank their roots and kept on
g rowing. Brother Henry reports that our potatoes are coming out of the ground and
will soon have to be cultivated and hoed.
Our corn has a good stand but hasn't g rown
much. Our oats are not all tha t we would
wish them to be but what is s ta nding is of
rather good quality.
Brother J ohn has m oved the caltle out to
pas ture. The dairy cattle alone of all the
differen t groups re turn home every day.
Those tha t do not come home have to be
visited frequ en tly to check on the cattle and
on the fences s urrounding them.
The bees are in full-scale operation as the
area is abundant in nectar this season of the
year. The sunn y weather has been beneficial to the bees in that t hey seldom have to
stay inside due to r a in .
Since the thermome ter has not been pointing in h igh scores the weather has remained
20

idea l for our hogs. The re has been an abun_
dance of greens for them t o eat. On th
sun ny side of the hog house there is alway"
the familiar s ight of a few sows stretche~
out full length on their sides as the littl
ones a nx ious ly make the rounds, lookin e
under each leaf, examin ing every weel
marking little landmarks here and there'
eagerl y caJJing tu each othe r in their con~
t en ted li ttle grun ts a nd bravely examinin
the pens wher e they are safe from d ange;'
Occasion a lly there is a litting of a n eyel[,i
and a certa in im pelling grunt by on e 01· the
other of the mothers th at rem inds the littI
animals, ba rely la rge en ough lo carr y aroun~
a squeak, to converge again to their mother
as their attent ion is again focused on their
appetites. T hese d ays ar e few for as the pigs
have their ap petites satiated r apid growth
soon demands a settlem ent of accou nts.
At the beginning of the agricultu ral Year
all realize tha t it is well lo get off to a good
start. The Church also realizes this , and ior
this reason on April twenty-fifth the liturgy
prescribes a procession with the litany of the
saints follow ed by the sacrifice of the Mass
On that day the Church pleads for t h e ma~
teria l a nd spiritual welfare of all' m embers
ol the Mystical Body ol Christ. The history
ol that day and ol the Rogation d ays r eaches
back to the days when the paganism of the
old Roman Empire was not yet delunct. Pagans had the custom of staging an n u al processions in the spring lo beg a certain god
to give them a plentiful year. The C hurch
took over the good qualities ol that custom
and instituted annual processions to beg
G od's blessing on its me mbers and on their
work. The regular R ogation Days right before Ascension Thursday will find us repeating the litany and procession.
The theme of the litany, hope, is ce r tainly
to the point. Christ has taught us t o seek
first th e kingdom of heaven and t hen all
material necessities will be provided t o us.
Through the litany we e xpress our hope that
first God will bless the Church, His Kingd om on earth, then we beg His blessing on
all of our neighbors and on ourselves. "From
everlasting death, from plague, famine, and
war. deliver us, 0 Lord."
MOVING?
If you move please send us your complete

OLD address and the complete NEW address. This will be of great help to our
oflice personnel. Thank you very much!

fUU«/
~
1)~~
whole side or the din in• room was jus full
Yo1.mq Amertcans,
au et·er play "Gossip" in school> Do of those long narrow windO\VS. After ~oing
hro:igh nil th curtains "e had on hand
Dtd enther J1010 Teacher wrote someLhcre just weren't enough of any one kind.
-,n , lip of paper and whispered it to
0
not
even t.:nough when we tried putting two
1_oi. erson in tl1e first row? That perkinds together.
t r:,. pered it to the next person nnd :;o
•Le s do without curtains," said my fath£>r
\;ihe last person wrote what he heard
blackboard. Then Teacher u·rote what • Art!'r all we will I e gone Iron here in less
~d ,aid in the first plare on the black- than two months."
Our iam1Jy always liked to talk about
00. Remember how shocked e,·crytl ,ng:, ut t tal.Jle. h ve :ots o{ lun at meal•
as at all the differences?
.-, ~ tt·r forget to look at Ottr Lord and time and take our time with the food. Wit
IJo••,,·r eare/ully for the patt_erns of our all those uncnv(:red winduws iL seemed as
nd go hy what our neighbors arc ,r <'vcrybody going up and down the str~e~
· au:1,at we see to the TV. don't you slowed down so they could stare at us eat111
\~rwe keep yet•ing more and m.ore dift
•rom the Wat/ God wan,s us to be? ou:T~l:~;:j\·1 nev~r du al all," said my fa,hcr
c difference• hare to he corrected. I< my "1other. "You will ha,·e to find some1 , 0 ,c before. we can enter lleai-en
or he t11ing frum sor.1ewhere tomorrow1 the firs
~hin 6 ,.
even on tht• eartl1.
'.\!u• her went shopping bright and early
Lot•~ to every one of yo,i,

~•PPY

•he r c-xt morning. Coming hnme. she_ knd
her bi T bundle on the table in the dm,n,;
romn.

Tan11111J

New Curtains
house we were movinJ in lo _was vei-y
1- went up and down I he stairs countic'II! rlleen of them. This was an old.
'with lot.s of windows, the longest
narrowest windows I had ~ver seen. f
had not been kept pamte<l and m
011
J
i would have made a wonderunted house"!
~·e decided not to bother with the seven
· the basement because we would be
": ~ck to our own house in another town
ill another month or so. But that st ill left
e• ht big rooms to clean and polish.
indows were the worst of all because
v~,;,e 50 tall. Even standing on the table
h d : 0 stretch our arms and make a little
n \ 0 \vash the tops of the wi n dow panes.
came Uie problem of curtains. One
.r:

r"';. c

,ir

i,g
N!'<l

!

I couldn't get any ready made cutta ins
Jon• enoul'h," she said. "All I could do was
•o get some I aterial and we will just ha\'e
to ;:.,ake curtams. Let's both of us work real
hard a• the job and han, them u~, before
your father comes home for supper.
Mv mother mensured one of the windows
c,rcfuJly. Fortunately all of them were tie
same length.
. ,.
•·nI cut the first piece," she said, and you
cul tl.e rest of them while I thread up the
machine and start hemming. The main thin~
is tn get all the pieces the same length."
I took the piece my mother had cut, used
1t to measure off my next piece and handed
it over to her to sew on while I cut. Then
I used the second piece to measure off the
third piece and handL'li the se ond piece ov~r
7
lo her to sew. Always measunng by the next
21

piece, I finally cut all the pieces and my
mother got them h mmed.
The pressing was ensy because we had
been careful not to wrinkle the material. We
pushed the table over to the windows and I
ran the rods through the curtains and handed
them to my mother to hang, watching the
tops lo see that the gathers were even.
Finally we had all the curtains up and
pulled the table back away from the windows. Then we noticed the bottoms of the
curtains. They were all slightly different in
length and looked jagged and tenible! How
on earth could that have happened, I
thought. I had measured every one of those
curtains as carefully as I could and now
there was at least two inches difference between the longest and the shortest pieces!
l<We made a terrible mistake," said my
mother, "I forgot lo remind you to keep back
the piece I cut and always use that piece
to measure all the other pieces. It is hard to
measure pieces as long as these curtains. Unless you go back to the right pattern every
time to measure by, you keep getting farther
and farther away from the right size."
Pushing the table back up to the windows
again, my mother took down all the curtains
and handed them to me, being very careful
to set the shortest piece to one side. "We
will use this one for the pattern of all the
rest," she said as we started the tedious job
of taking out the bottom hems and measuring all over again.
We finally got the curtains up again by
late afternoon. Everything we prepared for
supper that night had to be quickies, but
they tasted extra good because our family
could sit down together and enjoy each
other in peace,,.""'""'""'""'""'"

Young America Contests
This month there are two contests. The first
one printed is the reguhu· monthly contest. The
second is a special contest !or winners only. Only
those who have won a first or second prize the
past school year may enter this contest. The winners of the regular contest for this month may
still enter the special contest for winners, but
before June 26th. One grand prize will be given
in each division of the special winners contest.
CONTEST FOR MAY
7th and 8th. Grades:

The Church wishes us to understand the dignity of labor by celebrating the feast of St.
Joseph the Worker. Write a short paper showing
that work is considered sacred in the Bible.
5th cmd 6th. Grades:
On May 1 we celebrate the .feast of St. Joseph
the Worker. Write a short paper on the dignity
of work. That is to say, show that it is good for
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~~~k:o work. Who is our example above- all in

3rd rmd 4.th. Grades:
One of the tltings that God told man to
arter lI~ had created the eOl'lh was to work. 0
h~:~:~~,e person in the Bibl~

f

~le~~~r'Cfodshi;v

CONTEST FOR WINNERS
1th and 8U1 Grades:

Read verses 46 to 50 of chapter twelve of St
Matthew's Gospel. Notice. the words ot our Lord·
"For whoever does the will ot my Father in hea v •
en, he is my brother and sister and molber ;;
Explnin how the Blessed Virgin Mary hill-Ute·
th.is c::ond1tion by her life, as we know it fro d
the Gospel.
n,
5th and 6th Grades:
What are the Seven Sorrows of the Blessed
Mother? What virtue do you think was outsta.fld
ing on Mary's part in these sorrows? Write aboul
fe~~O~f
SOJTOWS and {ell how it can b e a
3rd and 4th Grades:
What do you think made Mory the most pleas
0
rd
v~1l?gr:a~Yda';, f~;uM~~nte:~~~Y

ri~e~:.

!~!s ~o

c~d\u a;

CONTEST WINNERS FOR APRIL
7th and 8th. Grades:

s}b}~~~.izXrt~~5 ~n Eckart, St. Benedict's School,

At'tci~s.P~~~~~~~

Carfagno, Assumption School,
5th aml 6th Grades:
p~~~. P~~te~n!!~old Seilert, St. Joseph's School,

Walker.

Pa~~:. A~~~fihn
3rd and 4th Grades:

At~~s:rlz:~a!s~.Jip

St. Joseph's Schoo}.

Klober, Assumption School,

nd
tio~

stiir~~r tfi~~h~v1r1i:~1~k~~=~ulate

Concep-

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps !
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions
of the F~r East by sending us your canceled
stamps. Simply tear or cut them off your letters
and packages and ~ail them to us. Be su.re to
leave a small margin around them so as to pro
tect. the perforations, All foreign stamps are es:
pectal:1y valuable. Mail contributions to: Youn

Amertca, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansaf
NOTICE:_ Please do not send the common series·
1r. Washmgton, Zf Jefferson, 3¢ Liberty and 4 ·
Lincoln. They must be sepaTated and disca.rdeJ
Thank you very much.
·
Stamp Contributors since our last issue
Arkansas: Miss Fra1;ces Euper, Mr. and Mrs. Bon
M. Wagner
1
~'lidaT~:j~~~ Novy, Mr. Frank P. Zllrn
Missouri: Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Concannon
M on.tana: Mrs. E. Dalziel
New York: Mrs. Edward Dwyer
Ohio: Mrs. R. E. McNerney
Oklahoma: Miss Mary Donnelly
Pem1s-y~vania: Anonymous. Thank you again for
the first day covers but please do not cut Lhe
Only the entire envelopes have resale

cai~~~i:ub~rfPJ~i~do:iss

f!i ~ig:i8d:

~~ri!~pes.

Te;~~f«~1Ji· John Heiman. Miss Bea

Rubek, F. A.

Godliness

- - Godlessness

Timely News and Views
1GRATORY WORKERS
To champion their cause (migratory workl is not. certainly, a vote-gelling effort.
f>,:ira.n Nationals cannol votei American•
,.0 migratory workers can vote, but few
· Thus a Congressman who wan ts to help
""cannot count oo any support from the
rouP itself, and he is certain to receive derrnined opposition from the growers who
Jill no change in the status quo and who
powerful and well organized. Under
.;e circumstances one must pay special
nur to the small band of Representatives
-d Senators who have tried for years to imre the conditions under which the miant lives and works, in the face of a most
,,rromed opposition.
·
-Commonweal, April 8
:sCIPLINE MUST HAVE PURPOSE

Oi.!ciptine is something men do not cu!ti1, for its own sake. 1t must have purpose.
, rigorous roadwork of a boxer would
., little meaning if there were to be no
':rch. A [either wil! tell you that he trains
boY to be a good citizen, for some pro,wn, to take his place in business among
. people of industry. The Holy Father
;gests that youth be trained with an eye
holiness, with heaven as the goal.
-Messenger of the Sacred Heart, May
;ENUINE FREEDOM
Genuine freedom consists i~ c_onforming
.,,'s belief and conduct to the 11111111\e good,; of God. Similarly, in the civil sphere,
e liberty consists, not in the ability to
,!ale the Jaws of God or the just laws of
,stale, but in the right to obey them; for
, authority of the human legislator is deed from the law of God. -Archbishop
idlo Vagnozzi, Apostolic Delegate to the

s

RE PLACE TO BEGIN
Tlie (raciat) problem is great. We cannot
rpect w solve it immediately. We must besomewhere. The ptace to begin is in our
._ minds and hearts. If we succeed there,
r just and charitabl~ ext_ernat acts will
IJDw. This internal disposition shown by

01n· external conduct will be an example fo,·
or lier, to follow. The result of this will be
peace both in our consciences and in our
community. It will be peace without compromise because it will be based on God's
law. Lilce every kind of true peace in the
world, it will be difficult to obtain; but it
is worth tl1e price. "Btessed are the peacemakers for they sliall be called the children
of God.'' -From pastoral letter of Bishop
Fletcher of Litlle Rock

UNCONSCIOUS TYRANNY
Too many of the aged have no one to visit
them, no one lo give them that love, that affection that all of us crave, bul that is especially the solace of the elderly.
Ins,ead of feeling themselves abandoned
or forgotten, these old men and women
should be the most revered in the family
ci1·cle. They are in the even.ing of tile, and
they have a right not only to rejoice in the
memory of happiness gone by, but to feel
that they are still wanted and needed and
loved.
There can be a quite unconscious tyranny
of youth toward the aging or the elderly, so
that older people will often have a sense of
intrusion even where they most have a right
to be present. But please, do not neglect
them! Give them the care, the attention, the
love that they deserve, and that we ourselves
will desire in the sunset years of our own
lives.
-Excerpt from Pastoral Letter of
Richard Cardinal Cushing, Archbishop of
Boston.
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES
Publication of death anniversary dates is an encouragement to friends of the deceased and to our
readers to remember the departed in their prayers.
BroU1er Anthony Weder
May 13, 1953
Very R ev. Gall O'AuJ"bourd' hul _ May 15, 1902
Brother Maurus Strobel
May 16, 1931
Rev. Fro win Koerdt _
May 20, 1945
Brother I gnatius Stall ein
May 28, 1946
Rev. J osep h Huwy ler __ _ _ _ _ May 31, 1918
Let Us Pray
O God, the Lord of Merc11, grant to the soul of

~~~~o~:~e.Na

place of ~~::h~n;:~e;~~ry

o.':~

happiness and the glory of Thy llghl. Through

Our Lord Jesm Christ. Amen.

Although our new ch1trch is now one uear old 111.any items in it
hai1e not yet been taken as memorictls. Listed below are some of the
memoriat opportunitie.'l' stiU available. Perhaps you would like a
memorial iu memory of a dear friend or Telative.

Grill behind Blessed Virgin altar
Furnishings in PontificQl Sacristy

$5000.0 0
5000.00
1000.00

Railing in front of Brothers' chapel
Confessional

1 sf't of Pontifical Vestments (Purple}

500.00
soo.oo
soo.oo

1 set of Pontifical Vestments (Black)
1 set of Vestments for assisted High Mass (Red}

500.00
250.oo

l

1 set of Pontifical Vestments (G1·een)

Linen for

Albs

28 Pews
8 sets of Vestments
2 Pews

(each)
(each set)
(each)

300.00
200.00
250.00
175.oo

TUE ABBEY MESSAGE

Abbot Michael's Letter

~~~~ed ~;:·u!nO:·

My dear Friends and Benefactors:
With the national census completed, newspapers and
magazines are presenting many articles on the signiiicance of the new population figures. It is heartening
to see the growth of the Church, which increased in
numbers some 47 per cent over the past ten years. According lo the 1960 National Catholic Directory, Catholics in the United States now number over 40 million.
With growth all kinds o( problems arise. Every Catholic the country over is a war of the tremendous efforts
being made to provide churches, schools, hospitals,
and various other institutions for the expanding and
changing Catholic population. In practically every diocese, Catholics arc making great sacrifices to meet the
great needs that crowd in from very side.
We hope that this generous support is being given
cheerfully and directly out o( love of God and His
Church. Surely, such giving is the source of the greatest
blessing, for God can never be outdone in generosity.
There are few people who deserve greater pity than
those who give grudgingly, with loud complaints and
in a critical spirit. These people make sacriiices and
their financial cooperation makes possible wonderful
things. Yet, how much more pleasing in God's sight
their giits would be, if only they gave in a generous
spirit of Christian faith and love.
One aspect of the great growth of the Church whfoh
is generally overlooked is the need for more and more
vocations to the priesthood and religious life. All the
money in the world will never by itself make the
Church strong. There must be men and women who are
dedicated to the work of the Church. And when the
population increases, their number must increase.
One of the most encouraging reports to appear is
that of the 40 per cent growth in seminaries since
1950. Actually, the numerical growth of Catholics has
been outstripping that of priests. For instance, in 1950
there were approximately 656 lay Catholics to every
priest. At the beginning of 1960, the figure stood at
749 lay Catholics per individual priest. But the growth
of seminaries indicates that in the future this trend
will be lessened if not overcome.
Vocations come from families. They have their origin
in example and teaching of fathers, strong in faith and
in manly virtues, and in the unselfish love of pure and
devoted mothers, who see in a divine vocation the special mark of God's love and providence.
It is not easy to g ive of one's material means to the
point of real sacrifice. It cuts even deeper into the
natural feelings of flesh and blood to give wholeheartedly sons and daughters to G od. What real faith it is
to pray that God may call them. God be prrused and
thanked that there are many American Catholics who
have this heroic spirit of giv ing.
Gratefully yours in Christ,

+ ~ ~ . a . , l.'1.
(Rt. Rev ,) Michael Lerudlla, 0.8.B.
Abbot of

New
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rraise and

fverlasting Glory
Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.

g row in Lhe knowledge of the Tri11ity, but
there is a way of acting on whal we know
thal does nol join us to the Trinity bul rather
separa Les us from it. When God gazes down
from heaven He should see in our souls
something o[ Himself. Bul if the fumes of
pride and the defects of sin are there, He
will not sec Himself, hut His enemy Satan

0
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5
9

12

praise and everlasting glory to God lhe
•her and the Son, together with U1e Holy
, .,it, forever and ever." Without thinking
,tory and l ight, it would be dillicull for
10 [orm an idea of God, Who is the source
aJI glory and light. We are indebted to
d. not only for the light of the sun, but
-0 tor the light tbal shines in the human
•id. By that light man can trace back
,ation step by step, until he arrives at a
,wtedge of God the Creator.
Bv the light of the mind alone man does
·have a very clear knowledge of God. He

. a much clearer idea from God Himself.
fote the coming of Christ man did not

,lize that in the Godhead there are actJlv three Persons, the Father, the Son, and
'iioly Spirit.
',(an's reason for existence is bound up
,he office of giving glory to God. He gives
glory by arriving at a knowledge of God
• praising God in the way that God wishes
,e praised. If a man fulfills this purpose
,fe he is a good man; and if a good man,
a happy one.

•
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, most acceptable and effective way to
·win the knowledge of God is frequent
,ndance al public worship because o[ the
,tance of the Holy Spirit, and also beJSe the law of praying is the law of
,el'ing. Our prayers are in perfect har,v with our beliefs, which makes praying
0~venient way of growing in the know!• of God. Our prayers together wilh the
ched word, side reading, and discussion
friends stimulate the mind to expand
. rejoice in a growing know ledge of God.

See page 16 for Father Felix's
discussion of this month's cover.

. ut after all is said and done, what does
l'ofit a man, says the Following of Christ,
be able lo speak learnedly about the
s;ed Trinily, if our manner of life is disasing to the Blessed Trinity. We need to
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It is clear that God wishes to he friends
wilh us. The Blessed Trinity made a bid
for our friendship when the Second Person of the Trinity came down from heaven to dwell among us. After He died for
us and ascended into heaven He left the
Church, His Mystical Body, to carry on
the work of making men the friends of God.
In forming the Churc.h, Christ gave her a
commandment of love - love for God, love
for ourselves, love for our fellow members
of the Mystical Body, and love for those who
are as yel not of lhe household of the faith.
uGod is love," says Saint John, "And he who
abides in love abides in God, and God in
Him." But how can a man love God if he
does not know Him? Or how can one love
Him much if he knows Him litlle? God gave
us our mind to guide us to Himself. It is [or
us to use thfa gift for the purpose for which
it was made. Of all lhe ways of using the
mind the study of God is the only one of
which the mind does not tire; the only one
which is capable of filling it; the only one
which can really satisfy it.
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES
Publication of death anniversary dates is an encouragement to friends of the deceased and to our
readers to remember the departed in their prayers.
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Let Us Pray
0 God, the L01'd of Me,-cy, grant to the soul of
Thy Servant, N-- - - , whose annive,-sary we
commemorate, a place of refreshment, relt and
happiness, and the glOTI/ of Th11 light. Through

Our Lord J erus Christ. Amen.
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brightness of the sun - it
did not strike me as inappropriate. No shrine in the
world can Jay greater claim
to being the fountainhead
of the richness and vitality
of Western Civilization than
Monte Cassino. The Government is paying the bill, since
the monastery is a national
monument. Some 350 to 500
people have been employed
for more than ten years on
the reconstruction, and this
public works project has
given the town of Cassino an
air of prosperity seldom
fow1d in Italy. Furthermore,
Abbot Michael
the church is dedicated to the majesty of
St. Benedict to whom the
REETINGS from the Abbey! In March, God and honors
in debt.
I wrote about my visit to the birth- whole world is
and immensity of the buildo!llce of St. Benedict at Norcia, Italy. Much . All the beauty
in comparison to the sacred;,,,ter known than Norcia are the two ancient ll1gs are nothing
place. Here are the relics of Sts.
a,ned.ictine Shrines of Monte Cassino and ness of the
Scholastica. Here are the remSJbiaco in Italy. Probably every newspaper Benedict and
cell where St. Benedict Jived
the
of
nants
,,ader in the world read about Monte Casprobability wrote the world;ino during World War II. One o[ the great- and in ail
renowned Rule for Monks. The bombing
est battles of the war raged for months
resulted in excavations which led to
around the mountain on which was situated
the discovery of the relics (an unexploded
it,e {amous abbey that is known in history
was found near them) and revealed
bomb
is the Cradle of the Benedictine Order. Its
some of the walls of the ancient temples
,nbing by Allied Forces shocked the world
which St. Benedict destroyed, on the founand gave the Nazis their most effective propdations of which he built chapels honoring
,1,nda weapon o[ the entire conflict.
St. John the Baptist and St. Marlin.
I visited Monte Cassino, September 26,
For me the visit lo Monte Cassino was
·_le day alter the World Congress of Benelike going to St. Peter's in Rome. It is the
dichne Abbots ended in Rome. Abbot Dacenter o[ the Benedictine world as St. Peter's
ian Jentges of Mt. Angel Abbey in Oregon,
is the center of Christendom.
Abbot Eugene Medved of Westminster Ab- PAX t,,;\' . British Columbia, Canada, and I were
~engers in a Volkswagen which we rented
T WAS TWO weeks later before I got
Iron> Sant'Anselmo in Rome. Our driver was
to Subiaco, the place where St. Benearother Rupert, a German lay brother sta- dicl began his religious life in a cave in the
•ioned at Sant'Anselmo.
mountain side. It was a great joy to make
We arrived at Monte Cassino shortly after this pilgrimage with three clerics of our Abnoon. We found workmen and artists still bey, Fratres Daniel, Rene, and Anselm, who
, ·y restoring the famous monastery and
had just returned to Rome for the new
,sagnHicent Abbey church, though the work school year which begins around October
15. Again we had the Sant'Anselmo Volksis now in its last stages.
The chlll·ch of Italian Baroque style is a wagen with Brother Rupert driving, and
joining us for the excursion were Abbot
!lla5S of marble and gold in a wild profusion
ot color, figure and design. Many are critical Gllbert Hess of Blue Cloud Abbey, Marvin,
of the decision to restore this ornate Renais- So. Dakota, and one of his monks, Father
sance shrine, and feel that it would have Gualbert. Both of them had just returned
i,,,en better to have planned a new church with me from the Holy Land.
Subiaco lies east and slightly south of
along more simple and less expensive modern lines. While I found its lavishness over- Rome - approximately 40 miles away. Folthe Tivoli road out of Rome, we
lowing
Powering - something like looking into the
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the shrine appeared unkempt and neglected.
l knelt a few moments, recalling St. Bene.
diet's experience and meditated on the haz.
urds of an abbot's life.
Brother Rupert was in a hurry, The Sacro
Speco at Subiaco, he said, was closed at
12:30 until 4:00, siesta time, and we would
have to hurry to arrive Lhere before noon.
The highway signs bearing the name lilld
distance to Subiaco reminded me of far-orr
Arkansas and the signs on Highway 22. l3u t
there were little similarities in the terrain
people and buildings along the way. W~
drove through the city of Subiaco, a Lypica1
old and poor Italian city, and then sped
along the Anio River on a road Lhat pushed
steeply up Lhe mountainsjde. We passed S t.
Scholast,ca Monastery so fast that I hardly
noliced it and then we began lo cHmb in
short stretches Lhat were marked by hairpin
curves, The road was new and eliminated
the strenuous mountaineering thaL was de.
manded or pilgrims in years gone by. We
parked at a gale about JOO yards from the
Sacro Speco monastery, a priory staffed by
monks from S . Scholastica.
The Sacred Shrine is built in such a way

, the rocky side of the cliff forms U1e
ncr wall of the rnonasl ery. Looking up
rum the courtyard, one stands beneath an
,rhanging ledge, the rocks of which are
,ci,ed and spliL, and seemingly arc at the
111 ; of crashing down. Some small steel
nd• gird these outcroppings but appear
-npletely inadequate, A heroic s' atue of
Benedict wilh hand outstretched and
incd to s'.ay the landslide expresses the
dttional belief that the Saint by an in•
hie power guards the shrine Crom de.
(Uclion.
!IERE ARE a series or chapels on di[ferenl levels, the largest being Lhe
to which the visitor is admilted. We
~,cned to arrive when Father Eugene was
ding a German family group. The Ger.
ans were evidenlly bi•lingual for our
de proceeded in English. The stair walls,
dings and various chapels arc covered
b [rcscoes which are in a good state of
,ervation, and most are masterpieces of
Urobrian School of Art of the 14th and
11 centuries. The greatest artistic treasure
!he portrait of St. Francis which was made
.ring his visit to Subiaco in 1216 or 1217.

T

Bencdkt "isits his sister Schol3stica and is kept
there when her prayers cause a downpour.

made our urst st op at Vicovaro a few miles
beyond Tjvoli, where St. Benedict is reported by St. Gregory the Great, to have
been prevailed upon by a group of monks to
act as their abbot. According to the ancient
account, St. Benedict insisted on the eradica•
Lion of some of Lhe monk's vice3 and upon
strict discipline. The easy.going monks had
received more than they had bargained for,
and to rid themselves of the holy and firm
authority they tried to kill hlm by poisoning
a cup of wine which they offered him. But
when St. Benedict, as was hls custom, made
the sign of the cross over it, the cup broke
asunder and a snake appeared. The broken
cup and snake are found in most represen•
tations of St. Benedict.
The Franciscans now have a church and
small cloister on the traditional sile of the
Vicovaro monastery. Actually there was no
monastery but a series of caves in the wall
of a deep gorge at the bottom of which the
Anio River bubbles its noisy way lo the sea.
The caves are al duferent levels and a nar•
row path twists and turns lo provide a
passageway along the side of the clill. One
of the larger caves is said to have been used Pharisees in Cislerelan habits struggling with
Apostles for body ol Blessed Virgin. (Above) The
by St. Benedict. There is an altar there but Assumption
.
5

Authe ntic J>ortrait of St. Francis
when the saint visited Subinco.

or

Assisi made

It is without the usual halo and stigmata
and according to Father Eugene is without
doubt the only portrait in existence made
during the saint's lifetime. There is a little
garden of roses just oulside this chapel supposedly St. Francis miraculously changed
the thorn bushes into which St. Benedict
plunged to escape his temptation of the flesh
into [lowering roses. I suppose that is the
origin of the rose in our coat.of.arms.

.. Benedict orders an overhanging rock not to
I

There is one fresco which I found especi•
ally in leresling, It is a kind of triptych one painting above the other - portraying
the death, assumption and coronation of the
Blessed Virgin. In the death scene the Phar•
isees are trying to draw away Lhe body of
Lhe Blessed Virgin from the Apostles to
burn it, and the Pharisees are wearing the
habit of the Cistercians. Also in a Last Sup•
per fresco Judas is in a Cistercian habit. I
trust that the 15th century Benedictines of
Subjaco had a good sense of humor - noth•
ing more.
Of course, the heart of the Sacro Speco
is the cave with the Bernini Statue - we
knelt in a few moments of prayer and I
kissed the worn foot of the statue and touch•
7

eel my pectoral to the place
where St. Benedict is believed
to have lived and prayed
while at Subiaco. 1 would
have liked to have stayed
there in solitude for at least
an hour or two but when one
is a tourist he must keep moving. After leaving the Sacro
Speco we stopped at the Cafe
Belvedere on the moun lainside and in the open air had
a big meal together with very
good wine. It was very good
but the price was also a la
America. One of the unexpected expenses of traveling by car is to pay a "custos"
for protecting your parked
car. At the Cafe Belverdere
brine or the Ro ly Cave (Sacro Speco) at. Subi.aco, Italy
an old toothless woman with a
"custos" badge on her ragged
dress greeted us effusively when we parked seemed poverty-stricken, I was told that the
and ceremoniously kissed Abbot Gilbert's church was left in a state of disrepair to
and my rings. On our return she was even preserve its ancient atmosphere. Alter a tou r
happier when we planted some lire in her of the monastery we were served coffee and
cakes. Part of the monastery was destroyed
ou Istretched hand.
We stopped at St. Scholastica for an ex- by a bomb in World War II but is now
tended visit, arriving just in time for Vespers restored. There are only a small number of
and Benediction. An incorrupt body of an of monks. We met the old Bishop and Abbot
old nun (I am not sure whether she is canon- Salvi, of Subiaco (he now has a co-adju tor)'
ized) was receiving special veneration. What He is near ninety and has been abbo t
seemed like first and second grade lads years. He is a little childish but very kind
marched into the church clothed in habits and cordial. We stopped at Tivoli on our
and under the direction of a priest from the way back and saw the fantastic palace of
seminary. They did everything but pray dur- fountains that a Renaissance cardinal b uil t.
There must have been a thousand foun tains
ing the long service.
The church at Subiaco seemed in a state in the place. It was dark when we got b ac k
of decay. When I remarked that the monks to Rome - but a day to remember always.
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Our Lord eXhort.ed us to "Love one a.nother." Let
us, thudore, all unite our prayers 1n charity with
the monk• at Subiaco for the lnte..DUons aenc. In
1lnce last month.

THE LIVING
Holy Father's intentions, World Peace, Steady
employment, Khrushchev and all Communist
leaders, Thanksgiving for passing examination,
Safety in travel, Safe delivery, Special intention
in honor of St. Jude, Spiritual and temporal welfare of parents, Aid to baby's eyes, Special intention in honor of St. Benedict, Improvement in
health, Conversion of mother-in-law, Brother's
retu.m to Church, Conversion of Russia, Success
in job, Happy death, Help in business, Thanksgiving in honor of Our Blessed Mother, Healthy
baby, Cure of daughter-in-Jaw.
Increase in faith, Husband's health, Improved

PRAYER

American-Russian relations, Success in spreading
Fatima message, Success in campaign again st baa
pictures, Help in studies, More devotion to Mary
Special intention in honor of Our Blessed Mother'.

THE DECEASED
Josephine Mace, Mrs. Gertrude Hossler, Aloy s
Hoenig, John & Alphonse Walterscheid, Katherine
Herr, Lawrence Roberg, Magdalena IDadek, Della
Kuraitis, Joseph Kropacek, Catherine Hart, A lfred
Sax, Max Malachowski, Deceased Roth famil y
Joseph Thron, Catherine O'Brien, John Siz~.r
George Featherstone, Frank Lathrop, F ather
Casimir Gronkowski, Burk Warmuth, Joseph ine
Mace, Ernesta Mase, Deceased Mahe1· ! amil
Margaret Mallon, Ellen Daniels, John D aniel~ •
'
Deceased Glynn and Fitzgerald families.

I 11;,rory of Devotion to the Sacred Heart

Knowledge with Love
BY Jerome Knoedel, O.S.B.

W

E OF THE twentieth century are of

a peculiar bent: we are certain
..,.\ what is modern or recent must be good ,
and we sometimes manage to twist this as111rnption into the paradox, "What is good
~ust be recent." This outlook holds true in
regard to devotion lo the Sacred Heart. We
i!lk of this devotion as of late origin, sud('!lly coming into existence in the Church
'rough a private revelation. But the sub·ance of devotion to the Sacred Heart goes
k to the dawn of Christianity and springs
"''" Scripture and tradition.
In the words of Pope Pius XII, this de,otion is "the worship of the human and
Word and the
11•1ne love of the Incarnate
,e which the Heavenly Father and the
Holy Ghost have for sinful men ." Devotion
the Sacred Heart has grown wilh the
Church; for saints, popes, and theologians
.ave testified to it throughout the Church's
atory.
Although over len centuries elapsed before
,v definite public cult began, traces are
;dent in the infant Church's formative
,ars. Saint Justin the Martyr, who wrote
iuring the second century, found in a Psalm
\ rse the 1·eason for Christ's humanity; " 'His
!kart became like wax melting within
.:,rn' ... lest we should think that because
was God He did not feel lhe things in,rted upon Him." Shortly after this, Origen,
., brilliant scholar of Alexandria, devoted
,mseli to an intense search for the mean'• oi the word "heart." He decided upon
interpretation: "knowledge
~ mystical
,lh love and experience." His definition is
-,11 signillcant, for the true wisdom it men,n, is an attribute very closely linked with
devotion to the Sacred Heart.
St. John Chrysostom, St. Ambrose, and
~• Augustine, three great :fourth-century
(ICLOrs, all dealt with tbe question of the
Heart pierced for men." To quote only St.
Augustine, "The Evangelist . .. does not say

ii,

that the lance struck the Lord's side, or
wounded it, but rather that it opened His
side, that thus the door of life might be
opened, whence the sacraments of the
Church flowed, without which that life
which is the true life cannot be entered."
Echoing him was St. Peter Chrysologus of
the following century, who, along with St.
Paulinus, also described the glory of the
wounded side after the Resurrection. While
heresies denying Christ's divinity or His
humanity barked at the doors or the Church
these statemen ts of faith proved the vibrant
life within.

s

T . GREGORY the Great in the sixth century and St. Bede in the eighth add
line oi great expositors of this docthe
to
trine. St. Bede wrote from England little
more than a hundred years after the first
missionaries bad been sent there by St. Gregory. His knowledge of the Sacred Hearl
gives evidence that the Benedictine aposUes
had a part in bringing about the quick spread
of the devotion. St. Bede sums up the thought
of bo th saints when he says simply, "By the
wounded Heart is expressed the greatness
of the love of Christ for the Church."
After the time of St. Bede, traces of the
devotion are hidden in the shadows of the
Dark Ages, and we see only glimpses here
and there. One of these is the anonymous
H ei!and , an Old Saxon epic of the ninth
or tenth century, which serves to bridge the
gap of the Silent Centuries. In it. the author
paints a vivid picture of "God's kingly Son,
who, looking at His flock, long gazed at them,
and in His Heart bore grace toward tbem."
Up to this lime, there was still no sign
of a public devotion to Christ's Hearl. The
centuries of the Fathers were strenuous
times for the young Church; she was busy
defending the Faith and gaining a solid foothold in the world. With the rise and spread
of monasticism, more time was bad for cont"-l'lplation, and this "turning within" Jed to
the Heart of Christ.

"
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uJs. It was due to her efforts Urnt the Pope,
bo had been residing at Avignon in the
-hadow of schism, was persuaded to return
Rome m 1377. She has left a 1·ecord of
'r devotion to Christ's Heart in her Dia~ue. and a record of the strength she reived in her arduous life.

y THIS TIME, the doctrine o( the
Sacred Heart had seen its way into
,tant parts of the known world. Not only
pirilual writers but poets ai1d secular
utJtors paid tribute to Christ's Hear t. Even
'se Jighl-hcarted Chaucer becomes serious
~r 8 mom en L in this respect, and his con\nporary, the rough-clad William Lang~d, wondered al Christ's "mercy lo them
,, 31 hung Him on high and pierced Him
lu'ough the Heart." Thal these ideas were
part of English life at this time is in itself
·idence that besides the rascally, tavernaunting friars of the Canterbury Tales,
ere were also humble ascetics who lived
;,ir lives in hidden holiness.
The Great Western Schism brought strife
Christianity; and though the strife did
' 1 end with the healing of the schism in
1~17, the fire of love slill burned in th_ese
, ring times. Hard on the heels of the Schism
"me St. Bernardine of Siena, a man making
\aration for pagan humanism, decrying
~e sacrilege of those whom "the Heart had
,ed until dealh"; but a world headed to;;,d the Reformation would nol listen.
While the Catholic-Protestant controver,. raged, the devotion found expression in
;; persons of St. Peter Canisius and St.
francis de Sales. St. Francis so_ clothed his
11-n person with Christ's charit_y that h1s
,ry Ji[e was a rebuke to the trmes. Pope
i'IUS JX, in the brief making him a Doctor,
uded him for "sowmg the seeds oI the
;e1•otion to the Sacred Heart."
ln the seventeenth century appears the
~•n whom the Church regards as the creator
,fa definite pubhc cult to the Sacred Heart,
zealous French missionary, St. John
.:des. Io 1672 he instituted the Feast of ~he
Sacred Hearl for his Congregation, antic1ating our Lord's own request for such a
·,ast. This came three years later m the revlations to St. Margaret Mary, _who became
1 great apostle of the Devotion. S tymied
\ by her own Community's opposition
later by Jansenistic forces who sapped
: Church's vitality, she overcame these
"iacles to become even more dedicated to
: work Our Lord had outlined. Blessed
rJaude de la Colurnbiere and other Jesuits

B

"Devotion to U1e Sacred Heart
is so important that it mny be
considered, so far as practice is
concerned, the per.feet profession
of tJ1e Chrjstian._ religion."
Pope Pius XII

A

PUBLIC CULT finally originated from
the peaceful cloisters of the Early
Middle Ages. Monks such as St. Anselm and
St. Bernai·d gave expression to their love of
the Sacred Heart in writings that had farreaching effects. The twelfth century saw
the first hymn to the Heart of Christ, composed by the gentle Blessed Herman Joseph
in his Premonstratensian monastery at
Cologne. This poem sings to the Sacred
Heart in steady pulsing lines, personifying
the symbol of love as Christ Himself.
Instances of mystic revelations concerning the Sacred Heart begin in the thirteenth
century. Though the Church has never allo"'.•
ed a dogmatic teaching to rest on these private revelations, she has always granted
their possibility. The first to receive this
privilege was St. Lutgarde of Ayw1eres, and
10

shorUy after her St. Gertrude, the Benedic.
line nun.

The devotion was taking on new forms of
growth and was beginning to spread now,
as the mendicant orders took it to distant
areas of the world. Heralds were Sts. Francis
of Assisi, Clare, Bonaventure, and Anthony.
St. Albert the Great brought the inquiring
mind of a scientist into his devotion, marvelling that blood could still have flowed
fro,,,_ a heart already cold in death. He unriddled this problem when he discovered
the answer in "the Heart's deathless love."
It was he, too, who first connected the Devotion to the Sacred Heart with the Blessed
Sacrament.
St. Catherine of Siena received from the
Sacred Heart the strength she needed in
spending herseli for the Church and for

d

soon championed the cause, and by 1750 the
Holy See had approved of more than seven
thousand Confraternities.
In the meantime, the monasteries of Europe were quietly becoming centers for the
spread of the cult. It was carried to the
Turks, u,e Chinese. On an adobe Indian hul
in California, Friar Junipero Serra was
etching the exclamation, "O Sacred Heart!"
Europe was enmeshed in the
S UDDENLY,
turmoil of the French Revolution.
As

the Terror raged with satanic violence, the
Sacred Heart underwent Its bitterest at tack.
It was a crisis of more than human intensity,
but the Church passed through with the
same divine help that had guarded her for
eighteen hundred years.
With the sun of the nineteenth century,
the Devotion to the Sacred Heart rose to
take its place as a part of daily Catholic
life. Orders bearing the name of the Sacred
Heart grew in number, and in 1856 Pope
Pius IX extended the Feast of the Sacred
Heart to the universal Church. Toward the
end of the century, it was St. Therese of
Lisieux who wrote, "Perfection means taking Jesus captive through His Heart . .. by
the smallest actions done through love."
In our own century, there have been many
heralds of the Sacred Heart, notably Popes
Pius XI and XII, who wrote encyclical letters on the Devotion. On the first centenary
of the Feast in 1956, Pope Pius XII emphasized the position of the Devotion in the
Church: "Devotion to the Sacred Heart is
so important that it may be considered, so
far as practice is concerned, the perfect profession of the Christian religion." He explained further - and these are words for
our own times: ctThe reason for Utls devotion
is not primarily to be sought in the blessings
which Christ the Lord promised in private
revelations. Rather it is that men should
fulfill more fervently the principal duties
of the Catholic faith, namely the obligations
of love and expiation, and so also con tribu Le
greatly to their own spiritual advancement."

we are tired of the Sound of One lumd clapping . .

th and devotion of the faithful. But it
be interposed here that this stirring

~t

J1:\•otion necessarily entails instruction.

The Vernacular:

y,,r the Word of G~d J?r~claimed must be

Aid to Ecumenism?
By Donald Price, O.S.B.

I

F I COULD understand the prayers your
priest uses in your sacraments and the
Mass, I U1ink I'd look into your church." We
have probably all heard statements like this
from the lips of non-Catholics doiens of
limes.
In noting the increase in ceremonial in
Protestant churches and the widespread restoration of the Communion Service as a parallel to tbe Mass, it may be justly asked if
Lbis isn't the working of the Holy Spirit in
our midst. But in all the Protestant liturgical
revival one thing is even more noticeable their churches will not give up their vernacular congregational participation for a
seetniJ1gly isolated silent-service. As one Anglican clergyman q\toted recently in The
Priest put it, "I a111 sure there have Peen
many times when I would have submitted
to Rome. I wouldn't like it - not all of it not the liturgical monstrosities of a silent
Mass to the roar of English hymns, or the
recitation of the Rosary to keep the congregation occupied at one task while the priest
performs another at the altar. You are so
used to it that you cannot imagine how barbaric it seems to one with a vernacular
liturgy - the people reciting much of it with
the celebrant, not following it in a translation, but participating."
The importance of the Liturgical movement as a whole and especially the growth in
vernacular interest in the Catholic Church
as a means of conversion can best be appreciated by exan1ining what Protestants themselves think. Robert McAfee Brown has this
to say in American Catholics: A Protestant
Jewish View: "It would probably come as a
surprise to most Protestants (and, no doubt,
many Catholics) to know that there are significant attempts to gain permission to celebrate in the vernacular, so that those who
do not know Latin ,:an participate more
fully, and know what they are doing. n
would alsn surprise many Protestants to
learn (and this is really lhe important point)
12

that U1e real concern is to enable the faith.
ful to lake a more active part in the liturgy
itself - what lhe Protestants would prob.
ably call 'congregational participation.' "

I

T WAS near the end of the fifteenth cen.
tury when man sought more and great.
er learning and the printing press was in.
vented before the vernacular had developed
enough to be suitable for liturgical use.
Al the beginning or Henry VHl's reign
before Anne Boleyn came into the picture'
there was drawn up in England an English
Communion Liturgy which ii it had had
time lo prove itseli might have left us a
beautiful vernacular liturgy. But tbe vernacular became associated with the Protestant
Reformation. Thus since the question of the
vernacular was closely linked with the doctrinal errors of Luther and Calvin, it took
on different proportions. It would be rash to
say that if the vernacular would have been
introduced there would have been no schism.
however, we can say this: lhe Lalin didn't
stop it.
Noteworthy are the three things which the
Reformation almost unmediately brought
about: 1) Vernacular liturgies; 2) Congregational participation; 3) Greater use of the
Bible. We might do well to admit that we
could put these three points to greater use
in our own liturgy.
An integral part of the Catholic Mass is
the proclamation of the Word, commonly
called the Mass of the Catechumens. Its
primary end is not instruction nor edification; it is rat.her an introduction lo the Eucharistic Action and purposes to arouse the

dc•rstood - otherwtse 1t is no longer truly
,u, ,0 rd but merely a stimulus to edification
:ough ils majestic ceremonies.) If The
rd is heard and understood, much of lhis
ruction has been accomplished. ln the
ords of A. M. Roguet (The Liturgy and
Word of God, p. 75) "The Word of God
'uld
als be proclaimed in Lhe mother
0
' ,,ue of the faitw·u1. If the Word is 11ot
tol'derstood, it is nol a word. And if il is
~derstood only thr?u_gb lhe inter~e~ary
. a missal and md1v1dual effort, tl 1s no
1
' gcr the word of God proclaimed in the
;icial wotship of the Church . . . . In such
ase I rece1 ve the Word of God, but by
1
c in'termediary of an instrument which
me no authority, and in the solitude and un'.;tninty of my personal research."
-f.S Gaspar Lefebvre points out in The
S ,rit of Worship, "Since the Church is. a
society quickened by t_he Holy Spmt,
official worship necessarily and always
ITT;iudes actions which can be
r(eived by the senses. These
II' _ for liturgy is essen15
ll\' active - are the formu·~ ·riles and external signs
· means of which God and
;aokind are brought into
o;e touch." (p. 24)
Granted that the rites, for~ulas and actions have some
orpose, (although one who
~ not famlliar with the Mass
~ould have a difficult Lime
JIBceming a purpose at an
rd]nary low Mass), we might
.~k ourselves if they ~e fulfi]ling that purpose m our
liturgy today.

.;,;w

ELOW are listed some of
the many objections
,,ised against the use of the
;,macular, together with
some observations.
First. Latin is a dead language - it won't change. Correct. But does a dead language
have to be used? Latin was
nol a dead language ~hen it
was picked for the liturgy.
Christ did not speak Latin.
In Apostolic times Arama~c
and Hebrew were used m

B

the Church's Liturgy. As the Church spread
the vernacular wns always introduced. In
Greek-speaking nations it was Greek. Slavic
languages were used 111 the Eastern
Churches. In Rome, Greek was used for almos t four ccntuncs, and Lalin was g raduallv in ,·oclaced as he congregation ceased
lo· understand Greek. The Consecration itself w as recited aloud in the vernacular until at least the seventh century
S cond. The next objection deals with the
view that under;;tanding is actually not even
relevant. We quote the following, an excerpt
from an article in the Catholic World by
Solange Hertz, criticized in Amen. "Sometimes I'm afraid the well-known Buddhist
and his despised prayer-wheel come closer
to real worship lhan many Catholics who
feel they must have everything ordained lo
their comprehension, and not to God's glory.
Gloria tibi Domini!" Ii this attitude is taken,
then "Latin is Right for the Latin Rite"
(ti lie of article in question) because it takes
less time and you can 'crank' faster.
Third. There are those who bring up the
objection that English doesn't sing well, es-

pecially with chant. But liturgical music
should be adapted to the language, rather
than the language to the music. The Anglicans and Lutherans sing part or all of their
liturgies and according lo all I have 1·ead
most people seem to find them inspiring.
Fourth. "The use of the Latin language is
an imposing sign of unity." (Pope Pius XII)
This statement has been interpreted by many
anli-vernacularists lo imply much more. The
Lalin is a sign rather than a cause of unity.
The Unity of the Church comes from God.
We would indeed have cause lo worry if
unity was based only on language. On the
other hand, even though you may find Latin
everywhere you go, it still remains thal all
or part of Mass is said in more than a dozen
languages which are either the vernacular
or fairly close to it.

T

supernatural ability to pray or to praise God
in a strange language with an enthusiastn
bordering on ecstasy"), and "Prophecy"
(" Any inspired, unpremeditated utterance
in the language of the congregation for Lh eir
supernatural guidance,") we might do wen
lo lake St. Paul's admonition: "If I use a
strange tongue when I offer prayer, rny
spirit is praying but my mind reaps no advantage from ii. Whal, then, is my drift·>
Why, I mean to use my mind as well
spirit when I offer prayer.... " (1 Cor. 14·

¾

14-15)
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IL would be impossible (to say the least
impractica l) for every one the whole worlct
over to have the same liturgy. It would not
be natural. Every country has its own cus.
toms, dress, dishes, etc., through which its
heritage is expressed. "Furthermore," as J.}{,
Miller observes in Fundamentals of Sacred
Liturgy, "one's mother tongue is the natural
language of the soul and therefore the logicat
mode of expression for the soul's innermost
spiritual sentiments. We do not use Latin
when we pray lo God in private. The ver.
nacular is capable of stirring the heart and
mind (internal participation) more easily
more quickly more deeply than Latin, eve~
when both languages are known. And When
Latin is not known (true for the majority of
the faithful), it cannot stir at all. This prin.
ciple is admitted and followed in the case
o[ popular devotions, why not for the Liturgy
also?n

HE FOLLOWING few of the many
permissions and privileges in some
manner reveal the real mind of Rome as to
the value of the vernacular at least in missionary areas.
1920: As far back as 1920, Pope Benedict
XV had given permission that in certain
specified Slav areas lbe Epistle and Gospel
at high Mass might be sung in the vernacular
without being sung in Latin.
1943: The German High Mass (Deutches
Hochamt): Missionary priests whose ordinaries have permission may have a Missa
cantata combined with singing in the vernacular, so that the people sing the Kyrie,
G Loria, Credo, and the rest in their own languages. In this Mass, lhe priest uses Latin;
the singers make the short responses in
the liturgical language, and have an opLion of Latin or German for the longer items.
This permission may also be granted in
Indonesia, Africa, Austria, Scandinavia, Holland, and the Middle East.
1949. In 1949 permission was granted by
lhe Holy Office for China to employ Mandarin Chinese in the Mass. The Canon of
the Mass} however, was to remain in Latin.
1955. Bishop Fulton J. Sheen celebrated a
pontifical Mass of the Eastern Rite sung in
English except for the Canon, which was
chanted in old Slavonic.
1960. Catholics who live in Atlanta, Birmingham, Rochester and about a dozen other
cilies where there are Syrian Mel.kite parishes, can now attend Masses celebrated
partly or even entirely in English.

N ANY reunion procedures it is signifi.
cant (especially when the Oriental dis.
sidents are received back into the Church)
that they do not have to accept Latin, give
up their own liturgies and vernacular; why
should the Protestants be made to give up
everything.
I have not tried to answer all the questions
and difficulties which the vernacular would
raise, but merely to shed some light on the
advantages. We cannot look at this in lhe
light of our own particular tastes. We may
not be here a year from now, but the Church
will, and She has the responsibility of teach.
ing all nations. Therefore the advantages
and disadvantages rather than likes and dislikes must be considered. To me it seems evident that the advantages far outweigh the
problems, so let us not take up the position
so many have: "If it's going to raise sorne
problems - let it alone."

T

"If a trumpet give out an uncertain note
who wm arm himself for battle?"
'
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AKING into consideration Ronald Cox's
distinction between a "Tongue" ("The
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··Internal" Affair
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How Ecumenical W ill the Council Be?
Gob1'iel Franks, 0.S.B.

fl" HE APRIL 18 issue of Newsweek noted
.l in a "Special Religion Report" titled
ne Pope Today" thal "to many there was
siderable disappointment in the Vatican's
~efinilion of the mission o[ _the general
ndl in relation to world Chr1st1an umty.
~t au,umn, Cardinal Tardini explained
hill the council is 'above all, ~ ~orld :eun10n
bishops of the church ... 1t 1s "'! ,!nlernal
f{air and regards our own house.
,1\5 a matter of fact, Cardin_al Tardini did
even mention church unity among the
mes of the coming council. Must we conJ~de then, that the Ecumenical Coun~il will
,,e nothing at all to do with ecumerusm?
Father Thomas Sartory, O.S.B .. the ediof Una Sancta. and one of the leading
,hls ol the Una Sancla Movement m Ger,311y took up this quest10n m an address
0 11v at the Unjversily of Frankfort-am~~- A summary of his talk was given in
< r,tarch issue ol Una Sancta.

peror, and the Council of Florence was actually attended by the Byzantine Emperor, the
Patriarch o[ Constantinople, and seven hundred 0U1er Greeks. But both reconciliations
were prompted mainly by political motives.
Papal and Wes tern support were being
sought by U1e Greeks for defense against
Moslem invasion. The act of rew1ion o! the
Council of Florence was signed in 1439, only
to be rejected after Constantinople finally
fell to the Turks in 1453.
Apart from being political expedients,
neither reunion enjoyed the support of the
rank and file or Orthodox clergy and laity.

W

[LL THE BISHOPS of the Orthodox
Church be invited to the council?
According to Cardinal Tardini, such a step
is not being contemplated at this time. l!
thfa is the case, ii will mark an apparent step backward from the policy of 1870,
when an invitation was extended to the Patriarch of Constantinople and the other Eastern Orthodox to attend the First Vatican
ATHER SARTORY pointed out that it Council. Perhaps the fact that the invitation
is hardly probable that the. future was rebuffed at tl1at time has prompted the
cil will in no way treat of seeking out ante-prepa.ratory com.mission to exercise
~ "~s for reunion with the Eastern Orthodox greater circwnspection to avoid repetition
establishing bridges of contact with of that episode.
"rotealants. Nol only was it on the occasion
On the other hand, it is reported that Patri1,he Chair of Unity Octave that Pope John
Athenagoras of Constantinople, the
XXfll urst announced_ his plan to call a new arch
most
influential representative of the diseral council, but m laler addresses he
sident
Eastern Church, is quite favorably
-'~erated Christian unity among its prindisposed toward the notion of reunion. Car" I goals. However, in a message to the
of Venice a Little over a year ago, he dinal Tardini stated in a press conference
inted out that before any sort of recon- that consideration is being given to the ad~•ation
can take place between Catholic and visability of inviting the dissident bishops
1
to attend the council in the capacity of ob~ thodox they must meet and iron out dif- servers,
and it seems to be the opinion of
,,~nces and prejudices.
many that representatives of the Protestant
What is certain is that the Second Vatican churches may be extended a similar privic ncil wili not be a council of reunion in lege.
:: sense that the Second Council of Lyons
N THE ADDRESS previously alluded to,
d the Council of Florence were reun10n
Father Sartory discussed the role which
~cils. At these two councils, which began
m[274 and 1431 respectively, actual decrees such observers might play. He noted that if
f reconciliation were agreed upon and they are merely admitted to the equivalent
\ned by both Greeks and Latins. Both re- of a press gallery, there wo".1d be little to
a cilialions were short-lived. The reunion be gained by their presence, smce any mfo:"•
~~ieved at the Second Council of Lyons mation they might obtain could be read m
,·as actively promoted by the Greek Em- the daily papers. But an important and
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meaningful role would be assigned lo them
1l they were allowed to take active part in
lhe discussion of perlinent questions.
~ather Sartory believes that the right to a
dehberallve vote - which is almost certain
not _lo be conceded lo non-Catholic bishops
1S over-valued. The rcaUy important
function of a council lies in the discussion
of the problems with which it deals. He
points out that many of lhe dissident bishops
represent sees which were in communion
wilh Rome for centuries. Many of them occupy bishoprics which were founded by the
aposlles themselves. It is not possible l11at
men who participate in such a noble tradition can have been completely abandoned
by the Holy Spirit - that they will have
nothing of value to contribute lo the deliberations of the council.
Could ilie same rights be accorded to Protestant observers? Father Sartory belfeves
that iliey could. He points out that it would
be a _distinct advantage lo have the Italian,
bishops
Latin-American
and
Spanish,
brought into contact with some of the saner
elements of Protestantism. Such bishops who will form a majority al the council in most cases have never even known a Protestant personally, or al least have known
only representatives of the wilder evangelistic sects whose crude attempts al "converting" the people of Catholic nations have
made them roundly disliked.
SUCH A course is not likely to be
B UTfollowed,
and for many reasons. If
the more important debates and the sessions
of the various commissions axe to be carried
out under strict secercy, as was true of the
Council of 1870, it is hardly possible that
non-Catholic observers could be admitted to
them.
Cardinal Tardini has declared that the
council is to be "an internal affair of the
Catholic Church" which "may have external
results." II by taking up an active study of
the value and ways of reunion with ilie dissident Eastern Churches, the council - however it is composed - stirs np interest in
these matters, it will have performed an important function. The Councils of Lyons and
Florence failed to achieve what they set out
to do mainly because the rank and file members of the Orthodox Churches were uninterested or hostile to reconciliation. In
my own limited contact with the traditionbound Orthodox, I would say that threequarters of the clergy and nine-tenths of
16
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Pentecost -Day of Power
By Felix Fredeman, O.S.B.

When Christ, having completed the W o rk
which the Father had given Him, ai·os e ·
to
heaven, the disciples returned to the
th:"t U1_e Lord had designated. There tii ~
)
Jomed m prayer and unity o{ spirit.
Meanwhile, in High Heaven, amid lhe
sullation of lhe heavenly hosts, the Fath"and the Son at His right hand were un · t e r
in lhat magnificent bond of Love w h. Cd
exists between Them. The utter powe
this Love, as an electrical charge wn / do r
grew and grew until all heaven itself co J°•
not contain It, and Its force burst out u u d
the earth where the disciples were gatheion
These men, by their own admission fear~d .
we_aklings, were instantly charged with 1~ 1
Spml or the Most High. Unmindful e
dangers they tore from their prison of fun . of
ity into the crowded streets of Jerusal lddriven by the mission lo which the Sp~'rrl,
directed them. They praised God with th'rit
whole being and proclaimed the good n e e ir
of the Redemption to the gathered throngsws
As we recall the events of this great d ay of
Pente_cosl, we cannot help but be affecte
by this great Power that is present here. Wd
e
will be loathed to think of anything in
Faith as weak, for _ou~ Faith is in p 0 ; ~r
Itself - our Faith 1s m The Mighty Goar
Never need we be fearful or compromisi
for this is foreign to the strengili that co::g,
to each of us from Pentecost. Nor has h urn es
respect, the sin of our age, any place w 1-~~
us. We are infinitely proud to show
faith, this power that is our heritage, to o~r
1
w1lh whom we come in contact. If w e fu ll
re:"lize the im_plkations of _P entecost, ther~
will be no hes1tat1on or haltmg in our sot· 1•
tude for the growth of the Mystical Boct/" j
Christ - that His Kingdom come, that Ii~
:'
Will be done - on earth.

pf
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the laity couldn't care less about the r eun·10
n
with Rome.
Even sadder and more discouraging is th
fact that about the same climate has h ereto:
fore prevailed on lhe Catholic side of th
fence. If that s ituation is now chang· e
it is principally under the impact of iute~ngt
in the forthcoming council. The consum es
Lion of this trend is devoutly to be hoped i;iaor.

POLLY PAtl A DB
Iii folks,
Graduation time means many things for
anY people. For students it means that a
of life has passed for them; for the
irents it means that the boy is now grown
The former high school student may go
~work, or go to college, or join the army,
whatever he d_oes, life will never again
01
the same for him.
'At Subiaco Academy it means in addition
~, the boys, now men, will leave campus,
; ,rmitory, and classroom to go back to a
rid that will now seem dull to them. It
....,ns, too, that they will o(ten look back on
ilie good old days _at the_ Abbey, and make
uie annual Alumm reunion.
commencement Day came here on the
·enty-(ifth ol May. It started with a solemn
';h Mass, then came the procession to An:onv Hall, and the conferring of diplomas
; Father Robert Lazzari, Principal of the
A<ademy. At. the same time honorary degrees were conferred on several Alumni
•embers. Awards and premiums, including
~e coveted Coury Athletic Trophy, were also announced. The commencement speaker
was the Very Reverend James P. Galvin,
5uperintendent of Schools for the the Archdiocese of Indianapolis.
On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of
~mencement week the Pilgrimage Roation processions were held at the Abbey.
1,arge throngs of people came to the mon·terY on these days. This year the services
•"' held in the evening at seven, a new
arrangement which gave many more people
chance to attend.
1
With all the winds and rainstorms that
•~ve been coursing through lately, it is
~ougb to make one conscious of ilie need for
(he blessings of God on our crops, for favorable weather, and for protection from any
evils that the future might hold for us.
But in spite of what seemed to be adverse
weatlier, the strawberry crop was a big one
1us year. In fact it was just about big enough
:o break the market. To bring in a supply for

,;c

the Monastery the Novices were hard at
work in the fields gathering strawberries
during Rogation week.
Always a well-loved Holy Day, ilie Feast
of the Ascension was this year more festive
than ever. Ascension Thursday marked Ordination day for Father Benno Schluterman
and Father Casimir Jarzombek. Father Benno was ordained by Bishop Albert L. Fletcher of Little Rock in Saint Andrew's Cathedral; Father Casimir was ordained by Bishop Mariano S. Garriga of Corpus Christi in
Texas. Boili offered ilieir First Solemn Mass
on the following Sunday: Father Benno in
Saint Boniface Church, Fort Smith; Father
Casimir in Holy Trinity Church, Falls City,
Texas.
Ascension Thursday was a festive day at
the Abbey for still another reason - it
marked lhe fiftieth anniversary as a priest
for Father Peter Bartodziej, guest priest at
the Abbey. The celebration began with a
procession at 8:30 A.M. and was followed by
a solemn high Mass. Assistants to the
Jubilarian at ilie Mass were Father Placidus
Eckart and Father Raphael de Salvo.
Earlier in ilie month the members of the
Abbey submitted to a blood test and physical examination in order to cooperate with
ilie United States Department of Public
Health in a project which is calculated to
advance the study and cure of heart disease.
The doctor in charge explained that boili
Benedictines and Trappists live under the
Benedictine Rule. But the Trappists eat no
meat while the Benedictines eat what may
be considered a normal diet for the average
American. Meat seems to raise the cholestrol
content of the blood, and if it can be established that Benedictines are more subject to
various kinds of heart attacks and strokes
than are Trappists then the American diet
of meat could be a contributing factor to
the high American rate of heart ailments.
At least, it's something like that.
So Jong,
Polly
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Looking over the promising hay crop anq
the feeble bader caused a consultation a.
mong the farm Brothers. They decided that
a major operallon would be necessary Lo
save the bailer. It stood the surgery fine and
is now quietly convalescing in the barn, illst
waiting for the day when it can return lo
work.

Talking about work, Uw hens haven't been
doing bad lately. There for a whi le daily
production from the 475 Nick Chic White
Leghorn layers was as high as 85% . This Was
a little too good to be true, and it suddenly
slacked o[[ to about 60%, but it's on the way
back up again. Brother Leonard and Brother
Candidate Albert lake care of them on their
way to and from the hog barns.

Almost two and a half inches fell in a sudden splash on May 6, and on the 19th there
were almost two inches more as tornadoes
hung around trying to decide where to strike.
They finally wenL away peacefu!Jy. So the
other day when someone asked Brother
Louis how the farm is, he said muddy. But
that was right after one o[ those rains when
too much more just then would have been
worrisome.
The potatoes like it, that's for sure. The
two acres o[ them look promising; in fact
it may be one of the best potato years ever,
but at this point no one is ready to estimate
just how the crop will turn out. The wheat,
too, has been lapping up the rain and is
making a strong stand. But the oats couldn't
take the cold spring and froze out pretty
bad. Comparing the two looks to me about
like standing a seventeen-year-old boy a nd
his seventy-year-old grandfather side by side
and comparing their hair.
Silage is planted and off to a good start.
To be ready for it the Brothers have paved
another 100 feet of the trench silo over on
first ridge. 90 feet were paved before. The
idea of paving the floor o[ a trench silo is
to allow a truck to back all the way up into
it for unloading without compHcations. Then
the silage at the bottom stays in much better condition, and is not trampled into the
mud. It will take the cattle a long time to
eat their way up the fu!J 190 foot length.
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Recently 46 feeder pigs were sold at the
regular sales in Dardanelle, and they sell
11
lot more to local buyers. People have been
c0,11,n 0 from Carther off, too. It is nothing
unusual now to have a man come driving up
from over a hundred miles away to buy
some Duroc or Hampshire, or Poland China
hogs.
Cattle production too is up, and lately six
beef calves, holstein and whiteface. were
sold. Probably more will be ready for the
market soon.
Oh yes, that rain I mentioned a while ago:
the weeds thought it was just the thing for
them. So the cultivators were brought out
and the corn on the prairie got its manicure.
Sylvan Schneider and Henry Forst recently had the big job o[ building two metal
tanks with 7,500 gaJlons capacity apiece !or
the water system. The old tank started
giving out, and standing below it was some.
thing like taking a shower, as many tiny
holes begru1 to develop all over. It was quite
an operation taking the old lank down and
putting the new ones in place. A ramp had to
be built up lo its 15-foot height. Then a lot
of human and mechanical heave-ho was
added and there they went. I was going to
watch all this happen, but suddenly it was
over with.
I'm writing this during the Rogation days.
Tonight al seven o'clock the monks, parishioners, and people from neighboring parishes will gather al the abbey for the procession, litany of all saints, and the solemn
rogation Mass. Even the pagans used to
pray to their gods for good crops and honor
these gods with processions and offerings.
How much the more should we pray and
honor the true God in this same way!

Lending
Library
Notes
J[oQUEST FOR GOD by Dom I. Ryelandt,
•B. B, Herder Book Co., 207 pages, $3.25.
n,e sub-tille of this book is A Study in
' irtine Spirituality and it is a presentac, Q[ the Rule of St. Benedict applied to
problems of today lo guide both monks
me monastery and devout Christians
where. Dom Matthew Dillon, O.S.B.,
• the transl al ion from the French. The
1,,,r ,ells us that this book is sttpplemen• 10 the works of Dom Marmion.
'art 1 deals with [undan1entals: Love of
5eeking for God, Love based on Cai th
not on feeling, and St. Benedict's twelve
on the ladder o[ Humility. Part II is
oted to Piety and the Liturgy: the mean01 the Mass, the meaning of Prayer,
0 g our soul to God through Vocal Prayer
lhfough Meditation, the Psalms - the
ycr of Praise, and finally the prayer of
ksgiving, best expressed through the
e act o[ Thanksgiving, Holy Mass.

Plrt Ill is under the heading "Fidelity Is
ful of Personal Applications." To make
,flective start we should begin with
.mdonment to the Will of God - acceptor what God sends us, eith er joy or
,iw, either happiness or trial, for thus
Peace of hope is fostered in the human
'1. Such Christian hearts possessed by
wiU radiate it to those around them,
be makers of joy rather than sorrow.
JCh spiritual joy means an habitual serenlor as Dom Ryelandt points out, even
hermits of the Egyptian desert regarded
e;s as the 8th Capital Sin, because it
, 0 d]scouragement, which was particu' dangerous to those living in solitude.
:15tian mentality is essentially optimistic,
reas Paganism is pessimistic and sad in

its outlook. Chnst,an optimism is not unconscious of the miseries with which humanity
is surrounded, but H faces them boldly, because through our trials we learn to estimate
the things of life at their proper value. We
can edify others by our even temper, and
show in our outward conduct our interior
joy.
Here is a warning: St. Benedict says that
in our desire to advance we may take pride
in good observance, and become so attached
to the ceremonies and religious exercise.
for their own sake, that we may become
more concerned about exterior acts than interior dispositions. We should remember
that merit comes from the intention, at least
implicit, of serving God. We should not
worry because we do not perceive a steady
progress in sp iritual advru1cement - we
must recognize that our progress does not
depend entirely on our own efforts and that
God wants us to advance at the pace to be
determined by HJM, and we should resign
ourselves accordingly
Many other beneficial ideas, based on the
Holy Rule o[ St. Benedict will reward the
careful reader of this volume, and will open
to him new vistas of Benedictine Spirituality.
-Brother Thomas Anglim, OS.B.
ADDITIONS TO LENDING LIBRARY

My Secret Diary by Giovanni Guareschi:
The author of the famous Don Camillo tells
his experiences as a prisoner in an internment. A serious but gently written history
of one man's life during World War II.
The Life of Benedict XV by Walter H.
Peters: An authoritative history of the Pope
of World War I and who played his part in
that historic period 1914 to 1922.

.
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For a list of titles of books available write
to: The Lending Library, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas
OPERATION TRADESTAJ\IPS
Although the recently launched campaign,
"'Operation Tradestamps," has been most gratifying in the number of tradestamps sent in
to our office, we wish to remind you not to
forget this important project. Its purpose Js
to help furnish our proposed retreat and guest

house.
Please continue to remember this project
and send trade stamps to:

OPERATION TRADESTAJ\JPS
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansa.s
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Young America
Contest

1)~~
chair on the back porch and sat down . lJ:·16
grin had become wider and his dark ey
seemed to be dancing witl1 merriment. Cases
ally he put his right hand into the Pock:ut
of his trousers. The funny jingling ca.:
e
back again.
"Whatcha got in thal pocket, Gram pa ?»
·
asked my little brother.
"That's for you to find out/' answere
d
Grampa.
"Do you care iI r reach inside?" ask:ed rn
Y
little brother hope(ully
"Go ahead if you want to," said Grarnp
My lillle brother reached in. "Money!" ha.
squealed, "lots and lots of money! I w ane
some money, Grampa. Please, may I h av t
e
some money?"
"AU lhat you can get out of lhe pock:
in your hand," Grampa answered with h':t
lS
eyes just dancing and sparkling.
Grabbing a handful of coins, my broth
started to pull his little clenched fis t O er
but Grampa was holding around his Wri ~t
He pulled and puUed bul his fist simp~ ·
Grampa's Pocket
would not come out. He started crying a
just laug h nd
Grampa was coming up I.be brick walk lo stamping his feet but Grampa
e
and laughed at him.
the house. He stopped for a moment by lhe
After awhile he got tired of holding on t
violets at the edge of the walk and flicked
his fingers lightly across the outside oi his the coins and let his hand straighten ou~
came lhrou
pocket as if he were brushing something off. When he did I.bat his hand
Quic!J
We could see a big grin on his !ace as we easily but he didn't have any money.
grab b ~
pocket,
the
in
back
hurried out on the porch to meet him. He he put his hand
B~t
out.
it
pull
to
tried
and
money
some
seemed to bounce up the steps as if his feet
of the pock: t
had turned to rubber balls! At every step his hand would not come out
e
until he had let go all ilie coins!
we could hear a fanny jingling.
"You do it, Sis," he called to me.
After a big bear hug for each one of us and
a tickle on the end of our noses with his
mustache, he Dicked at the side of his trouMOVING?
sers again. The funny little jingling came
U you move please send us your coniptete
back. Something was ratlling in his pocket.
OLD ad dress and the complete NEW a d.
Grampa walked bow1cey and jingled all
dress. This w ill be of great he1p to our
the way tlu·ough the house to his favorite
office personnel. Thank you very much!

Dear Young Americans:
Another year of scliool work is over and
we are a whole year older and better trained
than we were last year at this time. Maybe
we will have a chance to work this summer
and ean1 some m.oney.
Even very Young Americans co!!ect empty
pop bottles and get the deposits. Young Americans mow lawns, do dishes, baby sit,
roUect and sell papers and run errands, too.
Besides learning how to earn money,
Young Americans need to learn what to do
with money after they get it. To spend money
just for the sake of spending, or to save
money just for the sake of saving might be
all that a baby can do with money. But a
boy or girl big enough to go to school can
BUY something USEFUL and NEE DFUL,
help pay the expenses of the parish, contribute a bit here and there to worthy causes,
and save for definite worthy purposes.
Love to every oue of you.
TAMMY
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w·nners

7th and 8th Grades:
1st prize: Mary Kennedy St. Benedict's
School, Subiaco, Arkansas. '
2nd prize: Joyce Schneider, St. Benedict's
School, Subiaco, Arkansas.
5th and 6th Grades:
1st prize: Timothy McMahon, Cure d 'Ars
School, Denver, Colorado.

2nd prize: George Neu meier St. Joseph's
'
School, P aris, Arkansas.
3rd and 4th Grades:
Carl Reineccius, St. Joseph's School Paris
,
'
Arkansas.
2nd prize: Jim Limbird St. Joseph's
'
School, Paris, Arkansas.

Grampa was holding on to his pocket so
,here was only a small hole to r each throu gh.
: had to straighten my band out to get it
n the packel.
Inside, there was the most mon ey I had
,_,er felt of in my life! Some of the pieces
,ere big, Loo - half dollars! Feeling for
•he biggest pieces, I grabbed as many as my
band would hold and star ted pulling. My
~,, full of money was so big it wouldn't
, rne out of the pocket. Dropping some of
•h• coins, 1 pulled again but it didn't d o a
btl of good. I couldn't even get my hand out
,ith just dimes between my finger s. Finally
· ,urned all of I.be coins loose and then my
,and came out easily.
"That's the way with money," said Gram1'· "Nobody ever came into the wor ld with
.nv money in his hands. He can get all the
,.~0ey he works for and holds on to while
bt is in the world, but be is not going to
i,ke a red cent of it with him when he goes
~ heaven. Bul while he is in the world he
ran do a lot of good with his money while
,, has the chance."
Grampa reached in his pock:et and pulled
,ul two shiny half dollars. "These are for
\'OU/' he said, giving each one of us a coin.
"Thank you, Gram pa! Thank you a lot!"
,. said, giving him great big bear hugs all
.wer again.

At the ho11r !or th e Divine Otllce,
as NOa a.a the sip.al is heard, let
them a bandon wllatever they may
have in hand and hasten with the
c-reatest speed, yet with serloumees,
so tha.t there b no exc:ase for levity.
-Rule of St. Benedict

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions
o! the F~ East by sending us your canceled
stamps. Simply tear or cut them of! your letters
and packages and !]lail them to us. Be sure to
leave a small margm around them so as to protect. the perforations. All foreign stamps are espec1a~y valuable. Mail contributions to: Young
Amenca, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkan.,<U.
NOTICE: Plea.se do not send the common
1¢ Washington, 2¢ Jeffenon, 3¢ U bm 11, and 4¢
Lmcoln. They must be 1epaTated and diacar ded.
Thank you very much.

•me•·

S tamp Contributors to the Mlssions: May t-ZS
Arkansas: Mr. and Mrs. Richard A.rdemagni, Mr.

and Mrs. Bon F. Geels, Mr. Mike Heinrichs
nlinois: Anonymous, Mrs. F. G. Miller
India.na: Hilda Hartzer

Louisiana: Mr. J. J. Blake
Michigan: Mrs. J. Fenolio

Missouri: Mrs. Katherine P. Graham
Nebraska: Mrs. Henry Ebel
New Hampshire: Constance M. Nix
Ohio: St. Matthew's Altar Society
Oklahoma: M.r. Phil Braniff, Mrs. R. B. Tillerson

Texas: Heart of Mary Church, Mr. A. C. F lUsche,
Mr. Richard Jungman 1 Mrs. M. Shipley
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The CCD, a Priuilege and a Challenge

Spiritual Formation
And the CCO Worker
Part XII f in a series on the CCD
Spirilal Formation is nothing less than
the systematic pursuit o( personal sanctification. To grow holier every day must be
the ideal of all true lay apostles. Such an
undertaking requires clear thinking and
will-power. As mentioned before, your
priest-director can and will help you to
clarify yow· thinking in this important matter, but he cannot per(orm in your place the
necessary and regular deeds that must enter
into your spiritua l thinking.
Imitate the Athlete
Spi1·ilual Formation can be likened to
athletic training in the physical order. As
you well know, the key to success in any
kind of training is to know what you have
and to develop it to the utmost.
So it is in a program of spiritual formation. Know the tremendous potential at your
disposal and use it to Cull advantage. Simplify your technique to bring about the
growth of yow· personal sanctification
through a few we!! chosen convictions and
practices. This is the su=ary of what has
been explained at length in previous articles.
The Holy Sacrament of Baptism has given
us a potential of personal holiness that can
never be exhausted: The organism of our
Supematural life.
The Virtue o( Hope is an integral part of
this wonderful Organism. We must learn
How to Develop this supernatural ability
or power into actual holiness of our benefit and the good of lhe souls we want to help
through the performance of the Works of
Mercy.
Last issue we tried to describe the nature
of this great Virtue. Today Jet us look into
its possible achievements within our soul.
Ba!ances OuT Sense of Values
Much against our better judgement we
are experiencing difficulty in balancing
our sense of values. It is human to feel more
attracted by an immediate lesser good than
by a greater Temote. We so often resemble
the young child who refused to trade his
shining dime for a drab one hundred dollar bi!l. This is why so many people gamble
their Eternity for the shining dime o( a
22

magnetic attraction. It is where the Vi.rtLte
o( Hope comes in, i( we learn to use its power
to cope with such a dangerous but so deeply
rooted human attitude. Faith gives us the
warning, but, without Hope, our will does
not yield and continues to cling stubbnrnly
to earthly goods at their risk of losing the
eternal ones.
Cooling And Warming Effect
The Virtue of Hope has a two-fold effect
when put into action : A) It cools of( oul"
sichish and feverish craving for immediate
pleasure by making us realize that any form
of earthly happiness is short of two im Por.
tanl elements: a) It is inadequate lo our
inner expectation; b) It lasts just long enough to leave us disturbed and bored, It
makes us aware of our temporary over.
estimation of earthly goods and fills us With
a feeling of emptiness even in the midst of
wealth, glory, and pleasure.
B) At this point, despondency and discouragement would be our lot, i( the Virtue of Hope would not warm up our will
with the vivid sight of the only worthwhile
happiness to fight for. Our trust in God, His
promises becomes like an anchor to a ship
ln distress, and we throw ourselves in liis
Fatherly Hands with patience and generosity. Even the ugly picture of death is
transfigured into a beautiful key that Will
open an Everlasting life of perfect happiness.
Source of Energy
Deeply rooted in the Virtue of Faith, Hope
becomes an admirable source of energy that
leads us to accept sell-denial for the sake of
the expected reward. As such, Hope is the
most human of the three theological Virtues.
It kindles desire and produces motion of the
will toward God as our only reliable goal.
Obedience to His laws is made by it a matter
of sheer common sense. As St. Paul pointed
out in I Cor. 9:25, if an athlete "refrains himself from all things to receive a corruptible
crown," why are we expecting to win the
incorruptible one the easy way? In other
words, the true Christian who activates in
himself the Virtue of Hope feels read y to
do at least as much to gain Eternal Life as
he is doing to earn his daily material bread.
He is aware of being a teacher in this world
and nothing interferes with his determination to GET HOME safety,
How can we maintain and improve in us
the marvelous work of this precious Virtue?
I will tell you next issue. Au revoir!
(Rev.) Georges-A. Levasseur

Godliness

--

Godlessness

Timely News and Views
1RE AG GREVA TES THE SICKNESS
The findings of Freud, Jung! and their fol•,rs are certainly o( great importance Car
. reatmen t of neuroses and kind.red dises but it IS most unfortunate that they
popularized in a vast output of articles
'00oks lapped up by an uncritical public
Uic Jast word of wisdom. Fathers no longer
lO (orbid their sons anything for fear
- would develop Oedipus complexes and
'lhers were anxious to comply with the
•htesl wishes of their children so as to
'id repressions which, according to U1e
uular books, were bound to develop into
roses later on. And thus they produced
the best of good will - exactly what
. were trying to avoid: a fertile ground
the growth of precisely these neuroses
d worse, of criminal leanings o{ all kinds.
.Hild• Graef in "The Cult of Immaturity"
Th, Catholic World, Jw1e, 1960

:,lh

ROGRESS AMONG THE NEGROES
Recent figures show that the number of
s Negro Catholics now total 615,964. This
. · illcrease of 217,853 in the past ten years.
' out of every twelve converts in this
·,try is a Negro.
There are seven dioces_es and archdioces~s
the United States which have a Catholic
ro poJ)'ILlation of more than 30,000. La•~ite, La., leads with 78,000. New Orleans
1econd witli 70,737.
New York 1ias 49,073
: ro Catholics and in each convert class
~hat city large_ numbe1:5 of N ~groes are
,tiving instructions. Chicago with 42,000,
;1adelphia with 4_0,064, and Galveston,
~ •34 complete the !tst.
· ~early one hundred Negro priests have
'en ordained in the past forty years and
o•Y young men are in the seminary at
.,ent.
-Paraclete, May, 1960

DECLINE - AND FALL?

Eugene Kinkead, an editor of "The New
forker," has written a book entitled In
r--iry War Hut One (Norton) . It atLempts
analyze the hundreds of cubic yards of
~ents that the Department of the Army
.. mbled in its deadly serious effort to find
what went wrong with American
1
pr;soners-of-war in Korea. Kinkead reveals,

amid much other data, that the 229 Turks
who were captured and interned in Korea
all managed to survive theu· imprisonment.
and not a single one became a collaborator.
One-third of our boys, on the other hand,
became collaborators; and 38 per cent o(
them died. The Army found that Gl's often
abandoned fellow Americans who were
wounded; they cursed their oWcers; the
strung took food from the weak; in certain
cases Americans sick with dysentery were
rolled out into lhe cold to die; and this was
done, not by their Chinese captors, bu l by
fellow Gl's. Turks, however, kept a high
morale, shared food and nursed their sick
back to health. -Thurston N. Davis, S.J.,
in "Have We Gone Soft?" in The Catholic
Mind, May-June, 1960

COMMUNISTS FEAR NEO-THOMISM
According to a recent Communist survey
of contemporary philosophy, nae-Thomism
is ' dangerous" not merely because it has a
broad and organized base among Catholics,
but also because of its great flexibility
Iribadzhakov dismisses existentialism as the
crystallization of the irrationality and pessimism of bourgeois philosophy; neopositivism is dismissed in Russell's pltrase, "a slight
help to the lexicographers, and at worst, an
idle tea-table amusement," But the peculiar
danger of neo-Tlwmism is stressed: this is
a philosophy which claims to study Marxism
objectively; it does not throw Marxism out,
lock, stock and barrel, but recognizes positive elements in it. -Walter E. Stokes, S.J.,
in America, May 21, 1960
1

THE V1RTUE OF GRATITUDE
Our faith should affect our attitude toward
government officials, whether elected or appointed. One point frequently overlooked is
that such persons should be shown kindness
and courtesy. It is a good idea to commend
them for services done, especially for efficiency and enthusiasm in their work. People
commonly write or phone to complain. A
Christian should be at least equally willing
to express gratitude, both to the official concerned and to his superiors. -Rev. John F .
Cronin, S.S., in OuT Sunday Visitor, May 22,
1960
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That's a question a lot of people are asking.
We think it's a pretty good question - and
we would like it even more if we knew the
answer.

Can you help us solve this problem? Remem•
ber, our benefactors share perpetually in the
monks' spiritual exercises in the church. So,
if you have any good ideas - or, better still,
a few dollars you can spare - the address is:

Bt. Bev. Mlduiel 1-slq, 0.8.B.

NewSahiaeoAhhey
Sahlaeo,~

AUGUST, 1960

Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors :
Most of your day is taken up with work. If all life is
a preparation for heaven - an opportunity lo work out
your salvation - then it is important that you sanctify your work. In writing on the occasion of the fourteenth centenary of St. Benedict's death some years ago,
the late Pope Pius XJI urged workingmen to "toil, as the
Patriarch Benedict admonishes, with mind and soul
elevated towards heaven, working not by force but
through love. . . "
In the very first words of the Bible we read that it
was the Spiril of God, the Holy Spirit, the Person of
Love in the Blessed TrinHy, Who moved the Father to
become the great Worker, the Creator of heaven and
earth. It was by this same Holy Spirit of Love that the
Second Person became incarnate and accomplished
the work of our redemption. And in God's plan, it is
when each one of us labor faithfully and with love at
the particular task that is ours that we make our life
an expression of our Jove of God and of our fellowman.
The work by which a man provides for his family
and by which a woman makes a home is what God wills
for them. And loving God means fulfilling His Will.
Moreover, far more than by tender words and caresses,
a mother and father express their love for each other
and for their children by the devotedness and unselfishness with which they apply themselves, day by day, to
monotonous and exhausting tasks that are theirs.
But in order to work with Jove and to make it a means
of one's sanctification it is necessary to "toil, as the Patriarch Benedict admonishes with mind and soul elevated towards heaven." We cannot be constantly
thinking about God in a conscious way as we apply
ourselves to our work. But we can at the beginning
o( the day, offer it up in the morning offering and
join it to J esus' work of the Redemption which is
being renewed in Holy Mass throughout the world. We
can with effort renew that offering at various times
during the day - it just takes a fleeting split-second
to raise our minds and hearts to God in a prayerful
thought or word.
Thomas Merton in his book "The Waters of Siloe"
speaks of a young Trappist who after vain attempts to
keep up a constant stream of vocal prayers while he was
at work in tbe fields, realized that there was a much
simpler way of praying and keeping united with God by the intention with which he did all things: "If I can
walk, I owe it to Jesus," the monk told himself, "if I am
a man, if I breathe ... it is all a gift of Jesus. So it is my
intention lhat all these things should be acts of love, of
thanksgiving repeated over and over again."
May God give you tbe grace to make all your work
the visible expression of your love of Him and of those
dear to you.
Gratefully in Christ and Saint Benedict,

+ ~ ~ . o.,,1.8.
(Rt, Rev .) Michael Lenslnf, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey
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The Church is the Kingdom of God. It
hes into every part of the world popu• ,in the way yeast reaches ii1to every part
the dough. This Kingdom was instituted,
·ablishe<l, and is kept in existence by Jesus
;hn5l, the King of Kings.

...

T,e Church as origin~t~d by Christ is not
,olitical party or political system; nor is
a nationalistic ~r racial organization, but
, ;imply the Kmgdom of God, the Mysti1
. Body of Christ. We shou ld be careful
Ill u, put our own limits on the dimensions
{the Church: or, of course, _to extend it too
. or to try to improve on 1t as established
·christ.

•

•

In the Church there are seven Sacraments
d the Church herself has been described
, great Sacrament containing in herself
the others. We do not pretend we underfllOd everything ~bout a Sacrament. A Sac.a,ent like Baptism or the Holy Eucharist
1
a mystery which we understand only in
~•· and if this is true of a single Sacra~enl, how much more true il is of the
)!Ch, While we know much about the
Churth and can easily recognize her by
c<t'•in' marks, w': keep learning more as
plan of salvat10n unfolds.

...

A doctrine which is receiving increasing
•ention in the present age is that of the
)stieal Body of Christ. "Now you are the
lt)d, of Christ, member for member," says
,,.;1 Paul. He would have all members
• ,rk together. Sight, touch, and hand, all
',. necessary. Yet Saint Paul is merely ex,ining a doctrine which Christ taught at
Last SL1pper. "I am the vine," He said,
.••ou are the branches. He who abides in
,nd l in him, bears much fruit." Christ
re compares Himself to a vine and the
mbers of the Church to the branches.
~., life-giving sap of divine grace makes us
~armuch fmit.

.. .

Ciirisl is the master of history. As long as

we are members of the true vine U,e divine
Vinedresser will see to it that we bear fruit.
"My Father is the vine-dresser ... every
branch that bears fruit he will cleanse that
ii may bear more fruit." But if we st;rl to
choke off the life-giving sap with venial
s ins. we will not be as productive as we
might be. Sins that seem small may weaken
us until we fall into more serious sin. and
then life will be choked off altogether. It
is true that with the power of God life-giving
grace can return. But it is also true that in
such a condition we may be pruned from
the vine and cast into the fire.

•

•

It is foolish to tempt God in this manner
but to train our will lo accord with His is
the approach to wisdom. If we make our will
conform to His, when all is said and done,
we, with Christ, will be the masters of history. Others may now claim this title but it
will slip from their grasp like a shadow
driven before the sun.

•

•

•

The Saints show us how to make our will
accord with the will of God. And if we are
looking into the lives of the Saints, what
greater Saint is there, and from whom can
we expect lo receive greater help in training
our will than from the Mother of God. No
one ever responded so well to the will of
God. The holiest of au creatures, she is already in heaven body and soul. "The Virgin
Mary ascended into heaven; rejoice for she
re_igns with Christ forever." She reigns with
Hun, and it is her desire that we also should
reign with Him. She is ever at work, giving
assistance to the weak, and helping to bring
life back to dead branches of the true
Vine.

.

.

The Church makes salvation easy for us
and life on earth a joy. Being a good Catholic is like being on vacation, there is so
much to see, and do, and fill us with wonder.
It is a vacation that never ends, but reaily
begins when we step beyond the boundaries
of the litUe world in which we now live into
the world where Mary reigns with Christ.

II

By Abbot Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Greetings from the Abbey! I was startled
lo see a recent news picture of a Communistled riot near St. Paul's Gate in Rome. This
massive, arched gateway is only a few blocks
from the International Benedictine College
of San Anselmo where I resided during
my visit to Rome last September. It leads
to the great basilica of Saint Paul which
is in the care of Benedictine monks whose
monastery is on the traditional site of the
martyrdom of the Apostle of the Gentiles.
The bloody mob demonstrations in Korea,
Japan, Cuba, the Congo, Italy and in one
or two cities in the United States add up
lo an alarming situation. Inciting mobs to
rebellion seems lo be the latest weapon in
the Communist cold war offensive. It creates
a world impression that the people in nonCommunist countries are struggling to cast
off the yoke of slavery and oppression.
I spent about three weeks in Italy. Certainly, a short stay does not qualify one to
make sweeping judgments about economic
and social conditions. But every evidence
indicated that Italy was moving ahead economically and was more prosperous than it
had been in centuries.
There is still much poverty, and in places,
destitution. But the country is very poor in
natural resources and is at Lhe same time
very densely populated. A great porli~n ?f
the land is mountainous and the s01l 111
general is poor. Employm~nl has ~ounted
steadily, and new construction 1s evident on
a massive scale in many cities, but it is unrealistic lo expect the country to attain in
a few years the prosperity of more richly
endowed nations of the West.
4

The recent riots have the
appearance of desperate at.
tempts on the part of the
Italian Communists to ere.
ate disorder and turmoil in
a country where their Power
seems on the wane. If Italy
became a Soviet satellite, it
would slab mto the very
heart of the Western World
It is diUicult to imagin~
what Hs effects would be
upon the Catholic Chu rch
But unless I am badly l'llis~
taken, Italy is far more sta.
ble and secure now than it
was in the years imrned;.
aLely following World Wa:r
II. With continued enlightened, patient, and
dedicated leadership in the best Christian tra.
dilions, iL should gradually become a great
bastion of the free world. God grant it.
When I made my final departure f:rorn
Rome, following the pilgrimage to the Roly
Land, I was travelling alone. First of all
there was the pilgrimage to Lourdes which
I have already described. From the great
Marian Shrine I hurried in a twenty-fou::r
hour train ride to West Germany. Through
most of the day, I shared a compartment
with an official of the French Jijitsu Assoc;.
lion, a sport that seems popular on the continent. To my curious question on how he
had survived World War II, he answered
"By out-running Lhe Germans." After run~
ning from the battlefields, he bad ended up
by marrying a German girl from Alsace.
Laughingly, he described his home situation
as comparable lo that of being a prisoner
of war.
My first slop in Germany was Koblenz in
the heart of the Rhineland where I was the
guest of relatives of Lhe late Abbot Paul
Nahlen. The autumnal beauty of this great
river valley, romanticized in song and literature, is surely one of the loviest of memories. Here is one of the most heavily industrialized areas in the world, and yet only
a few miles from the smog-ridden, German
Piltsburghs, there are stately forests , picturesque vineyards clinging to the sides of
the mountainous riverbanks and medieva]
castles mounted on perpendicular cliffs.
The river itself was at its lowest level in
twenty-five years and was one, big traffic
jam of endless barges which inched their
way through Lhe treacherous, shallow
channel.

•0 mg

north from Koblenz, I passed
gh Bonn, Cologne, Dusseldorf and Dorti My destination was Westphalia. the
of some of my ancestors. Some eighty
,:Jl'S ago, my grandfather had migrated
m a village near the border of Holland.
;e l•nd agent circulars which brought
an immigrants Lo the area around our
,y described Arkansas as an American
. phalia.
1 found the record of my grandfatl1er's
11sm in a parish that once had been at,ed to a Cistercian Monastery. Napoleon
· suppressed their monastery and given
possessions to a nobleman who collaborin his conquest of Germany. Now the
•ate Fathers have charge of lbe parish
operated a school in a town whose
,ie, Kloster Burlo, bespoke its monastic
!ID•

l'he land seemed much more fertile than
. of Arkansas, and one got Lhe impression
,: Westphalia is the garden spot of West
11tlBnY, But an unusual and record-breakdrouth had made the year's harvest a
all one. Still the people and Lhe homes
,ted an impression of a virile, thrifty race
,se roots were in tl1e soil, and whose
was indomitable.
Westphalia is staunchly Catholic and un, Catholic Bavaria in lbe South the mass
people are very devout and church-going.
Nazi juggernaut was never able to roll
,r the fierce resistance of Catholic Wesllla, and the most formidable foe of Nazism
1he intrepid, Cardinal Van Galen. Arch·,op of Muenster, the Capital City. Today
:he great Muenster Dom, the tomb of the
al Churchman, who in bis
,Jlling, Cardinal's
robes
1 out into the street to
·front and repel Hitler's
man, is constanLly sur'°ded by ilowers, candles
the veneration of the
le who confidently ex. him lo be canonized a

:rt,

visits to my grand-paren Ls' home, and a
side-show of Texas cowboys and cowgirls,
replete with ten gallon hats and fiddle and
guitar, added Lo my growing conviction that
Germany today is more Americanized than
any loreign country of the world. The next
morn ng, r offered one of the parish Masses
in a new huge church. and experienced in
a memorable way the unity of Catholic
faith and worship when the congregation
boomed in dialogue fashion the responses
and common prayers of the Mass.
Westphalia, or Muenster-land, as il is
sometimes called, has its great Benedictine
monastery, St. Joseph's Abbey at Gerleve,
about sixty miles west of the capital. I was
overwhelmed by the kindness and hospitality
of the monks during my stay there. Though
the Abbey has no school and does not engage in parish work, it is close to the bearL
of the people. It has several barracks type
of buildings which are used throughout the
year by Catholic youth groups for encampments, retreats and special gatherings. A
large Gue L House in in constant use for
lay retreats.
The monastery farm is a pace-setter and
demonstration plot for this fertile, agricultural area. Its cattle are some of the finest,
and its bold use of modern farm techniques
are studied and imitated. Its most famous
speciality is the breeding of a pedrigree
earthworm, most efficient in transforming
the fertility of the land, which is enjoying
a huge sale among Westphalian farmers.
From Muenster in the North, I travelled
to Munich in the South. Through the great
kindness and hospitality of the monks of
the St. Boniface Abbey and the Mayer

t.

!ll Muenster where I stayed
a leading young archi• and his family, I visited
ge bazaar with its endless
s. merry-go-rotmds, ferwheels and thousands of
le in blustering holiday
. A brat-wurst hot-dog;
inlscenl of my boyhood

Munich "Gemuetlichkeit." Father Abbot at lunch with family
of n.rUst w ho desig-ne<l the Abbey church windows.

broLners of the world-famous Fran, Mayer Eltal. We were given a warm welcome by
Stained Glass Company, I spent three happy the stately actor wilh long, golden brown
days in this City of the 1960 World Euchar- tresses and silken beard. He spoke German,
istic Congress. A renowned cenler of music only, but every word was cai·efully arti.
and art, Munich lecms with famous buildings culaled. He walked through the village With
and museums and is permeated wilh an us, pointing out the shops with their ai•tis tic
incomparable "gemuetiichkeit" that im- wood-carved statuary and religious objects'
presses upon lhe visitor an unforgellable the homes decorated with huge murals o[
biblical and religious scenes on the exterior
memory of warmth and beauty.
ll was drawing towards lhe end o( Octo- walls, and the various characters of the play
ber, and ihe days al Munich were marred busy wilh preparations for housing th~
by almost constant rain and cold, blustery visilors which would descend upon the viJ.
winds. Through the kindness o( Adalbert !age in the following spring. Though the re
Mayer and his son Raphael an excurs:on remruned six or seven months before the
was arranged for me south into the Bavarian Passion Play was to open, all tickets for
Alps. The mountains were blanketed with l 960's performances had been sold.
snow and the scenes were reminiscent of
The tour of the huge theater was especially
the fairyland panoramas of old-time Christ- interesting. The immense stage is in the open
mas cro·ds. Our first stop was at Etlal, a but the 5,000 capacity audience and the b a ck
thriving Benedictine monastery nestled high stage area are under roof. The acous tics
up in · U1e Alps. Its baroque Church, its are marvelous. Preisinger described how the
great library and spacious halls were for- various scenes were staged and showed Us
merly the castle of a German nobleman. the great cross and ilie manner he was ar.
Through the kindness of the Abbot, ar- fixed to il in the crucifixion scene. We s aw
ranaerncnts were made to have Anton the costumes of all characters of tbe Passion
Preisinger, the Chrislus of the world famous drama and various properties that were u s ed
Passion Play lo be my guide on a tour of lo re-create the tableaux for the last hollrs
Oberrammagnu, only four miles distant from of Christ's condemnation and death in J e ru.
salem.
The picturesque village deployed on the
snow-covered Alpian slope against a background of towering mountain peaks, the
country folk whose existence is bound up
with re-enacting every decade the g reat
Redemption drama and particularly our
guide, the Christus of the play, whose dig.
niiied bearing and grace reflected genU:ine
greatness, formed all together a unique iin.
pression that stands out in the happy exper.
iences of my travels. I shall always be
graleful to Cod and to the many p eople
whose kindness and generosity m ade it
possible.
In Germany, I had opportunity to speak
with youth, workers, artists, University
students, priests and religious. My journey
ranged from Westphalia in the North to
Bavro·ia in the South.
The almost incredible recovery of West
Germany from a completely crushed co untry
lo a leading commercial nation of the w orld
is a miracle of hard work, technical skill
and an indomitable human spirit. D espite
the fact that there are over ten million refugees from the Communist East who have
established themselves in the densely popu.
Anton Preisinger, the Chrislus or the Passion lated area of West Germany, there is a l a bor
Play, was Father Abbot•s guide at Obcrammergau. shortage instead of unemployment.

The one great over-all imre;sion Iha t forced its elf up• me was lhal in Germany
is an overwhelming
;re to break with the past.
s, it seems lo me, is both
,,ii and bad. There is, for
;o,:ance, among the clergy a
era! lendcncy to draw
arer to the people, lo break
11>\fll the barrier of being a
rilegcd, civil servanl class
! by the Slale, and to give
laity their rightful place
J,e apostolatc of the
. '.ll)'Ch- Militarism is a thing
he past, and youth dislike
draft law which forces
"" to undergo a year of
'.atarl' training. They do not
to be greatly interested
1itics or religion. Their
,"1je towards Communism
e of resigned opposition
• he,· want no part of it,

iit'•

t at the same time they
1Lr.3t they are powerless tO

I
f'-. mous Germrm Abbey or Maria La:ich in Rhineland _
\Vorld Center of LiturgiC"al Apostotate

fend themselves should the Soviet armies
;rd; across lhe border. Their one great
;rest seems to be to get as much out of
ere and now, as possible, for tomorrow
,ts fate are beyond their control.
-:he spirit of materialism, therefore, is
,re ,. danger both to Church and Slate.
rk has almost become an end in itself.
a~_ion a_nd morality are 1:ot accepted as
prime importance. Vocations have been

UNITED

falling off. and both religious and diocesan
c1ergy '."'e_ inadequate. One hopes and prays
th " t th •s is a passing phenomonen - that
th " voices of some of its great statesman,
churchmen, and scholars may gain a popular
he_a~mg and that the talents. energy and
sp1r1t of the German people may again be
orientated to Christian greatness and lls
by-products: freedom and peace.

IN

Our Lard rxhorWd us to "r~ove one another," Let
tJirrefort, 11.II unite onr prayer,s In charity with
Ill~ znon.111 2t Subtnco for the intentions sent In
rt Wt month.

A

PRAYER

devotion to Saint Joseph, Better attendance al
Mass ~nd other devotions, Thanksgiving - St.
B~nedtct, Development of cu1·e £or cancer, Safe
trip, Sale of home.

THE LIVING
ntions of the Holy Father. Special help for
Congo, Good president ~or Am~rica, Protecour Country. Men m service, Peace in
'!r Thanksgiving for daily favors, Good
Happy death, Conversion of Russia and
:,, Release ot Am.erican_ prisoners in for" countries, Success in busmess, All our bene""TS. Food for hungry people, Missions, Miss~ Religious v~cat~ons ~d teachers, Suc-

<

"-if ~;rertt~0~·jfeer1~~. l~~~i~~i ~fndurr~::rgis

~ youth. More schools, Conversions to
f:lltb- Thanksgiving - Jesus and Mary, More

THE DECEASED
JuUa Mohr, Frank and Charles Mooney, Neil
Johnson, May Flanagan, Anna and Dominic Frey
Elizabeth Broc~ley, Harrv. Sam and Sara LaHooct'
Peter and Suste Flood, ·oeceased Mayer family:
Iyy Burke, Deceased Rohlschneider family, Nettie Ey Jer, Joseph Worth, Margaret Ferrari
~~1ir~~sw~rx_c.M:a~~n~llpp. Frank Koers, MarY
J. A. ToJler, Jr., Deceased Maher family,
Jai:nes and Mary Dorsey. Joseph Kowalski. Helen
Prichett, G. S. O'Hara, Catherine Hart Jacob
and Kathe~ine Faltin, Peter Dubin, Ann :Schneider, Ed Wicks, Howard Kern, Gary Friga.

I
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I
I

Lending
Library
N otes
THE LAST HO URS OF JESUS, by Ralph
Gorman C P., Sheed and Ward, $3.95, 277
pages
This is the story of Our Lord's Passion and
Dea :h wri t ten for the general reader by an
au.hority who is fully conversant w ith his
subject. The author, Father Gorman, is a
member of the Passionist Order and E di tor
of the SIGN, the national Catholic monthly.
He was a professor of Sacred Scripture for
teven years and spent three years in J erusalem. H is complete coverage
of all the minutiae of the
times, the people, the terrain
of the Holy Land, and the
personalities o( the . leading
conspirators, show hlS study
and familiarity with his subject and enhance a most
readable and reverent presentation of Christ's death,
and the events immediately
preceding His Crucifixion.
He is most thorough in his
analysis of the perfidy of
J udas, the denials of f'.eter,
and the tr ia l before P ilate.
H is d etailed (actual description of the Crucifixion itself
makes it worthy of pious
meditation by a ny reader.

T he Last H ouTs of Jesus is
the selection of the Thomas
More Book Club and the
Catholic Digest Book Club
and is ranked highly on all
Catholic Best Seller L ists.
This is a book to be read the
year roun d, not just durin g
L en t or at Retreat time.
-Brother Thomas

ADDITIONS TO THE LENDING LIBRI\.Jl\7
A selection
CutTiolic Marriage Reader
of n nc articles from the monthly magazine
Marnage . published at St. Meinrad's A bbey '.
Tl deals with marriage in all ,ts aspects , f roin
child rearing and family prayer to m e n tal
health and sex education. For the m a r ried
and those about lo be married there is a
wealth of mformation in this litUe p ape r
covered book of sixty-four pages.
Isadore O'Brien
Francis of Assisi Saint Ai,thony Guild Press'
O. F . M.
This is the fourth printing of a book o r ig in~
ally published in !944. This biography Was
a selection of lhc Spiritual Book Associates
Andrew of Galilee - by I. G. Capaldi, S.J .'
The Macmillan Company. A book built
around the references to St. Andrew in the
Gospels. The story of a little known Apostle
and the area in which he lived, with spe cial
a,,ention to Palestine, Galillec, J udea, a nd
the Holy Temple and its environs.
For a list of t itles of books available from
the Abbey Lei,din g Libr ary please write to•
.
The Lending Library
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

Rev. Christopher Paladino, 0 .S.B. Rev. Maurus Gerke., O .S.Jl.
In Ju ly Father Christopher Paladino succeeded Father 1\-taurus
Gerke as subprior and procurator at the Abbey. Fath er Chris~
topber, form er hC!ld prefect of Subiaco Academy, and tnore
recentl y p:istor at acred Heart Church, Muens ter, Texas, Will, as
proturator be business ntannger of the Abbey. As SUbprior be
is th e third-ranking superior or the monastery. Father Maurus
becam e pastor of St. Mary's Church, Fort Worth, Texas. During
his years as procurator Father Maurus was in charge of the
largest and most important project in Subiaco's history , the
building- of th e abbey church.

trar Without Homeric Glory

Was Korea

A Mistake?
y Gabriel Franks, O. S .B.

HE KOREAN WAR - or Police Action,
iJ you will - has been termed "lhe
wrong place and the wrong
00g war at the
•· Was il? Now that ten years have
since those fateful days of the sumer of 1950 which saw its beginning we
ould be able to pass sober judg mei, t on
fourth largest war in our history.
Uunconditional admission is given to the
rxist contention thal every war waged
capitalist i,ations is determined by ecomic interest, U1en the Korean War was a
re m15 take. The American Civil War was
foUShl to determine whether our national
nornY should be agrariai, or industrial.
, f irst World War was entered into by
uan France, and Germany lo decide
ther the Berlm to Baghdad railroad
as 10 be buil t, and the United Stales got
ii because J. P. Morgan had invested
0
bea,·ily in Brilam for us to allow her to
The Second World War was an e,den:,e. of the First.
But economically speaking, Korea could
j.rdlv have maUercd to us. less in 1950. A
r tand with neither temphng markets nor
bOOl!llng industry, its capture by the Comll!lists would only have taken a problem
ild out of our national pocket.
~or was Korea the right place if we con.er the fact that our real enemy was
:cs,ia. that a pei,insula is. the ~orl of terrain
(a,•orable to a nation richer in war
e!lBl than in manpower. Neither was
, time right either, if it is true that everycould have been lakei, care of much
"' 1 eatlv in 1945 had our victorious armies
Europe.continued to roll eastward after
atJ"e of Germany.

T

HE PICTURE changes rathe r dramatically, however, if we consider two
first. an earlier (and hence diUerent)

T

war to resist Communism was psychologically impossible. Second, a later war (in
a different place) would probably have been
a last-ditch stand, and llOt a very successful
one, in lhe face of onrushing victorious
Communism .
I've made enough wild and unproven
statements up lo this point, ai,d though it
would take us too far afield lo develop a defense of the economic cause of war, I think I
owe it to the reader to explain why 1 do
not think that armed resistance to Communism was possible before 1950. That involves
a defense of something which is, if not completely indefellSible, at least undefended
Yalta.
There is Jillie doubt but that Rooswelt
was the complete dupe of the Russians at
Yalta, and yet it was probably in large
measure a matter of the wish playing
father lo the thought. Roosevelt himself
Lermed his playing ball with the Russians
his great gamble, and regrettable though
it may be that he lost, it was Ull3\'0idable.
This is a point which is little understood
today and one which was not at all evident
to the average citizei, at the time. As a matter of fact, I did not realize the true gravi Ly
of the situation which the leaders of our
country faced in lhe closing years of the
war until I read an Italian book about the
last days of Mussolini, which so far as I
know has never been trallSlated into English. It may be that the event related in it
which I found so interesting is well known to
students of history and the more avid and
retei,tive readers of the daily papers, but
everyone lo whom I have mentioned it has
either not known about it, or else pretended
not lo.
The book in question was titted Le Notte
di Dongo and the event to which I make
refcrei,ce was lhe last message which Mussoli11i sei,t forth to the world before meeting
his messy death. In it he declared that the
Axis Powers would still win the war "through
German diplomacy and technology." On
the surface of it, this soui,ds like lhe silly
b ravado of a desperate man, for the Allied
armies were then everywhere crushing on
to victory. But the author of the book
thought otherwise. He explained what Mussolini said abou t German diplomacy ns having reference to a separate peace with Russ ia, a nd the bit about German technology referred lo U1e imminent perfectioi, by Hitler's
scientis ts of the atomic bomb.
9

H

E MAINTAINED that had the war in
Europe lasted just two months longer
there was a good possibility that the Germans would ind ed have beaten the U. S to
the development of the atomic bomb, and
would have been in a fair way toward winning the war itself. This was a fact which
was not known to lhe American public whkh knew little or nothing even about
our own Manhattan Project - and one
about which our leaders could have had
only a nebulous dread. It explains "'.hy we
had no choice but to co-operate with the
Russians to the fullest, and why the Germans
resisted defeat even amid the rubble of
shattered Berlin.
Had the American government been a
dictatorship, or had the
American people and their
leaders been cynical realists,
it might have been possible
to do an about-face after the
fall of Germany and drive
on lo the defeat of Russia
too. But even if we do not
take into account the fact that
we were still engaged in a
deadly serious war with Japan, the fact remains that we
could not have worked up
any effective enthusiasm for
co-operation with the Russians had we not convinced
ourselves that they were
"good guys." A visit lo the
public library and a browse
through the periodicals of
that era would amaze us today how successful we were.
Although the Catholics and
the Catholic press had a better record than the public at
large, I remember that a very
conservative Catholic paper
- which later jumped with
might and main onto the McCarthy bandwagon - refused
to publish a very mildly anticommw1istic article I wrote in
the middle 'forties on the
grounds that it was "inopportune."

The amazing thing is that
we were able to put up an
armed defense against Communism as early as 1950. It
took real courage for Presi-

dent Truman, who had been a babe-in-the_
woods at Potsdam, to implement George
Kennan's policy of containment on the re.
latively slight provocation of the invasion
of South Korea. There was no waiting
for a Maine to be sunk, a Poland to be invaded, a Pearl Harbor to be bombed: it Was
a war begun on principle, fought ac_cording
to principle and one which ended with that
principle safeguarded.
The war in Korea has been called the on\y
war the United States did not win. Frorn a
soldier's point of view that is true, for it is
the business of the soldier to destroy the
enemy, but the Korean War ended with the
enemy mtact. On the other hand, 1 think
thal it can reasonably be said, that, polltic.

Ji],· speaking, it was just :ibout the o~y war
~ ·apart from the America~ Revolution _
hich we, or any other nation. ever really
n. Thal is true because we not only suct,5[ully resisted our enemy. but achieved
,. ,•ictory over ourselves.
T WAS a war fought with a_ limited and
definite _obiect,ve, and one m which we
.;1not give m to the all too human fa1ltng of
,ndic:iveness and spite. Let us suppose, for
~ncL'. that the First World War had been
ducted and ended in the same way. (The
, that the British and French were much
'~ guilty for what actually happened
,n \\'e, does not esse?lially alter my thesis.)
oose that both sides had recogruzed it
peing the hideously un fortune le accident
to end it all with a
1 il \\'SS, had agreed
.m to the status quo ante, and had sat
·n to work out plans for mutual aid and
·',fit. Had there been no Versailles, there
l!lltlld never have been a Hitler - and pro11. no Stalin, either, for that matter. Does
01 seem reasonable to say that had not
"nditional surrender" become a battle
'r World War II. our tragic co-operation
; the U.S. S. R. might never have beie necessary?
\ similar case could easily be made for
· ci,·il War and the Spanish War. The
-..,ican War is a little more complex.
Being a war fought for an abstract prinle. the Korean war was_ a particularly ugly
di>tasteful war, unrelieved by the heady
of Homeric glory. It was a war fought
'out enthusiasm, and I think that this fact
ounts in great measure for the lack of
rarer)' (excep_t in particul~r instances)
wn by American trool?s. This, more than
f,ndamental degen_erallon _of moral fibre,
'ams why American prisoners of war
perated to a shameful degree with the
"',v. The price was small enough to pay
having avoided World War ill, and for
- in a very modest
1 mg set us on the way
_ which may eventually lead us to
..,anent peace.
n,e Korean War should serve as a model
all [ulure wars. Let's face it: there are
rng 10 be future Ko1·eas. Being essentially
,nti-human and unnatural system, Comm has a built-in principle of disinteinn if left to itself. The Communists
to realize this, to feel the necessity of
•ung up the raveled sleeve oI Marx with
sword and sabre. Communism thrives
war. n would probably not have tri-
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um phed m Russia had not the ground been
prepared by the victories of the capitalist
Kaiser. The bigger the war the better - for
Communism - as its rapid spread in the
wake of World War II served to prove.

T

HIS IS TRUE even apart from the fact
that Communism has never taken
over a nation except by force. Communism
cannot retain for long any degree of popular support except through opposition to an
exterior force. This fact was graphically illustrated during the first months o( the
German invasion of Russia. At that time
hundreds of thousands of Russians surrendered en masse to Hitler's armies, actually
welcoming them as liberators. A former
German soldier once told me that he and
eleven other men constituted the entire
garrison of occupation in a Russian city of
200.000 that first year, and never had a bit
of trouble. He met hardly a single family
whlc!, had not lost at least one member
through liquidation.
The second year was a different matter.
Stalin rallied the Soviet people to his side,
not through the inspired word of Marx that had to be soft-pedaled - but by appealing to their patriotism in the name of
Mother Russia. The tragedy is that Communism as a political system received a
much-needed shot in the arm in the process.
If future wars, lhen, are inevitable, it is
to uur interest, even apart Crom the horrors
of atomic bombing to keep them as small
and local as possible. This calls for patience,
restraint, and mature judgment. It was in
another context that Father Walter Ong remarked in his Frontiers in American Catholicism that it is a mark of maturity to
he able to face into the unknown with equanimity, but tl1e application is quite justified in the present case.
Wars are always tragic, dirty things, and,
as Sherman put it, hell. 1 don't want to be
put in the position of saying that I'm glad
that the Korean War happened, still less
that a lot of people died in it. I'm on!}' maintaining that iL was not a useless war, OJ', as
wars go. is it one we ought to be ashamed of.

MOVING?

U you move please send us your complete
OLD address and the complete NEW address. TI1is will be ol gnat help to our
office personnel. Thank you very much!
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lo his state, which is strict enough
for the seminarian, but not too
rigid for a young man.

The Novi tiate and Clericate

The Benedictine priest is a member of the Order foun.d
more than fourteen hundred years ago by St. Benedict , t~
~
Founder of Western Monastacism.
The Benedictine priest serves God through the faithiu.J. fuI
filling of religious duties enjoined upon him by solemn Vo •
as a religious. Religious priests are different from the dws
cesan secular clergy in that they follow a vocation of co to.
munity life and through the vows of poverty, chastity atn.
nd
obedience obligate temselves to practice the evang eli,
counsels in order to strive for Christian perfection. The Be~al
dictine also observes the special Benedictine vows of stabil;~
and conversion of morals.

Marks of a Religious Vocation
The young man hoping to enter the religious life tnu
have_ a sincere d~sire to dedicate his life to God. He tnUst ;t
physically and mtellectually able to fulfill the du ties an e
obligations of the reUgious life, and must not be prevent d
by serious obstacles from entering the religious state. 'I'~
religious superior will inform the applicant of the e x isten/
e
of any such obstacles.

Reception of Priesthood Students
A young man applying for admission to the Order as
priesthood student may follow this course: he may enter tha
Scholasticate, the Benedictine Minor Seminary, which adrn;~
boys to the first year of high school at reasonable t e rms. lt
he has finished a good academic high school course W"th
emphasis on a thorough training in Latin, he is a dtn;t;ed
to the freshman year of college. Ii he bas not finish ed hi h
school or has not studied enough Latin, he is admitted in~
the class which his previous training warrants. The life ~
the scholastic, as he is then called, is designed to gradu~
prepare the youth for the religious ille. He works , s tudie;
prays, attends classes, plays the usual games, returns to h-'
home for the Christmas, Easter and summer holida ys. ~
general, he lives the life of a boarding school student , a djusted

At the conclusion of bis sopbomo~e year of college, the scholasL,c enters the novitiate. Isolated from the world, the novice
spends his days studying the elements of the religious life learning to recite the Divine' Office
in common, working on the spacious grounds, and exercising in
the games of the season.
If the novice successfully comS0 blaco Ab bey
.
pleles the novitiate year, he
~" '
pronounces religious vows ac.lin' to the Benedictine Rule which bind him for three
:1- Arter thls period, he lakes solemn vows which bind
Uc.
\\e cleric, as he is then_ called, continues his studies
"'phy, theology and kindred subjects till the time
ordination.

Th~ Priesthood
"ne Benedictine priest has already been living the life of a
pous for seven years. The character which is imprinted
soul when he becomes a priest is stamped over the
111 bis
,.0us vocation in which be has been formed through years
:,ing in the religious brotherhood of St. Benedict.

Benedictine Work
r.-e primary objective of the Benedictine priest is the glory
God. which is promoted through the reverent performance
public worship and sanctification of self. The Benedictine
.i acquires lh,s personal sanctification by prayer and
, in obedience to the Benedictine Rule and the religious
rior whose authority is from God. He may become a
.,,,ner, missioner, or he may labor in a parish.

fr further information address:
Rev. Director of Scholasticate
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

The Coi•er Illustration

Meaning of the
Transfiguration Today
By Feli.~ Fredeman, 0.S.B .

Our values have been allected by our e 11 _
vh'onment; the malcnal has been accentu.
ated, the sph'itual has been mini~ized. Anct
the
this brmgs us back to our subJect Transfiguration. In our day it may serve lo
remind us of lhc spfritual, the supernatu r al
values of life. Jt is only by keeping these
values constanlly in the forefront that we
can hope to maintain a proper proportion i.tt
our relalionships with lhe created and lhe
Creator. The material is important for We
are men and must work out our salvation
Lhrough the material, but to be of any real
use to us, this must always be coupled With
the sph'itual if it is to be supernalurah zect
and to be salutary to us for finding our lru.e
end in life. Being created for God, we cannot
res t until we resl in Him. Keeping t hese
things in mmd we ought to be able to finct
plenty of valuable meditation materi a l in
this great feast : The Transfiguration.
Several ideas were developed for lhis
month's cover. All of those that were pu rely
representational proved to be wholly unsatisfactory . This semi-abstraction, sornetirnes
called artificial cubism was used because it
best accomplished the desired purpose
namely to stress the spiritual aspect of th~
feast and place the material aspect in a sec.
ondary place. The eye (in blue-gray) rnay
be taken as St. Peter, or better, the p u b Uc
eye to the attention of which lhe pre se n t
feast is brought.

In lhe original instance, U1e Transfiguration of Our Lord was mea11l lo be a source
of strenglhening stimulus to the apostles
whom Christ chose to witness it - Peter,
James, John. These al'e the men for whom
Christ showed an especial predilection, they
were to be with Him during the agony in
the garden, seemingly forgetful at that tinle
of the present event. Each was lo play his
own important role in the formation and
continuance of the Church.
AlU,ough this may have been the original
purpose of U1e Transfiguration, it indeed has
a secondary purpose, and that, one which is
contemporary with every age of lhe Church
and no less so in our present age. This is the
time of real danger, particularly for the
Church in America. The out-and-out attacks
Communistic and
against the Church otherwise - are apparent and so, in fact, a
minor danger really, since one may more
easily cope with a known enemy. Our main
enemy today is the hidden
enemy - the society accepted
ways of acting and thinking
which ilirough our environment alter the Catholic Conscience.
If one works wiili the
plague striken, sooner or
later, he will fall victim to
the plague himself. The
Catholic Conscience is slowly
infected with the plague of
materialistic values within
which atmosphere it works
and plays. The light, almost
toward
attitudes
flippant
marriage and lhe family for
instance would have caused
our ancestors to blush and
become indignant whereas
today they elicit no such reaction from us - the result
of their common-placeness in
our present society.
ConstJ•uction workers a.re using an airhammer to create a
Our values have been af- new doorwny in the remodeling program now under way on the
fected by our present society. grounc.1 floor of the Ac.'ldemy.
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• , Mass of the Assumption

AGreat Sign
in Heaven
The history of the Church in lhe twentieth
iury is marked by many glorious events.
nt there is one that stands out in its
su neis and significance more than all ilie
,ea I· is the solemn definition by the late
JtSl Pius XII on November 1, 1950, of the
p ~,ne of the bodily Assumption of the
Virgin Mary into heaven.
8~;sed
n,e Holy Father hirnsell pointed to it
the crowing event of his pontificate. He
ll"rted that it had been petitioned for alt 8 cenlury, and that a constant stream
~ ,ayers tor this intention was being ofup throughout Christiandom.
, of tile Assumption
T learn the mind of the Church nothing
\e more helpful than lo study her lil;ill For the Church always gives expres.r!Y·to her faith in her worship. Perhaps
~ng will give us a_dearer understanding
1
d a deeper_ apprec1at1on of th~ meaning
, the delimllon of the Assumption should
t,re in our lives than lo study and reflect
ell on the Mass text for the feast.
Theme of tlte Assumption Mystery
1 every composition, musical, literary or
~rwise, we can al ways distinguish a cen,al idea or general theme. Now, the chang, parts of the Mass rite are a sacred
g pasition which enshrine ilie re-enact(O!ll I of the Sacrifice of Calvary which takes
tn, at the altar in each Mass in an un~' manner. Usually, ilie central idea or
me of the special mystery or feast celec ed in the Mass is expressed in the In'\ at U1e very beginning of the Mass. It
'.a1<en up again and applied to various
~eron parts of the Mass nte 1Il l~e Gradual,
,\lleluia, Offertory and Commumon verses.
Ml of this is strikingly seen in the
M~ of the Assumption. The Introit, comr_-,d mainly of a prophe~c text from the
Sook of Apocalypse, beautifully sets forth
~ theme of the feast by drawing a symtic picture of the glorious triurn ph of
!al')' It reads: "And a great sign appea,·ed
hearen. A woman clothed w,th the sun,

J

cmd the moon under her feet, and on her
head a crown of twelve stars . .. Sing a new
song to the Lord, for He has done wonderful
things."
This passage is commonly interpreted as
descriptive of the Church, the Bride of
Christ. Here it is applied to Mary. The death
of the Blessed Virgin was the occasion of
a great sign or wonder appearing in heaven,
for she was the fh'st creature who was to
lake her place in heaven in body and soul.
She was a woman and she was clothed with
the sun, that is, with Christ, for in becoming
the moilier of Christ she was, as it were,
enveloped wilh the brilliant sun of His
Divinlly. The moon, the symbol of changing
things of the earth, is beneath her feet, for
she renounced and trod under foot the world
and all it had to offer in order to fulfill the
Will of God made known by the Angel
Gabriel. The crown of twelve stars are the
twelve apostles who are the foundation of
the Church. It was through her that the Redemption was accomplished and the Church
was born. The Church ilien is to her as a
crown of glory, for she is not only the
Mother of Christ, bu l also the mother of
everyone saved through Christ.
The solemn declaration of this wondrous
glory of Mary is the signal for all to sing a
new song to God praising Hin1 for His marvelous works.

The Gradual and Alleluia Verses
The Gradual and Alleluia verses emphasize the glorious entry of the Blessed Virgin
into heaven, and form a bond between the
Epistle and Gospel in which the Holy Spirit
instructs us through the pages of Holy Writ
on the mystery of ilie Assumption. The
Gradual contains a passage from psalm 44:
"Listen, 0 daughter, consider and incline
thy ear . .. And the king slial! greatly desire
thy beauty . .. All resplendent the king's
dav.gltter enters; her robes are embroidered
with gold."
Mary is the Daughter of the Father, ilie
Mother of the Son and the Spouse of the
Holy Spirit. Endowed wiili every gift of
grace her beaL1ty is greatly desired by the
Triune God. All resplendent she enters into
the palace of the Divinity. No wonder the
Alleluia verse that follows resounds with
exulting joy:
"Alleluia, Alleluia. Mary is taken up into

the
heaven:
Alleluia."

hosts

of angels rejoice.

Offertory and Comm1t11ion Verses
J wit as the priest and people
prepare for the sacramental redeath on the altar, the offertory
verse recalls the intimate role
played by Mary in the great conquest of sin and the enemy of
mankind. The words arc from the
book of Genesis and comprise God's
promise to overcome Satan who
had just led Adam and Eve into
sin:
"I will put enmities between
thee (Sa•an) and the woman, and
thy seed and her Seed."
It was Mary who through her
Immaculate Conception broke the
power of Satan over mankind. It
was through her Seed, Jesus, that
his defeat was accomplished. The
victory was made complete when
Mary a child o[ Adam and Eve, was
taken up body and soul lo be Queen
of heaven and earth. In the Mass,
the victory is renewed and its merits made available to her faithful
chilrden who are the brethern of
Christ, her Son.
At the moment when priest and
people receive Mary's Son in Holy
Communion the Church places in
their mouth as the Communion
verse the very words of Mary,
praising and extolling the mystery
and privilege wrought in her when
This be.1ulilul painting of the Assumption of the Blesse.i
Christ took flesh in her womb:
Virgin Mary is in the Abbey Church or Our Lady of
"A !I generations shall call me Einsiedeln, Switzerland, whence came the monks th t
a
blessed, for He that is Mighty has founded New Subiaco Abbey.
done great things for me."
Every generation down through the ages panic-striken, the Assyrian armies were the
n
shall rise up and call her blessed, for the destroyed by the Israelites.
,Judith is the type of Mary who by he
true Body and Blood of Christ received
sacramentally in Holy Communion is the courageous acceptance of God's will a nd he;
Body and Blood which the Second Person holy life destrored the power of Satan a nd
of the Blessed Trinity drew from the flesh saved all mankind from spmtual ruin. 'l'he
and blood of Mary. Truly, God has done praise and glory that was extended Judi th
wonderful things for her.
found its fulfillment in Mary whose heel
crushed the head of the serpent. With Mary's
Epistle and Gospel
entry into heaven, the w ords ot
The Epistle is a passage from the Book of triumphal
inspired writer resound in heaven a nd
Judith in the Old Testament which exlolls the
on earth:
Judith as a valiant and God-fearing woman
" BLe.ssed a,·t thou, 0 daughter, by th e
who saved her people from destruction by
the Assyrian army. This great. Jewish her- Lord the most high God, above all woman
oine, after much prayer and fasting entered upon the earth . .. Because He hath so m ag.
the camp of the enemy and cut oil the head nified thy name this day, that thy praise
of their leader, Holofernes. Leaderless and shall not depart out of the mouth of m en
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Brother Henry is about ready to give up
arming and take up fishing. It's more fun,
le ,ays, and U1e res:Llts are better. On two
ccc;sive Sundays m July he went. up to
', third lake in our chain o! three water
.,,pl)' lake;, and each time he, came back
th a 4½, pound bass. So 1t wasn t long until
father Prior, director of the Brothers, took
roundabout way while going to join the
hers on U1e farm, and in a few minutes
too had a 4'• pounder. There's been a lot

of monastic traffic toward that lake ever
since, but so far the rest of the monks have
just proved that there arc a lot of little ones
left.
Peach Picking was a big activity in July.
The Ken nons at Clarksville turned their
orchard out to us for the picking, and before
long we had 90 bushels. We went over the
same direction for berries offerd us by Mr.
Sax. That extra storage space in the new annex is coming in awfully handy as we carry
all these items in.
If the lake went down with all those fish
removed, it didn't take long to fill up again.
The latter part of July brought almost three
mches of rain. It cooled everything oil, and
the hay, the pastures, and the corn made
good use of the rain. The hay had been off to
a poor start early thls year because of the
winter, longer and colder than usual. But
good spring rains and this July rain have set
everythlng right. The Jespedeza is doing just
as well, but we have recently had to buy
some alfalfa for the cows.
Father Prior and Father Placidus have
been _gett!ng into lbe corn patch lately and
bnngmg 10 the roasting ears. I don't know
yet how may there will be, but I hope there
are a lot. The ears are running about nine
inches long, tender and full all the way.
Th~ potatoes too have been good. They're
runrung medium size, with a lot to each plant.
During summer camp one of the boys
came down to the barns while Brothers John
and Louis were mil.king. After watching a
while the boy said, "At home we don't get
that kind of milk. We buy ours at the store."

ho ,ha[! be mindful of the power of the
rd /orever . .. Thou art the g!ory of Jeru./J m, thou art the joy of Israel, thou art
, honor of our people.
The Gospel passage for the feast describes
e visit of Mary to Elizabeth which fore,t,,dows the meeti_ng of Mary and the Blesst<l Trinity when m bo?y and soul she was
t,ken into heaven. El12abeth greets Mary
m the immortal words embodied in the
llail Mary:
•Blessed art thou among women and
flessed is the fruit of ~hy :womb."
\larv's response to this tribute to her di,~, motherhood is the same response that
'illcd her whole being when she was received
;i,,0ugh her heavenly as_s~ption into the
-"'°m of the Blessed Triruty:
"My soul magnifies the Lord, and my
Be,pirit rejoices in God my Saviour

cause He who is mighty has done great
things for me, and holy is His name."
As the Holy Father pointed out, the solemn definition of the doctrine of the Assumption redounds to lbe glory of the
Blessed Trinity to which the Blessed Mother
of God was so singularly bound. For by
means of it the belief in the glorious privilege of Mary's triumphant Assumption is
made a part of Catholic faith. It is all tbe
work of God in her, as the Blessed Virgin
so eloquently testifies in the Gospel. Hence
the glory that has come to her is in reality
God's glory. All Catholic hearts join her in
magnifying the Father, Son and Holy Spirit
- all rejoice with her in God our Saviour.
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POLLY PA.BADE
Hello Folks,
The summer 11 vacation" started with a
boom, and things have been booming ever
since. The summer heal hasn't taken any,hin g away from the construction, camp
work , lay retreat activity, or even school.
Tl.ey talk about the peace and quiet of a
monastery, but r guess thev mean the interior peace and quiet, because my eyes and
ears tell me that it is the agitated peace
and the noisiest quiet I have ever experienced
Right after the close or school a construction crew under the direction or Bernard
Kaelin started tearing into the basement of
the Academy. By school-opening lime we
hope to have a new look in the basement but I wonder why we call it the basement,
it's really the ground floor. There's going to
be a split-level recreation room with a modernistic touch. Lavatory facilities are being
completely re-done. And a sub-basement is
being converted into athletic showers and
lockers. Later in the fall the church basement is to be converted into an assembly
ha! I and music rooms, and the former athletic rooms on the ground floor will be made
into school aclminislration offices ancl guest
parlors. Come see it. You'll like it.
Of comse, while all of this is going on the
air hammers are singing a constant tune in
rather harsh tones. But the most spectacular
operation has been the big ditchdigging machine that has been piling mountains of
rock on the campus to dig new sewer lines
all over.
All this furnishes a diverting background
for summer scholars. The fratres and the
college scholastics have just completed six
weeks of summer school studying history,
math, or English. Father Boniface of the
Corpus Christi Priory and Fathers Victor
and David have been the taskmasters. which
according to the students, is a polite word
for slavedrivers. The point of it all is lo gel
these students farther along on their own
preparation for teaching.
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But I think maybe many of these students
wo~ld rather have been helping on the v o.
cation week or the summer camp t h a
making a time chart in European history 0n
analyzing a mathematical formula or r
Shakesperian plot. Father Fintan's vocat io~
week drew over 130 boys of the seventh 0
eighth grade level. He expects about 30 0 ;
them to en ler the scholasticate this m on th
Camp Subiaco, under the direclion of Fa the;
Sl~phcn had over 100 boys in each week of
its two week program in July. Helping on l h
vocation week and the summer camp wer:
other FaU1ers of the abbey, and a nu rn b e.
t
ur young alumni came in to help.
The monks should be moving into the n e .,,
annex about the encl of August. This "-'ill
mean more room for everyone. As Fathers
Frat.J·cs, and Brothers move around, soni '
of their former living area will becorn e
available for the scholastics. and in turn lh e
other Academy students will have some 0 ~
the space formerly taken by U1e scholas tics
And perhaps it will be that everyone ca~
take a deep breath at the same time.
Fathers have been going in and out on
summer assignments. I'm not sure just Who
has been where. But I do know that Fathers
Felix, Hugh, and Lawrence are at Concep.
tion Abbey for studies, Father Basil is at
St. Louis University and Father Nicholas
is studying in Dallas. Oh, yes, Father K e vin
is off somewhere taking a course in reading
I think he already knows how to read ; th~
course has something to do with helping
the high school stuclents learn lo read, since
many teachers are convinced that many
stuclents can't do that.
Father Anclrew had a dedication in June
of his new parish hall. It's pretty. Come see
that loo. Bishop Fletcher dedicated i t, and
the parish is putting it to full use. The
state conventions of the Catholic Union , the
Catholic Women's Union, and the Cath olic
Knights were held there, and I've seen
enough people limp that special way that

Voters Need
God's Guidance
rintcd from the Southwest American, FoL·t
12, 1960.)

;::,. Arkansas, June

B c F. Byrns
, Queen and I were talking yesterday
,t the political campaigns that will dermme in the next few months which of
candidates will be in positions of power
hen the last votes are count_ed. How can
~pie be sure they make the right marks in
t right place on the election ballot? We
~ thaL most people want to make the
ght choice among the candidates who will
,bal>"our governmental policies on all levels.
Tn• choices are not always easy. The camn speeches are confusing. Some are not.
Henry, literary hero of my youth, made
wise observation: "It is not given to us to
further into a man's heart than the starch
h~ shirt bosom." The Queen recallecl a
iOJCC made 1930 years ago in the city of
Jerusalem which set a pattern the people of
might well use to provide an answer
wose of us who believe, as those men in
j l\l.laJem did, that God watches over His
Jren and helps them to reach sound can11

;;e

ons.

u was
j!;i

shortly after the ascen l of Jesus

,20 iollowcrs came together to plan their

roach to the grave problem of establish; Christianity. The twelve apostles were
ll ced o eleven when Judas Iscariot be·ed Jesus. It was necessary to select a
an to take his place in the twelve-man

were devout men, named by the entire
group as worthy choices. The question that
faced the 120 was who of the two would
best serve in that capacity.
. There was no speech-making, as the story
ts recordecl in the Acts. There was no mudslinging, no critical remarks, no bitterness.
The 120 felt the need of guidance by a higher
authority, to be certain the selection would
be right. So they turned lo prayer lo God,
and said, "Thou Lord, which knowest the
hearts of all men, show whelher of these
two thou hast chosen, that he take part of
this ministry and apostleship from which
Judas by transgression fell that he might
go to his own place."
Scripture relates that they "gave forth
their lots and the Jot fell upon Mathias and
he was numbered with the eleven apostles."
The heart of this first election recorcled
in the story of Christiantiy was simple "they prayecl", not a prayer to "make my
man win". but prayer for guidance by the
Power that could see into the hearts of the
two men and choose the best. There is no
implication of conflict as Mathias took his
place. Barsabas did not ask for a recount.
Wouldn't it be wonderfol if we could make
our choices with equal assurance that we
have chosen with wisdom? There's a vast
clifference between 120 dedicated men gathered 1930 years ago to launch the greatest
crnsade in all history, and 180 million people
in the Unitecl States, puzzled by the critical
problems faced in these later years.
God's still in His heaven. That in the heart
of men is still the best yardstick for choosing
those who will hold our deslinv in their
·
hands.

ABBEY DEAffl ANNIVERSARIES

~e story of what happened is in the
t chapter al the Acts of the Apostles.
,re were two men considered Ior the reroonsibilit)'. Barsabas and Mathias. Both
t0n1·inces me there must be a lot of skating
,g on inside.
father Herbert is preparing for the second
J the Abbey's laymen's retreats. Father
a,de was relreatmaster for the first one in
and Father Herbert, director of the
~~t program, will conduct the second.
will be held on August 13-14. And there's
n for you.
So long,
Polly

Public~lion of death anniversary dates is an encouragement to friends of the deceased and to our
readers to remember the departed in their prayers.
Rev. \Volfgang Sch lompf, Founder of
Aug. 1, 1904
___
the monastery
Aug. 4, 1934
Brother Benedict Bulle
Aug. 5, 1959
Rev. Jerome Pohle
Aug. 12, 1894
Frater Paul Saelinger _
Aug. 20, 1923
Obi. Bro. Herman Wibbercling
Aug. 20, 1956
Brother Raphael Steinberg
Brother Bruno Koch _ ____ Aug. 30, 1943
Rt. Rev. Paul M. Nahlen, Abbot ID Aug. 31, 1957
Let Us Pray
0 God, the Lord of Mercy, gr(lnt to the soul o/
Th11 Seruant, N __ - - , whose anniversary we
commemorate, a place of refreshment, re.st and

~,J',."t;;~• J°:.~s t~hJ;~~/h11

light. Through
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ere lhe s,m might be in the middle of
afternoon in other places. We played
:~e-and-go-seek fo~ a".'hile but that made
_ hungrier and thirstier than ever. Little
~ups of us wenl among the grown people
find our paren ls.
flllally I spied my mother. "We're perbing!" I told her. "Can't we have a little
~ething to eat, please?" It doesn't look
· t they'll EVER get through talking!"
we wenl over to lbe baskets under the
re< "011rs is completely buried," she said.
..Here's ours! Right where we can gel lo
,asy!" said one of my girl friends.
Aw•Y we went over the picnic grounds
,inung for her mother. There were so many
ishe5 and the people were so scattered that
e could not see very m~y of them at a
;n,e. And they kept movmg so that we
,uld never finish looking al all of them.
,;e couldn't find S~e•s mother anywhere.
ir.allY the girls w1th us started talking.
"You know your mother wouldn't care,"
,e)' said. "Why she would probably be word to dealh about you if she knew how
1
~gry you were. . . The basket, is light
) re easy to get to. . . It wouldn t take a
:ule to lift up the cloth and take out
'iQ)!ET!IING . . . ANYTHING to keep us
-rom starving lo death.
·' Bul Sue's mother was very strict about
rmissions for everything and Sue said so.
·!ammy's mother didn't mind," they kept
"Tammy's mother practically gave us
rroission anyway.n
\et Tammy gel it," said Sue. "My mother
OULDN'T get after her, not after her
~o:her gave us permission. After all we're
1

;

Dear Young Aniericans.
Did you e11er put a piece of red cellophane
011er your eyes and look out the window?
E11erything looks red, doesn't it?
Did you ever look through a piece of blue
cellopl1ane right afrerwards? How different things looked then!
Maybe you have seen an old window pane
where the gl11ss was wavy in a few places.
Maybe you have looked at a dog through
those wavy places and laughed at his neck
seeming to stretch out longer than his body,
or his tail getting fatter than his head when
you moved a little.
How many ways there are to make things
look different from the way they are supposed to look/ How many times WRONG
things are twisted around until they LOOK
all right, at least long enough to get Young
Americans into trouble. The most enjoyment always comes from doing the things
that look right without having to twist them
around.
Love to everyone of you,
TAMMY

Picnic Pickle
In our town a Church Picnic was not used
to make money. Nobody needed money to
buy anything or play any of the games.
Everything was free.
Several days beforehand the women would
start gathering things from the garden and
stores. We children would help with the
shelling, scraping, peeling, slicing and husking. Kitchens began to smell delicious with
chickens frying, ham roasting, beets pickling, rolls, cakes and pies baking, Brunswick
stew simmering, and surprise dishes popping up here and there.
During all this lime we children were
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warned to eat very sparingly, and sav
plenty of appetite for the picnic. By S atu/~
day we could hardly wait any longer t 0
taste those good things cooking on the stov
but our mothers were firm. Sunday rn o r:•
ings we would eat a very small breakfas;
and then turn the bandies of the big ic
cream freezers until they wouldn't go r o un~
any more. Then we would pack every thi.n
in the car and go on to Sunday School a n~
Church, our mouths just watering thin. k in
about lhe time when all the picnic b asketg
would be opened and everything spread ou~
on a long, long table for everybody to hel
himself - again and again and again.
p
One picnic day we children were un.
usually hungry. After Church the m e
talked for awhile about the best roads
take lo the picnic grounds we had chose:
a large park we had never been to b efor '
It seemed they would NEVER get throug~
talking. Every Ume any of us asked our
parents for a bile to eat they always said
"Not now. You'll spoil your appetite."
so we waited.
Finally the cars lined up in a processio
and we drove on to the picnic ground;
"_Ohhhhhh!" everybody exclaimed with de~
ltgh t after we got there. The large t rees
made lots of shade, the grass was clean and
the bushes here and there were just r ig ht
for hide and go seek. There were lots o[ Possible places for unpacking the lunch - Too
MANY places.
Baskets and boxes and ice cream freeze r s
were taken from lhe hot cars and p iled in
the shade of a large tree while the grown
reople explored U1e grounds for awhile a nd
taU,ed about which would be the best p lace
to w1load, alld set up the tables.
We children had never been so hungry
in all our lives. Our parents were feeling
of the breezes in one place and m easuring

t°
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•Come on,' said the grrls pulling me over
the baskets. "We'll stand here talking.
,,mmy )'OU reach behind you and grab
· melhing quick. Then we will go over be~d that nearest big bush and eat it before

ve perish."
MY hands were icy as I lifted up the cloth
~

clutched something hard and round.
as we started away from the baskets
, grown people had got hungry too and
e had a terrible time g~tting through the
uwd wilhout them seemg what we had.
;nally, one of our near neighbors, the one
•\al was known as the holiest woman in
1111 slopped to chat with us.
•You've been picking up lately, haven't
u," she said looking me over carefuTiy.
1nearly dropped the thing I was holding
behind my back! The girls gasped. How I
USl

wished U1e ground would open up then and
there and swallow me completely up! "Yes,"
she kept on, " and the extra weight is becoming, loo." The girls fanned themselves
for breath and it was hard for me lo keep
from shivering with relief.
"We'll see you later," said one of the girls
and we hurried to the bush. Only then did
we dare see what we had. A jar of pickles!
We pinched our fingers trying to get the
lid oCf before somebody found us hiding
under the bush. When we bit into the
pickles they were so sour we cottld hardly
chew them. When we went to swallow them
we choked. Fortunately the jar was small
and we managed to get all of them swallowed. We didn't dare leave any pickles
under the bush where some little boy would
draw attention to them with his "Mamma
who put pickles under the bush?" It wa;
terrible lo have to munch sour pickles hiding
under a bush when everybody else was
diving into the fried chicken!
Finally we made our way over to the
tables trying not to look guilty. Every now
and then somebody would say, "Why don't
you try some of THESE pickles, they're
SWEET!" and we would wince with shame.
And whenever anybody would ask "Where
are those real sour pickles ?11 we would
nearly drop our plates. The food was very
good, but somehow we could not eat it with
lhe joy we had first expected. We had put
little pickles into our mouths only to be
swallowed up by a big pickle ourselves!

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps !
For tl1e Missions
NOTICE: Please do not send the common 3e-ri.u:
l;, Washington, 2¢ Jefferson, 3¢ Liberty, and 4¢
Lincoln. They must be sepa,.ated and di!cardt:d.
Thank you very much.
Stamp Contributors Since Our Last Issue
Arkansas: Mrs. Carmichael, Mrs. Lillian M. Moore,
Mrs. Marie Mays, St. Peter's School (Wayne),
Mrs. Dan Vorster
California: F. R. Varela
Hli nois: Mr Frank G. Miller, Mrs. E. J . Riedlinger, Mrs. L. S. Walsh
Indiana: Sarah Manley
Kansas: Mrs. Jerry Walsh
K entucky: Miss Alice Kerins, Mrs. Lillian Manger
Massachusetts: Mr. John S. Dooley, Mary McGee,
Miss Brigid Monteiro
Michigan: M. Giddings, Mary Mitchell
Missouri: Mrs. Bernard Concannon, Nora M. Kinley, Lynn McRae, Mr. Joseph A. Riggert
Ohio: Mrs. R. L. Lynch, Jr.
5
M~u~~nnelly
Te xas: Mrs. Cleo Gilmore, Mrs. Peter Watkins
Wa shington: J. L. Kannitzer
And in other places, many other very good friends
and benefactors.
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The CCD a Privilege and a Challenge

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
Part XIV in a serie.~ on the CCD
The nature and the vital importance of
the Virtue of Hope have been demonstrated
in our last articles. But how to make sure
il is iunclioning and operating in us? How
to maintain and improve gradually its work
m our souls? Arter all, our spiritual (ormation, our growth in holiness, is determined
by the activity of Virtues.

First Step: Cautiousness
The very (irst step in the care to be given
lo the virtue of Hope is to keep at bay its
two great killers: Presumption and Discouragenient.

What is presumption? Whal does it mean?
The presumptious soul lakes everything
for granted including eternal salvation.
When am I presumptuous? Whenever I assume that God is too kind lo permit my
going to Hell, even though I disregard and
break His Commandments; whenever, like
Peter I think I am invulnerable to temptations.' that I can overcome them by myself;
whe~ I forget the warnings o( Jesus who
said "Walch ye and pray that you enter not
into' temptation. The spirit indeed is willing,
but the flesh is weak." (M. XIV-38). Saint
Paul reafCirms the same truth in Phill. 11-13:
"With fear and trembling, work out your
salvation. For il is God who worketh in you,
both to will and to accomplish, according
to His good will."

Like the Pharisee
You all know the story of the Pharisee
and the Publican. You find it in Luke
XVIII-9. "To some who Trusted Themselves
as just and despised others, he spoke this
parable." You are familiar with the rest
o( il. If not, open your New Testament and
read it. The boasting and bragging of the
Pharisee arc disgusting. The Humility and
sincerity of the Publican are touching. According to Jesus Himself, the Pharisee went
back home more guilty, and the Publican
was •'justified," that is made holy. What a
lesson! Who has not his mom en ts of presumption? Let us be careful! Let us pray
to Saint Peter once in a while to ht!lp us
avoid this dangerous fault. He knows by
experience what kind of disaster it can bring
upon us.
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Discouragement
The second killer o( the Virtue o( Hope is
Discouragement, which is called '·Despair••
in its grav~sl s tage. In a way il is rnuch
wor :c than Presumption, because it con.
tams the immediate danger of final surten.
der towards God.
Discouragement is very dan_ge~ous n ot
only in its acute form, but even 1n its minor
attacks.
How con we stave it off?
By building in us lhc righl and perrnQnent a.titudes of mind with regard to the
solemn promises of God. How can we &et
the necessary convictions in this matter?
Let us become familiar with_ t~e divine
assertions urging us lo have tmbmited trust
in God. They are plentiful in the Holy Bible.
Let me quote just a Cew.
"Seek ye therefore the Kingdo~ of G oct
and His Justice, and alt these thtngs shal[
be added unto you." (L.XII-3).
"Persevere under discipline. God deaJeth
with you as wilh His sons. For what son is
there, whom the father doth not correct?"
(Heb. XII-7)
"Hope docs not con found, because t he
charily of God is poured forth in o ur
hearts. (Rom. V-5)
Innumerable texts can be listed, especially
if you study the mercy of God, His Kindness and His Divine Providence.
God's Intervention
Usually discouragement follows our Presumptuous spells. Have you noticed thal in
your own life? God is a wonderful father.
He has all the qualities of a good educator
As such, He bas to let us knock our nose 0 ~
many discouraging failures, because we too
often ignore the need of His divine help.
As a naughty child who likes to dispense
with his father's assistance in something
too big for him alone, we often act as ii We
can lake care of anylhing in our own way
As a good educator, God does not intrud~
until we call for his help. More humility on
our part would prevent most of our despondent moods. Let us allow the Virtue of
Hope to work in us long before we are
cornered in a tight spot. Let us not forget
the duty of prayer when everything seems
fine and wonderful. Too many souls t urn
to God only when they are crushed under
trials. Next issue we will study the positive
angle o( this great Virtue ~d its increasing
activation in our personal life.
Au revoir•
Rev. Georges A. Levasseu;

Godliness

--

Godlessness

Timely News and Views
c£RTAJN JOB
A vocation is a calling from God, to do
•ain Job. All people in this wol'ld have
:~uon. It is not just a calling to become
' ,e;t, brother or sister. It is a calling to
pell kinds of work, for example to become
do~e, doctor, pilot, ditch digger, etc.
" -The Prairie Messenger, July 14, 1960
• YOUR MONEY'S WORTH
"' when it comes to your Sunday offer. when you go to Mass, you are giving
gs thing of your labors to carry on the
~~ oj God on this earth. Then why not
your money's worth?
.
.
l)on'r just give in a business-like way
1 "We have to pay our church ex' •e~· so here's my share." Rather, what
f"ll,h~uld do is to make an intention when
" gire, just as you ~o w_hen you say a
~er, you might put it this way:
'11iis dollar is my work and sweat, God;
wt I offer it to you, and beg you to bless
~ps, my family, mself."
•Y ·-The Prairie Messenger, July 30, 1960

THE BIG QUEST~ON . .
Selecting a _pubhc official is like picking
an for a Job. If you were to employ a
mhanic in a garage, the big question
na]d not be whether he is a Lutheran or a
lholic or a Jew, but whether he knows
• to' fi.x cars. And when you vote for
r,t,lic office, essentially you are employing
,:,a,eone to do a job, and. the big question
tould be whether by attitude and ability
/JI! is the right man for the position.
-Commonweal, July 22, 1960

1

AGWR!OUS EXAMPLE
Did some of the listeners perhaps get
d of listening to alt the speechs at the
,«e11I Cont·ention? More are coming up and
rt will be listening. to some of_ them with
,i, ,ame mixed feeh!lgs. But did you ever

of anyone holding the attention of a
"111 ,nultitude for three days running? That

.,hat Jesus did! And the people must
t been so interested that they forgot to
011 or to sleep. But they did finally tire for

then it wa.• that Our Lord showed compassion for them and in a miraculous way
fed them with bread and fish "lest they
should faint on the way." Countless times
Jesus showed His compa.,sion for those who
were in need, even in a human way and in
this way He has given us a glorious example
so that we might do e~•en what He had done.
But can we say that we are imitating Christ
in our consideration for others? It is our
only hope for an everlasting reward.
- The Oklahoma Courier, July 22, 1960
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AUTOMATION TAKES ITS TOLL
The use of televioion cameras to monitor
blast furnaces, the development of highspeed sheet steel mills, and other technological advances eliminated 10,000 jobs in
the steel industry last year, according to
David J. McDonald, president of the United
Steel Workers.
Steel labor and management are starting
to work together to cope with the human
problems caused by automation. The two
sides have formed the Human Relation.•
Research Committee as a step to softening
the employment impact caused by technological progress.
-Work, July, 1960
OTHER FACTORS
In general, however, I think we should
be somewhat reserved about making assertions concerning television's direct inciting to crime or delinquency. There are, as
I say, other factors, other influences, at
work in a child's life. But certainly if the
most pervasive communications medium in
the land shows its youthful viewers only a
steady diet of violence, in either Western
or crime stories, if it persists in telling the
nation's youth that the only way to solve a
problem is through one's fists or a gun,
through violence, beatings, stabbings and
murder, then we can assert, without fear
of contradiction from TV's "answer man,U
that lhe television industry is doing nothing
to discourage juvenile crime and violence.
-Donald McDonald in Catholic Mind,
July-August, 1960
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That's a question a lot of people are asking.
We think it's a pretty good question - and
we would like it even more if we knew the
answer.

Can you help us solve this problem? Remember, our benefactors share perpetually in the
monks' spiritual exercises in the church. So,
if you have any good ideas - or, better still,
a few dollars you can spare - the address is:

Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

•J,

. ,..

·f

·)·'

Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors:
To grow is to live. To stand still is to stagnate and
die. Out or charred ruins or destructive fires and
through debt-ridden depression years, New Subiaco
Abbey has continued to grow.
For eighty-two years, iL has been providing m1ss1onaries, educators, men of God and or the Church for
America's greatest missionary area - the South. Situated in one of the most economically depressed sections
or the United States, it has struggled against adversity
and hardship to become a greaL City of God, bringing
Christ to men and men to Christ.
Last year, the Community had the joy and the pain
of seeing a daughter-house at Corpus Christi become
the first, independent Benedictine monastery in Texas.
At the same time its friends and benefactors made
possible completion of a magnificent Abbey Church. A
third blessing was that God sent us more than a hundred candidates for the Benedictine priesthood in various stages of seminary training.
Operating a seminary department of Lhis size involves
expenditure of thousands of dollars, most of which
must come from the earnings of the monks. Furthermore
there is the problem of trying to house this growing
number of future priests. Also some of the fifty-year-old
school facilities have required extensive renovation.
Duril1g the summer, we have tried to meet these
problems with a program of construction and remodeling, that has involved a sizable debt. At the same
time, we are hopefully looking forward to the construction of a Retreat-Guest-House that will enable
us as, St. BenedicL admonishes in his Rule, to receive
retreatants and guests as Christ Himself.
To meeL these pressing needs, we are inaugurating
a New Subiaco Abbey Development Program which
will seek the assistance of friends and benefactors
who are a parL of our Benedictine family. May we
ask you for your support and prayers for this program
which has as its end to glorify God and gain souls for
Christ.
God bless you.
Graterully in Christ,

+ ~ ~ ' 0,,/.Q.
(Rt. Rev.) Michael Lenslng, 0.S.B.
Abbot of .New Subiaco Abbey
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With Mary
At the Cross

f~i

0~o/~~~~e~:: o~0~1:rr 8i,c y,._.,,
1-~1!~b;~~::~!
lU\e,.
ye:u .-ubscrlptlons,

kunu!i, unde:r Lhe Act of March 3,

_;:.:.;--

aeniard Schumacher O.S.B.
1

·Thou arL sorrowful and tearrul, C?, Virgin
. standing by the Cross . . . . It had

!fat'· long day for Mary. In the n.ight
' 1\ad been taken captive. While they
~ 1m in their power, the soldiers mocked

d crowned Him with thorns. He was
· aned Lo d ath in the morning by the
c:ith the words, "Crucify him, crucify
• Pilate gave the mob the means to
· out the sentence. With jeers and beat,rry Christ was made to carry the Cross
the hill, to the top of Calvary He had to
, 1-1 There He was forced to mount the
,illl on that Cross, nailed hands and feet,
ailed a death thaL was slow in coming.
Se aw . just about friendless: the betrayer
"~av to hang himseLC; Peter, the prince
-~: Apostles, would not admit know_ing
Bul Saint John returned to His side;
., Magdalen stayed by the Cross; and
rt mportant or all His Blessed Mother
t~ere. Nol for an instant did she waver;
she was sorrowrul and tearful standing
the Cross.
Th mob was the cause
But it all
that _ to a garden
u,,n •rs• transgressed the

~ ~ts leaders.
.en 11

12

~

of it - the mob
goes back farther
of delight where
commandment of

15
16
18
20
22
23

is sorrowful and tearful, but bitter1
. ary not there. To get even with the as"'· LS of her Son is not in her heart. She
d h ow t o
.
f
,;ins
ches men how to org1ve an
1
This pain she must undergo, what
\
1
'" ;'· good of it? Who will benefit by it?
the plan of God we are the beneficiaries,
• is 'every human being who ever wal~ed
race of the earth. Through her suffering
ed to that of her Son, the power of the
af the world is here being broken.
pnD" enough • and more, for everybody is
Gnce
:ng won on the Cross.

'5,
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Sec page 18 for Father Felix•
discussion or this month's c over. s

•

At first some wlll not even realize that
they have such a predominant fault. That
is exactly the trouble. Their main fault is
that they do not know themselves well
enough. They do not examine their conscience as they should. They deceh·e themselves like the enemies of Christ. who made
themselves believe that they were killing
Christ for the good of their na(ion and religion, while in reality they were killin!( Him
because they wanted to keep their power and
influence, their luxuries, self-indulgence, and
sinful habits. They did not want to give up
their evil ways and they did not want to be
reminded or them by Christ.

(jod.

lJ
l{

who will Lurn their backs to the Cross. But
many will accept the grace, and take up
their own Cross to do penance for sin. Christ
is doing public penance for the sins or the
world and many there will be who will
follow Him. In Lent, on Ember days, on
Friday, they will fast and abstain as the
Church, the Mystical Body of Christ, directs.
They will also do private penance for their
own par,icular weaknesses, and for that
particular fault which is usually the cause
of their breaking the law of God. They will
try to perfect the virLue opposite to their
vice in order that they may overcome the
weakness that most often gets them in
trouble with God.

re will be men who will noL accept
::race that is being gained here - men

So they had plotted and were carrying
out His death. Mary stands tearful and
sorrowful beneath the Cross. This was the
time that Simeon had predicted for her,
"And thy own heart a sword shall pierce,"
said Simeon. As Jesus groaned and struggled
on the Cross that sword pierced deeper and
deeper. This is our doing - the doing or
everyone who ever committed a sin.

..

What shall we do to make amends for our
part in the death of Christ and the martyrdom of Mary? We can resolve, at least, to
do all that we are able by way of reparation.
We can join Mary at the Cross, and if we are
truly repentant, the sword that pierces our
heart will be one of sorrow for our sins.

exclaiming: "Our Lady of E·
siedeln, pray !or me!"
setting of the story was the
limes of King Louis :X:t e
France, and lhe fact that
author was Protestant prov e
to me beyond doubt that t ed
monastery and its shrine 'W he
al the heart of Catholic
in Swilzerland for centu,} e
Other Marian pilgrimage c~es.
ters were born as of yesterd nin comparison to it.
ay
Then, too, in reading th
letters of the founding F' e
\hers of Subiaco in a histo ~cal study of our abbey :r,.
found that these men o[
r
so rugged, selfless and enduring in t°d
adversities and struggles of founding a ll1 he
astery in Arkansas were one in their
unaffected and deep devotion to the
e,
Ma?onn~ . of the fa~-off Swiss Abbey a~"k
their rellg1ous profession. In the crises, Whe f
it seemed a toss-up whether or not the Io n
dation in Arkansas should be continu~Father Wolfgang and his successors tu:rne •
lo Our Lady of Einsiedeln in the great ed
st
confidence to find the courage to perseve~

1:1::·

th.f

1~?

By Abbot Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Greetings from the Abbey! The destination is always the reason for making a
journey. My sojourn abroad had as its primary destination the World Congress of
Benedictine Abbots in Rome. A secondary
purpose which happily and unexpectedly
developed was the pilgrimage to the Holy
Land. But there was still a third destination
which was the climax of the trip: a visit to
Switzerland and the Abbey of Einsiedeln
to which New Subiaco Abbey owes its exis:ence more than to any other monastery.
In Rome, I decided to make the Swiss
Abbey my slopping place before returning
to lhe United States, and to celebrate there
the great feasts of All Saints and All Souls,
November 1-2. The first abbot of New Subiaco Abbey, Rt. Rev. Ignatius Conrad, O.S.B.,
was buried here. Also Father George Binkert, 0.S.B., who had baptized me, as well as
other priest-monks who had played a major
role in the history of our abbey. Among these was Father
Wolfgang Schlumpf, O.S.B.,
the Founder and first Prior of
our monastery. Next to being
al Subiaco, I could think of
no place on earth which
would be a more fitting place
to mark the commemoration
of all the souls of the faithful
departed.
Through the years, the attraction lo Einsiedeln has
grown on me. Long ago as a
student, I recall I was tremendously impressed when I
found one of the characters
in a novel by Sir Walter Scott
4
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No letter lo the home abbey was without e,
plea to remember Subiaco in the Gnade a
Kapelle (the Chapel of Grace) as the Sh:r;:of Our Lady was called. As a result, I hav!
always fell that New Subiaco Abbey is th
Einsiedeln Madonna's Child of predilection~
Before leaving Germany, I bought T:ran
atlantic air ticket from Munich to New Yor:
wit~ stop_-overs ~t Zurich, Switzerland, &nd
Pans. A1rfru·e, if part of a transocean •
flight, is more economical than travel b~

Leaving the Munich airport about
,in.

1 was in Zurich at 1 p.m. A train was
leave Zurich at 2:10 for Einsiedeln.

~to

passing through customs and taking
,e~ If hour bus ride to downtown, I man' i ~a buy my ticket, fi11d my train and
~nl il on the run in less than ten minutes.
~ I regul'ded :15 the outstanding feat o(

. wh<1le trip, smce I was alone and com. Iv dependent on my fragmentary Germe through.
Th tram passed along beau tifu.l Lake
. ,~~ and began to climb into the mounSomewhere along the line, I had to
· ~;Jcr lo another train and I was not sure
tltc name of the place. Conductors on
ean trains seemed lo me lo be unconl ro~ about passenger connections. I almost
~barked al the wrong station.
- PAX was snowing when we arrived at Ein1
Jeln. The large, fast-falling flakes melted
"ickly, and I_ found myself quite wet when
r,10aUY arrived at the monastery aiter
•
g from the station in company with a
*~who had been on another coach of the
' The good Father was disconcerted
J~n- he learned I was an abbot, and argued
· en, should be riding in a taxi. But 1 en,a~ ,eeing a bil of the town and the tower•'.~ abbey seemed only a short distance
'·. y Nevertheless the weather, tbe heavy
,wa ~d the steep climb were a little more
~~ I bargained for.
o,,ce the giant doors were unlocked and
was admitted inlo the cloister, Benedictine
1,s itality surrounded me on every side.
ihe abbot son of a daughter house, 1 was
~ en the Cardinal Legate's suite o! guest
~ms_ a Jong hall-like waiting room, ru1
mens• living room and a spacious bed~ and modern bath. The ceilings and
,aUs were covered with artistic murals
eats old.
The bells for Vespers were ringing as I
cklY changed to the Benedictine habit,
qu: the guest master insisted that I partake
hot 00 [fee, most dehc10us toast and cakes.
il promised to take me to the visitor's gal•', !or the singing of the Salve Regina,
.,~l monk's daily paean of praise to Mary at
,he Shrine. When we arrived at the chapel,
found a large crowd there. Among them
Jour or five bridal couples. The monks
,arched from the choir near the apse of the
mense church to the marble encased her!tage ol St. Meinrad which stands just

; to see

~:re

Close-up of Black Madonna in Chapel of Grace
at Einsiecletn

inside the entrance to the nave. Inside this
house or hut is an altar on which is mounted
the miraculous statue of Our Lady of Einsiedeln (Hermits).
The daily singing of the Salve Regina by
the religious community goes back for centuries, and is a memorable experience of
this pilgrin1age center as the singing of the
"Ave" in procession is of Lourdes. The
melody is one of grave solemnity and gives
haunting expression to the sorrows, joys and
longings of the pilgrim's heart.
It is frustrating lo try to describe Einsiedeln. Its beauty, immensity, and complex
symmetry blend in to the Alpine setting, so
that the general impression is one of a
giant, medieval castle or fortress, serenely
standing guard over the mountain valley.
The massive pile is a great quadnngle,
which is bisected by the tremendous abbey
church with its powerful, three-storied towers and simple majestic facade. The immense quadrangle is broken up into four
inner courts, while the gardens, stables,
farm buildings and workshops are loosely
but organically grouped outside the walls.
5

Inside Lhe church, one ls dazzled and beIn festal array, the figures are mounte d b
wlldered by a vast expanse of graceful many jeweled crowns and bedecked w· Ylines, vaulted, frescoed ceilings, and a pro- precious robes of many colors. They have it1t
fusion of statuary and brilliant ornamen- individuality and character that are 8l't
tation. It is baroque in all its vitality, immediately perceptible, but which ;?t
creativity and seemingly wild exuberance. eventually envelop the soul of Lhe prayer/I
My first stunned reaction was the exclama- votary in an aura of confidence and p e Ul
ace
tion of St. Peter on Mt. Tabor: "Lord it is
- PAX .
good to be here!" For three days, I tried to
I
arrived
on
October
31,
the
eve
of
sort out in my mind a component picture of
the scene, but could never quite overcome a Sain s, at a time when the great monas t .1\11
was without a reigning abbot. Its great
sense of stupefaction.
The monastery and church as they stand abbot, Benno Gut, had been elected A.b b
today wel'e completed in the 1770's. A whole Primate of the Bened,chne Order in Ro~t
hos t of Swiss, German and Italian artists during the World Congress. A successor h. e
combined to decorate the Church, while the been chosen on October 28, but his elect j act
master plan of the entire structure is the had not as yet been confirmed by the lfo~n
work of a lay brother of the monastery, See. These circumstances prompted thy
abbot-elect and the Dean lo invite m e e
Caspar Mosbrugger.
celebrate Pontifical Mass and Vespers on t ~o
- U.I.O.G.D. great feast day.
e
The cenler and heart of everything at
The honor was qwte overwhelm ing I
Einsiedeln is the Sacred Shrine to our Lady.
It is believed to be situated on the very doubt that an invitation to celebrate Po~t·1
spot where St. Meinrad, a monk of Reiche- fical Mass in St. Peter's i.n Rome would ha "
nau Abbey, lived in a hermitage. Hidden been more awesome. I had sessions wi th t~e
away deep in the Dark Forest, he lived a master of ceremonies and the chant direc t e
!He of prayer and solitude until one day a in a mixture of German and Latin th at le~r
pair of robbers repaid his kindness and me uncertain about many things. In singin t
hospitalily with brutal murder. The hal- ability, I have much more in common Wit~
lowed spot became the site of a monastery crows than nightingales. But rely ing 0
which perserved the hermitage as a place help from on high, I bravely went ahea:
of special grace.
The gorgeous vestments, the thunderou
There is a long and rather complicated organ music, the tremendous singing of t h s
combined
monks and school boys' choir a n~
history of the shrine. Today, only a portion
of the original hermitage remains and it is the magnificent sanctuary added up to an
encased in a marble structure. The Madonna experience that I don' t expect to be r epeated
and Child are wood, which the smoke of this side of heaven. Surrounded as I was b
candles have darkened into shining black. deacons and ministers and masters of cer y
The face of the Mother bespeaks serenity, monies, I had little opportunity to bl und:·
concern and affeclion, while the child both in the ceremonies, though once I failed tr
by posture and expression portrays regal understand an instruction that was r epeate~
bearing and an eagerness to bestow divine several times in German. I sang with volurn
and some of the monks kindly commented
benediction.
later that I was not only a singer, but als
a composer since some of the melodies wer~
quite novel.
ABBEY DEATD ANNIVERSARIES
But it was the same tremendous sacrifice
Publication of death anniversary dates is an enof the Mass that is celebrated from the risin g
couragement to friends of the deceased and to our
readers to remember the departed in their prayers.
of the sun to the setting thereof, no matter
if the setting be a cathedral or humble chaRev. Bernard Zell _
Sept. 5, 1948
pel. Above the high altar was a magnificent
Rev. Justin Huwyler
Sept. 15, 1895
fresco
of Our Lady's Assumption and , all in
Brother l.\Ia..rk Voneu _
Sept. 15, 1902
ail, Einsiedeln was like being at home wi th
the Mother of us all. The afternoon V espers
Let Us Pray
0 God, the Lord of M e-rcy, grant to the soul of followed by a procession to the Chapel of
Thy Servant , N
_ , whose anniversary we
Grace and the singing of the Salve Regina
commemo-rate, a pl.ace of T'ef'reshment, reat and
before the Black Madonna, were the glorhappiness, end the glory of Thy light. Through
Our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
ious climax of a never-to-be-forgotten d ay.

5;l

Abbey

and

surroundings

On All Souls Day I celebrated Mass in

Shrine and then participated in the
.'.:nmunity's Solemn Requiem and special
C"'"memoralion of the . Departed. There
re five "Lib_era" servtces sung al dif,cent stations m the nave of the Church.
>,Iv stay al Einsiedeln lasted f.rom Satur/ to Wednesday. A nearby pastor came
T;esday, the Dean's feast day, and took the
Ve!Y Rev. Dea~, F~ther Procurator and myell lO an inn htgh in the Alps which was op~ated by a Catholic youth organization for
eek-end skiing groups. The snow-covered
;,untains and valleys provided one breathaking view after another.
-

U.I.O.G.D. -

Another trip was arranged by the guestm,>ter which took us to an agricul tural
hOOl. conducted by the monks of the Abbey
cooperation with the Cantonal Governenl at Paflikon on Lake Zurich. More than
~ swiss farm boys and girls have come
.ere for pra_ctical cour.ses in a~riculture,
borne economics and various vocational subects such as mechanics, eleclricily, caretc. All students take religion courses
and there is daily congregational celebration

~n:ry,

as

seen from the northeast

of the liturgy. The director, Father William,
a zealous apostle to the youth of land, inaugurated the courses some 30 years ago,
and the monks feel that the school has made
a notable contribution, religiously, culturally and economically to the people on the
land.
There are 200 monks in the Abbey of
Einsiedeln. An eight year, secondary classical school with 300 students is operated al
the Abbey . It is one of tbe outstanding prep
schools of Europe, and is noted for its training in the arts, especially music. A similar
school is conducted at Anscona in the South
near the Italian border.
I took leave of the Community alter the
noon meal on Wedneseday, November 4,
re urning to Zurich by train . Thal evening
my plane left for Paris. After about an
hour's lay-over , we took off for New York,
arriving around 8 a.m. How fantastic this
would have have seemed to the monks who
80 years ago departed from Einsiedeln and
only after weeks of weary travel arrived at
the monastery in Arkansas.
In closing this travelogue, I commend all
its readers to the care, patronage and Jove of
Our Lady of Einsiedeln!

The Pioneers

Gregorian Sung in English

N English liturgy would spell the
••
death-knell for Gregorian Chant."
. h is the dire prediction made by many
~ ,onents of the vernacular (or use in the
.. and Divine Office.
1';:, principal intention here
is not lo marj arguments in favor of Lhe use of the
,il~h language in the_ liturgi_cal servi~es
ca.holic Church 1n Enghsh-speakmg
d. '!'here has been a lot written on this
ll1 '.: n boUi pro and con, and there are
0 0ases to be made (or either
side. It will
,.... c ible for me to hide the CacL that I
~~ the pros de[initely have the better
hJJl;e cause, but what I want to do is to
. out that this one argument, at least,
1
.Jllthe con's is groundless.
recent pro-venacular contributor to
AM 10 facing up to what may be called
TA •rguonentum a gregoria1to, suggested
" ~here is many a devout soul who would
ma~ ever 8 tear were the Liber Usualis
n;i;ed to the junk heap. But I also gather
Cl
there is a goodly number o( people.
' .'.e1r included, who, if faced with the
Y of either English or Gregorian, would
0
-• 'tlong and hard before casting their lot
.,,thn the language of Shakespeare and
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Chaucer.
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. d eed 1·r t h e 1·I turwould be para d ox1ca
1~' movement, which began with Dom
_•c nger's desire to restore Gregorian
""""
Chan,1 culminated in the abandonment of
Gregorian Chant.
HERE is only one real way Lo show
that English vs. Gregorian is not an
oncilable conflict, and that is lo hear
~ orian Chant sung in English, and sung
One of the best places in the Catholic
id to hear Plain Chant sung in English
''al st. Scholastica Convent, Ft. Smith,
1
' kansas
where lhe Benedictine Sisters
~re pio~eered in adapting the singing of
h Divine Q[(ice lo English. Each day at four
1
:the alternoon these Sisters sing Vespe~s
heir entirety accordmg to the Monastic
Br:dary. Every evening they sin~ Compline,
.,,d 00 major feast days lhe Little Hours
re sung as well.
The notion that Gregorian and E_ngtish
a twain that never shall meet 1s one
~1ch is widely accepted, possibly due Lo
" fact that many attempts at reconciliation
~"·• been dismal failures. Whatever the
•~ for such misgivings, they are quickly
::W to rest at Fort Smith. The Sisters there
iik• to tell of certain cases in which various
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persons had to be almost constrained by
force lo listen lo Vespers sung in English,
yet became their most ,u·dent supporters
after only one session in the chapel. Many
olh"rs who came to scofl have remained to
praise. I know: I was once pretty much in
the scoffer direction myself.
It is true that the adaptation o[ the sung
Divine Ortice to English was not an easy
task. In fact, the work was begun before
those who were involved most knew quite
what they were about, and they now say
that had Lhey known at the beginning what
formidable difficulties they were later to
face they would never have had Lhe nerve
to start.

JT

all began more thiui ten years ago. At
that time the Sisters were reciting the
Little Ofnce of the Blessed Virgin in Lalin as
their liturgical prayer. In the summer or
1949, at the request of Mother Jane Frances,
who was then superioress, the archabbot
(now resigned) of St. Meinrad Abbey, the Rt.
Rev. Ignatius Esser, sent Father Raban HaLhorn, O.S.B., to St. Scholastica to give an
orientation course in the Divine Office. At
the same time, Father Bede Scholz, O.S.B.,
from Conception Abbey gave conferences
on Lhe Holy Rule.
These two priests gave an intense spiritual
preparation for the Divine Office. They
stressed the doctrine of the Mystical Body,
and they explained how the Eucharistic
Sacri[ice would invariably accomplish more
perfect incorporation and transformation in
Christ, iI the instruction and prayer of the
word surrounding the mysteries were better
understood. During these summer courses,
the use o( English for the Divine Office was
scarcely mentioned except as a remote possibili Ly. Although they had no direct bearing
on the ultimate adoption o[ an English version of the Divine Office, these lectures and
the interest they aroused proved to be of the
utmost importance in preparing the community for the opportunity which was soon
to come .
Already in 1949 the conventual Chapter
voted almost unanimously in favor of Lhe
Divine Office in English as soon as monastic
breviaries in English would be available.
The bishop of the diocese of Little Rock
and ecclesiastical superior of the convent,
the Most Reverend Albert L . Fletcher, approved this decision. But as yet, no one
dreamed that before the close of the following year the community would not only be
9

ll"hich would seem Lo render chant in

Ell

'i,,h, with Hs stronger and crisper accent,

v Ji[ltcult, but a contrad1cl1on in
0O

\i"hat had often been overlooked, how.ms-ll"a; the fact that the chan Lhad already
~;rgune al least one transc_npt10n - from
Latm - rn the Courth century.
.
1 10
,; 15 much reason to beUeve that _there
en an even much earher transcription
' ';;,v melodies, al least, from Hebrew to
·u the chant ha, twice learned to
"""' 1ll 8 new tongue, there seemed to be no
~ugh, argument that a third adaptation
""UJd mevnably resull in a monstrosity ind ol a synthesis.
:i:ng,isn chant was bound to have a crisper,
dynanuc character than her La tin
-~:•. l:lut that the melodic rhythm of
~orian is firmly wedded lo the verbal
ur'~,m of the Latin Lext is largely a myth.
~a; discovered that dozens or antiphons
1htch have the sanie ~asic melody have
which are quite diverse as lo mood,
' niuauon, and even len~lh. In some cases
• odles are mod1fted quite extravagantly
.
tit new texts.
Vi' en the work of producing an English
was first begun, a serious attempt
~made to stick as closely as possible to
melodv ot the Latin lexl. Later, as conJ:t sness· grew concerning the above-men(acts, those makin~ the adal?tation
""'.' ustilied in making slight melodic and
·';;b~l changes wherever they seemed to
i,e necessary•
As the work progressed, . they . checked
tJ:ttr eonclusions and mnovat10ns with other
,.masters around the country who had
or were making similar adaptations or
;regorian Lo E~glish. A~ong others con,£<l were various Anglicans. whose ex. ,nee in the field cannot be discounted.
, r, ~ gratifying to find that the modifica' '". thought necessary had been anticipated
,'":early every case by those with whom
. were able lo compare their work.
ey onlv that, but the solutions arrived al
· el more frequently identical than not.
~l only did the Benedicli_ne . Sisters of
r l Smith enjoy from the beg1nnmg the aporbation and blessing of the bishop of the
~,eofLiLtle Rock, hut the Abbot Primate
r :he Benedictine Confederation also ex,e;sed enthusiastic approval of the pioneerr venture.
LTHOUGH one would imagine that the
adaptation of the hymns would have
~;5ioned the greatest difficulties, lha part
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reciting, but even singing the Divine Office
in English.
In May, 1950, the Monastic Diurr,a!,
edited by St. John's Abbey, was announced.
Although this translation, which contained
Lhe Latin in parallel columns, was not prepared for choral recitation, it was adopted,
since there was no immediate prospect of
anything more appropriate.

T

HE recitation of all the Day Hours was
o!ficially begun at St. Scholastica
with the First Vespers of the Feast of the
Beheading of St. John the Baptist, August 29.
But while the Sisters were well pleased with
the adoption of the Office in English. something was missing. Anyone who recites the
Office in choir instinctively realizes that it
is meant to be sung, Ior it is, after all, a continuation of the Song of Praise instituted by
King David at the tabernacle in Jerusalem.
Moreover, the Sisters of St. Scholastica have
a long and profound tradition of musical
culture. Fa\her Raban not only sympathized
with the Sisters' desire to sing the Office,
10

St. Scholastica's Convent, Fort Smith

but surprised all one e~ening by prese n tin
them ~1th an adaptati_o? of their Eng Jis~
Compltne to the trad1ttonal Plain C h ant
melodies.
With a modicum of preparation, Comp lin
was sung that very evening, and it has bee 11e
sung every night since then.
As the season of the "0" antiphons n eared
toward the end of the following A dvent
some Sisters asked to sing them. These an t<
phons were adapted to the original cha:t
melodies and, beginning on December 1 7
Vespers were sung from the Chap ter O '
Capitulum on. Then Christmas Vespers i r
their entirety were adapted and sung. W ilht
one year's time, Vespers for all first cl as~
feas ls. some second class feasts, and Sunda ys
were adapted and sung. Plans were m ade lo
eventually print the first monastic v esperal
of English chant.

goes without saying that there Were
JT difficulties
encountered. Musicologists

have long maintained that the chant is l a r g ely based on the natural rhythm of Lati n , a

..•:e
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o[ llie work was actually the easiest. Luckily,
many o.nd often quite successful attempts
had been made Lo translate the hymns of
the breviary into English, preserving the
La ,in meter. So it was that the Sister, had
a compara tively wide range to choose from.
Aga'.n, recourse was not only to Ca holic,
but also Anglican sources, as the list of the
acknowledgements in the printed version
of their work reveals.
In 1958 The Monastic Vespera! was completed and printed. It is a handsome volume
of 337 pages which contains musical notation
for Vespers according lo the monastic
breviary for all OHices except those taken
from the Commons.
St. Scholaslica's Convent of Fort Smith is
one of the two Benedictine convents in the
U. S. under diocesan jurisdiction, and hence
there was no need to have recourse to the
Congregation of Rites in Rome. That the
adoption of an Office in English is in no way
contrary to the mind of the Holy See is
evidenced by the fact that the Congregation
of St. Gertrude the Great, comprised of
eleven communities. was recently granted
the use of the breviary in the vernacular.
Al though Tit e Monastic V espera! as produced by the Sisters of Ft. Smith is the first
of its kind in English, it already has counterparts in Spanish, Japanese, Chinese, Indian,
and German. This fact points up growing
appreciation of the fact that the breviary
in the vernacular is a great advantage
o Sisters the world over whose preoccupation with education, nursing, and
other similar works hinders theu- dedicating
a great deal of lime to the study o[ Latin.
ll also makes il quite evident that Gregorian,
like music it:-elf. knows no national or linguistic boundaries.
A NEW TAPE RECORDING
of the St. Scholastico. choir singing various
selections from their 1\louastic Vesperal is
being prepared. \Ve don't know yet what wlll
be on it, but. we are sure that it will prove
our point that Gregorian Chant in English
can be a beautiful thing.
WE WILL MAKE A COPY
of the tape for you if you send us a five inch
reel (sL~ hundred .foot tape) or $2.25, the
retail price of a new t.1.pe. Tape will be recorded on both sides (each approxlmn..lely
half an hour) at 3 3/4 Inches per second unless some other standard speed ls specified.
A hectographed copy of the text wiJI accomJ>any the recording.
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hooked last Sunday
weeds and brush to
ther Henry went in
hands when the line

There is more than fishing to monastic
far ming - 6500 bales of hay are stacked in
the Abbey's barns. This will probably be all
the hay the farm can produce in 1960. The
promising weather conditions of July lost
much o[ their good eCfects as August brought
on hot and dry weeks with too llttle rain to
produce further hay cuttings.

P OLLY PAil .A. D E
Hi Folks,
The end of August means the beginning of
Late summer has brought many changes,
the students arrived
not only to the landscape, but also as regards school for us. As
greeted their wonderin a
Abbey personnel. Father Camillus Cooney scene of devastation
its recreatio g
has gone lo Laneri High School in Fort eyes. '!'he old basement with
store is blasted wide apa:r~
Worth lo lake up teaching duties there; room and candy
howeve ·
deliberate,
was
devastation
The
Father Dominic Enz has returned from Laabout so that a co~'
neri to become assistant principal here; having been brought
up to date recreation roo,.,.,Father Alphonse Mueller has been assigned pletely new and
and chec~
lo Crawford County Hospital as Chaplain; reception center, shower room,
Acaderny stu
Father Bede Mitchel is now pastor of Sacred room could be built for the
change·
many
too,
dormitories,
Heart Church in Charleston; and so it goes dents. In the
and improvements are being made. In f act
with these and many other assignments.
as one of the students remarked, it's gettin '
But perhaps the most significant changes to be a pretty good old boarding house. g
came on the twenty-eighth, when six of
But it will not be long before they realiz
last year's college students made the change
from the lay state to the religious state by that is is also a place where you work for e
entering the novitiate. Ii is always a source living. The football squad would be th a
of much satisfaction in a community to aee first to admit this. They have been hard a t -~
new men enter. It means that young men are since August 20, and the blisters, bruise'
still hearing and heeding the call of Clu isl sore muscles, and sprains is enough to co;,
vince them that it's rough anywhere you g to leave all things to follow Him.
A step ahead of them were Brother Nov- Alumnus Bernard Schroeder has joined tho.
ices Gerald Bellinghausen and Albert Ma- coaching staff this year. He will work With
rotta. They received the Benedictine habit Coach Jerry Vernon and athletic direc to
from Father Abbot in investiture ceremonies Father Stephen. The Trojans will have r
a
on August 14. Brother Novice Gerald is now rough schedule this year.
the linotypist in the print shop, and Brother
coming, schooJ
start
days
cool
the
Until
Novice Albert works with Brother Leonard
in fall is usually a pretty grim business
caring for the hogs and chickens.
But you have to get a running start if y o,.;
A favorite occupation the last week or
want to have any hope of attaining obj ectwo has been to watch Echo I as it sails its tives. Then, too, ordinarily we take off a f ew
stately course from southwest to northeast. extra days at Christmas to give the students
For most of us this is the first satellite we've
a chance to make it home, as many of the,.,.,
seen, and the sight of it is enough to fire come from a long way.
the imagination with all sorts of possibilities.
A favorite place for the students now is
Visiting with us at this time and also taking part in the star-gazing is Tony Pohle, an the swimming pool, which has been imwith new filters, new diving boards
proved
Alumnus who first came to Subiaco in 1899.
He knows all the constellations 8nd has a and a new fence. At the end of the last
wide knowledge of the lore of the sky. In school term we were not ready with these
the evenings as the topic of conversation improvements but now the boys can frolic
shifts from Echo I to the days when Mr. in the late afternoons and evenings in a p ool
Pohle helped the Fathers at the Abbey drive that is equal of any you find anywhere.
oxen, the gap between the past and present
A sign of things to come may be the
seems wider than ever.
drilling derrick located five miles north of
12

morning, took to the
escape his hands. Broafter U,e fish with his
snarled on brush.

This time Brother Henry's bass weighed
~ ,t three and one half p~unds, one pound

,ter than his two previous catches, but
; fish fought more gamely than its two
ia,ger predecessors. Last month Brother
g nry landed two fo~r and one half pound
"'" in quick succession. His third big bass,

Polly Parade
~ Abbey and visible from the Abbey.
,ere is a moderate sized. gas boom going
now in the Arkansas River Valley. One
the
1 drawback to drilling here is that
;intry was burned over by _some gigantic
,:!, 13 ,oric con.flagrat1on, which fused the
rocks into hard and irregular patterns. Dif•culties in drilling are bound to slow up
'"''elopment.
Something much closer at hand now is the
,reat or forest fires. Almost always we have
period of dry weather m the fall. But in
,rmer days much of the pine forest was
roken up with cotton fields. These fields
,, now growing up in pines and causing
. increase of wildlife. We now have good
rtason for calling Bear Wallow Mountain
by its old name.
So long,

Polly

Brother Leonard and Brother Novice Albert are getting their pigs and hogs groomed
for the fall fairs. Brother Leonard's protcges won all the ribbons in sight, iL seemed,
last year, and now be feels he has a reputation to keep up. The county and state fairs
are coming soon. Some time ago when Brother Leonard took some pigs to the public
feeder pig sale at Dardanelle he was asked
to grade all the animals since the regular
man didn't show up. To his own embarrassment Brother Leonard the judge had to cull
one of the pigs Brother Leonard the seller
h ad brought.
On Monday, August 29, the silage harvest
began. Here too, scant rainfall during August reduced prospects of a full crop. By the
way, Brother Henry did not give up farming
for fishing. It took him just one hour last
Sunday morning to hook that bass. Between
comm en ts on the fish he said the silage
crop will be about medium. But the monks
are as concerned about the fish crop as they
are abou l the silage. Lake Eugene is a dangerous place now for fish with so many
hooks to avoid. And with the two hundred
and seventy member student body back for
the Fall semester the fish in the Abbey's
lakes will have no rest until deep winter
sets in.
But back to shore - the Fall potato crop
is in the ground and the grapes are all cut.
Say, don't speak of "picking" grapes unless
you are stripping them off the bunches. No
matter whether you pull, twist, break, or
really cut the bunches from the vine you
must say you are "cutting" grapes or prove
yourseU a greenhorn in the vineyard.
There is no telling how the weather will
affect the fall potatoes. From past experience
we'd say the weather will be hot, medium,
or cold, and wet, medium, or dry - so there
is no telling how the weather may treat the
fall potatoes.
13

Sixt11-five years a Monk
life were done through obedience. As a corollary to I he chapter on Obedience, the followchap'er on Superiors is of great
importance as it stresses the Superior's responsi bili Ly for the observance of the Rule,
and the subject's duty to follow his commands, suggestions, and advice witb respect
and prompt compliance.
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Brother Frank Goes

Lending
Library
Notes

To Eternal Reward
Brother Frank Mora\, 86, sixty-five years
a professed monk ol New Subiaco Abbey,
passed to his eternal reward on the evening
of August 27 alter a long illness. His body
was bud to rest in the Abbey cemetery on
August 30. Twenty-six years ago Brother
Frank had been one of the main workers in
laying out this beautiful cemetery nestled
on the hillside northeast of the Abbey.
A nalive of Baden, Germany, lhe future
monk was born on March 15, 1874, to a typical fann family of southern Germany. As
a boy he was apprenticed to a tailor, little
dreaming at that time thal he would ply
this trade for years as a monk in far away
and unheard of Arkansas. But thoughts of
the religious life began to stir him, and
when Father Matthew Saettele, O.S.B., one
of Arkansas' great pioneer missionaries,
went back to Europe to recruit vocations for
the Benedictine religious houses and missions of Arkansas, he found the young tailor's apprentice a willing candidate.
The future BroU1er Frank reached Subiaco
in 1893 at the age of nineteen. Two years
later on the feast of St. Benedict, March
21, 1895, he made his religious vows. Though
he was to serve God for 65 years as a religious, strong, robust, and hard working, an
illness threatened his life shortly after he
had made his vows. The practical monks of
lhat day even built his coffin, and carved
on it the inscription, "Holy Francis, pray
for us," but the good Brother long outlived
this coffin. Later in life h~ built and kept
under his bed the one in which he was
finally laid to rest at his request.
Despite the fact that he chose this unusual
method of following Saint Benedict's admonition to ukeep death daily before one's eyes/'
his life was filled with a sparkling humor and
cheer as he went from one duty lo another.
The kitchen, the farm, construction work, all
benefited from his labors. And when the
Abbey needed a tailor, it had one, readyrnade, in Broilier Frank. His tailor shop was
set up at the entrance, and here he also

a

IJ\'E YOUR VOCATION, hy Paulo Provera,
, ll a. Herder Book Company, $3. 75, 260
·g~. Translated by Rev. Thomas Murray,
f-~-, from the Italian.
1 his preface the author states: "If you
n member of a religious order, this book
,re \een written for you." We may add
·'\ ,t applies whether you are a Novice or
t11t,oressed Veteran, a Superior or a Subject.
g 1• in the book, Father Provera pin-points
"' l personality problems encountered in
"munity life in these words:
'; e greatest danger lies in the religious
~~ u•hom we !ive. We will meet some who
nously do not understand the ideal O f
ugious life, and others who certainly do
;. pllt it into practice." But further on he

Brother Frank Morat, O.S.B.

served as porter of the monastery for many
years, greeting all with kindliness that
earned for hinl a place in the affections of
all who came. His patience and resignation
to God's will in his long final illness served
further to show the strength and goodness
of his character.
Though Broilier Frank never returned to
his native home, we trust and pray that he
has gone to one of the many mansions i.n
his Father's house, a mansion he has Well
furnished with 65 years of devoted service
as a monk o( the Abbey.

sd_~; still remains true that neith~r the
.-,,sons with whom you live, the circumr,nres in which you are placed, nor the
. ,osphere of the,, house, can make you
. •her good or bad.
Self-love is the greatest enemy to living
me'3 vocation and 1t ~ssumes many forms.
11 you did the work _assigned to _you only he'~" you were obbged to, or 1f you did it
--~l because you felt it was clue to your talmls. or if you gave way to i_ll-temper or
; nity, then you let self-love unpede your
1
ritual progress and by your attitude you
: mue to edify the members of your com~unity.
Since detachment from earthly goods and
;en;ual pleasures elevates our souls to God,
, e chapters on Poverty and Chastity are
"u:ifully inspiring and thorough in their
ll'ahnenl of the virtues and the vows and
,. temptations to which they are subject.
· far Obedience, our pattern is Jesus Christ,
. Son of God, who portrayed the most
:.reel obedience, as all the actions of His

A large p,ut of the book is devoted to
living the community life, and Father Provera has some well worked out analyses of
"Diilicul t Characters" such as the touchy,
the suspicious, the moody, the hot-tempered,
the envious, the jealous, ilie malicious, the
rebellious. Some of them, maybe all of them,
are in every community and the author
gives helpful advice to them to help them
overcome these character defects - and he
also counsels those with whom they must be
in contact how to be on guard against them.
Religious can read and re-read this book
wii.h profit. Community life can be peaceful,
happy, and meritorious. Here is a final
thought from this little volume:
Only by giving yourself to God with your
whole heart can you be happy in Religion.
-Brother Thomas Anglim, O.S.B.

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
For the 1\-Jisslons

Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions
of lhe Far East by sending us your canceled
stamps. Simply tear or cut them of.f your letters
and packages and mail them to us. Be sure to
leave a small mai·gin around them so ai; to protect the perforations. All foreign stamps are especially valuable. Man contributions to: Young
America. New Subiaco AbbetJa Subiaco, Arkansas.
NOTICE: Please do not send the common series:
lt Washington, 2¢ Jefferson, 3¢ Liberty, and 4.¢
Lincoln. They must be separated and discarded.
Thank you very much.
Stamp Contributors Since Our Last Issue

Arkcmsas: Ed. J. Weindel, Mrs. N. E. Kelly, A. G.
Briekey, Sr., Mrs. Mnmie Oberste, Mrs. Charles
Holman
Brazil: P. Mario Anglim, C.S.S.R.
California: L. W. Cochram, M. E. Payne.
IUinois: Frank G. Miller
Iowa: A. P. Kelley.
Louisiana: Mrs. J. C. Daunoy, Hamley Insurance
Agency, Lily J. Morgenstern.
Missouri.: B. McKinley, Bettye Puckett, Central
Bureau of lhe Central (Verein) Union, Mrs.
B. P . Concannon.
Minnesotta: Mrs. H. E. Webber, Thomas Diflley.
New York: G. Wood.
Ohio: Mrs. Robert McNerney.
Oklahoma: Mary E. Brown, Dorothy Abernethy,
Co.thryn Cleary, Miss Mary Donnelly, Mrs. R. B.
Tillerson.
Texas : Mrs. J. F. Kilgarlin, Mrs. J. M. Tuite
Bennie ValJiant, Benedictine Fathers.
Washington: F. T. McGuire.
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The Virtue of Hope

on their part consider that they are bc'.,r\'rd for the Jove o[ God, and let them
bi· unnecessary demands annoy the
tli en who are serving them. Yet they
~ be patiently borne with," And in
1
u .• 37, "Let their weakness always be
p e.1.
n

Spiritual SECURITY for the Aged
T

HE QUESTIONER was in his late sixties, and he had a problem: "Now that
I'm gelling old I'm wondering what means
the devil will use in his allacks against me.
The temptations of youth are passed; and
1'11 soon be retiring, so temptations associated with my work will be removed. I know
[ won't be moving into an age free of temptation, but I'm afraid some spiritual weakness may take over without my recognizing
il for what it is."
First of all, we might answer, one who
has tried to love and serve God faithiully
Lhroughou l liie should have a measure of
spiritual serenity to crown his old age. The
virtue of hope has its place here, and surely
there should be the reasonable hope that
God's grace will not be wanting to the man
or woman who has been responding to that
grace over the span of a long llie. Saint
Paul was able to look calmly toward his
approaching death. When his martyrdom was
almost al hand, he wrote his beloved Timothy, "I have fought the good fight, I have
finished the course, I have kept the faith.
For the rest, there is laid up for me a crown
of justice, which the Lord, the just judge,
will give me in that day; yet not to me only.
but lo those who love his coming." Though
none of us is another Saint Paul, that same
hope can well be the spiritual foundation
of old age.
Job had this hope even in the depths of
his miseries, 11 ! know that my redeemer
lives . , . and in my flesh I will see my God"
David, the repentant adulterer and murderer, who became one of the greatest
figures of the Old Testament, was able to
face death calmly singing God's praises
because his repentance was sincere and he
had lived to prove his love of God.

F

OR ONE who has lived well, or at
least repented of and truly corrected
past sins, Christian hope is a proper attitude.
But there is a danger even here. Hope could
develop into presumption, where a person
simply takes eternal salvation for granted
and makes no further effort to grow in the
love of God. The time and relative freedom
from responsibilities should provide oppor16

tunily for prayerful reflection and prep
ration. The little girl perhaps quite correctt
remarked that her grandmother praying thy
rosary was "cramming for her finals :• 'l' e
say "I have prayed enough, I have don°
enough good works," would be presumptio e
But he who continues to pray and do goo':i
works is not being presunptuous in hopin
for an eternal reward.
g
Presumption is part of pride, and prid
in its many aspects offers the greatest hidde e
evils to threaten the old - or persons of an n
age, for that matter. There is the danger
developing the spirit our Lord warned us
about when he told of the two men Who
went Lo the temple to pray. One boasted of
his good deeds, while the other still sought
the mercy of God. The boastful one returned
as he had come, whereas the humble on
was justified. So the older man or worna~
may be inclined to Jet his religious devotion
become an expression of pride in his or he
own goodness. Thjs danger can be recognizeJ
by a too eager and frequent self-eongratula 'ory comparison of self with others. lf a
person backs away from such a comparison
recalling rather his own weaknesses anci
past failings, pride in this sense will not
overmaster him.

J

A

NOTHER aspect of pride, self pity
can easily become a stumbling block
as eyes, ears, or limbs begin to fail, or as
loneliness, which is often the lot of the aged
creeps in. Such a person needs assuranc~
that he is loved; and self pity is a half-hidden
allempt to coax love from others. The infirmities of age Lend to draw a person's
interests primarily toward self, and it becomes easy to be overdemanding. It lakes
both inside and outside help to overcome
this. The person must maintain interest in
U1ings beyond himself, accepting his share
in the cross of Christ and willingly submitting to the ministrations of others. Saint
Benedict summed up the proper attitude of
the sick and those who care for them in
Chapter 36 of his Rule: "Before all things
and above all things, care must b e taken
o[ the sick, so that they will be served as if
they were Christ in person ... But let the

n into account.
·c is a tendency to live in the past

tone has retired from active life.
r, is and should be a rich treasure for
:1iicrly. Sometimes the past becomes
e nearer and clearer than Lhe p1·esenl.
n it is more desirable. Certainly the
,n •nee o[ age should be used in judging
ee~:,enl We rightly praise the wisdom
d~xperience of our elders, and we should
ID , don it oftener than we do. But should
ilP'~der person tind that in all his judglD \ the past triumphs, Lhen perhaps a
le form of pride has set in.

AM!LY relationships change. The elderly individual or couple may find
mstances different. No longer able to
''alone, they may enter the household
• of their children. But having been at
,~ead of a household for so long, it be."; hard for them to take a secondary
Their children, whom they cared for
M birth to maturity, now in a sense ac,m authority over the pa.rents and care
~hem in their_ declining years. Elders
1
. recognize this reversed role and be'"e members, not heads, of Lheir _childrens'
.-,hold. It is not e~sy to set .aside exper, and habit but In these cu·cumstances

F

AJ.VT BENEDICT'S ADVICE
OR THE OLD AND YOUNG
\l'nile there is yet time, and while we
this body, and are able _to fulfil!
,hese tJ,ings, let us, I say, do with speed
at which will profit us for all eternity."

~• ;11

·Thus never departing from His guid' but persevering in His teaching . , .
we may by patience share in
' sufferings of Christ, that we may merit
;1 be partakers of His kingdom ."

,,i death,

Let the yomiger brethren reverence their
ders, and the elders love the younger."

When the elder passes by, let the younger
, and give him place to be seated."

-Rule

of Saint Benedict

i shows a failure to un:.leratand the present
if a penon cannot do so. This refusal lo let
go uf responsibility can even be a grave
in uslice if H creates great friction in lhe
household.
·
The older person must learn to let go of
things. Jus t as he retired from work, so
also he will find himself having to give up
0U1er activities. This shottld be looked upon
as a sort of purification of self, the removal
of all worldly cares, so that greater time can
be given to the contemplation of eternal
things. God is using these signs to turn the
heart toward HimseH. This surrendering of
responsibilities can be done gracefully or
self-pi tyingly, but it will come nevertheless.
The graceful surrender on the advice of
doctor. friends, or relalives, or in a true recognition of one's condition, is a far better
thing lhan the mournfully repeated regrets
that this or that is no longer possible. In
this sense a person in declining years must
submit to the judgment of others. Perhaps
he can still judge things outside of himself
very clearly; but it is often in judgment of
self Lhat he fails.
Money, Loo offers a problem for lhe old .
ln most instances through savings, social
security, support from children, there is
just enough to care for them, and Lhey are
wise in keeping control of it to provide for
their own medical care or housing in case of
necessity . But miserliness is never a part of
Chrislian living. To deny oneself proper care
when means are available is to wrong oneself. It is a wrong use of money just as much
as is wild spending, a less common failing
of the aged. Too, it is a matter of justice to
provide for the proper distribution of goods
after death. It is not enough to say, "The
children can take care of that alter I'm
gone." A will should be drawn up, the provisions of which are understood by the
children or principal heirs, Lo avoid the piliful spectacle of children quarreling over an
inheritance. Too many people still hesitate
to make a will because they think it foreshadows death. Remember Our Lord rebuked the brothers who were quarreling
over their inheritance. Had their father
made proper provisions, the sins of the sons
could have been averted. So old age should
be the time above all times when a person
gets a proper view of the goods o( the world
These goods helped them attain their present years and status, but goods alone cannot gain eternity for anyone. The Psalmist
(Continued on next page)
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God Creates
Human Dignity
By Felix Fr·edeman, O.S.B.
In the book of Genesis we read how God,
after having formed Adam out of the slime
of the earth, breathed into his face the
snirit of li[e. This Divine act has more
rr>ean'ng for us than possibly any other save
lhe Incarnation . By U1is acl on the part of
Cod, man was made entirely different from
the rest of animal creation, for he has this
breath of the supernatural within him his immortal soul. This is the foundation
stone of human dignity. With this come
man's rights and also man's obligations.
Society, which is the logical and necessary
rc,ult of several rational beii,gs living toge her, is man's natural help or tool for
realizing his aspirations and his goals. Any
social structure is good or evil insofar as
it aids man to, or hinders him from, the
supernatural end God intended for him.
One can easily see how illogical it really is
to say that the state (the creature o.f man)

Spiritual Security

must be served by man (its creator); !or b
what stretching of the imagination can ony
conceive of the creator serving the creature~
Ev_eryone can, if he is at_ all aware of lh~
dignity of man. see the mherenl evils i
Communism and Socialism: but is every 0 nn
as fully awai·e of the inherent dangers . e
the 0 creeping socialism'' which we ha,~n
within our own nation today? For each "se e
vice" one asks of his government, if it :nol strictly the duty of that governrnent
furnish it, one forfei_ts a part of_ his ri g ht 0
This is true be it said of education or ho:~
pi •alizalion for the ag_ed, parity, or the set.
tling" of moral questions.
Chief among the obligations rcsul Ling from
man's dignity is man's duty lo serve anct
honor the will of his Ci·eator. Contrary t
popular opinion this is not satisfied sirnpj 0
by Sabbath worship. The "Sun_day Catholict
is in no wise the ide~l. God did no_t stop at
creating us, He continues to sustain us by
the minute, and further He bas r edeemed
our fallen natw·es. God's love for us is in.
fin.i e and we are obliged lo retur n that
love the best way we can. Saint Paul tel!s
us to pray always, and we can do that by
supernaturalizing each of o~· deeds, no mat.
ter how common or lowly 1t may be. In thi
way our acts constantly praise God.
s
The story of our c_realion makes g 00d
reading and better med1tallon material . Why
not try it for yourself?

:s

(Continued from page 17)
said, "Some trust in horses and son1e in
chariots, bul we trust in the name of God."
This thought must ever grow ,learer in the
development of the virtue of hope.

F

INALLY, the elderly (and the young
as well) should remember they were
created for an eternal destiny. "It is appointed unto man once to die, and after
death the judgment." No one will evade
these lwo most important events, and lo
close the mind to them is to ignore the
most important events still to be faced. Old
age, even amid infirmities, can be the time
to look back on past failings with gratitude
lo God for the opportunity of repenting
them, and the time to look back on past joys
with grat itude lo God for granting them.
And it must be the time to look ahead, assured by faith, hope, and love, that past
joys are as nothing compared with those
things that God has prepared for those who
Jove. Him.
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Catholics and the U.S.
BY

Elizabet/I Burrows
ed from the Column "The Last Straw"

Ccnde~tator Ozark, Arkansas, Aug. 23, 1960
~t~eprmted With permission.
.
. '

1!'hen people talk about Catholics tryrng
_ k• over the country, Democrats might

:a 1~ ck on the old joke abou l giving it back

t,l ha Indians. After all, next lo the Indians,
: iatholics were here first.
·;f the Catholic Italian: Chris~opher _Columdidn't discover thlS conltnent 111 1492,
"· the Catholic Norseman, Bjarni Her,n~on, did in 986. Any historian will agree
I' e or the other. (What I can't figure
'Ill •~• would want this country and the
~ that goes with it.)
~ first Christian religious service on
cntinent was Catholic, as was also the
·' '?0 A.rkansas, and the oldest university
·;h~ western hemisphere is Catholic, and
hole continent, including Arkansas,
he 7irst explored by Catholics, and the
'; ·l town in the nation, St. Augustine,
,e; is named for a Catholic saint. And the
~; (tee public schools were run by nuns
New Orleans.
r, 1'h !irsl A.merican colonies to grant reli. • freedom were U1e Catholic colony of
11
/ \and and the Baptist Roger Williams'
·"\ Island, and the richest man to sign
~edaration of Independence and there,e the one with the most to lose was the
·a:holic, Charles Carroll. _
C,,roing to help the Amencan Revolutions were the Catholic countries of France

and Spain, and the county seal of our stale
capital is named for a Polish Catholic, Count
Casimir Pulaski, who also came lo help, and
gave his li!e al Savannah ...
And that the hope of Western Europe today lies in the strength of the Catholic
Charles de Gaulle, with credit for West
Germany's success belonging in great part
to the Catholic Adenauer, and that we would
all be in a mess if the Catholic Franco had
not been our friend after Spain became the
only nation yet to throw off the yoke of
Communism once it was in power. But we
still cuss Franco, thanks to the brainwashing
our homegrown Communists did on us.
While even TIME magazine in its weekly
stint of cutting Catholic throats admits that
President Ngo Dinh Diem of South Viet
Nam has "courageously saved a nation that
had been written of by the experts when
it was created in 1955."
And if Protestants are worried about
Spain, Catholics are just as worried about
Dutcl1-ruled South Africa, but one never
hears about that persecution or the disabilities of Catholics in Scandinavian countries.
There's also Ireland, the most Catholic
country in the world, 99 per cent, whose
first and longest-term president De Valera,
was a Protestant and whose Dublin mayor
is now a Protestant since the Jewish mayor's
term expired, and where tax money goes
equally lo aid Protestant schools.
The Democrats could quote the Lutheran,
Dr. Franklin Clark Fry, who wrote, "I know
of no instance in a democratic country where
the head of thal government was a Roman
Catholic, where the Roman Catholic abused
that position. I feel that in the United
States we would have a similar experience."

KEEP CHRIST IN CHRISTMAS . . .
Most. Catholics in tJ:ie U. S.u A. are .fa_mlliar
with the worthy proJect to Keep Ch:r1s t In
Christmas."
You will want to send Christmas cards th at ar
in keeping with this project - t_hat express th:
true spiritual values of the birthday of our
Saviour.

wJ offec~ ili;1f~il~v~ugr cb:~:i~!~r~ar831
0

0

UN ITED

NOW IS THE TIME . : . to order yow· Christ-

mas cards. Please specify your preference
cards when ordering.

of

Order from:

~;wR~vub~c~•x~t.~nsing, 0 S.'8.
Subiaco, Arkansas

PRAY ER

vei·sion of wife, Safe deHvery, Healthy baby,
Safe journey

fx ie nd s

Box of 16 assorted cards, each box:
$ 1.0o
Box of 18 (Six of Christmas Scene, six of
Epiphany Scene, six of Flight into
Egypt,) each box
$1.0o

IN

THELIVlNG
Holy Fathers intentions. Solution of trouble in

Congo Good President for U.S.A. , Reparation
blasph~my, F'?r. more sch<?Ols, M~re te.achers,
· . nnd Religious vocations. FmancJal asrr;c.:i~! Happy death, Daily reception o.f Com~ n' Thanksgiving - Blessed Mother, Return
~~ Faith of loved one, Peace of mind, Peace
10
family For our beloved Country, Good health,
~ze ot 1i?g trouble, Sale of house, Good hnrvest1
c·nvcrslon of sinners, World peace, No serious
:odents in family, Employment, Final perseve~ Reunion of Christendom, Blessed Mother's
to Cubans, Conversion of all pagans, Con!?'ir

THE DECEASED

Regina Hedstraord, Elizabeth Kluebenstein,
Frank and Magdalene Suda, Pete Neumeier, Ed
W oestman , Clinton Schall, Frank Chessick, Alice
Su.JJjvan, Michael Morris, Rose Keany, Philomena
Worner, Rutherford Ross, Dewey Chandler,
Katherine Zcig, Max Malachowski, Sr., Ma.x
Malachowski, Jr., Felix Malachowski, Frank and
Catherine Schimmels, Ellen Hennessey, Susan
and Helen Murphy, Deceased Steil family, John
Liska, Gabor Kohan, O. J. Rust, Rev. Lawrence
Hoyt, Deceased Dowling family, Deceased StoUel
family, Msgr, P. Engel, Barbara Buehler, Deceased Assenmacher famUy, E. D. Nims, Mary
Brier.
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as soon as we were

3::!i1 hands state? going up

"l)~ ~
Dear Young Americans,
Now that school has started again, there
is a face we will be looking at more often,
'iometi:m.es with a frown, and sometimes
~
with a smile. The clock has been ticking ofj
time all summer, but most of us didn't worry
too niuch about it then.
Now, it makes a difference WIJEN we get
up, HOW LONG it takes us to dress a,itl eat,
and WHAT we do during the day . We no
longer have time for a swim before lunch.
When our niothers caU us in the morning
we HAVE to get up right then or we wilt be
late for school.
Even if we locked up tlte hands of thP
clock in liandcuffs, time would still keep
going on and school would not be a r.iinnte
later in starting. And if we don't like to
work and keep putting off doina it, OUR
work is not going to do itself. If somebody
else lias to do a partic1tlar task that was
offered to us first, that is SOMEBODY
ELSE'S work. Somebody else gets all the
credit and the experience. OUR wotk stilt
waits for US to do it, no matter how long
we fool around before starting.
Love to every on~ of you,
TAMMY

New Teacher
ll was the first day of school and we had
a new teacher. Some of us had seen Miss
Gray oU at a distance before, but none of
us really knew her. She was oldish looking
with gray hair, but she was plenty quick
in moving around.
" Uh-oh! " whispered some of the boys.
"I'll bet she's awful strict and makes the
lessons as hard as possible."
All of us straightened up a Ii ttle more
and watched how we walked into the class20

room. Nobody wanted to get on tl1e wro
side of her on the very first day. It w atg
good thing we did, too, because she seern ~
to be watching everybody in the roo 111 •ue
as carefully as if only one person w as th~/ :
For a while we s~t up very straight as Sti~f
as pops1cles, wa,tmg for the wors t.
But our teacher kept on talking t o us
nicely that the boldest boy in the rooso
rn
finally raised his hand.
''What is it, Henry?" asked Miss G ray,
"I want to ask a question,1' said R e nr
We children winced for Henry, expect;,Y.
him to be shushed up immediately, and ~g
telling what way tllis new teacher wou ld u seo
"Go right ahead," said Miss Gray en
couragingly as we gasped in surprise.
Henry began his questions, everyth ing h
could think of. Miss Gray answered ever e
single one of them in full, explaining eve /
new word and localing every new p lac,~ u~
the map.
The other boys caught on quickly. W h.,n
Henry showed signs of giving out sorneboct
else would think of something else t o a s ?
Everybody listened carefully, for I ear sh~
would slop and make us get to work on th
lessons. In no time at all, it seemed, t he be]~
rang for recess.
During recess there was one thought in
the minds of most of the boys and girls in
the class -"What was there that w e had not
already asked?" We went over all the things
she had already answered, each one of u
racking our brains to think of somethin;
new.
After recess we went back into the classroom like angels because we didn't wan t to
get her away from answering qu estions
This kind of school was going to b e l o ts of
fun and no work at all!

,tJ•thc air. Quest10ns. quesquestlons! But Miss
_,ns.' kept on answering
vrll all smiling, just as if
~~cd this kind of school,
~• Everybody had told us
,o. we would have to work
1
~ in her grade, but this
·i; the easiest school work
• had ever done. The bell
,e for us to go home for
in the middle of a ques-

~!h

·We'll finish after lunch,"

wd Miss Gray, and dismissed
115 10

go home to eat.

\\'e came back to school in

h spirits aod start~d right
Fifteen retreatants pose With Father Bede, Father Ab bot, and
k on the question we
Father Herbert at the August retreat
~-1 finish before the bell
Then. we children kept thinking up lesson every day. If there are no more ques,;. questions a_nd MISs Gray kept an- tions we will begin with our arithmetic."
..,,rrng them until the bell rang again for
One after another we went through tile
al ,moon recess.
lessons. We tried to hurry witll the reading
"I bet we can't keep it up after recess" out loud, but that made us stumble on the
done of the girls. "She's bound to make words and we had to do it all over again.
The sun went down and daylight began
,:art right to work on tile lessons as soon
,·e get back in. Maybe there'll even be to get dimmer but that did not botller Miss
TEST on the blackboard!" We shuddered Gray one bit. We had to go through every
1
lessson and get it finished right!
the idea.

in,

"Le!'s keep on asking," said Henry.

.1 can't think of another thing," said
ino:her girl.
"Ask what you already know, then," said
,enry, "just _to ~~ep tile questions going
:! the bell rmgs.
It was hard to keep tile questions going
u:er recess, but we ~orked hard at the job.
Jli,:; Gray worked Just as hard at all the
JlllWer5• She had some kind of an answer
,,, everything and knew extra things about
questions we thought we already
tie''· We began to feel all filled up with
,a,stions. We surely were glad when the
b<ll [inally rang, and hurriedly started putog our pencils and papers back in our
de<J<s,
Whal are you doing?" asked Miss Gray
surprise.
Putting our things away," we answered.
It's time to go home."
"Not yet," said Miss Gray. "In this grade,
be;idcs answering every question tllat is
d'(l, we always finish every part of every

Supper time came for some of us before
we had come home to eat. Our parents were
worried and started looking all over the
neighborhood for us, finally coming to the
school. Miss Gray explained very calmly
for them never to worry, because she never
dismissed her classes until the children had
finished all the lessons for the day. Then she
told them just to wait until we were tllrough,
that she never let any of the children go
out ahead of the others, unless some of the
children had to stay in after school for
misbehavior.
"Whew!" we thought, and finished that
day's work with the best behavior of our
lives.

MOVING?

U you move please send us your complete
OLD address and the complete NEW address. This will be of great help to our
office personnel. Thank you very muchf
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Tl,e CCD, A Privilege and a CltaUe11ge

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
Part XV i11 a series on tlte CCD
Wha t has been written in this column of
how to activate the Virtue oi Faith could
also be applied to the Virtue of Hope. The
object of Hope, however, being more closely
connected with our will and even our emotions, calls for a different approach In learning ways and means to activate and develop
it.

Basic Notion
Even though, as the two other theological
Virtues, Hope is a gratuitous gift from God,
ii depends a great deal more on our collaborating eCfort to produce its fruits. The basic
n otion never to be forgotten in this matter
is that " WE ARE GOD'S COADJUTORS"
or helpers; that we are going Lo receive reward " ACCORDING TO OUR OWN LABOURS." (I Cor. III-8-9) "By the grace of
God I am what I am, but His grace in me
has not been VOID. I have labored abundantly." (1 Cor. X:V-10) "We exhort you
t hat you receive not the grace of God in
vain." (Il Cor. VI-I) "Labour as a good soldier of Chris t." (II T im. II-3)
These texts and man y o thers show the
necessity of personal effort. In understanding our spiritual formation, we must remain
convinced that everything depends on God,
and we must work as if everything was depending on us. Since we know for sure that
the grace of God never fails us, let us be
concerned with the perserverance of our
efforts.
The first objective or target of our efforts
in cultivating in us the Virtue of Hope is to
become more conscious of the nothingness of earthly goods when compared to
the eternal ones. "SEEK THE TlilNGS
THAT ARE ABOVE, where Christ is sitting
at the right hand of God. Mind the Things
Utat are above, not the things that are upon
earth." (Col. 111-1-2)
At least daily must we repeat to ourselves
that a true Christian is a child on his way
home, that is Heaven. Our life on eartb is a
journey during which we are given the
opportunity to gather merits for a glorious
Eternity. Any other viewpoint is pagan. How
often do we remind ourselves of this truth?
The more we do, the more our spiritual
22

formation makes progress, because i t
velops a vital virtue in our Supernat u de_
Organism. It means every time an incre l'al
of divine !He, a greater power of true a pas e
tolate and greater security for our own e t Ose rnal salvation.

Surrender to God's Wilt
The second objective of our efforts Wh
aiming at the activation of the Virtue en
Hope in us, is lo build dispositions of mi ~f
heart and will that makes us accep L di~ .•
culties, trial, su[ferings and even ot·de~ wilh a blind and tender trust in God 's J:> 8
vldence. "For though I should walk in ~ shadow of death, I will fear no evils f e
thou art with me." (PS. XXXII-4) The vis· or
o( the eternal profit and of the apost 'f.n
value of suffering is ever presen t in a so •c
in whom the Virtue of Hope is at w ork. ~l
attack o( discouragement is immediat n
1
repulsed. Even our moral miseries are tur: Y
in Lo deeper appreciation o( God's M ercy ~d
!Gndness. Unwan ted failures increase h d
mility and the consciousness of d e penden Uof divine grace obtained throug h ferve ce
nt
prayers.
When a soul is faithful and regular in s u
efforts, the immediate reward comes soonch
than expecled: patience in its bitter sen er
is g radually replaced by a deep inner . Se
together with the sweetest peace of m ind ~~
heart. " THY WILL BE DONE ON EARTlJ:
AS IT IS IN REAVEN" becomes n ot o n[
a sincere wish but a reality withi n such Y
soul. Nothing disturbs anymore . . . Tha
supernatural uncertainty keeps the natur ~
emotions under control at any time in th
midst of the most shocking circumstance e
As a result, such a person is mos t sociab) s.
Contacts with the neighbor have withoit
any kind of strain, the Godly fragrance f
an uplifted influence. In brief, it is the threo
hold of an unconscious but most real holine sss
with all its contagious power.

This Pote,itial Is Ours
Yes indeed it is ours: The Sacrament f
Baptism has given it to us. The Gifts of
Holy Spirit are also there to make e asier the
activation of Virtue. God willing, we ma e
one day study them one by one in th·y
column. Meanwhile, let me beg y ou, de:
CCD worker, to give more attention to th
Virtue of Hope in order to develop it i n yo~
lo its highest degree. It is one of t he most
vital achievements in the work of your spir•tual formation from which will stem yo~
skill and power in CCD undertakings.
Rev. Georges A . L evasseur
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Godliness

- - Godlessness

Timely News and Views
·aAT THEY TELL YOU
. tlte
WThere is better commum·t y l'f
i e out m
!lfT!I you say. Tlus may be so, but if
ft~ie.;Y can be incr~ased_ by g,:owing food
t ·•orywi.<e, community life w,l! have to
back and take second place. You can·op progress, farmer, can you? Those
f.
.' es and hamlets are disappearing any1
,;[ gwith their little schools and churches
community centers. Don't expect ,is to
';t ,rcited about_ it. Go /tome and sl~p tlte
bogs farmer, until you are ready to gioe up
,,ut get off tlie fa_"~·
F r,ner, isn't tltts m effect what they tell
•when you go to the city to discuss your
':Mems? - The Prairie Messenger, Augus t
F, 1960,

•,~d
"°'
,r,J

,E ·EROUS PEOPLE
,\ noted doctor said recently that gene.;,. people are rarely mentally ill people.
ngures, I suppose. Sometimes we g et all
I. ppcd up in ourselves, constantly looking
onlv for ourselves, thinking ourselves
u be the only important people in the
¢Id, thinking our problems. to. be the worst
Jlvone ever endured. All this introspection,
.. maldqg of ourselves to he the ce nter of
: universe, all of this, so the good doctor
,l's, is not good for our mental health.
Tbe generous person, however, g ives of
biJnSell: money, ab~ity, tim_e and talent.
fbrough his generosity he gives hunself a
jft, too. - Father Leon Schneide r in Tlte
0.,,,rie Messenger, August 18, 1960.

«r:

rH/LDREN OF LIGHT NEED HELP
The children of light, said the Lord when
tl,e earth, should be as wise as
9, walked
·~• children of darkness ... whilst remaining
,.. simple M doves. Titis parable puzzled
contemporaries, but it shouldn't puzzle
Especially in our century of science and
,r11els. Lay apostles give their lives across
e face of the earth. A life is easy to give,
,t those who give it wish that each day
i this lifetime could be fecund in spreading
. " light across tltat portion of God's vine711 aUoted to them.
,he world lives in fea,·. And men tremble

before the dark shadows of tomorrow. Yet
they do not think of equipping ordinary lay
apostles with weapons that will help tlte
spread of Lite fire the Lord kindled on this
earth, tltough unhesitatingly they pour out
tremendous sums for tlte weapons of destruction.
The children of darkness are miles ahead
of the children of light. Isn't this the acceptable time for tlte latter to catcl, up and
overtake tltem? And this can 01tly be done
if money is given, to purchase these weapons
of modern science and put them at God' s
fe et. - Restoration, August, 1960
ANTI-PARENTHOOD PJLLS
Contraceptive pills, if approved by the
Fed e ral Food and Drug Adminislralion, have
now been recommended for use by the medica l committee of the Planned Parenthood
Federation of America. Qne such pill, Enov1d, has been approved by the F .D.A. and is
available for doctor's prescription.
When taken to prevent conception, the
only thing natural about birth control pills
is that they are swallowed and thus taken
in to the system . Morally permissible medic, tion is taken lo pre vent or cure disease.
Neither conception nor pregnancy is a
d isease.
Any thing used primarily to prevent the
possibility of conception before, during, or
after the full use o( marriage rights is
against the natural law. It is gravely immoral. It can never become morally acceptable to Catholics. - The Advocate, August
18, 1960

PARALYSIS OF OUR WILL
This proud boast of unity with Moscow
could not be effective in producing the
paralysis of American will at which the
Communist s are so apt were it not for so
muc h .silence on Communist plotting in the
general press. Watch on your own account
and observe how little of this entire new
command by Moscow to tlte Communist
parties is reported in the newspapers to
offset American indifference. - The Texas
Catholic, A1<gust 27, 1960
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Your generous help in tbe past inspired us to
build our beautiful St. Benedict's Church which
now stands as a monnment to the glory of God
and your generosity. A sizable debt still remains, and some memorials have not been
taken. U you can help ...

The address is

Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
New Snbiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

Abbot Mich ael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors:
A few days ago, September 23, occurred the third anniversary of my election as a bbot. And as I write this,
we are about to begin the liturgical celebrat,on of my
Feastday - SL Michael's Day.
Looking back, I have only a hazy recollection of the
past three years. One has to deal constantly with the
things aL hand and seek to prepare for the things of
tomorrow. Yet, it is good to pause lo look back.
I recall how I looked forward to the completion of
St. Benedict's Church, three years ago. What a tremendous uplift and inspiration this great and ?eautiful
sanctuary continues to be to the entire Bened1ctme fam1ly as well as lo numerous visitors and friends. It was
built with the sacrifices of many monks and friends,
and now, day after day, all the redemptive mysteries
of Christ's life, passion and death, as it were, come to
life again on its sacred and magnificent altar in the
solemn celebration of the Church's liturgy.
There can be no mistaking now that New Subiaco
Abbey exists primarily to be a center of divine worsh ip.
The Benedictine pu1·pose of glorifying God in all things
demands that worship and prayer hold the place of
pre-eminence in the daHy life of the monk. The simple
but majestic House of God is a symbol and pledge that
nothing is ever to be preferred to the work of God at
Subiaco.
I recall, too, how much I looked forward to completion
of the church as the beginning of the end of the everpressing concern about material things that is always
attendant to a construction program. Time has proven
this to be a dream. The growing community, the expanding seminary, and the pressing demands for adequate facilities for our educational apostolate have
imposed on us a development program that bas compounded the debt which remained on the church.
One has to be at peace with Divine Providence. We
try to make haste slowly, but we can not close our eyes
and refuse to try to do what must be done. Trusting in
divine help and the understaJ1ding and support of our
friends we have moved forward.
And when we pause to look back our heart over(lows
with gratitude. God's blessings have been tremendous
and He has never failed us in any need. Our friends
continue to be most kind and generous, and pledge their
assistance in the future. We are most grateful to God
aJJd to you, and during this month of October we shall
plead with Our Lady, the Queen of the Rosary, for her
su pplication before the Throne of God for all your mtentions. God bless you and Our Blessed Mother love you.
Gratefully yours in S t. Benedict,

+ ~ ~ . o,,J.Q.
(Rt. Rev.) MJchael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot ot New Subiaco Abbey
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To gather these pearls_ as we ponder the
·teries ol the Rosary 1s a way of satisfylll)'our longing for better things. The Rosary
· moments of
·
!nb
1·t d e 1·1g.hts us m
,dds to our Joy;
!or)" it supports us m tunes of sorrow. Any~he~. at home, in church1 on the road, we
81, pray the Rosary. It takes no time to get
'"adv, but the Rosary may be said on the
~L Everybody can pray the Rosary well:
well, but old age
0ildren pray the Rosary
11 not exhaus t its riches.
,n

piri tual Needs

Stamp Cover

The Kingdom of. Heaven, Our Lord said, is
1tk• a merchant 1? search ~f [me pearls.
rls were a pasS1on Wlth h un. Most merbuy and sell to a~cumulate money.
l in this parable of the fme pearls we have
SU erchanl who was not content with tarcoins or soiled bank notes. He wanted
1
for the sake of somethrng else. Coins
0ney
d bank notes held n o l ure for him; but
anh t lilled him with delight was pearls, and
content wit.h only the finest. He was
!ways on the lookout for a fine pearl.
He regarded pearls the way the good
CbriStian regard~ the beads or his. Rosary.
E. rv prayer saJd on these beads is like a
",i a line pearl whose beauty is enhanced
~• ~ing set in the Rosary. But for these
•arls one does not have. to have money;
:,)' may be gat.hered up like the manna in

•

•

•

To fail to make use of the Rosary is to
, ii to make use of one of the best aids that
ever been developed to keep men sound
body and soul. It is simply a fac t that
any troubles and ills in both the spiritual
•d physical spheres a.re mental. The prayers
,,d mysteries of the R osar y refresh our
unds and elevate our thou ghts so that we
are saved from countless ills of both body
,nd soul.

b~

But if physical sufferin g comes 8Jlyway, as
~ 1;,ne it must, then the sou l need not lie
,ostrate as long as one can reci te the R oPractice in saying the R osary when we
are well will help us t o con tinue to say it
.·hen sickness closes in on us; 8Jld w h en
,eath is drawing near, the m ind will find it

;.,y,

easy to ponder these mysteries which in
heaven the soul will come to understand in
the greatest fullness.
Few reasons can be brought forward for
not saying lhe Rosary. We cannot say we do
not have time because the Rosary requires
only a few minutes. If we cannot say the
Rosary in the presence of the Blessed Sacrament, then we caJJ say it at home. If there is
no time to say it at home, then we can say
it on the way to work. But the fact of the
matter is that most people can say it at almost any time.

. .

The Rosary is a gateway to even higher
things. The Mysteries of the Rosary a re
closely connected with the Mystery of the
Mass and the Sacraments. Meditation on the
Incarnation helps us to appreciate more fully
the re-presentation on the altar al the Consecration; the agony in the garden turns our
thoughts to the first Mass at the last
supper; the descent of the Holy Ghost upon
the Apostles reminds us of the graces we received at Confirmation.
The Rosary is, in short, a way for obtaining
the Kingdom of Heaven. The Kingdom of
Heaven, the Gospel tells us, is like a merch8Jlt in search of fine pearls. And when he
found a single pearl of great price he went
ou t an d sold all th at he h ad and bought it.
H e wanted that single pear l of grea t price
like we wa n t the Kingdom of H eaven. It
will require many Rosaries to make it ours.
3

answer them one by on
would involve endless
search.
But there is an answer
that every Catholic should
be prepared to give. And
that is the o!fic!al teach_
ing of the Catholic Church
on the duties and respon_
sibilities of the Catho}i.
citiizen to his countr c
This doctrine is taught ["
every Catholic school an~
is found in the Official
hand book_ of Catholic in1n the United
struction
~( . ,. _~ : , ·
.f.! ·~-~
.f~{:.l'
Baltimore CateL..--------------'- -'-"-'------"'-"--- -- -' Stales, theexpresses
lhe of_
chism. It
By Abbot Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
ficial Catholic position and should satisfy any
Greetings from the Abbey! As Catholics, honest inquirer.
U. I.O. G.D.
we are willy-nilly pressed on all sides by the
religious issue that has been created in the
The official teaching of the Catholj
Presidential campaign. Though both the Re- Church as found in the Baltimore Catechis~
publicans and the Democrats say it should is as follows:
not be there, it is. In fact, everything indi"A citizen must love his country, be sin.
cates that in the popular mind, it is the great cercly in:crested in its welfare, and respect
isue of the campaign.
and obey its lawful authority.
The Anti-Catholic atlacks range from
''A citizen shows a sincere interest in hi
scurrilous rantings to lofty disquisitions of country's welfare _by voting _hon~slly an~
self-styled impartial critics who proclaim without selfish motives, by paymg Just taxes
themselves patriotic defenders of religious and by defending his country's rights When
freedom.
necessary.
In the circumstances, what should Catho"Citizens should vote for the candidates
lics do? First of all, it should be clear to who in their judgment are best qu_aliiied to
everyone that the Catholic Church in Ameri- discharge the duties oi pubhc office. lVJ:ere
ca is not going to take any official position personal gain or friendship does not justify
on any political issue. No Cardinal or Bishop, one's voting for a candidate. It would be sin.
or and much Jess the Pope, is going to make ful to cast a ballot for one who, in the judg.
an official statement. The Catholic Church ment of the voters, would do grave public
in the U.S., in contrast to many other de- harm.
nominations, has never entered into politics.
"Citizens of a country as well as aliens
Nevertheless, when attacks on the Catho- should obey the law of payi~g just taxes in
lic religion are made, there are undoubtedly order to contribute their fair share to the
sincere people of good will who seek to know lawful expenses of good government and
the truth. These people will not seek out a public security.
priest for the answers. But they will Jist 7n
"Citizens are obliged to help their country
to the Catholic laymen. In fact, they will wage a just war. They must serve in the
answer.
an
have
to
him
expect
armed forces if the government commands
It is evident that no one is prepared to them to do so unless they are convinced frorn
answer the endless list of accusations made adequate and unquestionable evidence that
that the Catholic Church is against democ- the war is unjust.
racy and religious freedom. Text after text
"We must respect and obey the lawfUl
has been taken out of context from the Ca- authority of our country because it comes
tholic Encyclopedia, papal documents an- from God, the Source of all authority.
cient and modern, and books by Catholic
"We are obliged to take an active part in
authors, and twisted into evidence that \he works of good citizenship because right rea.
Church is opposed to separation of Church son requires citizens to work together for the
and State as it eidsts in America. To try to public welfare of the country."

r:'.

)\lrthermore, :,vith regard to C_atholics who
id public office, the Catechism teaches:
-Th• chief duti':s of those who hold public
ff are to be Just to all m exerc1smg their
·'h"'oriIY and to promote the general wel1<•
,_are"

PAX
\\' have a friend who is editing a rural
w:paper in a town where Catholics are
atnumbered ab~ut five hundred to_ one.
.. h characterisllc verv_e, she has furiously
i.~e<J battle with the bigotry and prejudice
• 1 swirls around the campaign, A con-~,e<l reprint of one of her columns ap.e<l in the September TAM.
"'1ar. 5 her contention that the present silua11
, on oUers a rare oppor t um'ty to set the
~on-CathOlic rrund strrught on many false
' . about the Church, but that Catholic
and publications are failing to be
:iecuve. Some o'. her c_omments follow.
·In general friendship , the church will
-ne out ahead in this c?ntrovers~ and that's
rth a tot. But Cathohcs are going to have
0
of the
•
1 am to answer questions, instead
~:ging, •I'll have to ask the priest'. I cauyesterday: If you can't andN
iwne and have to say something, it's better
"':,. •You go lo Hell' than 'I'll have to go
1
\ the priest.' Really, it'd do the Church
·; harm in the long run, because that
t business conCirms every canard they
d"
ries
1a\'e ever hear .
Speaking of the inerfectiveness of current
•,tholic rebuttals, sbe observe~: "The Catho~ ,ide of it is 51mply not gettmg over, even
; people who need now in this political
aign to know the answers ... The probI ';s going to have to be translated to their
f ~ of their experiences and taken to their
1
' und, J come from an old, old Protestant
grule;iastical family and I know what's in~l' their bones."
Bi• way of illustration, she cites some per;1 efforts at getting across the Church's
"Golly, and birth control! I told
\ion:
5
about a woman whom friends in
f
0:·,ago say I made up. This woman had
d~~etes. Strict diet. But she'd eat like a

l•,:rs

ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIBS
Publication of death anniversary dates is an enement to friends of the deceased and to our
~ to remember the departed in their prayers.
at,·. Aloysius Baumga rtner
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horse, then stick he,· finger down her throat.
'That,' I said 'is sort of what we mean by
looked
artificial birth control'. N
stunned. Then said, 'I think you made her
up.'
"Of course I did not make her up. Odd how
one thing would stun her and the other
hadn't occurred to her in same light. But she
really got the point when I said Catholics
don't want to pay taxes to spread contraceptive information any more than Prohibitionists want to pay taxes to make our allies
drunk.
"All this stuff about people being stoned in
Catholic countries, I never deny. I just
change the dramatic word to 'throwing rocks'
and say I'd have done the same under equal
provocation and me not even a hot-blooded
Latin, I illustrate by saying I'd have taken
Assembly of God church apart
this
one night if I'd been a man. And the funny
thing is I would have. This always makes my
opponent laugh and breaks tension. The good
part is that they seem to get the point and
agree."

PAX
My journalist friend has a style and approach all her own, but the point she makes
about meeting the Non-Catholic mind and
speaking in terms they understand is of
crucial importance. A lot of misunderstanding about the Church exists because Catholics are unable to explain their faith in language that is familiar to people who never
had any catechism training.
The real problem is that Catholics just
don't talk about their religious beliefs, even
among themselves. They use the excuse that
this belongs to the priest. Their responsibility, they sell-righteously say, is to practice
what their spiritual leaders tell them. Actually, it is a part of the vocation of every
Jay Catholic to be able to give an account of
lhe faith that is in him.
Happily, much is being done today to
change this situation. Religion courses in
Catholic schools include discussion of the
doctrines of the church. Articulate knowledge of Catholicism is the foundation of
the growing modern lay apostolate.
Perhaps, the most widespread program
for training Catholics in understanding and
expressing their faith is the Confraternity
of Christian Doctrine, particularly, its discussion club activity.
Surely, it seems to me, one of the good
fruits of all the controversy centering around
the so-called religious isue of the presidential
5

campaign is making lay Catholics aware of
the tremendous impodancc of cooperating
in creating a better understanding of the
Church. Thal Non-Catholics have a false
and distorted and even monstrous ideas
about Catholic teaching is not simply due
to bad will on their part. At least part of the
blame lies upon all of us for failing to make
known what the Churcn really leaches and
is. And the situation will never change until
the great mass of the laity assume the respomtibmty of training themselves to discuss
and explain in everyday language the religion which they are ready to fight and die
for.
My journalist friend got a reader reaction
to one of her columns which I think you
will enjoy. It came from one of the correspondents of the paper and reads as follows:
"Il seems that a lot of people are getting
confused about the President's election, and
are trying to mix politics with religion. To
me that is a silly thing to do.
"Now don't get me wrong. I joined the
M;ssionary Baptist Church thirty years ago
and have been trying to live a Christian life
ever since. But I t.hlnk there are good people
in all Churches, and I don't think we should
fall out with any one for their beliefs, for
we all have that right.
"And Jet me tell you one thing for sure.
If I am lucky enough to get to heaven and
start shaking hands with the Quakers and
Catholics and all other denominations, I'll
not nose around and ask them how they
managed to get there without travelling
the same route that I did. I'll just remember
that we all have a one way ticket and we
will have to get along together."

., Benedictiite
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French Monasteries
In the Middle Ages
By,,'fonsignor James I. Tucek
the Te:r.is CaUl ollc, Sept. 24, 1960. Refr°7 with permission.
prtnte

Mr. Edmund J. Beckwith of Fort \Vortht Texas
presents a beautifuJ gold cha.lice to Father Abbot
on behalf of the donors, Mr. and Mrs. Lou:.is I:
Seley. The Seleys gave U1e chalice in honot' 0
Mr. Be<:kwith and asked him to make th e Pl'e~
sentation.

f

THE LIVING
Holy Father's intentions, Success of Subiaco
Development Program, Happy marriage, Protec•
Uon from serious accidents, Solving of a personal
problem, Success in dental work, Cure of multiple

sclerosis

More religious fervor, Good health,

Peace oi mind, Thanksgiving !or favor receiv_ed 1
For a conversion, Just and lasting peace, Solution
of Congo problems1 For the poor and starving
people of the world, For a sick friend, Sale of
property, Peace in home, Religious vocations,
Sale of home.
Cure for eye trouble, Cure for an alcoholic,
Rain, Success in studies, Good business, Cure. of
headaches, Return of a loved one to the faith,
6

PRAYER

Conversion of wife, Conversion of husband Fi
nancia1 assista~ce, Members _of the ~hurch_ ~
Silence, Good Job, Increase m devotion to the
Blessed Mother.

THE DECEASED

Emma M. Brandewie, Joseph H. Campbell Billie
Miller, Rosa White, Max B. Malachowski' F. E

Burger, Frank P. Mooney, Deceased members of

Spieler family, Raymond Kolka, Brother F 11ank
tt"ao:;;,h_o.S.B., Anna Blesc.ner, Aloys and Mary

Deceased mem'b ers of Abbate family, George
and Alice Many,
Schimanski~ D eceased
Schimanski famil;i-, Therese Stormin11er'--Mary
Goeser, Joseph Friedel, John and Amelia We iske
George and Anna Dotterweich, l\ttartha L awlor'
:~iac~~~l~Oh~e~~d

Frank

DJ!~;~r!tS~~~anders:

scale at Mont-St.-Michel where every stairway, every vault and arch follows Lhe contours of the rock on which the abbey is built.
On a lesser scale you find it in such relatively small architectural wonders as the
kitchen of Fontevrault Abbey with its live
stoves and twenty chimneys.
No one can be certain, I suppose, but the
monks must have also laid out many of the
roads and built many of the ancie1H mills
along the river. And I wonder ii one cannot
also credit to them the conception of gothic
architecture.
Their influence on society must have been
tremendous. An indication of this can be
found in the incident in which Joan of Arc
and the Dauphin, Charles VII, went to pray
before the relics of St. Benedict after the
defeat of the English at Orleans.
In most places you find that the fine statuary has been defaced by the Protestant and
rationalist revolutionaries, but the beauty
was too great to be destroyed completely.
Today the castles are cr1,1mbling heaps, the
chateaux are museums, but for the most
part the churches are still places of prayer.
Castles are outmoded more quickly than
churches .
At certain times of the day I feel the gap
of the thousand years close. These churches
were built for the Mass that I celebrate and
the carved choirs for the breviary that I
read.

hundred towns and villages from Angers
-~ en a]ong the Loire River tell the story
•~ ~ance in the Middle Ages. The story,
'id in the castles, chateaux, churches, ab10. ridges and battlements, had two auth:,ey\he French royalty and the Benedictine
or< ""5. Sometimes they were one and the
Ill' e for if royalty in this age took the
:~gioUS habit, it was usually that of the
a,oedictines.
The greatest of the many marvels here
those left by the Benedictines. If the
~ally were worldly, the monks were other:irldly, if the royalty squander~d, the
ks saved. Where the royalty built luxmonus homes, the monks built vast monasand churches and libraries.
1
~r the Middle Ages were "dark," they
were not dark here. Up and down the Loire
\'alley you can count the places of prayer
dJeaming - Tours, Fontevreult, Cunault.
~des, Saint Benoit-sur1,ou-e. and many more.
Ther• certainly must have
been other priests and other
iwgious. But .wherever y~u
religious life depicted m
;"'painting, it is the black
Benedictine robes that you
find You see them also
~ed in
choir stalls and
Ul !he capitals of the columns
lll ,nany churches.
The monks themselves were
he architects, sculptors and
mgineers. What they accomlished a thousand years ago
~lh primitive means wo~ld
be admired if done today with
Mont-St.-Michel Abbey, jutting into the AUantic oft the coast of
the help of machines. But the Normandy, was founded in the year 708 and endured as a Bene,noving of great masses of dictine Monastery foe over 1,000 years. During the French R_evoJu,wne is not quite as marvel- tion the monks were ejected and the monastery rnade mto a
prison. Much damage was suffered by the Abbey duringous as the architectural gen- politica.1
that time. The French g-overnment began restoration in 1863. The
ius that the monks possessed. Abbey is one of the finest examples of medieval Frencb architec•
You find lt on a grand hue.

.n•.,

UNITED IN
Our Lord exhorted us to "Love one another.'' Let
us, u,erefore, a.11 wtlte our prayers in cha.rlt-y with
the monks at Subiaco for the intentions sent In
wlnee IIUlt month.

Monks

Uie

Clirist in the Land of the Free

Is the

'~!,

American Church
American?

:m

By Gabriel Franks, O.S.B.

"W HAT

HAS BEEN the influence of
American culture on the CathoUnited States?"
the
in
lic Church
This question was directed to me recently
by a former professor of the University of
Arkansas who is currently the director of the
American Institute at the University of Munich, Germany.
By way of formulating a brief reply to
this question I drew up a list of nine points.
After completing it I was rather disappointed, since I am sure that the characteristics mentioned must seem rather trite to
the Munich professor, wbo is European-born,
but a citizen and longtime resident of the
United States. On the other hand, I tbink
that they may prove to be an object of surprise and interest to those who have not had
an opportunity to contrast the Catholic
Church in America with the Catholic Church
in other countries.

F

OR THIS reason I am going to reproduce the list here, for whatever it is
worth, with some expansion and clarifications. According to the proverb, comparisons are always odious. As a matter of fact,
not all the points mentioned are flattering
to our national Ego. But, on the other hand,
there are some bright spots in the picture too.
So without more ado, the list:
1.) Influence of Protestant morals and
mores. It is a charge often brought against

the American Church by Catholics especially
in Latin lands that it is half-Protestantized.
8

h3'C mult.iplied like rabbi\s in this cou!'Lry,
·• have not been producing great writers,
,: atesmen, or scientists, nor even great theo!l ns and philosophers. Just try to name a
lo€1\eally great books written by Catholic
frW Jlectuals in recent years. In ninety-nine
out of hundred they will turn out to be
c her iranslations from the French or Ger"1 or imports from the British Common,nanlth It is tnie that we have prac tically
we~e Americans out of Maritain and Gilson
,nn more properly, a Canadian in the lat ter
(or, l but the fact remains that they were
b
,ase
not to the manner om.
Th• United States is the only civilized
t"on in the world which derides its inteln3i~als as "eggheads." Many attempts have
made to explain this phenomenon, one
f ·hich is Lhat American immigrants from
~~pe. in rejecting Europe rejected its
,deals. On this view, _American Catholics,
h ng closer bonds with European culture
/v~irtue of their religion, rejected them all
more violently.
Another explanation is that Americans
ere so preoccupied wi_th the practical pro~em of carving an empire out of the wilderness that they_ lost all t~te for the a_bstract.
Catholic immigrants, bemg more v10lently
gaged in that struggle than most, were
:ore affected by it.
3.) Anti-estheticism. By this I mean the
tendency i,o vie;:' with askance the arts and
anything arly.
When someone once proposed to Calvin
Coolidge that the United States government
oU ht to subsidize artists and musicians as
d/nearly all foreign countries, he is said to
•ave replied, "Why do that? We can import
the art we want to from France."
Such an attitude voiced by a man named
Calvin is not really out of character. The
orprising thing is that many an American
~hose initials are "F. X!' would be in comolete agreement.
The typically American aversion to the
serious arts is probably akin to the American distrust of the trappings of scholarship.
According to some analysts of our culture,
ii,;, attitude arose out of the fact that when
or pioneer forefathers set forth into the
~ilderness they perforce left behind them
the finer things of life. Like the fox in the
fable, they ultimately convinced themselves
that the unattainable grapes were probably
,;ow- anyway. In their eager desire to prove
themselves two hundred per cent Americans,

i,

Our devotional life is colder. Mixed rnarri.
ages are quite common. Divorce and rernar.
riage and civil marriage are often b enignly
tolerated in the sense that they d_o not entail
social ostracism, although legal :llegitirnacy
and cohabitation without benefit of clergy
are more severely censured. Some American
Catholics condemn an innocent bottle of beer
or a poker game as roundly as do the rnost
fanatic Baptists.
"Where'er a Catholic sun doth shine . . .. "
2.) Anti-intellectualism. This is a fac tor
very much criticized of late, principally by
such Jesuits as Fathers Weigel and Ong , anct
by Msgr. John Tracey Ellis. In some C atholic
publications the furor of self-criticism has
praclicaliy reached the hand-wringing stage.
While there have been exaggerations, the
charge is mainly justified. In spite of the
fact that Catholic colleges and universities

:u

Catholics jumped on the anti-art bandwagon
with a vengeance.
All theory aside, the facts are evident.
Barclay Street is one or the most productive
gold mines in the country. And when ii
comes to music we might just as well be
dear. Consider the fact that the late Sunday
Masses of nearly every city parish in the
country are crowded to capacity except one:
the High Mass. Pastors harrassed by carparking problems have tried every trick in
the book to overcome this flaw in logistics,
but for the most part have had little success.
The situation is quite different in many
parts of Europe. Take Munich, for example.
There are several churches in the downtown
area which feature Masses by Mozart, Hayden, Bruckner, and other such composers,
which are sung to the accompaniment of full
symphony orchestras. The programs for the
next several Sundays are posted at the door
of the church. You have to come early if you
want to get a seat. It is true that such Masses
are frowned upon by most liturgists today,
and it is true too that many of the people
who attend such Masses come to venerate
St. Mozart and St. Hayden. But we may
hope that many who come to hear the music
stay to pray. The point is that such Masses
would be played to empty pews in the U.S.
Gregorian chant is just as fondly cultivated. At Maria Laach Abbey in Germany
or Solesmes in France great crowds turn up
for Vespers any day of the week, although
both are far removed from any large center
of population. It is true that considerable
progress is being made in the propagation
of the chant in this country too. But for the
most part it is very badly done, and apparently not well liked. ( A speaker at the 1959
North American Liturgical Week described
most chant in this country as being "uneasy,
seif-conscious, and apologetic.") The surprising fact that it is actually making headway may possibly be ascribed to:
4.) Legalism. Laws are born under the
light of reason and value-judgments. Where
these are lacking, the cold dry bones of
rigid legal structure are all that remain.
Americans in general are famous for being
legal-minded, and in Europe they accuse
American Catholics of lying under the shadow of "the heresy of Canon Law."
Up to a point, our legalism is a very good
thing. Undoubtedly the excellent observance
of the precept of attendance at Sunday Mass
in the United States can be chalked up to
this attribute. But what a brittle thing it is
9

can be calculated by imagining what would
happen were that law to be rescinded.
To give an example of the darker side of
American Catholic legalism, just consider
the fate of the many fine gothic altars which
once graced our older churches. With amazing rapidi.y they have been shipped to limbo
m reccih ycar.s and replaced with "rubrical"
altars straight from the mail order catalogue. (! do not want to suggest that any
more gothic altars be built, bUL only lament
LhaL the old ones were so unceremoniously
scrapped for altars which go with their
churches like ice cream on sirloin steak.)
5.) Knowledge of the Faith. The average
American Catholic is no profound theologian, and he is reticent, even apologetic, in
explain111g the Church's teachlngs to those
outside the fold. But by and large he has a
good working knowledge of his faith.
It is said that an average peasant woman
in Italy was once asked who Christ is, and
she replied, "He was a great saint; not so
great as St. Anthony and SL. Francis, but
a great saint nonetheless." This statement
may be apocryphal, but I think it could
eas.ily be true. I have asked a number of
Italian peasants myself if they believe in the
Church, and the usual reply was, "Oh yes.
I believe in the Blessed Virgin and the
Saints." I think that such an answer would
be next to impossible in the States.
The fact that American Catholics on the
whole are probably the best-instructed in
the world may be attributed both to the excellent and unique Catholic school system
in this country and the general high level
of popular education.
6.) Lacie of Anti-Clerica!ism. What is unknown is feared and disliked. It is a tremendou.; advantage that the American clergy
are not a class apart, a mysterious and aloof
caste, better cduca ted and generally wealthier than their people.
This characteristic may be considered as
being a product of our general Jack of rigid
class distinctions in America. I think it is
also attributable in part to the fact that
American priests do not wear the cassock
on the s'reet as priests in most Catholic countries do. [n Mexico, where religious garb of
anv sort has long been abolished by law,
anti-clericalism has almost disappeared, although it was once rampant.
7.) Generosity. The great Ame1·ican saving
vil·tue is an American Catholic virtue as
well. Not only have American Catholics
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made great sacrifices to build churche. anc1
a magmficent school system entirely without
governmental aid, but they have also boen
un tinting in helping their unlortuna,e f 1_
low men al home and abroad.
I remember a German lady who visited i.n
this country a few years after the war anct
was amazed to discover that many of her
American relatives who bad helped her
people in the homeland in the post-war Year-s
were themselves quite poor. Many peopJe
abrnad are convinced that the streets here
are paved with gold, and that any assistance
sent overseas is chickenfeed compared With
what could be done.
8.) Internal Cohesion. To belong lo an
American parish is something like being a
member of a family. It is something warm
and friendly. Th is does not seem_ to be true
in countries in which all your neighbors are
at least technically members of the parish.
9.) Sincerity. In many parls of the world
to be known as a good Catholic is a necessary
condition for social acceptance. Here qUite
the contrary is often true. The result is that
Catholicism is in the United_ S:ates more
fully a matter of sincere conv1ct1on, not an
empty tradition or accident of birth and
family ties. I think it is true that the average American Catholic has high ideals of
love of God, justice, and his fellowmen
which constitute lhe mainspring of his othe;
virtues.
Trus is not to say that all foreign Ca tho lies
are hypocrites. Far from it. 1 only mean to
say that the vitality of the faith of the American Catholic is reinforced by the pluralistic society in which he lives and by the
generally idealistic tradition of the American Dream.

T

HESE POINTS are not exhaustive, but
I think they cover most of the highlights. Neither are they new nor very remarkable in themselves. What is really
worthy of note is that the Catholic ChUrch
in America is really and profoundly influenced by its environment not only for evi}
but also for good. Father Danielou main.
tained some years ago in his The Satvation
of the Nations that the Church will not
have fulfilled its mission on earth until it
is assimilated in and by all nations and cultures. Implied in this view is the thesis that
the good must be sought and evil rejected
everywhere and in every way they are
found.

first row, l"rt to right: Brother Novice Geral d, Bellinghausen, Frater Boniface BauerJ Frater
\J;re-J fel-.l'.h, Brother Novice Alb~rl Marotta. Second row: Fra ter Novice Gera ld \Vewers,
Fro\\"tn Schoecl1, Frater Novice Jerome Bnttto. Thi.rd row: Frater Novices James Edward
1J ms. Jam~ !\IcNerney, James Raymond Walz.

rr ter

In the Foot steps of Saint Benedict
Tr.e ten young men pictured above took
~,n,ficanL steps forward in the religious
h,c during August and September. heeding
Saint Benedict's call to listen with the ear
of their hearts and do now what will profit
for all eternity. Two were inv':'sted as B~other Novices on Aug~st 14, five were m·e•te-1 as clerical novices on Sep tern ber 7,
,nd three made simple triennial vows on
September 8.
Received into the Brotherhood novitiate
ere Brother Novices Gerald Bellinghausen
, Munday, Texas, and Albert Marotta of
Sioux City, Iowa. Each had completed a
six-months candidacy previous to investiture. Brother Novice Gerald works in the
abbey printing department, and Brother
. ovice Albert works on the farm. Through-

out the novitiate they will continue to receive instruction in the religious life.
Similarly beginning a year of novitiate
were Cive frater novices invested on September 7. They are James McNerney ol Verona,
Missouri; James Raymond Walz of Popular
Bluif, Missouri; Gerald Wewers of Fort
Smith. James Edward Adams of Charleston,
Arkansas; and Jerome Brutto of Falfurrias,
Texas.
Making vows on September 8 were the
following: Frater Novice Eugene Schoech,
Muenster Texas, who took the name Frater
Frowin; Frater Novice Leonard Bauer,
Lake Providence, Louisiana, who took the
name Frater Boniface; and Frater Novice
James Fetsch, Munday, Texas, who took
the name Frater Alfred.
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For Vocations, Edtwation, Retreat,

Abbey's Physical Plant Must Grow
To Provide for Spiritual Needs
New Subiaco Abbey recently adopted a
large-scale development program to meet
the continually growing needs of the
monastery in the varied aspects of its apostola te. The Abbey needs to provide more
room for its monks and seminarians, the
facilities for the Academy must be improved,
and quarters must be provided for guests
and relrealants. Steps have been taken toward allevia lion of the first two needs, and
the monks hope the beginning of construction on the retreat-guest house will become
possible before Jong.

The Neto Wing
Later this fall or winter a new monasti
wing will be ready for use. The shell fo~
this wing, completing the northeast corner of
the abbey rectangle, was put up while the
church was under construction. Last Year
after the church was completed, work lo~
wru·d finishing il was undertaken. IL becarne
evident several years ago that this was a
critical need, and the need has become even
greater since that time. There are now l00
students for the priesthood here - about 7 5
in the minor seminary and 25 in the cot.
Jege classes or clericate. In ad.
dition to these the Abbey has
25 professed Brothers, three
Oblate Brothers, two Brother
novices, and one Brother candidate at present. The Bro.
thers' quarters are so crowded,
that a half-dozen of the Br 0 •
thers do not have roorn to
live in the monastic enc10 •
sure. They have their roorns
in a service building on the
grounds. There are also over
30 priests stationed at the ab.
bey. Morever, the above fig.
ures do not include the 160
resident students of Subiaco
Academy also housed in the
main building, for a total of
well over 300 people living in
the one building. In addition
to cells for the monks and dormitories for the students lhis
building naturally also includes kitchen and dining
areas, recreation rooms, offices, and storage and service
areas.
So there is a considerable
traffic jam constantly in the
main building. This will be
considerably alleviated when
FaUter Prior Raymond Wewers, and Fa ther Abbot Michael
the new wing is completed. It
Lensing look a.t plans for future as ditchdlgger in background
will provide over 30 roorns fo r
works on the present.
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Long rnnge _development plan as seen front the Northeast. Proposed retreat~
guest house L'> 1n foreground. New incomplete wing is at tower left corner of abbey
rectang le, behind ~hurch . Other projected buildings, moving clockwise from lop
around rna~1 building, are two dormitories, 3n educational building, a gymnasium,
m.nd an auWt.orium. (These a.re not being considered In present construction plans) .

, '"oaks, plus class, study, and recreation
,ooms for the fratres and novices, guest
and reception rooms for visiting clergy, a
in.g room for the minor seminarians, a

deeP (reeze, and much storage space.
Though this wing will be ready for early
Q(CUpancy, the cost of it may linger long,
r its total cost is $300,000.

Tie Academy Renovation
Despite the indebtedness on this project,
Jie Abbey this summer was forced to under.,;.e another extensive and expensive projl<l _ a renovation of facilities for students
r Subiaco Academy, notably m the student
r,treation room and lavatory facilities,
which after having served for almost fifty
,ears with occasional patchwork but no
eoll\plete renovation during that time, were
badly outmoded and in poor condition. The

main corridor on the ground floor of the
"West side" (the Academy side) has been
straightened and lined with metal Jockers.
Along this corddor the students will have
access to a new recreation room, a "canteen"
for school supplies, candy and soft drinks, a
'·check room" for storage of daily-needed
school and student equipment, and a completely modernized lavatory. These facilities
will be available for use before the middle of
October. In the meantime students have been
managing, cheerfully so, with haphazard
te:nporary arrangements .
Shortly thereafter a sub-basement being
converted into dressing and shower area for
the athletic teams will be ready. (At present
lhe Subiaco "Trojans" are still showering,
with cold water, in a lean-to behind the gymnasium. Happily the weather so far has been
favorable for this).
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Beck up on the ground floor w?rk will
continue. Offices for school adm1111slrahon
and reception rooms for the Academy will
be established in the spaee formerly used by
the athletic department. A new entrance is
being designed for admittance lo all of
the; e faciliti s.
The extent o[ the need and of the renova ion can be seen from the fact that when
the program was first considered it was
throughl that it could be done for about
$100,000. But further study showed that it
would be double that amount. Yet it had to
be undertaken.

The Retreat-Guest House
A third project, not yet begun, but equally
important in the development of the mon~stery is a retreat-guest house. Satn t Benedict
in fact regarded a guest house as a proper
part of a monastery, and in sending monks
out to found a new monastery he specifically named the guest house as one of the
essential buildings to be erected.
The growth of the lay retreat movement,
the larger number of people who are coming
to the monastery to spend a few days in a
spiritual atmosphere, the regular stream of
guests who St. Benedict says are never lacking in a monastery, all contribute to the
urgency of this building. At present the Abbey can care for only a few men guests at a
ti;,e. Though Saint Benedict Ltrged the
monks to receive guests as though they were
Christ Himself, the monks have felt themselves in the dilemna of the innkeeper at
Bethlehem , having no room.
Laymen who have come for retreats _during the summer have had. to share dormitory
facilities without the privacy required for
reading and reflection; and throughout the
school year retreats are not possible at all,
for there is no place for retreatants to stay
with the present facilities.
Aware of this need for some lime, the
Subiaco Alumni Association has adopted the
construction of a retreat-guest house as a
project. But the members of the ~ssociatio_n
realize that it is beyond the capacity of this
small but extremely loyal grou p, which h as
in the past helped erect the press building,
provided for the construction of the Academy's classroom building, Alumni Hall,
and furnished the organ for the new church.
Tentative plans have been d rawn for this
building, which would provide over thirty
14

rooms for guests, ~o arranged that i11divi<1u_
als or groups of either seK can be rcceiveq
The plans indicate that the cost of the b uiJq_
ing and [urn1sh111gs will come to about
$400,000.

The Full Picture
Thal is the full picture of work present}
under way or being planned at Subiaco f Y
the near future. A more remote exten~ion ~;
the development program 111clu_des additional
dormitories, an educalio~al bu1ldmg, a g yll)_
nasium, and an aud1lor1um. But these ca
11
hardly be considered. only dreamed of, ill lhe
light of the financial burden the Pres"nt
works are imposing.
A few years ago the monks thought that
when the new church was complelect it
would be possible to relax for a time before
considering further needs. But lhe neects
have kept raising their heads and dem anctin
consideration. These needs ~e an _outgrowt~
of the work of Saint Benedict himself a nd
of the work undertaken hy all monasteri:s
And they are an outgrowth ~f the work that
Subiaco has been engagmg m _and neects lo
continue and enlarge. The semmary depal'tment is full, and still more come every Year.
We must pray for the perseverance of these
young men; but we must also educate them,
board and house them. Few of them Pay in
full· some pay almost nothing. Though a
sch~larship program is set up and notable
help comes through it, there was still a
deficit last year of about $40,000 m the seminary department.
Though the Abbey _does not turn a way
any prospective vocat10n, the Academy in

KEEP CHRIST IN CHRIS™A.S . . .
Most Catholics in the U. S. A. are familiar
with the worthy project to "Keep Christ In
Christmas."
You will want to send Christmas cards that are
in kecpjng with this project -

t_hat express the

true spiritual values of the birthday of our
Saviour.
To accommodate our benefactors and friends
we offer the following Christmas cards:
Box of 16 assorted cards, each box:
$1.00
Box of 16 (three scenes) each box:
$ 1.00
NOW IS THE TIME ... to order your Christmas cards. Please specify your prefere nce of
cards when ordering.
Order from:
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, 0.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

a;L few years has had lo turn away a

applicants for the regular
'1 r of other
courses. Despite increased rates,

"';hool
year the Academy has had lo turn away
~ · pplicanls than ever before - surely
that its program of a good
re111d•·cation
1
. a C a tho1·ic
preparatory ed uca 1·1011 m
is in growing deatmosphere
Jege-o,,astic
dm
,d
Jore and more the monastery is being
ed to and would hke to set up and spon' rtivities for adults. A monastery must
ol only youth but also men and wo~' ~ all ages in presenting to them the
en15 ~ like pattern of life. To do this the
must be able to provide for those
n•~o~ld come. Thus the need for the
h:eat-guest house.

·,r ;.,v

Worship,
it Al!
• ~,turally the source or fountainhead of
· monks' work must be found in divine
1

.,

~;e source of

~tamp Cover Redemptions
Can Help Plan
; ·tamp book cover redemption plan that
; 'notably aid in furnishing Subiaco's
"nned reireat-guest house has recently
· explained to us by a representative of
BOND stamps. Here's how it works.
, Gold Bond stamp company will give
-~,n points for each back cover of their
,celled stamp-book covers. In other words,
vou redeem your Gold Bond stamp
'
~; ·for premiums, you merely ask the
r,demption clerk lo stamp the back cover
,ach book of stamps that you are redeem- and give ,t back to you: The back covers
· worthless to you as mdiv1duals, but they
.• ,·aluable to us as an approved group.

~to

•ell the clerk that you want to send your
k covers to the group plan that has been
;,oved for the Subiaco Abbey Develop,nt11l Project to help furrush the RetreatGn"t House. Then you can send the covers
''"" may want lo .accumulate severa_l) to
nd we will receive ten pomts credit for
~ cover. When you redeem by mail,
p:,a.,e specify that you w1sh to bave the
ck covers stamped and returned to you
r this group project. This hack cover

worship. Toward this end Subiaco's friends
have generously joined in erecting a worthy
house of God for the solemn enactment of
the sacred mvsteries. It is from the conventual high Mass (the daily high Mass for the
monks, those they serve, and their benefactors), and from the private Masses of the
Abbey's priests, and from the Divine Office
daily recited or sung in the presence of the
Blessed Sacrament that the inspiration and
the grace must come to carry on the external
nctivi lies. It is from their desire to serve
God perfectly that the monks' desire to
serve man ml.LS( spring.
The service, the worship, the honor and
glory of God must always come first. But
these works directed toward God in turn
challenge the monks to extend their efforts
in developing vocations, training more
young men for the priesthood, bringing Christ
to youth in Christian education, and in inviting our adults to a closer participation in
the divine life.
project can be used only by groups or organizations approved hy the stamp company.
Ask your friends lo have back covers returned to them for the same purpose. It is
something for notMng in a very real sense,
since· individuals cannot gain any value from
these covers, and what would be wasted becomes valuable when used in this group plan.
Some groups even have "Redemption Center Watchers." persons who will spend time
occasionally at a redemption center. Here
they ask persons who come in if they will
turn over their back covers for this organization, since the covers are otherwise worthless.
Stamps Alway Welcome
NaLurally the trade stamps by themselves
are always welcome. For those who would
like to help this and still have the use of
their stamps, the back cover is an ideal solution. But perhaps they could set aside a
certain number of stamps in addition for this
project of getting furnishings for the proposed retreat-guest house. We recommend it
to y our kindness. Trade stamps of any kind,
not just Gold Bond, can be used.
Please send vour GOLD BOND StampSaver Back Cov"ers and trade stamps to:
Operation Tradestamps
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas
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Perhaps we should be growing grasshoppers on a commercial basis. We have the
grasshoppers but commercially they are not
beneficial. They have been eating the life
out of our pastures - living up to their
name - eating grass and hopping around
to find more. In other words, these creatures have made our pastures very scanty.
It must be mentioned, however, that a relief
rain arrived on about the feast of St. Matthew
which put the grasshoppers behind again.
Scattered over about a week we had about
one and a half inches of rain.
The short,;ge of good pasture has as yet
left no noticeable trace on the quantity of
milk, and this is a fact that can be borne out
by the many white-lipped milk drinkers we
have around now. This is not all sheer good
luck, but is the result of planning so that
a good many of the cows freshen just before
school begins. The result is that many cows
are at their natural peak of production.
Brother Louis and Brother Michael, one
with a truck and trailer stacked with hay,
the other with a tractor pulling the hay
bailer, pulled into the yard the other day
announcing the last hay for the summer.
The hay is just ordinary if that good, but
it's hay, and it was the last load so there was
a little rejoicing.
If we can get one more good truck load of
corn out we'll be just about through with the
corn for this year. The yield is certainly not
16

the best, it is not enough (or our needs; bu
it is a good bit more bountiiul than we couiJ
predict with that hot dry wmd blowing i
our faces Lhis summer. Besides that, Broth il
Henry has that particular virtue of undeer
estimating the yields so that all concerner~
rejoice over the returns we manage to hrin
in. Perhaps this is one way of choosing thg
'·last place," but call it what you will, it i:
a pretty healthy farm policy anyway.
The silage now fermenting vouches for
large sorgo crop. The quantity is excellent
but the quality is slightly affected by dry
leaves because the hot weather dried
faster than man and machine could cut.
The beef calves were weaned the last Weelt
of_September because the pastures were too
thm to support. cows that were support.in_
calves. Whell the separating of calves fro~
the cows took place Brother John and th
local veterinarinan took advantage of the Sit~
ualion and vaccinated the calves to avoid
all possible danger of T. B. and Bangs disease
from creeping into the herd. Everyone Who
Jive:; around the Abbey must have been
aware of the weaning, for the cows and calves
made loud wailing, painful moans for several
days Lhat must have disturbed even son,_e
sound sleepers.
Recently another helper reported for Work
wilh Brother John. "Shep" is his name and
the first job he was instructed to do was to
slowly walk the dairy cows home shortly
before milking time. As a good cattle dog
Shep performs his work well, he does not
chase the cows, he does not make them r 11n
and he saves many steps for Brother. Bro:
ther John manages to get in more than
enough steps every day by c3:ring for the
slock. There is always something to check
here, some feeding to do there, and if tune
remains there is a 'b it of fence that ean he
fixed for it seems that a bit of sagging !ence
is never lacking around the farm.
With this year's crops not quite gathered
Brother Candidate Maurice and Brother
Henry began working for the next year's.
They kept two tractors moving as they sowed
oats just across the highway. Perhaps these
oats will even provide some late fall grazing
before the cold breath of winter sets in.
In the pen beside the ca1:f barn many
young Holsteins get their daily allotments
of sunshine and exercise. Isn't it one of the
most satisfying ~hings t_o watch s1:1ch young
animals? Watching their simple macquaintance with guile is almost a recreation for
(Continued on next page)

POLLY PABADE
a, folk;,
Two important dates on the Abbey calenfell this mon:h· On the twenty-third we
_,.,,ed u,e tlurd anniversary of the elecoiF•ther Abbot Michael. On the twentyon h we observed Lbe Feast of Saint Michael
;';1rchangel, the Patronal Feast of Fat.her
!bbot. Th.is was observed as a free day both
· the Seminary and the Academy. A large
~ d was in attendance at the Pontifical
~~ Mass which was celebrated by Father
Abbot.
father Kevin, our Abbey choir director,
wtroduced a new hymn in connection
,.h the Convenlual ~ass w1;(ch_ seems well
. pied to congregat10nal singmg. Simple
"' ·tirrmg, it is a hymn in praise of the
8;;,;:; Trinity. With lay participation being
,,uraged, first das~ hymns for congrega,al singing are m high demand. The hymn
sung here after the Conventual Mass. It
, , ~ounding hymn of praise and thanks1~

,.;ng.
fne fall season with its longer nights and
~ THE ABBEY FARM
.· such things as people do not fit into
"!ir innate abilities of comprehension and
~ amusing to see how they react. Usually
1 first show fear as they wheel and
Crom the place they were when sur~ed. Then when they have arrived at a
'1, dhstance they stop to survey !he inder. Gradually curiosity drains out fear
~ replaces it with a naive boldness as the
"•le call comes lo have a more detailed look
:hat strange creature, m'.'11. Then this thing
u;t be smelled, and finally when it is
·,ed to test, its flavor curiosity is satisfied.
~ then necessary to move on to other
mgs, for other things ru:e. yet to be experi-nied- Farming may be tu-mg, farming may
even unprofitable at times, but the ex~aration that comes with the life and
,rowth of things such as the little calf
.]ways make farming bearable.

;ge

the little extra leisure time it brings turns
our minds to ways and means of improving
worshlp and of bettering ourselves as much
as we can in the all important duty or divine
worship. This year for the first time a lay
group is meeting at the Abbey as a discussion
group. Representatives from many of the
surrounding parishes are holding a series of
six meetings wiU, the doctrines of the Mystical Body as tl1e central th<>me of the discussion.
Many of the Fathers who work in the
parishes surrounding the Abbey are also
turning their thoughts to getting on with the
task of forming discussion groups. October,
the Month of the Holy Rosary, is a good time
to get. started on such work. The _glorious
month of October! We will often be hearing
the church bells announcing the news of
Rosary devotions.
The fact that the six weeks tests are at
hand for the Academy reminds us that the
year is moving rapidly ahead. Tests always
mean more work for both teachers and
pupils. It's so much the custom though that
it seems impossible even to consider doing
without them.
Sometimes it seems that the students hardly have enough time to get their work with
the football games and all the other activities. The Academy does have a strong activity program, but when we start "looking
at the record" as the presidential candidates
were saying in their first debate on the
twenty-sixth, we find that the students are
more tban satisfied with the number of
hours that are spent in the study hall.
Attendance at the TV debate was better
among the students than the football games
which themselves pull in a large crowd.
This kind of politicking reminds us of the
old days that you read about in history
books. The people will know the man they
are voting for much better this way.
So long,
Polly
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Pope John Visits Birthplace
Of Benedictine Order
His Holiness Pope J oho XXllI visited
Subiaco Abbey (Italy) on September 23 before returning to Rome from his summer
residence at Castelgandolfo. It was the first
time that a pope had visited this monastery
since Pius IX stopped there in 1853. The
Holy Father said that he had visited the
Eastern Rite monks at Grottaferrata m August, and that therefore he could do no less
than visit the birthplace of Western monasticism.
Arriving at 8:30 a. m., the Holy Father
was greeted by Abbot Egidio _Gavazzi and
the community of monks at Subiaco. He ~en
offered Mass in the abbey church. Following
the Mass he and the community recited the
prayer for the success of the coming ecumenical council. He then gave the monastery
the chalice be had brought with him and
used at the Mass as a memorial of his visit.
He recalled that' he had previously visited
Subiaco 55 years ago.
From the monastery he went to the nearby
convent of St. Scholastica and then to the
Subiaco co-cathedral where he was greeted
by a crowd of 6,000 cheering people. He
joined the crowd in singing the hymn "Christus Vincit" and then prayed for a while at
the cathedral before returning to his car to
go to Rome.
The monastery al Subiaco is built at the
site of the hermitage where
Saint Benedict as a young
man began a life of solitude
and prayer around the year
500. As Benedict's fame for
sanctity spread throughout
the region, many came to him
to seek his leadership in the
spiritual life, and from t~
beginning the Order of Sai~t
Benedict was born. Later m
his life he wrote the famous
"Rule" which has become the
pattern of religious life for
Benedictines everywhere and
which was used as the basis
for the rules of many other
up
sprang
that
orders
throughout the centuries.
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Young Americans,

°';;pe Pius XII made his last talk to Ameriin the month of October. In it He said:
is a month that checks the vision
r O moment, re-m inding one's inner s pirit
~ ihere is ,mother world, a world invisible
1 1
' 01 real as the one you see and quite as
ptfse · 10 you." Yesterday the Church celered tile feast of the Holy Angets. They are
~ bilants of tltis invisible world that is all
you . . . Did not Christ say of the
were always so dear to
~
1 children who
ff . pure and loving heart: 'Their Angels in
~ ven are always looking on the face of
"father wlio is in Heaven?'
UyAnd when the children passed on to youth
pd then to adult life, did their Angels de,trt rhem? No, indeed! . . . No one is so
mble but he l1as Angels to attend him. So
nous, so pure, so wonderful they are, and
I~ they are given to be your fellow way! ,erG, charged to watch carefully over you

lest you fall away from Christ, their Lord.
Not only do they wish to defend you against
dangers lurking along the way; they are
also active at your side with a word of encouragement to your souls as you strive to
ascend higher and higlier to closeness to
God through Christ . . .
" Awaken and sharpen your realization of
the invisible world about you - for the
things that are seen last for a moment, the
!lungs that are not seen are eternal, and
foster a certain familiar acquaintance with
the Angels who are so constant in their
solicitude for your salvation and holiness.
You w ilt spend, God grant it, an eternity of
joy w ith them - begin to know them now!"
Love to every one of you.
TAMMY
P .S. The s tory below happened before anybody had shared the Catholic Faith with my
family. I was very young and had never
h eard of Angels.

A Night to Remember

to a brilliant flashing blue, and back to rose,
and back to blue again so fast I don't know
which came first. I could also tell they were
there because they WERE SOMETHING in
themselves and made me know that something.
Soon, more of these strange, beautiful
creatures appeared, sometimes several of
them together. After a while I could no
longer keep quiet.
"Mamma! Daddy!" I called out excitedly.
11
Just look at them!"
"Whal are you talking about?" they asked
slee pily.
11
These creatures!" I answered. 0 You're
bound to see their lights!"
"You've been dreaming," they said. "Go
on back to sleep."
I felt of my eyes. They were wide open and
I was still looking at the lights at the edges

:ober

Practiced Heroic Virtue,
Congregation of Rites States
A recently-published decree of the S acred
Congregation of Riles, approved by Pope
John XXlll on May 28, states that B rother
Meinrad Eugster, O.S.B. (above) a m onk of
Einsiedeln Abbey, Switzerland, "pra c ticed
the theological and cardinal virtues in a
heroic degree." Brother Meinrad d ied in
1925, at the age of 77. His cause was intro.
duced in 1946 with the approval of Pope
Pius xn. The present decree is one of the
s teps toward possible later beatification or
canonization.

°.d
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fne lights were out. We were all in our
!)eds but I wasn't a bit sleepy. I tried to look
around the room in the dark. There was
, 1 even a rlnd of a moon to help me see.
The head of the large bed across the room
...,,, 00 to be only a blacker part of a very
. rk wall I could barely make out the edges
·; the sheet tucked under the chins of my
~other and father. Their faces were invisible.
5omething was coming into the room with,ut opening the door - TWO of them! I
u!dn't see the creatures themselves be~use they didn't seem to have any bodies like
and I have to live in. But I could tell
j,ev were there because they moved around
devery tiny movement flashed a light
changed from a beautiful reddish rose

::.i

B ost to Holy Father

:~t
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of those creatures every time they moved. way out of the room without using a ny
"My eyes are wide open," I began but was door or windows.
interrupted by commands to be quiet and go
The next day word spread about my night
to sleep.
visitors and relatives came to see me, s ornc,
wouldn't
sleep
the
l
bu
quiet
keep
I tried lo
of them afraid I was aboul to die. But I Was
come. Those creatures kept on appearing in well and happy - happy that it WAS Posthe room and moving towards my bed. They sible for creatures to live together loving ly
hovered about me for a while and made little without making each other 1;1ad, or looking
gestures as if they were talking about me, down on each other, or gett,ng you to Side
only I didn't hear any words.
wilh one relative AGAfNST another. There
"Just look at that one!" I forgot and called WAS such a thing as life without s_pankings
out as one of them was making a lot of and tears, mistakes and disappointme nts
stomach-aches and castor oil, and making
gestures.
"Be quiet and go Lo sleep!" my parents people frown. I bad seen it go on nearly an
night, a night to remember for the rest of
called back.
my life!
I tried to lie back down but a whole group
of them came al one time. "Mammal Daddy!
A lot of them! Aren't they BEAUTIFUL!" Young ~merica Contests
I blurted out again.
There are certain months of the year set
"Maybe she's sick/' said my mother and
aside for special devotions. During the month
hurried over to my bed without taking time of October lhe Church wants to remind us
to light the lamp. The Somethings moved what a great prayer the rosary is. Many
gracefully aside to let her pass.
graces and favors have been obtained
"I feel wonderful," I said as my mother through the praying or the rosary. It is f or
and
beautiful
so
are
felt my forehead. "They
this reason that it has been named the specia]
the room is almost full of them!"
prayer for peace in our time. There are many
11
She's doesn't seem to be feverish," said reasons why we need the r?sary, sp_eciaUy
my mother tucking in the covers. "Probably this year. One good reason 1s that 7
1t 1s tirne
just her imagination."
once again for the people of our country to
As some of the Somethings left the room elect another president. We should pray that
others kept coming in. "Look at them now!" God will direct our friends and neighbors to
I couldn't help for calling out again as so choose a good leader for our country.
many of them made graceful Ii ttle gestures
The rosary is a "do, think, and say" prayer
all at one time flashing so many lights I in honor of Jesus and Mary. The beads are
could see the furniture in the room.
used to keep our mind on the prayers, a nd
I had seen people happy for a while over to make sure that we say the right number
them. At the same time, we think about
of
good meals, seeing relatives again, and Christmas presents, but these creatures were happy the Joyful Mysteries, the Sorrowful Mysin a way that was much more alive, and teries the Glorious Mysteries. These are
seemed to be turned on for enough to last certai~ happenings in the lives of Jesus a nd
The words of the prayer go with t he
forever. They welcomed each other lovingly Mary.
11
mysteries 11 as sweet music goes with a
and never tried lo push each other around
scene in a play.
beautiful
to get anywhere first. Not a one of them was
angry or peeved at any of the others in
any way. Not a one of them wanted to be
what any of the others were, not a one of
them did anything just to make others notice.
Not a one of them ever moved alone. They
all seemed to be busy making something
Here are some things you should rememgood and wonderful known to each other, ber about the contest:
that kept b ing good and wonderful, on and
On your entry you should have your own
on.
name, the name of your school, your grade,
.
After a while my mother and father no and age.
The entries should not be mailed later
longer scolded me when the loveliness of
these cr·eatures made me talk out loud about than the twenty-fourth of the month.
There will be a first and second prize in
Chem. Not much of the night was left by the
time U1e last clusters of them made their each age group, and one grand award at the
20
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AType of Christ
, Felii- Fredeman, O.S.B.

ln the Bible story of the great flood, Holy
. . tells us how God purged the earth of
"corruption, saving Noe and his family
d the animal inhabitants of the Ark. We
t consider what a great faith 1t must
·e taken on the part of Noe lo follow the
uons of the Lord and build a ship miles
: navigable waters, and this amid the
d ule of all of his neighbors. His reward
c " of course, life. He was to be the new
~er of the _h uman r~ce; the man whose
l)(lnsibility 1t was, with the help of God,
rebuild the earth.
\\'hen God had accomplished His Will
:h creation and the waters of the flood
·d subsided, the Ark came to rest upon a
untain, we are told, ~cl Noe with his
,iily and all of the arumals came forth
ru the vessel (probably with much relief,
"\, after that long a time the Ark couldn't
ft been very pleasant inside).
1• seems clear from scripture that Noe's
1 thought was to offer the Lord a sacri: o! thanksgiving. He built an altar and

y0ung ~merica Contests
(Continued from preceding page)
d o! the year for each age group. The
,;mes of the winners will be published in
.• following month's issue of The Abbey
Message.
h and 8th Grades
Jlesides "Our Lady of the Rosary," how
an, titles of Mary can you list? After you
,.; written your titles, tell in a sentence
,at you think they prove.

and 6th Grades
'lie like to pretend we are flying airplanes
d teaching school. If you could be present
., anv of lhe Mysteries of the Rosary (for
,;ample, the Nativit;) which would you
!"tend you are there.

Jrd and 4th Grades
Draw a picture of your favorite mystery
the Rosary.

there with his family around him - what
was left or the human race - and in their
name, he offered a burnt offering to God.
It was himself and his family that was burnt
upon U,at altar in a mystical way, and it
probably would have been in fact, loo, bad
Noe felt that he had the right to take human
life, for he had much to be thankful for his very existence.
God must have been pleased with the
sacrifice because He established a covenant
with Noe and all of his descendents. Even
today when we see lhe delicate beauty of
the rainbow we recall the story of Noe and
God's work with him.
What Noe's sacrifice and the ensuing covenant of God with men foreshadowed, Christ's
great work perfected. We see Noe assuming
the role of High Priest speaking for all of
creation; centuries later Christ assumed the
same role, but this was no type, this was the
real thing.
We can learn much from Noe. The in1portance of sacrifice; the proper idea to put
behind it; true gratitude and the like. And
all of these things can serve us well when
we unite ourselves with the priest in offering
our sacrifice to God. Much can be learned
from the personalities of the Old Testament,
they are not dead but they still live by their
actions on us, by their examples.

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
For the Missions
Help us raise funds to aid the needy nuss1ons
of the Far East by sending us your canceled
stamps. Simply tear or cut them off your letters
and packages and mail them to us. Be sure to
leave a small margin around them so as to protect the perforations. All foreign stamps are especially valuable. Mail contributions to: Young
America, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas.
NOTICE: Please do not send the common series:
1f Washington, 2¢ Jefferson, 3¢ Liberty, and 4¢
Lincoln. They mu.st be separated and discarded.
Thank you very much.

Stamp Contributors Since Our Last Issue
Arkansas: Miss Frances Euper, Made Mays, Mrs.
0. J . Rust, Mrs. Ed. Weindel.
California: A.W. Powell
Illinois: Dorothea McKinney, Mr. Frank P. Zurn.
Kansas: Mrs. Frances Ulses
Kerituckv: Mrs. Lillian Manger.
Minnesota: Mrs. H. E. Webber.
01,io: Albert A. Geller
Oklahoma: Miss Cathryn Cleary.
Texas: Mr. Paul J. Moossy, Misses Nita and Lucy
Strauss, Jack Taylor, N. L. Williams.
Washington.: J. L. Kannitzer.
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The CCD. A Privilege and a Cltat!enge

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
Part XVI in a series on the CCD
One needs not be a heart specialist to know
the vital importance of this central organ
in our body. Within the Organism of our
Supernatural Life, there is also a HEART.
Before trying to understand, al least lo a
certain extent, this queen of all Virtues, it
seems necessary lo discard a false notion
which, in practice, is very common, and
prevents many souls from seeking the genuine Virtue of Chartiy.
The most frequent confusion in this matter
is lo give the same meaning to the word
"LIKE" and "LOVE". Many persons think
that they hate because they happen lo dislike.
To like someone is merely an emotional
reaction. It is spontaneous and seldom involves your interngence and will, whereas
true Jove presupposes a rational and willful
decision brought about by motives that may
have nothing lo do with your feelings. Unless, once for all, your thinking is clarified
on this point, you cannot understand the
true nature of Charily.
It is important to point out here lhal charily, as a theological Virtue, is much more
than human love, even in its highest form.
The most unselfish human Jove is a mere
spark of it. Saint John told us that "GOD IS
CHARITY". And he that abideth in Charity
abideth in God, and God in him." (I J.IV-16)
Therefore, the Virtue of Charily al work in
a soul can only be visualized as a triangle
within which God Himself operates: Its
principle or source is God; its motive is God;
and its final objective is God. As we will explain later, even fraternal Charity is theological in that sense. If the love for our
neighbor is not motivated by our love for
God, it is not Charity, but mere philanthropy.
It is the Virtue of Charity.
Though this process of elimination, it becomes easier to grasp the meaning of the
deunition of Charity given in the Baltimore
Calhechism: "Charity is the Virtue by which
we love God above all things for His own
sake, and our neighbor as ourselves for the
Jove of God."
22

Saint Paul emphasizes the fact that char
1ty is the greatest of all virtues when he say·
in I Cor., XIU: "If I speak with the tongues 0 ;
men and angels ... If I should know all tny
teries and all knowledge, and faith , so that
could remove mountains; if I should distr·
bule all my goods to feed the poor, and if
should deliver my body lo be burned, anc:1
HAVE NOT CHARITY, I am Nothing."
Worth noticing in thls quotation is "th
clislribulion of all my goods to [eed the poor•~
This is what we call today "CHARITIES"
·
Nevertheless, according to Saint Paul,
is NOT YET CHARITY, unless it ha:
been done for the LOVE of God by people
in the state of sanctifying grace. To do
things for the Jove of God presupposes
doer in love with God. This is exactly wha~
makes the greatness of the Virtue of Charity•
it unites lo God; it involves God in our ow,.;
doings. Because mortal sin separates from
God, it also kills the Virtue of Charity.
Inseparable ...
The Virtue of Charily Is tnseparable from
sanctifying grace. Just as our physical heart
stops beating when our soul departs from
our body, so Charity dies out when sanctify.
ing grace, the soul of our Supernatural life
is lost through a mortal sin. Consequent1y'
looking at Lhe Virtue of Charity as the heart
of our divine hfe, is more than a convenient
comparison. It is a reality! Let us never for.
gel il!
The Virtue of Charity is also inseparable
from MERIT. "Abide in Me, and I in You
As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself·
unless it abides in the vine, so neither car:
you, unless you abide in Me. I am the vine
you are the branches. He that ahideth in l\11~
and I in him, the same beareth much ft"Uit ·
[or without Me you can do nothing. If any
one abide not in Me, he shall be cast forth
as a branch and shall wither. If you abide
in Me and my words abide in you, you shall
ask what ever you will: and it shall be done
unto you." (Jn. XV-5-7)
It is obvious that Jesus here does not mean
only personal merit that increases divine
grace and the amount of glory awaiting us
in Heaven. He also meant apostolic power.
This is exactly what you are after, dear CCD
workers: the spiritual power of conquest on
the religious battlefield. The Virtue of Char.
ity better understood and more generously
practiced will give it to you. "Where is Charity and love, GOD IS" ... And God is Almighty!
Rev. Georges A. Levasseur

Godliness

Timely News and Views

6j:

ti
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- - Godlessness

s()~fE QUESTIONS FOR KHRUSHCHEV

sonalily lo serve his nation and his church.
l f you ask him if his church is authorian,
about :
.,. 57,375,000 citizens of formerly indepe,;i.- he will probably answer with SL Paul that
dent slates who have been incorporated all authority i from God, and that priest,
and bishop are to him in things spiritual
nto the Soviet Union?
w ha l the mayor and govenor arc in things
~, grand total of. 973,834,000 now under
1
communist rule, mcludmg Russians and temporal. - Bishop Paul J. Hallinan in Our
Chinese, who are the puppets of the state, Sunday Visitor , October 9
denied the elementary freedom and rights
PALSE GUIDE TO THE GOOD LIFE
of man?
The psychiatrist has largely taken over
n,e brutal crushing of the Hungarian revolt
from the moralist as a guide to the good life
bv Russian guns and t'.'11ks?
m the modern world. Tliat danger for us is
t Red China rape of_ Tibet?
Olllmunisl aggression m Korea, lndo-China, that very many psychiatrists do not believe
and elsewhere around the periphery of in God, free will, or a future life at all, and,
~n consequence, propose a way of life that
th Red world?
,, ,hootmg down of U.S. planes and the 1s opposite of the traditional Catholic way of
life. For them, self-expression and not setf~Uing of U.S. servicemen? .
,e crushing of the Bal~1c nations of Latvia. contro! is the ideal. In fact, the direct consequences in the fonn of "complexes,"
Estonia. and _L1thuama?
.
l\lrcible impos1t1on of Communist puppet "inhibitions,'' "psychoses," "warped peTsonregimes in the formerly independent na- ality." etc .. are foretold for us if we Tepress
ions of Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Rou- or are made to repress our nCttural inclinaMnia, Bulgaria, East Germany, and other tions and desires . .. It would be wrong, of
areas that have fallen before the Red course, to sug gest that all physchiatrists are
,,kle?
- The Register, October 3 amoral or that there are no such things as
inhibitions and maladjustment. Very defiOR£ SELF-CENTERED
mte!y phychiatry has its uses, but only in
Tne self-made man was a myth of the the hands of responsible practioners and only
,o·,. But today's self-centered man is no where all the facts about ourselves and our
~h. He is a dismal reality .... As we be- future are accepted. - Bishop Cornelius
r more social in our demands - more Lucey of Cork, Ireland, quoted in Social
ti,ure. more goods, more security - we ,Justice Review, October.
ome more self-centered in our own sense
f obligation - my privacy, my comfort, EXTERNAL TANGIBLES
While the Russians have chosen as their
~y money, my time. _There is more outcry
weapons the great intangibles - convictions,
0111 the mentally sick, but t1tere is less
mnassion for them. There are more po!i- aspi1·ations, dreams, visions, the very human
aM worried about the ciged vote,·; but soul - lhe West has chosen external tangirr are fewer children doing mu.ch about bles - the body's rapturn. the skin-tight
aged parent. - Bishop Paul J. Hallinan , bikinis, the Christian Dior creations, the
frozen crabs, the banana splits, the charcoal,red in Social Justice Review, October
broiled steaks. - A student in India, quoted
by Rev. Gordon George, S.J., in the Prairie
O CONFLICT IN HIMSELF
This legend of a divided Catholic loyalty Messenger, September 29.
5 nourished because the professional antitholic has been building it for a century,
lltOVJNG?
t also because Catholics haven't bothered
U you move please send us your complete
refute it. Most Catholics cannot take it
OLD address and the complete NEW adat seriously. The average Catholic finds
dress. This will be of gre.at help to our
conflict in himself. He needs no split peroffice personnel. Thank you very much!
\'hat
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A guest house is a means for a monastery to
enlarge its apostolate through group and private retreats, study groups, and other works.
New Subiaco Abbey has never had a guest
house in the 82 years of its history, though
Saint Benedict prescribed it as one of the necessary buildings of a monastery.

If you can help

The Address is

THE ABBEY MESS AGE

Abbot Michael's Letter
My d ear friends and Benefactors:
We have jus t witnessed a long and hard political
campaign for the presidency of thP United States. As
I write this be fore the election, I have no idea who
wilJ be chosen. But I think the campaign itself has
been a great education to the American people and to
the world. I doubt if anything other than a campaign
like this could cause so many Americans to consider
the condition of their country so deeply, to v iew th e
problems and try to analyze the possible answers. All
of us have grown in citizenship because of I.his.
About fifty other countries, at the invitation of the
U. S. government, sent observers to watch the campa;gn and the election. It must surely h ave made a
deep impression on these observers to see the candidates so freely defending their own ideas and still be
willing to accept as final the mandate of the voters.
These foreign observers must make the unavoidable
comparison between our elections and those of the
Communists nations. We hope that they have been as
impressed with it all as we are on every election day,
when we ponder the great privilege, or ralher right,
we exercise in determinin _g the type of leadership we
will have. To a great extent we choose our leaders
rather than receive leaders imposed on us.
The feast of Christ the King should have given us
special food for thought this year in reminding us that
vo :es, though they choose candidates, do not determine
morals. They do not set up right and wrong. Those
things are in the province of God. We recall how Pilate !old Our Lore\ that he had the power to condemn
or release him, and Our Lord answered by telling
Pilate that he would have no power at all if it were
not given him from above. Our Declaration of Independence recognized that the proper function of a
government was to keep secure the divinely given
rights of man. The role of the government is not to
give, but to protect man's rights.
And in the Sunday gospel just before the election
we heard t.he well-known words of Christ: Render unto
Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and unto God the
things that are God's. The tendency now in many lands
and proposed by many groups in our land is not in
keeping with that. There are those who would render
unto Caesar the things that are God's.
We have much lo pray for, no matter who was
elected. There is no need here to catalog the things
that need our prayers. But there is need for all of us
to remember to pray for our country and give thanks
for the free exercise of franchise that our election
gives us.

.4 Meditation
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of the Living
~y Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.

•'I believe I shall see the good things of the
tprd in the land of the living" - that is
what the Wise Mau says in Holy Scripture.
Whatever else may be said about life in this
• arid, there are few who will deny that at
urncs, at least, it can be a vale of tears. Bu t
iears are not useless - and when they are
"mbined with love, there is the virtue of
Jercy; and mercy makes us want to help
ach other, as each of us must take his turn
·, deep sorrow. The departure of our loved
,ne, for the next !He is an experience that
n of us must undergo.

* • • *

Life on earth together seems so good as
he time for separation draws near and in
:he stress of the moment we all too often
rorget that far better things lie ahead in
what we all know in our hearts is the land
ol the living.

.
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Linoleum block design on p age 4
by Rev. Benno Schluterman, O .S.B.

Gratefully yours in Christ,

+~

The Land

THE COVER

For Father Felix's discussion of
this month's cover see page s e ven.
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When deep grief overwhelms us, it will
,e of great assistance to us to bring to mind
•he Heart of J esus, which also had its tur n
at deep sorrow. Christ has been called a man
i sorrows. He was born in the squa lor of a
·table. He had a Mother, too, who h ad her
,hare of sorrows. She experienced seven
mat sorrows, and in these Christ also h ad a
~rtion. They experienced many sorrows toether, The death of Saint J oseph, the fosterfather of Christ, m ust h ave been an occasion
.! deep sorrow for both of them.
* * * •
Then, when Christ left home to work at
!liS public ministry, he received all sorts of
:"appointments at the hands of those who
,hould have been H is staunchest supporters.
And what hard words His enemies used . H ow
they insul ted and argued against Him.
• * * •
But Christ did not shirk r esponsibility and
in spite of all He kept explaining and ex:ending the Kingdom of H eaven. Once when
He was preaching near Bethany, word came

to Him that His friend Lazarus had died.
Christ left for Bethany and when He came
to the tomb of Lazarus, Seri pture tells us in
no uncertain terms that He wept.

• • * •
But this sorrow He felt during His public
ministry was only a prelude to the grief
that came to Him in the Garden of Gethsemane. The thought of the death that He was
about to die filled Him with grief such as no
man ever felt before. He asked His Father
that if it were possible the chalice might
pass fr~m Him. But the chalice did not pass
from Hun; and so bitter was His agony that
not just tears but a bloody sweat was the
result.

* • * •
On the Cross the next day, the death that
He knew was coming did come. His heart
labored and came to a rest just as will h appen for every one of us.
But Lhe Heart of J esus now beats steady
and strong, seventy or eighty times a minu te,
the same as ours, just as it did during its
happiest days on earth. That Heart, now in
Heaven, is filled with love for men .
• • * •
Those who honor that Heart have special
assurances as regards their eternal welfar e;
and Christ's own Resurrection is a guaran tee
that He can fulfill His promise as regards
ours, as well as the life of bliss that is to follow the Resurrection. The heart that has
kept the Ca tho lie faith, after it has ceased
to beat on earth, will again pick up its beat,
and beat s teady and strong, never to weaken,
in what is called in Scripture "the land of
the living."
Meanwhile, as loved on es go befor e us
and we must continue the journey toward
the next life without them, and as we await
a joyous reunion later, an unfailing source
of strength and consolation for us w ill be
devotion to the Sacr ed Hear t of J esus.

Abbot Michaet Lensing, O.S.B.
Greelings from the Abbey! Some time ago,
we had occasion to discuss at a national
,athering of lay organizations the vocation
~f laymen in the Church. We believe that
the subject is one lhat deserves the study
,nd re[]ection of every Catholic, for il is so
of:en little understood even by those who are
1ervent in the practice of their faith.
Whal does being a lay man or lay woman
mean? What idea do Catholic lay people have
of their relation to the Church? Unless we
ha\'e a clear and positive idea of what a
lal'man is, how are we to know his responsibilities, how are we to know his inteliec:uaJ, social, and apostolic responsibilities?
Unfortunately, the word "layman" to most
people does not mean anything positive. It's
something negative. A layman is one who is
no! a priest or religious. A layman does not
do what a priest or religious does.
For the Catholic, the word "layman" ought
10 have a very special meaning. It should
signify to him that he is a consecrated person. that he has been reborn into God's
family and is a member of Christ's living
Body, the Church. In 1946, Pope Pius XII in
speaking to a group of cardinals remarked:
"The faithful, and more precisely the laity,
must have an ever clearer consciousness, not
only of belonging lo the Church, but of being
the Church ... " The Church is not something
,eparale from the laity by means of which
they save their souls, but the laity are the
Church. There are not two bodies of Christ,
a spiritual body made up of priests and reiiious, and a temporal body made up of the
laity, but there is only one Body of Christ,
~ade up of many members with difierent
functions."

A bishop recently told his
people that they constitute
the Church as much as he
does, although in a different
way and fulfilling a different function. As St. Paul
wrote to his congregation
at Corinth: "We being many
are one body in Christ, and
everyone members of one
another!u
The clergy, religious and
the laity all together make
up the faithful, and are, as
St. Peter wrote, the people of
God, a chosen race, a royal
priesthood. All of us together were consecrated by
the Sacrament of Baptism and Confirmation
into members of Christ's Mystical Body. A
priest's chief title of dignity is not his ordination. That simply gives him a special :function in the Church. It is his becoming a child
of God and a member of Christ by baptism;
and that title he shares with the lowliest lay
Catholic. "All you who have been baptized in
Christ's narne," writes St. Paul, "have put on
the person of Christ . . .. You are all one
person in Christ Jesus."
PAX
To have a vital and accurate awareness of
their responsibilities, all lay people must
realize in a vivid, personal way that they are
the Church. Each one must say to himself,
not simply, "I belong to the Church", but
"I am the Church". The priest consecrates
bread at the altar into the body and blood
of Christ to glorify the Father in heaven and
to redeem the world. I must consecrate my
family, my work, my neighborhood, my social, intellectual and apostolic activities to
the glorification of the Father in heaven and
for the salvation of souls on earth. The priest
has a special position in the Church because
of his functions, but I too as a layman have
a role to play, I too have an indispensable
job lo do in the Church, for priests and people all together are the one Body of Christ
- all are members of one another. Unless all
the members of this Body of which Christ
is the head function, the Body itself cannot be
healthy, it cannot grow, it cannot effectively
build up the Kingdom of God on earth.
Thanks be to God, there is in our times a
new discovery of the Church as the Mystical
Body of Christ. Thanks be to God, there is
a growing awareness among priests and
people of the magnmcent truth that the
5

Churcl1 and Christ arc one, that we are members of one another wit.h Christ as the head,
that each one has a function lo perform because there are no spare parts in a living
body, all most cooperate together. As St.
Paul put it, "The eye cannot say to the hand,
I have no need of thee, or the head to
the feet, "I have no need of you ." If any
member fails, if we take the attitude of "Let
George do it.," than the whole body suffers
- in a mystical yet real sense, Christ Himself suffers and fails on account of us.
ln his encyclical on the Mystical Body,
Pope Pius XII said: "II we would define and
describe this true Church of Jesus Christ...
we shall find no expression more noble, more
sublime, or more divine lhan the phrase
which calls it 'The Mystical Body of Jesus
Cluisl'."
U.I.O.G.D.
The responsibilities that follow from our
being members of Christ's Mystical Body are
many, and they are challenging and demanding. Whal is a body Lor? What is its purpose?
Yo,u· body is your means of self-expression,
of communication. You could have the most
wonderful thoughts in the world, but without a body you could not express them, you
coLtld not communicate them to others. They
would remain bottled up, within you, without influence or power to affect the world
in which you live. If what I am saying is to
have any effect on you, it is on account of
my body: my lips, my tongue, my vocal
cords. In the same way, if Christ is to have
any effect upon the world we live in, it will
be through His body - His Mystical Body through the Pope, the Bishops, you and me.
We are His Body and our purpose is to express and communicate Christ. That is why
the primary mission of the Church is to
teach: that is why Christ before ascending
into heaven commanded His followers: Go
and teach . . . Go and make disciples of all
nations . . . Go into the whole world and
preach the Gospel to every creature.
All the members of Christ's Mystical Body
must participate in this mission of teaching
- the Pope, the Bishops, the Priests, Religious and lay men and women, each according to his role or function in the Church, the
Body of Christ. Let me give you an example.
Today, all over the world the peace and happiness of people is being threatened by racial
conflict. This is not something that is just
happening in the South, it is found in the
North. East and West, in Europe, Africa and
Asia. In Lhe course of events of the past few
6

years, through a peculiar set of circurnstan.
ces the city and name o( Little Rock has
become throughout the world the symbol of
the rncial problem, of racial conffict. The
solution to this world problem is to be founct
in Christ's teaching. Thal Leaching has bee n
expt·essed over and over again by variou s
Popes, especially those of our times.
II Catholics inform themselves on Christ 's
leaching on justice and charity between the
races, if they exemplify this teaching in their
lives, and if they communicate it in a quiet
prudent and sincere manner to their n eigh~
bor, then U1e impact of Christ and His teach .
ing will be felt in every community. The
laity have a function to fulfill, a role to play
a job to do in the Mystical Body of Chris t
i( it is to grow and win the world to Chris t.
They have lo inform themselves, they h ave
to hear witness to Lhe truth by their
,.,ords and actions - by their whole life
otherwise Chdst is helpless in our worlct'.
in our time.
PAX

Lel me refer to another example. Today
as nc ·er before in history, non-Catholics are
questioning the Church's teaching on p olitics, on the relationship of Church and State.
There are mountains of ignorance, of p re.
judice, of misinformation. Today, there is
opportunity to level these mountains, to
build new understanding, to form bonds o f
unity and charity with our Non-Cath olic
neighbor by patiently, earneslly and sit, .
cerely presenting lo him the Church's teach.
ing, showing them the unreasonableness and
falsity of the charges and attacks made on
the Church. To do this, we must first of all
nol let ourselves become discouraged, we
have to inform ourselves by reading, by d is cussion clubs, by listening to our Holy Father, Bishops and priests. To do anything l ess
than this is to fail Christ, is to refllse to rn ake
His voice heard amid the confusion and err, 0 •
tions of a great political campaign.
Today, the Church is depending on its l a y
members as it never has before. Lay men and
lay women by the hundreds are going into
lhe foreign mission fields to work side by
side with priests and religious for souls of
those who know not Christ. Hnndreds of l a y
men and women are preparing to work under the hierachy and clergy in Latin Ameri ca
where the Church, suffering from a terrible
scarcity of vocations, is in the midst of a
death struggle with Communism. In the

forthcoming Ecumenical Council, a special
,-ommission for the Jay apostolate has been
;el up to bring the laity all over the world in'" greater participation in the Church's task
,! winning the world for Christ. In our par,hes, in our dioceses, the laity are being
.aUed to active participation in the liturgy,
~• Church's oIIicial worship, they are being
uri:ed to overcome in an organized way the
'ft'&I social evils that are destroying family
iife. that are undermining society, that are
•hreatening to corrupt our you th.
we live in the great crisis in history - at
time when we know that a few men have
and the weapons to destroy the
,·hole world in a few hours. On August 6,
,145,
400.000
people began to busy them1
elves with the tasks of the day. It was a
bright, warm morning, and very few people
nodced the three planes very high in the
,kV There was no air raid warning. The
bays were opened and a lone bomb
15 dropped. There was a blinding light and
,·asl mushrooming explosion. In that inant, Hiroshima was beat flat lo the ground,
a stone was left upon a stone. Two hundred thousand people were dead or wounded.
, 3 (cw moments, a great living city was
rans!ormed into a city of the dead and dying,
,:o a pile of ashes.
Who of us knows when a worldwide Hiro,hL'11a will strike today's world? We cannot
,ell our souls lo the materialism and sen;itality all around us without turning our
,ckS on Christ. He will not force us, but He
chosen us, has consecrated us as children
His Father in heaven . We are the Church,
., are the people of God, we are members
of f!is Body - He is the head, we are the
,embers. Together we form one body in
"hrisl, and everyone members of one
IJ!Olher.

ne power

~mh

,a;

The hour is late. The forces of evil are on
•" march. Communism threatens to throw
1 rampart about us, to surround us, to shut
"' m on every side. We must bear witness to
Christ wherever we are, by our manner
,, life, by prayer, by self-sacrifice, by study
nd action. We have Christ's command: Go
therefore into the whole world and make
disciples of all nations. We have a world to
,;in. Let us be courageous in accepting our
,n:elleclual, social and apostolic responsiilities. for Christ is depending on us. In our
jficullies, let us cry out with the ardent
'aith of St. Paul, "If God be with us, who is
gainst us?" Amen.

The Cover Illustration

Abraham Came Through
Wi th Flying Co lors
By Fehx Fredeman, O.S.B.
A prominent part in the stories of the Old
Testament (our cover subjects Lor this year)
is played by the idea o( sacrifice, free and
generous. It is hard to find an example of a
more generous spirit o( giving than in lhe
story of Abraham. Promised, as he was,
that he would be the father of a great
nation that would be more numerous than
the stars and the sands of the seas, ii
was not until the very twilight of his life that
Abral,am fathered his child, Isaac. He
watched the child grow into a fine strong
young lad, and his love grew with the child.
God, seeking to prove the Jove of His servant - that he was worthy of his great role
- in seeming contradiction to His previous
covenant, commands Abraham to sacrifice
Isa ac lo Him. Abraham was probably not too
fond of the whole idea but none the less was
ready to give till it hurt - in this case his
mos t cherished possession was involved.
Everything was carried out to the letter as
God had commanded, with Abraham ready
to consummate the sacrificial act and God
pleased with the way Abraham had carried
himself throughout the whole ordeal, an angel is sent to stop the slaughter and suggest
that a near-by ram take Isaac's place.
The story has a great lesson for us, even
without the great stress on the tithe in
Catholic circles today, because it points out
graphicalJy to us one of the most important
elements of good spirit in giving - whether
that giving happens lo be the support of the
Church, or in accepting God's will for us. It
must be a generous spirit that prompts us
- and when God's will becomes apparent,
we should be moved by the same spirit that
inspired Abraham, a strong confidence in
God.
To those who are wondering about
the use of newsprint as an element in the
present cover, it is a legitimate device honest it is. It's called a collage, and has
many varied (and accepted) forms in art
today, especially in graphics.
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men ts In other nations rose from $11 blllion

is), raise ta:rit! barriers, restrict foreign
investment, reduce military spending, stop
foreign aid. Especially stop foreign aid.
There will undoubtedly be a rismg clamor
to do just these things in the next few
months. To implement these ideas would,
however, be a case of the cure being worse
than the disease.
Let us lake a look at what would be the
results or such policies.
To cut wages and taxes (and, incidentally,
inflation, maybe) might have the immediate
effect of making our prices more competitive pricewise in the international market,
il is true. But it would also mean more
poverty, fewer jobs, lowered consumption
HAT would happen were the pre- - in short, depression al home. And there
sent international deficit-spending is an old saying that when Wall St. sneezes,
n the part of the United States to continue? Europe catches cold. This time the Bear is
What would be the concrete results were the waiting with the castor oil.
To raise tariff barriers is a game that more
United States to spend the whole of its gold
reserve? Isolated from context, they would than one team can play at, and usually do.
probably not be too disasterous, and would As a matter of fact, much of our persent difnot necessarily even cause a serious economic ficulties stem from the fact that many nadepression within the country. Many a coun- tions still have import restrictions inherited
•ry has lived through such an experience and from the days when dollars were in short
lived to tell Lhe tale. France, for instance, supply. We have everything to gain by enS!l"nt the whole of its gold reserve to help couraging the removal of such now-senseless
finance the Ffrst World w.ar, and neverthe- restrictions through free trade rather than
tess did not d1smtegrate llke the one-horse by moving to provoke more bottlenecks. It
is passing strange that the most devoted
~hay.
So long as the people of a country have cultists of Adam Smith, whose principle
tenets should be the value of free competi'°nfidence in their government, its currency
need not necessarily be backed by precious tion and the law of supply and demand, are
metal. A shortage of (oreign credit would always the first to demand restrictions on
mean that imports would have lo be cut to competition from abroad.
To restrict foreign investment would be
the barest minimum and travel abroad reto nip in the bud the most promising alterstricted, But Britain lived through austerity
native to communism for underdeveloped
,nd now likes to look back on il as one of
areas which want to get ahead. What is
her finest hours.
more, nations wit.h developed economies
Circumstances being what they are, how- have always been our best customers. To
e\'er, such a situation would be intolerable invest abroad is to invest in the future. As
for the United States at the present time. other nations develop they must eventually
\\'hethcr or not external bankruptcy would raise living standards and wages, so that
cause the American people to lose faith in the advantage which they now enjoy in unu,eir government, it would certainly spell dercutting our prices will eventually be
curtains for our prestige abroad. Every coun- eliminated.
•rv in the world which values which side
HE most valid reason for continuing
11 . bread is buttered on more than ideals of
our foreign aid program is the hudemocracy and freedom (and that includes
most of them) would turn to the Soviet bloc manitarian aspect. It is hardly right that the
for haven. It would be the beginning of the American people should Jive in luxury and
beset by surpluses while millions live in
eud.
hopeless and undeserved misery abroad.
HAT can be done about the situa- Christian charity demands that this country
tion? The easy answers are the which has been so favored by God with mae.rst to present themselves: cul down pro- 1erial wealth should want to share that
dur'ion costs (the workers' salaries, that wealth.

to $27 billion, and the trend is still skyrocketing.
The second !actor involved is our foreign
,id program and overseas military spending.
ln Germany alone American taxpayers annually spend more than $650 million dollars.
~ttbough the German government contri~utes a certain amount toward the support
of NATO troop.s stationed in West Germany
for its prolecl10n, what started out as an
oerupation force has become an economic
windfall. The Adenauer government has
consistently refused lo shoulder a heavier
share in the burden.
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Thinking Is Needed

Can the U. S. Avoid Bankruptcy?
By Gabriel Franks, O.S.B.

T

HE recent instability in gold prices
highlights the disturbing fact t.hat the
United States is today facing a grave economic problem.
The crux of the matter is that in our dealing; with other countries in J 958 and 1959
we ran up deficits of more than seven billion
dollars, and that we are due to spend three
billion dollars more abroad this year than
we are taking in from other countries. The
result has been a serious drain on our gold
reserves - one billion dollars last year.
These facts are amazing when we consider how they constitute a complete reversal of another serious problem which
plagued international trade until quite recently. In the years immediately following
the war it was a dollar shortage which was
the great difficulty. Everybody owed us
money; nearly every country in the world
wanted lo buy our products, but had little
or nothing lo sell us in return.
International trade could not be returned
to normal until the dollar shortage was conquered. In 1948 George Soule wrote disconsolately in his Introduction to Economic
Science that "The time to achieve this end
may be long. There is an ugly chance that
it may not be achieved at all."
The present situation is a monument to
the success of the Marshall Plan and similar
schemes - to success which has been almost
too successful.

W

HAT have been the causes of our
current deficit? The most obviou s
one is that as industries abroad have r ecovered, they have captured markets b o th
here and abroad which American industry
once supplied almost without competition
The automobile industry is the most ob:
vious example. Such markets were lost Partially because foreign producers could supp ly
markets at lower prices than we could _
mainly because of lower wage scales and
lower standards of living abroad. But l et's
face it - business was lost also because
foreign enterprise turned out products whi ch
were superior to ours, or things which w e
djd not produce. Again, the 600,000 foreign
cars now on our highways furnish the clearest evidence.
Total non-military exports reached an a lltime peak of $19.3 billion dollars in 1957
topping $12.8 billion dollars worth of import~
by six and a half billion dollars. After that
occurred a drastic drop in e:,qiorts to $16.3
billion in 1959 as against a rise in imports t o
$15.2 billion the same year. Even so, exp or ts
exceeded imports by more than a bi11ion
dollars. Why then, did we run up a h eavy
international deficit?
There are two principal factors invol ved
in the answer. The first is that American
companies have been investing heavy sums
in overseas plants, thus causing a flow of
dollars out of the country. Between 1950 and
1958 the value of direct American invest-

T
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But even on Machiavellian principles our
foreign aid program has been advantageous.
I am not speaking here of gaining friends
and influencing people, though that consideration should not be discounted. The
strange fact is that our foreign give-aways
have played an important role in shoring
up the domestic economy. The prosperity
we have enjoyed in Lhe post-war era has
b0en due in large measure to the continued
produc• ion of military materiel, but it has
been due also in large measure to foreign
a id.
The great problem of a capitalistic economy such as ours is that we are more adept
al production than al distribution. Galbraith
has pointed out thal while the wealthy have
always had considerable success here as elsewhere in evading sufficient taxation and
profit-sharing to put the full product of our
industrial capacity into the hands of the
consumer on the plea tha it is wicked to
coddle the poor, the rich man has never
found an answer to the argument Lhat he
should at least pay his share of the tax burden if other men are going to die for him
on the field of battle.
By analogy, the rich man has found that
although it runs contrary to his noblest principles to abet m degrading the 3.5 million
families in this country with annual incomes of less than $2,000, it is somebow a
good thing to dole out money to combat similar poverty beyond our borders. Or at least
not so repugnant.
The result has been to create jobs and
job-security at home. The reason for this is
that in giving and loaning dollars to dollarshort nations we enable them to lake off our
hands the surplus production which we find
it impossible to distribute here.

W HAT
then is to be done? The main
thing is to get the goods moving
again by one means or another. The most
obvjous solution is thal the American businessman is going to have lo husUe a little
more to meet the new and stiffened competition. Apparently he has already begun
to do just that for in the first half of 1960
our exports soared again by 21 per cent.
Another thing we must do is lower prices.
In spite of high labor costs, most American
goods can still compete favorably on the
international market because of greater efficiency in production. Labor leaders have
charged that the whole balance-of-payments
problem has been played up by steel in10

lerests in order lo avoid paying wage increases. The fact of the maller is that Amer;_
can steel is not being squeezed out of the
world market by high production costs bu l
by eyeing big profits. In 1958, when the
United Slates Steel Corporation was ape r.
atmg al only 59.2 per cent of capacity it
earned profits of $301,6 million. Had u.' s
Steel cul prices by $10 a ton it would hav~
wiped out the price advantage of foreign
producers.

In those areas in w'hich it is true that our
products cannot compete because of labor
costs, then it would seem that snbsidies are
in order. This is admittedly an ugly word
But on the other hand it makes no sens~
to shell out money in foreign aid and the n
watch those we have benefacted tum around
and buy from our competitors. Neither does
it make sense for us to go bankrupt in the
midst of plenty while people abroad live i n
helpless misery.
There are many other things which could
be done to solve this problem but there is
not enough space to go into them here. The
main point 1 want to make is that there is
no need to hole up in our light little continent if we just think a little about the a lternate courses of action.
The Book of Ecclesiastes says to "Cast thy
bread upon the running waters: for after
a long time thou shalt find it again." Undoubtedly part of what the Bible means is
that we should look beyond the end of our
noses.

ABBEY DEATD ANNIVERSARIES

Publication of death anniversary dates is an e nr-nura~ement t(l friends of the deceased and to our
readers to re.member the departed in their prayers.
Bro. Joseph Rebholz
Rev. Otbmar Wehrle
Obhte Bro. Alphonse Detzel __
Oblate Bro. Kilian Nil le
Very Rev. Augustine Stocker, Prior
Rev. Victor Beuckman _ __
Rev. Basil Egloff
Rev. John Vianney Stocker
Rev. SteJ>hen HeinkeJe _ __

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

7,
7,
14,
15,
22,
22,
23,
24,
26,

1889
192S
1926
1925
1922
1950
1952
1957
1938

Let Us Pray
0 God, the Lord of Mercy, grant to the sou! of

Thy Servant, N _ _ _ _ whose anniversary

we

com17:emorate, a place of 'TefTeshment. re.n a.nd
tt~u~;t11A~en~hy light. ThTOtLgh

~C:::.ptL~:d• le~s

s,,ty Years in Vows

Diamond

Jubilee
for Two

Rev. Juslin Wewer, 0.S.B.

Father Justin Wewer and Father Gregory
gehres observed the sixtieth anniversary of
their religious profess10n on October 16, with
11<1-i·ear-old Father Justin offering a solemn
high Mass to commemorate the anniversary.
father Justin was ordained in 1904 and Falher Gregory in 1906.
Fntber Justin was born in Weseke, GeratanY, August 10, 1872, and came to the
United Stales as a boy witb his family. The
flllllilY settled in Morrison Bluff, a small
iarctlng corounity ah?ut fifteen miles away
irom the Abbey. Until be was well into his
;wenlies, Father Justin was a farmer in that
,</Illlllunity. Then he began to feel the at·racUon of religious life and came to SubiatO to begin his studies, joining classmates
about ten years his junior. During the first
,em-s of his monastic life, Subiaco began to
uJld its monastery at its present site, and
he proved an able builder. Following his
,rdination he was placed in charge of the
CllOSLruction and directed the erection of
rouch of the building as it still stands today,
[hough a fire gutted the interior in 1927, and
,ny of the walls crumbled. Following the
111
.ompleUon of this construction in 1918, he
1tecame pastor at Nazareth, Texas. Ten years
later he returned to the Abbey and became
·noster ot novices, holding this office for
boul ten years. In 1939 be again directed
1~ attention to construction in supervising
the erection of a wing added at that time.
Thereafter he went to St. Anthony Hospital
it Morrilton as chaplain. Father is still in

Rev. Gregory Kehres, O.S.B.

residence at the hospital, though no longer
chaplain. 'l'hough his hands shook with the
years, his voice was still clear and strong as
he offered the solemn jubilee Mass as relatives and monies rejoiced with him. A
nephew, Father Andrew Wewer of the Abbey, assisted him at the Mass as deacon.
Father Gregory Kehres, a native of Subiaco, was born on September 30, 1883, and
began his studies at the Abbey as a young
boy. He had completed his studies and was
ordained a month before his 23rd birthday.
He became and remains one of the finest
scholars in the history of Subiaco. Following
his ordination he studied at several universities and then became the backbone of the
seminary faculty. For over thirty years he
taught theology, scripture, and science at
the Abbey. During this time too he became
a founder of the Subiaco Alumni Association
and served as its secretary for 26 years.
In 1940 he went to St. Mary's Church at
Altus as pastor. Later he became pastor at
St. Boniface Church in Fort Smith. While
there he suffered a serious illness, and upon
h.is recovery he became chaplain at Crawford
County Memorial Hospital in Van Buren.
Early last spring he retired from this chaplaincy to return to the Abbey. An alert 77,
he has this fall been combining a vacation
and substitute parish work in Texas. An
untiring student, he still devotes several
hours a day to research or to translation for
his own use or for the benefit of his confreres.
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They Understood It

From Death to Life
By David Flusche, O.S.B.
To the early Christians death was life. Perhaps U1is was because so many of them felt
the second coming of the Lord would not be
Jong delayed, but more surely it was beca,use
of their awareness of the communion of
saints. They spanned Ule chasm of death with

an outpouring of faiili and love, with reverence, honor, and prayer for their dead.
Saint Paul had told them how it was that
death led to life, using the figure of a planted
seed: "Whal you yourself sow is not brought
lo Hfe unless it dies .. , . So also with the
resurrection of Ule dead. What is sown ;i
1
corruption rises in incorruption; what is

sown in dishonor rises in
tory; what is sown in weakgess rises in power; what 1s
~wn a natural body rises a
,pirilual body" (I Cor. 15:
St1 42-44). Saint Paul took
hi; figure lrom our Lord HimSillf: "Amen, amen, I say lo
•ou unless the grain of
~h;at falls into the ground
8Jld dies, it remains alone.
Bul if it dies it brings forth
rnuch fruit" (John 12: 24-25).
Therefore, to the early
Christian, a burial place was
a place not for the disposal
f lhe body but for the plant"ng
of the body to await its
1
esurreclion and transforma:ion to a spiritual, incorruptible body. A Christian cemetery was not so much a place
for memories of what had
t,een as it was a place for
hOpe of what would be. This
realization caused the Chr1su~s very early to estabHsh
their own burial places. In
Jerusalem, Rome, or whereever they were, lher all b_egan
10 notice that their attitude
toward death differed from
;heir neighbors' attitude. We
fin.I that eve~here U1ey The Catacomb of Pamphilius. Carved out of volcanic roc.k, the
ca tacombs show the reverence the early Christ.inns had for
were eager to wve honorable Romun
their dead.
burial to their dead, even
risking their lives in times of persecution mourning, resentment, vengeance. Rather
lo ,teal away Ule bodies of the martyrs to
llieir symbols reflected happiness, rest, peace .
.,,,ke sure the bodies would be honored and
nc•I further desecrated.
SUMMARY of Christian theology can
taken from the walls of the catams practice led to llie 300-year project combs. be
The inscriptions, paintings, and sculpof digging about 900 miles of catacombs under the city of Rome, in a layer of ture, are lasting indications of their beHefs.
They prove early belief in llie primacy of
,·vlcanic rock that stretches beneath ilie city.
Peter, lhe various orders of the beirarchy,
fne eatacombs were not Christian Mdeaways
the sacrament of baptism, the Holy Eucha•
or meeting places except during the most
rist, the forgiveness of sin, the resurrection
ID!l'I\SiVe waves of persecution. The Chrisof fue body, the veneration or Mary and the
tians did not dig them with escape in mind,
saints, prayers ior the departed, the sacribUI lhey dug them so that they could honor
fice of the Mass, and practically everytrung
their dead. The earliest tombs or sarcophagi
U1at is an essential item of Christian belief.
were plain and almost completely unadorned,
Too the catacombs reveal the gradually deprobably because the first gravestones veloping social doctrines. Early references
were made by Romans who knew only on tombs may designate a "slave" or a "freepagan symbols. But a Christian art developed man." Later these terms disappear and we
in the catacombs as llie Christians groped for
find a diferent type of relationship, such as
,avs to express ilieir union w:ith the dead. ''foster.son.,,
When they did begin, quite early, to adorn
After the Church under Constantine was
their burial places there was no sign of granted civil freedom, the catacombs gradu-

T

This early secoud~century tlra.wing of the Madonna and the Cl~rist O~ild !s _in the Catacomb of
PrlsciUa. The figure on the left is believed to represent lsams. Be 1s pointing to a st.ar over tbe
head of the Blessed Mother.
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ally fell into disuse, though they remained
for additional centuries as places for veneration of the dead. The Christians themselves
were the first ''robbers" of the catacombs;
for when they were permitted to build their
churches in Rome they often went lo the
catacombs lo remove the bodies or relics of
saints and martyrs and place them under the
altars or in honored places in their new basilicas above ground. The catacombs had
served their purpose. They had been a place
of honor for the dead when no such place
above ground was possible. And they have
showed us a proper view of death.

B

UT IT was not just the bodies of the
dead that the early Christian venerated. They were concerned primarily with
the souls of the departed . Saint Peter shows
us Uris recognition of the dead whell he tells
us in his first epistle that Christ, after His
death on the cross, went to preach to the
souls that were "in prison" - that is, all those
who from the beginning of time had been
waiting for that first Mass of Christ which
was to be the cause of their liberation. The
connection between the Mass and the liberation of the souls in purgatory springs from
this divine act.
The Christians knew there had been a
Jewish sacrifice for the dead as attested by
the well-known passage in the second book
of Machabees: "And making a gathering he
/Judas Machabeus) sent twelve thousand
drachmas of silver to Jerusalem for sacrifice
to be offered for the sins of the dead, thinking well and religiously concerning the resurrection - for if he had not hoped that

KEEP CHRIST IN CHRISTMAS ...

:Most Catholics in the U. S. A. are familiar
with the worthy project to "Keep Christ In
Christmas."
You will want to send Christmas cards thal are
in keeping with this project - that express the
true spiritual values of the birthday of our
Sc\-viour.

To accommodate our benefactors and friends
we offer Lhe following Christmas cards:
Box or 16 assorted cards, each box:
$1.00
Box of 16 (three scenes) each box:
$LOO
NOW IS TBE TIME ... to order your Christmas cards. Please specify your preference of
cards when ordering.
Order from:
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas
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they who were slain should rise agaln, it
would have seemed superfluous and vain to
pray for the dead. And because he had considered that they who had fallen asleep
with godliness had great grace laid up for
them. It is theretore a holy and a wholesome
thought to pray for the dead that they may
be loosed trom sins." (II Mach. 12: 43-46).
So it was natural that they would associate
their new Sacrifice, the Mass, with the liberation of souls who had died in godliness
(the slate of grace) and yet had sins for
which to make atonement.

V

ERY EARLY the Mass began to include
a formula called the prayer of the
faithful during which both the living and
U1e dead would be commemorated by name
and in general. Saint John Chrysostom t ells
us this practice of praying for the dead b egins with the Apostles themselves: "Not
without reason the apostles have ordaine d
that at the celebration of the tremendous
mysteries the departed shall be commemorated. They knew very well that to them
great help is given therein." The Apostolic
Constitutions gives us this form of prayer
for the dead in the Mass: "We further offer
to Thee also for all those holy persons who
have pleased Thee !ram the beginning of t he
world, . .. with all whose names Thou know .
est. . . . Let us pray for those that are departed in faith."
An early liturgy, the Liturgy of Saint
James, used this prayer duriog the Mass:
"Remember, 0 Lord God, the spirits and
all iiesh, of whom we have made m et1tion and of whom we have not made m en.
tion, who are of the true faith, from righteous
Abel unto this day: unto them do thou give
resl there in the land of the Jiving, in Thy
kingdom, in the joy of paradise, in the bosom
of Abraham and of Isaac and of Jacob, our
holy fathers; whence pain and grief and
lamentation have fled; there the light of T h y
countenance looks upon them and enlightens
them forever."

T

HIS REPEATED emphasis on prayer
for the dead is found whether we
trace the liturgies that rose in the East or in
the West, in Africa, Asia, or Europe. It w as
the spontaneous reaction of the Christians
who saw eternal life as the one essential
reality to be striven for and hoped for. Th ey
understood too that the person, once dea d
could no longer earn additional grace;
that they by their prayers and sacrifices
should earn it for him. They were aware

and

Monks surrowtded Catafalque in sanctuary to slog the 4'Libera"

oJ the pains of purification and wanted to
spare their beloved those pains by a tolling
for them, For that reason we see not only
•he solemn formulas of the liturgy, but also
,\'erywhere, over and over again, the adITTonition "pray for him" scratched into
mbstones or catacomb walls.
Saint Augustine's mother gave us a clear
1estimony of the Christian attitude toward
n• Mass when on her deathbed she told her
sons that after she had died the only thing
,he really wanted was that they remember
.er "a\ the altar of the Lord." Saint Benedict, too, showed us a clear picture of his
.uiderslanding of the value of the Mass.
When the souls of two ladies would not stay
at rest after death, Benedict instructed their
companion to ask the priest of the church
where the women had been buried to remem,er them at Mass. Saint Gregory tells us
Ulat alter this Mass the spirits were at rest.
Though all of this we have not mentioned
lllother obvious fact about death. For one

who dies in serious sin, repentance or atonement are no longer possible. Christ Himself
pointed that out on many occasions. The
letters of the Apostles, the preaching of the
early Fathers, their writings, all point out
the same. But for all, the practice of the
early Church gives us the same thoughts on
death are still and always will be the teachings of the Church.

J N usBRIEF,
the early Christians taught
by their exam pie these things: A
soul which passes from this life in the state
of_ grace is truly entering into life; it may
still have some venial sins to atone for or
some punishment for repented serious sins ·
this soul can be helped by the prayers of th~
faithful and especially by the Mass; it is a
proper Christian act lo be mindful of the
faithful departed; and finally that we on
earth, tbe souls in purgatory, and those in
heaven are bound together by special ties
of faith, hope, and love.
15

POL LY PAB AD B
Hi Folks,
The fast pace of a school year in full swing
was interrupted at the end of October to
give the teachers a chance to attend the
Teachers Institute in Little Rock during the
closing days of October. The interruption
takes the place of the regular Thanksgiving
vacation. But this earlier recess does break
up the year a little better for the students,
since the Thanksgiving recess was always
close to the holy day of December 8th, which
is again soon followed by Christmas.
The approaching holy days should stimulate interest in the religious event connected
with them. Ordinarily in the monastery we
go from feast to fast and from prayer to work
with the regularity of the rising and the
setting of the sun and the change of
seasons of the year.
The Abbey is a place where students can
learn much about religion and life without
any effort. But some effort would do wonders to raise the students considerably above
the average pe1·son who lacks the opportunities the students have here.
With this in view Father Abbot has taken
to visiting religion classes to encourage the
students to work hard at religious studies
and to take part in the religious services
which are conducted with full liturgical
splendor al the Abbey. Generally speaking,
people are inclined to be slothful when it
comes to spiritual things because it's harder
than thinking in terms of strictly material
things and there's less money in it. We are
always working on a program to upgrade the
spirituality of the students.
And it's done with a considerable degree
of success. Sometimes the going seems to be
slow but when we look al the students as
they enter school and then observe them as
they leave school the progress they have
made is very evident.
Bul of course it is not all prayer and
church here. The renovating program in the
student recreation room area is entering
some of its final phases now. By removing
16

the steps out front a flood of light now enters the area through large glass doors. The
athletic showers will soon be completed and
work is starting on the new reception and
waiting rooms. The new candy store is ge1,_
ting set up too with many improvemen ts
which will affect both appearance and service. One thing that is attracting much com ment is the new and modern soda fountain.
If the improvements continue things Will
soon be so convenient around here it w ill
hardly be possible to persuade the students
to go downtown or to any of the neighboring
cities.
On the Feast of St. Raphael the Archangel
the clerics enjoyed an outing to Scranton
this past month. Father Raphael is cleric
director and the outing marked the celebration of his feast day.
On the twenty-third of the month Mr.
Carl Beshoner passed away after a short
illness. He was the father of Father Sebastian, a monk of lhe Abbey.
Of continuing interest at the Abbey is the
discussion club which is holding sessions
every Tuesday night. Made up of couples
from the parishes surrounding the Abbey
the club is at present studying the doctrin~
of the Mystical Body. Father Herbert is
moderator for the group and C. E. Wolf of
Prairie View, Arkansas, is lay discussion
leader.
So long,
Polly
OPERATION TRADESTAMPS
Although the recently launched campaign,
"Operation Tradestamps," has been most gratifying In the number of tradestamps sent in
to our office, we wish to remind you not to
forget this imr,ortant project. Its purpose is
to help furnish our proposed retreat and guest
bonse.
Please continue to remember this project
~nd send trade st.amps to:
OPERATION TRADESTAMPS
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

October rolled in with rainy and warm
weather and left us with moist bonepiercing coolness. Pastures and trees were
i;rcen at the outset of the month, brown is
1,eeoming the common color now. The change
the countryside is due especially to the
early frost this year. The Bermuda grass was
struck hardest and will not be of any value
f~r the rest of the winter. Most of our pasJtlres are Bermuda grass for that is the most
economical grazing for our particular locale.
There is some Dallis grass pasture but it is
r.r from sufficient and though it withstood
the severe frost it has discontinued growing.
One natural result of these conditions is
),al Brother John has dug into one of the
,ilos and has begun feeding full rations of
~!age lo the cattle.
\t the beginning of the month the oats
were being sowed and the gentle rains and
, 1e favorable sprouting weather soon had
, o,e fields well carpeted in green. Brother
Henry is satisfied with the stand of oats, so
if the weather this winter will cooperate
.,e'll have a satisfactory crop next spring,
but I won't say any more so that we do not
measure our grain till it is in the hopper.
This October has also proved itself diffiittlt for the Abbey's hogs. The coolness of
,he weather was not the obstacle but the
, ,f!gy and damp mornings knocked several
! the hogs down with the flu. A sickness
can have a damaging effect on the feed bill

as well as some medicinal expenses with the
result that the profits can be sharply lessened or even curtailed, for the margin of
net gain is not very large in the hog business.
About mid-October Brothers Michael,
Henry, and Louis spread two carloads of
lime on some of the Abbey's acidic farmland, bul they had a little trouble with this
job. One of the trucks was out o[ rwmtng
order and was in the shop. The oilier source
of trouble was that both carloads of lime
arrived on the same day. One carload of
lime is a considerable amount but two carloads on the same day, whew!
Later in the month a carload of ground
rock phosphate was also spread but this was
put on U1e dairy pastures whereas the lime
bad been spread on the land between the
Abbey and Paris. Rock phosphate is not, as
some have wittily suggested, a remedy for
a farm with too few rocks, but it is for land
with too little available phosphoric acid.
Tests made so far have not conclusively
proven that ground rock phosphate is much
helter than superphosphate but at least they
show that this fertilizer warrants a trial because costs over a four year period are
practically equal and rock phosphate should
be nutritive for al least several more years.
Austrian Winter Peas to be planted on
some of the land that would otherwise remain fallow is another fall project. Brother
Michael mentioned the advantages of this
cover crop. The peas are legumes and thus
add nitrogen lo the soil. They keep the nutrients already in the soil from leaching
down and out of reach of subsequent plants.
They keep the land from washing, and they
also add important organic matter to the soil.
One thing that we should do frequently
is to think over the great improvements we
enjoy which the persons preceding us did
not enjoy. The Old Testament is perhaps the
best record of farming methods of previous
ages. They plowed with very crude wooden
plows that did little more than stir the
ground. They sowed their grains on this
poorly conditioned seedbed. They cut and
bundled their crops by hand. Their threshing
was done by piling the heads on the threshing floor. Oxen were led in to trample the
grain until the chaff was broken loose. The
winnowing or separation of chaff from the
grain began by lifting the mixture of grain
and chaff into the air and pouring this slowly
so that the breeze wafted away the chaff
while the grain fell at the feet of the pourer.
(Continued on Page 18)

ADDITIONS TO THE LENDING LIBR.ARy

Lending
Library
Notes

Citadel of God, by Louis De Wohl, J. l>.
Lippincott Company, 352 pages. Th e story
of St. Benedict in novelized form by a Writer
who specializes in popular biographies of re.
ligious figures.
Path to Rome, by Hilaire Belloc, Image
Books (Paperback), 270 pages. Still a classic
- after fifty years.
Life of the Blessed Virgin Mary (from t he
Visions of Anne Catherine Emerich), Tern.
plegate, 383 pages. A translation originally
published in Great Britain in 1954, over 125
years after the death of the saintly Augus.
tinian

APPROACH TO MONASTICISM, by Dorn
Hubert van Zeller, O.S.B., Sheed and Ward,
$3.00, 182 pages
In lhis slim volume with a paucity of
words this veteran Benedictine author gives
us many informative ideas on the B_enedictine monastic life viewed from ou ts1de the
cloister and the life as it is lived within the
monastery.
In his preface, Dom van Zeller teUs us that
the book is not a re-hash or a condensed
version of his earlier book, the Holy Rule,
but that it contains material left out of the
larger work. He places special emphasis on
the spiritual advantages of solitude and silence and detachment from the world, as
conducive to a life of prayer and contemplation. The pressure o'. other activiti~es may
interfere with the attainment of the ideal of
Exterior solitude, but Interior solitude is an
attitude of mind, brought about by grace, and
can still be achi~ved.
Our attention is directed to the specifically
monastic virtues.
Fraternal charity -We should be easier to
Jive with in the monastery, than we were
in the world.
Humility - If a study of St. Benedict's
Chapter on the degrees of humility, has not
convinced the monk of the necessity of selfeffacement, nothing will.
Faith - The need to go on serving God,
when there is nothing to show that the service is doing any good - a monk must accept
in Faith that his work of choir and contemplation is work for souls.
Top all this off with sound serious thoughtful chapters on the inwardness of the vows,
and fidelity to one's vocation and the reader
will have a fuller and deeper ap preciation
of what the monastic life should be.
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hUll.

Diary of a Country Priest by Georges
Bernanos. Image Books (Paperback) 232
pages. Still popular - since 1937 this book
has gone through thirteen editions.
One Moment Please, by James Keller
M.M., Doubleday and Company, Inc., 365
pages. Father Keller, the head of the Chris.
iophers, has an inspirational offering for
each day of the year under the heading:
Dailv Guides lo Better Living.
ON THE ABBEY FARM
(Continued from Page 17)
Much thought and time could be used in
this manner but we should also study the
symbolism or the point made by the sacred
writers when they used these terms. Even
in the New Testament this type of symbolism
is used. For example in the parable of the
sower that sowed his seed and the seed fell
on good ground, in the pathway, among
thorns, and on rocks. Though we have tremendously improved farming methods we
sometimes have th e same troubles the old
farmers had, we are still sometimes b othered
by thorns even though we have plows that
were undreamt of in former days, we s till
have rocks just as our ancestors, sometimes
birds ruin our crops too, and sometimes we
have ground that is too hard and dry just as
they did. The lessons of Christ's parables
are stilJ true. In some men the Word of God
is choked out by thorns of mater ialism, in
others the Word of God falls on rocky
scratchproof consciences, and ephemeral
speculations remove any seed that may fall
there. The Word of God is often trod under
foot by those who try to erase all sense of
guilt from their squeamish wills. 0 Lord,
send us the rain of Thy grace to soften th is
h ard ground!

pear Young Americans,

Election

By now, maybe you think that elections
re only for grown ups and are glad they
',, ot>er for awhile.
But elections are NOT just for grownups,
nd they go on in one way or another al!
\e time. Young Americans have election
~ys too. many kinds of them. Besides voting
/or our class presidents and wheth<;r ~o have
hot dogs or hamburgers on our picnics, we
o'e whether we wi!l be cry-babies, tattle•.,~,. sour-pusses, or interesting Young
Amerit•ans. We vote whether we let obedience to the right teachers, good work and
,-arefulness develop our abilities !i~e lat_e
model Cadillacs, or whether we let disobedience 10 our rightful teachers, laziness and
carelessness reduce our abilities like delapidared jalopies.
\Ve cl,oose good actions that will grow up
to make our lives happier,
1,to useful habits
actions that grow
0r we choose poor quality
110 useless habits that clutter up our lives
, 0 stifle much of our happiness, or we
,hoose harmful actions that grow up into
~ad habits that fill our lives with bitter
.,iscry.
Tl,e trouble with most of us is that we
didn't start voting just today. We have already been voting alL our lives and have
already put some use!ess habits and maybe
eren an occasional bad habit into office in
, r lives. But these habits, that stole our
elections before we clearly understood what
:t were choosing, do not HAVE to stay with
, for life! We can V OTE THEM OUT OF
OFFICE, a piece at a time, by votinµ
!GA INST them at EVERY opportunity until
,hey get up and leave! Happy elections, and
Love to every one of you,
Tammy

Day

We got out of bed sleepily that morning
and dressed and ate breakfast the same as
usual. All the way to school we thought it
was just another ordinary day.
We went through classes just like we
had been doing since the beginning of school
w1til we came to English. Then, all of a sudden, Teacher seemed to be different - mysterious, and full of a new kind o( energy.
We got out our books quietly and waited for
hN to call for pencils and papers.
"W c have something very special to do
today." she said in a voice a lot different
from the one she used in talking about such
things as fractions, pronouns and spelling
lists.
"Is it a test?" one of the children asked in
h orror.
0
It is n1uch more important than a test/'
Teacher answered . "In fact, this is the most
important thing you will do in school the
whole year."
We leaned forward in our seats wondering
what was coming and how hard it would be.
"You are in the fifth grade now," Teacher
continued, "but you will not STAY in the
fiflh grade. You will go up, a grade every
year ii you study hard and get promoted,
but you will do something else, too. Every
year you will get older, until some of these
days you will no longer be boys and girls, you will be grown up men and women. You
wilJ have to do some kind of work."
Some of the children twisted and squirmed
in their seats as if they dreaded the idea of
being grown up and having lo work all day
every day.
0
Now work is not bad," Teacher went on,
"if you can do what you WANT to do. But
that means you m ust decide early what you
want to do and spend your time in school
19

getting ready to do it. In English today we
ru·e going to study the main kinds o( jobs
that grown up people do. After thinking
about those jobs each one oI you must choose
U1c one you like the best and want to do.
One by one, you will tell the class what you
have chosen and why. In other words, we
are going to have an election day for jobs."
Teacher told us where to open our books.
This was not just another lesson in school Utis was for real. I had never pictured myself
as a grown person or chosen any special
kind oI work for myself. I looked at the two
rows of jobs on the page before me and
started reading and thinking
"Farmer", I read. That was for a man.
"Stenographer," I continued. What would I
want to be a stenographer for, I thought. I
couldn't think of any reason why I would
want to be a stenographer. "Mechanic",
that's for a man, too. "Actress". That would
be worse than being a stenographer, especially if a person had to play silly parts.
I read through one job after another unlil I came to "Preacher". That was a nice
job! Working for God! Now I knew what I
wanted to do. Being a preacher was for a
man, but I would go through the list until I
found the job where a girl could work in a
special way for God. All of a sudden I knew
WHY the other jobs did not appeal to me.
It was not WHAT I would be doing that
mattered to me, but for WHOM I would be
doing it.
I came to lhe end of the list without finding the job that meant a special way a girl
could work for God. Maybe I missed it! After
all I didn't know what the job would be
called, but there was bound to be a job where
a girl could give herself to God and do the
work He wanted.
I read the list again. There was the job,
"Missionary", but that was mostly for men.
Women were usually the wives of the missionaries. Sometinles they could help, and
sometimes they had to stay at home. Where
was the special job where a girl could work
directly for God? Something very inlportant
for girls was missing from that list.
It was tinle now to pick something from
the list. After all, this was election day fo r
20

jobs and it would soon be my turn to ten
the class what I wanted to be and why
Most of the girls were wanting to be ac~
tresses so they could have pretty clothes and
be famous. I wondered what that had to do
with the WORK iliat NEEDED to be done.
My turn came. "Missionary", I called out
The children were shocked. There was such
a commotion Ulat I did not have a chance
to explain WHY. Many children did not
know what a missionary was. Many were
angry with me for not choosing to be an
actresses like most of the other girls. But
this was a FREE election. I did not HA.VE
to choose what the OTHERS wanled. I had
a R[GHT to choose for myself.
I was so happy in choosing God for my
employer lhal the actions of the other children did not matter. I didn't feel alone
eiU1er. It seemed as if I had crossed over int~
the camp of Jossue rlght after he posted an
election day for the Children of Israel, saying: "Choose you this day whom you shall
serve. But as for me and my household, we
will serve the Lord God!" I Ielt ready t o
start marching with him into the Promis ed
Land that God has in store for those who
work for Hinl.

Send Us Your Canceled Sta mps!

soon it will be tinle for stores and streets
be decorated for the Christmas season.
11iese decorations remind people that Christ111as is coming and that it's time to start
getting ready for the big season. It is a good
thing for people to think about Christmas
,bead of time. But many people think only
of gifts and parties. These things are good,
but they are not the meaning of Christmas.
We show that we are happy by giving gifts,
but these gifts should not be the reason for
,ur joy. We should be joyful because Christ
~ coming. It is for this reason that we have
the time called Advent. Advent means com,ng. It means Christ's coming. We must get
,ur souls ready 1o receive Christ and His
grace at Christmas. Food does us the best
good when we are hungry. We ought to
hunger for God's grace. Advent is the time
10 make ourselves feel hungry for Christ.
It is the tinle to make ourselves want Christ.
Christ came down to earth to free us _from
our sins. He came to make us children of
God and t-o give us the right to heaven.
Christ can make us happy forever. And He
will make us happy if we keep from evil and
do good. Don't you see why we should want
Christ to come to us at Christmas?
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THE CONTESTS

For the !\fissions
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions
of the Far East by sanding us your canceled
stamps. Simply tear or cut them oil your letters
and packages and mail them to us. Be sure to
leave a smaU margin around ~hem so as to Protect the perforations. All foreJgn stamps are especially valuable. Mail contributions to: Young
America, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas.
NOTICE: Please do not send the common series·
1¢ Washington, 2¢ Jefferson, 3¢ Liberty, and 4~
Lincoln. T1tey must be sepat'ated and discarded
Thank you very much.

Young 7\merica Contests

·

Stamp Contributors Since Our Last Issue
Ar:a;~~~s. L M. More, Mr. John P. Murphy,
California: Mrs. Ida Furno, M.r. A. R. Sc.hoenbachler.
Mrs. R. H. McCurdy, Mrs. Bowen D.

Fl'tf:i:,~

Illinois: Mr. C. Muckenhiro
Kentucky: Mrs. Lillian Manger
Louisiana: Mrs. Schwartzenburg
Missouri: Mrs. B. P. Concannon, K. P. Graha..m
Nebraska: Mrs. James O'Neil
Ohio: Mr. Albert A. Geller
Oklahoma: Miss Mary Donnelly
Texas: Mrs. Frank J. Woerner, Jr.
\Visconsin : Mrs. Mary Konitzer

ilh and 8th Grades: Each of the following
people ha~ something to sa_y about Christ's
coming. Give a sentence said by each.

Mary
The Angel Gabriel

UNITED

St. John Ole Baptist
Elizabeth
Isaias
The Pharisees
5th and 6th Grades
"Repeapr het ayw fo teh drlo, Janae
agthsirt shi atph; veyre ylelav allhs be lifdel;
evyer tnoaruniv dan lhil lshla eb deam wol;
nad teh recokod halls cbomee ttshigar."
Tie breaker: Who said this, and what does
the passage mean to you?
3rd and 4th G-rades
In last month's contest many of you pretended to be one of the kings who brought
Jesus gifts at His birth. During Advent we
can really be like the kings If we prepare
our gifts for Christ's birthday. What do you
th;nk Jesus would like best from a 3rd or
4th grader?

• •

Young America
Contest Winners
7th and 8th Grades:
1st prize: Ann Mobley, Sacred Heart School,
Morrilton, Arkansas. 2nd prize: Rita Brutto, St.
Theresa School, Belleville, Illinois.
5th and 6th Grades:
1st prize: Rosalia Ann Neumeier, St. Joseph's
School, Paris, Arkansas. 2nd prize: Phillip Klobe.r, Assumption School, Atkins, Arkansas
3rd and 4th Grade,;
1st prize: Joan Saunders, St. Gabriel's School,
0 8
AuSlin,
ne~\~1s ~~~~~c·

~t .8!

IN

Our Lord exhorted us to "Love. one another,•• Let
chadt.y with
11 t11udore. all urute OW' praye:rs 1n
Uii monk• at Subiaco ror Ute intentions sent In
dnre last month.

THE LIVING
Holy Father's intentions, Good President, World
ace All members of our Armed Forces, Peace
~ th~ Congo, Successful operation, Conversion
f wire, Conversion of sister-in-law, Recovery
, health, Thanksgiving-Mary, Sale of property,
,:nprovement in business, Aid in spiritual reading,
f'Jr religious vocations, Safe journey, Spread of
•evotion to the Immaculate Heart of Mary, Pro:cction of our youth, More teachers, More and
·titer schools, Success of New Subiaco Abbey
peveloproent Program, Grace of the Cross, A voidi1I1et of serious accident.s, To be active in old age,
for all foreign missionaries, Aid to Lay Apostles
in Miss.ionary work, To be blessed with children,
Md for bad eyes, Grace in time of temptation,

•

Please write and tell us what kind of
contests you like best.

s~b~aJ'o:izrrk~~:S.

PRAYER

Safe delivery. Temperance in drink, Resignation
to God's will, Guidance of teenage daughter.
Improvement of mental trouble, Protection of
our country. Happy marriage.

THE DECEASED
Brother Frank Morat, 0.S.B., William and
Frances Schroeder, Harry and Anna Koetter,
Irene Erman. S. R. Walker, Deceased Walby family, George Simmons, W. A. Madden, A. N. Minden, Philomena Worner, George WiJnmons, Eugenia Irber, Hubert Linberg.
Tom Guanella, Frank Roman, Francis Kane,
Elizabeth Licnhart, Mary Groginski, Valentine
Dieter, Mathilda Booth, Michael Timko, Jane
Payne, John T. Mullin, Gerald Marino, Mildred
Mayo, Elsie Sitton, Karalim Hart, Helen Bruggeman, Mark Luckinbill, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Kleinschmidt, Emma Brandewie, Michael O'Brien.
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The CCD, A Privilege and a Challenge

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
Part XVII in a series on the CCD
Charily is the most vilal element of personal merit and apostolic power. Such was
the conclusion or our last article.
Key-note
Lay apos tles undertaking a program o(
spiritual form ation should not be interested
merely in the negative side of their personal
sanctification, much less in a sell-centered
objective that would make them want to
bcautiCy their soul for the exclusive purpose
of an intima te satisfaction in their dealings
with God. There is such a thing as spiritual
gluttony. And it must be discarded.
To want lo love God is an obvious necessity and duty. As a matter of fact, it is a
constant craving in the hearts of those whose
religion is a daily concern. Therefore, insisting here on the reasons why we should
love God, would seem a loss of time, since
my readers are selected people already in
love with God. Your practical worry is, " h0w
can I rea.!ly love Him?"
First and Ba.sic Degree
When we really want to love Ged, we must
build in us a strong delerminatien le avoid
sin, especially mortal sin , but also venial
sin to the limit 0f our ability. If we don't
care about displeasing God, how can we
claim that we love Him? When we feel
guilty of having displeased Him, Jet us be
sincerely sorry and beg His forgiveness with
the certainty that His infinite mercy does
not keep it against us. And we will love Him
so much the more because of His gentle
kindliness always ready to turn our frailty
into power . . . Saint Teresa of the Child
J esus, whose love for God was so great, used
lo say, "It is not because I feel free of any
mortal sin that I love my Jesus! Indeed not!
Even if I would have had the misfortune to
commi t the worst crimes, I know that they
would be forgiven and destroyed in the furnace o( His Love for me."
Second Degree
The sincere determination to avoid displeasing God and a hearty gratitude for His
forgiveness and other innumerable divine
gifts will lead me to develop the ability to
accept the trials and sufferings of life with
a serene resignation. Thls is the second de22

gree of Charity or love for God. Such llll.
effort to identify my will with the divin
will in spite of the re:,istance of m y poo~
human nature 1s mos t pleasing lo Our H eav.
en!y Father. Failures, disappointmen ts
moral or physical pain becomes a Cragr ani
111cense, burnt of the red-hot charcoal of
heart filled with love. The fragrance a n~
value o( incense is felt only when thro w n
on fire. So it is with our sorrows. They are
worthwhile when offered on the fire of love
·
Third Degree
When a soul has reached a state of c on.
formily witl1 the Will of God, a real friend.
ship is the outcome. The wish expressed in
the "Our Father" has then a real and de.
manding meaning. "Thy Kingdom c ome
Thy Will be done on earth as it is in Heaven•:
becomes a permanent concern calling fo
action. God must be glorified, praised anJ
worshipped! We must make it our busines
to multiply the acts of adoration, reparatio:
and thanksgiving.
Two in One
Charity towards God is iden tifie d by
Christ Himseli with the love, the supernatu ral love @f our neighbor. Too often d0 we
separate the two. When sincere, genuine anc;l
truly supernatural, our love for our n eighbor is the only way at our disposal to p rot,e
our love to God. "If any man say: 'I love G od ,
and hateth his brother, he is a liar." (I-/
.,
IV-20)
The thermometer of our love for God is
the extent of our love for our neig h bor
And the supernatural love of our neighbo;
is real only when translated into apostolate
first the aposlolate of prayer and then th~
apostolate of the spiritual and corporal
Works of Mercy.
As CCD Workers, our main concern is
the extent of our love for our neighbor. A nd
the supernatu ral love of our neighbor is
really the performance of the Spiritu a l
Works of Mercy. Can you see the place of
the Virtue of Charity in our organiza tion?
You must be not only apostolic technicians
but red-bot apostles whose love for souls ;,;
overflowing to the extent of becoming c ontagious! Your heart must become an extension of the Sacred Heart of Jesus w hose
overflowing Charily is constantly pursuing
souls to give them more and more of His
Love of Grace. Apostolate is superna tural
Charily al work! It is a never-ended j ob . I t
is bare on earth, but il will be glory in
Heaven!
-Rev. Georges A. Lavasseur

Godliness - - Godlessness
Timely News and Views
JUST BY BEING MOTHERS
Perhaps some mothers do not understand
Ml they can be special just by being moers. They are in lerested more in a career
,utside their homes, and they compete with
hiidlcss women and with men. A mother
Ill competitive business is in a field where
s)ie docs not really belong. Her success in
Hie will depend essentially upon being a
good wife and a good mother. If her husband is satisfied that he has picked out the
best possible wife, he will count himself
lucky man. If her children are glad that
•,1d chose her for their mother, she is doing
ell. The children consider all other women
mferior lo their mother. Love for her comes
slly, because they learned it first from
her. -Arthur V. Shea in America, Oct. 29.

,ll!SSIONARIES KNOW
Methodist leaders also seem keenly a.ware
of what Louis Cassels calls the tragic impact
this battle (between Christians in thi.•
rountry) is having on Christians here and
abroad "Missionaries on other lands and
clergymen in America have realized for a.
ng time that Christianity is suffering seerely from the scandal of its own disunity.
some people are leaving their churches and
1114 ny others a.re refusing to join because
hey are disillusioned and disgusted with the
,old war among Christians," Cassels extained. Missionaries have told us the so.me
ulure as Christians on the racial front has
\url their work abroad, especially in Africa..
Ii ii in Ev.rope, whose soul has been tried
bu fire, that we can see Christian cooperaon in action a.s in Protestant Germany and
·atholic Ireland . Perhaps fire is a.!t that
ill fuse us into the union of Christ's love.
'e are sure of one thing: The fire is
ning. -Elizabeth Burrow in The Spector, Oct. 21.
KJDDmG OURSELVES
It is wrong for us to dismiss out of h and
!he desires of many Asians who want to
,me to America lo escape suffering and
uild a new life - desires that once blos.,mcd in the hearts of our ancestors. We're
nly kidding ourselves if we think Asians

will accept Washington's leadership when we
so clearly consider them unfit to enter our
communities. We're only kidding ourselves
when we think charity is served by parcels
and checks when the real need is for us to
share the dreams and acomplishments of
our way of life on a brotherly basis. This is
not an idyllic cause. It is more down-to-earth
than the annual Congressional figh l over a
few million dollars more in the foreign aid
budget. But it is a cause that needs some
champions. The quota system which allows
the entry of 154,657 aliens a year from the
quota countries, is based upon who was in
America in 1920. A lot has happened lo the
world in the past forty years. For a nation
tha t prides itself on being up-to-date, we're
falling pretty far behind in the art of human relations. -From an Ediloral in the
Sign , September

AN IRONY OF OUR AGE
lt is one of the ironies of our age that
do-gooders seem to become the most virulent of wrong-doers, and that self-conscious
apostles of "freedom" so often become the
ca.ts . paws for Communism, the century's
greatest scourge of human liberty. -Holmes
Alexander, syndicated columnist
ORDER BASED ON THE FAMILY
Al the heart o! the farm problem lies the
injustice that farmers suffer when forced
lo sell al a level below their actual cost of
production. Furthermore, no sound solution
will permit corporation farming lo destroy
the order based on the stability of the farm
family . The family farm is still the most
efficient manner of tilling the soil and
of meeting our sacred duty to preserve the
good earth for future generation. It remains
what it has always been - a bulwark of our
democracy and of our Western civilization.
- Bishop Joseph M. Marling, C.PP.S., quoted
in Socia! Justice Review, November
MOVING?

U you move please send us your complete
OLD address and the complete NEW address. This will be of great help to our
office personnel. Thank you very much!

ess age
DECEMBER, 1960

,.,..
Plans and hopes are insubstantial things. A
person who visits a monastery for his spiritual
good cannot be housed in a plan or sleep on a
hope. To care properly for our guests, the plans
for our retreat-guest house m ust be turned
into reality.

If you can help .. .
The address is:

Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

-

Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends:
A Holy and Merry Christmas to each one of you!
H ere at the Abbey, the Fathers and Brothers and Fralers will spend their Christmas Day loge .her. On Christmas Eve. they will gather together in the late afternoon
and begin the great Solemnity with the singing of
Ponlitical Vespers. After a light supper, there will be
a few hours o[ silence and rest, and then all will gather
together for the singing and chanting of Matins. Then
as , he hour of Midnight strikes all will be around the
g rea , al ar of the monastery church for the pontifical
Mass that is the great climax of the Christmas celebration.
Midnight Mass is followed by the singing of Lauds.
Christmas morning is well advanced by the time the
monks retire for a few hours sleep. Two more Solemn
Masses are sung in the morning, interspersed with the
chan ting of the Day Hours of the Divine Office:
Prime, Terce, Sext and None. After a festive dinner in
the Community refectory, there is recreation and an
opportunity for a little rest. Then in the late afternoon,
Pontifical Vespers bring the liturgical celebration of
the Na tivity of Our Lord lo a close.
It is impossible to describe the experience of celebra.ing Christmas in a monastery. From a physical
standpoint the schedule seems exhausting. Yet the spiritual exaltation and joyousness of surrounding the
sacramental re-enactment of the Birth of Christ with
prayer and song at the altar and in choir are without
parallel.
Traditionally, Christmas is a family feast. It is true
that the monks are separated from their natural families, but the lies that bind them together through their
common dedication lo Christ run deeper than flesh and
blood. Under the spiritual fatherhood of the Abbot,
they are bound together by a faith, confidence and love
tha l are roo:ed in infinite life of God.
But it would be a mis take to think that the monastic
fam ily shuts itself off from the world outside. Relatives
and friends are made sharers in the spiritual fruits of
the Christmas celebration. And Oblates and benefactors
of the monastery are so closely bound to the Community
that they participate with the monks in all the merits
and graces of the family's worship and prayer.
With gratitude and love in our hearts, we pray that
God grant each and all of you every Christmas joy and
grace.
In the New-born Savior,

+ ~~.0..,.1.e.
(Rt. Rev.) Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot ot New Subiaco Abbey
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THE COVER
The thought behind Father Feli."'<'s
cover drawing is seen in the "0"
antiphon on page fourteen.

By Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.
"The goodness and kindness of God our
Savior appeared." The Son of God and of the
Virgin Mary has this day appeared on the
face of the earth. What untold wealth the
earth now possesses. We have here in the
manger a crying Infant who is both God and
man. It is within His power to heal the
breach that came between God and man at
the beginning of the existence of man.

•

*

*

•

This day marks the beginning of the end of
the old dominion of Satan. For men of good
will this is the coming of a long aw~ited day.
'"Glory to God in the highest, and on earth
peace to men of good will."

•

•

•

Of olci God said lo Sa tan, "I wiU place
enmities between thee and the woman, and
between thy seed and he:r seed. And she
shall crush thy head." There will be enmities belween the Child of Mary and Satan.
This is of vital concern to us, because, as we
are also children of Mary, we too must find
ourselves enemies of_ Satan. Always Satan
lies in wait for us; but always we have Mary
to protect us. Mary is the most gentle lUld
forbearing of mothers; but she has the protective instinct of the best and greatest of
all mothers.
There is an account of a mother in the missionary lands who lived close to a small mission in a jungle clearing. There she went
several times a week to assist at Holy Mass.

One day as she knelt in prayer after Mass
she heard her young child scream. Rushing
out she saw that a large python had come
down ou t of a tree and had gotten its coils
around the child. To her horror she saw the
mouth of the serpent poised to swallow the
child. The mother attacked the snake with
her bare hands, snatched the child away
fr~m the snake, and ran to safety with the
chJ]d safely in her arms.

*

•

•

*

That is the way Mary looks after us. When
the ancient serpent attacks us she rushes
out to save us. But how can she get us out
of the coils of the serpent If we hold ourselves in with our own hands? If we are
going to be saved we must co-operate with
Mary - at least to the extent of not helping
Satan.
Satan coils and strikes and winds
in wait, but the sentence of doom
him. Mary will protect her children
will crush the head of the ancient

and lies
is upon
and she
serpent.

We have to slay close to Mary. That is
where we will find safety. And where will
we find Mary during this Holy Season?
Close to the Manger where J esus lies. It
is there that God gazes fondly down from
Heaven upon Jesus and utters the eterna l
Christmas message: "Thou art my beloved
Son; this day have I begotten Thee."

"Then God sent out His Son on
mission to us. He took birth from a
woman, took birth u a subject of th
law, so as to ransom those who were
subject to the law, and make U5 sons
by adoption."
I Galatians IV, 4-51

They Measure the Man
In the abstract, a CathoHc is still a formidable thing to many of his fellow citizens
in this country, and during recent months
\\'e have had the expression of many fears
and many reassurances about this abstract
being. But concretely, in face-to-face talk or
work, the fears fade and the reassurances
hardly need expression. Then Americans
measure the man. If we ignore the political
scene and look at CathoHcs and others in
their own communities we note that the differences emphasized in the recent election
hardly are considered in day-by-day association. When Smith and Jones work side
bv side at a machine or in an of!ice, they
~easure one another not by doctrine but by
character and action. If there are underlying
diUerences in philosophy of life, they recognize these differences, discuss them occasionally - and then set them aside and go back
10 work together.
Fear o{ humiliation or even rejection because of faith has often kept Catholics from
stepping forward and taking an active part
,n public, non-political affairs; and Catholics
10 many areas are just now beginning to put
aside that fear and step forward. Those who
have done so and have shown a genuine
Interest in their neighbors, without self,~nsciousness, have been rewarded by earn,ng what every man has to earn for himseli,
the good will of others on an individual basis.
Without that, we can discuss principles at
windv length and accomplish nothing. But
we can show our principles by being good
men, good neighbors, good citizens, and
thereby become a light which illuminates
the light of truth. The Good Samaritan in
the parable may not have known as much
religious doctrine as the priest and the levite
who saw and passed by, but his action taught

the lessson of charity and their inaction
taught nothing. Christ won His followers because He loved. After the multitudes saw
lha '. , they were ready Lo hear His doctrines.
When Saint Paul preached in Athens, he
delivered one of the great sermons of all
times, but he drew few followers; but whereever he had an opportunity to show his love
in a personal way he won followers in abundance. This is not to discount religious truth
or the need of teaching true CalhoHc doctrine, for it must always be the foundation.
Beyond that we must build on it by our
lives. That is what others will measure us by.

Christmas reminds us of what
the world could be like.

Macbeth and Us
Shakespeare came to the Abbey recently
with all the sweep of a woods marching to
a castle. On November 20 when Macbeth was
televised, many of the monks surrounded the
TV for two hours, less a 20 minute interruption for supper. They managed to get in on
all the major murders and just missed the
growing suspicions. A minor shiit in the
monastic schedule was easily arranged to
increase viewing time. Out came the portable TV set that quietly stays in storage except for special occasions. The hour came,
the monks gathered around, the set was
plugged in; but, alas, the dark face of the
set stayed dark. Panic. Even the Shakesspeareophobes caught the spirit of the
Shakespeareophiles and helped them pace
the floor. Then a scout reported that the set
in the students' TV room was working fine,
and, zoom, there went the monks. The
wi tches were just laying their plans to meet
Macbeth , so all were in time to watch Mac-

s

beth's conscience tight a losing battle against
his ambition.
IL was interesting lo watch Macbeth's conscience work. He weighed all the values and
decided that he really shouldn't kill the king,
unding many good reasons not to. Then he
went ahead and kUled him anyway. Just
like us. Oh, maybe we don't kill kings there are so few of them around - but so
often we decide that we really shouldn't do
something. And then, having so decided, we
go ahead anyway. There are always reasons
offered: pleasures, advancement, revenge,
success, money, ambition. But whatever
it is, it comes down to a rejection of God's
grace. That was Macbeth's tragedy. It 1s
often our tragedy. It is the tragedy of man.

We do our best thinking just
when it's too late.

Missing the Point

How many million words
are wasted by missing the
point? To a teacher or parent, there is the regular frustrating experience of having
youngsters get derailed on
side issues while the mrun
point goes by unheeded. And
the youngsters just as surely
get the same [eeling about
their elders we suppose. But
most situations of this type
can be cleared up by a restatement. We remember
once hearing a teenager say.
"But, Dad, you don't understand!" The father's retort
was simple enough, "Then
make yourself understandable!" That situation was then
taken care of easily.
Priests explaining the Holy
Eucharist can often talk al
length explaining the Real
Presence from every angle,
and then be greeted with the
sincere inquiring remark. But
that isn't really God is it? It's
just a symbol" So the priest
backs off and tries agrun,
quietly praying that the gill
uf faith will enlighten where
he has failed.

Dramatists occasionally use this idea of
mjssing the point lo creale complications
for their characters. Then, if things get
straightened out in lime the play has a happy
ending; and if not, it's a tragedy. What is
happening to Christmas is far more serious
than any drama. We were shown an obscene
Chrislmas card nol so long ago. It's still
hard to imagine, but there it was; and 'We
read that the number o[ lhese cards is increasing. Al the moment we can't imagine
anything more blasphemous or tragic. The
devil has so thoroughly caused many to miss
the point of Christmas that it's no rarity to
find people who see no relation between
Christ and Christmas. And for many the
Mass parl of Christmas faded long ago. It
makes one appreciate and rejoice all the
more at the faith and love with whlch Christ
iz welcomed in a real Christian home. U the
world and the individuals in it are ever lo
have a happy ending, Christmas must be the
starling place. Those who do not reaHze what
Christmas is are missing the point in the
greatest event in the history of man.

Christmas tree und crib in Abbey refectory

Deeper than a Two-edged Sword

The Power of the Word

UJ

BY Jerome Knoede!, O.S.B.
"WhY should I read the Bible? I listen to
Su;.,day sermon and read good Catholic
periodicals. Even if I had time to read a spiritual book, I'd gain much more from some
inodcrn work than from the Bible."
H is in a sense tragic that this attitude
,oward the Word of God prevails among the
Catholics of America. But it is not unusual.
V'e Americans are accustomed to estimate
re;ulls in terms of dollars and cents, and any
pro!it not immediately evident is regarded
as no profit at all.
So it is wilh the Bible. If a thing is worthwhile, we want proof of it in black and white.
Why should we read the Bible rather than
some other book, even a good spiritual book?
The Bible differs from all other books in
•his: its principal author is not a man, but
Gcd. The Holy Spirit inspired certain holy
men with thoughts and ideas He desired
l!iS children to know, and under His as1;,;tance, these men co=ilted God's ideas
0 \\'l'iling. But they did so in their own language, in their own mode of expression, and
·n keeping with the knowledge, experiences,
;nd customs of their time. Hence, we say
•hat God is the principal author of the Bible
,nd the writers of the various biblical books
are the secondary authors, God's instruments.
This divine authorship means much to us
who read the Bible. Mere human words
eauld not possess the endowments of the
Word of God. For one thing, the Bible is
rree from error. This is well-known, since
the Bible is a principal source of our Fruth.
Another quality, equally important, is not
~ well known. This is the Divine power of
e Word of God. It is this latter quality
aat renders Bible-reading so beneficial.
It is this power that makes the Word of God
able to save your souls" (James 1:21).
Chances are this "Divine power" is some•J,ing new to you. Though it is a definite
"achlng of the Church, only recent research
m the Hturgical movement has spotlighted
,1 once again. Knowledge of this truth is still
far from widespread, and most exhortal ions
to read Sacred Scriptures still rest their
incentive on the indulgences attached. But

11.c

if Catholics need a "plum" to entice them to
read the Bible, there is notrung better than
its Divine power,
What exactly does thls Divine power mean
fol' the Bible-reader? Perhaps we can illustra e from the words of Christ Himself. We
are familiar ,vith the Parable of the Sower,
the Gospel of Sexagesima Sunday. In explaining this parable, Christ said, "The seed
is the word of God , .. and the seed that fell
in good soil stands for those who hear the
word, and hold by it with a noble and generous hear•, and endure, and yield a harvest"
(Luke 8:11. 13). This means that in the words
o[ God are stored the dynamic potenliaHties
o[ God's grace; they embody life, Divine life.
All of us know that the words of Sacred
Scripture are instructive and stimulate acts
or piety; and everyone would unhesitatingly
grant that in the words by which a sacrament is conferred there is a special efficacy.
13ut now our parable shows clearly that the
words of God also have the power of Divine
life, even as a seed.
When we realize this, it becomes easy for
us to understand the significance of biblical
texts we hear daily: for example, our Lord's
statement, "The words I have spoken to you
are spirit and life" (John 6:64), and the
thunderclap uttered by St. Paul, "God's word
to us is something alive, full of energy; it can
penetrate deeper than any two-edged sword"
(Hebrews 4 :12).
Studies along this line have been given
new impetus by recent papal decrees, Pope
Leo XIII spoke of "this peculiar and singular
power of Holy Scripture," and Pope Pius XII,
in the latest encyclical on the Scriptures. had
this to say: "The Sacred Pages, written under
the inspiration of the Spirit of God, are of
themselves rich in original meanmg; endowed with a Divine power, they have their
own value...". The frequent and even daily
reading of the Holy Bible keeps us in direct
contact with God. The Sacred Scriptures give
us Our Father's personal messages, messages
of the greatest importance for our present
and future happiness.
Once we are convinced of the value of
(Continued on page fourteen)

A Look at tlte Record

Rome and Canterbury: Reunion?
By Gabriel Franks, O.S.B .

T

HE RECENT AND 1.mprecedented meeting between Pope John XXII and lhe
Archbishop of Canterbury has renewed specula ion about the possibili ty of eventual reun ion between the Anglican and Episcopalean Churches on lhe one hand, and the
Roman Catholic Church on the other.
To the casual and uninformed Catholic
tourist who dropped down on England, say
from Mars, nothing would seem more possible - or even likely. Armed with a fair
edge over the law o[ averages he might pop
into one Anglican church after the other and
find that there is apparenLly nothing Lo
dis tinguish lhem from Catholic churches except the literature in the vestibule.
He would find tabernacles, holy water
fonls, stations of the cross, vigil lights, incense. confessionals - and possibly even a
picture of the reigning pope in a gill frame.
He would find celebrants in chasubles chanting the Roman liturgy in La tin, and occasionally a (non-Catholic) monk or nun
lingering a rosary.
Our Martian visitor - like many a fellowtourist from Jess outer space - would be

indeed puzzled as to what keeps these people
from the Roman Catholic fold.
Ignoring for a moment lhe fact lhat l he
bewildered visitor's luck might have run t he
otner way, and that he might have reache d
the conclusion that the Anglican Church is
very like U1e Baptist denomination, let us
look at the record. What attempts have b een
made in the past lo reconcile Canterbury and
Rome, and how did they fare?

AS

A MATIER OF fact, one brief res toration of the ancient faith actually
took place during the reign of Catholic
Queen Mary I, who ruled England betwee n
the time of Edward VI and Elizabeili I . It
occurred twenty years after the original d e fection of Henry VIII. Whether this restora.
tion can be looked upon as a "reconciliation"
be , ween the "Church of England" and t he
Roman Catholic Church is a problem in semantics.
When Parliment literally knelt before the
papal legate, Cardinal Pole, in 1554 as an
act of submission it represented much m ore
a return to tile old order Ulan a canonization
of the new. The Latin Mass was restored
married clergymen were forced to re~
tire, Cranmer's Prayer Book was a bolished.
On the other hand, many ministers
and bishops of Edward's day who w ere
willing to receive valid CaUlolic orders
were retained in their posts. The m onastic properties which had been confiscated by the crown or by the nobles
were not returned to their for mer
owners. Few indeed were the concessions made by Rome and none were o f
essential importance.
After lhe accession of Elizabeth I to
the throne in 1558 the long night of
persecution descended on the Catholic
Church in England. The essentially
Protestant Prayer Book once m ore
substituted for the Missal, and men
of Lutheran and Calvinistic outlook
again dominated the theological scene.

ll is true lhat some of the external Catholic
forms were retained. An attempt was made
10 carry on the episcopate, for instance, but
probably more with the intention of bolstering Ll1e monarchy than of preserving apostolic succession.

I

T IS TRUE loo that there always remained men of Catholic tendencies in
the Church of England, such as Archbishop
Laud and the Caroline divines. But so compte·ely did the Protestant spirit essentially
triumph that the mere suspicion that King
James II was planning a restoration of Catholicism in England in 1688 was sut:.ficient
o cost him his crown. And when Newman ,
,nd other leaders of the Oxford movement
attempted to show in the 1840's that the
thirty-nine articles of the Anglican faith
were subject to Catholic interpretation, consternation among the great majority of their
co-religionists could hardly have been
greater.

Nevertheless, the Oxford movement produced a profound and enduring effect on the
Church of England. What had been shocking
in the days when Newman wrote Tract
Ninety had become commonplace before the
turn of the century. Religious orders bad
begun to flourish within the Church of England. In 1866 the Cowley Fathers were
founded, and in 1892 lhe Community of the
Resurrection was founded. In 1896 Father
Aelred Carlyle began lhe formation of the
community which was later to be known as
the Benedictines of Caldey. In 1894 the Society of the Divine Compassion, an Anglican
Order of Franciscans, was begun. About the
same period the Society of the Atonement
was being born in New York State.

A

N INEVITABLE by-product of the rise
of the Anglo-Catholic party in the
Church of England and the foundation of
religious orders was renewed interest in lhe
queslion of the validity of Anglican Orders.
9

Undoubtedly, many of the parsons who substituted the Roman Missal for the Prayer
Book sincerely thought they were saying
Mass. The question was: did the Pope o(
Rome agree.
On the surface of it, there seemed lo be
good reasons why he ought to, even if he
didn't. After all, the Church of England had
a hierarchy of bishops who conferred a rite
of orctina lion. If Rome recognized the orders
of priests of the Eastern Orthodox Churches
as being valid, why should she refuse similar
recognition to U1e Anglican clergy?
On the other hand, it was the universally
accepted practice at the time to ordain unconditionally Anglican clergymen converted
lo Catholicism who aspired to the priesthood. Under the leadership of Lord Halifax
a movement grew to pressure the Vatican
into changing this procedure. It was hoped
that were the historical Cacts re-examined
the Pope would declare that such ordinations
should be conferred at least conditionally.
Many Highchurchmen of the Church of
England, and some Roman Catholics believed that such a declaration would facilitate eventual corporate reunion between the
Church of England and Rome.
The Anglicans led by Lord Halifax were
seconded by various French clerics, principally Father Duchesne (one of the leading
historians of his time) and Father Portal.
Two powerful Ilalian members of the Roman
Curia, Carctinals Rampolla and Gasparri
were sympathetic toward the cause of a
quasi-recognition of Ang!Jcan orders, and
even Pope Leo XIII was favorably disposed
toward a favorable decision.
LTROUGH THE verdict finally reached
was a condemnation of the validity of
Anglican Orders - in other words, Anglican
and Episcopalian ministers were adjudged
to be in no sense Catholic priests - this was
not due to lack of good will. The spirit was
willing, but the facts were stubborn.
It was largely due to evidence produced by
the great English Benedictine abbot and
historian, Cardinal Gasquet, that governed
the decision.
The pro-Anglican party placed great hope
in establishing the validity of the bishops of
the Church of England. On the surface their
case looked bad, but deeper investigation
brought to light much in their favor. Although most of the bishops followed Henry
VIII in rejecting the authority of the Pope
in J 534 (apparently, few of them thought
the break was really serious or permanent),

A
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not a single consecrated bishop from Mary's
time followed the lead of Elizabeth I in
breaking with Rome a second time in 1559.
Only one bishop-elect, one Matthew Parker,
accepted the supremacy of the Queen in
church affairs.
Since a bishop can be consecrated only
by another bishop (actually, three are r equired by church law at the present time) ,
and since the whole episcopate of the Church
of England stemmed from Matthew Parker,
the question whether Parker himself sub.
sequently received consecration seemed lo be
an important matter. (Some sort of case,
though a very weak one defended by almost
no one, can be made for the view that mere
appointment is sufficient for the reception
of episcopal powers, But this matter apparently did not enter into the discussion.)

T

HE PRO-ANGLICATION party made
a good defense for the possibility that
Parker was actually consecrated by one Barlow, who had been a bishop under Henry
VIII. But the consecration of Barlow himseU
lay under the shadow of doubt. On the other
hand, though documentary proof for the consecration of Barlow was missing, this fact in
itself did not prove he had not been consecrated. Records are sometimes imperfectly
kept. There was at least enough evidence to
admit the conclusion that Barlow's and,
hence, Parker's consecrations were valid.
Would it not follow that ordinations performed by them were not at least of doubtful valldity?
The answer is no. Cardinal Gasquet and
his researcher, Edmund Bishop established
this conclusion on quite different grounds,
They produced documentary evidence to
prove that in the time of the reconciliation
of England under Mary Tudor, Cardinal
Pole had been instructed to reordain absolutely tilose men who had received orders
according to the Protestant ritual used during the reign of Edward VI. In other words,
the validity of the holy orders conferred according to this ritual were positively rejected even though there was no doubt as
to the episcopal character of the bishops
who employed the ritual.
The Holy See had thus judged as early as
the 16th century t'hat the ritual used by the
Edwardian Protestants was of such a nature
that it was evident that those who drew it
up and used it did not wish or intend to confer the priesthood in a Catholic sense, Although this ritual was modified into a form.
which was open to a Catholic interpretation

in 1662, all men who would have been true
priests and bishops in the Catholic sense
were by that time dead. Even ii the ritual
of 1662 was suitable for the valJd conferral
of sacraments, there was no one left living
who could validly administer tilem.

T

HE ENCYCLICAL LETIER in which
Pope Leo XIII declared against the
validity of the priesthood of Anglican ministers shattered lhe optimistic and unrealistic dreams of those who looked forward
to a speedy reception of the whole of the
Church of England into the Catholic Church
with the flourish of a signature. Nevertheless
there has never been a lack of tilose who
continued to cherish Iond hopes for such an
even tu alJ t y.
In 1920 such hopes were again fanned lo
a glimmer. This time it was the Belgians,
who cocked an ear to the Anglican claims.
(The Belgians, IJke the French - say the
staunch English Catholics - have a genius
for totally m isunderstancting the religious
situation across the channel.) It was no less
a figure than the heroic and enormously
popular Cardinal Mercier who sponsored
talks between representatives of tile Church
of England and the Roman Catholic Church.
Again it was Lord Halifax who led the Anghcan assault against the walls of Rome.
The "Conversations of Malines" - which
took place in Mercier's see city - came to
nothing. If they failed it was not for lack of
ingenuity and daring on lhe part of the
Anglicans. Among the propositions which
were made to pave the way to unity was
the establishment of an Anglican rite, patterned after the liturgy of the Prayer Book
of the Church of England, within the Catholic Church. Not only was this rite to eventually supplant the Roman rite in England,
bul the present-day English Catholic bishoprics were to be suppressed to make way for
the recognition of the Anglican hierarchy.
The Conversations of Malines came to an
end with the death of Cardinal Mercier in
1926. Al though they were described as being
carried on "with the cognizance of the Pope,"
they were not invested with any official
mandate from Rome.
To this day there survive within the
Church of England small but active groups
who continue to insist that reconciliation
between Rome and Canterbury is possible.
To any hard-headed observer of the situation
they seem to be tilting at windmills, for
reconciliation presupposes that there is something there to reconcile. Anglicans do not

only differ from us in such emotioncharged areas as liturgical and devotional
practices. If tile liturgical movement has
narrowed this breach in recent years, tile
gulf has progressively widened in the realm
of moral theology. The lax Anglican views
on divorce and birth control are obvious
examples.

B

UT THE REAL crux of the question lies
in tile fact that so long as the Church
of England lacks priests and bishops it cannot be dealt with as a corporate body at all,
Was the decision of Pope Leo XIII against
the validity of Anglican orders an irreversible one? Pope Leo said it was, and the great
majority of theologians agree with him. Can
it be said tbat it was an infallible judgment?
It was nol marked with the same solemnity
as accompanied the proclamation of the dogmas of the Immaculate Conception or of the
Assumption, but nearly all theologians agree
that it was meant to be an infallible judgment.
Even apart from the question of authority,
the facts of the case permit no other conclusion. Nearly all Anglicans who seriously
study the question ultimately agree. They
become Catholics.
But the great majority of the English people could hardly care less. This is probably
the real value of the Archbishop's call on
the Pope. It at least should furnish food for
Lhought.

ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES

Publication of death anniversary dates is an encouragement to friends of the deceased and to our
readers to remember the departed in their prayers.
__
Brother Bernard Knupfer
Rev. Peter Post - - · _ _ _
Rev. Boniface Spanke _
-·
Brother ~Uchael Boesch _
Rev. Lawrence Boyt _ _ _ _ _
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enough of man's hatred of Him very soon,
beginning with Herod's fear for his throne
and c11ding in Pilate's fear of losing Roman

As Seen in Bethlehem

fal'Or.

A Story of Love
By David Flusche, O.S.B.
The first and most important fact about
Christmas is that God loves us. For no other
reason would he have chosen lo become one
of us, sharing our human nature, joining io
a family, io friendships, in joys, in trials,
in work, in suffering, and in death. Long
before the Second Person of the Blessed
Trinity took our human nature, when God
created our first parents. He walked with
them in the garden of paradise, conversing
with them as a friend, telling them of the
work of creation, giving them domination
over all living creatures, and letting them
name the animals and birds, to show them
, hat they should be His partners in caring
for 1his earth.
It was Adam and Eve, not God, who broke
off this first perfect relationship between
God and man. They failed in the one thing
that had been forbidden them and thus
placed themselves and mankind al variance
wi th God. Nevertheless. Goel did not completely reject Adam and Eve. He took from
them the extras that were theirs in Eden,
but gave them hope of a Redeemer through
whom man could regain Divine favor. And
as the centuries rolled on toward that first
Christmas God kept up His personal relationship ~th man. He spoke on familiar
terms with Abraham and Moses and the prophets, giviog them hints of the mysterious
plan of redemption wherein the Divine Son
o[ God would become the human son of a
human mother.
The time did come when God was ready
tu prove that his delights were to be with
the children of men. He chose her who was
to be His mother. Like Eve, she was made
sinless; but, unlike Eve, she remained sinle3s. For her spouse He chose a quiet, devout
working man - one who had the spiritual

I'""\
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perception to understand both the divinity
of the Child and the perfect virtue of th e
mother and yet had the strength and firm ness to rule this awesome household.
Joseph and Mary, as this young couple
were called, were a young couple, in love.
Morever, no one before or after has loved
God with the perfect Jove of these two.
Mary loved God per[eclly; but she did not
know that God had preserved her from sin
so that she might be a worthy mother for
Hirn. And Joseph loved God almosl as per[ec .ly, bul he did not know that Goel had
seen him as the per.feel earthly replica o (
the Divine Father. The two just knew there
was something special about their love, and
they resolved t.o consecrate this love fully
to God by a life of virginity.
Then an angel appeared to Mary and the
beautiful Christmas story began to unfold.
Mary was to be overshadowed by the Holy
Spirit, and a Son was to be born of h er.
J o eph was told, again by an angel, tha t
Mary's child was conceived by the Holy
Spirit. not by man, and that she would bring
(orth a Son whom Joseph would name Jesus
because the child would save His people
from their sins. Though Joseph and Mary
told no one of these wonders, the Holy Spirit
gave tidings of it to Elizabeth, Mary's cousin ,
who was the first to salute Mary as the
Mother of God.
The sudden call to Bethlehem for the census must have made Mary and Joseph recall
ancient prophecies. But the journey w as
wearying, the disappointment bitter at n ot
findiog a place to stay, the humiliation intense as they realized that their Lord and
Corl would be born in a stable because they
could find no other place. How all of this
changed when the multitude of angels suddenly became visible and burst into song!
God had become man because He loved man.
And He came to begin His earthly life in
this setting where His perfect love could
be perfectly returned. There would b e

Only in the household of Jesus, Mary, and
Joseph could perfect familiarity between
G~d and man be perfectly recaptured on
earth. It had existed for Adam and Eve before their fall. It existed for Mary and Joseph
until death brought a temporary separation.
For all the rest of mankind sin raises a barrier, bu the barrier is not permanent; and
for those who Jove God it will pass away.
When the natural body has run its course
in love of God, and man finds union with
God in death, it is then freed from those
obstructions of sin which make it see God
and the things of God only darkly.
God made a heaven for all men who will
take it. There man can again walk with God
m the cool of the evening and be His familiar
while remaining in deep adoration of the

Godhead whom he could only vaguely comprehend and feebly love while on earth.
Tlea\'en is the eternal mutual exchange of
love. But how do we portray it otherwise?
\'. hn t is it like? Saint Paul saw it and decided that it was beyond his power of expression. We who have never seen it can aU
the less attempt a description. But perhaps
we can think of something that will give us
an idea. Let's think o[ how Mary and Joseph
must have felt that first Christmas night as
they looked upon Jesus in adoration while
He received the homage of the angels and
the groping, joyful reverence of the shepherds. Think of that Divine hand grasping
for their hands. There were all the ingredients of heaven: God, the angels, adoring
mankind. lf we could share Mary and Joseph's happiness at this moment we could
want nothing more in this world or in the
next. There was heaven visible on earth.
There was love.

Corne and enlighten them that sit in dark,iess and in the shadow of death.
(Vespers anti phon fo·r December 21)
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The Power of the Word
(Continued from page seven)
reading the Bible, there still remains the
problem of actually reading it. We often hear
people say, " I try to read the Bible, but it's
no use. I just can't understand what I find
there. I feel I'm better off if I don't get mixed
up on matters of F aith." And, unhappily,
there is good reason for what they say. The
bibical text must be understood before the
seed of God's Word can be planted, and ii
the translation is faulty or forced, this understanding is hard to come by.
The Bible possessed by the majority of
Catholic families is the Douay-Rheims version, a sixteenth-century translation. In most
homes, it is a dust-covered volume used for
recording births and deaths. Because it is a
forced translation, adhering slavishly to the
Lalin text, it is read r arely. The twentiethcentury American finds this version hard to
read and even at times misleading. SL. J erome, the Vulgate scholar, styled such translation "cacography".
Ecclesiastical authorities recognized the
seriousness of this situation and took the lead
in conducting new, up-to-date translations
of the Bible for modern readers. Within the
last twenty years, two outstanding contributions have been made: the Confraternity
Bible, the work of scholars, and the Knox
Bible, the work of the late Monsignor Ronald
Knox of England. All these men are reputable Scripture scholars and undertook their
translations at the instigation of the hierarchy.
Though both versions are top-notch, the
Knox translation would seem to be the most

desirable for daily reading. Its author possessed a certain Ii terary elegance and facility
of expression which, while it renders
Bible-reading enjoyable, interferes in no
way with the authenticity of the text.
These observations on the different versions are necessary only for those who have
not been able to read the Bible before. A.s
long as the Sacred Scriptures are read and
understood, it makes no difference which
translation is used, since any authorized text
is the Word of God.
But it is important that Catholics begin
once again to make the Bible a focal point
of their life. It is significant that in the Gospels of the Masses that look both ways at
the beginning and end of the liturgical Year,
the Church addresses to us these words of
Christ: "Heaven and earth will p~ss away,
but My words will not pass away.'
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UNITED IN
Our Lord exhorted us to ''Love one another." Let
u•. therefore, all u.nlte out prayers ln charity with
the monks at Subiaco for the Lnt.enttou tent tn

since lase. month.

THE

LIVING

Holy Father's intentions1 For our Presidentelect, Thanksgiving to Mary, Special intention, 01?l3ining a job, Sale o! camera, Help fo_r Leukemia
victim, Conversion of Russia and Chin~, Church
of silence, Raise in pay, Impro~ement ,m _health,
For the sick-poor, Happy marriag~, Atd m, f!)ot
trouble, Good living quarters, Daily nect:ssittes,
Marriage rectified, Conversion of Sister-in-l~w.
All Missionary personnel, Lapsed Catholics,
Cure of alcoholism, Final perseverance, Safe
journey, Cure of nervousness, Happy solutio~ of
problem Healing of burned arm, Peace of mmd,
Grace a~d strength to atend daily Mass, Cure of
eye trouble, Sale of property, Very special in14

PRAYER

tention, Help in work, Recovery o.t burned grandson.
THE DECEASED
Paul M. Nahlen, George Ross, Deceased Scola
family. Carrie Hubacek. Brigid Glynn, Regina

Bed.strand, Mrs. Henry Friga, Billie Ann MilleT,
Robert Bender Sr., Deceased Rodekirchen Family,
Irene Erman, Philomena Worner, W. A. Madden.
Catherine Hart.
Anna Millener, Frank Andrews, Dr. Bernard
French, Michael Machalica, Anna Prajka, Joseph

Marzano, Sister M. Stephania, O.S.B.:., Marcella
Norbut, Jacob Dluby, Helen Septis, Liames Gil-

martin, John Swienty, Clotilde Zarlenga, Claire

Dorothy Post, J ohn H. Hobbs, Margaret Neeley,

Phillip Drilling, Joseph Binkowski, Deceased Sarna Family, M:r. Smithhisler.

Benedictine Footsteps

overcome, because of Him who hath loved
us.' '

New Year Happiness
By Bernard Schumacher, O.S .B.
''They that seek the Lord shall not be deprived of any good." With the coming of t'he
New Year it is a comforting thought to
1<now that those who seek God will not be
deprived of any good.
There are many risks that we must take
m this world, and even if we enjoy success
in one thing, that very success may be offset
by misfortunes or failure in another. If a
man is successful in attaining a comfortable
life he may easHy have health troubles. If
he succeeds in his occupation or profession,
he may have family troubles. If he is strong
,none thing, he may have telling weaknesses
m something else.
Add to this other things and other weaknesses that may come from sources either
,nslde or outside ourselves, and the natural
man has every reason to be worried. No
matter how strong a man is he is bound
finally to weaken. The man who trusts in
his own powers cannot win. In fact it is a
foregone conclusion that he is certain sooner
or later to lose. You can •h ave everything
arranged just right for yourself and the
slightest carelessness or miscalculation on
the part of yourself or someone else can
ruin everything. You can build your hopes
up high and in a single night or moment all
comes crashing down. What disappointments
even the most successful person faces in the
end.
Yet it is our Christian concept of life that
all these things have a part to play in our
lives. Difficulties there will be; and it would
be the greatest folly in the world to expect
to get by without them.
How then can we find happiness through
lhis maze of sorrows? How can we be joyous
In the midst of so much grief? We can be
joyous and we can find happiness because
in Christ's scheme of things there is no contradiction between the hardships of life and
Christian joy. Even though we should suffer
death all the day long and be counted as
sheep for the slaughter, we can hold on to
our confidence, secure in the hope that we
shall not be deprived of any good, and we
go on with joy because we have the power
through Christ to overcome injuries and
hardships. "But in all of these things we have

In the words of the Apostle we will be as
one dying but behold we live; we will be as
sorrowful yet always rejoicing; as needy
yet enriching many; as having nothing, perhaps, yet possessing all things. This ls the
kind of life that lies within the reach of
every faithful Catholic.

For the Young Adult

A Secret
"Rejoice in thy youth .. . and let thy heart
be in that which is good." This is the word
and the advice which Scripture has to offer
youth, for youth is a time of joy. It's a time
when you feel strong and nothing seems
impossible. It's the springtime of life and
nobody should enjoy life more than the
young adult.
The young adult is not pessimistic like
older people sometimes are. Why are people
who are starting to get old pessimistic at
times? Well, it often comes from failures.
They've been the loser too often in the business of life and making a living. After a
number of bad experiences the older person may live in dread of more to come.
It finally dawns on people after they have
gone a certain distance in life that maybe
they will not be millionaires. They may have
to work like everything just to eat, and keep
a roof over their heads, and have a place to
sleep at night.
But sometimes you meet old people who
have bad many failures in life. There may
have been tragedy and they may be just
about broke, and yet somehow they have
arrived at a smiling old age.
What is the secret of such success? Why
is it that they can look so confidently toward
the future and scorn the past? What is the
secret of their perpetual youth?
Their secret is simple. They have learned
that happiness does not depend so much on
the world outside as the world inside. They
may have done some fumbling but they've
always recovered, and they've managed to
keep their hearts in that which is good. So
the years have passed and left them young.
That is the way to hold on to youth. If
a person lets disorder grow in the world
inside, be will be old and ready to quit at
nineteen. But if the world inside is in order
- regardless of the outside world - he will
still be young at ninety. That is the way to
keep our youth.
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This November was merely a month of
semi-wlJ1ter weather. The first harsh frosts
which usually begin in this month were ininaugurated by October. Whal was said of
October weather-wise could be reiterated of
November by saying that it was "more o( the
same." There were some cold, some warm
days. There is a noticeable change in that
several days of razorlike wind have sliced
and shred the colorful leaves of October
from the trees and left them hurled and
huddled on the ground.
The sun makes up for this shorn beauty
by adding a special beauty of its own. It
comes forth each morning with its red pawns
riding ahead to warm the way.
More directly in the line of the farm events
during November were for the most. part a
continuance of the normal daily rounds of
work begun in October. Brother Louis and
Henry put a few days of work into machinery that had limped lo their sheds after a
hard season of operation.
On occasions, as on the days the wind was
especially biting, the two Brothers me?tioned above and also Brother Michael will
head across the highway and cut some of 1.he
blackiack oak that is impairing the growth
of the pine timber. Black-jacks are very often
hollow and are practically useless for lumber. The trees are sawed and hauled to a
charcoal plant that pays a nominal price.
"The price," Brother Michael wryly com16

menled. "doesn't help us much financially
but does clean up our pine timber."
Anyone interested in obtaining registered
and good Duroc pigs may do well to 1.ap the
lines of the Abbey stock. The champion Duroe sow of 1.hc 1960 State Fair belongs to
the Abbey as does her sire the 1959 champion
boar. This sow raised f'.rom the K. A. Ranch
stock of Clardsclale, Mississippi, is being bred
to the 1960 champion boar whose lineage is
through Oklahoma Breeders Association
stock. Pigs from these champions will probably be selling size during 1.he latter days
or May.
Brother Leonard besides caring for the
pigs works with the chickens, and manages
to help wiU1 the work o( butchering. During
the warmer part o( the year he sinks his
"green thumb" in the large garden.
Bottles, bottles, milk bottles form a special
task out of many others for Brother Candidale Maurice. He has a duly that is not so
much a di((icult lest of skill though a facility
with the hands is necessary but can be a
real lest of patience. For who can cheerfully
wash and sterilize cases of bollles, fill them
with milk, then finally drive up to the building only to bring back 1.he same bottles now
em ply again to begin over again? This is
ano ther of the many tasks that easily remains forgotten by others provided it is not
forgotten by the man entrusted with the
work.
This touches on one of the basic principles demanded by St. Benedict when he
wrote that no one should follow "what he
considers useful for himself but rather what
benefits another." This strain of thought he
has threaded through the whole Rule chap1.er by chapter. St. Benedict further states
that this in no way is to allow a monk to feel
that he is indispensable to his brethren for

The Abbey's grantl cbam11ion sow causuaJly

wears her ribbons on her back at Ute State Fait-,

in such a case he is simply lo be replaced
by someone else for a time. For labor is
always lo be and must always be, as was
laid down in the magnificent Introduction,
•·with the strong bright weapons of obedidence." For those fearing the Lord "do not
pride themselves on thcir good observance
. . but glorify the Lord's work in them".
This is not the mere message of St. Benedict though, il is tile message o[ the gospels
for it was not a mere man that gave us the
example that ''No one should follow what
he considers useful for himself, but benefits another." We have to look no further
than the example given us at Christmas. In
the words of the great poet of the Church
St. Epharem we can sing, "In 1.his day in
which there came the Lord of all unto the
servants, condescending lo be masters to
their servants lovingly! Today Divinity did
seal itself upon Humanity so that Humanity
might be with Godhead's stamp adorned."
Parm Family of the Year

The Abbey rejoices a1. the selection of the
John Stehle family as Farm Family of the
Year for the county, since we feel like
they are a part of our monastic family, too.
The Stehles were announced for this honor
recenlly for their dairy farm, their homestead, and their family life, all regarded
as ideal. Mr. Stehle, a native of Germany,
came lo Subiaco in 1922 when the Abbey
paid transportation for him and his brother.
He worked al the abbey to repay his transportation and remained for six years as
herdsman for the abbey's cattle. Having
saved to begin on his own, he was ready for
two important steps in 1928. The first, and
the best of the two, was hls marriage to
Katherine Strobel of Subiaco in 1928. The
second was the buying of a 60 acre farm,
which has increased to 112 acres by later
purchases. Dividing the acreage equally, they
have 55 acres each in cropland and in pasture, with limber on two acres. Their widelydiversified operation includes 200 chickens
from which they sell 30 dozen eggs a week;
raising all their own meat, including pork,
beef, and poultry; an extensive canning and
preserving activity to fill a giant. home
freezer; the raising of oats, lespedeza, Sudan
and native grass. But their major farming
operation is their dairy which has been
Grade A since 1952. Their 29 mature cows
average 7,562 pounds of milk and 361 pounds
al butterfat a year, well above the state
average for Jerseys.
The Stehles are members of St. Benedict's

Photo courle,iy or Kafka Stu4Jo

Mr. and Mrs. John Stehle, County Farm Family

or Ute year.

Parish and active in all parish organizations.
They are oblates of tile Abbey. Mr. Stehle
is a member of the North Logan County
Farm Bureau and a director of the Logan
County Farmer's Cooperative. Mrs. Stehle
was one of the organizers of the Subiaco
Home Demonstration Club. They have four
children, Anthony of Little Rock; Mrs. Rosemary Sponel of Lavaca, Mrs. Anna Martin
of Paris and John of Paris. To all 1.he Stehle
family congratulations!

MASS INTENTIONS
New Subiaco Abbey is able to accept ad•
ditional Mass intentions. About thirty Masses
are offered daily in our mon.n.ste.ry. Intentions
beyond this nwnber are sent to monasteries
In Europe or the Doty Land where they are
cared for promptly. Regular low lllas.ses,
Gregorian Masses, or High 1\<Jnsses can all be
fulfil1ed as requested. U your local parish
cannot handle these Masses, we will receive
them gratefttlly and care for them J>romptly.

Send !hem to:
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey,

Subiaco, Arkansas
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POLLY PA.BAD E
the evening before. Father's unquenchable
Hi Folks,
H's always interesting watching the good spirits made him the center of attracmonastery get ready for Christmas. The tion at recreation during his long and welfirst sign of things lo come is the bless- come stay; and his ciooshlat an expression
ing of the Advent wreath. On the Saturday iliat would suit any occasion, will echo in
evening before the firsl Sunday of Advent our ears a long time. Before leaving he asFather Prior blessed the wreath in the center sured us that in Poland he would not be
of the dining room and the first candle was under any religious restrictions. He will stay
lighted by Father Bartodziej - will tell you wi h his sister, next door to a convent and
more about him in a minute - tben the col- across the street from a parish of 20,000 souls .
lect Ior the first Sunday of Advent was As his ship steams across the Allantic and
prayed. The wreath this week sports two through the Baltic Sea, we pray that he Will
burning candles, and nexl week, as you read find his retirement a happy one. Last spring
this there will be three. Oh yes, while the he celebrated his golden jubilee as a priest ,
candles are being Hghled every evening by a having spent all fifty years working in this
novice, the monks sing a translation of diocese.
Fratres Eugene Luke and Henry Heese
Isaiah's prayer that the heavens will open
were ordained deacons by Bishop Fletcher
and rain down the Just One.
As the fourth candles leaps to flame other at St. John's Seminary in Little Rock on
preparations gain speed. A number of the December 8. Frater Eugene is a monk of
Fathers who will be helping out in parishes our Abbey, and Frater Henry is a monk of
begin to gaU1er sermon notes and bus sche- the Corpus Christi Priory. Next spring they
dules; Father Kevin, Hugh, and Benno get will be ordained priests.
Brother Thomas is in the market for a new
out the Christmas music and conscript Fathers, Fratres, and Brothers for exlra choir set of ear drums. His took quite a beating
practice; cribs and figures get dusted off to this summer with all the construction going
take their places on Christmas eve in at least on in the basement right under him. Now
six different locations around the abbey; and the front en trance is being changed, and he's
the Fratres start despairing of learning their got the noise right next door to his porter's
lines for the Christmas play they will present office. He has probably been the hero of all
at the monks' private Christmas Tree cele- this remodeling because he faithfully follows
bration a few days after Christmas. I guess St. Benedict's admonition not to wander
it would be honest lo say that Christmas away from the entry, and thus he has been
peace starts when the school term stops for tuned in on it for about six months. Philothe holidays. Certainly it reaches its climax sophically though, he says that constructive
at the pontifical midnight Mass as Father noise always has a good sound.
So progress is still progressing. We'll take
Abbol, the monks and the parishioners join
some pictures next month and show them
in welcoming the Prince of Peace.
Back to Father Bartodziej. He left us in to you in February. It would be nice if we
December, headed for his native Poland. could show you some "before" and "after,,
Father is a retired priest of this diocese who shots of the students' recreation room and
lived here the past few years. This year he the corridors and other facilities. But happily
decided to return to his original homeland to we don't have any "before" shots.
Remember, there's no January issue. A
join his elderly widowed sister. Though we
all worried about him and his journey, he happy Christmas season.
So long,
was determined to go and finally got Ms
Polly
visa. He left on December 2 after a sendoff
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meu«t
Dear Young Americans,
December is a special month of wrapping
and un-wrapping. Many of the stores have
an extra table or counter set up with pretty
papers and gay ribbons where packages are
gift wrapped with special care and decorated
with fancy bows.
A lot of giving and getting goes on al!
through tl,e other months, too. During all
that time Young Americans have been
heaped with food, clothing, shelter, aids for
grooming, helps of many kinds and items
a/ joy - la,·gely gifts of duty. But Deceml er is the biggest month of the year, the
,pecial time for gifts of love. The fancy
wrapping is but one of the many ways people
use to make their gifts seems more worthy,
•o make them express that special love.
The Perfect Gift in the Perfect Wrapping
is 01'r Lord in the arms of His Mother. On
Christmas morning many fortunate Young
Americans wi!l receive the best of all Christmas gifts - Our Lord in Holy Communion,
and will have something fit to give to God
in love and thanksgiving - the Mass.
Young Americans outside the Faith are
unaerprivi!eged wlien it comes to giving and
getting. This story happened when I was a
big girl. 1 had studied a lot of books and had
helped many sick people but nobody had yet
ihared the Faith with me.
Love to every one of you,
Tamm!/

Giving and Getting
The days were creeping off the calendar
,o slowly it seemed as if they had sprained
tacks, loo. Lying down in the same position
wa.s tiring, but every tin1e I tried to move,
a fresh supply of sharp new pains were
added to the slow dull aches already throbbing tediously in 1hy back, especially at the

hip joint. I didn't know what to do with all
that pain except to smother as much of it
as possible under a heating pad with linament and keep swallowing aspirin.
There were SO many things I wanted to
do right then - ALL of them requiring me
to be up and moving around. Members of
the family sympathized with me a great
deal and kept bringing me cups of strong
hot coffee to make me feel better.
If I could just get out of bed without bending my back or twisting the joints of my
hips I could stand up just as well as I could
lie down, I thought. Then I could creep carefully to the kitchen and wash some of the
dishes piled there. Taking care of the house
was MY work that year. The younger children were too small to help and the rest of
the lami!y was gone except Father, who had
a lot of papers to grade when he came home
from school.
My bed was an old fashioned four poster,
very high. That gave me an idea! By raising my arms over my head and holding the
bed post I braced myself and slid my feet
carefully off the bed to the floor. Then,
mo\'ing my hands up one at a time a litlle
higher on the bed post, GLORY! I was
s:anding up! Slowly, I made my way to ilie
kitchen and washed the dishes.
By the time Father came home from school
the kitchen looked a lot better and a good
smelling stew was bubbling merrily on the
stove. As he came across the yard with his
big box of papers, his tired face seemed to
be sewed up into a weary frown with rows
and rows of stitches.
We met him at the door. When he came
into the kitchen his face came to life with
a smile that seemed to rip off the whole
frown and melt it into nothing. He had to
hurry through the supper though and get
to the papers. It was time to make out report
cards.
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There was no way for me to sit down yet,
but it was fun to serve the others al the
table. I drank some more coffee standing up
and after the little one were all asleep I
drank a Coca Cola and wenl back to my bed.
Holding on to the post, I let myself down
gradually until my body was lying on the
bed sideways. Then, whe11 I pulled my head
and shoulders around to the pillow, that
brought my feel from the floor to the bed,
:md I was lying down again. This was harder
than getting up, and I seemed to be "out of
breath."
For a few moments I rested perfectly still
waiting for the "out of breath" feeling to
leave. Instead of gettfag better, it got worse
and worse. I started to call for help but the
effort gave me a sharp pain in the chest.
Now I could breathe only a very small breath
once in a while. Something terrible was
wrong, dangerously wrong. Very slowly I
inched my left hand towards my right wrist
until I could feel my pulse. It was far too
slow and getting slower. Something seemed
to be squeezing all the beat out of my heart.
Maybe I had been drinking too much coffee!
I had read about heart muscles going in to a
spasm sometimes with too much coffee. If
I tried to call out again or get up my heart
would probably slop for good.
When Father finished his papers he came
to my room to see how I was getting along.
"Doctor," I whispered.
"What - " he started to ask.
"Quick," I whispered with difficulty.
He hurried out to the car and drove off.
In ten minutes I expected him to be back
with the doctor. I wailed. Ten minutes passed
and ten minutes more. The doctor must not
have been at home. There was no other doc•
tor in our region.
"My life is almost over," I thought. "In a
few more minutes I will go before God." I
thought of all the good things He had been
giving me all the days of my life. I had been
getting, gelling, getting all the time! I tried
to gather in my mind some good things I
had done to make a present out of them to
o£fer to God just as soon as my sou.I got out
of my body.
Those good deeds were not enough to be
a present for God. Even if I had worked
harder and crammed every minute of my
Lile [ull of them I couldn't make a present
out of them suitable for God. Surely there
must be a perfect gift somewhere, I thought!
God wou Id not have forgotten our very
greatest need, the need to give Him some
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worthy gift of love in return for His Great
and Wonderful Love! The good things that
people tried lo do would make nice wrap.
pings, but where was a suitable Gift lo
lay I0\'ingly in the midst of them? I was
going to God drenched in tears because I
had only a bunch of wrappings to offer Hirn
with nothing inside.
'
Cars were turning in the driveway. Soon
the door of my room opened but there was
no doctor. Our druggist came rushing over
to me and after examining me, gave me a
heart stimulant to last until our doctor could
arrive from out of town. In a little space o.(
time my heart started beating stronger. My
time of going lo God seemed to be postponed. Maybe I would have a chance to find
Him a Gift, after all. There was bound to
be one somewhere!

ly light shining down on a dark and gloomy
earth would be a symbol of His birth. A
chest of gold placed next to a manger would
be a symbol of an event closely connected to
lUs birth (one of the king's gifts). Tell what
your symbol means.

Young America
Contest Winners
7th and 8th Grades:

1st prize: Mary Jane Thomas, St. Michael's
Scl1ool, West Memphis, Ark.
2nd prize: David Struby, St. Gabriel's
School, Kansas City, Missouri.

Young ~merica Contests
The Christmas Season is a busy one. People
spend much of their time shopping and getting everything ready for Christmas Day.
People are so very busy they often becorne
tired and worn out by the time Christmas
finally arrives. But this is not the way the
Christmas season ought to be spent. Many
tunes we forget the feast of Christmas is
only the beginning. It is true we are joyful
on the Day itself, but our joy ought to become fuller as the days go on. If we follow
the feasts of the Church Year, we will find
that there are many great feast days after
Christmas Day. Some of these important
feasts are: The Holy Innocents, the Circurn.
c1sion of Our Lord, the feast of the Hoiy
Name of Jesus, and the Epiphany of Our
Lord. With each one of these leasts comes a
new reason for us lo be even more joyful
than before. This is especially true about
the feast of the Epiphany of Our Lord. The
word "Epiphany" means "showing." God
shows us His Son on this day. We might call
this day another Christmas. At Christmas
God shows His Son to the Jews. If you re~
member, the shepherds were the only people
who came to adore Our Lord on that day.
They were all Jews. But on the Epiphany
the three Kings came to adore Him. These
three men were not Jews; they were from
other lands. These wise men took our places
before the crib. God s'howed His Son to them.
By doing this, He showed His Son to us too.
God gave His Son to us in a special way on
this day. Don't you see why we ought to
be full of joy on the Epiphany?

Across
J. The Holy Family made one of these into
Egypt.
6. He ordered that a census of the Roman
Empire be taken.
8. The .
was cold on the night of Christ's
birth.
9. We all have our __ and downs.
10. In the Old Testament, his brother did
this to Joseph.
12. This is where the three kings came from.

Down
2. Possessive of "it!'
3. •·Hark, the __ angels sing."
4. One of the kinds of graces.
5. Whose order caused the slaying of the
Holy Innocents?
7. The Church's greatest feast day.
11. A salutation to Mary.
Tie breaker: Write a short Christmas poem.

5,h and 6th Grades:
In a few words, answer each of these questions.
I. What is the meaning of the feast of the
Epiphany?
2. Why is the Epiphany such a great feast?
3. What is the meaning of the three wisemen's visit?
-1. Why does the Church consider the Epiphany equal with Christmas?

3rd and
Draw
bol of
Christ's

4th Grades:
a symbol of Christ's birth or a symsome event closely connected to
birth. For example, a ray of heaven-

5th and 6th Grades:
1st prize: Madonna Wewers, St. Benedict's
School, Subiaco, Ark.
2nd prize: Kathleen Forst, St. Benedict's
School, Subiaco, Ark.
3rd and 4th Grades:
1st prize: Jaqi Carfagno, Assumption
School, Atkins, Ark.
2nd prize: Kim Hubbard, Assumption
School, Atkins, Ark.

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
For the Mlsslons
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions
o! the Far East by sending us your canceled
stamps. Simply tear or cut them o(f your letters
and packages and mail them to us. Be sure to
leave a small margin around them so as to protect the perforations. All foreign stamps are especially valuable. Mail contributions to: Young
America, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, ATkansas.
NOTICE: Please do not send the common series:
1~ Washington, 2¢ Jefferson, 3¢ Liberty, and 4¢
Lmcoln. They must be separated c,nd discc,rded.
Thank you very much.
Stamp Contributors Since Our Last Issue
Alabama: Miss Clara Colagross
Arizona: Mrs. Katherine Hess
Arkansas: A. G. Bauer, Anonymous, Mr. John
P. Murphy
California: Mrs. John B. Carroll, Miss Betty
Thompson
Jlllnois: Mrs. E. J. Riedlinger
Louisiana: Mrs J. C. Daunoy1 Hamley Insurance
Agency
Minnesota: Mrs. T. J. Diffley
Missouri: Miss Mary Ann Beil
Oklahoma: Miss Mary Donnelly, Mrs. Roy Tillerson
Pe.n nsy lvanfa: Mrs. H. Stahl
Texas: Heart of Mary Church, Mr. Paul J. Moosey
Wisconsi n: Mr. H. F. Schumacher
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The CCD, A Privilege and a Challenge

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
Part XV III in a series on the CCD
If we understand Lhe necessity and the
vllal elements of the Vir,ue of Charily, a
lirnely conclusion becomes pertinent: No
CCD Unit can live , much less operate efficiently, without a high degree of Charity.
This divine Virtue must be the beating heart
animating your deliberations, decisions and
actions. Let ii weaken, and your real apostolate is gone with the wind. IL may continue for a while, but without the impact
of the divine touch that Charity alone can
give. Eventually it wiJI stop altogether.
Urgent Appeal
Before pointing out lo you the stumblingblocks endangering the understanding and
practice of Charily, let me borrow from Saini
Paul the most appropiate and urgent appeal.
As yow· CCD di.rector, I earnestly wish
that each wo1·d of the following quotation
may reach every one of our CCD workers
and become a never forgotten code of apostolic action. Please read ii as if written just
for you: "I Beseech You that you walk worthy of the vocation in which you are called,
with all humility and mildness, with patience, supporting one another in charity,
careful to keep the unity of the Spirit in the
bond of peace. One Body and one Spirit in
one hope of your calling." (Eph. IV-1-4)
"If there be, therefore, any consolation in
Christ, if any comfort of charity, if any society of the spirit, fulfill ye my joy, that you
will be of one mind, having the same charily,
being of one accord , agreeing in sentiment.
Let nothing be done through contention,
neither by vain glory. But in humility, let
each one esteem others better than themselves. Let this mind be in you, which was
also in Christ Jesus." (Phil. II:1-6)
Assuming that you are aware, dear CCD
Workers, of the common en emies of Charity,
and that you are willing and ready to keep
them at bay, I remain nonetheless worried
about a sneaking type of enemy to be compared to a poisonous snake in the grass
standing alert to bite any passer-by ... The
L·ncultiv ated land trodded by our CCD
workers is hiding such snakes t hat could
iniect the p ure blood of your Chari ty. Please,
beware.

It is not necessary to indulge in open ras h
judgment, slanders, calumny, ugly anlipa.
thies, unchristian and unAmerican race d iscrimination, pelly jealousies, heated arguments. or glamorous vain glory, lo bring
about the death of your Charily. The mos t
secret and unavowed natural scnliment o f
pride, when left on the loose, can scutlle in
a very short time, the most solid CCD Units.
A merely emotionally dislike, if allowed to
rule your judgment, can and will rob your
initial apostolic determination of its divine
roots, and you will wither away as the most
promising CCD worker. It does happen, dear
CCD workers: Lhe devil is so tricky: It is
hard to outsmart him. The CCD is its wot-st
enemy, because it is the most genuine and
efficient extension of the clergy through the
lai'y. Whal a victory for him when he s ucceeds to blind and incapacitate a lay apostle :
What a laugh he has in the depths of Hell :
You can be sure that he is posting many o f
his most able poisonous snakes in lbe grass
you are trodding. Be on your guard: You rn ay
become the next victim.
Typical Victim.~
Let us suppose that before the organiza tion of the CCD in your parish, you were a
"hit" in your locality, because of the nume r ous responsibilities thrown upon your shoulders. Bui through the Confraternity, such
responsibilities, and many more of them, b ecome U1e concern of a collectivity instead of
an individual. Your pride is hurt and you
quit altogether under various pretexts. If so,
you have been a victim of the "snake in the
grass."
Perhaps you have given your resignation
as a CCD leader or worker. Your reason is
not clear. Your pastor and your President
are slow to give in and accepL it, because
of their confidence in your ability. But you
do insist: You indirectly force them to accept ii by becoming negligent in performing
you r assignments. You want it your way a t
all costs: the real reason that you are careful
not to admit even to yourself is simply a
natural dislike of some one of the board or
in your group of workers. If your resignation
would have been motivated by the good of
the movement by a sincere desire to bring
in some one you consider more fit to fill your
position, you would at least r emain in another capacity. But, no: you quit altogether
and you become lost in the crowd of the indifferent to the duty of lay apostolate. If
so, you have been victim of the "snake in
t he grass." - Rev. Georges A. L evasseur

Godliness - - Godlessness
Timely News and Views
SECULARISM IN ACTION
charm. As the Ark, Mary signs God's pre'!'he flagrant abuses that mar the celebra- sence. And she walk., before us in peace toith
tion of Christmas offer a typical example of gentleness and in war with the might of
;,-cularism in action. No physical force or God: "Who is this that comes forth like the
syste!Tl of philosophy is employed to suppress daw_n, fair as the moon, bright as the sun,
or e,·en diminish the importance of the feast. ternble as an army in battle array." -Kilian
Unlike the Soviets, the secularists do not McDonnell, 0.S.B ., in the Sign, Dec.
issue edicts and orders threatening dire pen1lt•es on these who commemorate the Bi.rib THE COMMON GOOD
of Christ. The prince of this world has subtle
Surely it is not Loo much Lo ask that Cathoas well as obvious ways of opposing the lics, whatever their political preferences or
Christians
Prince of Peace. As the early
occasional legilimale pai·tisan commitments,
,urned certain pagan feasts and customs to should be among the urst to understand
Christian uses, so Satan , through the secu- and to seek the "common good." If an enJ,rists in our midst, is turning Christmas in to ligh tenecl civic sense does not make them
3 pagan feast. Taking advantage of the modresponsive to the nature and the claims of
em craze for pleasure, the secularists have this wider good. the universal instinct of
perverted. the festival of Christian joy into their more Catholic religious insight should
an orgy ot sensual enjoyment. Christmas has make them more sensitive to certain spiritual
been so commercialized that its spiritual es- im plications of the "common good." For we
<ence is completely obliterated for millions, may well hope that, reflecting, on the nature
and its message of redemption left unknown ?{ the ·'common good" and seeking always
0: ignored. Significanlly, various pagan symits more perfect acomplishment, minds and
bols have replaced the crib, and the Birthday hearts will be lifted up afresh through the
nf the Savior of the world is celebrated with bom,m commune to the Summmn Bonum,
noisy parties in luxury hotels. The secular- the source of all good, God Himself, third and
.sts do not give glory to God in the highest. deciding partner in all enduring agreements,
They spread and establish the empire or marital, industrial, or international. - From
Belia! on the lowest plane of despiritualized a past address by Bishop John J. Wright,
Lile. - Liam Brophy in Social .Ju.~tice Re- quoted in the Catholic Mind, Nov.-Dec.
riew, Dec.
A BUILT-IN SETUP FOR SANCTITY
ARK OF THE COVENANT
Life in the world today is a heavy cross by
Mary is the precious Ark, made according
its very nature. Most people are busy runto a pattern conceived in the mind of God.
one escapist
She is the perpetual sign that God dwells ning madly away, jumping from who turns
pleasure to another. Anyone
and moves among His people. She is the
as every
cross,
the
up
picks
and
(I.round
throne of His presence, the symbol of His
setup for sanckingship. She goes before us and leads us and Christian must, has a. built-in
sanctity, piety, routine
helps us in our need, but she is essentially tity . . . . Common
religious interests are no longer enough for
the place where God and man meet. She is
laity. We need uncommon sanctity, exnot a thing to be worshipped, but a place the
piety, heroic devotion to Christ
to worship. Because she is the shrine of God's traordinary
if Christian civilization is
presence, her desire is that we honor the and His Church
this age of lay sanctity, pray
In
survive.
to
shrine but worship the presence. What overthat Christian laymen will prove equal to
shadows her consecrates her as the house of
the needs. - Cardinal Cushing, quoted in
God, the perfect worshiper, always turned Prairie Messenger, Dec. 1.
toward the Lord. When we stand before her
we are turned in heart and desire wholly
M OVING ?
1oward the Lord. And the certainty of the
U you move please send us your complete
OLD address and the complete NEW adenough
warning
is
enshrines
presence she
dress. This wW be of great bclp to our office
that she is not to be used as a good-luck
1>crsonn el. Thank y o11 very muchf
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We hope that 1961 will be the year when
we can begin to build the house that none of
us will ever use. The Abbey's Retreat-Guest
House is meant to provide a place for you. It
will be used for retreats, group or private, for
those who want to spend time in the monastic
atmosphere, and for visitors.

Ii you can help ...
The address is:

Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

A b bot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends:
A few years ago, a nationwide survey was made o(
various Churches in America. Catholics and Protestants
were asked about their religious attitudes and practices.
It was found that of all groups, U.S. Catholics showed
the least interest in recruiting new members for their
Church.
l\re Catholics less zealous and devoted to their faith
han are their Protestant brethren? I do not think so.
Catholics as a group, il seems lo me, are more loyal and
church-going than any other. Why then are they so inact h·e in the matter of spreading their faith?
I am convinced that the principal cause of this situation is that many Joyal and devoted Catholics feel that
thev lack the knowledge and (amiliru·ity with Catholic
tea~hing to enable them to explain and discuss it with
those outside the Church. They assume that this is the
priests' business and not a responsibility of the lay
Catholic.
This is tragic. The vast majority of non-Catholics
never find occasion to speak about religious matters to
a CaU1olic priest. Their only contact wi •h the Catholic
Chmch is with its lay members.
It has been said that the greatest deficiency in the
Church in America is that which arises from the failure
to harness the loyalty, devotion and potential zeal of
its lay members. The late Pope Pius XTI remarked: "The
lime has come when U1e laity musl take their place by
the side of their consecrated leaders in the urgent task
of bringing the teachings of Christ to those who know
Him not. This is the most u r gen t task facing our
laity.
I. is precisely here that the Catholic press has a most
important role to play. Without the secular press, the
average man would be unable to discuss political, social
and economic developments. Without the Catholic press,
the layman remains a religious infant unable to give
intelligent expression lo the faith that is in him.
There are millions of churchless homes in America.
Reading your Catholic press prepares you to carry out
Christ's command: "Go teach ye all nations." It equips
you to do your share in the holy warfare of winning the
world for Christ.
Gratefully yours in St. Benedict,

+ ~ ~ . o.,1.e.
(Rt. R ev.) 1\llchnel Le.nstng, o.s.n.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey
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THE COVE R

For Father Felix's discusion of
this month's cover see page five.

By Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.
"How lovely arc thy tabernacles, O Lord
ol Hosts! My soul longs and fain ts for the
courts of the Lord." With the world in its
present state there would be little point in
building up a case lo prove that we live
,n a storm-tossed world. Civil wars are
being fought, national wars are being fought;
large nations are brow-beating small. There
are social tensions; there are political tensions; there are economic tensions. Perhaps
this has always 'been the state of things;
but few will deny that it is the case now.

.. .

These are hard problems to solve but there
is no shortage of men ready to give a solution. The noisiest are those with the quick
and easy cure-alls. Problems that have beset
the world for thousands of years would
easily be remedied by their cures. Before
long man would become perfect; he would
reach a perfect state in a perfect society,
and everybody would live happily ever after.

.. .

In these prophets and planners with the
quick cure-alls hardly anybody places any
faith. People have seen them come and go
in the past. Sometimes they catch on for
a while because their plans suit the mood
and the short-term needs of the day. But
moods change quickly, and one need is
soon replaced by another.

...

There are others who make more solid
plans. They are intellectuals who know economics, history, social science, political science, and statecraft. They balance what
we have and what we need, and then they
take steps to bring about that balance. If
things work well for them they do some
good. But after upsets and miscalculations
it may take 50 or 100 years for the improvement to come about.

.. .

Most of us cannot wait that long. Whal
we need is help here and now. And when
we need help quick the place we us ually go
lo is the church . Experience has taught us
that the church is a haven of rest in a
storm-tossed world.

In church Christ gives us his plans. He
teaches in the open. The society that he
established to do his work on earth is not
some sort of secret society in which there
are hidden doctrines and secret r ites which
only the initiated know.

. ..

The teachings and rites of the Church
can be found in a dime catechism. But reading the catechism is not always enough
to suit our needs. We need some individual
help and attention at times, and often we
receive this individual help and attention
as we pray and ponder before the tabernacle.

...

In the Gospel we find Ch rist teaching
and asking questions in the temple. He
early showed his love for the temple and
church. When Joseph and Mary went back
to Jerusalem to search for him, it was hard
for them to understand why he should be
in the temple but he gives them the simple
answer that it is necessary for him to be
about his father's business.

• • •

Christ still loves to be in church and he
still tends His Father's business there. He
resides day after day in the tabernacle.
How he must love that tabernacle. He will
teach us there if we but come into his
presence.

...

Questions will come to our minds and he
will prompt us with the right answers. H e
will strengthen our souls with grace. And
while the storms of the world pass by us,
he will show us the way to keep our freedom in a world which is trying to take it
away.

...

He will give us calm and balance and
delight of soul in a world which is sad and
out of hand and afraid of the future.

licle soon, lo have him discuss Subiaco, its
present condition and its hopes. The A.bbey
Message will be well worth a dollar a year,
ond we invite you to join us through 1961.

By David Fiusche, O.S.B.
Last month I tried lo slip this column past
the readers under the weight of the heavy
reverse-plate heading above. Nevertheless,
some asked "What is it?" or "Why is it ?11 or
more to the point, "Where's Abbo, Michael's
column?" So here's the story: In December,
Abbot Michael, after 20 years a; a columnist
on these pages, passed his quill along to me
with instructions to wand e 1· reflectively
aroW1d u,e Abbey and the world beyondthe instructions thus providing the seed for
he present column title. Though Father
Abbot has surrendered his column, he will
continue to write his regular letter inside
the front cover; and he will al times contribute major articles.
Virtually since his ordination, his We has
revolved around the Abbey Message. In 1940,
as a young priest one year ordained, he was
instructed by the late Abbot Paul to begin
a publication that would make the reader
feel al home with Subiaco. The young Father
~lichael addressed his readers in a serious
buL casual way in a column entitled "Chatting with Father Michael." Three and a half
years ago he became the successor to Abbot
Paul, and his column look the more formal
ti.le, "Grace and Peace," but his approach
remained the same. He was really the voice
of Subiaco, talking to lhe readers about the
things of God and the things of Subiaco.
But since he has become abbot, he has constantly felt the burden or the immediate;
and, therefore, he has now partially laid
aside his pen. We cannot measure the influence of his column other than lo know
that through it he wonderfully fulfilled
his purpose of making the reader feel at
home with Subiaco. Through it he has helped
many in their approach to God or in their
approach to life. Through it, too, he brought
many vocations to the A:bbey. We only hope
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tha\ the pages of \he Abbey Message will
continue to reflect U1e spirit he has imparted
to them.
Financially, the A.bbey Message has always
had hard days; bul we have always felt that
it is a better investment than ledger pages
can show. I'm thinking of the Brother who
baked the bread I ale today and the Brother
Novice who will linotype this paragraph.
They are but two of the several conireres
who are here because of the Abbey Message .
And I'm thinking of the readers who hav e
singled out diftereut features of this publication as being pai·ticularly helpful in deepening their religious insight or devotion, and
of those who despite their own needs have
helped us in our needs. Every morning all
of us of the Abbey and you of our Abbey
Me.<sage family are brought together in the
High Mass that furnishes our strongest spiritual link. So if our appreciation ior your
interest ever sounds feeble, .know that Jesus
Christ in this Mass speaks our daily thank3
to His Father.
What will this year's Abbey Message have?
There will be Father Gabriel's regular exploration of some current religious, social ,
or economic issue. (At least five publications
have quoted from or reprinted his article~
in recent months. Read them here in the
original.) Father Bernard will continue bis
mon thly meditation on page three and will
add some reflective material on other pages.
Dorothy Abernethy in the person of Tammy
will still direct her thoughts to Young Americans. Brother Isidore and Polly will as always give an insight into the daily life of
the monastery. A layman, Clare Wolf, is
joining the staff this month to help make
the Mystical Body more real for all of u s.
And finally, we hope to bring Father Abbo t
Michael back to these pages for a longer ar-

"Take thi$ it's good for you."
What do you do when someone says,
"Take this it's good for you''? Naturally you
take just as little of whatever-it-is as possible and don'l enjoy a bit or it. And that
thought spoils what I was going lo say here:
"Subscribe to and read youi- Catholic publications. They're good for you."
So that's lhat.
BtLl wail a minute. Let's mull this over
and see if we can't come up with some good
reasons for reading Catholic publications.
Probably you are truly interested in your
religion and want to keep up on it. The
religion sections of your daily papers or
weekly newsmagazines won't be of much
help. You can't get the feel of the Church
from them. Shop around a bit, and you will
The February Cover

Judith -Israel's Statue of Liberty
Ol all the distaif personalities in the Old
Testament, Judith stands out as the most
courageous of all. Her story (The Book of
Judith) is packed with excitement and suspense, and makes better reading than many
a contemporary novel.
Judith, in her fight to save her people from
oppression and her ultimate mastery over
the Persian general Holofernes emerges the
victorious heroine of the Jewish nation.
Assuming the role of feminine champion
of justice as she does, Judith has become a
type ol the Blessed Virgin Mary, who in similar manner has rescued the world from the
bonds of oppression: sin.
The whole of the Old Testament is filled
wilh interesting and enriching Teading. Perhaps when the reader has finished the story
of Judith he will feel moved to continue in
holy reading from the Bible and even make
it a daily habit.
The present cover began as an experiment,
and to some it may look like it was a failure,
bul the arlist would hardly agree. The method used is extremely direct in that the metal
plate is worked on directly, thus eliminating
all photographic steps. An asphalt resist is
painted onlo the plate, the design in reverse,
then the plate is etched in acid and is ready
to print.

find several Catholic publications thal will
appeal to your special tastes or interests.
There's a wide va1·iety--enough for you to
make a good choice. Probably, too, you are
proud o! your faith and want lo share it or
at least give an understanding of it to someone else. Somewhere you will find the publication that best tells the Church's story
for this particular individual.
Or the trouble may be that you're not
really as interested in your faith as you
know you should be, and you'd like to do
something about it. Beg or borrow copies
of various publications from your neighbors
or pastor until you find one that gives you
a deeper interest in Lhe Church.
Then there is the person who would like
to do more as a Catholic, but doesn't know
which way to turn or how to get started.
There are magazines for practically every
kind of spiritual or Catholic social endeavor.
Reading about the apostolic work of others
will give you new ideas and new approaches
for developing your own endeavors.
One more consideration: We all have to
spend time in serious reflection on eternal
values. None of us will save our souls without it. The thoughtful reading of spiritual
and devotional articles will furnish an opportuni ty for that reflection, which just
wouldn't be made without something in
hand.
Ecumenism at Ground Level
During a chance conversation with a Baptist woman not long ago, the woman turned
her remarks to Pope John x:xm, mentioning
how eagerly she read everything referring
to the Pope. She happily pointed out that
he seemed "Baptisty ," quoting someone else
on that word. I think the Pope would have
enjoyed the obvious compliment intended.
li a small-town Arkansas Baptist woman can
feel a sense of unity with the Pope, translated into her own terms, it must be because
she realizes be feels a sense of unity with
her. And there we have the beginning of
Christian unity. Not theological w,ity, which
must be the ecumenical goal, but unity of
person with person in understanding-from
which theological unity can develop. This
showing of personal interest bas been the
Pope's object, without implying any compromise of doctrine. It is his hope to build
up good will everywhere so that when the
ecumenical council has done its work he
can as a friend say to the world: This is
what we be 1 i eve about Christ and His
Church. Won't you join us in these beliefs?

Always with Us

experience in parochial work I was packed
off to Rome for graduate studies. On my
way lo the Eternal Cily I stopped oU i11 the
1and of my forefathers to fan the latent
embers of my long-lost ancestral tongue.
The first morning after my arrival in Germany I found myseli left all alone in the
qaarters of the chaplain of a convent.
lt was not long before the doorbell rang.
,\l the door I found a shabbily dressed man
who began a long and apparently doleful
story. I understood almost nothing, but I
did ca:ch the words: "!ch bin Fluechtling
au, dem Osten"-! am a refugee from the

The Bum
At the Rectory Door

By Gabriel Franks, O.S.B .

"Say, Fa ther ... "

F

OR GOD'S SAKE, Father, don't give
money to these men. Why, I've seen
hundred, two hundred, live hundred dollar
bills change hands in crap games at my
place. Why, some of these guys are filthy
with money, and when they spend it they
blow il all on booze."
These words of
to the owner of
were quoted by
theology when I

worldly wisdom, attributed
a metropolitan flophouse,
our professor of pastoral
was a seminarian.

Sage advice, dear teacher, and did you
follow it? Well, no, not exactly. When our
teacher was a pastor he made arrangements
with the owner of a greasy spoon eatery tn
serve a good meal at his expense to anyone
he sent there. No money. Well and good,
dear teacher, but what did you do when you
were travelling, when you were a young
assistant with no authority to make longterm arrangements, when a bum showed up
at the rectory door with a really original
and heart-rending story?
To such questions there are, of course no
simple cover-all answers. For many a priest,
especially the young priest, these problems
are serious ones. When he travels his Roman
collar attracts more panhandlers than a keg
of free beer. If his first assignment is to
the cathedral parish, or some other large
downtown parish, he will find that bums,
beggars, and hard-luck cases of every sort
flock to the rectory door like moths to a

flame. He knows the principles: he must
receive these unfortunate people as representatives of Christ, help them as best h e
can, but must not turn the comfortably
middle-class rectory into a bowery mission .
The application is not so clear.

W

HEN PRIEST meets priest, whether
at Forty Hours, jubilee celebration ,
or game of golf at the country club, the
conversation lightly turns with amazing frequency to though ts of beggars. I think tha L
the best story I ever heard on one such
occasion had to do with a newly-ordained
priest of immature judgment who, his first
few days on the job, gave away all the money
he had or would make for several months.
Whal to do lo continue his noble charities"?
He had a brainstorm. He went out and
opened a used car Jot. Unfortunately, the
economic techniques of this latter-day Robin
Hood did not meet the episcopal approval.
The way I heard it, this apostolic gentleman
was hauled off lo the looney bin, where h e
languishes to this day.
My own contributions lo such gabfests are
comparitively tame, though in some ways
rather unusual. With the reader's indulgence
I shall recall a few of the more exotic.
TRANGELY ENOUGH, my real baptism
S
of fire in the game of clerical largesse
took place in Germany. Shortly after my
ordination and before I bad any practical

was soon reduced to contributing apologetically n single solitary mark lo these victims of Communist oppression. Even so, I
gave away four or five dollars before the
end of the day. Would J. Edgar Hoover be
proud of me?
Tha t night my host, the chaplain, returned.
Had any thing happened during the day?
Only a few beggars. How much had I given
them? Well , lo the first I had given four
marks.
"Um Gottes Willen!" swore the chaplain
mildly. "Every beggar in town will be al
my door Lomorrow."
e3Sl,
"How much should I give then?"
Now here indeed was a problem. In the
"Ten pcennige al the most." There are a
(irsl place and above all, thought I, I must
see Christ in this man. Bu l there is more hundred pfennjge in a mark. Father explained that although four marks to the
, 0 it than that in this case. I represent in
hi; eyes the whole Catholic Church; I also dollar is the exchange value, a mark looks
represent the United Stales of America, the a lmost as big to a German as a dollar does
r,chest country on earth. This man has prob- to an American. Or did al that time.
ably seen the slave labor camps o( Siberia.
1 managed to persuade myself to reduce
.ile bas probably seen Hollywood movies. my anti-Communism campaign lo fifty
He has heard Russian propaganda lhal the pfennige a shot. Even so my own finances
vast majority of Americans are starving were rapidly dwindling to a refugee cateslaves of the Vatican and Wal] Street. He gory, and when I was sent behind the shelbas also been given lo believe that the tering walls of a monastery shortly theres reets in America are paved w ilb gold. I after Oi gbl from the world was never
rnusL nol be stingy. I must not shatter the sweeter.
image he has of the wealth and generosity
or American Catholics, an image which casts B EFORE I ARRIVED in Italy 1 got the
dope. You give a beggar ten lire, which
golden rays of sunshine into a life of otheris 1.6 cents. I had heard that some Italian
wise dark despair.
beggars are millionaires who own fine homes
1 calculate. Four marks is about a dollar. and send their children to college. How is
Will four marks be suWcient, my good man? that possible when the average collection
He does not seem overjoyed, bu l he seems pe1· giver is 1.6 cents? I soon found out. The
to be disposed lo accept my humble con- Italian beggar works for his living. He goes
tribution as a gesture of good will on his up one street and down another, asking alms
part. Au.I' Wiedersehen.
from all and sundry, and all and sundry
The still small voice within me had not who arc not themselves beggars of his own
vet ceased to remonstrate that I had be- or a lower social status generally contribute
irayed my God and my country in an hour len lire. This is truly an ideal way to share
ol crisis, when the doorbell rang again. This the wealth. The beggar is not only a worktime it was a husband and wife act. Mr. man, but an artist, and he has the dignity
and Mrs. Refugee From the East. Suddenly of an artist. It is true that his work serves
1 realized that, far from giving loo little to no useful purpose, but neither does the work
mv first customer, I had given loo much. of many a business tycoon.
1:!e was probably at this moment spreading
My all-time favorite beggar was one whose
the good word to every refugee from a beer cen er of ope.rations was just outside the
garden since the days of Bismark. I fished gateway of our Benedictine college in Rome.
1wo marks out of my pocket. My Fluecht- We called her "La Strega"-lhe Witch. She
Unge seemed satisfied. It was apparently gloried in the name and looked the part.
more than they expected so soon after their She was ancient, dirty, quick of movement.
predecessor's windfall.
She was ugly as sin-and probably on acAfter that it was a pre tty steady stream count of it. She must have had a streak of
[he rest of the morning and afternoon. 1 spor,lng blood in her, because she did not

remain fixed in one spot, and it was just
possible lo gel in or out of the building
without meeting her if you laid your plans
well. rr you did not escape you were expected to pay the ten lire penalty.
She had a noble code of business ethics.
If a student entered or left the college more
than once in the course of the day she would
not exact toll a second time. Usually she
remembered whether she had already collected once, but sometimes she sUpped. U
advised that she was inadvertently levying
a second tax within a 24 hour period she
was most profuse in her apologies.

T

HE NICEST thing about La Slrega was
the way she would thank you. She
was all beams and bows and incoherent
expressions of delighted gratitude. You fell
a warm glow of benevolence around your
hearl half the day after benefacling her to
the tune of ten lire.-But if you turned her
down! She would run after you for two
blocks hurling an unbroken torrent of invective all the while.
Eventually I had occasion lo contribute
to the material well-being of tramps and
bums in most o( the countries of western
Europe. The big trick was to gear one's
largesse to the co n di l i on s of the local
economy.
The return LO my native land, however.
posed a serious rehabilitation problem. I
discovered that American panhandlers.
though often wanting in grace and charm
o( manner, are men of sensibility, discernment, and a delicate sense of justice. I remember well the infinite scorn with which
an indigent citizen of New York turned down
the dime which I, in all ignorance and good
faith, had oHered him. I was informed that
a dime would buy nothing at all, that nothing
less than fifty cents would enable him to
forget the indignity to which I had subjected him.
A Washington bum voiced a similar objection, but it was coupled with a knowledgable commentary on the cosl of living
index.

I

N THE U.S., to be reduced lo begging is
in mosl cases a result of personal failure
rather than of general social malaise; hence
the general boorishness of the mid-century
American bum. I gather that it was no t so
in the Depression years. But still there are
many bums of principle and integrity among
us. I remember one in particular who re-

turned repeatedly to the rectory of a small
parish in a city in North Texas. The first
several times he came to the door I gave
him fifty cents or a dollar. Each time he
returned he would insist on giving me a
de;ailed account of whal he had done with
the money. It was probably all lies, but I
appreciated his conscienliousness and/or
ingenuity.
Eventually, however, the drain on my
meager finances began lo grow serious. One
day he arrived just al noon and I suggested
he settle for a meal in lieu of money. R e
readily agreed. Now the joker was that I
was my own cook. The pastor was on vacation, and he had neither assistant nor housekeeper. IL was with considerable apprehension thal I served up one of my original
dishes. My guest ate all with obvious relish .
Nol only that but he returned repeatedly.
So starved am I for recognition of my slender
talents that it caused me real regret when
he told me he was hopping a freight to look
for work in Kansas.
No discussion about beggars, bums, and
tramps is complete, of course, without going
into the cheap and mean tricks sometimes
used lo gel money from the unwary. l'rn
going to omit that aspect here, however,
if only because most of us are only too
familiar with such unhappy facts.
Actually, I suppose I've had less experience with the undeserving poor than almos t
any priest my age in lhe country. At least
eleven months out of the year I live in the
isolated security of lhe cloister. So it is that
I have relatively little occasion to get my
fingers bw·ned. On the other hand, my inexperience makes for gullibility, and on one
occasion, at least, I was "taken" rathe r
badly.
I cannot get overly excited about such
things, however. People who resort to petty
con games lo get a few bucks must be people
who really need the money. Certainly it
must be no fun to stoop so low to rake in
the long green . There is a sense in
wh.ich the undeserving poor are lhe most
deserving.
Maybe I can think and feel and write that
way because I'm living in an ivory tower .
Things may not look so simple come July
or August and I again sally forth to "help
out" in some parish.
Meanwhile, maybe I'd better read up on
how lo run a used car lot.

The Growth

of a Diocese

The Bahama Church
Comes of Age
N 1492 Father Bernardo Boyl, apparently
a Benedic :ine, disembarked with Christopher Col um bus on San Salvador in the
Bahama islands and offered the first Mass
in the New World. A few months ago, and
468 years after Father Boyl's first Mass,
these islands were elevated to the status of
8 diocese with Nassau the cathedral city;
and another Benedictine, Bishop Paul Leonard Hagarty, formerly of St. John's Abbey,
Collegeville, Mi11n., was named the frrst
bishop of the diocese. The Benedictine background of Father Boyl and Bishop Hagarty
is coincidental, but it does throw a link
across four centuries of the Church's history in the Bahamas.
The story of Father Boyl, the first vicar
apostolic of the New World, is too involved
and obscure to be traced here, though i l
would make a fascinating study in itself. The
early history of the Bahamas, too, is pretty
well lost in obscurity; and there are only a
few definite historical landmarks in the first
two centuries after Columbus. The Spanish
neglected the islands except to move many
of the mild - mannered n a ti v es to San
0ominigo to work in the mines.
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y 1578 THE SPAN1SH had lost interest
in the Bahamas, and the English under Queen Elizabeth claimed them, but made
no settlement. The islands served mainly as
land bases and biding places for English
and French buccaneers who raided Spanish
shipping. The islands' reputation as a center
of outlawry and a haven of escape grew
until 1718 when England began to suppress
the piracy it had so long abetted. Life began
to be organized; and slaves, whose descendenls now make up most of the population,
were brought in from Africa. Development
was beguo and regular trade established.
The islands have remained under British
rule since 1578, except for two very short
periods. During the American Revolu ' i_on,
Captain Hopkins, in comman_d of the fust
American navy, took possession of Nassau
and captured the governor. However, he was
looking for ammunition, not territorial con-
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quesl, and soon left after having been in
control of lhe islands for two weeks in March
o( 1776. The Spanish took possession in 1781
and held control for two years. At the treaty
of Paris in l 783, these islands were given
back to England.
During the period o[ lawlessness up to
1718, there are no records of any religious
activity on the islands, and only gradually
af er the restoration of order do we begin
to find hints that there may have been a
few Ca holies there. The remarkable Bishop
Challoner of London, though himself in hiding because of the then-existing penal laws,
was concerned about the West Indies. In
186:3 he petitioned the Society for the Propaga ion of the FaiU1 to make provision for
lhe Ca tholics in these territories. Bui we do
not know what was done. A church is said
lo have been huill on Cat Island during the
Spanish occupation, 1781-83, but it became
an almost-forgotten ruin within 20 years.

P

OPE GREGORY XVI in 1837 placed
the Bahamas under the newly-established vicariate apostolic of Jamaica, and
only after this time do we begin to get the
names of occasional priest visitors. The firsl
priest whose name appears was a Father
Duquesney who came in 1845. His stay of
six weeks seems to indicate that he found
some Catholics lo minister to.
Next, in 1858, the islands passed to the
jurisdiction of the diocese of Charleston,
S.C., and several priests are recorded as
having visited during the next two and a
hal[ decades. We learn that a Dr. Nelligan
was made vicar forane of lhe Bahamas and
offered a Mass on Columbus Day on San
Salvador in 1868. Several other visits by
him are indicated.
The tempo continued to increase, and in
1883 Bishop Northrop of Charleston came.
He studied the condition o( the Church there
and recommended that the islands be placed
under the jurisdiction of the archdiocese of
New York, perhaps with the idea that il
cou JJ provide more priests than his diocese

NOTHER OUTSTANDING missionary
was Father Bernard Kevenhoerster.
A
When the territory was changed to the rank
of an apostolic prefecture in 1932, he was

consecrated a bishop and directed the Church
In the Bahamas for almost 20 years. During
his time a Bahamian order of Sisters was
established by Father Bonaventure Hansen,
and \he Church continued to flourish. Coming to join Bishop Kevenhoerster in 1937
was a young monk, Father Paul Leonard
Hagar.y, who had been ordained at St. John's
just a year before. He worked closely with
Bishop Kevenhoerster and succeed him as
apos ' olic prefect after the Bishop's death
in !950. AL that time, Father Hagarty was
consecrated a bishop. The Church's work
continued to grow.
On July 5 of last year, Pope John XXIII
raised the prefecture to the status of a dioce:e and designated Bishop Hagarty as the
first bishop of the diocese, Bishop Hagarty
thus continues the work that he has been
doing for the past decade as apostolic prefect.
ST. AUGUSTINE'S MONASTERY AND COLLEGE
The pirates have be.en gone a Long time

could. That, at least, seems lo have been
the case. Though formal transfer did not
take place until July of 1885, Father George
O'Keefe had come from New York in February of that year to begin the erection of the
tirst parish. He built a church which Archbishop Corrigan of New York dedica 'ed in
1887,
Father D. P. O'Flynn succeeded Father
O'Keefe in 1889 and brought the first nuns
to the Bahamas, Sisters of Chadty of Mount
S t. Vincent, N.Y. These Sisters soon began
two schools. We note tha t there is a gap of
almost 400 years between the ardval o( the
.first priest, Father Boyl , and the establishment of the first real parish. In 1892 the
parish records show 77 Catholics; the two
schools, however, had an enrollment of 280.

A

S THE CHURCH in the Bahamas was
being established by these pioneers,
the man who would later be called the Apostle of the Bahamas was ill with tuberculosis
al his monastery, St. John's Abbey, Collegeville, Minn. Father Chrysostom Schreiner
was so weak that his abbot, fearing Father
would not survive the Minnesota winter,
sent him to the Bahamas for his health. Arriving in February, 1891, Father Chrysostom
10

soon began to gel stronger, but still had n o
intention of becoming a missionary there.
Then, that same year, while sailing around
Conception Island, his boat foundered, and
he struggled in the water for twelve hours
before being rescued. He decided that God
had spared him in order that he could devo te
himself to the Bahama missions.
In 1893 Father Chrysostom purchased Dunmore House, a former residence of the governors of the islands. This building became
the center of the mission aclivity and also
the monastic priory when two other Bene-d 'ctines from St. John's Abbey joined h im
in 1894. Besides devoting himself to the missions, Father Chrysostom had done extensive
research on Columbus. He died in 1928 and
was buried at Riding Rock on San Salvador,
the place where he believed Columbus first
set foot in the Western Hemisphere.
An outstanding co - worker of Fa th e r
Chrysostom was Father Gabriel Roerig, who
was honored by the British government and
made a member of the Order of the British
Empire for his medical and charitable work
on the islands. But the new names and new
accomplishments were now coming too fast
for us lo record them all here.

The Benedictines live at St. Augustine's
Monastery and College. The monastic community is still a dependency of St. John's
Abbey, but it is beginning to attract Bahamian vocations. One native of the islands
has been ordained a priest, and others are
preparing for ordination. In addition to the
•nine Benedictine priests, four d i o c es an
priests and en priests of the Scarboro Foreign Mission Socie y o[ Canada are working in the diocese. Four United S lates and
Canadian orders of Sisters and the one order
of native Bahamian Sisters engage in social
and medical as well as school work.
Thus the islands that greeted the first
explorer and the first missionary in the New
World have finally come to manifest the
faith that Columbus so hopefully planned
for them when he planted the cross on the
beach at San Salvador.

MASS INTENTIONS

New Subiaco Abbey Is able to accept additional Mass intentions. About thirty Masses
are offered daily in our monastery. Intentions
beyond this number a.re sent to monaster ies
in Euro1,e or U1e Holy Land where they are
cared for promptly. Regu lar Jow Masses.
Gregorian Masses, o.r High Masses can all be
fulfi lled as r equested. If your local p arish
cannot handle U1ese Masses, we will receive
them gratefully and care for them promptly.

HE GROW'llH OF THE CHURCH in
the Bahamas in the past 70 years is
remarkable. We have 1:1entioned that 77
Catholics were counted Ln 1892. The total
Catholic population in 1906 was 360. Today
·tis 16 000. The two small schools established
~1 the '1890's have grown to a diocesan-wide
:hool system with 5,000 pupils, and there
:re now three Catholic colleges._ The one
mission has grown into a par_och1al sys~em
covering the diocese, with par~h_es on e~ght
of the islands and regular m1ss1on sta \ions
on others.

T

UNITED

Send tl1em to:
Rt. Rev. 111leh ael Lensing, O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey,
Subiaco, Arkansas

IN

Out Lord exhorted us to HLove one another."
Let- us t,herdo re all unite our prayers ln charily
wllh Ute monks 3.t Subiaco ror the lntcnllons sent
in since Li.st month,

THE LIVING
Holy Father's IntenHons, S~ccessful Ecumenical
council. Solution to trouble _m_ Laos and Congo,
For our President, Thanksgiving for successful
operation, B~tter ~ovies ~d TV shows, More re~
Ligious vocations m the cities? Good .health, Pr?tection of ou.r Country, Men m. service, Peace 1n
family, Happy_ death, Conversion of all Communists, especially the leaders. .
Belter religious art, More subscr1?~s a!1,d readers of the Catholic press, Thanksgiving m honor
of Mary, Than~giving in h0J?,Or of St. Joseph.
More serious rfuilfillment of Fatima requ.ests, Solution of CU1ban problems, Better example for our
outh More active CYO in all parishes, More
aedic~ted and good teachers, More vocations to

PRAYER

the Brotherhood, For patience and charity to
my neighbors.
THE DECEASED
Harold Eischen, Eugenia Marie Nelson, Anton
Fisc.her, Frank Framel, Agnes Edelmann, Alb~rt
and Kathe.cine Grunert, W. L. <;iatz, Sr., L1!a
D 1·umm, Anna Kressin , Frank O Hanlon, Katie

Wt~~-ser members of the Witt Family, Jos~ph
Warth , Deceased members of the Ma_dden Farruly,
Stephen Campanovo, James Mullin, Deceased
members of the Sauter Family, Em,ily Rogers,
Deceased members of the Regai:i Farml:y, Senator
J oseph McCarthy, Samuel Cardmal Stritch, Margaret Swenig, Thomas Castonguay, Father Stephen Jacklin. Deceased members of the Casenel1j Family.
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A new monastic wing of U1e Abbey was completed in December.
The different floors include the following: basement - dining rooms
for scholastics and guests, storage and refrigeration space; first floor Father Abbot's quarters, chapter room, rooms for priest guests; second
floor - Father Prior's quarters and priests' rooms; third floor - study,
class, and recreation rooms for fratres; fourth floor - novitiate and
cells for fratres.
Above is shown the crucifix in the corridor outside Father Abbot's
office. It was designed and made by Father Felix. On the opposite
page the upper picture shows a room for a priest guest, and the lower
picture shows a priest's room.
The annex has been in the process of construction for about six
years, with work being done on it when workmen could be spared
from the church construction or other projects. The Abbey is still
faced with several other urgent construction needs, such as tbe retreatguest house, and the continuation of the remodeling of the oldest parts
of the present main building.

Backgrounds

of the Mystical Body

And God Said:

I Am Who Am
By Clare Wolf

Thls ls the first In a series of
artlclr.s on the Mystical Body by
Clare '\Volt of Prairie View, Ark .,
a layman who hns been 1ectuTlng
on the Mystical Body In confraternity discussion groups and in
suecial discussion series. Be has
published articles in sever a I
Catholic magazines.

Anyone who wishes to understand the feet at all, for He would have an infinite
Church must realize that he cannot study ability to know and love, without, at the
the Church separately from the other truths same time, having something to know and
of lhe Faith. In fact, there are certain truths Jove that re q u i re s and exhausts all His
about God, His nature and His works, which ability.
he must fix firmly in his mind before any
There is only one being in existence tha t
real understanding of the Church is even is "big" enough for God to know and love.
possible. He must understand God before That being is God Himseif. God knows and
he can unders tand God's works.
loves Himself. God's knowing and loving
And so, any study of the Church must be- Himself is the sum-total of the eternal acgin by going to the very source of the Mys- tivity that goes on within the bosom of the
tery-to an inquiry into the nature and ac- Trinity. He does nothing else.
tivity of God Himself.
God the Fa lher knows His infinite seU
God is eternal. This is one truth about perfect I y and completely. The Father's
God which we feel we partly understand, knowing Himself is the origin of the Secand yet, even this "simple" facl is so pro- ond Person of the Trinity-U1e Son-Who is
found a truth that the human mind cannot co-equal and co-e ~ernal with the Father. The
fully contain it. Our soul is immortal. It ~ill Son o1 God is the Word by which the Father
always be. But God is more than J~St im- expresses His knowledge of Himself.
mortal. God is eternal. He not only w1ll have
ETWEEN THESE TWO divine Persons
no end, but He had no beginning. There was
- the Father and the Son - there
never a time when God was not. All other
things had a beginning and, even now! they exists eternal and limitless love. The Father
continue in existence because God wills it. and the Son each completely possess the
But God always was. He cannot cease to same divine nature which is _perfect withexist. He will always be.
out limit, flawless in every respect and containing all beauty and goodness and truth.
OD IS NOT ONLY ETERNAL, but He
The divine nature possessed by the Father
is eternally changeless. He can neither and the Son is not only worthy of all love
gain anything more, nor can He lose any- without limit, but it is capable and able to
thing He now has. He has always b~en com- Jove completely and perfectly. So, between
plete in every way. He lacks nothrng. God the Father and the Son there is an eternal
is eternally complete and perfect without exchange of boundless love for the one Dilimit-infinitely beautiful and truthful and vine Nature as it is possessed by the other.
good.
The Father and the Son love each other.
God is also all-powerful, all-knowing, and
This love which is eternally exchanged
all-loving. In our study of the Church we
will be largely concerned wit~ <:Jod'sk~owl- between the Father and His co-equal Son
edge and love. God has an infm1te--hm1tless is the origin of the Third Person of the
Trinity - the Holy Spirit - who, like the
-capacity for knowing and loving.
We have already said that God is perfect Father and the Son, possesses the divine
in every way. He lacks nothing. This being nature in its fullness. The Holy Spirit is
true then that which God knows and loves the breath, the sigh, by which the Father
-th~ object of His knowledge and love-:-- and the Son express their love for each other.
Nothing would ever have been know n
must also be limitless and be perfect. If this
were not so, God would really not be per- about the Three Persons in God, nothing
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would have been known about Their activity
if God Himself had not revealed il. Even
with God's own revelation of His inner nature and life we are not able to completely
understand the mystery.
Yet, this much we understand clearly and
with certainly: our God does but one thing,
He knows and loves Hin1self. The eternal
aclivily of U1e Trinity has but one purpose
- to know and love Itself-to accomplish
Its own glory.
This ls one of the very basic truths of our
Faith. Our God does but one thing. He glorifies Himself.

T

HIS IS A TRUTH which we must impress firmly in to our thinking. IL will
turn up again and again as we go along. It
is the touchstone that will give each succeeding tru Lh we discuss its proper place in
our whole body of knowledge about the
Church and its inner meaning. Briefly stated,
it is this: All the works of God have been
done to accomplish the glory of God. No
matter how we may have come to think of it,
no matter how it may appear, God achieves
but one thing in all His activity. He accomplishes His own honor and glory.
On the face of it, our God does not appear
to be a very attractive sort of being. He
seems interested in no one but Himself. Selfcentered men are difficult people to live
with. An infinitely self-centered God seems
even less attract.ive and lovable.
This seeming difficulty comes from ti-ymg to think of God as nothing more than a
glorined human being. It is the effect of
trying to make God to our own image and
Jikeness, instead of going at it the other
way around.
We have never known even a perfect humai1 being. Some men have claimed to be
perfect and some have even called themselves gods. But, in the end, they all turned
to have feel of clay. They were fakes. That
(hey claimed to be perfect and faultless only
made them the more repulsive.
Bul for God to be forever accomplishing
lfis own honor and glory is an entirely different matter, for God IS infinitely good
and truthful and beautiful. He IS perfect.
ft is dangerous for a man to praise himself,
but God can love Himself with perfect safety,
for He can make no error.
God knows His own perfection, and He
is capable only of truth. In achieving His
own honor and glory, God is doing nothing
but securing for Himself the praise and
worship that truthfully belong to Him.

T

HERE IS ANOTHER FACET o( our human nature which makes it diificult to
understand God's knowing and loving only
Himself. Even U1e best of our human love is
not entirely selfiess. Even when we do a
secret charily - when we do a good work
that can never profit us - we still receive
a return from that good act. It gives us
pleasw·e.
This does not mean lhat our laking pleasure in our own good deeds is wrong. In
proper measure, it is natural for us to take
pleasure in our own good deeds. But, this
very fact of our nature demonstrates how
unlike God we are. For, God's love, even
for Himself is absolutely unselfish. He receives nothing from it. True, He does nothing
but achieve His own honor and glory, but
in doing it, God does not add anything to
Himself. He gains absolutely nothing, for
He already has everything.
God, then, is nol just a superman. He is a
totally different kind ol being-a divine
being. A stone lying on a hillside is vastly
different from the man who sees it. The
stone and the man are two different kinds of
beings. Similarly, the man and his God are
two different kinds of beings. Yet, the man
is more like the stone than he is like God.
Indeed, the highest angel is by na lure more
like that stone than he is like Almighty God,
for the stone and the angel are bolh creatures, w h ere as God is uncreated divine
spirit.
If we are ever to understand tbe true
nature of the Church-if we wish to know
the full magnitude of what Almighty God
has done to us in making us members of His
Church, we must know God as He really
is - as a divine, tmcrealed, perfect One Who
has absolutely no need of us. And by the
same token, we must see ourselves as we
are by nature - as creatures of God, totally
dependent on Him, having need of His power
even to continue in existence.

Renewal Time!
It's Time to Renew
Your ABBEY MESSAGE subscription:
Just $1.00 a Year, or $5.00 fo1· SL-.: Years
Renew Now and Subscribe for a Friend
The Abbey Message
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas
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It is hardly necessary lo mention the general (arm life of the last two months. For
such things as feeding, milking, working
on machinery, and repairing weather-worn
buildings are the common estimate of winter farm life by most people. However,
there has been some variety and it is often
interesting to look at the individual stones
that contribute to the struc ture. The structure of the past also often has some interesting detail.
For example, our biggest barn, still called
the "Horse Barn" after the name given the
building in pre-tractor days, has received
some necessary roof repairs. The huge area
under the roof was becoming a problem
of how to juggle the bales lo dodge the
drips. Besides the danger to the hay, there
was also the danger of rotting the wood of
the barn itself so that much of the structure would have soon become useless and
expensive to replace.
Connected to that barn but not part of
it, a great improvement is under way. In
the past it has been very difficult, al least
a' er several hundred bales, to pitch bales
into the barn and then to drag them back
a~d finally to slack them. Even with an
eleva or the bales were deposited just inside, a long pull still remained to the recesses. The remedy to this backache of
baling hay is a driveway that the Brothers
are building. With a driveway that leads
16

up and into the lo!l, hay can be unloaded
easily and within reasonable distance o[
the stacking place.
Brother Henry recently called on Brother
Michael and Louis to lend a hand in sawing
fenceposts. There is always a demand for
po•ts in the long line of fences that must
be maintained. Brother Michael and a visitor, John Friedmann, have been _turning
had trees into good wood by culling the
timber on second ridge. They get the truck
un the roadless ridge by roping it to a jeep
and using a stout tree as a pulley. Then the
jeep goes downhill as the truck goes up.
·u calls for synchronized drivers, but it
works.
Brother Louis was commenting on the
wonderful results of the concrete floor that
was put in the trench silo. No silage is
wasted, he stated, the cattle eat every morsel, and the wet weather never bothers us
anymore.
The floor in the trench silo, although it
saves us much physical bother, does not
save us from some anxiety about the weather. The oats ar e beginning lo turn yellow
in some patches due to the usual winter
superabundance of moisture. There is nothing damaging to report though.
These months of the long nights, D ecember and J anuary, the bitter months leave
us in a hopeful mood as gradually the sun
once again shifts its way back toward the
north . The sign of the seed catalogs lying
within reach for ardent study shows that
we are beginning to think of the coming
spring rather than of deathly winter.
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES

Publication of dea th anniversary dates ls an encouragemen t to friends of the deceased and to our
readers to remember the departed In their prayers.
Feb. 3, 189'7
Brother Benedict Labre \Veder
Feb. 5, 1923
Brother Luke Tsohuempertin
Feb. 6, 1935
Rev. Placid us Oechsle
- - - Feb. 9, 1925
Rev. Ildefons Kalt
Feb. 9, 1940
Rev. Alhanasius Zehnder _ _
Feb. 15, 1937
Schoenbaechler
Melnrad
Brother
Feb. 23, 1959
Rev. Albert Schreiber
Feb. 24, 1933
Rev. l\laurus Rohner
Let Us Pray

O God, the Lord of Mercy, grant to the soui of
, whose anniversary we
Thy Servant N _ _
commemorate, a place of Tefreshment, rest and
happiness, and the glory of Thy liglit Throu gh
Our Lord Je sus Christ. Amen.

Re11edirtine Footsteps

A Blessed Nation
By Bernard Scltumacher, O.S.B.
··Blessed is the nation whose God is the
Lord: the people whom He has chosen for

his Inheritance." All of us want our nation
0 continue prosperous and strong. To fall
victim to another country means the loss
of many things. In the modern atheistic
world it means the loss of religious freedom; it means the separation of families;
ii means slave labor and death.
After defeat you work a forced labor
and someone else gets the fruit of your
labor. You have nothing when you belong
to a defeated country. Terrible things have
happened in the past when a nation was
defeated. Whole nations have been killed
out; and if they were not_ killed out the
people were often treated hke cattle.
Whal happened lo the Indians for example
,n this country when they were not strong
enough lo defend themselves? Every localitv has its history. The old Cherokee trail
~r tears, for example, passes within view of
the Abbey here. The Cherokees were forced
to march, man, woman, and child, from Tennes.-ec to their present place in Oklahoma.
But this was mild treatment compared
lO what has happened to defeated peoples
in our own lime. It was kind compared
to the prison compound and the concentration and slave labor camps. Under such
circumstances it makes us pause lo consider just what will make a nation strong.
In the debates which preceded the recent presidential
election all were agreed that
you have lo h ave military
might; you have lo have economic resources; you have to
have a citizenship that can
produce the engines of war
and peace.
But in the past there have
been nations who had all these
things; yet, they went into decline. What happened to the
old Assyrians, the Egyptians,
the Babylonians, the Greeks,
1nd the Romans.
The Greeks had a highly developed democracy. Many of
our own ideals are drawn from
them. Their armies were as

good as one could want. They had some
of the smartest generals that ever directed
armies. What general accomplished more
than Alexander the Great? Which general
was more capable than Xenophon who, when
a campaign went sour, led 13,000 men back
through 1,500 miles of enemy territory?
In its day the phalanx of the Greek army
was by far the most advanced military tool
of its lime. It was just as advanced as guided
missiles are now. What then did they lack
or lose that they finally went down? They
lacked or lost the religious and the spiritual. Nobody really beat them; they beat
!hemselves. And the best way that we can
prevent the same thing from happening
lo us is lo gird ourselves with faith and
the performance of good works and walk
in God's paths by the guidance of the Gospel.
As long as the old nations were truly
religious they were truly patriotic. This is
true because patriotism is part of the fourth
commandment. A religious people are a naturally patriotic people: they perform their
civic duties well; they do the fighting in
time o{ war out o{ proportion to their number,; they have an interest in public inslilul!ons; they have a large slake in good government.
Every patriotic citizen will agree that our
nation is worth our best efforts. Our narion has long been blessed; we seem to be
a na tion that God has chosen for His inheritance. Our nation is a good one for the
reason that there are many good people
in it. Our nation has been blessed because
God is our Lord. May we always be the
people whom God has chosen for his inheritance.

POLLY PA.B A D E
Hello Folks,
December 30 was a big moving day here,
when the Fathers moved from their former
rooms to the new rooms in the just-completed annex, and the fra ters took over the
new clericate and novitiate. In a private
ceremony on the 28th, ~'ather Abbot blessed
the annex. At tend in g were the monks,
plus a few b e n e fa c tors who had taken
rooms as memorials, Then on the morning
of the 30th, everyone went anxiously down
the corridor to see what room fell to his lot.
Like Santa Claus, Father Prior had tiptoed
down the corridor the night before, attaching names to doors.
When all the Fathers ha d moved out,
the Brothers moved into the Fathers' former
rooms on the third floor. The shifting i
still going on, as the scholastics are laking
over some of the space formerly used by
the Brothers and £raters. It will be another
month or two before everything gets settled
down in its new place, as the endless chain
o( moving one thing so that something else
can be moved goes on. But it's awfully nice,
and those monks who moved into cells sponsored by benefactors feel a definite sense of
gratitude to them.
Brother Meinrad had a bad fall a day or
two after Christmas. He !ell down a dark
stairway and shattered a knee. His whole
knee and the bones above it virtually had to
be rebuilt. Brother has returned to the Abbey and is now in the infirmary. It will
be a while before he can get around much
w i"h it. Frater Jerome also had knee surrery about the same time because of some
damaged ligaments. He's back again and
gradually getting into circulation. Not one
to m iss out on the knee trouble, Frater
AJexius also started developing knee trouble;
bu' happily was able to mend without surgery.
Vhile Brother Meinrad's knee is mending,
Bro ·her Augustine has taken his place in
the bakery, joining with Brother Conrad in
baking bread for 300 people every day.
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The (raters entertained the community o n
December 28 with a performance of Cheste r ton's play The Surprise. It was well done.
Frater Eugene was the director, and Father
Nicholas the technical advisor. The cast included Fraters Marion, Frowin, Boniface,
Pius, and Novices James, Edward, Raymond,
and Jerome. The play was a part of t he
Abbey's annual private monas tic Christm as
program . Other features of the program included choral numbers by groups of fraters
and brothers, and a Report from the Abbey's
New Foundation on the Moon (1970).
Fra ter Joachim's father, Dr. Lally, a d entist of McGehee, spent two days here, setting
up the dental chair he had earlier given to
the Abbey , and the X-ray given by D rs.
Wiederkehr and Udouj of Fort Smith. These
den tists will regularly visit the Abbey to
do the dental work on the monks. It's a w onderful setup and will save many a m onkmile in den tal care. Joining in on the den tal
help as I write this is Dr. Trimble of Tulsa.
Excuse me, I see some new Brother candidates. I want lo go over and gel acquainted
with them.
So long,
Polly

The dentist (Dr. Lally) visits a patie n t

I
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Dear Young Americans:
One JaU day, while I was visiting my
grandparents, I explored a grassy lane that
stretched out from the back yard. A large
tree at the end of the lane was loaded with
orange colored fruit that puzzled me.
Peaches had been gone for a long time and
/ had never seen any apples that color.
Hurrying to the tree I saw some of the
strange fruit lying on the grass undernea, h.
When 1 got up close, this fruit on the ground
was full of wrinkles. "Ugh!" I thought, and
turned my attention to the smooth, sliiny
Jruit on the tree.
The lowest branches were out of my reach.
J jumped up several times with my arms
outstretched to catch a limb and pull it

down.

"What are you trying to do?" called Grandfather, coming towards the tree.
"I'm t,·ying to pick me some of thosecatch a limb," I answered between jumps.
"Why do you want to pick persimmons?"
he asked, picking up a wrinkled one from
the grass and enjoying it.
"They look good enough to eat," 1 said.
"Those on the ground are reaity much
better," he advised.
"Aw, they are aU old and wrinkled," I
said. "I want that smooth, shiny one right
over your head."
Grandfather picked it and handed it to
me with a twinkle in his eye. I popped it
into my mouth and started chewing vigorously. "Phew!" I said, blowing it out of my
mottth as fast as I could. AL! of a sudden
my mouth felt as if something was drawing
it up and t-rying to turn it wrong side out1vards!
Grandfather laughed. "Try these," he said
/landing me some very wrinkled ones.
r<LJ·mmm! They're delicious,'' I nturmured.
"Now, how bout some more pretty ones
from the tree," he said teasing me.

1

"No,' I answered. uNo thank you., not any
more of those." I helped myself t01 the
wrinkled ones on the grass.
"You mean you RATHER have those old
wrinkled ones with their shine all gone?"
he kept I.easing.
''Uh! Huh!!" I agreed with my mouth too
full to talk.
He gave me a great big hug. As I moved
away from his face a little I noticed the
wrinkles smiling there like those on the
ripe persimmons. I hugged Grandfather all
over again because he was a ripe person,
ready to be enjoyed!
Here's hoping all you Young Americans
have nice ripe grandparents, too.
Love to every one of you,
Tammy

Boy Friend
Some of the girls in the fifth grade were
very excited when I reached school a few
minutes before the last bell. They wer e
wh.ispering together in groups of twos and
threes, giggling and rolling their eyes around
in a way that made them look silly.
Classes began almost immediately so I
did n ot have a chance to find out what was
the matter. All morning they kept losing
their places in the lessons as if they were
thinking of something else. At recess tbey
gathered in whispering groups and other
girls joined them. It was my turn to help
with the schoolroom chores then so I did
not find out their secrets.
After recess several more girls seemed
lo be sitting at their desks staring, not knowing what they were trying to read. I lived
third ho use from the school on the same
side of the street, too ne:u- to take much
part in con versations on the way home to
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lunch. Also, I helped with the dishes until
the bell rang for us to go into class.
All I found out arter getting back to
school was that more girls than ever seemed
to be restless. Instead of paying attention
to lhe teacher they seemed to ·b e watching
other people in the room out of the corners
of their eyes.
At afternoon recess I was ready to play
some games. There were not very many girls
left that felt like playing but we few had
so much [un thal we forgot the others for
awhile and went back to our classes ready
to work. Maybe the other girls were sick,
I thought. They certainly acted strange in
class.
I walked home a little more slowly lhat
afternoon in the midst of some of the whisperers. One girl whispered a boy's name.
The olher girls giggled and acted in a silly
manner. I got home before I could find
out why.
Al recess the neJCt day one of the whispering groups hurried over lo me before
I could get into a game of any kind.
"Do you have your Boy Friend yet?" they
whispered in strange voices.
"My WHAT?" I asked with horror, thinking they had said 'boy friend.' I had a
younger brother, 100 per cent boy.
"Your BOY Friend, silly," they repeated.
"Of course not! I answered in disgust.
"Ohhbhhhhhhh!" moaned the other girls.
"Whal a shame! Tsk! Tsk!"
"I don't want a BOY friend," I answered.
"But you HA VE to have a Boy Friend."
Every girl has to have a Boy Friend whether
she likes it or not," they answered. "Look!"
they advised. "After we go back in you just
look over the boys, one at a time and pick
out the one you want to be your Boy Friend
and maybe your husband later on."
They all started whispering so much and
so fast that they didn't make any sense.
"I'll look them all over,'' I agreed, but did
not promise to pick out any special Boy
Friend.
After recess I started looking at the boy
in the front seat of the fartherest row in the
room. He was one of the mischievous boys
the teacher bad to keep in front to cut
down trouble. My attention drifted to the
ears of the next boy in the row, sticking
out from his head like handles. My brother
would be sure to call him "Jughead" and
make him unhappy. I couldn't see the neJCt
20

boy very well for the dirt on Ws face. He
rriust have been on the end of the line
every Lime they played "Crack the whip."
Suddenly Teacher called on me to read
and I had lost my place! After that I watched
my lessons. That was enough looking for
one day.
"Which one did you pick?" the girls asked
a Cter class.
"I haven't had time to study very many
of them yet,'' I told them. "I'll let you know
when I get through. I don't want to lose my
place in reading again."
As the days went by I looked over all the
boys in my room, one by one, trying to
imagine what they would be like as husbands. I compared them with my father,
my uncles, my grandfathers, my great unc.les ,
and my great great uncles whom I loved
dearly and enjoyed being with.
Poor little boys! Most of them still needed
their mothers lo wash the dirt out of their
ears. It was ridiculous to try to imagine any
one of them as a husband for anybody. They
were too little. They were like green persimmons and it was much, much too soon
to think of choosing them.
"Which one?" the girls asked again.
"They're all way too green," I answered.
"Wait til they get ripe!"

Young America Contests
When the month of Feb r u a r y comes
around, one of the first thoughts that pops
into the minds of boys and girls is the date
of February 14. Probably everybody knows
what th.at date is; it's St. Valentine's Day.
But this year St. Valentine's Day should be
something more special than usual. You are
probably wondering why. Well, the reason
is because this year it so happens tba t the
day after St. Valentine's Day is Ash Wednesday. Now that you know the reason why St.
Valentine's Day is so extra special this year,
you are probably saying, "But Ash Wednesday means the beginning of Lent and Lent
means no candy and trying to be extra
good." To understand all this better, first
let's take a look at St. Valentine's Day. On
this day the whole Church celebrates the
feast day of a holy priest and martyr. St.
Valentine suffered for Christ and was rewarded. He is best known for his love of
God and neighbor. Therefore love is one
of the main things the Church wants to

teach us on his feast day. Row do we show
Goel that we Jove Him? If you read the
Gospel for the feast of St. Valentine in
your missal, you will learn how. In the
Gospel, our Lord speaks of taking up the
Cross and following Him. From Him we
learn what love means and how to make
it part of our Jives. Being a follower of
Christ means a fight, no. a life of always
doing the easiest tl1ings. And this is where
Ash Wednesday and Lent come into the
picture. Although we may not be called
upon lo give up our !lie lo prove our love
for God, like SL. Valentine, we can still
show that we love God by doing little
things, like acts of kindness toward our
neighbor. The Church gives us a time especially set aside for getting into the habit
o[ doing those liLtle things. This lime is
called Lent. The joy that Christians feel
when they gain victory over suffering is
the joy of St. Valentine's Day. During the
Lenten and Easter seasons, we feel the same
kind of joy. We lake up our cross in Lent,
and on Easter we gain the victory. Like
SL. Valentine, we suffer a little in this
life and are given a big reward in the
next.

THE CONTESTS

7th and Blh Grades:
Make a len ten poster. For example, show
drops o[ Christ's precious blood falling down
upon a sleeping city. This would signify
the effect of the redemption. (Make your
poster simple but meaningful.)
5,h and 6th Grades:
Lent lasts 40 days. This recalls the 40 days
Christ spent in the desert preparing for His
public life. The following people also spent
some time away from the everyday world
in order to prepare for some special work
God had given them. Tell what they were
preparing for and how they spent thls time
of preparation.---St. Paul, Moses, John the
Baptist, Mary, the Apostles.
Tie breaker: Draw a picture illustrating one
of your answers to the question above.
3rd and 4th Grades:
St. Valentine loved Christ so much that
he died for Him. (He was beheaded during
the persecutions.) Tell how your patron
saint showed his or her love for Christ.
(Include it in a short paragraph about the
life of your saint.)

Young America
Contest Winners
7th and 81h Grades:

1st prize: Rila Brutto, St. Teresa School,
Belleville, DI.
2nd prize: Timmy Flusche, SL Benedict's
School, Subiaco, Ark.
5 h and 6 It Grades:
1st prize : William Hegeman, Assumption
School, Alkins, Ark.
2nd prize: Madonna Wewers, St. Benedict's School, Subiaco, Ark.
31·d and 4th Grades:
1st prize: Bill Duensing, SL. Ga b r i el 's
School, Kansas City, Mo.
2nd prize: David Miler, Ass u m pl i on
School, Alkins, Ark.

Send Us Your Canceled Stam ps !
For the Missions

Help us raise funds to aid the needy rruss1ons
of th e Far East by sending us your canceled
stamps. Simply tear or cut them off your letters
and packages and mail them to us. Be sure to
leave a small margin a.round U1em so as to protect the perforations. All foreign stamps are especially valuable. Mail conributions to: Young
America, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco. Arkansas.
NOTICE. Please do not send the comm on series:

If Washington, 2¢ Jefferson, 3¢ Liberty, and 4¢
Lincoln. They must be separated and discarded.
Thank you very much.
Stamp Contributors Since Our Last Issue

ArkansM: M. Donohue, A. D. Ft·edeman, Mrs.
Louis G. Kordsmeier Jr.
Caifornia: Mrs. John Byrne, Mrs. A. E. Gourdeau,
Mr. Stanley J. Kozicki
Illinois: Mr. Frank G. Miller, J. M. Reines
Kc.utucky: Alice Kerins
Louisiana: Mrs. J. D. Daunoy, Hamley Insurance

Agency

Ma.rylantl: Miss Paula Goettelmann
Michigan: Mrs. Joseph Snyder
Minnesota: Mrs. Frank Diming, Mrs. H. E. Webber
l\lissouri: Mrs. Bernard Concannon., N. Mc.Kinley
Nebraska: Mercy High School
New Jersey: J. McClellan
New York: Mrs. William R. Brennan

North Dakota: Mary Nowatzki
Ohio: Sue Ann Bodmer
Oklahoma.: Mrs. Phil C. Braniff, Miss Mary Donnelly, Mr. Elvin Falleur, Mrs. Olive C. Hamilton
Penm,-ylvnnia.: Mjss Virginia Kelley
South Dakota: Catherine Mayer
Tennessee: Sister Mary Henrica
Texas: Mrs. Fred Guminski, Mrs. A. J. Haerdtner,
Heart of M,ry Church, Mrs. L. J . Wittler
Virginia: Lt. Cdr. L. Bask.in
Washington: J. L. Kannitzcr, F. T. McGuire
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The CCD, A Privilege and a Cha!Lenge

Spiritua l Formation
And the CCD Worker
Part XIX in a series on t1ie CCDCHARITY (Continued)
True Charily does not indulge in childish
spells of susceptibility. To be susceptible
means to be touchy. A real apostle cannot
afford to be touchy. At least he reacts strongly against such sickish attacks. It is, indeed,
sickish, because, in its acute stage, it is the
border-line of mental disorder of derangement. Susceptibility, in its milder form, is
the product of an excessive self-esteem and
pride. It is a string or chord upon which
the devil loves to play his destructive melody. Whal an effective snake in the grass!
Let us suppose that you had a wonderful
plan. At least, you think so. However, the
board has turned it down for the time being.
Your pastor is of the opinion that such a
move is premature. You allow resentment
to creep in your heart. You brood over
the incident, and it increases your aggravation. You don't walk out of the CCD ranks,
but you implicitly decide to be a dead weight.
If so, where is the purity of your intentions?
Where is your Charity for God and souls?
Again you are another victim of the devil's
"snake in the grass" mentioned before.
The Laughing Snake
Another test that your Charity has to
undergo is ridicule. You have been chosen
by your pastor with the hope that you have
what it lakes to become a pillar of the CCD
in your parish. You are pleased and elated.
You took your training and you liked it.
The first action is launched. You are in
the forefront. You meet resistance. The
bulk of parishioners are startled by what
they called a novelty, and they react with
laughs and sneers. They accuse you of being
a "fake-priest," or "Father's little helper"
or a "grownup Altar Boy." You cannot take
i :, and you hurriedly run to your pastor
to tend your resignation, or, still worse,
you vanish without a word. It means that
your Charily was not strong enough to suffer the lack of recognition. Unconsciously
you surrender to your craving for vain
glory; you are self-centered instead of being tr u l y dedicated to God's work. The
"snake in the grass" has bitten you on your
most sensitive spot and you become one

more victim falling by the wayside on the
road of genuine apostolate.
The "Rattling" Snake
Yes, indeed, true Charily has to cope with
this kind of snake too. We find a great number of wonderful souls who coniuse apostolic action with rattling or noise. They
make headlines with all kinds of new plans
and numerous point-programs that could
change the whole world. Unfortunately, it
never goes further than the paper on which
it is printed. Such "busy-body" apostles ignore apostolic opportunities across the st,·eet,
but U1ey create a whirlwind for the impersonal world al large. They get a kick of
bragging about the numerous weekly meetings they must attend. Unable lo appraise
objectively the different values offered to
them in relation with their ability, they
prefer to be a "jack of all trades" and
"master of none," instead of developing
competency and efficiency in one field of
apostolate. Some are even led by an undercurrent of "popularity itch" at tbe expense
of real service to the Church and to their
fellow-men. Because of this incurable "itch,"
they are superficial and spread out in their
efforts.
The Battie-Fatigue
A terrible test for the Virtue of Charity
is what has been called "battle-fatigue." Usually al the peak of the UNKNOWN apostolic achievements, the victims of " batllefatigue" are tempted to surrender to unhealthy slogans like these: "I have done my
share! What is the use? We will never succeed to overcome apathy and indifference!
God is Almighty and does not intervene.
How do we know that we are doing the
right thing? Let some one else try! I am
through! I have more than enough! After
all, I don't have to impose such a burden
on myself! I am entitled to my share of
rest!''
Nothing pleases more the devil than to
multiply the victims of "battle-fatigue." His
diabolical wisdom knows that interrupting
a long series of apostolic efforts MEANS
PREVENTING FIN AL AND PRECIOUS
VICTORIES for God and the Church.
Dear CCD workers, outsmart the angel
of darkness! Be on your guard to detect "tbe
snake in the grass"! Secure the necessary
antidote, in case you get bitten . . . . Ne~
issue we will try lo prescribe such an antidote. Au Revoir' - Rev. Georges A .
Levasseur.

Godliness

- - Godlessness

Timely News and Views
BE COMPLETE CATHOLICS
We must, therefore, be complete Catholics,
fulfillers of all our religious and social duties
honest in all things. We mnst be the first t~
pra~tice justice and charity, U1e most disciplined among all citizens, always at the
the side of our spiritual leaders, laking active
parL in all the works of the apostolate and
su,taining them. UnforLunately, perhaps
there are those who neither know their pastor nor acquaint themselves with the progress of the parish and its works, many of
which do not exist or languish just because
of that. -From a pastoral letter of Archbishop Ellrique Perez Serantes of Sallliago,
Cuba.

CHRISTMAS OK. BUT KEEP CHRIST
OUT OF IT
In a press release shortly before Christmas
that was mailed to 1,200 newspaper., in the
Chicago area, the American Civil Libe,·ties
Union pleaded for the secularization of the
feast of Christmas. In short, they demanded:
(1) That Christmas scenes depicting the
Nativity scene, the star of Bethlehem, angels, or other religious symbols be barred
from public schools; and (2) that songs of
the religiously-indifferent type, like "Jingle
Bell,," be substitttted for the traditional Caro' s, such as "Silent Night," or "Hark, the
Herald Angels Sing." -Social Justice Review, January.
HONOR THE TRUTH
Honor the truth, then, with the firmness,
the courage and the knowledge of one who
has strong convictions. In addition, say what
is true. Is not the mother's admonition to
her baby to keep from lying the first school
oi truth, which from habit and cu s tom
learned from earliest years, becomes second
nature, and prepares the truly honest man,
the perfect Christian with words ready and
sincere, and whenever necessity demands
it, with the courage of a martyr and confessor. This is the testimony which the God
of truth asks of each one of his sons. Finally,
do what is true. It is a light in which every
person ought to immerse himself, and which
sets the tone of each single action of life.

It is charity which obliges everyone to exercise the apostolate of truth, so as to spread
!mow ledge of it, to defend its rights, to mould
souls-pai-licularly those of youth, which are
open and generous-and lo allow themselves
to be in1pregnated with it in the deepest
t'ibers of their being. -From the Christmas
message of Pope John XXIII.

SONS. DAUGHTERS, PARENTS
Sons and daughters of aging parents
should face sqtLare!y their responsibility,
second only to their own marrigae partner
and child,·en. "Do I contact them by visit,
phone 01· letter to assure them of my continued loving concern. Do I share the happiness of holiday gatherings with them? Are
their financial problems my first concern
after my own family's material needs are
taken care of?"-From an edito,'ial in the
St. Louis Review, Jan. 13.
LINKS IN THE CHAIN
Families are the links in the great chain
of peoples. The perfection of Christianity
depends on the perfection of the Christian
home, and the perfection of the Christian
home must be gauged by its likeness to the
home of our Blessed Lord. Would He feel
"at home" in your house? Invite Him to
come in, to join the family al prayers, al
meals, al tbe delightful conversations which
make home so dear to us; Jet Him be near
the family in tragedy and bereavement; call
Him in to setUe the problems that inevitably
arise. Then your home will be a sanctuary,
lhe mother's knee a prie-dieu for her children. the father's concern and protection a
sample of God's watching and His love. In
a home like that, your mind will often ponder the great things God accomplished for
mankind in the obscurity and silence of
Nazareth. --John C. Seiner, S.S., in the
Sunday Visitor, Jan. 8.

MOVING?

U you move please send us your complete
OLD address and the complete NEW address. Tb.is will be ol r:reat help to our offke
persoruteL Thank you very much!
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Our new annex, dedicated in December, is
now in full use -

but many of the rooms and

furnishings are still available as memorials.
Plaques on these items remind monks of your
benefactions.
Write for details.

The address is:

Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

TUE ABBEY MESSAGE

Abbot Michael's L etter

Foundt>d Ma)·, 19--10, Sublru:o,

My Dear Friends,
In_ 1948! a vicar apostohc in China look d out on his
n11ss1on fteld and found that it was "white for the harvest." He looked around al his laborers and saw that
they were few, very few. Then his eyes fell on a Trappist. mona ,tery in his vicariate. There, within that cloisler. were 40 priests who did nothing but offer Mass,
chant and rec ite the Divine Otrice, engage in manual
labor, and give themselves to contemplation and ascetical pr~c,1ce3. _If he_ could get those 40, or even 15 of them,
mto his m1ss10n field, what a harvest they would garner! _He went to s~e the Abbot of the mon;stery, and in
moving words pomted out to him tbat thousands of
pagan3 were dying, simply for lack of priests. Unless
he go. more helpers, he asserted, he would have to
close many of his mission stations.
The Abbot shook his head. "I would like to help you,
but I do not have the authority to send my monks out
of the monastery. Unless my Abbot General, or the General Chapter directed me Lo make such a move, I could
not dare lo do so. And I doubt that they shall ever give
me the word.
'·If that is all that holds you back," said the Vicar
Apostolic, wilh evident relief, "get ready to move. I am
on my way lo Rome, and I shall get word for you not
from the Abbot General or the General Chapter but
from the Pope."
'
He went to Rome. He saw Pope Pius XII. He told him
exactly what he told the Trappist Abbot and ended with
the same words: "I( I do not get helpers from that monastery, I shall have lo close my missions.
The Holy Father, sighing deeply, said: "Then close
your missions, if that is the case. Those monks are not
to leave their cloister. By prayer inside their walls,
the_y are mosl effective-do most for lhe conversion of
China-not elsewhere.,,
Tod_ay, we are very conscious of dangers and prob1.ems m every part of the world. Everywhere the work
of the Church is suffering from lack of priests, religious
and dedicated lay apostles.
One day,_ Jesus was walking with His apostles through
a field of npenmg grain. Turning to them, He said: Lift
up your heads and see that the fields are white with
the harvest. Pray ye, therefore, to the Lord of the harvest that He send laborers into His fields.
, March has b~come known as vocation month. Perhaps,
lew of us fmd 1t possible to go and labor for the harvest
of souls. Bu t each Catholic worthy of the name has the
responsibility of praying for vocations. We have Christ's
word that if we ask God in fervent persevering prayer
laborers will be sent.
'
'
Gratefully yours in St. Benedict,

+~
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•·If I know all mysteries . . and all knowledge . . . yet do not have charity, I am
nothing." The first Epistle to lhe Corinthians contains a c 1 ass i c text about the
1hcory and practice of charily. Sain t Paul
should know enough about the subject: he
had plenty of chances in the course oi his
stormy public career to put it into practice.

. ..

It is perhaps just for this reason that he
is s_o keen on the subject. In treating of it.
he 1s, as usual, so enthusiastic that if anyone
else spoke as he does, we would be inclined
to label him as a fanatic. But Saint Paul was
no fanatic. His liie shows us how he overcame his inner weaknesses ; how he became
s rong by conquering his infirmities· how he
overcame bitter ha te by the pr~ctice o[
charity. Saint Paul was nol a person running
out of control; he was well- disciplined
and self-possessed.

.. .
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He was a seeker o[ divine things, and in
his love for God he forgot his grievances as
he turned lo settle one problem after another. Because he had much experience with
the practical difficulties of practicing the virtue, his words on the subject are of all the
more value, He gives some characteristics
or charily which might well serve as a checklist.

•

Charity is patient-that is one of its qualities. The ch a r i ta b 1 e man may suffer
much, but he suffers wilhou t railing against
God or his (ellowmen. Charity is also kind.
The charitable man is not cold and indifferent toward the needs or problems of his
neighbors.
Cbarity does not envy . Envy makes people
bear ill will toward one another. An envious
person may have a thousand good things.
But if he happens lo see his neighbor with
just one good thing, he immediately begins
feeling and fo;;tering ill will toward him.
Chari y is not a:nbiliou5; it is not provoked;

bears with all things; thinks no evil· does
no rejoice over wickedness· is noL se1fseeki ng-and so Saint Paul 'goes on with
hi, list.

. .

I• has been well said that one does not
have_ to seek out occasions to practice
chanty. Occasions exist ready-made wherever people are brought together. There wnt
always exist the young and the old, the radical and the reactionary, the conservative and
the liberal.

•

The different approaches of these various
groups are a stimulus lo thought and a
source o( activity. It brings up two or three
sol utions to a single problem . Naturally il
1s also a source of tension. But the point is
that both the conservative and liberal viewpo'nts are legitimate approaches.

. . .

An approach, however, that neither side
can afford to neglect is the spiritual. President Kennedy said, "Do not ask what your
country can do for you, but what you can do
fo r your count1·y," The same thing may be
said of our religion. God gives us plentymore than we are worth. Yet our requirements never seem to be met. We need to get
more out of our religion. How are we to do
that? For all practical purposes it works the
same way with religion as with anything
else. We get out of our religion what we
put in to il. Total dedication - that is what
we need , ii we are going to gel as much out
of our religion as we need.

. .

Can one get by with mere lip service? It
would be anything but a sure thing. Faith
wi. haul works is dead, so charity without
works cannot be very m,ich alive. It would
be most unwise lo try lo get by with mere
lip service lo God. One could hardly expect
to get enough out of his religion that way.
And without the things tha t religion has to
give, one's whole life will be a lost cause.
Prayers accomplish much, that is true; but
to our prayers we have also to add our lime
and resources and services.

fJ
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By David Flusche, O.S.B.

. . AND THE LORD,
seeking His laborer
among the multitude
of the people cries out.

,,

Hlisten, my son,
to your Master's precepts
and incline the ear
of thy heart."

HWhat can be sweeter to us dear Brethren,
than the voice of the LORD inviting us?"

The first and most pedecl Christian vocation was Mary's, and on her acceptance of
God's will hinged lhe plan of redemption
as we know it. What would have happened
1f Mary had refused? I am not theologian
enough to make even a faint guess. But Mary
[ully and freely accepted the divine responsibility: "Be it done to me according to lhy
word.'' There was much Lhat was special
aboul her vocation: lhe visit of the Angel
Gabriel, the virginal marriage, and especially the divine maternity. But her perfect
response to God's grace was a necessary part
of her greatness.
Every religious vocation is a falnl image
of Mary's. NeiLher the direct visit of lhe
angel nor the fullness of grace are present
in any other stirring of vocation. But there
must be willingness of response when the
opportunity comes. There must be the same
placing of self in God's hands. There will be
mysteries and puzzles in following a vocation jusl as there were mysteries and puzzles
for Mary. Nol loo often will a religious be
able to say his way is clear and the meaning plain if he is trying to sludy all the
external possibilities and complications of
his life. Only when he does his duty every
day and leaves lhe rest to God will lhere
be a clear way and a plain meaning.
Mary was oflen puzzled about God's larger plan, bul she did Lhat which had to be
done at each moment and thus fulfilled her
vocation. Had she started to challenge the
angel with questions-When ? Where? Why
me? What will I do?-she might not have
bad the courage to accept. She asked only
one question-how this would be possible
in relation to her virginity. When the angel
answered that, she asked nothing more.
Many vocations wither before blossoming
because the person questions them to death .
Endless questions, doubts, indecisions, weak-

en faith to the point where it will not support a vocation. No one beginning religious
life knows where it will take him anyway,
and it is futile to try to get all the answers
when there are no present answers.
Certainly there are legitimate ques tions.
Mary had one, asked it, received an answer,
and was satisfied. But to ask endless secondary questions is to sidetrack the main
issue: Should I dedicate my life to God?
When this main issue is faced and resolved,
the other questions fall into their proper
place, and most of them immediately disappear.
'T'he Apostles had one question: What's
in it (or us• Bul they asked this long after
they had committed themselves to following Our Lord , and they seem to have asked
out of curiosity rather than from any attempt
to bargain. On that occasion Jesus promised
them glory. Later he was to tell them of
the suflerings they would endure. However,
it is good to remember that wben they first
heard Jesus say, "Follow me," they followed
simply and directly.
A vocation is not a matter o( bargai.n.ing
for a job with God. It is a matter of reporting
for duty and then awaiting assignment.
Religious founders know this. Saint Benedict, for example, began as a hermit but
became an abbot when men kept coming to
him for guidance. He had no aspirations to
es:ablish an order that would win for himself lhe titles of father and patron of Europe.
He had no hopes that the rule he wrote
wou Id be read and followed in lands then
unknown. He bad no dreams that thousands
of his followers would be declared saints.
Perhaps God showed him these things in
the vision before his death; but Benedict
didn't know them in the beginning, nor did
he strive for them as goals. He simply gave
himself to God, and the rest came about
cccause of his perfect gift of self.
The rule he wrote shows this clearly. He
5

draws up speci!ic duties for only a few of
the monk.-;: the guestmaster, the infil"marian,
the cellarer, lhc kitchen workers. And even
for U1ese he is pointing out an attitude of
mind and soul rather than cer,ain functions. For Lhe others he says nothing. But
Jor all, he stresses obedience, humiUty,
charily; these make all assignments possible,
and without them the religious accomplishes
nothing. BenedicL does not ask the candida ,e his talents; he only asks if the candida e is seeking God. He promises no joy
rave the joy of spirilua1 desire, and he
reJcrs to this Ul connection with lhe sacrifices of Len l.
BuL he knows, as he says in the Prologue
to his rule, that "when one shall have advr.nced in \his manner of liie and in faith,
he shall run wllh his hean en larged and
wi h an unspeakable sweetness of love on
the way of God's commandments."
A religious surrenders the deepest joys
of family life and is spared its deepest sorrows. The daily concerns of the family seem
simpler lo him because he is farther from
them. Still, in his thoughts, his parents,
brnthers, and sisters remain closer lo him
because he has no t entered into a family
of his own. Jn religious life he acquires a
new kind of family relationship, where, despite perhaps occasional f:rictions, he finds
a measure of companionship beyond that
possible on a secular level. Men working
together. families living in the same neighborhood, may attain some measure of this
companionship. But in these instances the
companionship is based on something secondary and coincidental. The primary purpose of each individual's life is something
di!Ierent from that which brings them all
together.
Saint Benedict saw ilie religious life as
familial and patterned his monasteries on
the family. The stronger help lhe weak, Lhe
old encourage ilie young, the father seeks
,he advice of the elders or of all before mak:ing his decisions, each member is regarded
as an individual who must respect and be
respected by the others. Here's how the
saint put il at the end ol his rule: "Let them
in honor prefer one another; lel them bear
most patiently one another's infi.rmitie3,
whether of body or character; let them endeavor to surpass one another in the practice
of mutual obedience; let no one seek that
which he accounts useful for himself, but
rather what is profitable to another; let them
practice fraternal charity with a chaste love;
6

le , hem fear Goel; let them love their abbot
with a sincere and humble affect10n; let
them prefer nothing whatever to Christ; and
may He bring us all alike to llfe everlasting.
Amen ."

That is Saint Benedict's formula for the
religious life. Presuming always that this is
dor.e from man's highest purpose-giving
glory lo God-it is the most perfect way of
lii e on earth.

St. Benedict'• Feast Day
March 21 is the Feast of St. Benedict, the
day on which he gave up his sou l to God
while s tanding before U1e altar of his monastic church, supported by his monks, and
nourished by the Eucharist. Our Abbey condue s a novena in his honor March 11-20.
If you are considering the religious life.
jail, us 10 iliese days, praying for guidance.
Send us your intentions, and we wiU include
them in our special devotions during this
lime.

See How We Suffer!
By Fe!i.x· F,·edeman . O.S.B.
In ilie pages of the Old Testament Lhere
appear many stories of suffering and tribulations, mostly of nations, a few of individuals. The present cover illustrates an individua l's SLlfierings, an account which Lakes
up an entire book of Holy Writ. In forty-two
short chapters the sacred writer unfolds the
,ouching and Lt1spiring story o[ "a man
dwelling in the land of Uz, Job was the name
of him , he was true and honest; ever he
!Eared God and kept far from wrong-doing."
As U1e story continues it becomes apparent
that Job is a great soul, a real inspiration lo
thm:e to whom the lot of suffering falls, a
model to all in the practice of Len ten virtue
and self denial.
You may read Job's story for yourselves
(it is not my purpose lo relate how God deals
with his servant at th e end of his tribulations) and draw your own conclusions; make
yow· own applications.
This month's cover was worked out the
same way as last month's-directly on the
plate; this particular treatment is called
sgraffito (scratching). It is dedicated to all
grade-school children who like to put suns
and moons in the skies of Lheir landscapes
to the dismay of their patient teachers,
just to show it can be done.

A Ca!! to Knowledge

New Frontiers

in Catholicism
By Donald. Price, O.S.B.
In 1he writings of many theologians of
today Lhe_re are new and different concepts
of Catholic social and political theory which
necessitate a rethinking of the relation of
the Church to our contemporary world.
Society evo lves; and, as an integral part
of society, government, Loo, evolves. Ii the
Church is lo be "All things to all men," she
too, must, to a certain ex,enl evolve with
the lime, being cautious in her choice of the
time-proven and the eternal.
AIU~ough the Church cannot change her
essential doc_trmes, there are many things
Ul the Catholic Chw·ch that are not essential
and which may be modified, (i.e., the Jan'.
guage of her services, what vestments the
priest . wears, and . many other seemingly
more unportant things.) Even in some of
her lime-honored doctrines, change is nol
1mposs1ble. Revelation ended with the death
of the last apostle; but the application of
lhat revelation to the facts of daily life has
to be continually developed. This is the job
of the theologians; Lhey are constantly seeking better and more correct formulations of
the truth.
Toleration Positive Good
One such currently developing theory is
the concept of toleration as a posilive good.
To give you an idea of how far this development has proceeded, it should be noted that
the Thomist Congress in Rome last September was asked to discuss three things that
would be dealt with at the forthcoming
general council. The main topic was tolerance, or the reconciling of the rights of
Lruth with liberty.
No doubt during the last three or four
months of 1960, none of the readers missed
hearing or reading speculations about what
would happen i1 Catholics became ilie majority in America. Would there be another
inqu~i ion, or a Protestan ' persecution?
Naturally, on :he surface it does look Like
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·vVhen we are a minority we claim freeco:-a for ourselves in the name of your
(secular) principles of tolerance: when we
are a majority, we deny freedom to you in
U,e name of our own principles." But a
deep-th.inking historian would unequivocally admit that even though appearing
uniust and imprudent to us, the Churchstale relationships in ages past were all
w_ell grounded in the limes; in the words
of John Courtney Murray, S.J., "The Popes
:"ere on sow1d ground, having their feet
~n then- own times; the theologians thinkmg t_hemselves on Lhe fooling of eternal
pr111c1ples, were actually in the air."
I

. In the face of such embarrassing ques'~1ons, 1s there not some better answer than,
It can never happen in the U.S.; this is
a Democracy."? Any one with the least
bit of understanding of the Protestant fears
can ~nde.r~iand why that answer just
doesn t swrng any weight. Yes, there fa a
better answer; and in the rest o[ this article I shall try to outline the theories and
thoughts of prominent theologians on the
subject and what may result in an actual
promulgation by the council.
The current tene: of toleration converges
from three di.fierent principles: (1) freedom of man; (2) purposes of the two realms
of society; (3) faith.
The Thomist Congress, being mainly a
gathering of philosophers, naturally attacked the problem from that angle. Since
man's freedom is that which makes him
like Lo his Creator, it should not be a
second-rate thing, but should be regarded
as a p o s i t i v e good on rational grounds
alone.
Although Lhe Classical U1eory of toleration as exhibited by the nineteenth-century
theologians (thesis: truth is superior to
error; hypothesis: evil may be tolerated to

prevent gr eater evil) wi ll probably continue to be valid indefinitely, il is not a
caner te policy; and as such is repugnant
to non-Catholics. Tl could even backfire on
us. Whal would Catholic missionaries do
if a predominantly non"Catholic country
(or even non-Christian , such as India or
Morocco) would, by a similar argument, refuse them th right to preach'/

Rights of Consciences
i'Jthough the CaU10lic Church and her
members must condem n on principle moral
and dogmatic error. we may, with Pius X1,
uphold the right of consciences. A major
proronent of the development of this new
concept is Giacomo Cardinal Lercaro, Archbishop of Bologna. According to him: "The
idea of tolerance as exposed in Catholic
thought is extremely simple. In substance
il can be reduced to this: no one should be
forced againM his will to accepi the Cat /10lic Faith. Respect for the truth demands
freedom of consent. A truth imposed is not
a truth accepted as such." (Calliotic Mind,
Jan. '60). Pope Leo XIII, indeed, states in
no unccr: ain terms in hnmortale Dei that
. . no one shall be forced to embrace
the Catholic faith against his will"; fo r, as
S . Augustine wisely reminds us, 'Man cannot believe otherwise than of his own free
will'."
The cardinal brings to fore the need for
truth to be accepted as truth. When one
affirms that truth is objective, by that fact
he admits a distinction between truth itself
and the act by which the individual yields
to truth. Hence in recognizing the objectivity of truth, the individual is, at the same
time, establishing the r i g h t to personal
freedom.
Sta te's Duty: Man's Well-Being
In denying this freedom and claiming
that toleration is unnatural, adversaries
seem to be saying that the state has a
st,pernaturaL end. (This constitutes our
next argument for tolerance.) But the
CathoUc Church does not maintain that
the state has a super.natural end . On the
contrary. Pope Pius XII, when he was Secretary of State, wrote that the political society has "its own proper ends, which terminate in time, and which it realizes with
sovereign power in its own sphere. You will
take care not to coniuse these temporal
ends with those of the Church ... " Moreover , he says that "this competence of the
state is limited lo the natural order." Like8

wi se, according to the proposi ti on of Father
Murray, the Church and the state are two
distinct and a utonomous powers in society.

abling us lo know what lo tell him . I think
that J acques Maritain has most perfectly
Cormulated the desired policy.

"The state cannol net. outside of' the lines oC
its own .finality; ancl even when it acts in
u.Jlianre with th e Churth, it acts only for its
own ends and by its own mcn ns. It has no
power to a<" l oth erw ise, and not even th e
Chur('h ran endow it with more power than
it has by nature. Th us acting for its own

"In rea lity, It is throu gh ra tional mea ns that.
is, through 1>e rsuasion , not through coe~c.ion ,
that ihe rationa_l a.ni.mal is bound by bis very
nature to try to induce his fellow men to
sha re in _wbat he knows or cla im s to know as
tru e or Ju st. And th e metaphysician , beca use
he trusts huma n reason, and the believer
because he t~ust;i divlue grace and knows t.hal
''a forced faith 1s a hyJ>OCrisy hateful to God
and man," as Cardinal Mannfog put it do not
use holy wnr to make th eir ''eternai lruU1 "
accessible to other people; they a 1>pea l to the
inn er freedom of 0U1er people by offering
th em either th eir demons trations or the teslith ei.r love ." (CommonweaJ, Sept.

c.nds, whi ch are human ends, it aids

the

C hur c h indirec tl y; for in Ule hierarchic

st r u c l u re

or

th e en ds of human lite, th e

achievement in adequate measure or these
lower ends is the condition a nd occasion of
th e Ohurch's acldcvcmeul or her hlgher ends
... 'fhe primacy or lh e sp iritua_J end does n'?t
annul lh e distinction of t.h e powers . .. . Tins
is the sa m e ns s:1ying that the Church ca n
ob lige the sta le (just as she can oblige U1 e
individual man) to be on ly w hat il (or he) is .
(America n Ca lh. Theo. Soc. Proceedin gs. '48.)

The conclusion to be drawn is, then, that
the only duty the sta•.e has to the Church ,
l.Je3ide; acknowledging God and promoti n g
the temporal well-being of the community,
is to give her full liberty to carry out her
mission of a higher end. Without this liberty
there can be no true society.

Faith: Free Gift of God
The third direction of development on a
theology of toleration is based on the concept
of faith. Faith is a free gilt of God. He gives
actual grace, that is, a supernatural impulsion. to the will; the will thus moved, moves
the intellect to make its act oC assent. Man
can do nothing to cause this. he may only
prepare by study and prayer; but the necessary impetus is attributed wholly lo God .
By means of this impetus from God, man, by
an act of \he i11tellect, holds for true what
God has revealed, s o I el y because of the
authority of God who reveals it.
If intolerance is condoned, we are saying
that the Church or (m aybe even worse) the
state can give faith. By forcing a man Lo
join the Church or be punished, we arc
usurping God's right to give a free gift lo
whom and when He pleases. Concerning an
action of such reprehensible nature, Pius XII
in Mystici Corporis said:
"Wh erefore ir any 1>ersons, not beHeving, are
constra ined to enter a church , to approach Ute
altar and to receive the sacraments, they certain ly do not become true believ_ers i_n ~hr_ist:
beca use that faith "viU1out which 1t 1s impossible to please God must be the perfectl y
free homage of intellect and will."

In the face of so many objections to intolerance, would it not be a much more commendable thing lo use our energy in tryin g
to understand the non-Catholic, thereby en-
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Cer tai nly the Presidential election has
pointed out that there a re many areas of our
beli ef (this being the basic one) in which we
need to exercise the above policy .
f;The bcgi.rrnin gs of tol erance, it seems to me
are possible only when each grou p under~
stands-however it may disagree with-the
other's first principl es a nd basic loya lti es."
(John Cogley, Comr.nonwcal . April 19, '57 .)

Duty of the Layman
While the Church must proceed conservatively, her members must be quick and alert
to adopt her doctrine into t heir daily life. I
am afraid that exceedingly few people realize that the Sacrament of Confirmation gives
them not only the righ t but the duty of the
apostolate.
How many people can intelligently carry
on a conversation about religious matters
with a non-Ca tholic? It is not so h a rd to talk
lo a Protestant, but you would be surprised
how hard it is to give the answers which we
are so sure we know.
When Christ said, " Go ye therefore and
teach all nations," he wasn't just talki ng to
the apostles; but he was talking lo us too.

ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES

Publica tion of death anniversary dates is an
encouragemenL to friends of the deceased and to
our renders to remember the departed in th eir
prayers.

Brother Matthew Du.ffner
Rev. Columban Schmucky
Rt. Rev. Ignatius Oonrad,
Abbot I
Rev, Anselm Ka eli.t1

Brother Thaddeus Eberle
Rev. Leo Gerschwyler
Rev. Martin Fleig

March 8, 1925
March 13, 1925
March
March
March
March
March

13,
22,
26,
30,
31,

1926
1925
1941
1939
1919

lteaclers are invited to use the free lending
library service of the Abbey. •r11e books referred
to below arc part. of a she ll of several hunrded
books available. Additions a.re constantly being
made to the library. \Vrite ror ru1y of these books
o~ ask for a complete list. Address the Lending
Library. New Su biaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

GOD'S WORD AND WORK, by Kathryn
Sullivan, R.S.C.J., The Liturgical Press, 164
pages.
Here we have the Biblical story in a condensed historical setting, taken from a series
of essays on the Old Testament, which originally appeared in WORSHIP, a nd which retlect the background of the learned author
in art, li terature, history and Holy Scripture.
The book has been lauded by Scriptural
scholars and should arouse the interest of
all in a more stuclious reading of the entire
Old Testament from Genesis to Machabees.
It is amply illustrated with reproductions of
great paintings, and for r eady reference has
a seven-page index by name and subj ect.
The Biblical story of the prophets and
pries ts, kings and warriors, plagues and prosperity is unfolded in brief explanatory chapters in narrative form , followed by an itemized !isl for further reacling and ti m e l y
Christian comment with a "Lesson for Today."
-Brother Thoma; Anglim, O.S.B.
ADDITIONS TO THE LENDING LIBRARY
Holy We ek and Lent, by Gaillard and
Busch , Li turgical Press, 72 pages, paper cover. - A timely liturgical commentary on
each day of Holy Week from Palm Sunday
to Easter.
Preparing for Easter; by Clifford Howell,
S.J.; Liturgical Press ; 160 pages; paper cover. - This noted liturgical writer presents
the period from Septuagesima to Easter according to the spirit and directives of the
res tored Holy Week Services.

Backgrounds of the Mystical Body II

What Is Man
That Thou Art Mindful of Him?
By Mr. Clare Wolf

W

E HAVE TAKEN a deeper look
in .o the nature of God and His
activity. We have learned that God is an
eternal, uncreated, perfect and entirely seUsu!ficient being. From all eternity God has
been engaged in one activity - glorifying
Himself. At the present moment, and for
all e!ernity lo come, God will do nothing
else but know and love Himscl [.
The right understanding of this plain and
simple fact about God is absolutely essential. Indeed, it is useless lo inquire [urther
iJ1to the nature o[ the Church unless we
make this truth about God part and parcel
o[ our thinking. We must know that our
God is attracted to and interested in nothing
but HimseU.
This truth about God is easy enough to
understand - it presents no difficulty - as
long as we concentrate our attention on the
li[e and activity that exists within the Trinity - as long as we speak only of God as He
is in HimseU.
But God is not the only being in existence.
Our God has created beings separate and
distinct from Himself. He has performed
works outside Himself. The very tirsl thing
which God revealed about Himself is that He
is the creator, not only o( the visible world
which we see, but He is also the creator of
a vast spiritual world which we do not see.
The book of Genesis is God's own inspired
account of His work of creation. ll is a story
told by God HimseH, and its purpose is lo
emphasize that He has made all things. They
are all His works.
When we inquired into the inner nature
of God we learned that He is a perfect being
Who is eternally engaged in knowing and
loving - glorifying - Himself. The story of
creation, however, seem s to picture God
somewhat differently.
In the account of creation, God gave us
His word that He has not only created all
things, but that He is also interested in His
10

Th is a rticle is one or a seri es on th e Mystical
Body by Clare Wo lf of Prairie View, Ark . Mr.
, volf has conducted several lecture series on
lhis subject in Ui e S ubiaco deanery.

crea ion. As we read fur.her, we find Almigh ly God going lo whal seems like extreme lengths lo insure that His creatures
will do what is for their own good.

T

HE QUESTION thal arises is this: If
God is whole and entire and complete
and happy in Himself, why did He create
anylhing outside Himself? If the lhings He
created could not add anything lo Hin1, why
did God call them into existence; and, above
all, why does He conlinue to lavish such personal care on His created works?
God crealed all things ; He performed
works outside Himself, for the same reason
thal He is active within HimseH-to glorify
Himself.
In a cerlain sense, we quite readily undersl and how the created world gives glory lo
its Maker. We are constantly amazed by
the beauty and order and immensity and
power which shine forth in the works of
visible creation and lhus give credH to the
Eein q Who created them. Il is easy to understand how the works of God show forth the
glory of God.
But, of themselves, the created works of
God only sllow forth the glory of God. Th e
glory which they give their Creator is lik
that which a beautiful painting gives to the
painter or that which a fine piece of cabinet
work gives to the carpenter. They only show
and reflect the intelligence and ability of th
One Who made them.
By natui·e, even man , is only a creature o f
God. As he comes forth from his mother's
womb he is only a work oi God.
True, man is the highest and noblest of

visible creatures. Man has an intellect He
is able to know even invisible things: He
can unders:and the inner nalure and workings of things and with that knowledge he
able to know and sometimes to predict lhe
c. Cec s which today's events will have on the

1,

fU l Ufe ,

Man has a free will. He is able lo make
himself do things which he does nol even like
:o do because he toresces that future benefits will come from the doing of such acts.
Conversely, the free wilJ of man enables him
lo refuse to do things which are even pleasant in the doing.
As a result, man is not a total victim of his
environment, as are irrational creatures. By
,he use of his inlelligence and the exercise
oi hi, free will, man can ch an g e and
shape his surroundings to accomplish his
own purpose. He exercises mastery over lhe
other lhings of earth. He impresses other
creatw·es inlo his own use, so lhat all creation is the s rvant of man.

A

LL TRESE superior powers of man ar
his because he alone has an immortal
soul. His soul is lhe noblest thing about him.
Il is a spirit. It will live forever. His body
may grow feeble and die, but his soul will
never die. From all outward and visible appearances, man seems to be made en Li rely
of mat:er like all other things, but within
him is an invisible and immorlal spirit.

Ye., for all his nobility and regardless of
his superiority over all other material lhings,
man 1s by nature only a c,·eated work of God.
He may be more complex , more remarkable
-even immorlal - but he is born into this
world a creature of God.
Belween man's crealed nature and the
divine nature o( God there is an infinite distance-a total difference. Beina a crealure
man is only a servant, a subject of God. H~
is a work of God in much the same manner
that a s '. atue is the work of the sculptor.
To be sure, God is pleased with the perfections He sees in his crealures. They are good.
He is pleased with man because man is His
work-because the natural good that is in
him has been placed there by God. But God
loves all His creatures, including man, only
as reflections of Himself.

A man admires what he sees in the mirror
because what he sees is a reflection of his
own face. He does not really love and admire
ei her the mirror or the reflection. What he
really admires is himself a , he L; reflec ted

, here. This is the nature of God's love for
His created works. He loves them because
they mirror or reflect His Own Goodness.
This is the manner in which God loves even
man as he is born into lhe world . God does
no . love natural man for man's own sake.
He does nol love natural man in the manner
in which He loves Himself. Only the divine
na .ure of God is truly lovable in the eyes of
God for Its Own sake.

T HIS

CONTRAST between whal we
know of the nature of God and the erea ed na tw·e of man begets a host of vital
questions.
If man is not na turally lovable to God for
his own sake, then how can God be glorified
l;y him? H we are brought into the world
without divine value, how can our acls have
any d ivine worth? If, as creatures o[ God,
we have only created worth, how can we
be of any value in accomplishing the glory
?f God'! Are we doomed lo accomplish nothing for God except to serve as faint images,
vague reflections and miniature samples of
the beauty and perfection that exist in God?
The3e questions have tortured the human
mind throi:ghout all history. The greatest
pagan mmds allempted to answer them
; ailed in their efforts, and fell into despair'.
The Jews, the chosen peopl e of God, came no
closer to the answers than the psalmist who
asked of God: "What is man tha t thou are
mindful of him?"
, The psalmist, however, was more right
tnan the pagan lhinkers. Although he did not
know the answer, he was asking for the ans wer from the right source-from Almighty
God Himself. For the unaided human mind
!here is no answer. The righ t answer requires a kind of knowledge lhal surpasses
and exceeds what the human mind is able
to ob tain by itself. It requires Faith in what
Goel has told us about that almost unbelievea l: le work which God has worked in us
through His Church.
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Why Is l 1is Night
u ke
Any Ot Night?

" This is the night which purged away the blackness of si n by
the light of the fiery pillar."

This que,lion, which is in to by the Cantor each year in
the Passover service of the ,sh synagogue, is answered
by the "E xultet," the beau l if ant sung by the deacon at
the blessing of the Paschal dJe in the Catholic Easter
Vigil liturgy. According to tr on the "Exultet" (its name
is taken from the first w or the chanl in Lalin) was
composed by S t. Augustin e .

The Lord led the Js raeli tes th.rough the wilderness in a pillar
of cloud by day an d a pillar of (ire by night. The P aschal Candle
is a symbol of the risen Christ. From it the candles of the faithful
are lighted at the Easter Vigil, dispelling the d a r kn es s oI
fallen man.

"'l'his is th e ni g ht on which thou dids t first cause our rore•
fathers, th e sons of Israel, in their passage out of Egypt, to p:l$
clry ~shod over the Red Sea."
The Easter Vigil was formerly one of the principal occasions
set aside .for the reception o! Baptism. The Israelites too were
saved by passage through waler . The Abbot, in blessing the baptismal water, breathes over it to sym bolize the power o! the Hol y
Spirit which works throug h it.

"This is th e night which at th.i s hour throughout. the world
res tores grace a od yokes to holiness those who believe in Christ,
deta ching them from world ly vice and all the murk of sin."

''Blessed ind eed is this, the sole night, co unted worthy to
know th e season and hour in which Christ rose again from the
grave."

Through Baptism the resurrection is renewed in time through
grace and holiness. In blessing the baptis~al ~a~e~, Lhe ~~lcbrant
pours into it the Oil oI Catechumens, which s1gmf1es heahng, a nd
Chrism, which anoints to Kingship with Christ.

Christ. th e L ight of the World, rose glorious from the tomb
to bring supernatural life to men of all ages and times. The wax
of the candle represents H is body, the wjck His so ul , and the
flame His divinity.

·'Th.is is the paschal r
whose blood hallows th e ,loo

l erein is slain the
o;r the faithful."

I n the twelfth cha 1 r of Book or Ex odus, the Lord
ordered each Israelite f. '1i ly t)1 a la~b the evening of the
Passover. T hey were t o t•at •t haste with unleave ned bread,
and lhey were lo smea
he ~ 1s with its blood. Tha t night
at midnight "th e Lord'
tro ke:" The first .. born son oI each
household not so m ark ·i-i n
Pharao's-:was slain. That
very night Pharao d en,anded t the people he bad so long
enslaved should leave th l&nd Egypt.

What the Passover
Testament sy mbolized, Christ
fuliilled by His death n1 i res 110?1. The Israelites were freed
from the slavery of P h; 1·ao·
!!Te freed by Christ from the
slavery of si n .

'
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I Taught

a Priest

To Say Mass
By Chur les \-V. Wurth as to ld to Mary A. Grice

The Teacher: Charles \ V. Wurth

Exac.ly as the cloc:.C poin '.ed to 1 l, an im- From the Ca th oli c Home Messenger, Fe b., 1961,
pre3sive figure entered my office, Father Canfield, Ohio. Reprinted with 1>ermission.
All::ert, a Benectictine monk. His sensitive
face and pleading eyes mirrored a soul torBefore his stroke in 1954 Father Albert
tured by a loss ... a great loss. IL was a loss
Lha. only a relative few experience . . . served as Prior of New Subiaco Benedictine
loss of ability lo speak, loss of ability to Abbey, Subiaco, Ark., for five years. Then he
communicate U1ought, feeling, and need. went to Fort Worlli, Tex., Lo assume duties
Only those who have experienced aphasia as superintendent of Laneri High School. He
can begin to understand U1e terror, the utter had also served as superintendent of Corpu s
Christi Academy, Corpus Christi, Tex., beloneliness, the aclual danger to life itself.
appointed Prior of New Subiaco.
The 5:l-year-old Benedictine had suffered fore being
Monks at his abbey had just about given
a cerebral artery llirom bosis, resulting in
paralysis of the righ l side of hfa body, in up hope that Fallier Albert would ever re.June of 1954. This attack left the monk with gain use of the important muscles and nerves
aphasia, that is, the inability to read, write, used in speech, reading, and writing. Recm;or speak. He also had limited use of his ery seemed impossible.
Then the Most Reverend Albert Fletcher,
arms and legs. Moreover, his heart condition was so severe that he had to carry nitro- Bishop o( Little Rock, learned of the Instiglycerine tablets on his person al all times. tute of Logopedics, Wichita, Kan., thrnugh
It is always pathetic to see a person "cut Wichita's Bishop, Mark K. Carroll. The two
off" al the height of a brilliant career by bishops lost no time informing Abbot Paul
aphasia. And, Father Albert's career hadn't Nahlen of New Subiaco about the Institute.
been dull or unproductive. He had numerous Before Abbot Nahlen coul d even consider
li terary and academic honors to his credit what expense would be involved, a letter
and belonged to a host of literary societies. arrived from Dr. Palmer, founder and diHe had penned two historical books, Mes- rector of the Institute. Dr. Palmer oliered
quite Does Bloom, and When the Bishop the complete services and facilities of hi s
Institute, free of charge.
Blesses.
14

I SAT before this man, I felt uneasy .
In fact, I had been feeling uneasy for
about three clays. It all started on an ordinary Monday . I arrived at my office early
to review my cases. As a speech therapist
and preceptor at the Institute, I work with
humanity's forgotten people. My job includes
teaching children and adults afflicted with
speech and hearing problems to speak, read,
and write. I also supervise the work of other
therapists al the clinic.
Shortly after 9 my secretary handed me a
memo. It slated: "A Benedictine monk Falli r Albert, will come to your office ~l 11
this morning. You are to be his speech therapist." The memo was signed by Dr. Palmer.
Immediately I sent for Father Albert's file.
As T read over his achievements I was taken
back at the thought o( me, a 26-year-old
speech therapist, teaching a man of hjs stature to speak
Now, as he sal before me I could see he
was more than eager to stare work. It was
plain he didn't want to waste time with formalities. He was alert and extremely anxious
to learn. I wondered how he must feel, a man
with the I.Q. of a genius, having to approach.
, he re-education of his motor nerves on an
elementary level. But, there was something
aboul Father Albert's bearing that spelled
more than a deep drive Lo learn . Even though
he could not talk, it was clear that he was
trying to convey a message to me. His eyes
begged. Then he began trying to manipulate
his arms and body. I watched as he struggled
with strange gestures.
He tugged at his coat pocket pulling out a
small book. As he laid it on the desk, I asked,
13 this .for me?"
Father shook his head "no," pointed to the
book, then to his chest.
Upon examination I realized the book was
a small altar missal, such as used by priests
when reading the Mass.
I started to hand llie missal back, but Father Albert insistently kept shoving it under
my face.
"Do you want me to keep lliis in my desk?"
Again I was avalanched with negative
head shakes.
Just as I was mulling over the dilemma of
Father not wanting me lo keep the book, or
wanting it back, he again opened the missal.
Then be pointed first to his chest, then to
. moving them with his fingers,
his lips
and then Lo the book. At last 1 thought I
understood.
"You want lo say Mass?''

Then he grew excited, pointing first to me
and then to himself.
"You want me Lo teach you the Mass!"
The priest gave violent nods of joy. The
anguish le(t his eyes. "Mass," he managed
to gurgle. Even though Father Albert could
not ini tiate speech he could repeat simple
one-syllable words.
'·Mass!" . . . A thousand thoughts raced
through my brain as I excused myself and
rushed lo Dr. Palmer. They could all be
summed up in one phrase: "Whal do I do?"
"He wants lo say Mass. That's Latin!" I
babbled to Dr. Palmer.
"What's the problem, Chuck?" Dr Palmer
si_niled. Then witb a confidence that only lliis
pioneer m the field of speech correction can
project, he added, "Just use Latin instead of
English. Have Jack J onas work with him
on English. That way you can devote full
time to Lalin and the Mass."

T HAT

VERY DAY we started the long,
rough road of rehabilitation. Needless
to say, before Father Albert completed his
first lesson we began work on such elementary Latin phrase3 as, Dominus vobiscum."
He would have it no other way.
This was the beginning. There was Lo be
a lot oJ midnight oil burned in the next year
and a half. One thing was in my favor: my
Catholicism. But, an ugly thought leered
around the corners of my mind. I barely
managed a "C" in high school La tin!
Luckily, my wife, Mary, also a speech
therapist, was a better Latin scholar llian
I. "No dear, Daw-me-noos, not Dough-menus," she would patiently struggle while
pounding a purely phonetic pronunciation
into my head.
My Latin soon became somelliing of a community project. Fa ' her Joseph Fischer, pas11

tor of All Saint's Church, where Father recovery of Latin phrases, il was time to
Albert lived while attending the Institute, start putting the Mass together.
Father Albert listened to his own speech
and Father Eugene Rob!, his assistant, spent
many long afternoons wiLh Mary and me. I through earphones. I talked to him through
marveled at how smoothly "SAHN-toos" an earphone arrangement. This method enwould roll out of-their mouths in companison abled us to normalize both the rate and
to my nasal "Sank-tus." In fact, Father rhythm of his speech.
I constantly taped Father's speech. Then I
Fischer tape-recorded the Mass so I would
would take two identical phrases, cul the
have something from which to study.
out or both, and patch the good secBut, my pupil was more than worth my errors
tions together. The result: Father Albert had
sweat and toil. He was determined to learn.
a complete phrase of his own voice pronouncFather Albert was not a person to accept his
ing every syllable correctly. Finally, incorfate passively. Rather, he labored and pracabove method, there was a comticed for hours to regain that which had been porating the
plete and perfect tape of Father Albert saylost. At limes his intense drive to again say
prayers alone. At this point he
Mass seemed superhuman. He would fre- ing the Mass
had to listen to himself and repeat phrasequently become very disturbed and break
aCter-phrase until he could say the entire
in o tears when his attempts lo speak would
error.
turn into a garbled conglomeration of inco- Mass without
herent syllables. It would lake all my powers
IS GOAL was finally reached. It was
of persuasion , as well as those of Jonas, Dr.
during Thanksgiving week of 1956, a
Palmer, Father Fischer, and Fa ' her Rob!, to year and a ha!C after entering the Institute,
convince our monk that he actually was when Father Albert ascended the altar for
making excellent progress.
the first time since his stroke back in 1954.
Needless to say, my heart was pounding
Then he would smile through a face darkened with grief and utter his favorite ex- in my throat as I watched Father Albert
pression, Il's coming ... it's coming,,, We adjust his earphones. How would he "react,"
would nod, yes. "It's coming," was Father knowing he was offering the actual Sacrifice
Albert's way of saying he was steadily, but of the Mass, having to repeat prayer-afterslowly, reaching the point where he could prayer with himself? We had been through
speak and write o( that wealth of iniorma- this countless times ... successfully, on "dry·•
runs. On one dry run he proved himself to
tion stored in his mind.
Father Fischer without the tape. We decided
[THIN A FEW SHORT WEEKS after to use the tape recorder on his first actual
Father Albert came to us, he was Mass as a safeguard. He had a control button
able to utter such other voluntary expres- attached lo his earphones so he could stop
sions as "hello," and "goodbye." He carried the tape anytime. We knew that his weaka notebook and re-learned to read and write, ened physical condition would demand that
as a grade-school youngster, from the very he stop and rest. Foremost in my mind was
the fear that the pressure or knowing he was
beginning.
But these formalities of everyday life held offering the actual Mass would slow him up,
no interest for him. There was one goal- or cause him to fail. Father Fischer was
there too. His massive frame was tense and
and only one: to say Mass.
Hesitantly I began in slow distinct tones, his heavy, nervous breathing echoed resonately throughout the empty chapel. He was
"
"In nah-me-na
"No! No! No!" Father's shouts were thun- the one appointed by the Church to gjve Cina!
approval on Father's speech. We both knew
derous. "Bad! Bad! Bad!"
a failure would mean a very serious emoI tried again, ''In nah-"
"Bad' Bad! Bad!" He shook his head in tional upset for our monk.
Then as Father Albert stepped confidently
exasperation.
and deliberately to the altar, the wires of his
"In no-me-nay ..."
Father Albert smiled and shook his head as earphones trailing as dutiful altar boys, I
if to say, "He's finally figured it out."
realized that he was well on his way back to
This is the way we learned the Mass. his priestly vocation. For me, that small
Every time I made mistakes I received a chapel of Mount St. Mary's Convent, Wichishower of N o's" and Bad's" Irom Father ta, gained all the splendor and dignity of a
great European Cathedral when Fa the. r
Albert.
After several months, and a remarkable prayed in clear, distinct, and unfaltering
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tones: "Inlroibo ad aJtare Dei." It was the Father Albert felt he could be of some use,
Votive Mass in honor of the Blessed Virgin and regain his strength so he could retum to
Mary.
his own field or education. He never aball'!'he control button was used. Father had doned the thought that he would one day
Epistle
lhe
reacting
between
to stop and rest
re!urn to the world as an educator.
and Gospel. But he completed his "first"
Around the Cirst of March, 1959, a letter
Mass in regal fashion .
arrived from the Reverend Michael Lensmg,
Father
for
life
This really began a new
n w Abbot or Subiaco Abbey. Fa ther Albert
Albert. He moved into a small house back of had suffered another stroke in late DecemMount St. Mary's Convent, where he said ber. A series of attacks followed until a fatal
Mass every day thereafter. For the next stro!,:e claimed his life on February 23rd, in
year and a half, he continued to take inten- Crawford County Memorial Hospital, Van
sive therapy at the Institute. We continued Bu ren, Ark. Our spirited student never lost
lo work on the perfection of Latin so he h is courage or determination . He remained
could read the Breviary. He entered an Insti- fully conscious until death struck at 5 a.m.,
tute class with other adLLlts. His classmates Iha region in time where liie is at its low
were a trial lawyer from Tennessee, a Negro ebb.
college president, a young housewife, a
Abbot Lensing again extended heart-felt
plumber, and a businessman. A highly in- thanks on behalf of the Benedictine comtellectual tie was soon formed between the munity lo Dr. Palmer and all Institute staffBenecUcl.ine, the trial lawyer, and the college ers !or "tl1e wonderful kindness and Christpresjdent. '!'he college president and Father l;ke charily and paUence towards Fatber
Albert delighted in discussing educational during his slay in Wichita. It seems almost
problems, and the trial lawyer thought il a miracle he was able to say Mass aga,n 1'0
great sport to argue with the two educators. be able to do so was the great joy and comAll three we.re anxious lo return to their fo rt I hat lifted the terrible burden of his
own worlds. Consequently, they spent hours cross."
in fascinating bull sessions to speed their
II brilliant career ended at the age of 58.
speech recovery.
But our big consolation wa; that we were a
Artei· about three years al the Institute, it part o( his last years and returned him to
was time lo say goodbye. Father Albert could his work, if onlv for a short time. And we
again speak, read, and write. And, he had know that had h~ not been able lo read Mass.
better use of his limbs. At lbe Institute, in his last years would have been a vacuum
order to better use speech muscJes, the pa. m eaningless and emp:y years of impristient automatically makes stronger, and, re- o:im en t in a shell.
gains use of, the muscles necessary in locomotion.
Father Albert clutched my
hand saying: "It's coming."
Then he turned to Dr.
Palmer: "You people have no
idea what it is like to think
and not be able to talk. The
torture that is inside . . . Nobody who hasn't been through
it can possibly know."
A tear flowed down each
cheek as he g r a s p e d our
hands. "Goodbye, and God's
blessing on all of you." He
turned and walked, a little
heavily, to the car where Father Robl was waiting to take
him to the station. But he was
happy. And so were we. His
The Adminjstration Building of 01e Institute or LogopecUcs,
first assignment was to St. Wichita, Kan., where Father Albert re-learned to speak and fu lBernard's Hospital, Jones - filled his hopes of again offering Mass, through the devoted help
boro. Ark., as chaplain. Here of the head and members of Ulis institute.
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POLL Y PABA DE
Hello Folks,
With March swinging us into spring,
everyone seems to have something extra 011
his mind. Like Frater Eric and N o v ice
Edward. Here comes Easler and they're having lily problems. The snapdragons and chrysanthemums are coming along fine, but Lbey
have Lo keep waving a calendar in front of
the lilies' faces to encourage them to gel
busy and develop.
Looking farther ahead, an important anniversary will be observed on June 5. Father
Abbot Edward Burgert (who resigned as Abbot in 1939) will celebrate the golden jubilee
of his ordination. Abbot Edward, presenlly
chaplain al Refugio County Hospital in Refugio, Tex., had the burden of being Abbot
during the most trying years in the history
o( Subiaco-1925-39. It was in 1927 that the
monastery was three-quarters destroyed by
fire, and Subiaco went into the depression
years as almost a heap of ruins. Gradually
through the 1930's the smoke-stained rubble
began lo be cleared away and yield lo the
beginnings of a new hope and life. The spirit of those years under Abbot Edward's
leadership is still an important factor in the
monastery today. When Abbot Edward gave
up his otl:ice in 1939, the tide was turning,
and work was being begun on the Cirsl major
part of the rebuilding program. We'll be
coming up with a few more details about
Abbot Edward and his jubilee celebration in
a later issue.
There are a number of other important
even,s schedule for the spring and summer.
Father Prior is getting ready for the annual
Subiaco Alumni reunion, April 15-16. By that
time we hope that foundation work will be
begun on the retreat-guest house which the
alumni are helping to sponsor. This building
will have about 40 guest rooms for visitors,
retreats, or special gatherings.
Father Herbert has arU1ounced that laymen's reterats will be held here June 9-11
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and August 11-13. Retreatants will use student quarters in the Academy. Father Fintan
will have his annual vocation week June 1118; and Father Stephen will be in charge of
the two-week session of Camp Subiaco, July
16-30. For further information on any of
these events, write the respective Fathers in
charge.
As February turns Lo March, Father
Bernard is conducting the annual retreat for
the Brothers. The Fathers and Fraters will
make their retreats in June.
Told you last month about Brother Meinrad's shattered knee. He's still crutching
around but is getting more agile at it all
the time. Spends most o( the time shelling
peanuts, cracking pecans or doing similar
things for the kitchen. Brother Augustine
say3 that when Brother Mei.nrad gets to
cracking cocoanuls between his knees, we'll
know he's fully recovered.
At the end o( January Father Herbert
went to Fort Worth, where he invested 16
lay oblate novices from Fort Worth and
Dallas. Fa ther Dennis at Fort Worth is moderator of the group. Father Herbert will
have an investiture here on March 5, and on
the 12th be wlll be talking about the oblates
in a special sermon at Pru·is.
Saint Benedict's Day on the 21st of March
will see a large group of priests, Brothers
and Sisters visiting lo join us in the celebration of our patronal (east.
Time to go.
So long,
Polly

No Abbey Farm
This Month
The Abbey farm column has been omitted
this month because of space needs. We hope
Lo return this column to our pages next
month.

me'tica
Z)~ ~
Dear Young Americans,
On e year at our house we were so busy
with seed catalogs that we forgot to tear
January and February off the calendar until
March was already with us. The littlest child
picked up the two torn calendar pages and
went arot111d the house saying: ''Jami-worry.
YolL worry 'bout what we're going to eat.
Feb-uworry. You worry some more about
wlui• we're going to ea•. March. You march
out to the garden and DO so m e t hi n g
about it."
Early in Jamrnry we sometimes worry a
little about what we're going to give up for
Lent, as the last of the Christmas goodies
be9in to disappear from the candy boxes,
platters, and cookie jars. Early in February
we worry some more about what we can
give up for Lent because Ash Wednesday

The Apple That Wouldn 't . ..
Uncle G shoved some more logs into the
opPn oven of the tobacco barn and stirred
up the fire. We watched the flames jump
to the top of the oven and little bright sparks
race to and Cro over the soot at the back.
Days were getting colder and the fire fell
good.
Grandfather hurried towards the fire with
his hands heaped high with something reddish and his pockets bulging.
"Looks like apples!" said my brother, and
ran lo meet him. The rest of us followed in
a hurry, hungry for apples.
"They're too hard yet to chew," cautioned
Grandfather, giving each one of us several
apples. "But come over here to the lire and
we'll soon have them fixed."
Seated around the open fire of the oven,
we tried to nibble a bard bite now and then
as Grandfather took out his pocket knife and
sharpened the end of a tobacco stick.

wW soon come. In March. however, we have
to do more than MARCH into our days to
get ready for Easter.
A(l year we have been wreslling with evil.
During Lem we hai•e to push et•il as far
away as possible and start racing. On Ea.ster
morning we want to be as much like Jesu.i
a.s possible, inside ourselves. Also we want
that o.ld evil to be as far behind tts as pos,i_b le rn the race so we can win as great a
i·1ctory for Our Lord as possible!
Some of these days al! our Easter victories wm be finished and OtLr Lord will
take a special look at them to see what kind
o( everlasting Easter we are ready for in
Heaven. In the meantime run fa.st and win!
Love to every one of yotL,
Tammy
"Put your apple on this stick, Tammy,"
said Grandfather. "Now hold it over the fire
and roast it. 11
Soon Grandfather had sticks sharpened
(or everybody, and the apples roasting over
the fire smelled so good we could hardly wait
to eat them.
"Take it away from the [ire and let il cool
awhile before you bite into it," cautioned
Grandfather after my apple was ready. I
blew on it to hurry up the cooling. Mmmmmmmmmmm' IL was good' Easy to eat, too.
We kept on roasting and eating apples until
it was almost too dark Lo see how to get
back lo the house.
Later on, the apples were ripe enough to
eat without roasting. It was time to pick
them and store them for the winter. The
trees were loaded that year, and that year
Grandfather gave us many baskets of apples
to take home with us.
Our house was new. Some of the rooms
were not yet finished. We did not have any
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bai·n, fruit cellar, smokehouse or potato
house like Grandfather had, lo pil up the
good things in; bul my mother spread the
apples neally under lhc bed in lhe back
room, where they would be out of lhe way.
av cool and keep the longest.
,;Th is is one vear we can have all the
apples we want· any time we want them,"
said my mother. We had baked apples, apple
pie, apple roll, apple sauce, apple butter, and
apple jelly that glistened like big, red rubies,,
on the crown of hot biscuits.
At first it was easy to take a pan to the
back room and fill it witb apples for co~king, or reach under the bed and select a mce
big red one {or eating fre,h. About halfway
back under the bed, though, the biggest and
reddest apple of all pe<'ked invitingly Just
out o{ reach. Every time I tried lo poke
around it to pry it out or the pile, it seemed
to get Carther and farther away from me.
It almost seemed as if that apple had "made
up its mind" to be an apple_ Corever a~d lo
have nothing at all to do with the busmess
oC dying to itself in order lo gain a share
in the Ji (e of people.
Weeks went by and the pile of apples went
down. After awhile the apples were so far
back under the bed that we had to push
them out with the broom handle. Big ApI;>le
kept tumbling farther _and farther back mstead of rolling out wllh the other apples.
Big Apple wouldn't roll out to be applesauce.
Big Apple wouldn't roll out lo be a baked
apple. Big Apple wouldn't even roll out to
be in a Sunday pie.
One day I could no longer see Big Apple
when I looked under the bed. Maybe my
father had finally pushed that apple out and
eaten it! Now Big Apple was part of our
family , maybe, transformed into a h igher
kind of life!
More weeks went by and all the apples we
could see were pushed out from under the
bed and used up. It was time lo move ?ul
all the furniture and give the room a spring
cleaning, and gel it ready for Easler.
The back room did not smell very good.
When we started to move the bed, the room
_
_
smelled worse than ever.
"Whal in the world is the matter with this
.
room?" asked my mother.
We tugged al the bed agam and pulled
it out of the corner. Phew! The terrible odor
was coming from the corner behind the bed.
"Gel a paper," said my mo_ther. Scoop_ ~f.
that rotten apple and burn 1t m lhe [ue.
··sure was a big apple one time," said my
20

bro her. "Musla been lhe biggest one in U1e
whole pile."
Big Apple would never be a part or our
family now. Big Apple couldn't keep on b~
ing an apple, either, even a rotten one. Big
Apple was burning ... just like people who
always roll away from God and never become what He wants them to be.

Young ~merica Contests
Everybody has probably heard the old saying: "It's nol the gift, but Lhe thought b~h111d
it that counts." People usually say lh1s, or
something like it, when they receive a gift
that doe,n'l have much material value. Su~b
people look at the spiritua l worth o[ the gift

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
For the Missions
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions
of the Far East by sending us your canceled
stamps. Simply tear or cut them o!! your letters
and packages and mail them to us. Be sure to
leave a small margin around !,hem so as lo protect the perforations. All foreign. stamps are especially valuable. Mail conribuhons to: Youn.g
America . New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas.
NOTICE. Please do not send the C!)mmon series:
II' Washington, 21' Jefferson, 3¢ Libert11,. and 4¢
Lincoln. They 11iust be separated and d1scarded.
Thank you very much.

Sfornp Contributors Since 011r Last Issue
Prom January 18, to March. l. 1961.
Arkattsas: Miss Frances Euper, Miss Janinne Hoyt ,
Florence Beelsman, Mrs. Louise Kriener. Mrs.
John W. Wewers.
California: Mrs. A. Brennan, Miss Laura Quirk.
Mrs. Josephine Jirous.
Connecticut: Mrs. M. Bohan.
Illinois: D. McKinney. Mrs. M. Uradnik.
Kentucky: LilJfan Manger.
Kansas: Miss Tillie Van Leeuwen.
Missouri: C. G. Bienke, Beatrice McKinley, Mr.
Tom McCormick, Lynn McRae, Mrs. Katherine
P. Graham, Betty Puckett, Mrs. Paul B. Webb,
Mr. Leo P. McShane.
New Hampshire: Constance M. Nix.
New York: Mrs. Edward Dwyer, L. Dickson, Cadet
R. J. Griffin.
Ollio: M. Y. Davis.
Oklalioma: Miss Marv Donnelly, Mr. and Mrs.
V. D. Jenkins.
Rhode Island: B. E. Cotlam.
Texas: Holy Family Church, Mrs. Joseph Kilgarlin, Mr. Joe Daleo, M. W. Weatherby, Mrs.
George Kulhanek.
South Dakota: Mrs. Fred Herdina.

or the intention of the giver. This idea o( 5· h and 6th Grades.
gifts and intentions is a good thing to keep
You have just read how "little things"
in mind during Lent. Many limes we try to
do a lol of penances during Lent. Doi11g pen- can be very pleasing lo God if they are done
ance is good, but there is something better with a good intention. Write a composition
than acts of penance in themselves-the rea- about a typical day in your life (from rising
son why we do these penances. We should in the morning lo retiring al night) . Show
make sure we are doing our penances for how the ordinary things which make up your
the love of God. No matter how many pen- day can become great gifts to God.
ances we do, they are not worth much if 3rd and 4th Grades.
they are not done to show God that we love
Make up a story about Lent. For example:
Him. About this time during Lent we begin "There was once a rich man who didn't know
to feel that not eating candy and not going what he could do to show Jesus that he loved
lo shows are becoming tiresome and not as Him . All his money could not buy a gift
easy as at the beginning o{ Lent. We should worthy of such a king ... " This example is
ask God to help us through these hard limes. only the beginning of a story, and you do
Maybe some of us have broken our good not have to use it. Your own story will be
resolutions because a bar of candy looked much better.
too good lo leL go by. I( this is so, we should
not feel sad and give up. But we should keep Young America
on trying lo do what we have resolved, and
God will be pleased with our good intentions. Contest Winners
If we find penance hard, let us remember
that during Lent we have a good chance to 7th and 8th Grades:
prove our love for God, Who has given us
1st prize: Patty Linnane, St. G ab r i e I
many good gifts. He gives us His gift be-- School, Kansas City, Mo.
cause He loves us. Let us give Him our gifts
2nd prize: Robert McCarn, St. Gabriel
of penance because we love Him.
School, Kansas City, Mo.
THE CONTESTS
5th and 6th Grades :
7th and 8th Grades:
Isl prize: James Schouweiler, St. Joseph
School, Paris, Ark.
Answer these questions:
2nd prize: no winner.
I. Why is Christ called the "new Adam"?
2. What is meant by the "sign of Jonas"? 3rd and 4th Grades:
3. What did Christ mean when He said,
1st prize: Mary Doran, St. Gabriel School,
"unless the grain of wheat falling into the Kansas City, Mo.
ground, die, itself remains alone: but if it
2nd prize: Jacqueline Baumgartner, St.
die, it brings forth much fruit"?
Benedict School, Subiaco, Ark.

UNITED

IN

Our Lord exhorted us to '"Love one another:•
l..e t us, therefore. a u unite our prayers In charity
wllh the monk.1 at. Subiaco tor the Intentions sent
In •lnce last month.

THE LIVING
Holy Father's health, President Kennedy and
ail civic leaders, Successful insuHn shock therapy,
Employment, Relief to disaster areas, All service
personneJ, Relief of eye trouble, Peace of mind,
Good health, Happy death, Return to the Sacraments, More attendance at daily Mass, Active
particjpation of laity at Mass, Wile's return to the
Faith, Successful tour, Safe delivery, Conversion
of Castro, Divine guidance in Congo, Conversfon
oi Communists leaders, Relief of pain, More rest
and sleep, Temperance in drink, Sale of home,
Happy marriage, Recovery--effects of po1io, Conversion of sister-in-law, That sou will be ordained,
Conversion of husband.

PRAYER

Safer air
from serious
lic wives for
For retarded

traUic, Financial aid, Preservation
sin, Religious vocation, Good Cathonephews, Son's marriage in Church,
child, Thanksgiving-Mary.

THE DECEASED
Bill Gorrell, Mamie O'Sullivan, Antonio Garza 1
Louis Kolka, Mary Stanek, Helen Matelski, John
Skodon, Sam Marino, Bruno Skukis Sr., Joseph
Shatava, Jerry Schauer, Joh.p-oy Cia, Jane Hazel,
Hubert Zapf, Henry Hudenthal, Ann.le Limberg,
Wm. Minden, Jerry Falleur, Minnie HiJbers, Kate
Spear, Frak Haas.
Deceased Etzkorn family, Deceased Gatz family,
James WiJson, Casper Lensing, Deceased Heard
family, Mary Buss, Leslie Griffin, Deceased Donnelly family, John and Marie Marx, Joseph
Mueller August Korte, Catherine Hart.

The CCD, a Privilege a1td a ChaUe1tgc

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
Part XX of a Series
We will today look for antidotes against
any inleclion lhal can weaken or kill the
vir,ue of Charily.
\ ~ e all know how precious i; a healt.hy
hear, within our physical body. The least
sign or symptom of heart trouble m a p~t1en, is of great concern lo a devoted phys1c;an. When he delecls il, he immediately
prescribes tonic; together will~ the removal
or anv habit thal may cause disturbance.
Th~ comparison is most appropriate here.
As mentioned more than once in previous
article;, genuine Charity 1s the HEART of
the Contra.ernily of Christian Doctrine. Unless il beats regularly and unceasingly , your
CCD unil is sick and in danger of collapse.
Preventing heart trouble is easier than correcting il. Hence, the great concern of o~r
CCD directors who are, by vocation, spiritual physicians.

TTO"I. On the matter of Charity, the e'.ernally divine virtue, our information mu_sl come
from God Himself. Open the Holy Bible and
learn lhe highlights of what we 1:1usl KNOW
on the subject of fraternal Charily. Whal 1s
Charily? Why is it so necessru:y? What are
its practical fruits? Whal makes it genuine?
How is it di ff ere n t from philanthropy?
Choose among the various inspired texts of
your preference lo answer these questions,
and LfVE THEM DA ILY.

St1pernatt1ral in Natt1re
The difficult and most vital poin'. lo grasp
with regard lo Charily is its supernatural
na:ure. Do you remember the common _and
frequent confusion described in a prev1o~s
article between to LIKE and lo LOVE? It 1s
a never-ending job lo pro le cl ourselves
against il. Natural attraction to a fellowman
i; nol yet Charity as needed here. The LOVE
demanded by Christ towards our ne1ghbot
must be MOTIVATED by our love for GOD ,
WHOM WE SEE IN OUR fellowmen.
But how can I see God in my fellowmen
when I find in them the very opposite of
the qualities found in God? To this very
practical objection, which is the usu~l stumbling-block to genuine Charity, Christ Himsell gives us the answer when He emphatically sa:vs "WHATEVER YOU DO TO THE
LEAST OF THESE, MY BRETHREN, YOU
Timely Prescription
The besl and most efficient HEART TON- DO IT TO ME." (Matt. XXV: 40.)
U Our Lord would ask us to love our
IC for CCD units is and will ever be a constant effort lo increase the vitality of your neighbor because of what we find in hi"'.-, it
Jove for one another within the tramework seems that occasionally hatred would be Jusof your organization as well as for lhe souls tifiable. But He is requesting this: "LOVE
lo whom you dedicate your natural and THEM BECAUSE OF ME," because they are
supernatural ability. YO_U cannot af!o~d any My creatures, My image (even if unrecogletup or relaxation in usmg th is prescnpl1on. nizable at times) , My brethren, the members
It is a musl. The survival and the success of of My Mystical Body (at least potentially) ,
your CCD aposlolale depend on it just as because of the Precious Blood I shed for
much as your bodily life depends on your them. This is why the Charity for our ne.ighbor is the same theological virtue as our love
heartbeats.
for God. Unless we saturate ourselves with
Prescription Ingredients
this request by Christ, we will never be able
Whal are the ingredients of this prescrip- lo overcome the natural obstacles lo the
tion? CONVICT 10 NS and PRACTICES practice of true Charily. Thi~ is the first _and
s'.emmiog from your cleared and deeper main ingredient of lhe antidote prescribed
understanding of the virtue of Charily. How as a heart TONIC {or our supernatural and
do we build convictions? ll was explained apostolic life. Au r'e,ioir! - Rev. Georges A.
in this column a few months ago. Will il
Levasseur.
suffice lo repeat here that a conviction is
simply a notion driven down in our _mind
and will with the hammer of med1lat10n or
MOVING ?
personal thinking. The appropriate practice
If you move please send us your complete
a
of
outcome
logical
the
be
adopted has to
OLD a ddress and the complete NEW o.dThis will be of great help to our office
eonviclion.
dress.
;olid lv driven
I
personn e l. Thank you very mu ch .
Notions come to us through INFORMA-

Godliness

--

Godlessness

Timely Ne ws and Views
REACH BEYOND OURSELVES
Wh il e our Presidents came from a wide
variety of religious backgrounds, each of
them realized hi,; need for guidance and
strength from God. Today our nation faces
a new time of trial, and again we must reach
beyond ourselve; to the source of ultimate
courage and infinite wisdom . ... They were
the strongest intellectually who were the
strongest spiritually. - President John F.
Kennedy, al annual Presidential Prayer
Breakfast.

EMINENT DIGNITY OF THE POOR
TJ,e eternal f<tte of every man will depend
011 whether 01· nor he has recognized the Son
of God in tlte hungry, in the thirsty, in the
pilgrim, in tlte sick and in the prisoner. And
it is precisely this that esiablishes the eminent dignity-not sociologically but spiritually-of the poor within the Clrnrch.-Cardinal Lercaro.
SEVEN DEADLY SINS
A listing of the "seven deadly sins" of
mtdern society, as published in the magazine
Social Welfare for Malayan youth in Singapore:
J. Politics with out principle.
2. Pleasure without conscience.
3. Knowledge without work.
4. Wealth without work.
5. Business without morality.
6. Science without humanlly.
7. Worship without sacrifice.
-Christopher News Notes, Feb .. 1961

UNDERMINE CHRISTIAN RITES
The (Czechoslovakian) government is also
working to t1ndermine Christian Rites. Burial benefits, provided under the state insurance program, are granted only if tile deceased is cremated, and the ashes scattered
Committees have been es I a b Ii sh e d with
f11nds to arra.nge " Welcome into Life" ceremonies, which are intended to ,·eplace Baptism. At these ceremonies, parents must sign
a pledge that states: ··we will do everything
in our power to raise 0lLr child as a model
citizen of our Socialistic Repi;blic." So much
p,·eswre is b,·ought to bear upon parents to

exchange Baptism and on engaged couples
to «ccept a marriage ceremony wh1c1t .sub.,tittHes the state for God, thai it is remarknhle that tltese cil'il rites are not more commo1tly practiced. - Virginia C Reet'es in
Jubilee, Feb.
NEVER IN HER HISTORY
The Church has never in lier history faced
such a seuere onslaught by false prophets
and philosophies as in tlte twentieth century. Who is to defend her •J we Christians
do nor• It is up to us to arm ourselves with
truths gathered at the pulpit, .strengthened
by fruitful reading. that we migltt effectfrely fight error and lielp to estublish t.-utlt and
apply Christian social doctrine to social problems. - The Prairie Messenger.
HIRING OLDER WORKERS
Studies by tl1e U. S. Department of Labor
show that workers 45 to 54 years old gene rally have outputs as high as younger workers. Moreover, workers in older age groups
have a steadier output from week to week.
Another report on mature workers by a
national organization states that the seasoned value of older workers has proved to
outweigh any drawbacks. Workers between
45 and 65 are frequently al lheir best because of the knowledge and judgment they
have gained through experience. - Work.
Feb .. 1961.

MAS INTENTION
New Subiaco Ab bey is ab le to accept additional Mass intentions. About thirty l\f.is.~es
are offered da il y in ou_r monastery. Intentions
beyond this number are sent to monasteries
In Europe or the Roly Land where they are
cared for promptly. Regular low 1\-1asses,
Gregorian 1\t asses, or High Masses can all be
fu lfi lled •s requ ested. 1£ you r local parish
cannot handle these Masses, we will receive
them gratefu ll y and care for 01cm promptly.
Send th em to:

Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
New Su biaco Abbey,

Subiaco, Arkansas
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But it must be done. An Abbey Message reader
from southeas t Texas recently wrote: " Subiaco
has in it proposed Retreat House one of its
greatest potential s." We hope soon to begin
preparat ions for construc tion of this building,
so U,at we can all the better welcome you to the
" house of God" (as St. Benedict called a monas•
tery). Memoria ls are available , and your help
is needed.

If yon can help .
The address is:

Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.SB.
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

Abbot Mich a el's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors:
"Whal do you ask o( the Church o( God?" This question was put to you many years ago when you came or
were brought for the first time lo Church for Baptism. If you were an infant, your sponsors answered:
"Failh."
The priest who was to baptize you then asked: "Whal
will faith bring you?" And the answer that so contidenlly given was: "Everlasting life."
How easily and casually we think about the everlasting life, spoken of in the catechism. But what a
tremendous thing it is. Here and now, we who are baptized possess everlasting liie. [l is not something that
comes lo us after we die. The life that we received
from the Church of God when we came to the Baptismal
Cont with faith is a life that will never end-a !He that
cannot be destroyed except by serious sin.
By the time you read this, Easter with its parade,
its new clothes, its Easter Rabbit and Easter eggs, will
be a fast-fading memory. In its brief, gay excitement,
you experienced a few mom en ts of joy when you ,·eflected that Christ's victory over death is a promise
and assurance to you that death is not the end of life.
But the Church never forgets Easter. For fifty days
and through at least forty Sundays of the year, she
sings her Alleluias. She never separates the Crucified
Christ from the Risen Christ, (or she believes and
knows that every Mass celebrated on her altars makes
present not only His saving death but also His Risen
Life.
The everlasting life that we receive al Baptism is
a share in the Risen Life of Our Lord. The Ch rist Who
is offered up each day is the risen Christ, sitting at
the right hand of the Father. I n Holy Communion, it
is the body and blood of the Risen Christ wh at we
receive.
Easter, then, in Christian faith is more than the
historical an niversary of the most stupendous event
i n history. It is more than a hope and assuran ce of life
after death. It is a great Mystery that extends through
the ages and continu ously makes human beings sh arers
and participants in the everlasting life of God.
All this may seem wild and senseless to the unbe liever. But to the Christian, reborn in th e Church
o( God unto everlasting life, it is a joy th at no man
can take from him.
Gratefully yours in Risen Christ,

A Meditation
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Two Encounters
By Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.
A (ew months before His death, Christ
and His enemies had a memorable encounter. For His part, Christ spoke very plainly;
and His encrni s dropped all show of friendliness or honest inquiry. Christ makes His
claims. He is one Who has not sinned. You
can w 11 imagine the excilemenl that such
a claim would crea:e, and the sneers that
would follow. Ridicule was heaped upon
Christ. Then the opposite claim was made
by his antagonists that He had a devil.
But Christ does not retreat. Instead he
makes another claim. He twice repeats that
He is the Son of God. He makes the claim
all the stronger by saying that He would
be a liar iI He did not say it. He goes a step
farther and says that if anyone keeps His
word He will not taste death forever. This
gives His enemies an opening: Are you
greater than our father, Abraham?" they
ask. It was inconceivable to them that anyone could be. Then when Christ told them,
"Before Abraham was I am," that was too
much. They picked up stones lo cast at Him,
but Jesus hid Himself. Jesus had tried to
manifest Himself to them, but they did not
want to see Him. What was llie result?
Christ stepped out of theil· life, and they fell
victim lo their own weaknesses.

.

.

Several months later another encounter
took place on the way to Emmaus. Thls
encounter was a friendly one. After th e Ressurrection of Christ, two of Hls disciples
were traveling the road from Jerusalem to
Emmaus. They were tallting earnestly about
the events of the Passion and were regretting that things had taken the turn that
they had.
As they traveled along reasoning about
the events o( the past days, a stranger fell
in with them. The two disciples did not realize that it was Christ Himself Who had
chosen lo travel with them . Christ is not
an obtrusive person.
He made no attempt to force Himself into
their midst. Others might try to make their
presence known wi th the beating oJ drums

and the blaring o( trumpets, but that is not
Christ's way. His approach to souls is gentle.
It is His objective to win hearts, not to force
wills through fear, or force, or fraud, or
any kind o( trickery.

•

•

The two disciples tell Him about Jesus.
He was a prophet mighty in work. It had
been their hope that He was to be the one
who should have redeemed Israel. Christ
lets them talk. They discuss the matters of
the Passion just as two people in the twentieth cen:ury might discuss it. Although they
did not have all the answers about the
events, they did not lack faith in Christ.
And then as so often happens when people
ponder the elernal realities, Christ shows
them a ray o[ light. He puts the question
to them: "Ought not Christ to have surrered
these things and so entered into His glory."
Here was a thought that had not occurred
to the two disciples. Before Christ called
their attention to the point, they had not
seen anything particularly glorious about the
Passion. But the stranger begins to explain
to the disciples how it was a glory for Christ
to suffer all the things He had suffered.
He starts with Moses and the Prophets
and explains all the Scriptural passages
about Christ. The disciples are impressed;
they receive much light on the questions
they had been considering. They like the
stranger, and they persuade llim lo stay
with them. While they were eating, it happened that Christ blessed bread, and broke
it, and gave it to them.
They at once recognized Christ in the
breaking o( the bread. Christ had been there
all the time with them, just as He is always
wilh us. We may not see Him right now;
but let us live on in faith, and He will reveal Himself. In the first encounter He revealed Himself, then hid, when the people
would not recognize Him. In the second
encounter He hid Himself at first, then revealed Himself, because the two disciples
desired His company, and were coming to
recognize Him. Think of the sorrow that
came to both sides in the first encounter
and the joy that came to both sides in the
second. Think of the disgrace of the first
encounter and the glory o( the second. Then
choose the way you would like to be associated with Christ.

Unless

I

see

•••
By David Flusche, O.S.B.

T

HE PANORAMA: A day or recollection
for high school students.

THE DETAILS: In the chctpel: Two boys
going along the Way of the Cross, reading
from the same booklet, whispering their
prayers together, almost unnoticed and unheard by the several others before and after
lhem on Calvary's road . . . Three kneeling
and one silting in front of the Blessed
Virgin's altar, two of them with rosaries in
their hands ... On the opposite side of the
sanc .uary one sitting before St. Joseph's altar, and one standing at St. Benedict's .. .
In the back, the wooden music of coniessional doors opening and closing, o[ panels
sliding back and forth in measured beal,
restoring harmony lo souls.

My Lord and
my God!

In a reading room: A boy asking the priest
moderator for another good saint's life, "I
just read this one and it was good." . . .
Another boy slowly edging something out
from under Ms shirt, scooting down in his
chair glancing apprehensively at the front
of the room, and exchanging the unbelievable reality of the angels for the believable
unreality of bat men . . . Another looking
at his watch, wandering to a table with
pamphlets, thumbing idly through a few of
them, looking al Ms watch again, sighing,
picking up a booklet with a red cover, and
wandering back to his desk ... Twenty-two
others in the room reading silently with
twenty-two different degrees of concentration.
In an office upstairs: A boy speaking,
"Supposing, Father, just supposing a fellow
would-" . . . Outside the office the third
boy in line urging the two ahead of him not
to take too long because "I want lo see him

too."

W

ILL SUCH A RETREAT, part fervor,
part routine, pan boredom, be the
last one in theses tu dents' lives? Perhaps.
But the growth of the retreat movement
gives hope that in years lo come they will
occasionally take time out [or God and their
souls in a laymen's retreat. Then, as their
realization of life's problems deepens, they
can seek a lime and place of retreat rather
than just accept it as a school activity. If
they will sacrifice the time, they will ilnd
a place, for there are now over 200 retreat
houses for men in the United States. Fifty
years ago the Catholic Encyclopedia referred
to only one.

This rapid growth of the retreat movement
makes us think of it as a modern addition to
our lives in the Faith. However, excluding
pre-Christian and non-Christian practices,
we see the idea of retreats going back to
Our Lord Himself in His 40 days fast in the
desert and in His withdrawing the Apostles
from their labors for prayer, discussion, and
reflection. The Apostles also gave retreats,
though they did not call them by that name.
St. Peter, for example, stayed with the family of Cornelius for several days after baptising them, most certainly to strengthen
their faith by instruction, discussion, counsel, and prayer. St. Paul, while a prisoner in
Rome, led Onesimus in similar exercises before sending him back to Philemon.

W

HEN MONASTERIES came into
existence, they becan1e centers to
which laymen can1e for prayer and spiritual
direction. In fact. this seems to have been
the principal apostolic work of St. Benedict.
St. Gregory gives the names of several of
those who came to St. Benedict for spiritual
direction. Throughout the middle ages we
read of king and commoner alike going to
monasteries for private retreats, a practice
that ras carried up lo the present.

Monasteries are particularly well suited to
serve private rel re a la n ts as lhey have
through the ages, or group retreats, as Lhe
movement is now developing. for in the monastery the relrealanl finds himself filling
into a year-round program of ChrisLC€n:ered life. He feels a sense of continuity,
that this lite of worship is an enduring matter. not something that ends when he turns
back lo his worldly cares. Il gives him a
sense of spiritual security to know that he
can come back to it at any Lime as a city
of re~uge and find lhere again that same
life in Christ. In the monastery the full life
of Lhe Church is lived. The Mass, the Divine
O;fice become not things apart from li fe,
but the very center of it. The retreatant sees

cause Faith lived preaches better than Faith
spoken.

F

·OR YEARS Subiaco has been needing
re'.reat and guest facilities. The abbey
has only three guest rooms for laymen. During its two summer laymen's retreats the
retreatants must use student dormitories,
neither desirable not suitable for Lhe privacy
and re'.lection needed during a retreat. This
arrangement also limits the possible retreat
limeJ, si.nce summer repairs must be made
and boys must be provided for during vocation week and summer camp.
With lhese difficulties in mind the Subiaco
Alumni Association has for two decades been
urging the erection of separate guest facilities. Three Limes Lhe association has begun to
plan for it. Three times other urgent needs
have side~acked these plans. and the alumni
have given their s u p po 1· L to the other
projects.

!he monks beginning their day's work in
Now, Lhanks lo their persevera,1ce and the
Christ, centering it upon Him, and returning
support of many others we hope very soon
10 worship Him when the work is done. Subconsciously he understands the idea of san c- to begin construction of the retreat-gu est
tification through work. for he sees these house. This building will make it possible
monk; al their desks, or operating a machine. for Subiaco to have men's, women's, or famior rimming a hedge, or tending cattle, and ly retreats the year round. Individuals will
he knows that in these things they face the be able to come for private retreats or just
ame problems he has in his own work. Thus to stay for a while withfo the shadow of the
all the monks become his retreatmaslers be- monastic church. The students we described
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - above can more easily return
for an adult look at and an
adult understanding of life
centered on God.
We know many retreatants
came to Saint Benedicl. There
were so many that he wrote
in his Rule "guests are never
wanting in a monastery." His
Rule further declares that the
monastery must have a house
for these guests. Moreover,
when he sent a group of his
monks out lo begin a new
f o u n d a ti o n he specifically l i sled the guesl house
among the first buildings to
be e r ected. New Subiaco
Abbey is already 83 years late
in following Jus instructions.
We pray that when it is built
our retreat-guest h ouse will
On Laetare unday thre e fa cul ty members of Arkansas Techni be a means for better fulca l CoUege, .Russell vill e, presented a recital at St. B enedict's
filling the apostolic work that
pari sh hall. Featured in solo and ensemb le numbers w ere D r.
was nearest to our founder's
Barbara Seagta ves, v iolin ; Dau Kohut, clarinet, and Edward
hea r t.
Connelly, piano.

"Cau.diUo
Ly the grace

of

God"

After Franco
By Gabriei Frnnks, 0.S.B.

"W HAT
DO
Franco?

YOU

THINK

about

I directed this question to the superior of
a Spanish religious community at a luncheon
in Mexico City last summer. Eyeing me
somewhat coldly and cautiously, he replied:
"That is a Spanish question. We are in Mexico; we don't discuss Spanish questions here."
There was a strained pause in the conversat ion. Then from the other end of the table
an enthusiastic young priest fresh from
Spain threw caution to the wind, and fairly
shouted: "F ranco is the savior of the Church
and of Spain!"
"We all agree with him," the superior
broke in, now that the die had been cast.
"But we didn't want to say so. After all, you
migh t be a spy, or someth ing."
(My friends had good reason lo be cautious. Despite the lip-service which the Mexi-

the Deluge?
can government pays to democratic values,
such statements can get a person into serious trouble. All foreign priests are present
in Mexico only through the benevolent grace
of a capricious officialdom which winks an
eye at constitutional prohibitions. To thi.s
day Mexico does not have diplomatic relations with Spain, and every Spaniard who
enters the country has to post a $3,000 bond
which is subject to forfeit if his conduct does
nol suit the reigning powers.)
"On the whole, I think that Franco has
done a good job," I told my hosts-and then
prodeeded lo List a few of the things I don't
like about the Spanish Chief of Slate. A
fjery discussion followed, and had not a
lruce been spontan eously called on the arrival of afler-dirmer coffee, the Maine might
have been su nk all over aga in . The moral
i.s that whet.her for, or against, Span iards
have violent opinions abou t Franco.
Three years ago I made a ralher more
c":!ens:ve in,·estigation of Franco's popul ari-

ty on a whirlwind tour of Spain itself. Althongh the urst-hand information gleaned
at that time is now a bit stale, the Cllrrent
criticism of the attitude of the Uiiited Stales
toward U1e dicta lor Franco, occasioned by
our opposition to the Castro dictatorship in
Cuba, may justify its publication.

F

RANCO IS A DICTATOR-if by dictator
is meanl a ruler who has the last word
in the making and carrying out of laws. The
various m11ustrie:, which form the executive
branch of the government are directly dependent on him. The Corte3, a representative body which corresponds roughly lo a
parliament or national congress, can only
suggest or criticize legislation, but has no
direct or absolute law-making power. Its
function is lo serve as a means of "popular
participation in the tasks of the state." It
is only partially constituted by members
chosen by popular vote. For the most part
i's members are representatives of municipalities, labor unions, the universities-in
short, the principal public institutions of the
body politic.
Spain is essentially a corporative stale,
one which follows the general lines of organization suggested by the encyclical Qv.adrage.,imo Anno of Pius XL plus one-ma,1 rule.

It parallels the set-up in Salazar's Portugal,
what was Mussolini's Italy, and what would
have been our own American government
to a great extent had not the Supreme Court
declared Roosevelt's NRA program unconstitutional in the early thirties.
If by the word "dictator" is understood
someone who rules without popular support,
or who maintains himself in power by bloody
massacres a la Batista or ii la Castro, or by
wildly emotional demogoguery after the
manner of H..itle.r, then Franco is nol a dictator. "Let no one criticize t.hat man in my
presence," a traveling salesman told me on
a train between Canfranc and Zaragoza. "He
has done wondedul work," a hotel-keeper
told me in Malaga.
But he has his critics too, as anyone who
has been in office for more than twenty
years must. And lbey are not afraid to talk.
'' Franco must go," two Spanish women declared to me on a transatlantic liner. One
of the two ladies in question was lraveUng
to the United States lo rejoin her exiled
husband, the other to rejoin her fiance who
had Ded Spain to avoid serving in what he
considered to be the tyranny of the Spanish
army. "That man , he is the ruin o[ Spain," a
priest told me in Barcelona, a city never
noted for its friendship for Madrid. In fact,
I strongly suspect that if an honest poll could
be taken, Franco would come up with something Jess than fifty per cent of the vote.
But there is one interesting thing about
Franco's opponents: they have no one to
propose as a substitute. Again and again I
heard Spainiards say. "We don't know and
don't care who will lake his place, but Franco
must go. 0
Pressed (urther, many of Franco's critics
admitted to me that they thought he was
per£onally an honest man, but charged that
tho,e around him were thieves and scoundrels who had their hands deep in the public
till.

F

RA NCO'S POLICE CONTROL of
Spain is relatively mild-but firm . In
the series which Hemingway wrote for Life
last year about bullfighting he mentioned
that ·a11 his friends were now out of jail,
and that he himseli was received as a hero
--despite the fact that he had fought with
the Republican army against Franco du.ring
the Civil War. Franco is not a man to hold
grudges, and is willing to grant his opponents
a certain amount of leeway, so long as they
are not really dangerous. The Spanish press
is controlled. In reading the Spanish news-

papers one does not get the impression that
The Church has flourished under his rethe Generalissimo is the grea Lest man on gime. The seminaries are full. the churches
earth, but somehow the illusion is created well-attended, and Spanish missionaries are
that he is at least the qua! of Mr. Khrush- being sen L forth to the lour corners of the
chev or the President o( the United States earth. But one wonders if this c011dilion is
in the conduct of world affairs.
really healthy one, whether the presen close
While in Spain I could not help but make relationshi p between Church and State is
comparisons between that country and Yugo- not potentially dangerous. Should the presslavia, the only other country run by a ent regime tall, would it not bring down the
t1 icta orship in which I have (raveled. ReChUTch with it, as occ,1rred in the French
ligious questions aside, there were some defi- Revolution?
And what about the treatment of Protesnite parallels. The most striking one was
the general air of artificial calm or listless- tan s in Spain? It is true that they are no
longer
burned at the stake, but it is also
ness. One misses the violent polilicking and
futuristic enthusiasms characteristic of other true that there are severe re3triclions placed
We;lern European states. In fact, if one on their activities. They cannot publicize
praises the orderliness of Spain, the stock their ideas; they cannot build a church which
answer of ll1e Spanish liberal is , "Yes, the lookJ like a church. I once asked a Spanish
order of a cemetery." There are no out-sized policeman if there were many Protestants
portraits of Franco to decorate the Spanish in the area, and he answered by producing
cities, as there are of Tito in Yugoslavia, a little black book with all their names and
neither is there a shrine lo the Great Leader addresses. If such measures are really necesin every store or public building as there sary lo pro'ect the existence of the Catholic
is lo Tito in Yugoslavia. On the other hand Church in Spain. then the Catholic Church
I was somewhat amused by the inscription there must be too much like a hothouse
on Spanish coins which bear the bust of the flower for comfort.
It i:; difficult to assess Franco's success
Prime Minister: "Francisco Franco, Caudillo
as an economic administrator. The heritage
of Spain by tbe Grace of God."
There are analogous inscriptions of British
co;ns which allude to the divine election of
Elizabeth II, but it seems that Franco has
a firmer and simpler faith in the guidance
of Providence.

F

RANCO'S repressive measures are mild,
and his popularity base relatively narrow , how doe3 he manage to stay in power?
There are two principal factors involved.
First, he has successfully managed to nip
in the bud any important opposition to him ,
and no t even among his own follows has
a potential sucessor been permitted to bloom.
Second, be draws support from three groups
which are mu tu ally distrustful of one another, and which can be played off one
against the other in time of crisis : the
Church, the Falange, and the army.
Through this delicate balance of power
Franco has managed Lo give Spain what it
needed above all else after the Civil War:
a cooling off period. This is no small achievement when one considers the fact that the
Spanish have probably the most hot-blooded
tern perament of any people on the face of
(he earth. (I counted three fistfights in a
six-block walk along Barcelona's Ramblas
one evening.) He is apparently a man of
infinite patience and cool-headedness: a
most unSpanish Spaniard.

of the continual political instability of the
nineteenth century and the disaslerous Civil
War of 1936-1939 placed insurmountable obstacles to the task of industrialization. These
[actors were complicated by the Sovietinspired economic embargo on Spain after
World War II which complicated the problem and caused the Spanish people great
suffering, but clid not topple the government
as its instigalol'S had hoped. Spain has been
receiving American aid only since 1953, and
it is still too early lo estimate its ultimate
value.
Certainly thfa much is true: the average
Spaniard lives frugally, even primitively,
but seldom is he the victim of really grinding poverty . The only way in which I noted
that Spain is particularly worse off than
other nations of Western Europe was in the
really pathetic condition of the Spanish railroads. (Paradoxically enough , the Talgo
trains on the Madrid-Irun line are probably
the fastest and most luxurious in the world.)
Neither has the Spanish government neglected the alleviation of poverty. The country
has a good social security system, and I saw
housing projects in Madrid which make our
own efforts in say, New York or St. Louis,
look piddling.

T

HE MOST SERIOUS CHARGE that can
be made against Franco's government
is that it has made little progress toward a
liberalization of its make-up. If it were to
frankly proclaim itself a reluctant custodian
in a period of transition, one could easily
forgive its present shortcomings. But it does
not.
General Franco is to all appearances no
friend of democracy. On innumerable occasions he has baldly declared the intrinsic
bankruptcy of the parliamentary system,
and he seems firmly convinced that in Spain ,
at least, it will not work. (It must be admitted that the past record of republican
governments in Spain is not very reassuring) Pope Pius XII once stated with
approval that "a democratic form of
government is considered by many
today to be a natural postulate of
reason itseli." Those who agree with
this view-and that would include
most Americans - can hardly sympathize with Franco's distrust of effective and universal sufferage.
The one ray of hope for an orderly
transition to a really acceptable form
of government in Spain is the Law of
Succession. This law , which received

popular approval in a national referendum
in 1947, provides that a Regency Council will
ex rcise the executive power when the office of chief of state falls vacant. This council
will be com posed of the presiden l of the
Cortes, the highest prelate in the ecclesiastical hierarchy who is a member of the
Council of the Realm, and the chief of the
armed forces. The chief of stale may at any
tlme propose to the Cortes lhe person who
he considers should be named to succeed
him in due course with the title o[ king or
regent.
If the present chief of slate, G e n e r a 1
Franco, dies or becomes incapacitated without having named a successor, tbe Regency
Council together with the members of the
government and the members of the Council
of the Realm must meet within three davs
lo name a king or regent, and must co;.,linue in uninterrupted session until such a
king or regent is nominated by a two thirds
majority. The candidate proposed must be
approved by a majority vote of the Cortes.
Only a person of royal blood can be declared
king, and once crowned he passes on his
title and oUice to his eldest son. If a regent
is named, the conditions under which he
governs and duration of his office must be
fixed by the nominating body and the Cortes.
Barring the appointment of an infinite
series of regents who would be subject to
making a periodic accounting lo the Cortes,
the natural term to which this legislation
would lead would be the restoration of the
Bourbon monarchy. It is certain, however,
Lhat the present Pretender to the Spanish
crown , Juan Carlos de Bourbon y Batlenberg, will never become king-at least not
in the lifetime of Franco. Don Juan Carlos,
the Coun l of Barcelona, has publicly declared that he will never serve as king with
Franco as Prin1e Minister, and the Caudillo
for his part has made it known that the
British-educated Pretender is much too liberal in political outlook to suit him.
The only really likely candidate
for the Spanish throne is the son of
the count of Barcelona, also named
Don Juan Carlos--but more affectionately called "Prince Jaime" by
General Franco
-~ '. ~ the Spanish people.Jaime
to be eduhas allowed Prince
cated in the military academies of
San Sebastian and Zaragoza, and it is
'
generally assumed that this handsome young man is being groomed by
the aging dictator to become King of

,: .: · i
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Spain. Since the Law o( Succession provides,
however, that a future king must be thirty
years old before assuming the title and office, Prince Jaime is not yet eligible for the
job. He was born in 1938.
Just what are the political views of Prince
Jalme are anyone's guess. But it seems highly unlikely that anyone in his position who
has enough sense to keep bis political llps
sealed, must also be sufficiently enlightened
to realize that the days of absolute monarchy
are past.
W AT LEAST ONE OCCASION Franco
a cl m i t t e cl that U1e Spanish people
should be allowed a democratic form of government when they are " fully prepared."
Whatever are his convictions in his heart
of hearts, a fair observer must at least ask
himself this q u est ion: What else could
Franco do?
According Lo the Chinese proverb, he who
mounts a tiger finds it difficult to dismount.
It is by no means clear that Franco could
or can step down from the tiger of absolutism without someone's getting hurt in
the process. But neither is it clear that his
policy will not eventually lead Spain to even
greater catastrophes. Only history will be
in a position to deliver the verdict as to
whether Franco was the midwife of a new
Golden Age or the architect of a deluge.
In 1945 the elder Juan Carlos stated that
he wished "to remind those who support
the existing political regime of the tremendous responsibilities they incur by con-

O

tributing lo prolongation of a situation which
inevitably will bring the country to irreparable ruin."
Let us hope, for Spain's sake---and for the
sake o[ the Western World-that he is a
bad prophet.

Birds, Men, and Fish Gall
By Felix Fredeman, O.S.B.

This month the cover of TAM shows
Tobias Sr., and Tobias Jr. Their story is told
in the book of Tobias in Holy Scripture. The
reader will have to refer to the source if
he wishes Lo find the relationship between
the two men , the bird (a swallow) and the
fish gall, the strange object which Tobias
Jr. holds in his hand. READ THE BIBLE!
The whole Book of Tobias has a rather
complicated plot, more correctly plots within
a plot, which would do even W i 11 i am
Shakespere honor. The story has a I m o s t
everything tragedy, love, suspense, thrills.
You will not find this dull reacting.
Probably the main theme of the Book o(
Tobias, if indeed a main theme could be
singled out, is hope. This is why the color
green has been selected for the cover this
month. A second reason is the great renewal,
the re-birth that is around us in the Spring
season. All of this has a tie-in with Tobias'
story as you will readily see after having
read it.
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He Taught the WorLd

Work, Prayer, and Civilization

the rule was based on labor, the labor he
laugh l was th deeds of charily, the works
of mercy.
Every man must wm·k, bul let him work
al that which he can do the best. Hence to
recount ilie various works we find within the
mona,tery walls is lo recoun l the pages of
his tory for the last fifteen hundred years :
worb of art; medical discoveries, where the
monastery became the pharmacy [or the entire area; agriculture, where irom dismal
swamps and infested areas they produced
fertile and productive farms and taught agricul ture to the world about them, and on
and on.
Thus iL was yesterday and the day before.
But what of today and tomorrow. Once
Benedict found a world that was in slavery
to labor. He dignified labor and hence re-

By Monsignor Thomas S. Zacliry
(Excerpts from a sermon by Monsign or Zachry
To briefly speak of the accomplishments of at
Subiaco on th e Feast of t. Benecllct. Mon•
St. Benedict and the Sons of St. Benedict, s ignor Zachr y is the p as t. o r of St. Patrick's
I would Like to quote from a learned paper Chu rch, Den iso n, T ex as.)
read before a responsible historical society
by an Anglican minister, Canon Kingsley:
That the Holy Bible is the only divinely
"Under their shadow sprang up the towns inspired book in the world's liternture we
with their corporate rights, U1eir middle are taught and we believe; but if there are
classes, their artisan classes. They were the two books which under the Bible could be
physicians, the almsgivers, the relieving of- said in a sense to likewise be divinely inficers, the schoolmasters of the middle-age spired I would say they are The Imitation
wor ld. They first taught us the great prin- of Christ by Thomas A. Kempis and the Rule
ciple of the division of labor. They tran- of St. Benedict.
The foundation of St. Benedict's Rule is
scribed or com posed all the books of the
then known world; many o[ them spent their labor. In that Roman world into which
Benedict
was born and in which he was edulives in doing nothing but writing; and the
number of the books even of those to be cated until he fled from its schools, the nofound in single monasteries, considering the tion of work was degraded. In a soc iety that
tedious labor of cop y i n g , is altogether practised slavery, work was the lot of the
astonishing. They preserved Lo us the treas- slave. But wiU1 Benedict it was the lot of
ures of classical antiquity. They brought in all men, necessary for his well being and
from abroad arts and new knowlege; and essential for his growth as a Christian. In
while they taught men to know that they a sense he placed labor before prayer, for
had a common humanity, a common Father labor would lead man to prayer. In a world
in heaven, taught them also to profit by each in which men labored by the sweat of their
other 's wisdom, instead of remaining in iso- brow to pay their debt to God against whom
lated ignorance. W ith them was neither high- they had sinned, St. Benedict spoke of "the
born nor low-born, rich or poor ; worth was labor of obedience, the idleness of disobetheir only test; the meanest serf entering dience."
The Rule of St. Benedict is based on The
there might become th e lord of knights and
vassals the counsellors of kings and princes. Sermon on the Mount. St. ·Benedict would
Men may ta1k of democracy - the monas- teach his family to see in each individu al,
teries were the only democr atic institutions each str anger or traveler wh o knocked on
the monastery door, the image of Christ. If
the world had ever t ill then seen."
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leased man from his political slavery on
earU1 and ennobled him as a child o-f God
and a brother with Christ. There is a different slavery which grips the world today.
It i.:; the slavery into which millions have
been reduced by the materialism of ilie
world. We speak of the better lHe, and Russia would hold out to its people the day
when their material prosperity would approach that of America. Granted there is
poverty in the world, and that Goel made
material goods for all, the new philosophy
is a new slavery, not too much unlike that
o[ another day. We are offered a mess of
po t tag e today and nothing else. We are
asked to lie down with the brute beasts of
t.he field. We are told that when we die we
are dead, like a dog or a cow , and that we
are very dead indeed. The only heaven we
can hope for it the one we
try to make here on earth.
I say that today and tomorrow there is a challenge facing the Sons of St. Benedict
and all who believe in God;
a challenge not unlike the
challenge to go f o r t h and
Christianize and civilize the
barbarian hordes. The miracle or God which transformed
a Benedict into a wave o[
enthusiasm which would give
us the centuries of faith, is
needed again in God's world,
and it will come and it will
succeed, for Goel will not
abandon the world He has
saved.

IN

"" ur Lr>rd exh<.u-ted us to .. Love o ne anothcl'."
Lc-t us. LIJcrero re, a ll unlle our prayers in cJtarlt.y
wit.l• Ute ml}n J,s al Subiaco for tJ1e int.cnlions sent
in since. last month.

PRAYER

version of sinners. Sa(e trips, Continued employment. Thanksgiving-St. Joseph. Lax Christians,
Better rnovie and TV shows, Special aid in problem.

THE LIVING

THE DECEASED

Holy Father's intentions, Peace of mind, Relief
from scrup les, Home and foreign missions. Return

Catherine Hal't, Anton Etzkorn, Josephine
Camarato, Raymond Jacobs, Charles Lienhart,
Julia Mohr. Sister Cortona, Anna TyTrell, John
Meyers, Anna Barry, Ted Bajorek. John Chudy.
Mary Dirks, Raymond Brady, Priscilla McCauley,
Deceased Sisters oI Mercy, Sister Margaret Mary,
Sister Mary Lawrence, Victor & Nina Bione,
James Mullin, Gertrude Haegger.
Deceased members of Maher family, Rose

of daughter to the Church, Aid to Catholic schools.
Conversion of Communist. leaders. Thanksgiving
for favors received, Spiritual aid for our youth,
For all parents, For more zealous holy Priests,
Peace in family, Cessation of nuclear tests, Solution in the Congo, P rotection o[ Missionaries in
Congo, Happy maiTiage, Thanksgiving in hon or
of Mary, More devotion to St. Joseph, Better
attendance at Mass, Better behavior in Church,
More devotion to my Guardia□ Angel, Thanksgiving-Infant o.f Prague, Employment, Guidance
for our president, Happy death, Selection of right
vocation .
For all converts, Successful examination, Con-

McCarthy, Sarah Weiner, Anthony Dams k y,

Joseph Homan, Oscar Selig, Mary Harrington,
Byron Noonan, Father Albert, Walter Plank ,
James Munn, Mary Krebs, Robert Watts Bertha

Watts, Bertha Ben cl er, Rose Zajac, Ben and
Catherine Sandman, Nora Be 11 i n , John Nuce,
Jess Kaczka, Charles Chudy.
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Backgrounds of the Mystical Body Ill

And God Said:
Let Us Make Man
In Our Own Image and Likeness
By Mr. Clare Wolf
Whal we have lcamed about man the
creature is deeply humiliating. As a creature of God - as he is born into the world
- man is nol divinely important lo God.
True. he is God's creature and therefore
he has a creature's right to that attention
and help from God which he must have to
work out a creature's destiny. Being an
immortal creature of God - having a soul
that will live forever - man has a right
lo that assistance from God which he requires lo achieve his natural goal. namely:
a happy existence after death.
Bllt man has a right to nothing more. As
he comes forth (rom his mother's womb,
man has no further claim on God's love.
He has no right, no title, no ability, no
means of his own to become anything but
a creature of God eit.her here or hereaHer.
Yet, from the dawn of time, man has been
seeking and longing to attain some kind of
oneness and union with God. Man has never
been satisfied to be loved by God only as
a creature, as a reflection, as a footstep.
Something in the very nature of man makes
him crave to work and live with God - to
know and love and serve God - not as a
mere creature, but to be one with God and
to be known and loved by God on an equal
ba,is with God. The heart of man desires
to be known and loved by God for man's
own sake.
So, for ages on end, mankind has been
the victim of that seemingly impossible
longing and desire of which St. Augustine
spoke when he said: "Thou hast made us for
Thyself, 0 God, and our hearts are restless
until they rest in thee."
The mind of man knows what he truly
is, but the heart of man desires to be something greater and nobler. To resolve this
conflict between what man knows himself
to be and what bis heart desires him lo be,
we must go lo the opening chapters of the
Bible - to the story of Creation.
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'l'his article is one of a series on the Mystical
Bocly by Clare Woll or l'rairle View, Ark. Mr.
\-Volf has ·onducted several lecture series ou
Utis subject in the ubiaco deanery.
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HEN WE READ the story of creation,
what we r ea l l y see there is
Almighty God in the act of carrying out an
eternal divine plan for glorifying Himself
through visible creation. In this divine plan,
man was essential to its fulfillment. Adam
was the center, the focal point, the somce
from which the created world was to return God His profit o[ honor and glory.
In creating things outside Himself, God
invested somethb1g of Himself. He invested
a share of His own goodness and power in
us His creatures. But God did not invest His
Own periections in creatures solely for the
benefit of the creature. He shared His wealth
with man intending that man use what he
received to retw·n hfa Creator a profit, a
dividend, of honor and glory.
In order, therefore, to understand what
kind of honor and glory God expected lo receive from His creation , we must know the
fullness of God's goodness to Adam the first
man and the head of the human race.
When we enumerate the good things Adam
and Eve possessed in the stale of original
justice, we put it down like this:
They would never die.
They would never suffer.
They would not be templed by the
flesh.
They would labor, but labor would
be a pleasant and enjoyable activity.
There wowd be no sorrow or fear.
There wowd be peace and harmony
between all created things.
In addition, Adam and Eve possessed an
abundance of knowledge and understanding about their environment and the lower
creatmes in it. They were able lo subdue
all the animals and birds and beasts of the
earth and they served our first parents
without fear. And all these great goods which

belonged lo Adam and Eve were to have
been passed on lo their children and to all
generations after them.
This is 1he way .in which we have generally understood the state of Adam and
Eve in the beginning, and we often catch
ourselves thinking how marvelous it must
have been to be fre of the suffering and
fear and insecurity that afflicts us who are
lhe children of Adam and Eve.
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ET, ALL THESE GIFTS were as nothing by comparison with that other
and greater gift which Goel bestowed upon
our first parents. When Gott set out to make
mankind in His Own image and likeness
He did more that make jllst man an immortal creature. When He placed our first parents on earth to master and subdue it, God
performed more tharl' just a work of creation. Of course, man is not only matter but
also spirit, and so, more than any other creature, he is truly an image of his Creator Who
is a divine spirit. But Adam was the image
and likeness of God in a different and higher
manner.

When God called Adam forth from the
slime of the earth He not only created Adam
but, more important, He begot Adam int~
His Own family. God performed a work in
Adam which can best be described by comparing it with the eternal act by which God
the Father begot His Own Divine Son! God
endowed Adam with Sanctifying Gracethe very life of God Himself.
God thereby established Adam in a state
of intimate union and oneness with Himself.
God did not deal with Adam as with a servant or even a creature. Rather, God took
Adam to Himself as a co-worker and partner and made Adam a kind of equal to Himself. Adam was brought forth from the earth
as a being who could glorify God by taking
an active part in God's own work of glorifying Himself. This he could do because he
received from God the life power of God
Himself-Sanctifyin g Grace.
ANCTIFYING GRACE was the source
S
and the cause of Adam's real nobility
elevated his whole created
and greatness.
It
being and made Adam into a new and a divine kind of being. The Divine life force
that operated in Adam united him so intimately with God that his every act glorified
God, not like the act of a mere creature, but
as if that act were performed by God Himself.

The life of God that was in Adam was
a tru ly supernatural gift. It was not due to
Adam because he was a creature of God or
even because he was a man. In making Adam
there were cerlain things that God had to
give him if Adam were to be a man. He
had to have a body and a soul and all that
goes with body and soul : intellect will and
the powers of the body. But Aclam ~ould
have been a complete man without sanctifying grace, for sanctifying grace is a real
sharing in the very life of God-a gift Lo
which absolutely no creature has any right.
He who has the life of God in him is no
longer a mere creature. He is more like the
uncreated God HimseLL Indeed, it can be
said that he who has sanctifying grace possesses a life which God lives in ltim.

I

N CREA TING the things below Adam,
God gave them a certain likeness lo
Himself by placing some of His own beauty
and perfection in them, but Adam was the
image of God because God gave Adam , not
just something of His beauty and perfection,
but, by His grace, God gave Adam Himself.
God lived in Adam. This was the glory and
the gift which belonged to our first parents,
and it was to have been passed on, in its
fullness, lo all their descendants.
But Adam did not keep his great gift. He
sinned. With full deliberation and forethought he disobeyed God. By that act he
stripped himself of his great Divine Gift.
The oneness, the intimacy, the equality between Adam and Almighty God ceased to
be. God no longer lived in him.
Adam had been made lo exist and live
and work in a divine sphere of activity. By
his fall, Adam became only a creature. Worse
than that, the fallen Adam was a creature
who once enjoyed that union with God in
which he possessed God and was possessed
by God in such a way that God lived in him.
Now he was a creatme who bore the guilt
of having destroyed the life that God lived
in him. By his sin Adam fell from the height
of union with God Himself to the depths of
a creature laden. wjth the gwlt of having
destroyed what was Divine in him. He has
squandered his inheritance:
So, the heart of man still seeks and yearns
for total union and oneness with God because man once had such union with God
and lost it. It was man's real inheritance.
Adam lost it and ever since that loss the
sons of Adam have wanted their inheritance
back again.
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POL LY PAl lAD E
Hello fo lks,
A warm ing, greeni ng, bird-chi rping Spring
has al last made its way into the [oolhills
of the Ozarks, genlly waking Mother Nature
lrom her long Winter's slumber.
As always, the beg i n n i n g or Spring
brought us the Feast o[ our holy father and
founder, Saint Benedict. The words of the
hymn used in the novena in honor of Saint
Benedict still ring in my ears: "The dayspri ng in the gold en east brings back our
solemn yearly feast, when Benedict ascend~d high to heav'nly mansions in the sky."
The solemnity of the day was like a warm,
spr'ing breeze, easing the chill of the otherwfae somber atmosphere of Passionlide.
Among the welcome visitors here for the
Feast of our heavenly patron (yours, loo,
dear Oblate) was Right Reverend Thomas
S. Zachry. An old friend or many of I.he fathers of the Abbey, Monsignor Zachry shepherds the Ilock of St. Patrick's Parish in
Denison, Texas. During the pontifical high
Mass celebrated by Father Abbot, Monsignor
delivered an inspiring sermon , one we will
long remember. He spoke of Saint Benedict
as God's instrument in revitalizing decadent Roman society in the fifth century and
of the timelessness and flexibility or the Holy Rule.
Also here for the celebration were some 140 youngsters of higher elementary
school age from the surrounding parishes. Father Abbot
had sent ou t the invitation
to the lads in the deanery,
thinking that the Lord of the
harvest may have scattered
the of a monastic vocation
here and there among them,
and this might help the growing p r o c es s along. Father
Raphael, master of clerics and
novices here at the Abbey,
The
was in charge of the young16

slers and was aided by scholastics and Fraters. God willing, perhaps some of our youthful visitors will fill our aging shoes one day.
A big ba tch of congratulations with a wee
dash of regret goes lo Vincent Flusche on
his recent appointment as acting postmaster
of the town of SL1bi aco. Vince, as he is known
to us, had had his application in for some
lime and received official notice of his appo· ntment last month. The above dash or
regret is [or the vacancy he has left in our
prin '. ing office which he co-managered with
his brother, F ather David, for 14 years. It
was in no small measure due to Vince's
imagination and dedication to his job that
our press has expanded, both in qu antity
?nd quaJi ·y of service over the years. Besides
tb ,s, Vince will be remembered by the members of the communi ty for many personal
acts of kindness. Many is the time that he
~ u; dropped hi; wor« to lend a helping
hand with a stencil or a trimming job al the
i:ai:er cul•er. Our hearty thanks to Vince
for his printing past and bes t wishes [or a
i;ostal futu re.

Despite his classical and scholastic background, Father Gabriel is not one to despise
modern technology in his leaching methods.
Witness to this is the up-to-date language
la b he has set up on the second floor of the
main building. Complete with earphones and
tape recordings, the lab is now equipped to
give his Spanish students the subtle nuances
of pr01rnnciation. The surprising U1ing is lhat
everything was done with not too much
expense lo Father Procurator. The earphones
were purchased "para una cancion" (for a
song, that is) from army surplus, and much
of the work of installation was done by "el
Padre" himself. The community had the
opportunity of getting first-hand proof of
the success of the new lab in attending a
Spanish-Americ an play presented by the
Spanish students of the Academy and some
of the SL Scholastica girls se_;eral weeks
ago. Even for the practised ear. it was difficult to determine whether an individual
ac:or came from "south of the border" or
nol. Their vow e I sounds, "enyeh's", etc.
sounded quite authentic.
After quite a few years on the leaching
end of the educative process, Father Robert,
Principal of the Academy, will have the
opportunity to reverse the proposition next
summer. He has been awarded a grant from
the National Science Foundation for higher
studies in the field of chemistry at the University of Texas. Father Brendan, too, has
been awarded s uch a grant. He will study
biology at TCU. Barrlng other pressing duties, these two will be ·'cracking the books
again" from June l3 through August ]7.
Just now. with the end of chool in view,
they are too busy to fully relish the coming
summer session , but I'll bet that after commencement they will be marking the days.
·
So long.
Polly
ABBEY DEATH A.NNIVER ARIE
Publiealion or death anniversary dates is an
c.ncouragement to friends of the deceased and to
our readers to remember the departed in their
prayers.

remodeled west. ent ra nce at Subiaco.

April 4, 1948
Brother Aloysiu Wuest
AJ>ril 9, 1957
Brother Bernard Aufdermaue.r
April 15, 1951
Rev. Eugene Knoff
April 17, 1921
Very R ev. Meinrad Epp
April 18, 1935
Rev. Fintan Kraemer
April 24, 1953
Rev. Richard Evelcl
Let Us Pray
0 God, tlie Lord of M ercy, grant to tlie sou!
, whose anniversary
of Thy Servant, N
we comme1norate, a place of refreshment, ,·est and
happiness, and tlte glory of Thy light. Through

Our Lord Jesus C1irist. Amen.

Lendin g
Librar y
Notes
. Reader ~re it;ivited to use the free le.ntling
library service of Ute Abbey. The books referred
lo below arc part or n shelf or several bunrcled
books available. Additions are constantly being
made lo lhe library. ,vrite for any of these books
or ask for a romptetc List Address the Lending
Library, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

THE KINGDOM WITHIN by Genevieve
Caulfield, Harper & Brothers. $4.00, 278

pages.
Here we have the heart-warming story
or an American gentlewoman who, despite
the handicap of blindness, dedicated her life
in the Orient to those similarly afflicted.
She established schools for the blind in
Japan, Thalland (Lhen Siam) , Burma, and
in 1958 Vietnam. Her staunch Catholic faith
upheld her in the many difficu lties she encountered among strange peoples in far-off
foreign lands. In these days when we have
heard so much about our "prestige" abroad.
she has been a good public relations ambassador for this nation and [or her Catholic
religion.
Her auto biography, edited by Ed.
Fitzgerald, reaches back into the nineteenth
century-she was born in ]888 in Virginia.
Al seventeen she decided her life's work
was to be in lhe Orient and her experiences
since then make a very readable book-an
inspiration to anyone, sound in body or
handicapped.
In World War II as an "enemy alien" she
was interned by friendly officials and she
managed to keep her schools in operation.
She was the gracious cooperator in the romances of her assistants, which later resulted in good Catholic marriages.
This fa the story or a "good" woman doing
"good" to some of God's creatures w ho might
otherwise be neglected. - Brother Thomas
Anglim, O.S.B.

days had finished the task. This practice
helps to make the land more fertile. IL also
has another effect, that of raising the organic matter content of the soil-a good practice in these regions because of our clay-type
soils.
As one passes the pastures up by the
ridge,, he notices that they, loo, are Leeming
wi h life. Here the beef cattle herd is pastured during the winter. fl jg hard lo determine the exacl number of calves which
have b en born so far, but Brother John,
care:aker of the herd, estimates that there
are close lo twenty. Brother is doubtful
whether this year's calf crop will turn out
a, well as last year's. His calf-per-cow ratio
last year was remarkable high, ninty-six
per cent.
Brother Henry just finished planlh1g the
lespedeza. The variety he planted this year
is Korean , one ideally suited for the region
l:ecause of climate and soils. It is hoped thal
the crop will do well this year, since this
part:cular legume hay is the main source of
winter hay for the calLle. Besides being a
good source of hay , lespedeza being a legume,
has lbe ability. while growing, lo convert
ni rogen from the air to the soil. Then after
the hay crop has been harvested, valuable
fertilizer remains in the soil.

Spring is evident everywhere, but nowhere
can it be so plainly seen as here on the farm.
Fie Ids that have Jain dormant lhe last
months now are beginning to lake on a
Lnge of green. By far the freshest looking
of these are the small-grain fields. Although
these grains were hampered in growth be- Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
cause of the rainy, cool weather of late,
For the Missions
one can notice that each week their condiHelp us raise funds to aid the needy missions
imwill
They
by sending us your canceled
East
improves.
Far
the
of
tion and appearance
Simply tear or cut them off your letters
prove more speedily as the weather grows stamps.
and packages and mail them to us. Be sure to
warmer during the next few weeks.
)eave a small margin around them so as to proesThe clover pastures, too, are beginning to tect the perrorations. All foreign stamps are
valuable. Mail conributions to: Young
green up. These pastures provide the greater pecially
America, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas.
part of the late spring and summer pastur- NOTICE. Please do not send the common series:
ing for the dairy herd. Clover, although a 1!' Washington, 2t Jefferson, 3¢ Liberty, and 4¢
Lincoln. Tliey must be separated and discarded.
much later pasture crop for the cattle, Thank
you very much.
found the weather suitable enough to send
Stamp Contributors Since Our Last Issue
up a few three-sectioned leaves for Saint
Miss Rose Botto, Mrs. Kate Murray,
Patrick's Day. These pastures were given Arkansas:
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Binz St·. , Miss Fraces Euper,
a boost during the winter by applying sevMrs. Jack G. Holt.
eral carloads of rock phosphate to them. Alabama: H. Hartzer.
Mrs. John. B. Carroll.
This help, along with the fact that clover California:
ILLinois: Mr. Frank P . Zurn.
being a legume constantly adds fertilizer in Iowa: W.D. Regnier.
tbe fo rm of nitrogen to the soil, should prove Kentucky: Lillian Manager.
Mrs. Ray Benitez, Hamley Insurance
to ha"e great results in making this year's Louisiana:
Agency.
clover an even better source of feed.
Massachusetts: Anonymous.
After playing a great part in spreading Minnesota: Mrs. H.E. Webber.
Mrs. Rose Warner.
compos t on the Abbey farm lands, Brother Nebraska:
OkLaho1na: Mrs. Ernest Hofstrom, Miss Mary
Louis took time off to aid the Benedictine
Donnelly.
Santos.
s :s'en al Shoal Creek in the same task. He South, Carol.i-n.a: Mrs. William Miss
Lena Binder,
: Mrs. Loretta O'Brien,
took :he tractor with him las t week, along Texas
Leslie Conrady, Holy Family Church, Mrs. T.J.
wi:h the loader and spreader, and in two
Murphy.
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Dear Young Americans,
A Happy Easter Season to all of you this
April! April is full of reminders of Our Lord,
risen up from the dead and living and advancing the Kingdom of God in people right
now, in you, in me, in our neighbors. Even
the April showers remind us of the story
Our Lord told of two men, one of them wise,
and the other footish:
"Every one, therefore, that hears these ,
my words, and does them, shall be likened
to a wise man that built his house upon a
,·ock. And the rains fell, and the ftoods
came, and the winds blew and beat upon
that house, and it fell not, for it was founded
on a rock.
" And everyone that hears these, my words,
and does them not, shall be likened to a
foolish man that built his house upon the
sand. And the rain fell, and the floods came,
and the winds btew, and they beat upon
rhat house, and it fell, and great was the
fat! thereof."
Lent is behind us now. We wiU not have
Lenten help in our building programs again
for many months. We cannot stop our building when Lent is over. One way or another
ot.r actions. even our inactions, turn to some
kind of a buildinq, either on the rock of
Ch,·ist where it will last, or on the sandpile
where it will be torn to pieces and washed
away.
Here's hoping all Young Americans will
stick to the Rock!
Love to every one of you,
Tammy

The House on the Rock
One December in Chicago we had seen
so much snow and ice that we were ready
for April again, before Christmas. As Fat her had missed laking his vacation during

the summer, we decided to lake a vacation
the last lwo weeks in December and hunt
for some April weather in Florida.
Nol many miles after we crossed the
boundary line of Florida, all the cold weaLher
was gone. A warm, gentle rain, Like an April
shower , bathed our car as we hurried to the
beach.
The next morning, the sun shone warm
and bright as we hunted for a cottage on
a small island south of Tampa. All Lhe cottages were filled except one that looked
silly, perched on the top of a lot of huge
ugly poles.
"This house looks crazy," I said.
"This house may look crazy to SOME
people," said the man who was showing it
to us, "b ut everyone of those strong poles
are anchored lo the solid rock under all
this sand, and treated with something to
keep them from rotting."
We took the house because it was the
only one left and we did not want to waste
any of our precious vacation hunting ano .her beach. The other houses hugging Lhe
sand up and down Lhe beach looked a lot
more attractive but the weather was loo
nice to worry any more about houses. We
had the job of trying lo make a Christmas
Tree out of driftwood and seaweed and trimming it with the prettiest shells we could
find.
Men came to the island the next day
selling fresh oranges, strawberries, and many
vegetables fresh from their gardens. Somebody came in from a fishing trip with a
boatload of fish. Our C h r i s t m a s dinner
seemed much like a Fourth of July Fish
Fry!
All of us were enjoying every minute of
our vacation except our baby, who was all
choked up with a cold. The wind was warm

but was blowing too hard to take the baby
out of the house.
That aiternoon a truck pulled up in front
of our house and many men started filling
up empty bags with the sand in our yard
and making a wall out of the bags of sand.
"Why are you doing this?" I wanted to
know.
"We are going to have a high tide tonight
anyway, and all this wind will blow the
water in even higher. When the tide goes
back out again, it may take away most of
the sand in front of all these houses unless
we do something to hold the sand back
after the waler goes down."
For awhile, I worked with the men, stuffing the holes between the bags of sand with
seaweed. The wind was blowing harder,
making the white capped waves of the Gulf
race furiously to the shore. When the rains
came the wind blew the raindrops straight
ahead in thin, sharp lines that pricked our
faces like pinpoints. We left our work and
hurried to our homes.
Now the waves roared louder than ever
and the wind came screaming through all
that rain, driving it under the door and
pushing it through the keyhole. The house
was warm enough but we Lit the oil burner
to dry out some of the dampness. Someone
knocked heavily at the back door. Hurriedly
we let in the wettest policeman I had ever
seen.
"There's a hurricane coming in on us
bringing with il a tidal wave," he shouted
above the roar of the waves and the screaming wind. "Folks are gelling back to the
mainland now while they can. After awhile
the road to the mainland will be under
water. Sometime in the night this island may
be under water, too."
"Our baby has a cold and is running a
fever," said Father. "It would be dangerous
to take him out of the house in this kind of
weather even if we were sure of getting a
place ,,to stay at the first hotel we found
"You're really better off here," said the
policeman." This house is built upon the
rock. There's not any wind or flood going
lo tear THIS house down."
The tide came splashfog and foaming in
furiously , pushing over lhe top of the sand
bags and creeping nearer and nearer the
house, wilh each new crest of waves. Bed
time came, but I could not sleep. Every
now and then the wind would blow so hard
the whole house would tremble.
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Once more the wet policeman knocked
at our back door to check that we were all
right and were staying put. "All the other
people have left except you and the patrols.''
he said with a grin.
"Are you SURE we'll be safe here?" asked
Father.
"O sure!" he answered. "THIS house is
built on the ROCK. In a little while the
water will come rolling under your house,
but don't let it worry you. It'll go back out
to the Gulf come morning."
Soon something started thumping under
our house. The waves were beating upon
the poles. I looked out the window on the
right, straining my eyes in the darkness.
The white cap of a wave was rushing toward
the white house next door. When the wave
hit, the house crumpled and fell. Loosened
boards were added to the waves that kept
beating upon the poles w1der our house.
every wave seeming to knock harder than
the one before it.
I went to the w indow on the other side
of the house. The next house on that side
was farther back from the water than we
were, but an angry looking wave was already racing to it. Before I could turn my
eyes away, that house crumpled up and
fell , too.
We tried to sit huddled about the cherry
flame of the oil burner, but the force of the
waves pounding on lhe poles underneath us
would make us jump up from our chairs
with a start. Then another wave would
pound again and we would want to get our
feet off the vibrating floor by silting back
down.
Every few minutes our house was given
a terrible beating by the wind and the waves.
I looked out the window again to see how
high the water was. All the houses in sight
were crumpled up crazily in the waler but
we were well above the water line.
By now we were used to the waves getting harder and harder, and braced ourselves every few minutes for the shock of
another blow. Finally, the knocks under
the house became less violent! The tide had
turned! Now the waves were going back
farther and farther until the water under
our house was all gone. By morning the
wind was blowing the other way, pushing
the tide farther back than usua l, uncovering a lot of sea creatures that the storm had
stirred up from the depths of the Gulf.
Hurriedly, we dug a little pond in the
sand and when the sea waler had seeped in,

we began to collect God's marvels of creation and put them in the pond where they
revived, and pul on a nice show for us by
just being themselves. Sightseers who had
come to look at the disasters of the storm,
also slopped by the pond to marvel at the
unbelievable d i s p 1 a y of God's creatures.
Greatest marvel, though, was the house that
was built on the rock, and did not crumple
up when the storm beat upon it, but furnished safe and needed sheller for us while
other people from the island drove around
in the rain all night on the mainland looking for a place to stay.

Young America Contests
L hasn't been loo long ago since we followed Christ along the way of the Cross
and rejoiced with Him in His victory over
death. After Lent and Easter Sunday have
passed, some Christians turn their minds
to other things and seem to forget all about
the holy mysteries in which they have just
taken part. They forget the reason why the
Church wanted them to live the holy seasons of Lent and Easter. The reason is, of
course, because they are supposed to keep
on living the way they did during those
times. They are supposed to live according
to (he happy truths which they learned during those days. By His suffering Christ redeemed us and made us children of God.
These are the happy truths of Christianity.
The best examples of people who didn't
forget these happy truths are the saints.
They were human beings like all the rest
of us. They had faults like all lhe rest of us
too. Their lives were made up of suffering
and joy, just like our own is. But their whole
lives as Christians were bound up with
Christ; their suffering and their joy was
Christ's. In other words, their whole lives
were one big Lenten-Easter Season. This is
the greatest thing we can learn from the
saints. Not all of the saints were alike in
what kind of work they did. But they were
alike in one way: they did Christ's work.
Christ's work is different for different people. Our job is to do like the saints did. We
must find out through prayer and thought
what kind of work Christ wants us to do for
Him in this life. And when we find out, we
must make it Christ's work.

you wish. The point value of each question
is in parenthesis. Highest score wins.
1. Who is the patron saint of travellers? (1)
2. Who wrote the prayer known as the
"Memorare"? (5)
3. What heavenly hero has a name which
means "Who is like unto God"? (3)
4. Who was the first canonized saint of
the new world? (3)
5. Who is the patron saint of painters? (3)
6. Who is the pa tr o n s a i n t of musicians? (1)
7. Who is the patron saint of Russia? (5)
5th and 6th Grades:
The Masses of Easter week and the Sundays after Easter present many beautiful
Gospels. Look through them and write which
one you like best and why you like it.
3rd ,md 4th Grades:
About this time of year many children
make their first Holy Communion. Perhaps
you have already made yours or perhaps
you are preparing to make it. Now is a good
time to check ourselves-do we prepare for
our Lord each time we receive Him? Tell
how you prepare for Him or how you will
try to prepru·e for Him from now on.

Contest Winners
7th and 8th Grades:
1st prize: Evelyn Kramer, St. Gabriel's
School, Kansas City, Mo.
2nd prize: Judy Geels, St. Benedict School,
Subiaco, Ark.
5th and 6th Grades:
Isl prize: John Lachowsky, St. Joseph's
School, Paris, Ark.
2nd prize: Phillip Klober, Assumption
School, Atkins, Ark.
3rd and 4th Grades:
1st prize: Stevie Twenter, St. John School,
Pilot Grove, Mo.
2nd prize: Cathy Berg, St. Gabriel's School,
Kansas City, Mo.

THE CONT EST S

J\1ASS INTE NTIONS
New Subiaco Abbey is a ble to accept a ddition a l J\1ass intentions. About thirty Masses
are offered daily in our monaste ry. Intentions
beyond this number are sent to monasteries
in Europe or the Holy Land where they ar e
cared for promptly. Regular low Masses,
Gregorian 1\lasses, or High Masses can all be
fulfilled as reqotsted. U your local parish
cannot handle thes e Masses, we wilt receive
them gratefully a nd car e for them promptly.

7th and 8th G-rades:
Answer as many of the following questions as you can. You may consult any book

Send them to :
Rt. Rev. J\1ichael Lens ing, O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey,
Subiaco, Arkansas
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The CCD, a Privilege and a Challenge

Spiritual Formation
And the CCD Worker
PaJ'L XXI of a Series
With the study of the Virtue of Charity
we have completed the analysis of the vital
constituent elements of our Supernatural
Life: its soul, which is Sanctifying Grace:
its hrain, which is Lhe Virtue of Faith ; its
muscular system, which is the Virtue of
Hope; and its heart, which is the Virtue
of Charity. It would be logical to undertake
now the study of the Moral Virtues that are
Lo our Supernatural life what your senses
are to your physical life. But let us postpone
it till later. For practical reasons, it seems
more useful to deal now with the very
Source from which Supernatural Life becomes possible.

"PRIMARY and MOST NECESSARY"
After the fall of Man in the Garden, our
rehabilita lion as children of God has been
made possible through the Mysteries of Incarnation and Redemption. The Sacrifice of
Christ is the price of our rebirth to Supernatural Life. But HOW does the Sacrifice
of Christ reach us INDIVIDUALL Y? How
can I appropriate for myself the earnings of
Calvary?
According to Saint Pius X, "the most
necessary and primary source of the Christian spirit is the personal participation of
the individuals in the Sact1fice of Christ."
If you take the trouble to give it a serious
thought, it becomes obvious. Redemption
does not destroy my freedom. Willful cooperation with my divine Saviour is necessary. Because of this fact, Our dear Lord
has provided for us the Holy Sacrifice of
the Mass, which is no( onJy the renewal but
more tru ly the contlnuation and application
of the Sacrifice of the Cross.
REVEALING COMPA R ISON
What gives to our paper-money its value?
Unless stamped by a duly authorlzed government, lt is worthless. A check is not good,
unless signed by th e depositor. The paper
or the check is our work, prayer, sufferings,
efforts, activities and undertakings. Unless
stamped by Christ they are worthless in the
supernatural order. They have to be touched
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by the GOD-MAN, Our Lord Jesus-Christ,
to get their value. And where is the GODMAN, now? As God, He is everywhere. But
as GOD-MAN, He is only at two places: in
Heaven, sitting at the right Hand of God,
and on the altar upon which the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass is celebrated. Therefore,
for us on earth, we find Him only in the
Holy Eucharist. Through the tremendous
mystery of Transubstantiat ion, He consecrates at the same lime whatever we want
HIM lo consecrate.

THE HEART OF OUR SPIRITUALITY
The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass is therefore the very Heart o( our Holy Religion.
Take iL away, and we lose contact with the
DIVINE. Whal the sun is to the earth, what
your heart is to your body, the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass is to our supernatural life.
It is the only adequate means at our disposal to fulfill our basic duties to God, duties
of adoration, reparation , thanksgiving and
petition. We are truly Catholic inasmuch
as we value, appreciate. and take advantage
of this divine WONDER being performed
daily on our altars. All other devotions or
rel 1gious practices together are a mere shadow of this divine reality. What a m istake
for a Catholic to give more practical value
to a novena, a candle, the Stations of the
Cross, than lo the Holy Mass! Personal or
optional public devotions are beneficial and
wonderful, but only inasmuch as they flow
from or lead to the A !tar of the Divine Sacrifice. If they distract you from it, they become questionable.
GOD-SENT PRIVILEGE
How grateful we should be to the Holy
Father, Pius XII, to have brought back in
the Church the evening Mass, in order to
focus the attention of the faithful on the
very Heart and Source of the Christian spirit. For too long have we seen ch urches filled
for a no v e n a and remaining practically
empty for the offering of the Holy Sacrifice!
For too long have we seen and beard people
giving a much greater importance to the
Way of the Cross than to the most sublime
reality of our holy religion! The Stations of
the Cross are the picture of the suffering of
Christ, but the Holy Eucharist is His real
Person as the God-Man.
Dear CCD Worders, if you really want to
make strides in the difficult art of spiritual
formation, learn lo value and live your daily
or weekly Mass! More abou t it nex t month !
Au revoir! - (Rev.) Georges A. Levasseu r.

Godliness

- - Godlessness

Timely News and Views
A CHANGING CLIMATE
l do not regard Catholic schools as a luxu-

ry. I am convinced that the effort to gain economic justice for Catholic parents is not a
h ope I es s cause. There are many nonCatholics of good will who, in the true spirit
of dialogue, ai·e listening to and considering
the merits of the Catholic parents' case.
The very (act that the Governor of New York
thought it politically advisable to recommend scholarship incentives to Catholic and
non-Catholic alike is, it seems to me, a sign
of a changing climate. Perhaps the Governor's measure will be defeated, but justice
is not won overnight. It certainly never will
be won if no one asks for it. - William A.
Br ady, in America, March 25.

LIKE FREEDOM IN THE INDIVIDUAL
The freedom of the churches is in some
ways precisely like the freedom of the individual. That is, we cannot be for this freedom only when the ind iv id u a l ( or the
church) is a friend or ally, or when he does
or says things we approve and agree with.
ln a just society a man must be free fully
to be a man, and the church free fully to
be a church, which means free to preach
and teach, as well as worship. I f this freedom means anything, it means that churchmen must be free not only to take "enlightened_,, positions-on race, social justice, capital punishment - but also to take "unenlightened" positions - whatever one might
think them to be. Today, in an increasingly
secularized society, it seems important to
put this note in the record. - Editorial,
Commonweal March 31.
SOMETHING WONDROUS IN MAN
Thanks to Christ's Resurrection, w e can
believe that there is som eth ing wondrous
in man, that the final hum an condition is
not carrion or the worm. Unlike Marx ist or
non-Christian m ystic, we cannot be cynical
or unconcerned about our fellows. For if
Good F r iday reminds us that man is not
God, Easter does not let him forget that to
God man does matter . And today the "cup

of cold waler" given in His name means
commitment to building up for His brethren
a world on which the light of Easter already
shines. - Editorial, America, April 1.

NO PLACE FOR THE MORAL LAW
We seem to be reinforcing the strength
of the state to the, point at which it wW take
over the regulation of every detail of human
activity, leaving no p lace for the moral law
by which men have previously lived. In
final terms, the secular state is gradually
assuming the position of authority which,
in the Christian tradition, belongs only to
God. Federal and state laws are slowly becoming in the public mind the only determinants of 1noral good and evil, while at the
same time the legal profession disclaims any
connection between the laws of God and
the laws of men. The notion of sin, which
should apply to al! deviations of human conduct from the law of morality, is now becoming restricted to certain violations of ecclesiastical discipline . For many outside the
Church, moral rectitude has become synonymous with mere respectability. - Cardinal
Cusliing, in Lenten pastoral.
WHAT SEEMS UNPOSSESSAB LE,
I CAN POSSESS
I have monstrous phantoms ... as all men
do. But I try to exorcise them with all the
fury of the Middle Ages. And inside and
outside the wind blows. But when the time
comes, like now, then the storm around me
does n ot matter. Nothing human or earthly
can touch me. A milder storm of peace
gathers in my heart. What seems unpossessable, I can possess. What seems unfathomable, I fathom. What is unutterable, I can
u tter. Because 1..can pray. I can communicate. H ow can people on earth endure anyth ing if they cannot have God? - Dr.
Thomas D ooley, shortly before his death.
MOVING?

U you move please send wi your complete
OLD address and the complete NEW address. This wlll be of gereat help to oa.r office
personnel. Thank you very much!
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Wi!hin a month we hope to be digging for
ti:~ foun-'ation of the proposed retreat-guest
hcus:i. We can't afford it yet, but we need it
to can-y out our apostolic work. Mcmoria's
are available in all sizes.

If you can help
The address is:

RI. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

